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Few men have done so much for their fellow-countrymen 
as Kdwin Chadwicfc, and received in return so little thaaics. 
The memories of an old oppression still cling to his name, 
and there has ^rown up around him a le..end of humourless 
arrogance ani inhuman efficiency, of doctrinaire intransigence 
and ruthless driving power. He has become the type of the 
bureaucrat, whoso ideal ^overnuent is a vast Panopticon, 
where under the austerely benevolent eye of the State official 
every individual lives and wories, the spontaneous activities 
of each moulded by a controlling intelligence to some distant 
social end. He is the suspected channel of foreign ideas, 
of German absolutism and Trench centralisation, alien 
transplantations into the free soil of the British constitution, 
In him is seen the embodiment of that imperial ambition of 
the civil service, which since hie time Das assumed so ^reat, 
an ascendancy in the executive, causing Lord Oh iff Justices 
in these latter days to prophesy gloomily the on ioing of 
Parliaments and Lord Chief Justices.
To every legend there is some basis in fact. It 
cannot be denied that Chadwic& possessed certain qualities of 
character which during his life time isolated t.isi b> .--hind a 
pricfcly hedge of antipathy and distrust. He *as a bore, a 
reallj outstanding special n of bore in an »,,e xhen the species 
flourished; the fact sticks out in ev^ry line of his clumsy, 
graceless arose, and in his continual revolution of the same 
fixed circle of ideas. He was too *.ee <ly aw&re of a is own 
merits} while, on the other hand, he did not suffer fools 
gladly    and his definition of a fool was a very wide one. 
He embittered controversy by his uaswerving opinion, .vhich
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he rarely attempted to conceal, that aay one who disagreed 
with his views muso be guilty of intellectual weakness or 
moral failing. »ith a wholesome suspicion of power .vielded 
by others he comoined an unbounded confidence in the 
potentialities of power in his own strong hands, and every 
scheme drawn up by Edwin Chadwicfc seemed to contain at some 
point a provision for giving more power to Kdwin Ohadwiclt. 
But, granted all this, it would be an error, and a ^rave 
injustice to Ohadwick, ',o write ofr the antagonism he aroused 
as due to his personal faults. He was for a few years the 
most hated man in the country; not because he was cruel or 
vicious or corrupt, but because his name became the symbol of 
a soulless system of government by the paper regulations of 
a distant bureaucracy, and because    a reason with more 
substance    his investigations snatched aside the veil of 
indifference and good breeding which concealed the naked 
clasn of economic forces, leaving starkly displayed the 
tainted sources of many respectable fortunes. He stirred 
up a great deal of mud, aad it is a tribute nob a reproach 
that 30 much of it was thrown back at him by nis critics. 
Other men were -riore in the public eye, commanded gre-.ter 
respect and certainly inspired deeper affection    and have 
since Oeon aore fortunate in their biographers. ^ut no .aan, 
not evfn Lord Shaftesoury, has xore bolid achievements in the 
field of social r.form to his credit, and no n«an did more to 
curb and harness the crude capitalist energy which, wr.en 
Chadw-ick began hio *ori, was busy building a new earth on 
foundations laid deep in a new hell. L'he career of ^dwia 
Chalyvicls: f;jay «ell serve as the classical illuytracion of a 
historical trash too often neglected, that the shaping of 
events may often owe less to the arliamentary gestures of the 
statesman than to the whispered advice of some obscurely 
influential figure, unnamed and unpraised, in a Government 
office.
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Edwin Ghadwick was Dorn on January 24th 1300 in the 
village of Longsi^ht, aear .v'.anc^.ester. His
"good old Andrew Ghad*ick", wa3 lfthe oldest Methodist in all 
England when he died" in 181^ at tne age of 93. The first
Sunday Bchool in Lancashire was founded by him, and Lesley 
frequently held meetings at his house. He was reputed to oe 
the nearest heir to the fortune of the eccentric tcnight, Sir 
Andrew Cnadwick, whose will, scrawled on two bits of chandler's 
shop wrapping paper juat before his death in 17&8, was for 
more than a century the subject of Chancery suits; but he 
persistently refused to ta&e steps to obtain the estate, saying 
that the things of this world were quite enough for him, and
that "it would only siake his family proud and thus endanger
(2 ) the salvation of their souls". This was a line of argument
quite foreign to his grandson, wno never felt ais soul in 
danger from money or anything else, and who ;;;ave as an 
additional and stronger reason for this rare self-restraint 
that old Andrew did not know that the estate *as so 
considerable. hdwin'a father, James Chadwick, was an active 
liberal politician, a friend of the blind po«t and abolitionist, 
Kdward Hushton, and joint editor with the radical journalist,
Gowdray, of the "Manchester Gazette". ^ It is probable that
-o-
1. Alice joardman (an American cousin of Chadwicfc's ) - >'.G», 
n.d.; probably c. 1873, when he was col lectio?; facts aoout 
his family history, apparently -with a view to claiming Sir 
Andrew Chadvvick's estate, the value of *nich was estimated 
in 1336 to be about *,1,5OG,0<)0.
2. ibid. For Sir Andrew Jhadwick, see 'r ictes aud queries", 
fourth eries, No. 11, 7 Kov., 1 5b8, p. 441.
.5. James Ohadwick was a man of some scientific and artistic 
aoility, and is said to have taught botany and music to 
John Oalton. He edited the "^tateswan" iuring the 
imprisonment of its editor, David Lovell (lill, 1512 - 15). 
Leaving London for Ixetcr, he beca&e editor of the 
"Western fines". About 1^57 ^e emigrsited to America with 
the /oun(.;er fflembers of his faaily by a aecond marriage. 
Heary JhadwiCK (13^4 - l^J.i), ..dwin's half-orother, 
achieved fame in a different sphere of legislation} he 
codified the rules and scoring of baseball, aad became the 
"first important sports writer in America" (.see D.A.3.)
4Edwin Chadwick's sympathies and understanding were conditioned 
by a home in which the distress of the lower classes and the 
means of relieving it were earnestly discussed, but his mind 
cook no direct impress from the nonconformist and popular 
radical influences a-nongst which he was raised. James 
Chadwick must have been shocked to read his son's ,$ibes at 
radical demagogues, while "good old Andrew" would nave been 
horrified to near his grandson rariit th* dissenting chapel with 
the beerehop and the Trade Union as the triple corruptions of 
the ^ '
After some schooling at Stockport, Chadwick left 
Longsight for London when he was ten years old, and entered 
an attorney's office as a pupil at the age of fourteen or 
fifteen. Re picked up a little lawyer's Latin and sufficient 
French to follow the debates in the Ohambres, and read 
something of Swift and Defoe; but his formal education was 
fragmentary, and his self -planned studies severely technical 
and utilitarian. For a career in the public service, he 
would undoubtedly have said, his equipment was none the worse 
for that. *>hat was history after all but "one threat field 
of cram", and literature but the study of idlers who read for
amusement? As for the classics, if they were brought out;
-o-
1. jetalltf of Ohadwick'a early life are meagre. fte may 
judge of the relationship between him and his family by 
this revealing extract from a letter to an American cousin, 
written towards the end of 13^2 when it was clear that the 
General Board of Health waa nearing its end: "Under the 
circumstances I wish you to warn t;<ose *hom it may concern 
of the uncertainty of the continuance of any income from me; 
   the only thing which has ever seemed to me to concern 
them. Except from Julia and yourself, and from my brother 
James, almost the only letters I have ever received from 
auy one member of my family, since I arrived at man's 
estate, a ay other than spurring applications cries (of) 
Jive, Give; never a personal civility, a -i-essa^e or an act 
that shewed sympathy for my labours, or couched with any 
view to «;ive me pleasure, nothing out in ilrect or direct 
pauper importunities". (u.G. - Anarew boarciman, n.d.).
anew and sold in Holywell Street, the authors and booksellers 
would be prosecuted by the Society for the Suppression of 
Vice. ' He had the deepest contempt for the aristocratic 
notion that no ideas of value could be expected from anybody 
wao "had never been at either university, written a nonsense 
verse, or scanned a line of Horace".^ '
Chadwick was admitted to the Society of the Inner 
Temple in 1323, and, while continuing his reading for the Bar, 
earned a slender living as reporter on the "Morning Herald". 
By 1325 he was on good terms with the brilliant group of 
younger Utilitarians, and was frequently invited to dinner at
John Mill's to meet George Grote, J. Eyton Tooke, James
( 3) Roebuck, and John Graham. '' He debated morals and metaphysics
in a discussion class at Grote'sj ne heard John Austin lecture 
at the new College in Gower street \^daily he encountered the 
seminal ideas of Benthamism, and the energy of the Benthamite 
thrust gave direction and vigour to his thought. Of equal 
significance for the future, he met Southwood Smith and Dr. 
Neil Arnott, and at University College he bee--me familiar with
current medical doctrine by discussions with students of the
-o-
1. E.G., "Subjects for Competitive Examination", 1890.
2. E.G., "On Life Assurances", " /estminster Review", Feb. 1323.
j>. J.3. Mill - 11,. 0., 1825* "I hope you are not the "young law 
student of Lyon's Inn", whose CLere amie tried to throw 
herself into the Thames yesterday". At one time he seems 
to have had thoughts of marrying into the Mill family.
4-. This is probably the discussion group described in Mrs. 
Grote's "Personal Life of George Grote", 2nd. ed. 1373. 
p. 60. The group met on two mornings a -week at 3.30 a.m. 
for an hour or an hour and a naif to read &ill, Hartley, 
Dutrieux, and Whately. But Mrs. Grote does not include 
Ghadwick in the list, which includes the names of J.S.Mill, 
Charles Buller, Eyton Tooke, J.A. Roebuck, G.J. Graham, H. 
Grant, arid l.G. Fresco Ut.
5. The class lists for Austin's lectures from 1323 - 1330 
include the names of Chadwick, J.S. Mill, J.A. Roebuck, 
Eyton Tooite, John. Edward and Charles Romilly, G.J. graham, 
G.G. Lewis, and Charles Buller (see Hale bellot, "History 
of University College", pp. 13? - 133).
6best medicfil school in Europe. In politics and religion 
alike he began to apply the same test, judging all activities 
by the volume of social benefit resulting from them. He 
turned his back on .Vesleyan Longsi^ht, and professed himself 
a member of the Church of England -  the faith of "Jeremy 
Pay lor, of Bishop rierkeley, of Paley"^   because in his 
experience Anglican priests did more practical ^ood amongst 
the poor than the Dissenters or the Roman Catholics, i'he 
parish incumbent who busied himself as agent for the savings 
bank and tae clothing club, and who trusted to soap and water 
rather tman to mystical tneology for the redemption of his 
flock, was worthy of more respect than the .sonconformist 
preacher who stimulated a dangerous emotionalism in his hearers 
and meddled in unpractical political agitations; and he was 
immeasurably superior to tne Roman Catholic priest who taught 
.his people to revere stiuicing saints and impure ruomcs, and who 
could enter unmoved the overcrowded novel of an Irisn cottier, 
where the sexes festered together in an atmosphere compounded 
of the smoka of a criimney with the steocr of a privy. ^ ' In
the political sphere he watched with sceptical detachment the
-o-
1. "From discussions with them I derived a strong conviction 
of fcne superior importance of the stud/ (as a science) of 
t£e means of preventing disease, and 1 '*.&s tn oetcer 
enabled to perceive some of the important relations of the 
facts, partially expressed by vital statistics, which were 
brought before me in iny public investigations". (£.0. - 
Dr. H. vVillis, 31 Tuly 1344). Sir ^.H.SieveJsifig in 13J3, 
after speuaiag some years nt the schools of tarls, Berlin, 
and hJdiabi-T.ih, ranged university College above them all. 
(Hale bellot, op. cit., p. 147).
2. Jal.G. - Dr. Auckland, 17 January 1J44.
5. E.0.,tt;*jot®s on Sanitation", AS draft written at the time of 
the "Vapal Aggression", 1650. Florence i£ditinhale, it 
may be noted, applying the same utilitarian test, came to a 
diametrically opposite conclusion. "In all the dens of 
disgrace and disease", sr.e recoras in one 01 her notebooks, 
"the only clergy who deserve tLe name of pastors are the 
Roman CaUiOlicT she rest, of all deaominatxons    Church 
of England, Church of Scotland, jissenters  - rre» only 
theology or tea oioogers". (Sir rdward Cook, "Life of 
Florer.ee .-iightiogule", vol. 1, p. 57).
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clash of party catch-words and the mnnoeuvrings for 
Parliament ary majorities*. "I am a zealous advocate of all 
social improvements", he declared, "and am therefore aja ally 
t>f any people b.y *>hom improvements would De made." (1) In the 
public health campaign a few years later he found his friends 
in both camps, looking to Tory paternalism to restrain the 
narrow individualism of petty Radical tradesmen, and to Radical 
irreverence to looeen the bonds of rory traditionalism. He 
was xiot the man to applaud th« antics oi the "Tri,jac*ia", 
John Mill, John Graham, and John Roebuctc, when they made their 
jtfunt to revolutionary Paris in l;i^0, and startled the French
by calling loudly for the ''^arsei liaise" when Louis Philippe( 2} 
visited bhe Opera. v f
The struggle for recognition in the hard schools of 
journalism and the law marked him for life with the self- 
consciousness and truculence of the man who owes everything to 
his own exertions 
 
 
 the self-^ade man, proud of his creation 
Out sensitively aware of its imperfections. In Fleet Street 
and the Inner Temple he learned habits of tremendous industry 
and methods of investigation which were later to serve him in 
^ood stead; and with them he acquired a cocKsureness of mariner 
w> ich, coupled with a natural arrogance, set people's iceth on 
edge.
At thirty his aim in life was not yet settled, and his 
abilities, sharpened by application and a hard and varied 
uporingjing, were a^eiting "heir opportunity. "e had been 
culled to the ^ar^and was well sDOicen of in the Courts. 
Alo«ny ionbianjue had made him sub-editor of the "Examiner", 
from whose columns a merciless fire was directed against the
Lords, the Church, the magistracy, arid bhe ineptitudes of the
-o-
1. !:>.C. - t-dward Gulson, July li;5'A2. H.ii. Leader, "Life and Leuters oi J.A. oebucK", pp. 29 - 30.5. In ffovotnb&r 13.JO. fte first brief offered to him vtas todefend -i "nan in jicted for bi^'/my; t;:e defence su^ested ^ae to shake the testimony of the wife. lie declined ^o go into Court for such a purpose. (.. .0. * i1 . Lewis, i r'ebru : ry
aftellington administration, from u popular Radical a-^gle with 
which Ghadwick wae not always in sympathy. ' He had caught 
the eye of lien than and Francis 'lace with a couple of excellent 
articles on French Medical Charities and 'reventive Police, 
which he had contributed to Blaueo white's "London Review", a 
ponderous quarterly which foundered by its own weight after 
two issues. , before a Commons Committee he had defended his 
view that the primary object of a police force was the 
prevention of crime, the detection and apprehension of the
guilty being of subordinate importance;*and he had been
-o-
1. August i*330. He worked for the "Examiner'" until "ioveaber 
1833 f not always on the aost cordial terms with his editor, 
since the line taken in his political articles was at times 
at variance with Fonblanque'e leaders. Oou't ta^e it ill 
that 1 remind you that if you have quarrelled with democracy 
the Examiner-has not", wrote ronolanque oace (2) October 
1^33)* "and partial arguments against the people, and 
insulting expressions applied to ttezc, are to be avoided. 
Froiu enlightened uadicals i have many complaints of these 
things". In another ivve* Lin^ le.-ter (:J February 1.^2), 
he writes $ "i am much annoyed by your account of what 
passed *ith surdett. ff you allow sentham to dress you in 
my plumes I beg of you to wear aiy courage ^Isc-, and not to 
f;ll in v^ith shabby excuses for what requires no excuse at 
all. Having adopted the paragraph i was responsible for it, 
and woul'l have admitted of r.o f-polo^ie^, and you ^nen 
inveoted with my feathers by the '^rophet of Truth should 
have siffiulated sy ^row. The idea of lieasnfcut's saoothing 
<rown a .rian he scorns with no measured acorn, is discus ting; 
nor is it a^ree^blo So think that you representing the 
.t-xaslner \vere admitted to courtesy under cover of ouch 
propitiatory sacrifices.
"Dai'end me from my friends i cannot fear my foes," 
I may heartily repeat. As for ,;ur-ett i - n warily oring 
aim under the terx of 'friends' for be is the irieni of no 
»an who will not prootrace beiore him".
2. "London Xevie*", Vol. 1, o. 1, p>. 252 - f :3, 1-J30: 
"Preventive Police". Ibid, io. 2, '  ;>. i?5t> - 5^5: 
"Centraliz .ition. 'ablic Oharities in Ira ice". Of the 
first Francis "'lac.;, who was oo-templatin^ a -.i^ilar 
article for the ft .\er;tffLnater", *-rote (21 June 1329): "iou 
have publiohed our views and i can do little more than 
republic}; tt.em."
^. r,.G., A.° notes "To the -haiman of the Gorcmittee appointed 
by the iiouse of Goainions to enquire into the present state 
of the . oiice of the Metropolis", i July 1
prominent in drawing up petitions and Bills for Joseph Hume 
and Kdward bulwer in their attack on the "Moral and Political 
Kvils of the Taxes on vnowledge", a subject which    he 
asserts    had been first broached in Parliament as "fc-r. 
Chadwick's question"/ 1 -*
Karly in 18^1 he met Jeremy Bentham and accepted an 
invitation to become his secretary. "A queer old Hermit, 
half gone in dotage, sinking through it into the ^rave", **' 
haunted by gloomy dreams and the dread of blindness, the 
philosopher was still hard at work on his drafts and 
codifications. Many men of influence arid ability had hurried 
from queen's Square, their minds illumined by some bright 
project for setting the world to rights} but oentham regarded 
few with more esteem than this stern disciple of his old age. 
The gentle recluse, devising the widest schemes of benevolence 
that the philanthropist could desire in the guise of the most 
bard-headed self-interest that the economist could postulate,
tapped some deep spring of feeling in Ohadwick #hich rarely,
-o-
1. E.G. in »;ii note, n.d., on his own career. He states that 
his article in the "Westminster Review" on "saxes on 
knowledge" (1827) "was reprinted and circulated, and laid 
the foundation of the agitation on the question". He was 
ia aorrespondonce with Joseph Hume and E.'_. aulwer, »ho 
moved in the Court. ons on It? June 13^2 the abolition of the 
duties impeding the diffusion of knowledge; but, 
significantly, he seems to nave had no contact with Henry 
Hetfcferington, the real leader of the agitation, the 
radicalism of whose "?oor -. an's Guardian" was too popular 
for Ghadwick's taste. -hea he accepted lonolanque's 
irivitacion to join the "Examiner", Ohadwick Gold him that 
"in consequence of what I wrote on the subject of the 
newspapers, I have been subjected to mucfj inconvenience 
and excluded from my sources of immeiiste emolument", 
i'he "cixaminer" was almost alone in maintaining that the 
abolition of the l-tarop Duties was essential for the healthy 
pro^ref5S of the Tress, most of the established papers 
preferring to support a charge w.ich cjuld be passed on to 
their readers rather than facilitate tt,.e rivalry of cheap 
papers.
2. Benthua - 1). O'Connell, 15 .-obruary 132?. "Collected 
, ed. bowring, vol.^1, p. 2.
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if ever, bro&e the surface in later years. "bentham was his 
ideal, his guiding star and had called forth all the tenderness 
of his nature", writes Chadwics's daughter, "He could not bear 
the most innocent jolce about Bentham's peculiarities". 'But 
Chadwiclc was not the Kind of man to become the echo of another, 
however venerated. When lientham offered hia an annuity if he 
would undertake to devote his life to preaching the doctrines 
of Pelicitariaaism, Ohadwick refused the offer, though it must 
have had ttn attractions for a struggling lawyer. He always 
made it clear that he considered his allegiance to Bentham to 
be narrowly limited. He was exasperated by those who believed 
that his administrative ideas were drawn from the philosopher, 
and would point out sharply that writings he had published 
before those of Bentham showed the independence of his own
views    especially on sanitary questions. ^
-o-
1. Marion Ohadwickc ( . /.'u daughter; - rs. Aubre,/ riichardsou, 
24 October 19*13.
2. ">hen ;*r. Chadwiclc has entered i:ito any subject, be has 
professed to have investigated the claims de uovo GO the 
extent of his means, and to have based his conclusions upon 
them, and not upon any preconceived opinions of any 
school" ( ' t . "., iB notes, a.d., on his own career). It 
was alroost cert ,H inly on his insist once that J. Hill Burton 
put ia the following foot-note in his "^enthami ^ na" (13'+$) , 
P« 395? "It would be an injustice to that friend of 
bentham who has so thoroughly laid before the public tne 
grounds on m,ich Sanitary legislation ought to oe bused, 
to allow it to be presumed that the Jonotitutioaal Code 
contains on this subject anything beyond simple su^estione 
as to the general subjects to which the regulations should 
apply. The suggestions mi^ht have remained unnoticed liie 
many of tneir author's other valuable hints. :he public 
owe che full inductive sifting which this subject has 
received solely to ar. OhadwicK, Bo^e of whose re-nar^s ou 
sanatory re ulatioas, written, long before he could have 
anticipated an opportunity of brin^in^ forward his views 
in an nutuoritative forffi, were quoted by ^entham as 
illustrative macter for the Constitutional '."ode. r,ee 
tforks, vol. IA, p. 64^' . when a correspondent, rei'erred to 
iientham aa tne author 01' the ,'oor ..-uw system, Ghadoicis 
professed himself "oO>newhat ta.iten ubacic"    and L:e 
forwarded copies of his re, orts to -naole the writer bo judge of the "iadependerit natare of the grounds' on which 
they were based. (^.J« - h.D.^acieO'i, 1^ January
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Bentham, engaged on the "Constitutional Code", his last 
and most ambitious work:, as»ced his secretary so coritribuce 
sections on the functions of a Minister of Public Health and 
a 'iaister of Justice, but Ohadwictc, who had not yet severed 
his connection with the "^xaaainer" and was also occupied with 
his strenuous campaign against the Stamp Juties, was obliged 
to decline. Turning the pages of the "Const itutiorxal Code", 
it is not difficult to detect the extent of Chadwick's debt to 
rientham; nor is it possible to find a better illustration of 
the difference between the methods and achievements of the two 
men. Chadwicfc, who was no political philosopher, too*, his 
theory ready-made and unexarained from ;ientham. At the 
beginning of the "Constitutional Code" iieatham lays down three 
fundamental principles. The t irst defines the object of the 
legislator, which is to secure the greatest happiness of the 
greatest number; the second states tnat in individuals "self- 
regard IB predominant", or "self-preference has place 
everywhere". The business of the legislator is to reconcile 
the first principle with the second, to build the structure of 
society upon a psychology of atomic individualism; arid this is 
to oe effected by the third of rientham's principles, the 
"means-prescrioing, or junction-of-interests-prescribing 
principle", according to vxrich the laws and administration of 
the community should be consciously planned to ensure that in 
pursuing his self-regarding activities the iudivi tual must 
promote the welfare of his fellow?.-. ^  * The "Constitutional 
Code" is thus a beautifully constructed toeohaaiBm of checks 
and incentives for the orgatisotion of a mob of conflicting 
egoisms . Here is the theory implicit in Ohadwicfe's 
administrative reforms, the justification for enlowing the 
State A-ith indefinitely extensile powers to ensure that the
interests oi' the individual and the ends oj' society shall be
-o-
1. "Constitutional Code", I ".eotion il, First Principles 
Enumerated.
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ideatifxed    the justification for aggressive Governmet.t 
action to protect factory cr ildren and railway labourers; to 
supply a legal minimum of relief for the able-bodied pauper 
and institutional care for the sici, blind, and aged; to put 
uader paolic regulation the supply of water and gas and the 
burial of the dead; to root out the corruption of parishes 
aad municipalities and Improvement Commissioners, and the 
nepotism and patronage of central departments; to iestroy, 
adapt, create institutions as the principle of utility might 
dictace. Here also are the blue-prints for the Utilitarian 
btate    the new Ministries for Health, education, Justice, 
Indigence belief, and Interior Communication; the administrative 
areas prescribed oy technical necessities not historical 
sentiment? tae ofrleials selected for their tried and proved 
"appropriate aptitudes". Here are the powerful central 
departments, supervising, initiating, and inspecting, 
publishing regular reports on their activities, collecting 
statistics and information from the localities, vigilant for 
every opportunity to exercise their "melioration-su^estive" 
functions.
la its astonishing prescience, its inexoraole detail, 
and its neat joinery of efficient means to us.ful ends, the 
"Constitutional Oode" is the most sustained and fruitful 
effort of the practical imagination in the literature of 
government. out that it is a wor<c of the imagination should 
not be forgotieri. It is limited by what Uer.tham could see 
and hear from queen's Square. It is limited oy the emotional 
prepossessions of a philosophical recluse oi' upper aid-lie 
class origins, comfortaole in his means and his habits, 
refflarsaoly equable in temperament, who seems L.O nave felt no 
stronger passion than a Kind of intellectual ire-it :.»bllit,y at 
the twisted lo^ic >f his opponents. The ooservation aad 
experience of oae man, even a rnaa of genius,' xis too narrow 
a foundation for the massive edifice 3entham built upon them.
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In some of his suggestions there are, in consequence, as 
Graham ftallas has remarked, an odd "combination of ingenuity 
and ignorance", (1; tfenthara grounds his views on Civil 
Service reform, Tor oc^nple, oa the theory that the applicant 
with the greatest fitness and relish for the service -will be 
prepared to work for a lower remuneration, and may even be 
willing to pay for the privilege; and he recommends that tnose 
candidates who had been adj idged competent by an Examination 
Judicatory should be allowed to bid for the vacant office,
^ either to work for a smaller salary or to pay the 
public for the permission GO serve ic.
A philosoyher ac his desk, could in this way erect on 
paper his construction of pure intellect, building course by 
course from a priori foundations. He could postulate a 
Health -Minister, ranking in importance oefore the foreign 
delations minister, the Trade Minister, and even the inance 
Minister, and endowed with whatever powers nis philosopher- 
creator might wish to give nim, from the supervision of medical 
officers of the Army, i<avy, and Indigence Relief departments 
to the maintenance of hospitals, lazarettos, ynd laboratories, 
and the inspection of prisons, madhouses, schools, poor law 
establishments, and shops for the sale of drugo and surgic-1 
instruments. This ideal .Minister would, of course, be armed 
with "aqua-procurative ' >owers, and powers to regulate the 
quantity, quality, and "proportionality of distribution" of 
water supplies. 'ie would be charged with a comprehensive 
ran^e of oi.'mtely defined duties    a "malaria-obviating" 
function, involving the inspection of mines, sewers and drains,
burial grounds, theatre, and lauds covered with stagnant
-o- 
1. "bent ham as I'oiitical Inventor", "Contemporary Keview*',
r.iarcu i^<2b, pp. j>l^   .5 lt>. 
£• oenthaia's ideas on the Civil . ervice are contained in a
series of papers collected under the title of " ft'iciaL
Aptitude i.axiai,:. . d, ' ! Kpense rviinirniaed" ^nd in the
"Constitutional Gode' 1 , ii, sees. 9 ff«
1*
water, and the control of smoke and effluents from
a "heaith-regardj.ng-evidence-elicitauive-and-r«cordative"
function, involving the collection of reports from Local
hospitals, and the estaolishiaents under the various 
an "appropriate-publication" function enjoining 
thai, tee "utffiowt publicity" be given to the activities of the 
Ministry of Health. It was Chadwictc's task to teat these 
a priori recommendations against the evidence, Co work upwards 
from the dny to day f^cts of social ills, and to find in 
actual case histories the arguments to convince ratepayers and 
editors and ^iniaters of the Grown. "I may observe", he says, 
"that in ay service 1 have never followed any one, not even 
sientham, but have deduced &./ conclusions not even from senthaa'a 
but solely from close uad important collections of evidence".*'
Perhaps he protested coo much, peraaps he owed m;re to 
bentham than he would ad-nit, for ideas Ahich were his by
adoption he would sometimes loofc upon fondly as his o*n
-o-
1. "Constitutional Code", II, sec. '<". i'ose public health 
duties are also ^ivea t/o the reventive ervice iinister 
(ibid. sec. V); thus, by Art. 3 h* is to prevent the ill 
effects of
'%. 'Disease and mortality, the .results of unhealthy 
and uniriedlc^ited situations.
S. i-nhealthy employments, the unhealtaiiiess of ^hich 
is capable of being removed cr lessened by appropriate 
arrangements.
o. Contagious disease".
2. "On the Kvils of ..dsunity in ceritr 1 and local
Ad-ninistratiori" (13d5), p. 2, foot-note. Of. the article 
by r'rofes^or :asson in " 'orth iiritioh I'eview", vol.>;:i. I, 
pp. 40 - :34 (I:i5> ): ""Front the results of tne i'oor La« 
Com«nisrion", says s?r. Cha delete hifflBelf in a comparatively 
recent paper, "we mi^ht question whether there are any 
acknowledged princioles of legislation, oa which it would 
be safe to act without a close i<i4uiry as to what 
circumstances there are v.hich rao lify the pc-inciple ii-aeif, 
or li -it trie rce^ns by ^hich effect -ray be iven to it". 
A very oit ,er pill, -e conceive, such an assertion as this 
wouli have p -oved to .^r. Chad^ictc's friend, r. Sentham, 
accustomed as the confident old phiiospher ^sn, to forward 
codes of Laws to ! 'ussia and ^ypt aad all parts of the 
world, on the strength oC the universality of .general
excogitated in tne cioy of .*eatajinstyr" . lp.35) .
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children. In truth, however, his real debt to bentham does 
not consist of any specific le^al notions or administrative 
£ad|..,ets. It shows itself in his hatred of waste and corruption, 
his healthy suspicion of the wielders of power, and hia 
resolution to introduce system and classification into the 
public service by applying the Benthamite maxim "alwa.ya to do 
t,he same thing in the (same wpy, choosing the best, and always
to call the same thing by the s^me name". 1'
For tv/elve month Chadwick lived in Queen's Square,
(2) 
nursing iieuthara through his last illness. Before his death
Chadwick laid before him the outline of his ^oor Law proposals, 
"and he was satisfied with the proof's I ^ave him".^ In his 
will ^eatham bequeathed to his secretary a small Legacy and 
part of his library of jurisprudence, referring to hiai *ith
affection and hoping that he would co;ii;inue the gr-md worfc of
('4 ) 
cudifio xtion. v '
-o-
1. "On the Evils of Disunity in central and local
Actniniscration" (1JB5), p. 2. The principle first appears, - 
however, in Ohad^icic's "'-^nitary report" (15<*2>, p. j>/2.
<f. "He committed himself i,o my entire care during nis last 
illness, a^-id I -*a?. *ith him uiitil he lied": " '.:.'. - Edwara 
uuliioii, July Li>57 • )ne note from tti-is period has survived: 
**I am very ; ;orry to hear that ir. ueritLam ouatiuues ao 
unwell. I Bhyll be very h.^p^y to as. 1st you in any way    
ana if you -hould Oe nuch faii^ued by sitting up or require 
to be wbseit ^nd -~ new lace is adj;ii.--$l,Jle, I siioulci oe 
happy to do inything for -r. nentham from fiv<- in the 
afteruoon to as i'.te (or as earty) an hour as you liite" . 
(Horace Crunt - &•   ., n.d.) uerthair, died oa c June l-^3^» 
with (according to Bowriny'.) hit? head on jiowrin^'s uooom. 
iiowrirjji naa^ces no mention of ChadwiCK any  /. {! ere iu his 
bloo.ra ',hy of /senthain, which, in the words of LesLte Stephen, 
("English Utilitarians", vol. 1, p. 225) is "one of the 
worst biographies in the languf. &e, oar of aauerials w.,ich 
might have serve J for a masterpiece".
}. ;. ,'. - H.o. 'tacleo'l, 19 January 13u \
^. Chadwic.t later presented to University College Lient ham's 
booK^ on >ren.c/;, Austrian, A::.ericnii, Spanish, >nd 
' Jortuguese U'wa, with th^ comrr,f»nt " i. have oeen unaoie to 
maie that use of f^r. bent ham's bequest '<vaioh I expected 
and «hich he then conteipii>.led"« n«<i.
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In Ia32 Nassau Senior, it/sowing Gha.d*ieic froai his 
contributions to Blanco dice's quarterly as : >n unu^u^lly *eli- 
ini'oraed st,ulant of social problems, invited him to assist the 
iioyal Ooiiiuiis^ioa which had Just began its inquiry into the Poor 
u&ws. He aesitated loa& and anxiously before he accepted the 
offer. His reputation in his profession was high; John 
Rotiilly aad Henry tJictiersteth had recently asxed him to t&ice 
over the editorship of a reforming journal, "The ./urist", and 
he was about to offer himself for practice at the Jomoion Law 
Bar A'ith the prospect of a successful career before him. (1) 
But Senior hud the ear of the Government, arid his invitation 
opened up wide possibilities of Ministerial patronage.
It was no 'ivil ^ervice fledgling, docile, well-bred, 
and ignorant, who entered hitehail in 1332, but an assertive, 
rather cruda young man, with habits of mind already fixed, who 
for years had been elaborating theories of positive government 
action and veas eager- for the opportunity to put them into 
practice. ;rom the first he was an unwelcome *n^ crlcical 
alien. "All -chose who liice Ijord .'elbourue are for lettin<3 
things 'r,Laie right', ao he expressed iu, ali those who in the 
sight of a.iy am:unt of evil, us; the half informed economists' 
cry of Laissez fa.ire« set me down as mad". "V«"hy can't you 
leave it v.ioneV", ..ord .Melbourne v;ouid asis qu ,-rulouf-ly j;hen a 
rescless suboriiuate Euggested that soiKetnin^ should be 3one
\ aai he e^rhrolled Lne political philosophy of his class in 
the &pr*orisin, " "very cn^lish b-aatluinan may be presumed to 
possess the ability to discharge the luties of :*ny post which 
he has bufi'icient interest to obtain". Patronage, the 
distribution of places in the public service more or less at
random areon^st the population by the .-orturie's '^he-:-i of favour
-o-
1. £.".," 'o note, n.d., on hio own career. ^.J. - !'.J. 
Hardy, ^'' fterch 1^52.
2. K.C. - Hev. (Lord) idney Ho dolphin Osoorne, it> April
("U.^.O." of the '.iffiea"). 
2. i".C., ^ frbgmeat, n. i.
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or influence, had bred a rt>ce of tiu-id, faineant, officials,
who looked with detp uneasiness upon investigations into social
1 1 ) 
evils which eaust lead to activity on their part. i'hey took
the machinery nearest to hand and followed the advice which 
prorjiued ieaet trouble, clinging to old forms and worn routines 
to avoid the labour of inventing and mas coring new. 2o them 
Chadwick was a dangerous eccentric. "He wes "wild", "unsafe", 
"visionary", revolutionary even, this man with his ingenuity in 
devising novel admin i^trative machinery, hir, expositions of the 
preveafcability of disease and crime, and i is irreverent scorn 
for the oligarchic doctrine ti at the p.>ost important qualities 
of a man are his n«a?e and stock:. Above all these uovernment 
snrvants, Ainisfcers and departmental heads alise, were alarmed 
by Chad-wick's faith in ^overrune^t . Oha'Iwick, the first , reat 
modern Civil Pervant with a professional sense of the dignity 
and proper functions of the public service, set himself from 
the beginning the tasfe of removing the Blur that "Government 
does everything badly". It was universally adraitoed, leclared 
.Lord Laasdowne on one occasion, that ijovernm^nts were the worst 
of cultivators, the worst of manufacturers, and the worst of 
tradera. f*'1o doubt", conar.ented Ghaiwict:, "as constituted the 
English (iovermnent is the worst of cultivators of the public 
lands of which other Governments are the uoat and obtain the 
highest rentals, (the worst of manufacturers) of arms and 
stores, which other governments ffitm.-facture in a suoerior 
manner, and is tee worst of traders in commissariat supplies, 
expending in -he mainteuacce -f one array oudly suns for which 
France, Prussia and Austria maintain double "^
"The torpid hands of .rovernffient' , was Peel's
descrlDtion when it was suggested that the State should taice
— o-
1. (J.C. Lp---ia re-ortea to hi-5 ^'n'.h'-r, 11 October 1^2, that 
the riooie Office, according to Senior, were "very sulky" at 
the activity °f the roox1 JJ&VK Uotoraisiiion of Inquiry. "They 
h-'-'VS   et one Ftone rollinu hich they c; nrot 3 v;op, and 
prooabiy will not commit the same error again". ("Letters 
of Sir U.C. Lewis", p. 14).
2. i'--.0. - Alfred -rice, 15 May
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possession of the railways. Was the administration of the 
railways by private enterprise so auperioi* in its efficiency? 
deinaaded Ghadwick. "'*o department of Government would have 
been endured, no Toverament could have stood, -which if it had 
administered them at all had administered them as corruptly 
and as tastefully aa they have been adrciniatered b.y the 
commercial classes".^ '
"I fane,/ Uhat I have glimpses of a ,$reab future, for 
other tirsea and other men", f je wrotia ouoe, raiain^ his eyes 
momentarily to the horizon, "but it is oy acieatific legislation
which can only be attained by special study, special
(2) qualifications and great labour". J 'Jothin?; was to be hoped
from th® "legislation of the jjreat majority of our rulers, who 
lift bheir hsida aloft uovs instruction, -jvno praise their own 
groping in the dark under the name of practice, arid abuse as 
"theory and speculation" all attempts to act upon extended 
knowledge and aforethought"', such legislation *a3 "a source 
of continual fuablings and botches; of araendsents upon 
ame.idj.ents, often producing new evils, and -^rravating the 
evils which they ^vere intended to remedy".^ «KlllWI«ltX««efw«ll 
tfiEXy -ti<4<S^ISII41y i<tid-',t:lle' .nn^tfld.ltK&K.-.'He* laMelt utilitarian 
doctrine in bvjfch morals and legislation is founded on the 
certainty of rocii-liKe principle; and to tho confidence 
the precision of the Senthamite calculus inspired, Ohad 
added a personal conviction, as to tre soundness of his own 
reasoning, the ourity of bit; motives, and the objective 
dfesiraoility of the ends for which he worked. n.;y one A:ho 
opposed hire w;s ruruiinp: counter to the Dictates of reason and 
ethics} in short, he was either a fool or a rowae, und was 
iiiceiy to bo Doth. "Bir", he remarked rvith a truly
Johnsonian grandeur to joun r ,yon I iivyi'air, "the 'evil -*as
-o-
1. >:.'/. - ?, 25 ;pril 13 r /.
2. i'.'»C. ~ Andrew iioaiMman, n.d.
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expelled frora re avert because he objected to centralisation, 
end rill those v/ho ob.joot to centraliij-'tlon op.oee it on 
devilish rounds 1"^ He showed only too plainly to the world 
thai; he smelt brimstone -.vhenever he met a JLsciple of ^'Oroudy, 
or a paralysed official of the do-nothing school, or one of 
those "poi-ular politicians v?ho deem every measure for the relief 
of human onin vinionary and the promoters of them impractical, 
TCho deea tf-.ose sanit&ry measures which are beyond the power of 
individuals and are r.ot v/ithin the capacity of any local 
administrators -o br beyond the; province of Government or 
legislation: - whose notion of .i^ty in respect uo governments 
is that it ib ..a object of |_.atriotit=,f<< !,o m:>fce theos impotent, 
and making thori impotent see no need of .-i^ecial qaalifications 
for administration, ^nd with whom every salary IB money paid 
for no vioric, und all upaointtnents pa&j-ona^e and mere waste".
faire 1 in economics was tt;e obveroe of 
"'elbourne* s "leave it alotie' in y;overriKeat , and Ohad^icic's 
a.Jvocrvcy of ; oiritive governcient action wae logically combined 
with a rejection of the orthodox -conomic t-hec:-iea of the day. 
When he bt- c,sin hi? r-'oor Law inquiry economic nciciice w&s a 
rexote, deductive, ^icardia.i structure, proceeding frotc premiss 
to conclusion ':it^ the inevitable progress of t; geometrical 
px*oof. He first Rbiindone-:1. tre method, a.. -I then found himself 
abandoning the principles end the deductions front them. As he 
explained in an. address to the Political i'eonorry lubt
"If the-e be a tendency observable in the progress of 
political economy, it seems to De that of ^ettin^ iato two 
schools or secbe    "le l^ypotheeists; *^he sci ool jj' reasoners 
from unverified or imperfectly verified hypothese, called 
p-'incipies: arid the scnool of facts, those "ho preier inductions 
from facts incomplete as they may De, an i difficult as it may
oe to examine them and mane a complete induction from thfim.
-o-
1. ' . '.ieid, '"-'orroirs und Correspondence of Lyoa l.ayfair"
U399). P. &* 
c. . * . w . , Mi - fragment; , r. . d  
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I avow my preference for this method unattractive as it 
may be: at the expense of bein^ classed with those people callel 
matter of fact, who siicfc to whatever facts they cm ^ et, 
however ft*. The school is unattractive, for it is very 
laborious, there is much drudgery aoout, much digging and 
sifting, and much to weign and examine and much to throw away, 
and after all not much to shew, or what may be shewn is 
commonly in the unattractive form of figures li<te the results 
of an analysis.
Whereas any one may at his ease imagine a conjunction of 
facts, no matter whether they occur or not, deduce consequences 
from them, and call the result a principle.
There is not only ease but simplicity in working with 
hypothetical cases. You can at once get it in whatever shape 
wearing the appearance of system you please. Opponents seeing 
that your hypothesis is possible, do not encumber you ^ith 
questions as to its probability, and your premise being :iot by 
admission your conclusions needs must folio*.
My principal objection is to this practice of using 
unverified hypothesis    i'hat we are apt to iia gine and to 
use conjunctions of circumstances which never do occur as 
assumed and from them deduce consequences which never 10 happen 
as deduced, and never will so happen.
In fact that, If we do not £uard ourselves we may get 
into discussions about as useful as those of the schoolmen as 
to how aany uu^els could dance on the point of a u^edle.
It is possible to do more, however, than idly amuse: to 
ffiisohievously misdirect human attentions to excite false alarms 
to &ive extreme psin: to aggravate hum-m misery by deducing it
upon hypothesis to be irre-noveable.....
-o- 
1. K.C., "Population vuestion. J'wo scrools of political
economy: the geometrical reasoaers aaJ the reasonecs from 
facts", :V: draft., c. June 134!?. Chadwicrf: elsewhere 
("On the i rincipies and Progress of the Poor Law
d on next
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This is the note which is sounded time and again in 
Chadwick's reports and correspondence    the scorn for 
statesmen and administrators who continually arrived at 
practical conclusions in incredible ignorance of the rounds 
on which they could safely be made; the insistence that 
legislation ftust be founded on an ample induction, an inquiry 
safeguarded, as in a scientific investigation, by every security 
for the attainment of impartial arid objective truth. The 
proper place for the economist or administrator, who was 
preparing the ground for legislative action, was in the street 
and workshop not the study or Government office, getting, first- 
hand acquaintance with the pr,clems and persons to be dealt 
with, not viewing them dimly through a mist of words and 
preconceptions. *hat Ohadwick thought of an investigating 
body which sat round a t >ble in -..onion and listened to pa:,er 
evidence and the representations of selected witnesses, he 
revealed in a pungent letter to the chairman of a Royal 
Commission which had been trespassing without due deference in 
a field he regarded ?<dth a proprietary eye. "You have been 
denendent upon what others bring before you. The merit of my 
procedure for investigation is, ti at I have the least of such 
dependence. I do not only the work of an attorney but the 
work of an attorney's clerk. I have gone to see the places 
T.yself ....: and I have cross-examined the witnesses there on 
the spot' .^^
It is clear that he would have had no very hi^n opinion
(continued from previous page) Amendment -ct", "Edinbar^a
Review", July l^fc, vol. .Kill, pp. 437 - 55/) criticises 
.xassau cenior's definition of the subject :ratt,er v*ith *hich 
the political economist lieals: "his premises consist of a 
very few general propositions, the result of observation, 
or consciousness, and scarcely requiring proof or e ;ea 
formal statement, which almost every rnan, as soon as he
hoars them, adnucs as familiar to his thoughts, or at least 
as included ia hie previoo knowledge" (;. Senior, 
"i'oliUioal '.coriomy", p. jj).
i. t.G. - ijord ^ramwell, (Ghairman of ioyal ComjnisBion on 
metropolitan ^ewa^e ischarge, 13d*4- - L)j t j
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of the procedure of most of our recent .-ioyal Oomtnissions and 
departmental committees. The method he recommended was that 
of an opea inquiry by a Commission of experts, circulating 
detailed questionnaires and conducting local inquiries by 
itinerant investigators. By such inquiries the curious 
compound of conjecture, prejudice, and .arbitrary assumption 
which went by the name of political and economic theory would 
be replaced by a body of scientific knowledge, based on 
experiment, accurate observation, and verifiable evidence. 
There would no longer be Justification for the dangerous 
inaction of Governments, which was the result partly of an 
honest bewilderment about the nature of the evila an i the means 
of remedy, partly of apprehension aoout the public attitude bo 
any proposals that might be mad< . A full and explanatory 
report from the ComnsiBsion would supply all the facts necessary 
for the framing of legislation and the conduct of Parliamentary 
debate; while the oublic inquiry, giving opportunity for all 
parties to be heard ani all objections to receive their due 
weifiht, would ensure that the will of the country had been 
consulted    and instructed also, rince the education of 
opinion by the inquiry ^as as important as the exploration of
the f*cts. (i)
-o- 
1. Of. "A paper on the chief methods of preparation for
Legislation .... read at a special me ting of the Society
for Promoting Amendment of the Law",
- msaau Senior, j>0 July 1354: " y experience 
warrant me in sta^in^ th^t any one who prepares such 
measures will often find that the express e .qai^ies of 
other persons are inadequate or unsati .:;Cactor./ either for 
his own Guidance oc for justifying the measure to the 
public; ani that hearsay evidence i. the less satisfactory 
in prooortion as the object is t,> prepare any fnea^ure of 
iaiaeiiate and detailed application". . ;.,;. - J. Hill Burton, 
^ June 1J44; "the collector of che information, the 
inveatigator who if he is fit lor anything sliouid 
investigate to definite legislative conclusions and to the 
operative words of the law, aad tbe draughtsman and indeed 
the supervisor of the exeousiun of the law until (at least) 
it has &ot into "semi automatic' and rou-iae operation
be for finished vuork one and the saiae ;erson ri .
The value of Chadwick's influence in the field of social 
investigation during the twenty two years of his official 
career can hardly be over-estimated. 'Bin methods were not 
original. John Howard had made the rouni of the prisons with 
measuring tape, weighing scales, and notebook, and had refused 
to take auy statements oa hearsay, seeking to confirm 
everything by cross-questioning keepers, turnkeys, and 
prisoners; iJentham had laid it down that legislation is "an 
affair of observation and calculation"^ ; , and that it should 
be baaed, uot as hitherto "upon the quicksands of prejudice
and instinct 1 ', out "upon the immoveable basis of sensations
( =4) 
and experience" ^ \ the Poor Law inquiry of 1332 - IdjK was
conducted, probebiy at Lord brougham's suggestion, by itinerant 
Commissioners, as was also the inquiry of the municipal 
Corporations Commission of 13^5?. But the full development of 
the method, and in particular its use as an instrument to 
defeat the opposition of doctrinaires end of entrenched 
interests, is peculiarly GhadwiCkt's achievement. In addition 
to the modelt. affordedjby his own unequalled series of reports, 
he was ready with guidance to other investigations, Buch as, 
for example, the Children's Employment Commission of 1340. 
And, under the 'Jeneral :ioard of Health, tie procedure of 
preliminary inquiry in the locality was used by Chadwick'a 
Inspectors to clear the ground for the applic tion of the 
>ublic riealth Act.
tor Chadwick everybody had his story, his facts, his 
fragment of experience, with lessons to instruct tne acute and 
sympathetic investigator. i'he working clas housewife could
tell him of her roarKet purchases, the quicfc succession of her
-o-
1. "Many writers, whose merely deductive and indeed long
refuted doctrines on economic r,ub.jecfc? are s^ill discussed 
by the modern annalists of politic 1 economy, habitually 
ignore jr. v.sicj ChadwicK's classic lauours". A. Wilson 
and H.Levy, "Burial -Reform and i'U'ieral ^osts", p.2|? t'.n.
2. 'Theory of legislation", ed. v.,i. Ogden, Ij^l, p. 10. 
^. ibii, D. 102.
confinements, uer ineffectual attempts to Keep her house clean 
without water and ner family healthy in the midst of damp and 
filth. The young criminal in the rison cell could describe 
how he fell to the temptations of the flash-house. i.'he 
gravedig^er hal stories of the horrors of the graveyards, and 
the slaughterer in Clare ; arKet could suggest how disease 
TBight be spread by n -sty feeding. Even the journeyman awson 
with his ample w-hisivers could give support to the notion that 
a beard was not only an addition to manly beauty but also had 
a utilitarian value as a protection against duat. Ghadwick 
talked to them all, and what they told him went down in his 
notes, to reappear, perhaps, in some report as bustress to an 
argument, or as a clinching illustration in a speech or a 
letter. He let them speak for themselves in copious extracts, 
and his favourite aethod in the descriptive portions of his 
reports was to present his facts in the words of hie informants, 
knitting their accounts together with a few remarks of 
explanation and comment.
There was uwualiy, l.cwever, an admixture, more or less 
preponderant, of ,dwin Chad*ick in that evidence. He took a 
stand on the facts very quickly, sometimes -oo quicKly; he 
soon made uo his mind what he wanted to find out, and he used 
both the rein and the npur in guiding his witness towards a 
conclusion he already h«d clearly in mind. It was not for 
nothing that he had read for- the tiar, and had assisted rfrougham 
in the last case he imdertoo* oefore he became Lord Chancellor. 
^ ' The ideal of scientific objectivity vhich :..adwick set 
before the tiocial investigator was not easy for any aia-i to 
atcain; for Ohadx^ick himself, with his training and temperament, 
it was doubly difficult. Charles Hi<rwin had an excellent 
haoit of making an immediate note of every L'act which he 
encountered w, ich seemei at variance with his own theories; 
uecause, h- 8<jid, tie was sure to remember th^se facts .vi
1. b.O.^ Lord Ashley, 15 ovember
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supported his case, but was lively to overlook, the facts he 
wisned to forget. Had Ghadwick done the some he might have 
lost something of that dogmatic self-assurance which at times 
irritated even his best friends.
Chadwick's aim, then,    however far in oractice t>« 
fell short of it    was to probe with his instrument of 
impartial inquiry to the ultimate causes of pauperism, disease, 
and crime, for only when the lung chain of causes and effects 
had been uncovered coul ? the legislator determine at what exact 
point, the hand of Government should descend. The working of 
his mind can be seen in such a typical letter as the following:
"According to Cobbett poverty is the mother of crime, 
according to prisoners and to prisoners' counsel all is from 
distress. 'Why did you commit this crinseV I had nothing to 
eat. Why had you uothing to eat? I was oo.t of work. 
#Ly|/vere you out of work? because my master had nothing ?iore 
to do for me and discharged me". but we are not to stop 
there: send for his employer, ask why he discharged him: send 
to his friends p«r chaplain: ask the police who were his 
connexions and what were his antecedent naotts of living and 
then facts of a totally different complexion came out in the 
majority of cases, except in the case o± be^ars 1 and vagrants' 
children m-ho inherit the sins of the parent a. it. is only oy 
laborious enquiry case by case over large nunoers ind in 
different places that the re 1 truth can oe made out, or safe 
^eaeral conclusions oe estaolisied... ..
Revolutionary coacluaions e<.nerge3 from &his cloa.j 
examination of the facts. ' umralrig up the lessons of a quarter 
of a century a:>eit ia continual investigation, 2ha.-I.vick 
declared that "the results of every o .e of cr^se inquiries 
to reverse the largest nain principles on Ahi^h the Ooverni 
and arliaiaent an i the economists, orofes^ional persons and
the public at large had adopted as requisite and were prepared
-o- 
1. I'.'.G. - i^re ierictc Hill, 4- ^arch
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to legislate. The results obtained were most of tt em new to 
myself as well aa to my colleagues . la controversy this 
close acquaintance witL the facts gave Jhadvsicfc the moral and 
intellectual ascendancy of the man who had been and seen for 
himself. "John Ttuart "'ill always deferred to me on any 
question i had examined because as he said, 1 always *ot my 
information first hand, whilst he could ouly get it second 
hand or from boojcs".^*^ he would ask acquaintances round to 
hie house at . uauhope iate for a "little sanitary ch; t", and 
over brea«cfasu or an early dinner would submit them to his 
"inquisitorial thumb-screw", as one visitor described it with 
rueful admiration. Sot that the flow of information and 
experiences went all one way; he _~ave better than he got; and 
he was always re'-dy with advice GO the Chairman of the -soard 
of Guardians who wanted to tij^hten up the administration of Lis 
Union or the enlightened land-owner who was thinking of putting 
up come improved cottages for his farm labourers. If you 
wece in doubt about, the right depth to lay tiles for drainage, 
or wanted the name of a man who *ould plan a farm or a cemetery 
on the most approved models, or were at a ios^ for a set of 
clauses for a oil! or come telling figures for a. s eech, 
Gfaadwick could be depended upon to i elp. if he did noc Know, 
he could always put his hand on sooitsoody \vno i.id. "You KJTIO* 
all the clever fellows and who can do everything oetuer than
arjybociy else", wrote -James .V-orrison, in difficulties «ich his
( 4) Railway Committee. " henever I see a stupidity ^oing on,
I thinx of you, OL" course as you C'.a iasa^iae it", said a
Jerman econoffiisO, "because you are the rr.an to or ing the proper
' S ). '" J Altogether, as John :ilt remarked, ts.ere was
rtooo •'y quite lik*» Cfcadwick. for bei^ig practically us,,fuL.
-o-
1. i. .Q., "Representative Reform; jottings uown of a letoer on 
a commission", MiS, n.d., c. 1^59-
2. K.G. e Lord bramwell, 3 -arch l^-.5>«
j>. aecr^e .oumrier. - ^...'-., n.-:,.
u. James or"iison - >"'.(/., 22 /.wren
•>. !•'. (jarnier - ...0., n.d.




To the Commissioners, engaged in unearthing the abuses 
of the old Poor Law system, Chadwick was presently indispensable; 
and his colleagues, uneasily turning over the fragmentary and 
inadequate schemes *hich had BO far been devised, listened with 
relief to a voxce which spoke with so confident a note of 
authority. At first he ranked only as one of the twenty six 
Assistant Commissioners, but it was not long before he was 
invited, at the unanimous request of the Commissioners, to 
become one of their number. When it was decided to publish in 
1333 extracts from the evidence to prepare the public for the 
recommendations of the Commission, the selection oi." material 
was left to him. As a conspectus of their actitude to the 
problem it is hard to better the entry under "Paupers" in the 
index to that volume?
"Generally worthless and profligate ....
Mostly made so by improvidence and vice ....
The chief receivers of donations from charitable
institutions and charitable ladies on *hom they 
impose ....
Receiving allowance frequently, ^uch better off than
the soldiers ....
-o- 
1. "extracts from the Information received by
as to the Administration and Operation of 
the Poor Laws", 1333. "v,r. Chad-wick's >:eport from 
London and Berkshire" occupies 131 of the 41O oa-es of 
reports from tne assistant Comrais >ione s U>P« ^$1 - 4359). 
"in framing the report published in the volume of xtracts 
I had put forward such an exposition 01 the evils as 1 
thought Aould best suggest, oi e prao&icoble remedies and 
prepare the imblic nind for their reception": 
Nassau Senior, ?c July 1
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Generally made so by vicious habits, and not by 
uaavoidauie causes ....
Made by lying-in hospitals, soup Kitchens, blanket
societies, and permanent charities .... 
the originators of riots and firea in Sussex .... 
In Sussex looxed upon one who had been banged for
incendiarism as a martyr, exhibited hint in his 
coffin, and subscribed for his fa,uily . ..." 
And so on, building up «. picture of the pauper family, 
demoralised and worsshy, imposing on magistrates, defrauding 
ohe charitable, simmering with discontent, and transmitting the 
taint of laziness and turbulence to their prodigally conceived 
of i spring.
The most influential figure on the Commission was the 
urbane Oxford professor, saseau oenior, the sfl >ynard Keynes of 
his day, to whom the Government Loured as the leading 
interpreter of the science of aicardo an i Malthas. hen 
Ghadwick jo tiried the inquiry, i>enior had not conceived my 
practicable way of offering relief to able-Dodied paupers which 
would not oring all the demoralisation of Jipeen ham land in its 
train; and, as a draft of 13,51 reveals, he could see in 
consequence no remedy short of a heroic sui'&ical operation to
cut away in its entirety the corruption of the .Allowance system. 
^ ior had he formulated auy suggestions as co the .-liac
of administration. By September 133<i, however, . enior was ,^ 
urging on the Government the introduction of the worfchouse test; 
and in a letter to the uord Chancellor in lanu^ry 1^35 he 
outlined proposals for a central Oororriission of three, a body 
of itinerant inspectors, paid overseers, aud compulsory Jtiions
of parishes. ^ In brief, > enior had c-^ituluied to Ohadwickc's
— o—
1. ^.Bowley, "SaDsau Senior and Classical economics" (195/),
p. 317.
2. ibid, p. $1?: Senior - Lord ;hancellor, 14 September 133^.jj. ibiJ, p. >19t oenior - Lord 'hancellor, 7 January 13^3.
Senior ner« observes, "A year a ,o, or even six months ago I 
should have laughed at the proposal of maiiMg it ather any 
other than a parochial chiir^t.".
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arguments that a legal provision of relief to the able-boiled 
paupers was necessary, and that it oould be given in a form 
which would neither undermine the character of the recipient 
nor sap the position of the independent labourers and, further, 
Uenior had adopted unreservedly Uhudwick's administrative 
scheme. Jhadwick's energy and self-assurance, his bold 
prescription of remedies, and the weight of evidence he had 
assembled with extraordinary rapidity, had all worked with the 
utmost success on Nassau senior, who possessed, as 4iss Bow ley
has shown, a flexibility of outlook which belies his reputation 
as a doctrinaire of the laissez-faire persuasion.^  '
Chadwick was now asked to prepare "the heads of a Bill, 
or the outline of the Machinery .for the amending the 
administration of the poor laws, founded an the principles 
which I had suggested, and in some degree evolved from the 
witnesses on their examination". ; "I may observe (wnat is 
important to bear in mind)", he wrote later to as^au Senior, 
"that you had found it impracticable to deduce a plan from the 
Heports of the Assistant Commissioners. The course of 
investigation which I had taken, had brought me in Contact with 
the great majority of persons by whom improvements had been 
carried into effect, or who were distinguished by th ?lr 
knowledge and ability in the administration of the existing 
systems and put uie in possession of the beat evidence on the 
subject. When you imposed upon me this most import nrit task, 
I had a carte blanche. Plans had been previously submitted to 
the ^oard, bat an examination of them will show that they were 
fragmentitious, that they contained scarcely one clear
principle of legislation, or any tLorougr:ly sound and well
( 5 >defined rule of administration . ..." v
-o-
1. ^.iiowley, 0,0. cit., p. 237.
t - . i'-.C. - ,<assau Senior, jJO July 13.34.
3. ibid. Bowley (op. cit., po. 517, ,521' seuns unduly
reluctant to give Chadwick credit for the conversion oi" 
Fenior. This letter mattes it clear that the scheme 
submitted to the Govern-aent was based on Chadwick 's 
principles; and it is most unlikely that senior received 
auite indeoen.lenulv an identical illumination.
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from the outset Chadwicfc was in revolt against the 
principles on which philanthropists and economists had hitherto 
based their attitude to pauperism. He rejected out of hand 
the thesis of the evangelicals, voiced eloquently by )r. 
Ghalmers, that all statutory systems of relief were pernicious, 
and that public doles should be replaced by the alms of the
charitaole. "The wort is too &reat for any charity", he
C1 ") sail. v ' he rejected with equal scorn the sentimental
paternalism of the country magistrates, which *ould bind the 
labourer in peroetuity to the thrallom of the parish pay-table. 
"Indeed, their conception was that the poor man    the 
agricultural labourer    "must be poor"    must have a 
lifelong support on parish doles    must nave his relief as a 
parish pauper    that his fucure was a parish poorhouse, and 
when he lied he muat have a parish funeral in a pauper's grave.
The condition was sad, but one that could not be altered, and
C2) the evil must bo endured"; ' ~>ut his main battle lay with the
"hypothesists", who nad maintained that "all inquiry was 
superfluous for that the real and all pervading cause was the 
pressure of population beyond the means of population".
"the measure for immediate alleviation was an extensive 
eai^fcation. In that sense tor. Senior wrote and mr. ilmot 
Horton lectured.
The only real effective remedy it was stated by Mr. 
Rlcardo T*as such a course of legislation as tended to th-ir 
aaolition.
On these views, or in this senee some of the leading 
statesmen, who were prepared to do anything n-ore than to
correct incidental grievances were prepared to legislate.,.."(5)
 o 
1. dl.C., "totes for a speech at Leicester", ^S, August ii<f3>.
2. i.'/., "For considerition of the oo r<!uarison of Liberal with 
Conservative Legislation and A lainistrutica, -fleeting 
especially the Wa^e Classes", n. >.»
'j. ,-:'..J., "Invest!^--tion. Popular opinions negative! by as 
to poor laws", MS, n.d.
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From their a priori law of population, the economists 
went on to deduce that the labour market was saturated, and 
that the paupers had been squeezed out by the competition of 
their fellow workers. Look at the facts, retorted Chadwick, 
and observe that they in ao way bear out this grim picture of 
a population pressing right up to the margin of subsistence, 
and in r/heir etrug^les pushing the less fortunate over that 
margin into the gulf of starvation and misery. Conversations 
with a&ed labourers in the country parishes convinced him t:jat 
as a class they had greatly improved in condition; that their 
real wagon had risen, aud were still rising; that their
expectation of life was greater now than ever oel'ore. ^
-o-
1. Of. K.J. - Archibald. Allison, 5 August 13401
"If in the Poor Law inquiry we had proceeded on the 
supposition or assumed that wr. iv.althua 1 principles were 
correct, we should have been led to others, a:>d widely 
erroneous easures. One large fallacy is, that the 
pressure has already filled up the field of production. 
We were told that all were employed for whom employment 
T»as to be had; we were referred to the lists of ^ble- 
bpdied paupers    to the increasing list of aole-bodied 
paupers, as the numtoera, oF~Dersons, who were surplus, aud 
we were told that emigration was the only remedy, and that 
it was foliy to think of workhouses or any other. If by 
offering out-door relief, or driving oble-bodie J paupers 
by any other me&us to seek their own subsistence, and 
compete in the labour market; since the l^oour tnartcet is 
already full, what other effect c^a the competition have 
than to depress much more the condition of the independent; 
labouring class.
by ^ood fortune tne power was obtained and *a.*,es did 
not fall, but rose in consequence of forcing the ablf  
bodied paupers into the labour market ...... :'he rationale
of this increase of production, may be said to be, that 
the labourer goes into the market as a pro lucer, rather 
than as a competitor. I .a the county of "uffolK, oei'ore 
thft ch .age took ylace, t 1 ere were upwards oi" ^0,003 ai»ie- 
bodied persons on the Poors rtateo; tt.e jreat mass of them 
has been cleared off. -/n the presumption of a vi^st 
available urplus in th-it county und in ori'olit, si ips 
were prepared, and government emigration agents sent into 
ti^ose ci:untie8 oy the Agent General for emigration; I 
O'..-lieve ^owever they scarcely sue 'ceded in ^etuing a 
dozen families out of the two counties to e:r.i^race; nor 
do recrutinti, officers, r;or masters of st ips, nor
C^ontiaued on next
True, there were dangerous congestions of pauperism in 
particular areas, but there was no general surplus over the 
country as a whole beyond the average demand for employment 
throughout the year. The existing mass of pauperism, in fact, 
was not a disease attacking the very structure of society, but 
merely a disorder of its functions, which could be corrected 
by a prooer re^iaen. If the attractions of relief were 
lessened by cutting it to subsistence level and accompanying 
it by an ir&some discipline; if it were made impossible for 
farmers to get cheap labour at the public expense, and for 
landlords to have their rents paid aud shopkeepers their hills 
by subsidies from public money; if the area of the labour 
market were widened by tearing down the fences of the 
Settlement and Apprenticeship laws, ana by encouraging the 
migration of labourers froui the heavily pauperised ,~.outu to the 
industrial ^orth    if aix this were done, asserted Chadwick,
all uhose apparently surplus labourers would be rabidly
-o-
(continued from previous page) employers of labour of any sort, 
nor emigration agents now practically find any surplus of 
able-bodied labourers, except of such whose vj.ev»s render 
them ineligible for employment, or pernons under peculiar 
and anomalous circumstances. The large fallacy of the 
field of production bein& full, which is usually adopted 
by Mr. ."altnus 1 friends, is too frequently accompanied oy 
another fallacious conclusion as to the exist.ace of a 
large amount of unavoidable misery, fhich must necessarily 
occur, and by assumption of progressive deterioration. 
u.e close inquiries I Ls*ve iaude from very u^ed labourers 
from various parts of the country establish the fact of 
the improvement of taeir geueral condition, instead of 
their deterioration! concurrent with the increase of 
population1 .
Chadwick, who met ^althue at the .. olitical Economy Club, 
asterts tuat he had begun to modify his opinions on over- 
population oefore he died (/:.C. - >'acvey .apier, 15> June 
liijjb; Macvey \apier Papers, vol. /il (3J4,ol7), f.4^i). 
There is a quite incorrect impression that Chy.dv.icx was 
a disciple of Malthas (Dr. Gilbert 'later, for example, 
describes him as "eaL;er for the vialthusian. principles of 
the -ioyal Jommiaoion's Report": "A Jentury of 'iuziicip&l 
Progress", p. 3.59.) Jha.dwic.ic, in fact, lost no opportunity 
to comoat ivyltt.usian ioctririe, both in i'oor Law and in 
sanitary questions.
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absorbed into productive employment .
There remained those *pho were too young or too old for 
work, or who were unemployed through sickness or some temporary 
dislocation of the industrial machinery. For their benefit 
Chadwick proposed that, under the control of the new Union 
authorities, "the rudimentary charities of a civilised 
community"^ should be legalised and given the strength and 
efficiency of large-scale organisation. In view of the later 
lapse into the horrors of the General ;v,ixed ttorinhouae, it 
should be emphasized that Chadwick wanted not a single penal 
establishment, but a series of Bpecialised institutions, and 
that, in fact, he urged that the justification for combining 
parishes into Unions was less the economy in administration 
than the opportunity it afforded of separating the various 
classes of paupers for iifferential treatment. "Thus, v»hen 
a Gown, which contains four or five parishes, e.-ich with its 
respective workhouses, is incorporated, eacr house art ay be 
exclusively appropriated to a particular set of paupers.
the old and impotent might be placed in one house by themselves;
-o-
1. i'ne phrase occurs in a KS ciraf 1 ., "Notes on the retirement 
of Mr. Nicholls from the Poor Law Board", n.d., which 
reviews Nicholls 1 efforts to introduce the ne* !   «« into 
Ireland between September Iri5 ;3 and '^oveaber 1342. "i'he 
new union house comprehended organisation of the rudimentary 
charities of a civilise i community: it comprehended -ja 
orphan, asylum and en industrial school, un alms house i'or 
destitute widowhood, a lunatic asylum, a uospital, a pl-ace 
of %ork, and an institution to ^ive the a^sur mce t-o the 
labouring classes tLat wbataoever changes mi^hc be made in 
the industrial arrangements of the country, U.ey should be 
secured from oerishin^ outright. The Jnion house v^ias 
designed to collect the scattered wrecks of hurcaaity, to 
place all whom it might be practicable to olace in a course 
of productive in iustry and indejjendeace, to relieve the 
public from the spectacle of misery, and fro , tre tax of 
raeniicancy, an/3 to alleviate tLe misery tnat was found to 
be irretriev?,o Le. It was propose i as sound economic 
policy, a.7- well as legalized cbccity on the largest scale, 
as a foun:st,ion for the ^ood police aril civilisation of the 
country".
the whole of the pauper children may be placed in another house; 
the aole-bodied fesral.es may be placed in « third of the 
workhouses, and the able-bodied males aay be placed in the 
fourth house, tne best adapted for iiscipiitie *nd regulation. 
hacL class may then receive an appropriate treatmentt the old 
'nay enjoy their uomiorta, the chil.lren may be educated properly 
for service, end discipline and rigour may (not by the 
Legislature or the Government, but by the Commissioners' 
regulations) oe concentrated, to stop the influx of pauperism 
from the able-bodied . ...^ '
Great, half-formed plans, for government action to an 
extent never before contemplated by practical statesmen, flitted 
through ChaHick's mind as he wonted over the evidence. "The
main measure propounded, for execution by a reorganised local
-o-
1. '   « '», "Manures proposal with Delation to the A dmini a t rat ion 
of the Poor Laws", quoted in "Uealth of Nations", ed. 6.4. 
kichardson, vol. 2, pp. 55^ - $• Klchardson records 
Chadwiclt's c^nuuents on the policy adopte i &y the i^oor Law 
Cotnaiis^ioni "It was believdd oy the Jommiasion (i.e. of 
inquiry) that Uue ounentlnient of the ve&tral administration, 
by the seoan»tion of their mischievous adat^xturea, and oy 
providing for each class separate buiiai>gs, would be a 
treat and lasting reformation. bor the children it would 
provide separate schools away from trie influence of the 
depraved paupers; for the old s.ni infirm, institutions of 
the character of aimshouses; for the sick, hospitals; for 
the iunbtics, the blind, txn.i tne idiots, proper 
est*blisnment8; and for the ai»le-ojclied aiid the vagrants a 
distinct -suitaule buildirit-,. but ail th.is plan, was 
overoorne oy one started within the executive ,ofluiB ; ;j.on OL 
urfeatiritj the separate classes in .separate wsrda of the bame 
house, under one chief manager. The sejar'-te system was 
the most difficult. It required services of specialists 
in ad'7iiriistrauiori which could not readily oe oot'jined. 
For the ur^ataeut of the pauper cttiidrea by school teac-iers 
on the mixed physical nnd raeutai trailing, the teactiers iaad 
then 11 to be trained. For the aggregation of cases for 
the purpose of segregation and cbe special treatment of the 
se t.,re^a&ed c&beB su, est^d by ,r. Ohadwiok, undivided 
individual oower was requisite. iub he had ; one. All the 
assistant ^'otamistloners    la*-_/ers ad soldiers mostly 
  
 went in for the Liniori hou.^e, «nd he was driven to adopt it".
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administration was one of repression, the cessation of a 
mischievous form of relief, outdoor relief as a general rule, 
and relief in aid of wacces which 'operated tno^t oerniciously upon 
the labouring classes, chieflj in the rur^l districts. A 
collateral measure of repression was requisite, to be directed 
against v*gr»rtuc.y, and mendicancy, involving much .juvenile 
delinquency, an I for this it remained to be expounded that the 
agency of an organised police force which did not then exist 
^was needed). But an exclusively repressive policy, however 
completely carried out was in my view a narrow and inadequate 
one, and I had collected evidence, and had in preparation 
measures of prevention, one of which was a generwl system of 
iriixed physical and mental tr^inin^ or elementary education for 
the children of the wage classes which as commissioner of 
enquiry on the labour of young persons 1 had got introduced 
into the first factory act, of which 1 had the preparation, 
bishop iilomi'ield who sew the evidence I had elicited was 
specially anxious chat I should complete tuis topic. Another 
leading measure of the prevention of paunftrif»ffl was the 
prevention of excessive sickness, premature disability to work, 
and premature 'widowhood and orphanage, arisirg from the excess 
of disease, preventiule by sanitary measures. 1 had opened 
up this tooic in my own repo/'ts as one of « ^reat measure of 
prevention. 1 pleaded for further tiuue, another .year, to 
bring these subjects forward io their lue olace, in a complete 
measure. iiut the Ootnzniseion and the assistant curias loners 
ail of whom, ctyself included, had given a ^r*;at deal of 
gr&tuitoun labour were unprepared to « :,ive v-or^ iatteacion to 
their,"/ 1}
In the final Report of the 'yomnis-ion of Inquiry, the 
abuses of toe old system were described by dasaau Senior, 
while to ChadwicK was as c-i&ned 'Jhe exposition of tue remedial
measures, with tn.e important exceptions oT the sections dealing
-o- 
1. S.w., MS memorandum, n. J., c. 13i6.
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with riastardy, Settlement, and Emigration, which were drafted 
by his collaborator.*' Between the impatience of the politicians 
and the contentiousness of the Commissioners, Ohadwlcit's scheme 
was bundled. ;-ie had pleaded, as we have seen, for more time, 
lor another twelve sooths; but Lord ^eioourne (under the 
impression, Cbtf.dwicfc observed, that a fe* weeks were sufficient 
to work out the principles of a revolution in the largest 
branch of puolic administration) was continually sending word 
over to Whitehall "fard that he could not understand why the 
tteport was so delayed. Chad-wick had hoped bo draft the liill 
himself, but the Government, lidding; fcnat they could not wait 
lUitil his speculations came to birth, put the preparation in 
the hands of an attorney and three counsel^ ^ Only parts of 
Uhadwiclc'H ambitious project, therefore, found their way into 
the Report, an4 were later passed into law    notably, the 
machinery of the Central Board, with its itinerant Assistant 
and its powers to expend uniform regulations to
  o 
.-.0. - fvlward Gulson, mly 13^7. This is the clearest 
statement we have of the respective contrioutions of 
Chadwicfc and benior to the 1854- Report. Senior later1 
claimed thft "three-fourths of it waa written oy me, and all 
that was not written by me was re-vjricten by rue". In a 
loL-ter to '.ovd '"elbourne, ^0 June 1.^34 ( ; orvior f S } , he 
describes Ohadwick as <; tne principal i'l-amer of the remedial 
ff.easur-»s in the Report, and the sole author of oie of the 
juost important and difficult portions, the Ujixon of pariBhes' 
(B. and B. Weob, "Old t'oor haw , vol. 2, p. S»-> ) . 
' .0. - J. Hill iurton, ;> rune 13 '* '*-. Chadwick had intended 
to make his part of the Report an exercise in iienthamite 
le{;iaistive ruethod. He would have t^iven, he said,
"r'irst the eicricplif ic^tive matter    the facts and 
iastauc;9 of the evils requiring remedy.
Then tn= raiiocinative and expositive    the premises 
to
The enactive matter or conclusions" .
"1 intend d to conclude in the .^reciae torais of the 
int«rdei bill". Traces of this intention are to be seen in 
trie Report, e.g. pp. 2ol - 2, the para^--aphs in capitals.
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all parts of England and Wales; the widening of the areas of 
local administration; and the cutting off of the nischievous 
forms of relief. Jhadwlck. n.<iver ceased to lament the lost 
clauses. Unaccompanied by the supplementary preventive 
measures^ the ^ew law took on harsher, nore unsympathetic 
lineaments than he intended; the omissions, he believed, were 
the chief cause of the irritation which the Act of 13$4 aroused, 
aad a major share of his nergy in the .following years was 
devoted to the astenpt to supply them.
One fact consoled him, as he railed against the vagaries 
of ministers and bewailed the uioniaiint/, oi hi.-j pi; a. A part of 
the regulating machinery he had devised was to be erected and 
set in motion. i'he Union would be a more effective and 
econoTiicyl unit or' administration th?m the parish; though he 
had misgivings a^out, entrusting it to a committee of amateurs 
instead of tihe paid experts he nad originally suggested, and a 
f«w years later he was calling to raind that ".L oy no rreans 
contemplated the p rsaibility of a correct administration of any 
law requiring constant regard to rule and principle, by annual, 
unskilled, and practically irresponsible, and umpald officers, 
such as are elected as guardians'. ' .,ore promising still was 
the central department, from which a vigorous and Aell-ini'ormed 
Comnissioucr    and »ho More vigorous tt>aa tie jr,an who had 
dominated the oor saw inciulry, or better informed than the 
principal architect of the new system?    co ild plan to push 
fonvard the frontiers of beneiicent slate control.^ 
Confidently Oh&awicK a'vaited hie re^,ard f.r-oij a grateful
Gover-nment.
-o- 
E.C. - S.;.T, Ocborne, 22
2. Cf . ?..?. - Messau Senior, ! J^iy '  { 5*- ""hat I would
should be clearly understood is, chat the investigation of 
evil.s an 1 devisia.-; of re ;edie. ;, is the ;je;.'ar"Crr.erit of my 
aer-yice to «..ie.L chiefly arid ai. ost exc usiveiy any 
importance cau be attached. 1 fear it may be considered 
that when the 3ill i j passed the measure of legislation is 
carried; although in fact the useans only of legislation are 
thcu carried; a;,d the most; i-upo^tant part cf the t'as.i. 
remains to be commenced"  
MThe only individual among the candidates, perhaps I may 
say in the country, who could enter into the office of 
Gommissioner with complete prearranged plans of action", Nassau 
Senior assured his ministerial frienda, urging that Chadwick's 
name should be the first to be considered for one of the three 
vacancies. ' A Gommissionership at £-2,000 a year, however, 
could not well be bestowed on one who had no social standing 
and no claims to distinction save his knowledge and ability. 
As Lord Althorp explained frankly to Ghadwick some years later: 
"When the Poor Law Amendment Act passed, we, the then 
Ministers, felt that the bringing into operation a law which 
made so sweeping a change in the whole existing frame of 
society it was absolutely necessary that every extraneous 
difficulty should be smoothed as much as possible, and that 
therefore in the selection of the Goounissloners everything 
should be avoided which would have a chance to raise objections. 
we therefore first threw overboard all part,/ considerations. 
'#9 selected a Privy Councillor opposed to us in -'olitics but 
who had betm Chairman of Committees in the House of Commons on 
the Poor Laws and who was rightly considered as a practical 
man of business. <>e put him at the head of the Gommissior;. 
'Ae joined with him one of our under secretaries of State, and 
another Gentleman unknown to us personally but reas^rxable for 
having managed in a firstrate manner a considerable district 
under the existing Poor Laws. I believe that the care we 
took in jaakcing this s-lection contributed greatly to the favour 
with which the Act was first received. &ith respect to 
yourself we were so much aware of the value of your Knowledge 
of the subject tnat we were very glad to have your services in 
the ofiice of Secretary. I must spaas frankly, your elation 
in Society was not ;mch as would have made it fit that you
should be appointed one of the Ooraaisoioners. »Ve felt, at
-o-
1. Nassau Senior - Lord Melbourne, jJO June 133^ (Senior 
MSS).
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least I sneak for myself, that as Secretary you would have as 
much influence as if you were a Commissioner probably a good 
deal more... . "(^
Thus, it was as a secretary and a subordinate that 
ChadwloJc went to Somerset House. He saw the danger at once. 
Already, with those inflexible notions of his, he had crossed 
swords with various members of the Commission of Inquiry. In 
a secretary such contrariness would be unseemly. Rhat, after 
all, was a secretary? There were secretaries who were merely 
recording officers, whose duties did not extend beyond a little 
prim accountancy and letter writing; and others who, liite the 
Secretaries of the f'reasury, prepared minutes and measures for 
the sanction of the -oard. Nassau Senior assured his incensed 
friend, however, that the Government intended an appointment in 
the larger sense, and that he would be looked upon rather as a 
confidential aiviser than as a mere cleric *ith no right or 
opportunity of expressing an opinion. "when your name was 
mentioned I said that I conceived you to be placed in che 
Commission rather as a fourth Commissioner thun as a secretary.
To which Lord Althorp assented" . ^* .ortiiied by this
 o 
1. Lord Spencer (Althorp; - !'..'., i May 1/341. i'ne Letter 
continues: "I never contemplated tLat you #ere to t.-^ve 
anything line a \'eto u;>on the proceedings 01' tfte 
Commissioners. I did expect that yo L. would influence then; 
and you have done so. You have as you tell me rrevented 
oad measures from Deing adopted and su^ested 5~>od ones 
which have been adopted. 1 am bound to say therefore that 
your position has been an^J is very much what I expected and 
intended it should be. iour station however now is a very 
much higher one than it was when the ,'oor Law was passed, 
you are now well known to the public, no objection c^uld 
now be aiade on the ..round of Kank in Society in appointing 
you a 'oMiiasioner, and ! think that *f ^ay Corafnis. ioner 
waa to be apoointed yuur claims to trie office are extremely 
great Indeed".
2. 'iassau Senior - &..'., 5 i('eoruar./ ii$7. 'i'. S.C. - L«.,rd
openoer, 3 .v-iy 1341: "I was thanked 'Aitl1 -r. Senior for my 
services by rny co-coromis:;ioriers of inquiry, ani only not 
recommended by therr because .... -cy aopaintment was deemed 
a raaiter of course' . The "terms" ofi'ered to ;hadwic& oy 
senior were, of course, aot offici^liy coamunioateoi to tue 
(- rs .
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asjsuraace, Chwdwick took up his position with a very superior 
view of the scope of his duties. The collision of temperaments 
between Chadwick and the G o«un is s loners was aggravated by this 
underlying constitutional wrangle whether a secretary should 
be simply seen and not heard.
"A man made for the place", Lord Althorp told Chadwick 
with enthusiasm when he broke the news of the appointment of 
J.G. Shaw-Lefevre.^ ^ Certainly "a gentlemanly person of 
engaging raanaers* , 'thought Ghadwick; "but about as fit to act 
for the poor law as a delicate girl would be to assist in 
performing an amputation. ^emoer of a Whig faaaily, Senior 
« rangier and "ellow of Trinity, a brilliant linguist with 
first-hand knowledge of Europe, Shaw-Lefevre nad enjoyed all 
the advantages of birth, education and patronage that had been 
denied to Chadwick. He g,ot on well with the .Secretary, as he 
,$ot on well with everybody; but Ghadwick roiscrusted amiaDility 
which too easily softened into compliance, 3ad in his eyes 
social qualities did not make up for IJACK of special -cnowledge, 
and the stiffening that came from the conviction that one was 
ho/dpl)ing firm to right principles- "everything; was new to him; 
a labour- rate or a roundsman system, provided it had not a 
dyslogistic name attached to it". At the Colonial Trice, 
Ghadwick heard, he had been known for his extreme timidity and 
vacillation, any shadow of opposition scaring him into 
inaction. •*'
George ?vicb.olls, a country banker and former : ast India 
captain, he regarded with roore respect. ','icholls had reformed 
his own parish of ooutbwell on principles which foreshadowed 
those laiji down in the oor Law report; but his knowledge was
ed tc the parisi; and paroci.ial machinery, and a published
-o-
1. i.e.- Lord John Russell, 19 fuae 13/41.
2. E.vv. e Lord Liverpool, 14 October 1341. 
$. E . J . , /)S fragment , n . d .
4. E.:/., ".iotes of perfsonal paper", itf , n.d. prooabl/ 1347.
5. ibid, and E.v'. - '-ord John Russell, 1^ Tune 13'vl.
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paper of his went no further than a cautious opinion that one 
or two of the smaller parishes might possibly oe formed into 
Unions. tie had a sea captain's estimate of l*v» arid lawyers, 
Ghad*ick noted drily, and thought everything would go on the 
smoother and better trie less the business nad to do with any of 
tnem. ' Sarnest and humourless (attending a performance of 
* ! i)on Criovanni" on one occasion, he was heard to murmur "'.hat 
a ahoc*ing state of society!";, tte had a profound and narrow 
faith in the "mitigated Kind of necessity imposed on the working 
classes, oy a well regutated worithouse" . ^
With Shaw-Lefevre and Mcholls Chadwick remained on good 
terms, despite their differences. The guiding spirit of the 
Commission, however, was a voluble, positive Welshman, Thomas 
Frankland Lewis, for twenty two years a i?ory M.r., with some 
experience in miuor ministerial appointments, who entered
Somerset nouse "with an express warning from Lord .veloourne
C 4) against theory and speculation". ' He was, according to
Melbourne's comtaeodatioo, "a pre-eminently safe and superior
f C, ,
man of business". •" A "safe man"! it is the phrase employed 
by lienry i'aylor in his machiavellian "Statesman", the 
distillation of lon^ Oivil Service experience, to describe the 
departmental head who attempts oy every zae ns and shift to 
reduce the amount of responsible business devolving upon his 
office; "oy evading decisions wherever they caa be evaded; oy 
shifting them on other departments or authorities where by any 
possibility they can be shifted? by giving decisions uooa 
superficial examinations,    categorically, so as uot to expose 
the superficiality in propounding the reasons; oy deferring 
questions till, as Lord bacon says, 'they resolve of
themselves* ; by undertaking nothing for the oublic good ?^hich
-o-
1. £.0. - J.H. tiurton, > June 1344.
2. Memoir of George Nicholls by : .a. ^illini, prefixed to
icholls' "History of the English Door tew", 18-^3 edition, 
vol. 1, o. Ixxii. 
^. xbid, p. xiv.
4. S.O. - J.H. burton, ^ June 1844. 
p. E.G. - Lord John ;*us6ell, 19 June 1341.
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the public voice does not call for; by conciliating loud and 
energetic individuals at the expense of such public interests 
as are dumb or do not attract attention; by sacrificing 
everywhere what is feeble and obscure to what is influential 
and cognisable."^ ' This is, of course, a composite picture, 
and too sharply etched to be a iife-lise portrait of fc'ranicland 
Lewis» but it is certain that in him Chalwiek saw personified 
the do-nothing traditions of the old government service. 
How could he carr.y out the new ideas, demanded Cnadwick, this 
man who was a disciple of Kicardo and .v'.althus, and who had 
drafted the report of . turges iiourne's Committee, which 
proclaimed him a disbeliever in "compulsory contribution for 
the indigent"?
They hated and distrusted each other on sight. 
Chadwicic, with «i,ood reason, thought it futile to expect the 
introduction of comprehensive institutional provision for the 
paupers, or any other a^ressive administrative action planned 
to deal with the wider proulems of destitution, from one who 
felt in his heart that these were masters with which Government 
should not ateddle. Lewis, for his part, at once showed 
that he intended to give no elevated status to this dangerous, 
unpractical visionary. There would be no unofficial fourth 
Commissioners while lTan.<land Lewis ruled at "omerset ?!ouse. 
Chadwicfc, sensitive to every slight, observed that "one of his 
first acts, for example, was to order for the private room of 
the OoEffiissioners chairs of a stately sort with leather cushions
and zahogany tables, and for the ecretary's room common wood
-o-
1. Henry laylor, 'The statesman", ed. H.J. LasK.i, p. 110.
t. Gf. Nicholls' verdict (op. cit., p.xl;; ^ra^land Lewis, 
"although possessing considerable talent Had experience, 
was yet so much of the old school, -nd so averse to incur 
the responsibility of any forward movement, ti.at we had 
i^reat difficulty in dragging biffl -.-lon. r,; aal if he had been 
permitted to have his own way, we r-hould, 1 thin*, nave 
remained ' Lraost woationarv, instead of aa.-ting head as we 
did against the evils fur the putting down of which o,-»r 
board *as constituted".
tables and cane boo torn chairs". ^ ^ r*hen Ohadwick expressed 
an opinion at the Board, it was received frigidly as though a 
clerk had broken in on the discussion. At one of the earliest 
meetings Fran&land Lewis requested him to withdraw while the 
Commissioners deliberated. rky the teras of the Act, Chadwick 
protested aa he left, the Commissioners were bound to keep a 
record of their proceedings, and the proper recording officer 
was their Secretary.^ 'ior a subordinate it was an arrogant 
claim; but it was ti e ouly ground on wcich Chadwick could 
assert a right to be present while the Commissioners discussed 
and framed their policies; and he had no intention of 
surrendering without a struggle into the inactive hands oi' 
rrankland Lewis the administrative weapon which he had forced, 
and with whicn he had planned to assail so many social evile.
from this time onward tnere poured into tf.e Jovermcent 
a steady stream of protests and remonstrances from the 
disgruntled ecretar^, complaints of the way in w,.,ich the 
Commissioners were executing the law, and claims for promotion 
in recognition of his superior merit and ^rasp of the subject. 
He would never have consented to give up his profession for
the Civil ervice, ne declared, if he had not been "grossly
i 3) misinformed and almost imposed upon'. "" i'iy 1337 he was
looking for a rBe:>.ns of escape from a position where he must 
every day see "the progress of the ^reat good contracted by
the operation of narrow and selfish interests and petty< H \ 
animosities". On the eve of the election Ahich followel
/ictoria'a accession Le manoeuvred for a weeic or tv^o for the 
Malton seat, assuring a political ac ent that if "I were driven 
to choose between two extremes: between the ories and the
Ka-iicals of the Cobbettite scLool; 1 s/.oali certainly choose
-o-
1. i.C. - Lord oencer, % May 1341,
2. ibid. '
^. i,.C. f "Kotes of personal paper", ;'.'£, a.ci. prooably l ;i'+/.
4. ".C. - Edward uulson, July 133 ?•
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the roriea".^ ' Eventually, however, the place was utilised 
for normal party purposes    in the duys when .tf.i-.s were made 
by their breeches pocicets, there was slender ch nee for a 
civil servant who was entirely dependent upon his salary. 
The extension of the r'oor Law Act to Ireland in 1333 brought 
from him "almost a pamphlet instead of a letter" to Lord John 
Russell, urging that he be sent as i-'ourth Commissioner to 
Ireland, where a reputation as a Poor Law "purist" could hardly 
be ^roonds for oojection.'" ;
Meanwhile, for good or ill, the new Poor Law was now 
associated indisaolubly in the oublic mind with the name of 
Edwin Chadwictc. As he complained bitterly to Lord '.pencer, 
while all the inisters setmed unaware of his cervices, the 
agitators against the measure identified the Commission with 
himself.  'The favourite phrase of Beaumont, the - ditor of the 
".Northern Liberator" was that ^hadwick ought to be forthwith 
gibbeted, Avhile in some parts of Yorkshire the mob vowed 
their determination not to be "Chadwicked", as they cermed 
being married under the new registration Act. It became 
the most hated name in England aa the odium of the "oor [»aw 
ttascilles increased.
"The common conclusion was that the ecretary was 
everything and the Cortm.issloners mere cyphers. One ioard of 
Ctuar tians petitioned in plain terms tr at the Joaunis.-.loners ight 
be dispensed with and the business left to be con uctei oy the 
"talented : ecretary". /v large proportion of the correspondence 
was addressed to me personally, in uti-er disregard oT all form, 
euid as if no such persons as Commissioners; existed co be 
consulted* '-ome of the letters contained compliments addressed
to me personally. Soon after the publication of some evidence
—o—
1. L-..J. - bdward '--,ulson, July id^/.
2. K.J. - bord John oissell, 10 Taly 133-<» 
>. !-:.C. - Lord -pencer, 25 April lBj53. 
-4. i-i.O. - Lord John .aissell, 1 February 
5>. .'..-. - Lord -Spencer, «2',> .;>pril l^i.
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which I had collected on the subject of education, a paper was 
read which contained some strong praise of myself. I was not 
present, but it was stated to me that one of the Commissioners 
on the reading of an eulogistic epithet in the letter, "jumped 
up as if a pistol had been fired at him", turned pale, and 
declared that something must be done to put a stop to it. 
/.hen deputations of the parish oflicers attended che 
Gommissloners, tney would address themselves to me. Such 
scenes became so difficult to avoid and so unpleasant to me 
that 1 avoided attending when deputations were present. On 
some occasions ^uen parties have beeu heard by the 
Commissioners, they have insisted on seeing me and stating 
their case to me before they quitted tne office. arties who 
have seen the Jommiasioners have, without informing me of that 
fact, obtained interviews with me, and in soae instances 
different opinions. I was of late compelled to avoid giving 
interviews to avoid discrepancies and not b^ing willing to 
explain why 1 avoided I have unavoidably ^iven offeace to the 
parties . ... M ' 1 ^
Such incidents did nothing to lessen the tension oetween 
Chadwick and the 0ommissloners; and '*hile they impuoed to him 
insubordination, an overbearing amoition, and a rigidity of 
outlook that no experience could soften, he sa?; in every 
departure i'ro.u trie line i.,e had wanted out in uhe oor Law 
Report jealousy of the Secretary, whose inferior position *aa
y coastant reproach to them, and a determination to cripple the<2} 
measure #hlch was his creation."
-o-
1. k.C. f ": otes of personal ;>a9er", VSS, :i.d. irobably 134/.
d. M If it had been contrived to blind the judgment of those
ap .-oirited to administer the lass, and maite them bate, evade, 
alter or destroy it, how better could it have oeen done thaa 
by rousing their seU'-l-ve, exciting powerfully their 
jealousy by placing in o,> 'Osition to ti.em one who having 
devised it, was oersonaliy ani ir.^isGonobly identified ^ith 
it, and placing him in such a position as to oe a perpetual 
reproach to them' To admit the law to oe above tbem or 
their conception was to aimit him co be in justice bove
v-)outiaued on next pa^e)
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"Seeing the deep hold that such feelings had got, that 
nothing which 1 could propose would be adopted for fear it 
should bp its success increase this reproach or thraldom, 1 was 
compelled to disguise as; much as possible the suggestions which 
it was requisite in ehe pressing exigencies of business to make. 
In this view 1 bestowed additional care on the private 
instruction arid suggestion to the Assistant Jorawisbioners and 
founded as much sut^estion as I could upon tteir Reports. On 
one occasion when I had given some suggestions as to regulations 
to a young Assistant Comraisaloner on a subject referred to him, 
and when he brought them forward and read them at the tioard, 
there was a brightening of countenances, and strong and 
immediate praise to him for the ability of the suggestion. 
When he unwittingly and ingenuously declared that the praise 
was not due to him but to the Secretary sitting at tue bottom 
of the table, there was such a change in the expression of the 
countenances to sour blank, and the scene was so ludicrous that 
I could scarcely refrain from, laughin^ outright....."
"On one occasion a Commissioner, as it was reported to 
me, came from a conference with the fillister, brju^ht with an 
important suggestion which the Minister had ifi-ide; it *as that 
the Owners of tfiines or Manufactories should be charged with 
the consequences of accidents of maiming or death, which 
usually fell upon the poor's Hates, in expenses of sicicness or
widowhood or or?.manage. The -oaimissioner *as dilating with
  o  
(Continued fro'n previous uaije) them, and that the;/ were
unworthy of their position, out as it was impracticable 
to siiik cue measure in order to si:^ the person, they had 
a strong motive which was soon displayed, to a a Ice 
alterations anci improvements or qualifications as large 
as passible, for a capacity to improve or qualify would 
seem to the oublio and themselves to justify superiority 




admiration at the policy of the suggestion, when Mr. Coode to 
whom it was communicated with the view to the preparation of 
clauses, incautiously stated that the suggestion wae a favourite 
idea of mine, which 1 had advanced as one of the Factory 
Commissioners. On this unfortunate announcement there was an 
immediate change of countenance and view of the whole matter, 
and it was no more heard of. what, or whether any grave 
practical difficulties were found in its way and told to the 
minister, I have no means of knowing, but a favorable 
opportunity was lost of advancing the discussion, if not the 
adoption of the roost important principle, wMch has been 
recently fully recognised in an able Report of the Committee of 
Inquiry on the condition of Railway Laoourers and partially 
adopted by the legislature in the Accidents Compensation Act 
brought forward by Lord Campbell .... '
Meanwhile, Ghad-#ick found it hard to credit that so 
excellent a law was as unpopular as the "fire.es" and the 
agitators made out. How co413 the charr^p of harshness be 
maintained? Were not wages highest and the condition of the 
workers most improved where the mear.uro had been most fully 
carried out, and iepresaion greatest and discontent most 
widespread where the rates T$er© heaviest and Least had been 
done to abolish the old practices? it was true that 
disturbing incidents found their way into the newspapers, and 
some Assistant Commissioners had nad ^iarmir,,/. experiences. 
Power had been pursued by wild persons bent upon assassinating 
hi®, and had three times been assaulted witr serious intent; 
a party of ruffians nad fallea upon a person they miatooic for 
tevens, and had fractured his s%<>ll, so that it was doubtful 
whether he *ould recover; Edmund Head bad been shot at, aad 
Gulson and Jilbert had been driven from tov>ns by tumultuous
(Bobs. These incidents rsd been carefully coacealel,
-o-
1. E.O., "r^otes of personal paper", Vi;;.., a.,I. probably
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told Lord John Russell, lest tney "Incite insane Minds to 
imitation" and even "give a most fal??e impression of the 
unpopularity of the measure".^ On the other hand, Francis 
Place, with hia close and friendly contacts with the lower 
classes, wrote to urge Ohadwiclc to greater efforts against lax 
Guardians. "^ray lay your precious paw, in your quiet, smooth 
way upon them, and compel thea to adopt the orkhouse? and do 
it perfectly    never mind their howling    the more they 
howl the more you must squeeze them, make them take into the 
home all the pauper's faaily    father, Slofchor, and Sue    
don'tjlet them taKe some in and leave come out, and then, but
not till then, will the matter approximate even, to what is(2 ; 
wuolesome".
Complete satisfaction with the Act and    only thinly 
disguised    with himself as tho author of it, runa through 
Chadwick's survey in the "Edinburgh Review" for ?uly 13jk, of
the first eighteen nonths 1 working of the Poor Law 'Jomiaission.
( 6 '
x -" In the southern districts paupers had been thrown off the
rates in iroves, a;id the "surplus" labour had been aosorbed as 
he had predicted} in twenty two counties, comprising Iri? 
Unions, the expenditure on relief iiad fallen by 4-3^ per cent.-, 
on the Boards of 'luardians the chief occupiers an 3 landowners, 
yeomanry, gentry, even nooility, were Eeetiag; an j acting
together for public purposes for the first time ia history.
-o 
1. E.G. - Lord John .vussell, 1 L> ;oruary i3^i. Ghadwick himsoif 
had no fears, as lie r .,veals ia a letter to Lord Normanby in 
1>341: "lie^arding the aporohensions of my personal 
unpopularity 1 way state that when i have vidited the jf'ariufaotuc'log Districts a;>preiieasiOiis Lave oeeA expressed 
for my nersonal safety. But I have c one a^ion^st the working 
classes; iiave visited manufactories and gone into the worst 
risi^i'oourhoods; h-^ve been waited on uj Leadera of the 
wording 7:on who wished to consult me. ';{,ilr.it staying in 
Manchester a leader of tne hand ix>om eavers applied to me 
staLing that Hearing I was in town a deputation was 
desirous of uonsuiticg me as a favour on 'cattero 
unconnected ^ith Poor :»aws as they coitld depend upon me 
for teliiag them the truth 1 '.
2. r. r>lace - .-...: ., 21 «>jril 1835-
3. "Edinburgh Review", July 13>o, vol.LXill, pp.
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In the winter of 1336, however, the Commissioners Lurncd their 
attention to the industrial districts, and Ghadwick's 
complacency was blown upon by a bleak wind of failure and 
hostility from the north. Bad harvests, severe winters, 
influenza, extensive unemployment in the textile industry, the 
resistance of the 'working classes (already organised against 
the factory ret), all combined to rout the ^oor i.aw 
Commissioners. It had been a serious error in tactics, 
Chadwick: believed, to deal with che southern counties first; 
the new system should have been introduced into the northern 
towns in the first year, while trade v;as still £ood and the 
agitators were otherwise engaged. But not the slightest 
doubt entered his mind that if the workhouse test Dad been 
introduced before depression tilt the industrial workers, and 
if it had oeea administered with rigid honesty and efficiency, 
it would have taken the strain of any burden lifcely ':o be cast 
upon it, and would have withstood even the impact of extensive 
and prolonged unemployment.
Thus, it was to the administrative weakr.e.-/se« of the 
Commission and uhe local authorities tnat Oh*d*ick pointed in 
explanation of the swelling figures for poor relief. Che 
rates wt,re still collected and dispensed by annually elected, 
unskilled, and unpaid ;>oarda, "by sa.ill 5hop*tee t ers in t&e towna 
who dole ouc out-H.oor relief to be sueat at fc> eir o- a shops; 
by l/ae owners of saall tenements who pay their own exorbitant 
rents iu the ihap? of out-ioor relief; «y fanne'/a who as 
Guardians irs the rural districts .stl.ll under c-he cover of 
exceptions so the pronioltory oi">ier p-^y relief in aid of wages 
Co 21 en *ith families". Such Boar s werr no beol-er than 
the parish. "jobocraciea" condemned in Uhe Li^ port.
Worst blunder of all, in v.'had'A-ick 1 s view, had been to
-o-
1. E. .'. - ijord coraanby, / -,ay 1341
2. B.C. - ^.<J. 0, borne, 22 August
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appoint Commissioners who were half-hearted at best in their 
adherence to the principles of the Act, aid who shaped their 
policy with a fearful eye on the "i'iraes" and the agitators. 
Had not KranSland Lewis declared that in his opinion the pure 
worlchouse system was iisnracticable in the existing 
circumstances, though it might be introduced in fifty years' 
time?^ ' Frankland Lewis had since retired, but his spirit 
continued to rule in Somerset House, for he was succeeded by 
his son, George Cornewall Lewis, who inherited his father's 
feud. &s strong-willed as his father, Cr.C. Lewis possessed 
consideraoly laore aoility. Over-weighted with erudition, 
gifted with something of Wacaulay's reaeu of memory but none of 
his brilliance or st-yle, he was a dry, patient accumulator of
facts, from which by the most exhaustive intellectual processes
(2) ie pressed out the aoet common-place oi: conclusions, ' lie
was, says Ba^ehot, "too prosaic^2^00 anxiously safe, too 
suspicious of everything showy'; but on these qualities he had 
built up a refutation with the <*higs as a practical saan of 
business with alias and motives which any other practical men 
of business could readily comprehend. Unemotional himself, 
and distrustful of feeling in others, he could not understand 
Ghadwick'a fierce enthusi&staa; and ae turned a cold eye on 
GhadwlCcc'a theories of government action. 'The relation between 
himself and the secretary was rhatjof an ill-assorued marriage 
of a catholic husbaid and a protestant wife; the wife somewhat 
the cleverer of the two, but with no privilege beyond the use
of her tongue''. '
~o-
1. ;'.C. - Lord John Hussoll, 7 r.'arch 1:340.
2. .ttjviewing Lia "'^6i>ay on the lnfiu«.:nce of Authority in
batters of Opinion", a critic summed it up as a demoristratioc 
that when "you wanted to know anything, yog asked someone 
wiio xaew ijomettiing; about it". (-. ^a^ehot, "Biographical 
  tudios", 1^1, p. r.$%).
y. ibid, p. <iJ/.
•N-. ?> ' Jatronage of 3omais.sio.''is' t ; ""estniaster Review , October
1346, vol. ~<vi, p. 229. It is unlikely that "his article is 
by GhadwicK himself, as the *euos suggest; it is almost 
oo^wuiiij./ oy i-jLi.i>Ci!.or i/.arid ^pernaps ,.»&, HiCfvson, proprietor 
and editor of the ".vest-sinster", li4C)-ld52Ji, wording on mat-rial supplied by Chadwictt.
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So for a dozen years the conflict of wills went on at 
Somerset House. Chadwick was "unsafe" and "unpractical", the 
Lewises told their Whig friends, he wanted to "go too fast" (1), 
and his proposals we e inhuman in their severity/2 ^ The 
Commissioners were pusillanimous, retorted Chadwick, they 
flinched before the thunder of the "Times", they countenanced 
practices which were flatly opposed to the principles of 1334, 
they employed office methods which were arbitrary and inefficient 
and, in fact, illegal. Over the question of out-door relief 
to the able-bodied Chadwick fought innumerable skirmishes and
four major battles. In 1335 Shaw-Lefevre advised tue
-o-
1. "Letter of Edwin Chadwictc, tiisq.., in vindication of his 
conduct to the Kighfc Hon. Sir George Grey", 21 June 134?. 
In answer to the charge of precipitancy, Ohadwick observes: 
"The principle of the change which I particularly 
recommended and, I believe, I alone advocated, was of 
applying the rules prospecuively to new cases and of giving 
full, not partial, outdoor relief to the aged or malting 
little alteration in their cases, except for improvement, 
and of proceeding wherever ic was practicable with 
alterations singly and separately and gradually, instead of 
alterations at once with large classes. I advocated as an 
invariable condition that local inquiries should precede 
every local application of any important general order, and 
that it sr.ould be introduced with such modifications as the 
local inquiry should prove to be requisite".
2. ibid. Chadwick continues: "i?o sustain the charge of
harshness, an order was adduced before the Committee called 
the Consolidated Order which two of the Commissioners had 
adopted, which provided for taking, not exceptional cases 
not. temporary cases nor cases of emergency, out the whole 
of the regular outdoor casos into the ..vorkhouse. ^ow, 
where and under what circumstances was this Order applied? 
To overcrowded Town Districts, in one of the least ill 
conditioned of which, out of 143$ families, 929 had only 
ono room and 623 only one Bed for the whole family; and in 
another and by no means the worst conditioned DiBtrict >82 
tamilies and 56 single persons had only single rooms, 
whilst 159 families and 156 single persons occupied, each 
family, only parts of one room. To those whos -  
impressions of the abodes of the poorer classes in Town 
Districts or in any others are chiefly derived from Cabinet 
paintings, which misinform the eye and give no information 
to the sense of aosell, agreeable scenes will be presented 
of cleanly inmates aad cotba^e comforts, and Indoor relief 
may sound harsh; but let them explore these abodes at times
(Continued on next page)
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Guardians of Colne to hire out their paupers to local farmers. 
The Guardians refused to revive the discredited labour-rate, 
and Chadwiek, with the backing of Nassau Senior, successfully 
upheld their protest in a letter to Lord lAnsdowne, i/ord 
President of the Council. ' Two years, later the Commissioners 
proposed to sanction in a General Order outdoor relief to 
labourers who were reduced to distress by the burden of a 
large family; Lord John Russell concurred with Ghadwicfc's 
ar&ument that the practice was contrary to the intentions of 
the Act, and there was an unpleasant scene at the ioard,
Hicholls huffily declaring that he would not consent to work
( 2) 
with Chadwick if his views were so opposed. J In 134-0 they
proposed to give statutory force to the various classes of 
exceptions which had been permitted to their General Order 
prohibiting outdoor relief. forwarding to Lord John Hussell 
a lengthy printed memorandum on the subject, Chadwicfc assured 
that the opinions he was likely to receive from the
Commissioners wo- Id be fashioned by what they thought most
-o-
(Gontinued from previous page) when the whole family is at home, 
ieu them see and smell those places and they will concur 
in the humanity of the General Order for such Districts, as 
a general order for the relief of the Inmates of every room 
from which the objects relieved is taken.. It. was an order 
in respect of the aged or sick to remove them from a plaoe 
of filth and personal discomfort    f r m bad food taxen 
in unwholesome places    fro;:; bad attendants (for none can 
be r^ood there) to cleanly and comparatively well ventilated 
places supplied with water and means of personal 
cleanliness, clean linen, wholesome food regularly 
prepared, with appliances of nurses and medical atoeadaace 
and a state of things where the health (wr.ere any remains) 
is usually fast improved and life prolonged, ledical 
officer-:, vindicate the rule on sanatory grounds as well as 
on grounds of common humanity . ..."
1. "Mo«es of Objections to the proposed measure of
recommending to parishes, h ving unemployed able-bodied 
paupers, to hire their labour to fari&^rs to dig or fork 
the farmers' land at ploughing prices", wS, n.d.
2. ii.O. - Lord Liverpool, 13 October 1>341.
acceptable to him. "If you express a confident opinion in 
favour of the principle of stopping out; door relief in new 
cases and following out the successful examples and an 
expectation of exertions and progress in that direction the 
expression of that opinion will dissipate impracticabilities 
and if nothing be done in parliament I have very little doubt 
that within a year some hundreds of thousands of pounds will be 
saved and some thousands of families preserved from Pauperism 
by a clear opinion that that which has been done gradually and 
peaceably in some places ought to be equally well done in 
others" / 1)
In 1341 matters cane to a head. In June of that year 
Shaw-Lefevre went to the iioard of Trade, and Chadwick promptly 
asserted his claim to the vacant Commissionership. The new 
lav wus in jeopardy, Lord Spencer told him bluntly, and to 
avoid disaster someone must be appointed who would give the 
most general satisfaction to the public    and "from what I 
collected of the opinions of well informed and judging men when
I was in town I should fear your receiving the appointment would
-o-
1. GhadwicK's objections on tLis occasion are worthy of
particular note. In effect, he told Russell, the suggested 
clause would narrow the discr tionary powers of the 
Commission, and in place of an order or regulacion, which 
could be altered at once to meet the circumstances of 
different cases, would substitute a statutory provision 
which must undergo the rigid interpretation of a Court of 
Law. I'he power of supervision *oula thus be transferred 
from an administrative oody, which was fully informed of 
the public policy of the law, to Judges, who were not 
possessed oi' such information and never could be. la the 
past judicial decisions on the poor laws had invariably been 
in opposition to the best intentions of the legislature. 
They could hardly be otherwise; for the opinions of the 
Judges were governed chiefly by the single case before them 
(which was frequently an exception), 'whilst the o >ly safe 
decisions in this field were "on large classes of cases, 
and on general and often remote effects, %hich cannot be 
brought to the icnow ledge of the Judges . ('cemorandum, 
printed, forwarded to Lord John Russell under cove^ of 
E.G. - xusaell, 7 March 1840;.
not be satisfactory to the public generally".' The post was 
therefore bestowed on another of the Vvhigs* bright young men, 
Edmund Head) he was, in Chadwiok's judgment, the least efficient 
of the Assistant Commissioners,*^but he had been G.C. Lewis' 
"college friend and companion".^ The mounting bitterness of 
the previous seven years was crowned by the preferment of 
Edmund Head; and about the same time occurred a further clash 
over outdoor relief. Inquiries, one by the Assistant 
Commissioners, Mott and Gilbert, a second by Chadwick himself, 
had uncovered deep-rooted abuses at Bolton and Macclesfield, 
relaxed discipline in the workhouse, the grant of relief in aid 
of wages, and subventions in payment of rents. Neither report 
admitted to any doubt that the workhouse system couli cope with 
the 8lo0 agony of the handloom weavers, on ttieir way to the 
industrial scrap heap, who even in 13^4, when bread #as cheap,
had been described as enduring "sufferings scarcely to be
( 4 ) credited or conceived".
-o-
1. Lord Spencer - K.J., 1J June 1341.
2. K. '. - Lord John Jussell, 19 June 134-i. Ohadwicfe complained 
to Russell that more netitions criticising the actions of 
Assistant Commissioners had been received from imund 
Head'a district than from any other; it exhibited a large 
share of relapsed Onions, discontent, baily formed unions, 
and badly appointed officers. v<oreover, iiead was known to 
hold the view that a compulsory system of relief ^sas 
unnecessary. ChadwicJc suggested that the same care should 
be taken in ascertaining the qualifications and opinions of 
Oommlssioners as he himself employed in selecting Assistant 
Commissioners.
$. 4.C. - ?, 15 October 18*1.
4. Of. Charles :ott - tt.'-., l ; i Tuly 1341: "I have siven the 
Officers strict instructions as to the enquiries to be made 
and I have no doubt but most of them will be found to be in 
receipt of sufficient to keep them *ell .... It *ill turn 
out ! have no doubt as all previous representations of the 
kind have that the difficulties of which tney complain 
arise from tbeir own want of care and economy". Mott's 
"got up" report aroused the indignation of imund Ashworth 
the cotton manufacturer of Turton, near 3olton. "Ahen we 
who live amongst it, see a thousand families, (which we are 
about to enumerate) brought to poverty by in ere want of 
eTaployment, the poor rates joubled, and parties asking 
relief or piaing in want, who aever asked relief oefore, we
(Continued on aext
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v.'hen CbadwicJc presented his report to G.C. Lewis, "it 
was received in auch a manner that 1 should not myself again 
prefer complaints of the same kind". * One Commissioner told
that "he did not believe the allowance system could be 
put an end to"/ } He persuaded a friendly Tory (Lord 'tadnor) 
to asic in the House of Lords for the reports to be produced, 
but with the er?d of the session G.C. Lewis managed to shelve 
the matter, and the reports remained unpublished until they 
appeared as appendices to the Report on the Andover inquiry in 
Id4o. Chadwick's disgust at the suppression was shared by some, 
perhaps the majority, of the Assistant Commissioners, a number 
of whom had seen similar representations received with coldness 
by their superiors. "That is the feeling in the office", 
Ghad*ick told the Andover ooowiittee, "that representations of 
that sort, importing an obligation to act, are distasteful, and 
not well received".^'
The "illegality" of the CoMiissioners, Chadwicfc decided, 
could no longer be tolerated; and he determined on the 
extraordinary expedient of drafting a "case", in full leg^l 
form, against their office methods, which he insisted on laying 
before the Law fficers of the Crown. .'erhaps nothing has 
contributed ?ore to the unsympathetic portrait of Chadwictc, 
rigid in mind, humourless in argument;, not a little ridiculous 
in his self-iaportiance, than this as&ounding step. Yet his
"case" contains a ,^re;it deal of hard common sense, a sure grasp
-o-
(Continued from previous page) cannot stand silently by, or 
stamp them all as impostors. 1 wish we could. It then 
becomes our duty to call the attention of the authorities 
to these facts .... >e are getting worse every d ;y and there 
will be a loud clamour before the winter is over, if not 
some outbreak: the patient endurance of t e people hitherto 
is oeyond belief, jnd deserving of all praise". (Edmund 
Ashworth - K.G., 11 jeceaber 13'+1).
1. eport of H ;use of v/ommons Committee on A,* lover Union, 
August 1346. Chad-flick's first examination, ^.19057.
2. ibid, H . 19065.
5. ibid., -i. 19129.
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of certain fundamental principles of office management, and 
sound insight into the eolations of oonf dence which must toe 
established between a central department and local authorities 
   the whole overlaid by le^al pedantry and the personalities 
of which he could never divest his remonstrances. The peculiar 
merit of administration by a central Board, Chad*icic contended, 
lay in the preparation after careful deliberation of resolutions 
or minutes, which might be circulated for the guidance of local 
authorities. That advantage was lost by the mode of business 
introduced by Frankland Lewis, and continued after his 
resignation. The Commissioners, having 'ivided the country 
into three provinces, sat in separate rooms, each dealing with 
the correspondence of the Unions assigned to him. This is 
the "skilful combination of individual and collegiate activity", 
commended by the Vebbs,"which Fraxikland Lewis defended as the 
only way to cope with the flood of letters and reports which 
poured daily into ,omerset Mouse. Frankland Lewis did not 
admit, however, and the '.Vebbs apparently were not aware, of the 
difficulties to which tnis arrangement led, and of the 
advantages of the alternative methods suggested by Chadwick. 
Three separate establishments of clerks had to be maintained, 
with varying amounts of business. Letters went out as passed 
by a Board when none had been held. The tracing of precedents 
was ooatructed. The Commissioners differed in their manner of 
dealing with the same class of subjects; in their attitude to 
relief orders, for example, "one Commissioner was fair, aaother 
lax, another still more lax"; and Frankland Lewis took nearly 
twice as long as the other two in the despatch of his 
correspondence. It was the verlict of Tames Ooode, the 
Assistant Secretary, who after ld^9 handled the bulk of the 
routine business, that if the Clerk to a iioard of yuardiana 
could not keep better minutes than the oor Law vomaiissioners
he would be dismissed. "You should uot make the plaister
-o- 
1. .S. and B. ,/ebb, "Old "oor Taw", vol. 2, >. 110.
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larger than the sore" was Frankland Lewis's favourite aphorism, 
and in his opinion answers to correspondence should be confined 
to the expression of a dictum applicable only to the particular 
case. fbis was directly opposed to Chadsick's view that, 
instead of short routine replies, -well prepared expositions of 
general principles should be made for each class of case, so 
that the secretary could then refer correspondents to the 
minutes of the Commission for information. A Central Board, 
as he told the Highway Committee in 1353, should be a 
"reservoir of information", acting on the understanding of 
local authorities, not browbeating them by its mere authority, 
it was essential that there should be an unceasing flow of 
facts and observations from the localities to the central 
department, where they might be digested and put in a form 
suitable for tbe iastructlon of local officials. "It appeared 
to me to be the best mode of making authority respectaole and 
respected acd obeyed, the obedience being less to individuals 
or to the mere office and authoritative position, than to che 
information    obedience or co-operation rather obtained on 
the conviction which experience should justify, fchat the central 
authority had made more full and c mplete collection of the 
facts and more thoroughly investigated them than a:.y single
individuals could or would do".
-o-
1. Chadwicic's case against the office methods of the
Commissioners is argued la detail in a "Utter to the ^.ight 
Honourable Sir George Grey, bart., Her Majesty's 'rincipal 
Secretary of otate for the Home 'eoartment, ou the 
transaction of the ousiness of the r oor tew Commission, and 
on tbe popular ra«aas of exercising a central control", 
iiS, n.d. 134/.
?fis 3win proposal vsiaf? that only tl'e emergent 
corresoondence should be dealt with on the first day; by 
deferring the remainder to the secorvi day, he urged, time 
would be given to search for)for?r«r correspondence on the 
same subject and prepare suggested answers. The papers 
would thus be brought before the ,^oard in a prepared state, 
after passing through, a selective filter of clerics and 
assistant secretaries who would have reduced its bulK by 
removing the purely routine matter. But the Commissioners
(Coabinued on next page)
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One of the Law Officers upheld his contention that each 
instance of separate action by the Commissioners was indictable; 
some minor changes were made in the conduct of business to meet 
his criticisms; bub the chief result of his protest was that 
even his infrequent attendances on the meetings of his chiefs 
came to an abrupt end. He thought seriously for a time of
(Continued from previous page) insisted on dealing with even the 
routine and interlocutory correspondence, and in consequence, 
as they were pressed for time, the toae of their replies 
became curt and harsh, instead of full and explanatory. 
And, on the other hand, some matters which were not routine, 
and should have received the collective attention of a 
^oard    touch as workhouse regulations, instructions to 
Assistant Commissioners, auad the sale of parish property 
   were also conducted by individual CotmissionerF in their 
separate rooms. The plan for hiring out pauper labourers 
in 18j>ii> had ueen saaotioned by a separate letter (by irihaxr- 
Lefevre/; and Chadwick maintained th«t the dismissals of 
Jay and tarter, *lth ail the accompanying scandal, would 
have been avoided if the CoramisaioaerB had ta^ea their 
decision at a ioard meeting and stated in the minutes their 
puolicly defeasible reasons for the step.
As aa example of the advant^^es to be derived from the 
"inforraation-elicitative" and "information-distributive" 
functions of the central department;, he quotes the order for 
the execution of the Vaccination ;ict in 134'. "At first tne 
local authorities received the charge as a new Tax and 
preoared to resist the measure but the instructional letter 
which I drew up after a laborious consultation of the 
medical authorities in Scotland as well as in Kn>,land had 
as I was assured the effect of removing objections and 
producing extensive voluntary co-operation 1 '.
The failure 01 the Commissioners to enlist such 
voluntary co-operation, a failure whicn he alleged was 
largely due to tht-ir business methods, is the ci.ief our'en 
of his complaint    as the title of his ''Letter to Sir 
ueorge Grey" illustrates. "Although L ha.ve contended that 
it was ecessary GO invest the ./eatral -oard witL strong 
powers yet I nave always considered that those powers were 
only to be used ii* uehalf oi the puolic in cases of absolute 
necessity and then used firmly and responsibly. In this 
view, I objected from the first to cne power of making 
oners £>eiu& delefeaoed to Assistant uoffimissioner^; and urged 
that they chould be compelled co act by su^^t-stion or 
persuasion rather than by Order ...."
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accepting an offer from Lord Norn: an by to place him in some 
other .Government department    a^ counsel to the Home orfice 
he could supervise the execution of two other measures he had 
fathered, the factory Act and the ,ounty Constaoulary Act, and 
so ''obviate the ^ecesaxty of appointing two if not three chief 
irisoectcrs". ' Since 13J), however, he uad been engaged on 
the t-mnitary inquiry, and he was loginaing !;o rwrtlise that it 
was the biggest and most important of ! iw career. He stayed 
to see it through.
It is fortunate for Ohadwick that his reputation does not 
rest entirely upon this chapter of his career. Had he been 
in charge au Somerset House from Ici^b to 1341, that 
unquestioning confidence of his in the possibility, even the 
expediency, of cutting off all forms of outdoor relief to the 
aole-oodied might well have orou^nt the ^hole ^oor i.aw edifice 
crashing aoout his eara, might perhaps, in lihe northern to'^ns, 
have uahere;! ia the Marxist Apocalypse tnat angels was 
prophesying in. 1>45. The ''supinenetis" 01 the vommisE?loners *as 
a policy of caution which averted that danger, their "i'liaching" 
sprang from a prudent, recofeQioiou chat tue roow-and-branch 
aoolition of outdoor relief was impracticable in the economic 
circumstances of the tioie. Oue unexaiiiried theoretical 
aseuaipcion and one larg,e practical miscaiculatioa nad oetw*en 
theffi aiade nonsense of Ghad*icn:'s roor Law scheme. The 
assumption was OhadwicK's excessive faith in the elasticity of 
the economic system, iaid in its capacity to absorb the impact 
not merely of casual day-to-day urieaioloyfflent, uut even of the 
"hard core" unemployment which emerges .vhen un industry goes 
into decline, and O.L the recurrent* mass unemployment which is 
due to fluctuations ia trade and is the heaviest burden of all. 
iielieving that the demand ior iauour :'iv,ht shift but did uot 
fall a'j.ay in total sum, he seriously over-estimated i/he facility
with which a laoourer thrown out of >vorfc: in one urade could find
-o- 
1. K..C. - fx>rd NorTnanby, 12 .-iay and id June
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alternative occupacion in another. The rest followed logically. 
If there are jobs for all, then the aule-bodied taan wuo is
oue for any length of time must oe either uawilling to 
or of such a character that no employer would engage him. 
in short;, he was lively to be a Dad lot;: an idler, a wastrel, 
a tricicster, an inefficient worttor, or a black-listed frade 
unionist. To submit him to the discipline and frugal diet of 
the wor*thouse was as it.uch in his own iuftorests as in those of 
Uie cofluiunity at large. Only by those reformatory influences 
could his moral fibre be sufficiently strengthened to support 
tue strain of independent existence; only so could the honest 
laoourer be spared the demoralising spectacle of a man who had 
not uorked enjoyiug the luxuries of white ore^ci, strong ale, and 
meat every day of the we«fc.
tfor one whose boast it was that his proposals were based 
unshaieably on the facts, Chad-wick stowed a peculiar 
insensitivity to the evidence when he visisted Bolton and 
Maccleafield in Id4-0; and for one wuo claimed to trace bac* 
pauperism to its roots, he remained singularly incurious about 
the exte.it and nature of trie various types of unemployment, 
^hile his trisory was tnus inajcurely erc-jcted on an assumption as 
uncritical as any aaa le o.y the "hypo'ciieaiats ' ne so desoised, 
nis practical recommendations were also vitiated from the start 
by a furidaoiental aals calculate ion    that, naving read uis 
reports, the iiovernment would be stimulated with soraethiag of 
his vision an i nis entc.uaiasm for large administrative schemes. 
tit:ere were the teachers, the nurses, che asylum attendants, an 1 
ail the other specialists demanded oy the policy of "aggregate 
in ox'der to segregate"? To find and train ti em, and to 
establish and equip tue various residential institutions for 
instructing the young, tending tiie old, and curing the sick, 
made a call upon tae resources and the active good-will of the 
Government for which ther was ns precedent. Meither the Poor 
Law Commissioners a or the <vhig ministers had any heart for so
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ambitious a programme. They chose instead to do as lltule as 
they dared and as cheaply as the,/ could. On the grounds of 
economy and simplicity, they created a hermaphrodite 
administrative monster, uniting in a single body one institution 
whose purpose was deterrence, with another institution, or 
series of institutions, whose professed objects were treatme.it 
and instruction. In so doing they made it impossible to 
divide the "involuntary" sheep from the "voluntary 1 goats; all 
alike, the aged and infirm, the orphans, Lhe widows, the 
vagrants, the abla-boiied unemployed, bore the same stigma and 
were subjected to the same discipline.
In justice to Chadwick, therefore, ib is essential to 
realise that his dispute with the Commissioners over their 
policy of indulgence    a dispute in which his errors of 
judgment and obtuseness of feeling reveal hia in the worst 
possible light    was only one aspect of a wider conflict of 
principle. The Webbs have made it their major criticism of 
the Poor Law Commissioners that they did not view pauperism in 
the context of destitution, and therefore neglected the causes 
which led to the perpetual recruitment of the pauper host.^ ^ 
This criticism, valid as it is against the Somxissioaers, cannot 
be levelled with anything li£e the same force against their 
Secretary. tor, as we have seen, Ohad^ick in 1834 was already 
elaborating measures designed to cut at the roots of pauperism. 
He never believed, with Prautcland Lewis, that pauperism was 
part of a iivine or natural ordering of society, and that    
as tne Vialthusian revelation ran    ^reat nunsDers of mankind 
were doomed to live on the margins of sisery, oaly relieved by 
the casual charity of their betters. To the faith in "aod" 
or "mature 1 , wuich issued in a policy of administrative inertia 
(uielDourne's "letting things shajte right 1 ) and a complacent 
acceptance oi" things as they are, Ohadwick opposed a faith in
government as a contrivance of the human will, which might be
-o- 
1. P.. and o. Vebb, "013 poor Law", vol. 2, pp. *} - 34.
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used a^rressivly to minimise the volume of pain and maximise 
the volume of pleasure. Blinkered as his intelligence was, 
limited ac he <sas ia the ran>re of his sympathies, inept as he 
slowed himself in the calculation of political expediencies, 
he 'j?as yet; one of the very few men i> the departments of State 
of the time, whether ae permanent, official or political head, 
-tfho held firmly to the belief that it was the essential 
business of government to ss.tce thought for the welfare of the 
people    and, having thought, to act.
As he told bi.1 George urey in IS- 1*/, he had from the 
first urged the segregation for specialised institutional 
treatment of the various classes of paupers, the SICK, the 
olind, the idiots, the lunatics. cut "1 couici not out regard 
them as be lug for the most (;,artj collections oi yores which 
tue beat treatment after all could not cure or do more than 
alleviate."
"The Contemplation of these tvrecic?; of humanity 
continually forced upon me tne consideration whether nothing 
effectual could be wrought out for prevention. At every 
opportunity, I have made exertions to explore the various 
contributory sources or causes of Pauperism uad the practicable 
means of prevention, and although persons who nave uo 
information on tne suoject may imagine on the .-suggestion of an 
inquiry into "causes" that it was a course 01 inquiry inoo 
original Causes    something very remote abstract and 
impracticable-, it was not so. it was frequently oni,y necessary 
to go a few linss or a few sie t>s b ;ck. beyond the range of 
popular discussion and legislation, -vhen we are orou.^ht upon 
causes which upon due investigabion ar^ found to bo preventible 
and generally with large pecuniary ecoaorn.y."
vlrith the most notable of these inquiries, the sanitary 
investigation, '-.«e sLall deal at length. out there were others, 
some fruitful, some    through lack of time, l^cic of means, and
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the scepticism of the Commissioners -  abortive. He had
asKed himself, for example, bow far the traditional intemperance 
of army and navy pensioners was due to the practice of paying 
'ihea quarterly, and, oy thus flushing tliem with unaccustomed 
wealth, giving; them at once tha excuse and the means for 
celebration. His report on the connection between drunkenness 
and -nodes of pay was set tisido by the 0 O'njc is--io tiers, without 
reason being given; but h«? observed '*ith satisfaction that the 
Government subsequently decided to pay pensioners at monthly 
intervals and keep them under inspection. In 1346, despairing 
of getting the Commissioner? interested, he made a private 
investigation into the condition of rail-way labourers t "the 
t;a:ne inquiry and preceding inquiries into c^s^s of chargeability 
from accidental maiming and of .-idowhood and Orphanage from 
f.ital accidents in .viini^g*   "snufeoturing «nd engineering 
operations led to the development of the principle of making 
all branches of Industry chargeable with the attendant 
consequences as the most efficient preventive orinciple;    
preventive of the accidents themselves as well as preventive of 
the charge&bility upon the rates'.
"In 1340 1 collected videnoe as to the different value 
of trained and educated as compared with untrained and 
uned-cated ..oricxen i;c shew tLa consequences of *a.at of traiaiag 
and education as causes an<jl the im,ort rjnce of attention to them, 
aa preventives of oisorder and destitution.
I had occasion to obsorve tnat bfere were suiae persons of 
peculiarly susceptible -nenfc&l constitutions wtio aii^ut oe placed 
under circumstances to produce inanity (as we know that there 
are periions of certain oodily couditi^ab Uuat i<iay oe placed under 
circ iKiatariCes to catch fever). 1 hvi heard oi' antecedents to 
lur&er proportions oi Idiotcy a!uoufcst CLe ^opulawion of some 
Districts than ottiers. About 1329 - proposed that a special 
inquiry bLould be taade luto fcLe pauper uunac/ and i^iotc^ aot 
only with ileview to the s&parucic-n and removal of the cases from
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She Union houses and to an Improved curative treatment out with 
the view to mora careful iav jntigatloa of com.ion antecedents or 
causes than had yet taken place and for the dissemination of 
public infortnation and warnings as to the causes waioh aight 
appear to be reraoveable. I had prepared one Assistant 
Commissioner for rsuch an inquiry bat tho proposal ?/aa uot 
received or acted uyon an the ticae and I was unable to press
t or dix more years alter uia revolt in id^i (Jhadwick
at Somerset house in -unis anomwloua position, not 
3 enough to overthrow the Commissioners, coo powerful to 
be dismissed by them. "Your differences with .?r. Lewis wore 
so notorious in the office'', commented .a.C. i'ui'nell, one of 
the Asaista.it Goforaioaion *rs, "that i rememoer once nentioing to 
lir. ^oode that I wondered way j-ou were aou diarnxsued or could 
at ay ad your poat . Hi(3 reply *as, that; though you did next to 
aothing as jjoor Law decretai-y, that you wer? 30 useful to the 
government in conducting the i-janitary inquiry and other matters, 
that you fully earned your aalar,y, and were one ol' the hardest
*  "» \
worked public servants he ever Knew' . *' * '.'huu, one good result
be 
onier^ed froas that unhappy tau^ie of croaaed wills -  ^ was left
very much to himself to work oat the principle?.; of his 
preventive adiLi.aintrfition. 'The Gotneaise.ion is thought to be 
the enemy of the poor", wrote c. friondl./ clergy nan, "But when 
in the History of our country have such reaearohea been ca rifcd 
on for their benefit, or hois many years, perhaps centuries, 
aiTrht have elapsed before it .vould otherwise nave been 
attempted?' .- It, ^as fortunate indeed for One public 
health movement that Chadwick lid not uatte nis escape in the 
summer of 1341.
*»."" ' urn
1. "Letter of h,dwin Chadwicic, tsq., in vindication of his
so a duct to the ili^ht , onourabla .-ir Seorgo ^re/ 1 ', 21 iuna 
1547.
2. r.'J. i'ufnell - K.C., n..d., l*A/.
$. Xev. 'whivAeli i-lvia (of ;^th; ialer editor oi the "Edinburgh 




Canning once observed that there was nothing he so much 
dreaded as facts and figures; repeating this to Lord Brougham, 
Chadwick added that in truth there was nothing which ought to 
have been dreaded more than such figures as were then available 
   "wretchedly imperfect figures, giving only half facts, 
leading to wrong or wild conclusions".^ ^ At the turn of the 
century there had been keen debate whether the population of 
England was increasing or decreasing, and elaborate theories 
about the future of society had been spun with vast ingenuity 
from the few fcnown facts. Error and bias were inevitable 
where judgment and not measurement was the guide. : ear of 
Koman Catholics was enhanced because their exact strength was 
unknown; jealousy of cheap Irish labour increased because its 
proportions were not clearly seen; and    to quote one of 
Ohadwiclc's favourite examples    fche pessimistic school of 
social moralists were encouraged in their gloom by Patrick 
Colquhoun's fantastic estimate that there were 50,000
prostitutes in the capital, which meant one for every three or
(2) four males in the London of his day. v ' "Political Arithmetic"
was malting a slow progress, however, trimming the outlines of 
fluffy generalisations, replacing crude ^tiess-wortc by verifiable
information, definin the lineaments of society every .year in
-o-
1. E.G. - Lord Brougham, US February l:^^b.
2. "First Ueport of Commissioners appointed to inquire as to 
the best means of establishing an efficient Constabulary 
Force in the counties of England and tales'', 1359, ,." . 15- 
liven in 1844 outhwood Smith could write to Jhadwick: "It 
is notorious ti at during the last year fever nas been 
ravaging many localities in the provinces and in the large 
towns, out no wne can form any conjecture as to the real 
extent of the evil, though this is a matter hich the public 
and the legislature 'nave a deep interest in snowing". (1} 
January 1844).
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sharper outline. Finlaison had taken the first English census 
in 1301 (, fifty years uefore the idea had been rejected by 
Parliament as an infringement of the liberty of the subject, 
and as likely to lead to some public misfortune or epidemical 
disorder); actuaries, worried over the validity of their life 
tables on which the solvency of the insurance companies 
depended, had begun to work out the theory of vital statistics; 
in 1332 the Board of Trade had set up a Statistical Department, 
introducing an outside expert, G.ii. Porter, to superintend it; 
in Id33 the Statistical Section of the British Association had 
oeen established, to be followed promptly by the foundation of 
Statistical Societies in London, Manchester, and 3ristol. 
More and more the appeal to facts and figures strengthened the 
hand of the reformers. John Howard, touring the gaols in 177*S 
had been the first to use the statistical method as an 
instrument to diagnose the character and assess the gravity of 
social disease. John Hickman's census of 1331, showing the 
population and wealth of the manufacturing, districts, had its 
influence on the Reform Bill debates. '
In this development, which before the century was out 
was to make the central departments vast machines for the 
manufacture of blue books, Ghadwick played a decisive part. 
He possessed no mathematical ability, and the subleties of
statistical theory were beyond him, out he realised that the
-o-
1. J. rtickman - ,.C., 5 June 1340. Hickman's Statement of
Progress", 31 Dec. 1331, showing the comparative populations 
of every place in Crreat Britain, was, he says, put in the 
hands of every M.P. before tne Reform ^ill debates, "which 
were mainly founded on this my Volume of ^i/ pa&es".
2. He told the Association of Sanitary Insoectors in August
1438 that among the poor in Brighton the deaths of children 
under five years of age formed 35*17 per cent, of the total 
deaths, while among the rich they were only 3.9 per cent. 
"Any conclusion from such premises as to the relative 
healthiness of the two classes would be misleading. The 
larger number of children among the poor implies a larger 
population exposed to children's ailments, and consequently 
a larger number of deaths under 5 years of >ge as compared 
with the total de&tha, apart alto^e&h.r from any difference 
in sanitary conditions".X^ewsholme, "Vital , tatistics,p.'* ""
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first step towards controlling social evils was to measure 
them. Finding his advance everywhere blocked by entrenched 
interests, ne soon perceived the blasting power of fact. His 
first work ot note, the essay on "Life Assurances" in the 
"iestininster Review" (1328;, was an exposure of the misleading 
picture 01 social conditions presented by the out-of-dste life 
tables of the Insurance Companies, and a plea for Government 
action to institute a complete registration of births, 
marriages, and deaths, the "first stages of the process of 
forming a legitimate theory" being"diligent investigation and 
the sagacious comparison of a variety of phenomena".^'
Eight years later the «vhig Government introduced a 
Registration tiill, intended primarily as a measure for the 
relief of Nonconformists from that remnant of Anglican 
privilege, the Church registration of births, marriages, and 
deaths. Chadwick seized upon the government' s pathetic little 
measure, which lacked any scientific attributes, either medical 
or economic, and gave it a new power and a new direction. 
He obtained the provision that besides the fact of death, the 
name of the fatal disease should also be recorded, so ensuring 
that registration should not consist merely of a roll-call of
the deceased, but should furnish the diagnosis by which the
(2 ) communal effofrts of preventive medicine raight be directed. '
In the debate Lord fcllenborough carried a suggestion that 
the measure should be put into effect by the machinery of the 
new Poor Law Unions, on the grounds, as he later explained to 
Chadwick, that the Government's first proposal #ould have 
distributed throughout the country "a strong aattalion of saig 
Attornies to act as Par.y Agents at the uolic Expense". ''
There was "great wailing about the lost iJatoalion"j 4and the
-o-
1. "On Life Assurances", 'Westminster Review", February 1328, 
,,-. 417.
2. 6 £ 7 Will. IV cap. 46, 17 August 1336. 
$. Lord hllenborough - -.G., 27 October 1341. 
4. ibid.
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wallers looked on Chadwiok as the cause of their bereavement. 
He always believed that Lord nielbourne' 3 bearing towards 
himself became less cordial after this incident. "His private 
secretary said "they said" that the damage had been done by ae".
Ellenborough's proposal was, in fact, made without 
consulting Chadwicic. Once it was put forward, ChadwioK's one 
concern was that "a flood of jobs intrigues and corruption will 
be let in upon the Guardians who have hitherto with great 
difficulty been icept toleraoly clear of those vices by the 
Commissioners"; and at his suggestion the appointment of the 
local registrars was made subject to the approval of the 
Registrar General.^' i*or did the measure increase his 
popularity with the Church. The poor curate, Aith his £?0 or 
&100 a year, looked ea&erly for the ".iodserids" of the smallest 
fees; moreover, the clergyman who recorded the marriages of the 
middle classes was frequently invited to the wedding dinner
f h.)
afterwards, and "to a poor clergyman a feast is something". ' 
But it was their baptismal fees wnich were hit most of all. 
"Ihe labouring classes have a notion that if their children die 
without being properly named the proper Angels will not jcnow by 
what names they may be called to heaven by. i>ut if the child 
be named and registered by any public officer that will do as 
well; the child is named and thot is enoughs they dont see why 
they should go and pay the parson when they can get it lone for 
nothing by going to the Registrar, fhe inferior clergy cave 
preached various sorts of doctrine against this belief, but
stiil their baotisraal fees have diminished and they preach
C 5) vigorously against the government from which it emanates".  "
It was a curious episode, and as a rer.ult of it Chadwick %as
visited with the double hatred of ^eing <*n enemy of the Church
-o-
1. E.G. - Lord Klieuborough, 5Q October 1341.
2. The Webbs ("Old. Poor Law", vol. 2, p. 11-3» echo the "'big
ranis and file in asserting that the idea *aa due to Chadwicfc
5. b.C. - Lord John Russell, 3 July 1,^6.
'.*. K.J. - JU>rd ? (probably Kussellj, .J January 1-J41. 
ibid.
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for sponsoring the Bill, and an enemy of the Government for 
depriving them of some five hundred appointments.
The new department was estaolished at a time when a 
large proportion of the offices under the Government WHS 
directed to the outdoor relief of the up.jer classes, and 
granted by Ministers to those bearing the family njjne, or, 
perhaps, merely the farr.ily features. The first Registrar 
General was T.H. Lister, who was distinguished as a threo- 
decker novelist, but had the additional qualification of being 
Lord John Kussell's brother-in-law. He was succeeded by a 
cavalry officer, the brother of Bir James Graham. "either 
gentleman understood anything of medical and anitary statistics 
and aever perhaps wrote a line of the reports on them".^ ' 
But Chadwick succeeded in persuading Lister to appoint as his 
assistant a young doctor, - illiam t-arr, who, in the course of 
an unorthodox and unsystematic cedical trainir,0 , had picked up 
a knowledge of vital statistics; and Karr set to work, 
contentedly and profitably, to introduce oraer and method into 
the facts and expound them for professional and public 
information.
There was no personal friendship between the tvjo, and 
Chadwick, who at times was as imperious with figures as with 
men, inevitably came into conflict with the quiet clerK at the 
hegister Office. Farr V9ntured to question in tfce "Lancet"
some tables which Chadwick had drawn up to si:ow that ia prisons
-o-
1. E.G. - JUKe of ;ortnumberland, 27 December 13/3. Of Major 
Graham he wrote (Mt? fragment, n.d.): ''The iucompetency of 
the man is notorious. It is not believed that tie wrote the 
reporcs which bear his name, poor as they are ;t . Ixi justice 
to the Major, however, Farr's tribute to bis Jepartmental 
virtues should be quoted: "Vy name has Deen a good deal 
before the public: and the fact ia bhc.t ajor Graham's 
services have not been suftici ntly recognized. They will 
aow be appreciated for it will be very difficult to replace 
him. I tcnow that I shrink frosi the task; not, that I fear 
being able to <1o all the scientific work, and to taice the 
general direction of the roiicy of the Office; but the 
daily administration I hold cannot be ue.tter performed than 
iu was by ;.»ajor vjraham" .(.'  .iarr - &•*• Richardson, ^ Jan.
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where the diet was richest the amount of sickness was greatest, 
tables of which he was very proud, and which tended to 
demonstrate what was not as obvious as it might be to the queasy 
stomachs of th» working classes    that the most economical 
feeding was also the most humanitarian. This piece of 
perverseness Chadwick overlooked, ^ut next he found in the 
Registrar General's returns a number of deaths from starvation. 
This implied that there were people who preferred to die quietly 
in the street rather than enter one of the i oor Law Bastilles. 
Chadwick therefore published an at tacit on I-arr's figures, 
together with animadversions on his integrity, in the " fficial 
Circular", and showed that only £ or 2 per cent, of the cases 
registered as deaths from privation were in fact deaths from 
lack of food, and those were either accidental or suicidal.^ '
The coolness continued between the tv;o men, so differently
-o-
1. E.G. - Dr. Laycock, 13 April 1344.
2. Alien it was rumoured that the census of 13^1 was to be put 
into Harr's hands, Chadwick informed the Commissioners that 
he would exceedingly dislike naviag to work on the census in 
conjunction with the Registrar- General's office. In the end 
the census was entrusted once more to <icfcmaa, who wrote to 
than*. Ghadwick for his warning about the "machinations of 
Dr. Farr": "1 suppose his ;a^;ter at the registrar office 
sighs to get rid of this disgraceful incubus, and would 
gladly lo so by recommendation to any other employment, 
being I suppose too much involved with rim for decided 
dismissal". Hickman goes on to express ourprise at the 
"ridiculous letter of ti.e said Or. rarr wi-ich you have 
printed with your excellent Answer to it    but it is a 
serious matter for reflection that such ionsense should be 
permitted by :/tr. Lister to issue from his Office, arid if 
the next Annual Report does not iecently but completely 
disavow the trash appended to the la;st year's neport, 
National disgrace will be incurred unless it oe duly 
exposed on the first opportunity,    which will soon occur"
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constituted and working by so different ways 'jo the same end. 
He paid no attention to x*'arr"8 "animosities or petty jealousies',1 
Cha&wick told a friend in 1344, "but I. am sorry to say that it 
is not the only instance in &hich on looking into some covert 
from whence an insidious attack on ray labours have proceeded 
I have found some one behind to whom I have rendered some special 
service". '
The article on Life Assurances, which reveals Chadwick's 
early interest in statistics, chows also that at twenty eight 
he had already formulated the principle which underlie, als 
public health wont, the broad but sufficient generalisation that 
the duration and healthiness of life are determined by the 
circumstances in which it is lived. He quotes with approval 
the conclusion of Villerme1 , the French medical statistician, 
that "tne gradations of wealth, or the means of providing 
comforts, may almost oe taxen as the acale of mortality", and 
urg,es that an investigation into the condxtions of the wording 
classes would be an "invaluable acquisition to science, and 
would direct the public exertions in removing those 
circumstances which shorten life, and in promoting those under 
which it is found to attain its greatest duration 1 '. ' A few
-G-
1. S.C. - Dr. Laycock, 13 April 1344,
2. "wn life Assurances", "Westminster Review", February 1323, 
pp. 413, 335. Krom Finlaison's taoles Chadwick snows that 
the averse expectation of life had been prolonged by nearly 
one-third in the course of the previous cencury, the reason 
being clearly & oeneficial change in the haoibS aud 
circumstances of ti:e various classes. Thus, "the vice of 
hard drinking is no longer fashionable; and he <»ho should 
now seek distinction as a six, or even as a four bottle aian, 
would be classed with those persons of humble station and 
more limited means, v»iio are occasionally celeort-^ed in the 
newspapers oy the announce/sent of ^uch exploits as eauing a 
whole leg of mutton, and a proportionate quantity of candles 
oy way of dessert" (p. 333). As for the labouring classes, 
"they are tore cleanly and regular, their houses are oeoter 
constructed, they have acquired some notion that fresh air 
is conducive to health, and tne streets where they reside 
are less filthy and pestilential than formerly' (p. 330).
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years later, when he was preparing his report on London and 
bericshire for the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws, he observed 
how some unhealthy neighbourhoods were notorious as sources of 
pauperism. i'he beadles of riewiugton, for example, being 
ordered one very severe winter to pay particular attention to 
tiie sicic outdoor poor, had gone at once without malting any 
inquiry to a certain group of courts    just as a gamekeeper 
might go to a well-stocked preserve    and had returned with 
tv/o coach-loads of fever victims. '
This was the seed which was to bear so plentiful a crop 
in later years, but it did not germinate until 18^3, when 
Chadwick, now Secretary of the Poor Law Commission, restless 
with unoccupied energy and unsatisfied ambition, was permitted 
to enter upon a course of inquiry which his superiors thought 
of little importance, rave in one reject    t^at it K^pt him 
quiet. Throughout the intervening years he had sat in somerset 
House, at the centre of the Poor Lew web, receiving from day to 
day the reports of Guardians and relieving officers and 
workhouse surgeons uith their constantly reiterated lesson that 
disease fed the worithouses and insanitary conditions ored 
disease. 'Tor sortie reason, which .... he never understood, 
the sanitary idea became dominant in his mind, and he oecame 
irapreased with the conviction th t if sanitation were carried 
out in its completeness, disease, which was the cause of all 
death before the appointed time, would itself die*.
^"* w 1*1*
1. "Extracts from the Information received by H.M.'S
OoT.iaissioners, as to the Administration and Operation of 
the Poor Laws", Lt'}$ t P» 310.
2. Obituary of Chadwick, "lancet", 12 July 189O (the writer is 
reporting an actual conversation with Jhadwick).
Ghadwicxc, it may be aoted, was very critical of an 
article in the " din'burgh Review" which represented the 
sanitary inquiry ' aa a consequence following from the new 
poor law, and naturally follovsiue,". He told the author 
(Bamfield) "that he T*as wrong in fact and pointed out to 
him thac the circumstance that it had arisen from the 
accident of a person vi.o nad ^iven early attention to 
questions of insurance and laws of mortality, having been 
placed under favourable circumstances bo direct attention 
to the subject". C^acvey Napier Papers, f.629, 12 Oct. 1344).
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To the relieving officer at the parish pay table and the 
parish surgeon on his rounds in the lower districts of London 
the connection between the fever nest? and the mounting poor 
rates was obvious enough. Reasoning that there could be no 
end to the outlay of money in relieving individual cases of 
fever until the cause which produced the malady was removed, the 
Union authorities in some places indicted the landlords for 
nuisance, defraying the expense of prosecution from the poor- 
rates. In doing so tney came into conflict with the auditors, 
under orders to strike out and disallow all charges not 
expressly authorised by statute. The disputants took their 
argument to Chadvicfc, who saw at once that it offered an 
opportunity to introduce into the practice of the Poor Law 
Commission some of the principles of preventive administration 
which be had tried unsuccessfully to insert into the Act of 
133*. In 1333 the steady annual stream of tjphus cases 
swelled suddenly to flood proportions. In some streets cases 
occurred in almost every house; in some courts not a house 
escaped} and in a fe-x instances there were victims in every 
room of every house. Altogether 13»972 cases of fever, 1,231 
of them fatal, were reported in Tondon -luring the year, 9,228 
being contributed by certain districts, and in particular 
'^hitechapel, Hethnal Green, Lambeth, St. Jeorge the ' lartyr, 
Stepney, folborn, and St. George in the _,ast. '
GhadwicK celled the attention of the Comajiseioners to 
the preventable nature of a large proportion of the lever oases, 
and recommended a special investigation by three -well-iuiown 
medical observers, Drs. ^ay, Arnott, and ' outhwood wraith. No 
better choice could have bet.n cuade. ur. Neil Arnott, a friend
of Sentham and J.;'. Mill, et whose houpe Chadwick had made his
-o-
1. "Kifth Annual Report of the noor Law Commissioners 1 ', 1339. 
Appendix C. Wo. 2. "Heport on the prevalence of i<ever in 
Metropolitan Unions during the year ended 20 ^ 
by .^r. ' outhwood Smith, pp^ 164 - lob.
acquaintance, had written a celebrated work on physics, and was
i
a recognised authority on the warming and ventilation of houses. \ 
Dr. Xay (later Kay-Shuttieworth) brought to the inquiry the   
experience of a dispensary physician in the Irish quarter of 
Manchester, which, as he says, burned into him the conviction 
that it was futile to look to charity and medical skill alone I 
to deal with social evils.^ ^ with an appetite for work which 
rivalled that of Cbadwicii, he nossessed also something of hia 
self-confidence and ruthless energy, together with certain 
crotenets and angularities of his own; and a few years later, 
as Secretary to th@ Committee of Council on Kducation, he **as 
to drive himself into a breakdown grappling with difficulties 
not ualiiie those «hlch surroxuided Ghadwick at Somerset House. 
It is well to remember that Chadwick was not the only permanent 
official of the time to engage in disputes about his status, to 
arouse hostility from powerful sections of public opinion, and 
to encounter the charge that he was making a department of 
S',ate the instrument of his own views and ambitions. With tne 
tnird member of the medical inquiry, Ghadwicic's career wae uo 
be more intimately limied. Southwood J;mith, physician to she 
London Fever Hospital, was another Benthamite (oeatham had left 
him his oody for dissection and he had pronounced an oration 
over the philosopher's corpse at the rebb 'otreet chool of
Anatomy); and as the author of a standard 'Treatise on Fever"
-»o- 
1. P. Smith, "Life of Xay-^-huttleworth", p. 1*-. in an
autobiographical ,£3 dated 1"S77» <ay-::huttleworth states that 
about the year 1324 he oegan to study the oast examples of 
urban drainage and water supply. "After 1 found myself 
lively to oe. abs^roed in the efforts of the ;-overn.7tent lo 
establish e systen? of uational education, I recommended r. 
?  dwin ChadViick to andertaite the prosecution of this 
investigation into town drainage and v=afcer supply, and 
other corw'.ected questions of eanitery improvement .... :;e 
possessed sin ular sagacity an.d siill to avi.il himself of 
all the indications in existing arrsn^e-^ents t^y wcich the 
rijost efi'eccual system could be discovered". There is no 
evidence to support tris rather patronising description of 
the oenesiy of the sanitary inquiry.
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was shortly to become the chief medical theorist of the sanitary
reformers. The heart of the gentle Doctor, however, waa a 
great deal sounder than his e^idendolo&ical views, and the 
simplicity and integrity of his character won over for the 
cause many who were repelled by Ghadwick's demoniac reputation. 
All who met him    including even the cantankerous foulmin 
'-'raith    acknowledged his love of his fellow men, >-hich wanned 
the sympathies more than Chadwic&'s hard dry passion for 
efficiency. There was need for both men in the sanitary 
movement, which must touch the conscience as well as persuade 
the reason if the Peels and Grahams were to be brought to act.
In .May 1853 the three set off on an exploratory tour, 
Arnott and >tay to .vapping, ttatcliff Highway, and Stepney, 
bouthwood ..mith to >hitechapel and bethnai Green. How far, 
they inquired, were the conditions in which the poor lived due 
to the habits of the poor themselves, how far were they 
"voluntary", to use the favourite word of the i'oor uaiw 
theorists' Very little, the Mnion medical officers replied. 
True, the poor dranic too much; they neglected vaccination; they 
were reluctant to enter a hospital *hen they were attached oy 
contagious disease; they did not wash their persons, their 
clothes or tneir houses often enough; they crowded noisomely 
together in dwelling-houses and lodging-houses. ^ut these 
"personal habits" of the poor, as the investigators termed 
them, were not the mo.st powerful fore 8 shaping the mould in 
wnich their lives were set. They were surrounded oy filth, 
accumulated in cesspools and privies and stagnant surface 
drains; they breathed the exhai^ions of uudrained marsh land, 
graveyards, and slaughter-houses; they had no choice but to 
live in narrow alleys and close court:;. The investigators 
concluded that there were some evils *bich could not be avoided 
by any exercise of prudence on the part of the poor, and wnich 
were independent of ;,heir personal habits. They were 
removaole, however, by the well directed arrangements of public
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authorities -  by a system of sewers, a plentiful water supply, 
an effective service of scavengers,/c^ntrol of building, and 
regulations l§§iii overcrowding and noxious trades. Powers 
should, therefore, be given to Poor Law Guardians to cleanse 
ditches and pools, to inspect lodging-houses, to indict 
nuisances, and to carry out geaer.illy the functions of a public 
health authority, for which, as a loc&lly elected boay, charged 
with luties relating to the poor, and comrcanding the services of 
paid ofiicers, they were particularly suitable.
It was not the first time that medical men had 
investigated the sanitary condition of the towns    Currie at 
Liverpool, Ferriar at .Manchester, Haygarth at Cheaper had done 
valuable pioneer work in this lirection at the end of ths 
eighteenth century    but it was the first time that such an 
inquiry had been directed by a Government department with a 
view to action. The reports were forwarded to the Home 
Secretary, Lord John Hussell, on May 14th 1833, under cover of 
an official letter from the Commissioners, recommending as a 
temporary measure that the Guardians should be empowered to 
indict the parties responsible for nuisances.^ ' Chadwick also 
addressed a private note to Husseil. "It has long appeared to 
me that it would be worthy of your Lordship to oring in a tiili
for an Act of the nature of the building Act to regulate the
-o-
1. Fourth Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners, 1333. 
Appendix A, No. 1. "Copy of the Report of the r>oor Law 
Commissioners relative to cert sin Oharges which have oeen 
disallowed by the Auditors of Unions in England and -vales", 
14 «ay 1333, PP. 93 - 103.
Supplement No. 1. lf Report on the prevalence of certain 
Physical Causes of Fever in the Metropolis, -shich rcight be 
removed by proper -anatory easures", by Neil Arnotfc and 
James Phillips day, 12 ;v:ay 1S3^» PP. 103 - 129. 
^uppleraent No. 2. "Report on some of tt:e hysical Causes of 
3icicness and Mortality Co which the Poor are particularly 
exposed, and which ^re capable of removal oy : anatory 
Peculations; exemplified in the present condition of the 
Bethnal Green and hitechapel .iiscricts", oy Thomas 
Gouthwood Smith, Viay 1833, pp. 129 - 1'pl.
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future dwellings of the labouring classes: providing that none 
should be built without provision being made for proper 
drainage, the width of streets, etc..... The larger political 
reforms have only affected tne labouring classes indirectly. 
A reform in the mode of building would affect them directly and 
most beneficially and would redound greatly to the credit of 
the Government which procured it."^ ^
Thus, within four years of its establishment the new 
Poor Law Commission was expanding in a way which threatened to 
burst ita statutory limits. The underlying theory of the Act 
of 1^4, that most pauperism was "voluntary" , the result of 
moral defects such as idleness, intemperance, and improvidence, 
was breaking down before the logic of the facts; and if the 
diagnosis was incorrect, it followed that the course of remedy 
must be altered. A case might be made out for invoicing pains 
and penalties to scourge "voluntary" paupers out of their 
fecklessness; but once let it appear that the main causes of 
pauperism were not personal but social, that the pauper was 
usually the end-product of social processes over which he had 
no more control than he had over the weather, then a punitive
treatment of paupers was no more just and sensible than a
of lunatics 
punitive treatment/, whom an earlier age had considered in some
way responsible for their condition. Deterrence and 
alleviation, the remedies of id^4, must give way to an 
investigation of causes, and the elaooration of wide schemes of 
reform aimed at prevention. Under Chadwick's influence a 
department founded to regulate poor relief was assuming, 
reluctantly, functions which reached out to embrace the duties 
and interests of all classes. It had already given oirth to 
a He^isuration Act, under which for the rirst time the facts of 
national ill-health and premature mortality were being
assembled. It was presently (in 1340) to offer to vaccinate
-o-
1. b.C. - Lord John Hussell, 21 June H,53. Chad^lck here 
sug;/est3 that Or. <ay, %ho had studied housing for many 
years, "would at any time supply the materials for a 
practical arid useful bill".
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at the public expense the children, not of paupers only, but of 
any one who cared to bring them to the Union surgeon. If 
Chadwicfc had hia way it would also become a department of 
education and a department of public health, unless the 
Government should segregate these functions before they swamped 
the Poor Law Commissioners.
The letter to Kusaell produced no immediate effect. 
In their next neport the Poor Law Oooum is s loners underlined its 
argument by publishing a description by Southwood Smith of the 
fever epidemic in the metropolitan Unions.^ The Hill Coolies 
that year received from the Viihigs at mention and abundant 
sympathy, Ghadwick observed rlrily, but nothing was done for the 
helpless population of the great towns. ^ ' Eventually, in 
August 1339t tQe Bishop of London, who coupled the experience 
of a London parish priest to his episcopal authority and 
influence, addressed the Lords on the text of Southwood Smith's 
report, and moved that an inquiry be made into the sanitary
/' X )
condition of the labouring classes.''^ No money was voted, no 
arrangements made to facilitate the investigation; a curt note
communicated the resolution of the House to the Poor Law
(4) Commissioners. As Chad^ick commented, "the inquiry seems to
have been barely tolerated". ^
The investigation thus begun in 1859 was not completed 
until 1342, though it was in the hands of a man who, in 
conducting the Factory and Constabulary inquiries, had shown 
that he could amass his evidence and present his conclusions in
a matter of weefcs. Shortage of money, the indifference of his
-o-
1. "Fifth Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners", 1339. 
appendix C, No. 2. "Report on the - revalence of I-ever in 
metropolitan Unions, daring the year ended 20 .arch, i3j5-3", 
by Thomas Southwooi Smith, pp. loD - 171.
2. E.G., "^iotes on Lord Norman by'? » speech", MS, 1844.
3. ibid. The Bishop's speech seems to have been missed by
Hansard's reporter. 
<4-. ! ,.»:., "memoranda of answers to the Imputations of blame in
respect to alleged delay to adopt sanitary measures",
.u , 13 July 134+. 
5. ii.J. f "i'totes on Lord Wormanby's speech", i&i, lcJ44.
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superiors, a change of Government, but most of all the intrinsic 
complexity of the suuject, all combined to drag out the inquiry, 
"rto money is allowed the Board for the compensation of 
professional men of eminence and only Honorary service can be 
astced", he warned Dr. Hodgaon, Feel's physician, request;ing him 
to superintend an inquiry in 3irmingham. ^' Yet Parliament 
was considering a proposal to settle an annual allowance of 
t.30,000 on the Queen's Consort! "The grant of £30,000 for the 
purposes of a general system of education by which several 
hundreds of thousands of children in various ways could derive 
benefit, was fiercely resisted", Chadwick; wrote in disgust, 
The grant of the same sum of money for the oenefit of this one 
young man will be granted with adulations of virtues which he 
has yet had no opportunity of displaying". ^
The investigatioa had been in progress eighteen months
when a well-intentioned but impatient Member of Parliament,A^xionDy
Robert 2S5EEQ* Slaney, obtained a Select Committee on the Health
-o-
1. E.G. - Dr. Hodgson, 1? iMoveciber 1339  
2.. £.0., "Memoranda. For consideration in respect to the 
young Prince Aloert's proposed allowance to be as 
considerable as that to the old Princes rioyal", M3, n.d. 
It is interesting to note to what objects Chad^ick himself 
would have devoted the i>30,0 H). The money which would be 
spent on equerries and gold sticks, chamberlains and grooms 
of the stole, he calculates would provide six or more normal 
schools to rescue the children of the labouring classes from 
juvenile delinquency and give then instruction valuaole both 
to themselves and to society; it would provide twenty 
stipendiary magistrates to take the administration of 
justice out of suspected hands, such as those of masters 
who enforced the law against their own workmen; ic would 
pay the salaries of three or four new Judges to deal with 
Chancery arrears, it would establish a a;overnment 
department to regulate travel by steamships and railways, 
or found a school for civil engineers, or provide public 
walks and gardens, libraries and museums. "Is it oetter 
tnat tnis sum £30,OX) should be given to some few sons of 
wealthy lords, than that the children of those who toil for 
our revenue, should go on without eiucation or care from 
the state".'.
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of Towns: He "must be doing something in it", enorted 
Chadwlcfc, who resented the trespass. The principal witnesses 
were medical men whose depositions had already been taken by 
Chadwick:, and the valuable portions of the evidence were 
repetitions of the replies he had elicited. "The remedial 
measures recommended were chiefly Boards of Health, '«hicb had 
been tried &nd/rtried, and off hand and easy ^eneralities, 
which could be reduced to little practice".^'^
The report of Glaney's Committee, however, prodded the 
Government into a show of action. Casting a;.»out for popular 
measures as the Home Secretary of the weafc and failing Ahig 
Ministry, Lord Normanby suddenly seized upon the sanitary 
question, and in 1341 introduced three Bills, "tor the 
improvement of certain boroughs","for regulating ouildings in
large towns", and "for the better drainage of large towns and(4) 
villages". x ChadwicK's annoyance at this step, though it was
sharpened by affronted amour propre, is understandable. The
-o-
1. "xeport from the Select Committee appointed to inquire iuto 
the circumstances affecting the Health of the Inhaoitants of 
large towns and populous districts, with a vie« to improved 
sanitary regulations for their benefit", 1340 (534) XI.277   
Their principal recommendations were ("ieport", 1? June 
1340, pp. xv - xx):
1. A General Building Act.
2. A General Sewerage Act.
3. A board of Health in every town of a certain size, 
to be appointed Dy the uuardians, Town Council, or 
ratepayers'.
4. An administrative authority, distinct from the Board 
of Health, for drainage and sewerage.
5. An Inspector, appointed by the ratepayers or the 
Guardians, to enforce sanitary regulations.
2. "Motes on Lord Normanby's opeech", .-to, n.d. 1344.
3. ibid.
4. rtorasanby introduced a single tJill "for the better drainage 
and improvement of ouildings in large Towns and Jities" on 
29 January 1 :.41 (Hansard, vol. $6, pp. 133 - 9). In 
Committee this was split first into two, and later into 
three separate measures. (1) "tor the Improvement of "ertaia 
aorouahs", 1341 (3nc)(33^) I.29.i?5; 1^2 (3^) 1.119; (no.2) 
1342 (53) 1.145. (2) "For He,.-; a la-; ing Buildiags in Large 
Towns", 1341 (502X339) 1.93-125; 15^2 (33) 1.237; 1342 
(52)(27:>)(571) I.319.351-5o7- (3) "'''or the better 
Drainage of large Towns and Villages", 1341 (501) 11.221; 
(iio. 2) 1*41 U. (350) 11. 239-
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investigation by the POOP Law Commission was still in progress; 
the results of the local inquiries were still coming in; and 
Chadwick's general report was as yet a series of massive 
fragments. The Hoate Secretary now imposed a ban on the 
continuance of the inquiry, and when Chadwick got a friend in 
the Lords to asic for the production of the local reports the 
request was refused point blank. "A manifest determination 
was evinced to give the labours in the Poor Law department the 
go by, on this subject. The government was determined to have 
the exclusive merit".* ' Chadwick appealed for support to the 
Tory Lord Liverpool, who agreed that it was an "indecent and 
improper proceeding"^ , but declared "I cannot suppose that 
Lord .tormanby can mean to hurry a measure such as a general 
building and town draining bill thro but probably his object has 
been to give himself and his party us much relief as noaaible by 
an apparent activity in this matter".^'
fhe ill-constructed sills, concocted, as Chadwick judged, 
by Home Office lawyers and palace architects, fell to pieces in 
Committee, and the wreckage was bequeathed to the I'ories, in 
whose hands it remained for three years more an impending threat 
to the progress of true reform. Chadwick, while pursuing his 
own inquiries, fought simultaneous}.,, a running Dattle against 
the principles of tfcese bills, which were based upon a hasty 
and superficial view of the subject, emoodyinfe technical 
recommendations wnich were out of step with the oest
contemporary developments, and revealing a timid aoxxety to
f n \
avoid any large scale administrative experiments. v rhey were,
-o-
1. "Notes on Lord Normanby's opeech", ?.4S, n.j. 1344.
2. Lord .jiveroool - 6..C., 5 i:<epte^oer id41,
3. Lord Liverpool - *.C., 51 August 1341.
4. Of. a -.umber of fragmentary memoranda, e.g. ";iotes on the 
multiolication of officers", n.d.5 "Memoranda on billy for 
the regulation of bui< lings, 1344". "he rao.^t detailed 
criticism is b-i-V611 ia nls "&raft Report on an Analysis of 
Legislative Measures for kkK Canit;'.ry improvement proposed 
" the issue of the "omnission", drawn up .for the 
of Towns Commission in 13^4.
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he cold the ,'iovernmeat, Sills "to malte drains to ran without 
water"; which prescribed that house drains should be of bricic 
and at least 9 inches in diameter, though a j$ iach tile pipe 
at ona quarter the cost was muoh superior in action; which 
showed more concern to ^aard againsc the remote chance of the 
labourer's house falling about his ears or catching fire from 
the house next door than to provide for sanitary fundamentals; 
which contemplated the payment in fees to surveyors of sums 
greater than the cost of the drains themselves. They would 
put the house drainage under one officer and the main drainage 
under another, and would Impose on property owners immediate 
charges for improvements which in some cases would amount to 
& confiscation of the entire annual valua of tneir property. 
"To apply a remedy with the least possible introduction of new 
machinery" had been Nonaanby's professed aim. He proposed 
in fact to utilise for his Drainage Bill the old machinery of 
Commissions of Sewers, whose inefficiency in the past had been 
amply demonstrated, without taking any safeguards that their 
powers would be better exercised in the future; and for the 
execution of the Building Bill bo permit Borough Councils to 
appoint surveyors, who would be allowed to retain their private 
practice and would undergo no scrutiny of their professional 
competence.
Phe downfall of the Whigs in September 1341, whea Lord 
Melbourne thankfully surrendered the Government and the deficit 
to Sir Robert r'eel, brought a double oenefifc to the sanitary 
movement. First, out of a robust belief Chat the measures 
he had introduced «ould have wrought untold ^ood for the lower 
classes, Lord Normanby discovered in opposition a fervent 
enthusiasm for sanitary reform, together with an immense 
indignation at lory tardiness; and he proved & valuable ally 
to Ashley and -ouuhwood Smith in -he Health of Towns 
Associution. oecoadly, Caadwicfc iv&s given permission to finish
1. Hansard, 12 Feoruary 1341, vol 5-b, p.
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his report, which he was firmly convinced would never have 
appeared if the Melbourne uovernraent had retained office/ 1 ^ 
Towards the end of 1341 he was instructed to complete it so 
that it might be put into circulation before the next meeting 
of Parliament .
Another six months elapsed, however, the 1342 session 
approached its cloce, and atili the report had not appeared. 
The Goffijaiss loners concurred cautiously with Chadwlcic's draft, 
but urged him to prune some of the more offensive passages. 
"If your report is to suffer mutilation I at leaat trust it will 
not be curtailed of any material parts', wrote an indignant 
friend, "It is necessary in legislation to pay respect to public 
opinion, but surely the same deference to prejudice and 
ignorance is not to be maintained in expository works of which
the professed object is to enlighten the people, and prepare(2) the way for wholesome reforms'.' The report was originally
printed witb the Oonwnissionere1 ' names appended} but >,r.C. Lewis 
opposed its adoption on the ground that it was calculated to 
give offence to GoEaissioners jf beveers and kiztiiiar authorities. 
It appeared in ita final forai only after Nicholls had 
intervened on its oefcalf, and Ghad^ick: had undertaken to bear 
personally any responsibility or unpopularity ti at might attach 
to it, "It contains a great deal of good matter", G.;). Lewis 
remarked to Geor&e urote, with an air of giving the devil his 
due, " and, on she wnole, I prefer it to anything else he has
written. We anall present it shortly as his report, without( 5')   
making ourselves responsible for it". ^
The raw material for the "^sui-ttary rteporu" Tails into
-o-
1. r;.:;. - I. imp&on, 2^> Acril 1S44: "! ( r-der his (i.e.
.Mormaxiby's.ji influence the sanatory report itnelf was stopped 
a..ci aevur probably would ho.ve a^..cured but for his removal 
from power" .
2. ^ev. V,nit*ell Eivin - S'.G., .$1 "Aay 1:*42.
^. G.G. uev.is - G. Grote, 1^ i.ai-ch Ib4c. ("Letters of Sir ueorge 
•Jornewall Levis", ed. -±r G.?. 'evis, 1370, p. 119).
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three main categories. A set of inquiries, based on the 
conclusions of the 'Vever Report" of 13>i, was directed to the 
Assistant Poor Law Commissioners and the Union medical officers 
in all parts of tn^land, .Vales, and Scotland. ^ The replies 
to these questions were supplemented by material collected by 
Chadwick in personal interview or correspondence with surveyors, 
builders, prison governors, clergymen, lawjeru, police officials 
with anyone whose position brought the facts beneath his 
constant observation. in addition, in ooedience to his own 
canons of research by which the investigator was adjured not to 
rest content with the testimony of others, however well informed
and intelligent they might be, Chadwick himself &ade a number of
(2 ) 
excursions to the provinces. . i'here are passages in the
"Sanitary Report", as in other reports of his early period, 
which in cheir raciness of description, their vividness of 
detail, and their eye for character remind the reader that 
Chadwick had served his apprenticeship in Fleet Gfcreet. There 
is humour, too, "that Keen sense of the droll and the humourous 
even in the midst of the horrible and squalid, which, his 
friends say, Mr. Chadwick possesses in a degree quite 
remarkable". *' As the years went by and one oulky report 
succeeded another, as the ideas lost their newness, and 
spontaneity was crushed beneath the wheels of the official 
^rind, Chadwick became more and more prolix and pedestrian in 
his style, and the spark of ironic humour was extinguished oy 
the atmosphere of serious intention; but iu the "- unitary 
Report" he is still fresh, his strong, plain style is riot 
overweighted by material, and his confidence has not yet
degenerated into a querulous assertiveness.
-o-
1. L'he terms of reference were widened to include Scotland in 
January 1*40.
2. See, for example, the description of nis inspection, in the 
company of Neil Arnott, Sheriff Alibon s and a police 
superintendent, of the district of Glasgow lying oetween 
Ar<-;yll-3treot and the river ("r-anitary >:ep.;rt", p. 24).
^. Article oy trofessor Masson, "North British Review", vol. 
jciii, i35--'» P. ^7-
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The complacency which marks Chadwiek*8 first essay in 
the "Westminster Review" gives place in the "Sanitary Report" 
to a note of grim urgent warning. His critics complained that 
he had become a social hypochondriac, who scanned society with 
a morbid eye, loosing for the symptoms of disease and not 
observing the general condition of health. He might well have 
replied in the words of the "Times": "Possibly, there may be 
progress as compared with a past age, but there is not aa 
compared with a past epoch in the present age. It may be that 
wording men are better housed than at the time of the Great 
Plague, but such a comparison is merely trivial in presence of 
the fact that, in spite of all that sanitarians can do, the 
dwellings of a great part of our population are, in the present 
age, every day becoming worse". ^ ' The age-long balance between 
birth rate and death rate, between human fecundity and the 
adversities and accidents of human environment, had been upset 
decisively between 1730 and 1310 by a steep fall in the death 
rate. Humanitarian activity, advances in empirical medical 
Knowledge, a more abundant food supply, the rising level of 
urban wages, the worlc of Improvement Commissioners and joint 
stock companies, all these together had brought down the death 
rate of Londoners in 1811 to 26 per thousand  - little more 
than half the figure for 1750. But after 1310 there was no 
great fall in the death rate till the seventies; and the 
difference between a crude death rate of 23 per thousand in the 
middle decades of the century and one of 16 per thousand at its 
end is a rough measure of the toll of slum housing, inefficient 
sewerage, and impure water supplies in the raw industrial 
towns. Year by year the great towns continued to ^row, partly 
by a natural increase, but even more by the influx of immigrant 
workers whom the expanding industries attracted across the St. 
George's Channel and from the rural areas of Rngland and Wales,
till oy 1351 half the population was urban, "a situation that
-o- 
1. "Times", 5 November 1853.
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had probably not existed before in a great country, at any time 
in the world's history".^
To the administrative difficulties raised by this 
unprecedented growth and concentration of the population very 
little hard thinking had been directed by the departments of 
State before the publication of the "Sanitary iteport"; and the 
engineers who had produced the railway locomotive and the 
steamship had neglected to apply the same technical sicill to the 
complex problems of human aggregation. In the building 
encyclopaedias of the time the word "ventilation" did aot once 
occur from beginning to end. Houses rated at £1,000 or more 
in the newly founded colony of iielgravia reeked *ith exhalations 
from faulty house drains. Perhaps not one fiSIl* in a whole 
street of middle class residences possessed a bath.^1 ^ Ahen 
Lyon Playfair examined the condition of Buckingham Palace, be 
found it so bad that the Goverauent did not dare to publish his 
report. -Vhile the middle and upper classes lived in such 
splendid squalor, the lower classes seemed in danger of being 
engulfed and poisoned by their own excretions.
The localising of "zymotic" or infectious diseases in 
the narrow courts and alleys of the poor had been frequently 
noted by those eighteenth century physicians whose broad 
sympathies or .straitened means drove them to practise in the 
lower quarters of the towns. This observation    that 
outbreaks of fever were correlated with insanitary conditions 
 . ^ ave rise to the characteristic medical theory of the 
public health reformers. According to this "pytho*,enic M 
theory, disease was caused by an "un&nom something in the 
atmosphere" acting upon the ^ases from animal and vegetable
decomposition, given off, for example, by a ridden, a st-- gaant
-o-
1. J.H. Clapham, "Economic History of .odera Britain", vol. I,
p. 5:56 *
2. K.J. - fcV.). '.Vard, 7 October 1349.
3. "iiercoirs and Correspondence of ^yon vl^yfair", ed. .'<•'. Reid,
P. 94*
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an overcrowded churchyard, a slaughter house or a 
tanner's yard. Any of these, in combination with the epidemic 
influence, might produce, by a kind of spontaneous generation, 
an outbreak of typhus, or perhaps    since this promiscuity of 
filth brought forth an uncertain progeny    of typhoid or 
cholera. Certain corollaries followed from the theory. The 
transmission of disease by contagion was a fallacy, and 
quarantine therefore an archaic survival from less enlightened 
days; Southwood Smith showed his faith in this conclusion by 
taking his grand-daughter with him when he walked the fever 
wards.^ Offensive smells were not necessarily injurious to 
health, but the sense of smell was "the sentinel placed at the
( 2 } portals of life".^' Impure air and the reek of filth, not the
privations of poverty, were the predisposing circumstances which 
favoured the spread of disease, the chief sufferers being not 
paupers bat independent labourers, artisans, and small 
shopkeepers, who were not destitute of food an=i clothing. Nor 
was it chiefly the weak and sickly who fell victiras, for a 
large proportion were in the prime of life, at the height of 
their productive powers, and with dependent families, who, on 
the death of their parents, auat be cast upon the rates. The 
comfortable belief was thus discredited that the unfit and 
superfluous, the paupers aad the weaklings, were beneficently 
cut off by nature; and if the economist; was wrong, so also was 
the philanthropist, who thought that fever was caused by 
destitution, and could be combated by grnnts of money, xuel, 
and blankets.
That disease was traceable to specific infections had 
been demonstrated clearly enough during the eighteenth century, 
and the pythogenic theory could be sustained only ay Ignoring 
some very obstinate facts, to which Chadwick closed hie eyes to
the end of his life. To assert that fev r might be ored in
-o-
1. G.:. Lewes, "Dr. ftouthwood Smith", P. /'/.
2. General uoard of Health, "Report on a General Scheme for 
Extramural Sepulture", 15 February 1350, p. 11.
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any cesspool or uncleansed ditch was, as William Sudd remarked, 
"precisely on a par with the philosophy which led the ancients 
to believe that mushrooms are bred of cow-dung, alligators of 
the mud of the Nile, and that bees, as Vergil sang, may be 
engendered in the entrails of a putrid ox".^ 1 ^ During the 
"Great Stink" of 1858, when the stench of the polluted Thames 
closed the law courts, emptied the river steamers, and assumed 
the proportions of a national calamity second only to the Indian 
Mutiny, pestilence on an enormous scale was gloomily prophesied; 
the death rate for the year was, in fact, below the average,
and there was a notable diminution in the amount of fever.O\ f 
diarrhoea, and dysentery. '
Radically wrong though this theory was, however, it was 
given plausibility by its demonstrable effectiveness in practice. 
To counter a disease it is not essential to know the mode of its 
transmission; and, conversely, a disease is not conquered once 
it machinery of infection has been discovered. Thus, though 
the mosquito has been indicted, malaria has not been banished 
from the tropics; while, on the other hand, leprosy, the 
"sweating sickness", plague, cholera, typhus, and typhoid were 
all uprooted from England before their generating bacteria were 
detected. They retreated because the environmental conditions 
which favoured their advance were vanishing, for, from the 
point of view of preventive action, the soil in which a disease 
flourishes is no less important than the seed from which it 
springs. For a movement which aimed at clearing up the dark 
corners of the towns no sounder doctrine could be taught than 
that immunity from pestilence was to be secured in proportion to 
the intelligence and energy which were directed towards the 
removal of its localising conditions. The "pythogenic theory"
may well serve as an example of those "fruitful errors" which,
-o-
1. William Budd, "Typhoid Fever" (1874), p. 155-
2. Of. the description of this historic stink by Budd, op. cit., 
pp. 141 - 2.
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as Vaihin&er reminds us, have in the history of thought so 
frequently produced sound practice out of false theory/ 1 ^
In the light of this theory Chadwick turned to the 
examination of the returns from the local Registrars *hich by 
the end of 1339 were pouring in from 552 districts, giving for 
the firet time in history a reliable and comprehensive picture 
of the causes of national ill-health and mortality/ 2 ^ In the 
first year, 1353, for.* which returns were made, he found that 
the deaths in bngland and vales from zymotic diseases numbered 
56,461. It was as if the whole county of «estmor«land or 
Huntingdon "were entirely depopulated annually, and were only 
occupied again by the growth of a new and feeble population 
living under the f^ars of a similar visitation". *' /rosn typhus 
alone the yearly slaughter was double the casualties suffered 
by the allied armies at Waterloo. The "Fever dill" footed 
every year by the nation, in the form of charges for medical 
attendance, for the support of widows and orphans, for labour 
lost by sictcness, for the shortening of the average working
life by premature mortality, was an immense and growing ourden. 
(4)
The lesson of Chadwiclc's Report was that the ^reat mass
of this mortality and sickness was preventible. He 
demonstrated this by a simple but conclusive device, which came 
as near as practicable to experimental verification in a field 
where laboratory methods of control and observation *ere out of 
the question. He tooK the average age at death for various 
classes of the community, inhabiting liffcrent quarters of the
towns, so revealing at a glance the disparities concealed
-o-
1. H. tfaiuinger, "The Philosophy of 'As If 1 ", 2nd. ed. 19^5 t 
op. 45 - 6.
2. b'or the deficiencies of the local returns, due tartly to 
the primitive diagnosis and confused aooolo^y of the time, 
and partly to the low qualifications of the Registrars and 
the defective administrative arrangements for recording the 
cause of death, see ^hadwick's comments in the next chapter.
j5. "Sanitary report", p. 3.
n.. One of ChadwicK's correspondents, the Rev. a. Lewis,
calculated that the "fever bill" of Dundee from 133;, to 1339 
amounted to jol^5»676 12s., or &25»^96 ij>6. per annum, 
(ibid. p. 209;.
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beneath the general averages for the country.

































The age ac death of the individual was thus shown to bear a 
direct relation to his ranic in society. Now the circumstances 
of the labouring classes differed in two main respects from 
those of the gentry; they enjoyed a smaller income, and they 
inhabited dirtier districts, dirtier streets, and dirtier 
houses. #hieh of these factors, income or environment, was
responsible for the different expectation of life of the two
-o-
1. "The slow general improvement, made uo by the great
improvements of particular classes, is consistent with the 
positive deterioration of others. I'he average age of death 
of the whole of the working classes we have seen is still 
no more than 22 years in the whole of the metropolis. In 
lar^e sub-districts, if we could distinguish accurately the 
classes of deaths, the average would be found to be not more 
than half that period: a rate of mortality ascribable to 
increased over-crowding and stationary accommodation, 
greatly below aaythins that nrooably existed at the 
commencement of the century". (K.,;., "Supplementary -eport 
on .... Interment in Towns", App. 11, p. 242) Criticising 
the statistical methods then in use, Ohadwicic pointed out 
that the practice of treatin^ the proportions of deaths to 
the pooulation aad the average s^es of death as being 
equivalent was very misleading a;.d so-net lives exaggerated 
tbe chances of life to an extent double the re-;<l -Junount . 
Thus, in ot. Margaret's parish, Leicester, the proportion 
of deaths to the copulation was 1 in 5o.i>; examining the 
district street by street Onadwic •-. found that in streets 
which, were well drained the average a^e at death was 2S5, in parciy drained streets 21, and in undrained .streets 17 
 -the general average being 21. (ioid., ;j. 241,'.
s^any"years later be was stili urging that, in framing 
statistical returns, it should be recognised as a principle 
Continued on next
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classes? It was proved    to Chadwick's satisfaction     
that the labouring classes received on the average a real income 
sufficient to keep them well above the level of starvation" '; 
the greater mortality from which they suffered must therefore be 
ascribed to the physical conditions amongst which they lived, 
and he illustrated this conclusion oy "Sanitary Maps" of bethnal 
Green and Liverpool, which showed the black crosaes of death 
crowding thicktly in the foulest and most overcrowded districts. 
It followed that if those physical conditions could be improved, 
there would be a corresponding improvement in the statistics of 
sickness and death*
Fever, then, was not the result of destitution; on the
contrary, destitution usually came on the heels of fever, and
-o-
(Continued from previous page) that every place had its own 
circumstances which governed its mortality, and that the 
operation of those special circumstances should not be 
olurred by inclusion in general averages. "One chief 
objection to the weekly returns from the Metropolis is that 
for any practical conclusions they are misleading; all ! 
"means" such as these returns only t>ive between extreme 
divergences of conditions, being virtually misrepresentation! 
..... And these "means" are particularly injurious in 
glossing over the different rates of exposure of different 
classes to preventible diseases". The lower districts of 
towns were Drought under a general average with the well-to- 
do, thus conveying a false impression that their 
administration was unobjectionable. "Particular care ought 
to be ta&en to maice preventible diseases as liti/le as 
possible the subject of averages with the other classes of 
disease or of general averages of any icind, to avoid the 
apologetic conclusion for inaction by local boards of small 
owners, that nothing is required to be done for the cases 
"are not above the average", it being no consolation to any 
individual that he died because his death goes to make up a 
moderate uveragn or a statistical law of mortality, any en ore 
than it is an extenuation of tbe administration of the 
police of a district or any excuse of default of pursuit in 
® / any case that "murders and robberies are not »oove the
^ average", and that indeed the place is well conditioned, 
for they are below the average of Greece or of Italy", 
t"memorandum on the returns of ortaiity for Cities", MS, 
n.d. c. 136 ) - 70.
1. See below, p. 12.3.
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the poor's rolls were the pedigrees of generations of faroiliea 
thus pauperised. Of the 112,000 orphans and 43,000 widows 
receiving poor relief in 1340, Chadwicfc estimated that 100,000 
orphans and 27,000 widows had been reduced Go dependence by the 
death of their breadwinner from some sort of zymotic disease, 
arising from causes which were known and removable.' 1 -* These 
pauper orphans and widows were a legitimate concern of the Poor 
Law Commission. Ghadwick, however, looking beyond the walls of 
the workhouse, went on to demonstrate that preventible disease 
had economic and moral effects upon society at large far more 
serious than fche additional burden cast by them upon the 
ratepayers. Hconoaically it represented a heavy annual drain 
upon the country's most valuable caoital, its strongest and 
most experienced workers. juring the Napoleonic Wars Bethnal 
Green and Spitalfields had raised a regiment of volunteers, but 
in 1840 the recruiting officers would find it difficult to get 
together a grenadier company from the same districts; yet the 
wealth of the nation was ultimately dependent upon the bodily 
strength of the labouring classes, which in the past had been 
ao superior to that of other nations that English navvies had 
been imported to carry out railway construction on the 
continent.
But the moral effects were the gravest of all. It was 
often alleged that the misery of the poor was chiefly the 
result of their own intemperate habits. They had few or no
pleasures to wean them from intemperance, replied Chadvules,  
-o-
1. "Sanitary Report", p. 192. j
2. He urged the Select Committee on Intemperance (11 June 1334, 
4« 325) to consider "whether sober habits may not be 
efficiently promoted indirectly by the formation of cricket : 
grounds, of public walks; horticultural gardens in the < 
neighbourhoods of the smaller provincial towns, and by the j 
institution of zoological repositories in tbe neighbourhood ' 
of the larger towns; and by the free admission of persons 
decently dressed to them on Smnday, after the morning 
service ..... an ,jver-sfcrict and fudaical observance of the 
babbatb (being) equally prejudicial to true religion and 
temperance".
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and in the depressing conditions of their lives, education ran 
a losing race with gin. "Seeing the apparent uncertainty of 
the morrow, the inhabitants really take no heed of it, and 
abandon themselves with the recklessness and avidity of common 
soldiers in a war to whatever gross enjoyment comes within their 
reach"/ ' Cleanliness and decency were impossible for the 
family who occupied a single room in a house unprovided with 
water or a privy. Overcrowding led to bastardy and incest, 
and forced the children on to the streets as thieves, beggars, 
and prostitutes. The evidence was overwhelming "how strongly
circumstances that are governable govern the habits of the(2) population" v ', how filth and overcrowding acted as "physical
barriers to improvement" against which "moral agencies have but 
a remote chance of success". *' "1 have often said", the 
Stipendiary Magistrate of the Thames Police Office had once 
remarked, "that if empty casks were placed along the streets of 
tfhitechapel, in a few days each of them wuld have a tenant, and 
these tenants would keep up their Kind, and prey upon the rest 
of the community. I am sure that if such facilities were 
offered, there is no conceivable degradation to wkich portions 
of the species mi^ht not be reduced. Allow these tub-men no 
education, and you would have so many savages living in the 
midst of civilisation. If you will have .aarahes and stagnant
waters you will there have suitable animals, and the only way(4 * 
of get sing rid of them is by draining the marshes". v ' The
statesman and the employer both had good reason to fear the 
animals bred in the undraiaed marshes of the slums. In 
abridging the adult years of the laoouriruj; clas.es, wrote 
Ghadwlclc, "noxious physical agencies ..... subsbitute for a 
population that accumulates and preserves instruction, and is 
itself progressive, a population that is youn^, inexperienced, 
ignorant, credulous, irritable, passionate, and dangerous,
having a perpetual tendency to ;.oral as well as physical
-o-
1. "tiariitary Report", p. 1J1. 3. ibid., p. 134.
2. ibid., p. ^. *• ioid., pp. 155 - 6.
deterioration". *•' At the Manchester torchlight meetings, 
amongst the mobs which had gathered under the influence of 
"anarchical fallacies", observers hud noted a striding 
preponderance of youths. Ken of mature a&e, with sound views 
on the relationship between capital and labour, were 
comparatively few in number, and tended to atay away from Trade 
Union meetings where they found themselves overborne by "mere 
boys". Thus, as fever sometimes broke from its reservation in 
the poorer quarters and crept out to ravage the broad squares 
and airy streets of the tfest End, so might Trade Unionism and 
Chartism be born amidst the neglected inhabitants of the slums, 
and emerge to threaten the established order. Chadwick drew 
his respectable hearers to the edge of the pit, and bade them 
observe the monsters they were breeding beneath their feet.
Writing in 1844 Kngels castigated the "utter ignorance on 
the part of the whole middle class of everything which concerns 
the workers", and remarked ho* in Manchester, where the business 
aad shopping centre was girdled by slums, the bourgeoisie could
yet ride into town without passing through or giving a thought
(2) to the "&rimy misery that lurics to the right and the left".
This sweeping condemnation is a little hard on Ghadwicic, whose
"Sanitary Report", grimmer, more comprehensive and detailed,
 o 
1. He told an American educational reformer: "The more I &o on 
the more extensive and cogent does the evidence appear to me 
that the influence of the physical condition on the moral 
condition has been coo much overlooked as an element of 
education ..... From various sources, from your newspapers 
and from the proceedings of large masses, from such events 
as the late Philadelphia riots I gather confirmation of the 
conclusions I collect from your census and your mortality 
tables, and of the general conclusion that a young 
population must be a passionate and imnoral and an 
untrustworthy one. Strange as it may seem, the better drainage and paving: better construction of your houses and 
relief from overcrowding* better Ki**xx±Rg internal and 
external ventilation and cleansing v.ould be essential steps 
to the moral improvement of your population". (E.G. - 
Horace Mann, 3 June 1344).
2. f. angels, "Condition of the Wording Class in England in 
1444" (1^92 ed.>, pp. 13, ^b.
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better documented than Xngels 1 own study of the domestic 
conditions of the English working classes, had been published 
two years before.^ But Chadwick would have agreed that the 
lanes and alleys of the poor, "Little Ireland", the wynds of 
Edinburgh and Glasgow, the rookeries of St. Giles 1 , Villiers 
Square, and Golden Square, were as reirote from the experience 
and imagination of the great majority of the middle and upper 
classes as some Punjab village or South African kraal.^ After 
Id42, however, there could be no excuse for ignorance, though 
interest might continue to find arguments for inaction. In the 
language of eyewitnesses Chadwick gave iescriptions of removable 
causes of disease, to be found not only in the industrial 
cities, out even in the email country towns and villages, which 
the sentimental delighted to paint as the homes or rustic 
comfort and rude agricultural health. The most damning 
evidence caase from the Medical Officers of the >'oor Law Unioas, 
almost the only members ol the professional or middle classes 
whose duties Drought them into close contact with the lower 
classes in their houses. Thus, the tedical Officer to the 
Liverpool Joioa reported: "In consequence of finding that not 
less than oj> cases of fever had occurred in one year in Union- 
court B mastre street (containing 12 houses), .5 visited the 
court in order to ascertain, if possible, tteir origin, and I 
found the whole court inundate! with fluid filth which had 
oozed through the walls from t»o adjoining ash-pits or cess- 
pools, and *hich had no uieans of escape in consequence of tt.e 
court being below the level of the street, and having no drain. 
The court was owned by two different landlords, one of whom had 
offered to construct a drain provided the other wouli join him 
in the expense; but this offer having been refused, the court 
had remained for two or three years in the st&te in which I saw
it; and I was informed by one of the inhabitants that the fever
 o 
1. £ngels and Chadwick io not appear to aave become familiar 
at any tiae with each other's Aortt.
2. OhadwicA and Arnotfc were regarded with astonishment wt,en
they visited the jiJj-ubuz'gh wynds. I'he inhabitants told them 
tnau oney nad aou witnessed tor many years "Che approach of 
persons of superior condition, v/'^anifcary Report", p.
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was constantly recurring there. The house nearest the aah-pit 
had been uutenanted for nearly three yeara in consequence of the 
filthy matter ooaing up through the floor, and the occupiers of 
the adjoining houses were unable to ta*e their meals wichout 
previously closing the doors and windows. Another court in 
North-street, consisting of only four small houses 1 found in a 
somewhat similar condition, the air being contaminated by the 
emanations from two filthy ruinous privies, a large open ash- 
pit and a stratum of semi-fluid abomination covering the whole 
aurfaoe of the court".^
It was true, as Ashley observed, that "one *hlff of 
Gowyard, felue Anciior, or Barter's Court, outweighs ten pages of 
letterpress"^ ; but what print could do to shock and shame, 
what the exhaustive cataloguing of horrors could do, what the 
inescapable testimony of a multiplicity of witnesses could do, 
was done by Ohadwicic in the most powerful assault upon the 
sensibility of the ruling classes that had ever been attempted. 
All led to the same general conclusions: that the health and 
coafort of civilised man, urban man, depended upon arrangements 
for bringing his water supply into the tov;ns and tasting his 
wastes out, and for ensuring that in massing together all 
individuals should continue to receive their due share of light 
and air; that in nineteenth century Jritsija those arrangements 
were grossly inadequate; and that their inadequacy must De 
ascribed not so much to lack of knowledge as to B failure to 
apply such icnowledge as was readily available. It was not 
the intractability of brute physical facts hich formed the 
main obstacle to the cleansing of the towns, but the plain 
human stupidities of indiffei-ence, self-satisfaction, lethargy, 
and stubborn habit; it was not that the problem was too 
difficult, but that the mental effort directed towards its
solution was too puny.
 o~
1. "Oanitary Report", p. 21.
2. £. Holder, "Life and *ork of the Seventh Farl of 
Ghaftesbury", vol. I, p.
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In drainage, water supply, veueilation, in all the 
essential elements of urban life, the existing practice was far 
below the existing science. Meuhods of drainage exhibited the 
crudest empiricism, an ignorance of elementary hydraulics, and 
a conservatism which was blind to the benefit^ of the simplest 
improvements. Street sewers were immense orick caverns, flac- 
bottomed and flat-sided, washed only by a feeble trickle of 
water. They were built on the hypothesis that they would 
accumulate deposit, and were made of brick so that they might 
be the more readily opened; and at intervals of five or ten 
years the streets would be excavated and men would scoop up the 
deposit in pails, raise it by windlaes to the road surface, and 
leave it there in noisome heaps to be collected by the 
scavenger's carts. ^ House drains were also made of brick, 
and in construction were no better than extended cesspools, 
fitted rather to retain deposit than to carry it away^ ' ; and 
it was usual to lay down for a single house © drain with 
capacity sufficient to re»ove the refuse of a thousand. .-^ 
Rarely in the de&ign of sewers and house drains was there any 
recognition of the elementary principle of hydraulics, which 
forrae ULe basis for the modern system of water-carriage, that 
by concentrating; the flow of water in a smooth circular channel 
its scouring power may be increased. ";nly in a few middle
1. In an undated ajeifloranduai Chadwieie describes how this
offeaoive process first set him thinking of the possibility 
of water-carriage: "In passing homewards the Chief 
Investigator saw a mass of Uhis filth spread upon the 
surface of the street in a main thoroughfare, a sewer was 
beir.g cleansed by the deposit being taken out in backets 
for removal by hand labour and cartage, lie turned oacic to 
avoid the stench! when he was arrested, and obliged to turn 
again by another accumulation, made for the like process, 
being thus confronted, the question forced upon him, was 
this pro0es& reaiiy necessary? be enquired and was assured 
by the most eminent engineers and severs comaiisaioaers that 
it really was the best possible arrangement, but he was 
oostinate in his disbelief that it was not: he got it into 
his head that it might oe x-emoved in water, and on enquiry 
he learned that there was one surveyor   /   ho had the same
notion".
2. nuave you any drains in this house'/ , one woman was asked. 
"flo. thank God", she replied. ";«e have none of them stinking 
things here". ( AJCilM 'Vines*, 23 January 1343).
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Glass houses had the water closet replaced the cesspool or the 
privy midden; and in ^xmdon its introduction was obstructed by 
the Commissions of Sewers, who imposed an illegal fee on any 
householder who sought permission to drain his house into the 
public sewer. Moreover, there were profits to be made out of 
filth which would be threatened if it were removed by the 
expeditious water closet. Vast dumps of ashes, night-soil, 
rotting vegetables, straw, dung, refuse of all kinds, in 
thousands of tons occupying hundreds of cuoic yards, the 
sweepings of the streets, the offal of the slaugnter-houses, and 
the contents of the public pi-ivies, were built up in the midst 
of densely populated, districts as the stock-in-trade of dealers 
who retailed it to farmers by the cartful! and the barge-load.
In London, however, no refuse, except coal ashes, cinders, 
and dust which were used in the making of bricks, paid half the 
expense of cartage, and transport costs limited the use and 
deposit of the refuse within a radius of turee miles beyond the 
line of the district post. ^ ; The charge for emptying cesspools 
averaged i-1, and in metropolitan parishes reaote froai the 
agricultural areas the expense, to people who were usually in 
debt at the eud of each wee*., acted as a complete barrier to 
cleanliness. Thus, as the great towns expanded and their 
centres b^ew ever more distant from the country districts, as 
the numbers of their inhabitants grew and the volume of their 
wastes increased in proportion, the burden became too heavy for 
the small scavenging contractors, and the traditional methods 
of sewage disposal were breeding, down. The result was U;e
steady secretion of filth in basements and backyards.
-o~
1. The famous dunghill of Market-street, "rreenock, described in 
the "Sanitary Heoort", pp. 4fo - ?, which the  eobs consider 
"the climax of horrors" (t . and ... «eba f "statutory 
Authorities", p. 339)i *as rivalled in -any other towns; cf. 
the "Ash fard" of Gaywood, «\orfolk, which was estimated to 
contain some 2,025; tons of refuse. (*. Lee, "..eport to the 
General Board of --"ealth on .... Gay wood", April 1350, pp.9 - 
10.)
2. One sc-iver^lcs contractor confessed, "1 have given away
thousands of loads of night-soil: we do not itno\s what to do 
with it". (."^anitary tteport", p. 46).
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la street paving and the arrangements for surface 
cleansing, Cuadwictr. found the same waste and the same want of 
science. A road sweeping machine had been invented (by 
Whitworth), but the parochial authorities -sere reluctant to 
give up the old /aethoda of hand-labour vmich provided 
employment for their paupers. laving was co raonly regarded 
aa being required solely for the benefit of cart and carriage 
traffic, not as a means of cleanliness, and it was therefore 
usually confined to the sain streets. Of 68? streets 
inspected by a voluntary association in Manchester, 243 were 
u&pavei, 112 ill ventilated, and 352 contained stagnant pools 
and heaps of refuse and ordure. Yet the street cleansing of 
Mancnester cost £5,000 a yearj for which sum the first class 
streets and the large thoroughfares were cleansed once a weeic, 
the aecond class once a fortnight, and the third class once a 
asonth    leaving untouched the courts aad alleys where the 
poor lived, and where the cleansing was required daily.^^ 
fhe immediate exoense was the objection usually raised to the 
extension of the street cleansing services. ia L/ondon an 
annual bill of £40,000 was incurred; but, as Chadwicfc pointed 
out, two-thirds of this exoense *as accounted for by the cost 
of cartage, which would become unnecessary if the sewers were 
properly adapted to carry away refuse. So far were local 
authorities froTt realising that the sewers offered the most 
r&pid, efficient, and economical means t'or the removal of refuse 
and stud from the road surface that in some towns the use of the 
sewers for this .purpose W-*H expressly forbidden under penalties 
in the local Improvement Act.
But; the gravest deficiency of all, since it was the Icey 
to most sanitary improvements, was the shortage :f -water, not 
oaly fo.v- house cleansing and. sewerage, but even for- drinking, 
washing, aad coo-:in/i. The water companies had got into the 
habit of incermittent supply at a tint a xvLen uheir sains were
made of hollowed out elm-trunks, whicu were not; strong eaough
-o- 
i. "uanibary Report", pp. $3, $j>.
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to withstand the pressure of a constant supply. Though cast 
iron mains were no* in use, they stiii clung W their old 
practices, and, fearing the expense of new plau*u, were prepared 
to ar^ue that a constant supply was technically impossible. 
In London the companies supplied their tenants for two or three 
hours oa three days of each wee*. *ith a show of generosity 
they had erected public fountains and stand-pipes in the streets 
and courts, where the poor were allowed to help themselves 
without charge, and round these, when uhe water was running, the 
inhabitants gathered to catch their supply in pails, i'ish- 
settles, lea-cy casks, cans, and even soup-platen. The house 
wife who had t;o car^y twenty pailsful a day, perhaps to the 
third or fourth floor, and b.-'ing down an equivalent amount of 
waste, was certainly not so grateful as the companies* made out; 
and, as Chad-.tck remarked, since every house could have a 
constant supply for twopence a wee<t, it was a pecuniary 
extravagance for even the lowest paid labourer to fetch water. 
"The interposition of the labour cf tfoing out and bringing home 
water from a distance acts as an obstacle to the formation of 
better habits", ran Ghadwick's penetrating comment, "and I deem 
it an important princiole to be Dome in mind, that in the 
actual condition of the lower clas^os, conveniences of tnis 
description must precede and form the habits. It is vain to 
expect of the L;reat majority of them that tie :!ir tosition, t-till 
less the habits, will precede or anticipate and create the 
conveniences'1 . ^ An efficient sand-filter i:ad been introduced 
by James oieipson, the engineer to the Chelsea ,.at,ec «orks, in
-Q-
1. "Ganitary Kepor.-t", p. b9. : ven in middle clays districts
the register of the cistern was watched with an aaxious eye, 
and the household amenities expanded or narrowed from jay to 
»iay with whe fluctuations in aupply. >Jf. ^ letter to the 
**Timee", 14 Tuly l^'-l: "r'onrSay    -vater- pix inches. GoOit 
and housemaid on short allowance, ^aster's bath 
relin4'.Jt-L3ht?d. Tuea i  /    ^ater one inch. _-oiied 
vegetables and tcae strictly forbidden. . ednes^-ay   ' 
cistern dry-, water nowhere. Thursday    the water on. 
Hurrah! /..isten. to that rushing aoana.   '-e shall drink    
we shall wash    we sh^ll bathe! Ah, in five minutes the 
stream ceases, and all our hopes are blighted".
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1829, but more than half the metropolitan supply still passed 
untreated from the river to the consumer. Ib was hardly 
surprising that luring the cholera opidaoic of 13j>l - 2, the 
poor in some districts were convinced that the water had been 
poisoned to destroy them by a. ^althuaian-raiajed Government. 
In general, throughout the country, the well, the ditch, the 
river uhic; served also aa the main sewer of the town, were the 
sources from which urban populations drew their water; and few 
tO"*ns had yet had the enterprise to look further afield for more 
abundant and purer supplies, which the technical advances of the 
age had made it possible to pipe and pump to them from upland 
gathering grounds.
Finally, Chfc.'lwiclc demonstrated how the immense expansion 
of the population, had offex-ed bounties to the shrewdness of the 
speculative builder and the "ignorance, cupidity, or negligence 
of landlords". The ceriaus returns gave the impression that 
the number of houses had kept pace with the size of the 
population, but in actual fact every occupation under the same 
roof had been counted as a separate dwelling &nd. conditions in 
the growing towns were illustrates by Blackfriars' parish, 
Glasgow, where in the years betweerr. 18JS1 &-fjd l;V*l, the 
population had Increased by 40 per cent, v.-hile the number of 
houses had remained tie same. ti} The labouring classes, 
obliged to -Iwell within convenient distance of their places of 
work, Tiust take whatever accommodation trie/ could fet. la the
old districts of the towns they crowded, from cellar to garret,(3) 
the decayea and superannuated mansions abandoned oy the rich. ^
In the new suburbs no scrap of land seemed too narrow, too damp, 
or too close to a public midden, to be -free fron the activities
of the jerry builder. ^ellar dwcllingy, LucKin^ drains or
-o-
1. "L~aaitacy Report", y. 7-
2. ibid., o. 121.
3. "fne dwel.iin.fxs of the woriting-clasrses in .oodon are 
geaerally huaaat? chat have been disused by the higher: 
classes, ind. are let out to there". ("":e?.ort fro*n the Select 
GoKLTiitcee appointed to consider the regulation of Buildings 
ii-id die improveeieiit of isorou^hta", i,i4<i 
Evidence of Richard ieisey, ^. IGOU).
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conveniences of my icind; bacK-to-back houses, without the 
sweetening draught of through ventilation? closed courts, with 
a stand-pipe at one end and 3 privy at the other  - every 
obnoxious ingeraity la the economy of land and materials that 
the calculated self-interest of builders and landlords could 
devise, and the helpless necessity and blunted sensibilities of 
tenants could be obliged to accept, was to be found in London 
and the great provincial towns. No attempt had been snade by 
the Government, apart from Lord Nortnanby's ill-considered Bills,
to deal with these evils. Openings for li,sht and air were/1 \ 
actually penalised by the iniquitous Alndow Duties.' ' The
ohief concern of the legislature, as revealed ia the 
Metropolitan Building Act, tiad oeen to prevent: the soread of 
fires by requiring, the cons truce ion of party walls of a minimum 
thickness; arid no legal obstacle existed to bar tie speculative 
builder fro/a runaing up bouses *ibh walls on@ bricit chick on 
undraiaed sites outside the jurisdiction of the Ooiuaissioners of
Sewers and the district oorveyors appointed under c&e
(2) Metropolitan building Act. Viewing the chaos of Loadoa,
-o-
1. Gf. the evidence of * *'.. Bickson ("first Report of rtealtn 
Of Towns GomoiissionV 1^4^, vol. 2, pp. 2>8 - £40). "The 
legislature now says to the builder, plai your houses with 
as few openings as possible, let every house be ill 
ventilated oy shutting, out the ii&bt suid air, and as a 
reward for your ingenuity you shall be subject to a less 
amount of taxation than your neighbours'. On a twelve- 
roomed house with t*o wiuclowb to eac/> room the oaarge was 
£/ 5s. 9cl. i if there were only one vln.iow to each room the 
charge was *2 A-s. 9d.    thoaiijh, as tlicicson pointer out, 
a difference of los. *as bui'ticieut to iailusiice th^ poorer 
builders. "1 s^cke but lately to a man in. humble 
circurostarices v»ho had put in his privy a ..ingle pajae of 
i-.lasBi It :*as ui-scovered by the asG6S£Ci, and rather tnan 
pay the t'-».K (the money being an object) toe pane of ,<lass 
wa'- removed, and the opening bricited up", ay 4 * J? 'JVill. 
I* o. ^ occu ier&, ii tuey were J.uly assessed to vindow 
Pax In 1355, vcere oensitted to onen as many ^in.lows as chey 
pleased. This step was rendered nugatory oy tLe lawyers, 
 i/ho -Ji^-veci tx^b r.o^ody Lad bee;* riuly £.£j..esi-ed tc 'J;indovv Tax
in 1335!
2. "Sanitary Report 1 ', op. ci31 - 2. Chadwictc calculate .1 that 
fuah builder? would eS^in one house ia lees ^lor^e if they 
built forty or fifty fourth-rate tenements outside Sue 
boundaries wicnin whicn tne Act applied.
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sprawling outwards without plsin and without control, Chadwick 
sighed for the "^reat dlesign"of Bir Christopher Wren, which, as 
he told a correspondent, "would from its regularity have 
facilitated arid almost necessitated at a very early period a 
regular system of drainage below the streets and houses as well 
as have given a regular sweep of air and complete ventilation 
above them: the plan excluded all burial grounds all 
slaughterhouses and noxious trades and prevented the 
accumulation of inhabitants in courts and alleys. Prom what 
is now Known of the state of health and the proportions of 
death, in districts sisilar to that which the whole of the City 
of London would have oeen if 'ir Christopher Wren's plan for 
rebuilding it had been carried into execution tl ere can be 
little doubt that its rejection has (entailed) on every 
succeeding generation an excess of one third of deaths: a 
proportionate abridgment of the duration of life, and the 
extensive e»ctinc5ion of families who then lived within the 
jurisdiction of the Corporation". v Christopher ren arid 
Mwin Cnadv»ick between them would have made a good job of 
London.
As he thus surveyed the technical deficiencies in the 
pianains aR ^ construction of essential public services, aad the 
universal neglect of the lessons of science in solving the 
problems of the towns, it became obvious to Oha-iwic^ chat he 
must become his ovm engineer. ?vo one ha3 jet tauen the 
principles of hydraulics and the theory of structures out of 
the text boons and applied them to t;o«n drainage, nor hal any 
one yet thought of bringing together ^11 the practical 
improvements in -"-iter supply and housing that the inventive 
genius of the reriod wan no1* making readily available. Ghadwicfc 
boldly an-iexed to himself this vast new province. There -sere, 
indeed, at the be^inning few to content his title. 1'he
Institute of (Jivil .-.isiaeers iiad Deen founded as long a^o as
-o-
1. ^.-4^.^^^ M. -,.. there is a triuaue -o .vran's plun ia the 
"Sanitary -terxjrt", P. ?^-S. "Drafts of communication in 
answer to Commissions of Sewers", MS, n.d. (1843).
1813, but its members were still struggling to establish, 
recognised standards of professional competence. Before the 
eyes of the ablest of the profession, the railway projectors 
dangled the richest prizes that their talents could connaand. 
The engineers of the Water Companies were wedded to the 
restrictive policies of their employers. In i-ural districts 
the highway surveyors were little better than "ditch casters" 
or couaon labourers, while in the town* they were frequently 
decayed builders or tradesmen, few of whoa were capable even of 
drawing, and none placed by education, salary, or station above 
the temptations of bribery. The surveyors of the netropolitan 
Comtis;: ions of Sewars were little? better. When one Commission 
advertised for a surveyor able to uue a spirit level, the novel 
demand set surprised candidates to the task of mastering that 
complicated instrument. Tnoae "wretched empirics the modern 
engineers!" it v«as a continual lament with Ghadwick that 
there were "marvellously few" trustworthy ri«'"i aion^st them; "a 
more ignor-mt, or a -nore jobbing set of ifien, less to be trusted, 
as the dif.fere--.ee of their estimates and their expenditure v»iil 
shew, than the cor/raon run of re en -who dub thenmelves with the 
title of engineer aod pretend to science I bave rarely met 
with". ^ ?Jor were the arcfiitects any better, he told the 
students when he distributed the prizes at the Putney College 
for Civil Engineers; the proofs of their inconroetence were 
displayed in "spectacle after soectacle of the ruins of fallen 
bridges, factories, and large buildings, in horrible deaths, 
and shocking "mutilations occurring again and again from the liie 
oreventible causes". Altogether, "in no profession, 
perhaps, is there so large a proportion of b <V, rapacious
quacicery as in the Drofessions of civil engineering and
(4) 
architecture" . v '
-o-
1. "-auitary Se^ort", o. ^2.
2. JB.O. - John Sbuttieworth, 9 October l.ii44.
3. 'The builder", vol. CXiU, p. 3^^, * ^u-ust i'34'>: "Mr. 
Cna Jwiclc on   aat of Science in our >ublic "orks".
4. "Papers read before the Statistical Society of Manchester on 
..... Labourers engaged in the Construction and Wording of 
Railways", (oaniDhlet). 1346, p. 23.
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But here and there Chedwicsc found a shining exception, a 
man of practical common oense and an inventive turn of mind, 
who had experimented with ideas of his own. Such a man, for 
exanple, «as John Roe, "perhaps the only officer having the 
experience and qualifications of a civil engineer", who since 
his appointment as surveyor in 1820 had succeeded in 
introducing a number of improvements in the fac-?. of the 
conservatism and obtuseness of his employer? on the Holborn and 
Finobury Commission. Roe had devise-d a system of flushing the 
sewers which had saved 50 per cent, on an expenditure of £1,200 
a year; he had reduced the size o? clr&ina for short streets and 
courts from V 6" x 2 f fa" to 15 inches in diaaeterj and, finding! 
that the practice of joining severe «t angles (frequently even 
at right angles) caused eddies and the deposit of sediment, and 
obstructed Lhe current of water, he had persuaded the 
Go^sffiissioners to require that curves should be formed in the 
sewers with a radius of riot less than twenty fe-^t. Chadwiclc 
wag delighted, and set ^oe to work on a series of experiments to 
ascertain the most economical siae of pir>e for drains and sewers 
and the best materials for their construction. Chad-wick's 
"arterial-venous system" of town drainage, which he elaborated 
in the next two years, owed much to these sugg®a fcive experiments 
by -John Hoe. ^ Despite the scepticism of engineers and 
Coouniasioners of Sewers, GLadwicic could not see "hy    ii' the 
inclinations of house drains were sharpened, it drains and 
sewers were formed or glazed eavthenware instead oi' rough spongy 
brick, if tfce flow of water were made fuore regular and were 
conceiitrated in & Gisootb circular tube   aevvers of deposit 
should not cease to exist, and excreta be conveyed aray from the
household by the prompt and cleanly w-jter closet.
-o-
1. "SruUtary Rooor-t", ,; . 55- MTi ; e.t officer- effected the o.:.ly 
conside.-able improvements of a scientific character that 
have oeen i^ade in tl.e sewage of the taetro  joiis",(ioi^.,
::. 51/. •
2. :-..0. - Kdifcor of the "uuilder", 2,b April 1 * >5; encloeing
letter trcai rioe o£ 1-i Btpteffioei* 13'^^, in v.hici; i\oe describes 
the experifne^fce !e conducts... bcf.. en IS^J and 1345 oa
r drains of glazed eartnenware, as suggest© 1 by t'.G.
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The two uain objections so th» uso of the water closet, 
apart from uae coat of its installation, were ttt&t it amat 
result in the pollution of t;ii« rivers, and th&U, at the some 
time and by the same process t it would permit valuable manure 
to rui> to waste. The Key to the understanding of Chadwick's 
engineering schemes, which he sketched for the first time in 
the "Sanitary teport", is his effort to show that neither of 
these results was inevitable. The I'ilth which caused disease 
arid liscorafort in the town was one of the richest materials of 
production in the country 5 Its value was auch that it would be 
worth while conducting i«; by iron pipes, puctpii-t; it by steam 
power if the ievelo were inconvenient, to the adjacent farm 
land. Town and country fchue stood in a reciprocal relation. 
In the country the land "as too often poor and thinly clad with 
vegetation, except rushes and slants favoured by a 
superabundance of rnoiature, thw crons meagre, the population 
sparse and afflicted with rheumatism, ague, and other maladies 
arising from thfs prevalent damp. In the town the houses and 
ecreeta were filthy, the air foetid, zymotic diseases rife; all 
springing from the shortage of water and the presence of the 
animal refuse which -was needed by tbe starved land outside. 
The solution was the "arterial-venous system", with the public 
sewers as the arteries our. ping out the rica town .^uaao, and the 
water pipes returning the excess moisture of the countryside to 
the place where it ,vould do ji.io.st; ^ood. 'i'~«o millions :?-ight be 
aided to fche revenue ay khe simple expedienc o^ removing the 
sources or' ill-health from uoa,lon'& bao.i-Hi,reet.'i. If this 
incofiie were veo&ed in the public authorities, to whoai, indeed, 
t-y law and custom it properly belonged, it would ^o rnr towards 
footiiV, che bill foi4 the other puolic services wnich were now 
so much neglected. The whole scheme was fascinating in ita
aimplicity axid ecouomy.
  o 
)7 • '.'U^fv ic'x ;/yve as resSv5as for uhe 
of sewage irrigation in the past —— the lack of
science aoud £,£iii} tue aivisionb oi nicere; ;ta and natural 
areas D^tv/or.a different o/aersj aad t' ;.e »aat of powers oy 
local authorities. (tfM notes, various daces).
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If h« must turn engineer to reecue the towns from filth, 
Cuadwio* found also that he au^t be equally inventive in nis 
adaiinibtrtitive proposals. No i>ut,horii,ie3 existed whose 
functions had i'or ttieir conscious object the maintenance and 
improvement of the public heaith. The Lords in Council had 
oeen charged, under an Act of Jyaes 1, to ieep watch against the 
danger of foreign pestiioncd, and un annual eani of A*2,UOO was 
voued for the kabionul Vaccination board. Beyond this the 
central t^vfernmeut recognised no responsibility for the health 
of the subject. i.very a an had a Come on Lu« cijfit to "air for 
hie health, light for hi a profit, pro;, pec- i'or his pleasure", 
and ohe ie&ai. re&e .lies of in-iioLaent ii^ht be invoked to suppreai
any nuisance which endangered the health ox- personal safety or
( l > 
oi the citiaeii. v "Anrioy^nce jariee", appointed
by the OourtB Leec, still peraxbulatafi e^-ie uo..ub iu search of 
public nuisances, aci latest of reluctant aad i^notant 
tradesffien which retained its value only in the antiquarian/' ~" "\
affections of a TouLsin Smith. ^ J The public coritinued tu 
ouifer oecaase no funds existed for prosecution i^ in..;icbment , 
i*i:ile the most offensive of the nuisances were supported by 
i&r&e capital. In every distxact individuals nad usurped 
despotic powers *Lich steed lu the -Aay of public health, uad
wnich titey held with impunity in i'&ce of the exoease, delays,
( 5 i arid us.certainty uf the le^^l ^roce.-'urc , v>
-o-
1. e.v. tie corruption of wate. , the stopping of wholesome *lr 
t.n? li.ht, or the division of a menaaage jy -&hich it A'as 
rendered '--ore dangerous at e time of epilewic.
2. Cf. the doscriptibn of the activities'; of a typical jury,
"Sanitary '-.'sport", p. 3':0. The super! rsten-isnt of nuisances 
at Manchester told the Health of i'ov/ns Cofr^ission ("^-econd 
Report", vox. 1, p. /6},"that it Las nith^rto been fc und 
difficult to cur;':brt the indictment, in c. nsoquonce of fche 
inhabitants who have complained not « trending to ,-^ive 
evidence} and that at the court Lset, hell in October, 1940, 
fourteen cases of public nuis^nc^s -vere dir-^slesed from want 
of evidence 3'.
j>. At, bix'3iirish&ia, for example, the ri\^er .-:ea, v-hich acted as
the town cev/er, was «lUA,.ich anc?. :"£' Tensive because the water 
was diverted by a manufacturer to turn his mill
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Apart from the ancient and ineffectual remedies provided 
by the Common Law, the state of the public health was the 
unlocked for by-product of the activities of bodies with quite 
other aims in view; of Town Councils, for example, not yet 
quickened by a civic conscience and concerned nainly with the 
preservation of the archaic dignities ani privileges of their 
members; of Commissions of Sewers, whose traditional function 
was defence against floods and surface waters, and whose works 
were ill-iiesi^aed for the additional burden thrown u;>on them by 
the introduction of the water closet,; of paving trusts, more 
concerned to ensure a smooth flo> of traffic than the 
cleanliness of the streets. Most of the early Local Acts, 
though providing for paving, lighting, cleansing, and watching, 
contained no powers for the drainage of streets or houses, being 
framed not for sanitary purposes but for the defence of life and 
property and the improvement of communications. :;f:ore recent 
Acts, containing drainage provisions, did not extend to courts 
which were not thoroughfares, these being loosed upon as private 
property and so not entitled to oenefit. Though Local Acts 
contained a multitude of clauses directed against nuisances und 
obstructions, these were often of Litt/le effect, since the ;noct 
influential me.tsoers of the -Corporation or the Improvement 
Coccaission mi,;;ht well be the company directors /hose ^as works 
contaminated the streams or wrose chimney smoke darkened the
in the new suburbs of the ^rowing towns, lyinrr outside 
the jurisdiction of the Town Council or the Improvement 
Cormnissioners, frequently the onLy jowers for drainage were 
afforded by the Highway Act. ^ Tiies* powers ^ere permissive*
1. «> i o (nil.. IV c. 50. Jy sec. 13 the Ve^lry, in slices 
containing !?,  > 0 innabitaats, was e;r)power«d bo elfect from 
^ to 2; householders annually, to serve as a board of 
surveyors for the repair of the ai^hw&y. Bee. o/ permitted 
the surveyors to make and cieunse ditchts, ^utters, liaias, 
and water- courses, and to carry theta i.:to and throagh 
adjoiaing lands on payment of coaocnsation oo the owner.
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they were clearly intended only to provide means for carrying 
off surface water whu.ch might obstruct the highway; and their 
enforcement depended upon the energy and public spirit of a 
body of unwilling houaehol lers, annually elected to fora a 
Highway Board, and coamanding the services >f a single paid 
surveyor. Yet in many large towns the drains so formed were 
often the only available channels for conveying refuse from the * 
household/ i;
In the metropolis the natural drainage area was 
capriciously sub-divided between the ancient OoiaaisBions of 
Sewers, each of which sat within its frontiers,, jealously ! 
guarding its Jurisdiction against the encroachments of the rest, 
and stubbornly resisting all attempts to sad-ale it with the 
sanitary burdens of a new age.^' Ahen the Holborn and Fins bury 
sewers were widened and enlarged, the sewe-'s of the City, which 
lay on a lower level and with which they communicated, became 
insufficient to carry away their contents, ,itt the result that 
a number of houses in the vicinity of the river were inundated 
by sewer water after each fall of rain. Blind to the absurdity
of draining a natural area by unconnected and partial schemes,
-o-
1. oec. 11'j> of the L'urnpiKe Act (j> &co. IV c. 126; also
contemplated the use of road drains for the drainage of the 
adjacent houaes, its operation being limited, however, to 
those parts which were under the superintendence of the 
turn.ji&e trustees    usually the pvincip; 1 sdieeta only.
2. Jy the otatute of ewers (23 Hen. VIII e.5, molified by 5 *« 
4- .'ill. IV c. 22), Commissions were to oe Directed as need 
arose to "such substantial and indifferent persons" as ci^ht 
be named oy the Lord Chancellor, Lord Treasurer, and two 
Chief Justices, e-upowerin^ them to sit as a Jourc of iecord, 
to levy rates, and to execute worfcs for the removal of 
annoyaaces and the safeguarding and conservation of the 
sev«ei't3. i.'hat the druiaage of surface wucers v^as their 
primary function is shown by sec. d t which x'ecites "the 
threat damages and losses which have happ-nei by tho influx 
o'f waters upon marsh isja&x grounds and other low places, 
heretofore through politic wis.ioaie won and made profitable 
.... as also jy occasion of land waters, ^n :\ other 
outrageous springs, in and upon raeado--,s, pastures, and other 
low grounds adjoining to rivers, floods, and other 
watercourses ....."
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the City Surveyor complained in an aggrieved tone that the
waters of the "county" ran into the City juris lie t ion, obliging 
the Common Council to enlarge their own sewers. The drainage 
of houses was not a function that the Goaamisaions regarded as 
falling within the scope of tneir normal service. Any one who 
applied to have a drain laid down from his house to the sewer 
was charged a guinea; this fee, which was quite illegal, was 
defended oy one surveyor on the ground that "if they were not 
to resort to that measure, the aev^ers would be destroyed. 
Every one would make a hole in the sewer". ^ l) ,Vhen the medical 
ooservers of the Poor Law Commission were conducting their 
investigation in 1333, the clerk to the Tower Hamlets division 
told Or. Arnott tnat he had heard few reports of fever in his 
district.    yet Ba^er's-Arms Alley, a notorious fever nest, 
was distant only the length of a short street froai his of lice. '
While drainage, which offered no prospect of profit, was 
thus left as an inefficient public service in tne fumbling hands 
of local authorities, water had become an article of trade, and 
in all but three or four towns was distributed by coounerciial 
comvanie.3. These had defects of their own. i'hey directed 
their supplies exclusively to those houses --hick ^ould pay 
water rates, and koox no account of the import nut public objects 
of cleansing sureets, flushing ae-fteis, aa i fighting tirey. So 
long as a majority of the ratepayers rested content wj-fch Dad 
water, and dividends *<ere not endangered by public clamour, 
declared Chadwiek, no improvements which involved the companies 
in expenditure could be expecte-l. Competition, the economists' 
panacea for chet-p and efficient service, hai given no defence 
to the inhabitants of the capital. I'he London water companies, 
with whom Ohad'viCK ^as presently to De at ooen ,«ar, had soon 
perceived that it would be more to their pt-oiit if instead of
catting each other's throats they : ,ot together in a ..entleoian's
-o- 
1. ": .anitary Heport", p. 311. For further ii.sta^ces of the.
attitude of the i:'ev?ers 'Joia-Tissions, :-^ee belovi,
2. ibid., p
Ill
agreement to cut the throats of their customers. There had 
been first a period of wild competition, when two or three seta 
of pipes were driven through the wealthier districts, and gangs 
of rival pipelayers fought in the streets. Then followed a 
reflective interval while the companies licked their wounds. 
And finally came a compact between the nine companies fco 
partition London, and subject ixmdoners to a nine-headed 
monopoly.
One primary public service, water supply, therefore, had 
been abandoned to irresponsible and arbitrary private companies, 
who confined their functions within the estimated range of easy 
profit; two more, drainage and paving, were imperfectly executed 
by torpid, amateur authorities, who, in the acid 7-forde of 
Chadwicfc's famous indictment, "sit still aaaidst the pollution, 
with the resignation of Turkish fatalists, under tLe supposed 
destiny of the prevalent ignorance, sloth, and filth".^ ' In 
all Ghree services, a new direction, a new spirit, aad a :^ew 
organisation were urgently required. AS a fundamental 
principle Chadwick laid it down th«t "it is only when the public 
health is made a matter of public care by a responsible public 
agency that what is understood can be expected to be generally 
and effectively applied for the public protection". * The 
detailed recommendations wuich followed from thut principle book 
him another two years to elaborate, but; %e .73ay note briefly here 
the main points of the preliminary sketch , iven in che "Sanitary 
Report". All structural arrangement3, lor under Irainage and 
surface drainage, for road construction and road repair, aast 
for the sake of efficiency and economy oe brought together into 
a single puoiic service. These luties should devolve upon the 
existing machinery of Commissions of ''.- : \\ers, extended frow the 
metropolis to all parts of the country, and re-iesigned to bring 
it i <to line \vith rocent developments. it was true, Chadwick
admitted, that there was much lesitiwate dissatisfaction with
-o- 
1. "Sanitary tieport", p. 44.
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their present proceedings; bub elective vestries were no better, ; 
and entirely open vestries were even ^orse. There might be 
some infusion of the representative principle by including as ex ; 
offioio members the Chairman and Vice-chairman of the Board of 
Guardians, wnich would have the additional advantage of 
ensuring close liaison with the body charged with the 
administration of relief to those who were rendered destitute 
as a result of preventible diseases.
Similarly the supply of water should be entrusted to the 
"most eligible local administrative body". ** ^Chads;ick had oeen 
greatly impressed by that most successful of early essays in 
the direction of collective regulation and enterprise, the 
municipal gasworks of Manchester, established under a Local Act 
in 1317, and managed by an elected committee of ratepayers.^ 
They supplied ^as as good in quality, and cheape , than that 
supplied by companies in neighbouring towns, he pointed out; 
they had Si own themselves more ready to adopt improveoients; arid 
their profits, to the amount of £10,000 a year, formed a public 
fund for the Improvement of the town, for such public pi-ejects 
as widening the streets and building a t'own Hall. Another 
notable example of public enterprise came from rjatn, where the 
Corporation supplied more thsa three-quarters of the down, in 
competition with four small private companies; their water rents 
aoiouatea to i.j>»253 2s., their expenses to no more than ^W±) 
3s. 31., leaving a profit of ^2,73.5 13s. 9d., which vent to 
the reduction of the borough race. "Tr.e advantage? of this 
system over private companies appear to me ^reat and 
incontestable'', the chaplain of the dath union assured Ohadwick, 
"Here are no expenses for solicitors, or litigation betv/een 
rival companies, no exorbitant salaries to the variety of 
officers -shich eve'-y separate establishment demands, no 
collusion between coalescing companies to rvise the charges to
1. "Sanitary Report", p. 30.
2. For the history of the Manchester ^.as works, see '-. and B. 
ft ebb, ".'tat.itory /iuthorities", pp.
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the utmost amount that the inhabitants will bear". As for 
the customary objection of the economists that; public officials 
were less efficient than those in private employment, Chadwicx 
saw in it an echo of the old argument he had confronted before, 
that "government does everything badly", and he dismissed It 
with the reply that "ordinary service may be obtained for the 
public, if recourse be had Uo the ordinary motives by which 
such service is engaged in private companies".^ 2) Ghadwictc 
had not yet worked out in full his theory of public utilities, 
but in the "Sanitary Report" he made his first authoritative 
pronouncement in support of the movement -hich, before another 
hundred years were out, vvaa to pT-ce in the hands of public 
authorities four-fifths of the water supply, two-fifths of the 
gas, four-fifths of the tramways, and two-thirds of the 
electricity undertakings.
It had been frequently suggested (moat recently &y the
( ^> ) B.Report of Slaney's Select Committee w ') that/Board of Health 
should be elected in each locality to supervise the sanitary 
arrangements. Assuming that ouch a Board ^ere elected, 
ooserved. Jhadwick, its activity would in auy case be dependent 
upon the services of a full time medical officer, cn&rged with 
the duty of hunting oat the physical causes of disease in the 
houses of the poor. The public medical ser/ice, a_; it existed, 
was fra,3fflen;itioas and incomplete, ;\ith inelical ufiicers 
appointed us inspectors of prisons, asylum visitors, Union 
surgeons, examiners of recruits, conlucGot-s of post .orbems    
part time appointments which brought in oaly auch suras as £4-0 
or a>5G a year. I'bere *as a strong case lor puttiu._; a ,wid@ 
district under a superior nisdical nsan, with the duty of 
inspecting schools, olaces of worrc, and lod^in^ houses, oesides 
visiting the 1'ever aesta pjintod out for his attention oy the
returns of ^he s.iperintendeat registrar. A "single securely-
-o-
1. Hev. ;.hitwell iilvin - ^.-., 11 January
2. "Sanitary ..s^port", p. /7• 
>. Liee above, p. 30.
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qualified and well-appointed responsible officer" of this type 
would be far more effective than a board of Health.
Chadwick thus revealed that in local sanitary
administration his ideal was a compact Commission, appointed by 
the uovermnent, executing or supervising public mirks through 
a competent full-time engineer, and woe-King in co-operation with 
a qualified medical officer of health. As he had tried to 
ensure that the relief of the poor should oe in the hands, not 
of elected Guardians, but of a paid permanent official, so he 
now insisted that the public health was not a mauter to be left 
to local representative bodies. Nearly ten years of day to day 
contact with the corruption and petty intrigue of vestry 
politicians had taught ChHdwictc a profound arid oitcer contempt 
for the workings of representative government. From the Poor 
Law Report do^n to the latest product of his inquisitive spirit 
he had been displaying, in countless instances the ineptitude, 
the stupidity, and the &reed of the men who were turown up 
promiscuously by the process of election. Under this system 
the public service had come to be regarded principally as the 
means of rewarding the elector who "voted straight". A tailor 
would sell his vote for a le^al cler«csaip, or the voice of an 
"illiterate tinman, a leading speaker at, parish meetings", would 
be bought for a s^rveyorship worth x.150- in the open vestries, 
he once tolci Lord John Russell, "the chief recommendation to an 
appointment are that the Candidate has lived ail his life on 
the rarish, has lulled in Trade, arid has a '.. if e and ten Children 
dependent uoon him for support". ^ This distrust of elective 
oodles extended to the House of Commons, for the hea<3s of the 
political executive were the local party managers writ lar^e, 
and they thought in political not administrative ter^s, seeking 
rather a satisfied supporter in tiie constituency than an 
efficient oiTicer in the de,^ri,ifleiit of
-Q-
1. "banitary Ke^ort", , . p5b.
2. ibid., p. 5^>t~ •
>. £,.;. - Lord John Husoell, *> July 13
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Besides the corruption bred by the elective process. 
representative government led to a further mischievous error 
   the belief that the public business could best be conducted 
by unpaid amateurs, elect-el to serve their turn as civic , 
officers, as Highway iVurveyors, "aving Trustees, Gewers 
Commissioners, or Town Councillors. This implied, first, that 
the public business offered no problems which could not be 
solved by any gentleman who gave to it a fraction of the 1 
attention he gave to his own affairs; secondly, that any 
gentleman ^ho served in ^uch a capacity would, look for no reward 
other than the respect of his fellow citiaens and tne approval 
of his own conscience. Both these assumptions were vigorously 
denied by Chadwick. "The legislature, in matcir^ demands for 
such honorary services' 1 , ne wrote, "has usually proceeded on 
the theory which views all those vmo may be culled upon to 
render them, as persons qualified to understand the whole 
subject intuitively, and having no other interests or views than 
to perform the services zealously for the corn. ,on weal; whereas, 
in the locality they are viewed in a totally different light, 
not as public officers, but in their private capacities, es 
owners or tradesmen, competitors for advantages of various 
rcind:;. However unjust this impression may frequently be, it 
is the impression that commonly pr.vails; and since all of one 
cla.-.s cannot have a s: are in. ti\e administration of ,?ach funds, 
otners oi' the same class, whether owner 3 or tradesmen, vie"/ the 
persons exercising the oower as rivals, a- d distrust their 
administration accordingly  -«-s aa owner, one :">emoer of a local 
board is st-.-on,.,!./ in iisoosed to aay line of operations that w 
apparent;ly i?n:xr..-<e the pro;>erty of mother; - t aw nn o a^-r, 
too, he i::; under the strongest jealousy ii be ^roooses or loes 
a;,ythin0 //hicn m&y appear to benefit his o'wn property at the
public expense". Throughout his c..reer Chai^/ick «as COM bat in
-o-
l "riauitary Report", p. ^23. '>n hoarin^ that Dic*cens was 
rn-: to publish his notes on his American toar, 
''commented "... 1 hope ne who has «o well exposed 
(Continued on next pa^e).
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this legacy from a leisurely, aristocratic tradition, the belief 
"that unpaid dilettanti service is cheap service"^ , and 
opposiag to it the principle of administration by salaried 
experts; for tnese, being paid, could be held accountaole, they 
possessed, special aptitudva for the 'jsorK, and they stood above 
local conflicts, viewing the local scene from ti.e impartial 
aspect of the wider community.
-o-
(Gontinued from previous paye; parochial administration will do 
something better than that inaccurate observer and rash 
generaliser de 1'ocqueville and not countenance the 
mischievous falsehood of ;uob flatterers that special 
qualifications and taowledge for adainistrai,ion is 
unnecessary: that the capacity lor it is intuitive ...." 
(.L,.;. - ?, y oeptember 1-34^..
Gf. "Hotes on paid and unpaid local administration in 
the poor law service", i>?S, n... A . (after l^b^O: "i'he services 
of a pentieman of education, or of practical experience when 
be gives his continued attention to the »ub.jecb are beyond 
any price and it is the highest pleasure of a permanent 
public officer- to serve under the ;o3 :, intelligent direction 
But tneir services are too frequently transient: the 
Guardians G;UI oni.y a-oend occasionally he cannot usually 
see in their dwellings the condition of the people relieved 
or Know their histories! and it has been the strongly 
expressed opinion of the public servant whose views have 
been the most extensively adopted in the legislation Tor 
local administrative organisation, that its future 
improvement sju:-;o be depenJeot :nainly on the paid officers: 
on their practical facts and surest,ions, che value of which 
in giener^l will be in proportion Co the constancy of 
attention and the opportunities of ooservation. They will 
be the -uore vaiuiADle an 1 deserving of public su-?oo t fros 
tl^eir free.iota i'rom bias from their freedom from connexions 
injurious to impartiality as of employers in ret >ect uo 
their own labourers, owners of ho^es in respect to uheir 
own tenants, tradesmen in respect to their own customer:






More copies of the"8anitary Report" were sold by the 
Stationery Office than of any previous Government publication,
to the threat satisfaction of the reformers who believed that 
"its good effect would be (as much almost as by legislation) 
created by its private influence on society". v2 ^ John Mil, to 
whom Ohadwicit had sent the Report in proof, could not find "a 
single erroneous or questionable position in it, while there is 
the strength and largeness of practical views which are 
characteristic of all you do"} the style and arrangement 
appalled him, however, and ne wished that GhadwicK would learn 
"some of the forms of scientific exposition of Ahich ray friend 
Gomte maies such superfluous use". '>J The Home Secretary, 
James Graham, declined to present the Report to Her majesty, 
but his vigilance was circumvented oy ir James Claris, the 
queen's physician, who ^ave a copy to fiaron otoctonar,"purposely 
to get him to read the part on -v in is or" "{one investigator had 
described the Koyal borough as incomparably the worst of all 
the towns he bad visited). To aany the astounding details caroe ; 
with all the force of a revelation. The medical superintendent 
of Aricwrifjat 1 s mill at Gromford, for example, despite his 
opportunities for observation, confessed that he had not 
previously been aware of the ^reat mortality of the poor as
compared -«ith'those in ,-aore easy circumstances.'v ° Jut others
-o-
1. K.G. - ilacvey lapier, 11 October 1-^2 (^acvey rapier Fapers, 
f. \ft)>
2. J. H. Burton - K.G., 29 September 1342.
jj. J.; , o'iili - ;^.0., April 134<d.
^. K.G. - Gol. f'hipps (i-'rince Albert's secretary), n.-t.
$. ;';ir Jaises Claris. - -.C., 21 August Id42. ,«'aaners Guttou told 
Ghadwick (5 August 1342 J "that r ir James 'irahaai does not 
find that it has been usual to ^resent Reports of this 
Mature to Her Majesty''.
o. I'.Jr'oyson - ji.G., 29 -»larch
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were less impressed, and where they were not openly incredulous 
greeted the teport with the defensive reactions of disgust or 
derision. E.G. rufnell, one of the Assistant ^oor ^aw 
Commissioners, wrote lightly "your ieport reads like one of 
Ainsworth's novels, and will 1 think furnish some good hints for 
deepening the horrors of his next Jack Sheppard production"/ 1 ^ 
In Paris a squeamish editor suppressed a review of the Report 
for the "Siecle" because of its dirty subject ^ Many others 
shrugged their shoulders when it was mentioned to them, Chadwick 
recalled later, as much to say "it is all very fine but you see 
the people like dirt and prefer dirt, and you cannot force them 
to spend money against their will"/-^ The hard-headed Dr. 
Mitchell, asked for his views on one of Chadwick's memoranda, 
wrote "you have sent me a sheet of matter which to sae appears 
so impracticable so unlike real business that I hardly kno% how 
to deal with it. The scheme looks as if made for the whole 
island but it will hardly suit any one part". tie went on to 
crush detail by detail the absurdity of trying to equip every 
poor man's cottage with a water closet. CbadwiC£ ! a estimate of 
tiie cost was not nearly high enough. here was the room for 
it.' If there were room, the people would put it out of order 
in a very few days. A hat vjas to uphold it? .here was the 
tank to be placed? As for saying that the landlord wno put in 
water closets would thereby attract becter tenants    anything 
like t;oo i tenants amongst the wording classes wer*- very scarce, 
and any landlord who tnus attracted them would do ao only by 
talcing them away from another landlord; so triat a scheme which 
depended u;jon having good tenants would aot oe a rcheme on a 
large acale, and on whatever scale It would be a losing concern. 
Mitchell concluded by imploring his i'riend not to let himself 
down oy writing so about bricks and mortar, aoout which he *,vas 
clearly so ignorant.
1. £.0. rufnell - E.O., 2? April 1342.
2. w'.ji. Hlcicson - K. '.)., 20 January 134J.
3. E.G. - Sir Henry de la -ieche, 25 Oecemoer
ii. Jr. James ;»itchell - .0., 26 February 1342
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Despite fi/iitchell 1 s honest doubts (which nearly cost him 
his long-standing friendship with <Jhadwic,tj, the practical value 
of the u.eport, was instantly recognised by many engineers. At 
the i>utney College iiutLer »illiams began to use it at once as a 
sext UOOK for his classes in civil engineering} and his students, 
following up Ghadwick'a suggestions, carriai out experimental 
surveys of Putney and tfaridsworth, and prepared the tirst contour
f \ \
map of the City of London. ^ L) When (.Vllliam Lindley was engaged 
to re-build Hamburg after the disastrous fire of 1342, he 
proposed to iesign the city's sewerage on Chadwick's principles 
of flushing and water carriage. Phe City engineer and 
Architect promptly reported against his plan, basing their 
objections on passages from tr.-e "Sanitary report", which they 
were convinced had been written to indict the evil effects of 
all sewers upon the health of the population. Uot until 
Ghadwiek had sent uindley written confirmation of his views 
would the Hamburg Senate allow him to proceed with his scheme.
In political circles some, liie Lord Howick, were now 
learning Aith "astonishment and dismay" of the state of the 
towns, and were beginning to ask themselves whether "we nave 
trusted too much in a case where it does not apply, to the aaxim 
that men should be left to take care of their own interests", 
whether it would not have oeea better if "even at the price of 
some sacrifice of productive po^er an i of national wealth, the 
st/ate had earlier interfered, and had taken measures wr.ich
should have opposed some check to so vaat an increase of
-o-
1. "First heport of Health of Towns JotKmissij/v', 1^4, vol. <£, 
pp. ^47, 454, London "was never surveyed, never nad any 
system of levels, or contours lai ' do-vn uatii it v.'as done by 
the puwils of the collece".(^.J-. - butler illiams, n.d.)
2. William ^iadiey -   .0., 13 April 134^, 15 June i-i^.
"four Report has be'rri to -me ra_ost. _v^ L.^ole an I the peooie of 
Haffibari; will feel the oenefit of "it in a.-^ay of their 
structural arrangements. :.':any of the 0-i.tizeus speak of it, 
aa tna^ "excellent -ej?ort" aa-t I n&vft beea obliged to send 
co-^ie* to --remen an'i to i.-serlin . (.. iiliam Bindley - t..;., 
October 1342;.
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population, without some corresponding increase in the machinery 
for maintaining order and decency, and -diffusing the blessings 
of education and religion".^ 1 ' Lord ^ormanby was already a 
convert; he had thought the account in the "bever Report" of 
13>3 exaggerated, till oouthwood ba-ith conducted him on a tour 
of ^ethnal Green and -Vhitechapei. ^  Ashley also, with the 
Doctor as guide, nad been to see and smell for himself the 
houses in Gowyard, alu© Anchor> and riatcer's Court. ^ ' But the 
Government, in the person of Sir James Graham, maintained a wary 
reserve. Too many interests must be disturbed, too many 
tenacious preconceptions must be abandoned, t»oo many innovations 
in the scope and structure of a Iministration imst be accepted, 
for any hasty decision to be made by a Home ecretary in 1342, 
whether he were a «hig or a Tory. The Health of Towns 
Commission, described in the next chapter, gave the Government 
the breathing space and the strengthened ar^uTients that they 
required. Thus, a few individuals, like Ashley and ^ormanby, 
were already convinced that the State must stretch out its 
power to avert the yearly doom of disease and death in the 
towns; many more, iiie Bowic^, were uneasily aware thai, past 
indifference and inactivity ?>ad produced a problem whose 
solution c,>uld not much longer be postponed, and these awaited 
oaly a positive plan and a strong lead; but by a vast inertia 
the ideas of raoat legislators continued to :nove in the deep 
grooves cu^ by habit, ;-ad comfortable thi:-«ci-it$, ari I that 
unquestioning acceptance of the que-tionsole that nen call 
faith. The t-Lme lor legislation *as not yet.
Ignorance and interest found a colour of theory for 
their opposition in the teachings oi that complacent school of 
philosophers who claimed to see in the operations of misery and 
disease the wordings of beneficent economic laws, "that error 
of Mr. Malthas stands as a wall against measures of sanitary
1. quoted by J.L. and B. Hammon^, "Lord Shaftesbury", pp. 93-9. 
«-. G.L. Lewes, "Dr. Uouthwodd Smith", ,p. 69 - 70.
j>. ibid., and iii.Hodder, "Life and ; orK. of the 'eventh Earl of 
ohaftesoury", vol. I, ,.-. >oi.
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improvement", cried Chadwio* in exasperation. ^ It met him at 
the outset of his public health campaign as it had met; him ten 
years earlier when he began his Poor Law investigations, that 
fatalistic view that the pressure of population must in the 
nature ,,f things lead to a large amount of unavoiia&le -Jistress, 
that "undefined optimism"^ which found .ground for inaction in 
the belief that the ravages of disease formed a natural or 
positive check, a "terrible corrective" ^ \ to man's tendency to 
multiply beyond the means of subsistence. ars and plagues, 
thought .UacCulloeh, tended to place an old country in the 
situation of a colony; they lessened the number of i.ru abilants 
without in most cases lessening the capital which existed for 
their maintenaace. :his assertion Ghadwick strenuously denied, 
in his ieports and in discussions at tt.e "olitical i conomy 
Club. ouch figures as he had Deea able to collect, from 
America and JLurope as well as ^reat :ritain, showed that 
districts where mortality was greatest had also the highest 
birth rate, and ttat the losses due to pestilence were more thai 
made up by new birtiu*.. "Iu one of the ill drained and ill 
cleansed and over crowded court c where there v,as a heavy 
mortality 1 oace observed, to one of the women living there: 
"V'hy the undertaker is never absent from this place". "N'o, nor 
the midwife either was. the r*ply and it was then crowded with 
young and pony children" . ^ Nor could it be maintained that 
the "correct; ive fates" l->ft the capital oi.' a country unchaa^ed, 
since they swept; away n;any workers at the height of their 
productive powo.cs, diainishiag the proportion of adult workers 
and increasing the proportion of 1epen tent chil Iren and widows.
1. i .C. - J. : ill Burton, 31 July 1
2. "Sanitary report", o. 176.
5. ibid.
H-. itfo notes, n.d. Nearly half a cetitury later Jhadwick claimed 
that he ha:! told ?Mlthus at tbe   olitical i.conomy Glub, just 
before his death in 133^, "the fact of the quick 
reoroduction of human life in the higt; rated districts of 
deat^ . '"e was quite astonished that this point Lad escaped 
his observation". C" National Health", el. B.A. aichardaon,
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'The lose of capital from the pestilence Tight oe explained to 
a farmer ..... by asking him, "what would be the effect of the 
"corrective" on the four footed population of his farm; if of 
the coltB born he could only rear one half, and if the wording 
period of those reared were reduced by pestilence from an
average of. ten years to an average of five years''.^ 1 '*
-o- 
l. "Heaus of Answer to J. iucGulloch's positions as to
pestilence bei ,g corrective of oopulation" O&> notes of a 
pa ,er read to the Political Lconomy ;iub in June 1^5). 
Of. also the detailed discussion ir "Sanitary Re:>ort", op. 
18«i - 4, 193 - 5, 204 - 5. The MS notes are fragmentary, 
but the direction of the argument may be & thered fto r . the 
following extractas
"The proof that pestilence does not ordinarily diminish 
the hutnoers of the population is conveyed in masses of 
statistical evidence proving that wher ver the proportion of 
mortality is the -. retuest, so also in there the greatest 
proportion of births .... .Ve noto.ce as examples two at the 
oppo ,ile end of the -cals of he&lth. Tn the county of 
Hereford in the year 1340: the oroportions of deaths were 1 
to t>4: in the counay of Lancaster they were that year 1 to 
32: ic Herefordshire the proportions of birth-^ were 1 to 45: 
in Lancashire they were 1 to db: in Herefordshire the 
ericrease of the population between 1331 and 1841 had been 
O;iiy rd n«r cent. whilst in .uanca?Mre with it; 1 double 
ffiortaiity it had beeri 24 per cent, though a proportion of 
this enorease is doubtless ascrioaole to emigration".
"''o follow :"/ir. ^acCulloch'c ill ant rat ion: the number oi" 
the colony v»iil not bo reduced: the oroportions of widows 
and ci.iidren aad helpless nands -Mii oe encreased oy the 
wors of his corrective fates. The ca i:<.<al of the community 
is lessened Dy the maintenance of upwards of l.)J,^;')0 orphana 
whose orpaaua^e was created oy premature, and as is shewn 
prevertiule deaths o -carriag to the fath.-rs below 45 .years 
of age: and uy upwards of 3Q»' l "J -;i destitute wi.iows whose 
husbands died tuirte 'a years at tue least oefore the natural 
period arri left them 3e ;endent oa the poor?.-, r^tea ....."
""The Sfnall pox", says : er. .fialthus, "io certainly one of 
the channels and  * very oroad and de;;p one which nature has 
opened f->r the last thousand years to Keep down the 
copulation to the level of subsist'nee: out had this oeen 
closed cithers %vo^ld have become Aider, or new ones would 
cave oeen forme.!". CLere are lar^e assan-^tions in such 
pa sages: as of what are the indentions of providence: and 
that Population is kept down at one level; physicians ee 
a^ue iisapnear out tne/ see rheumatism prov'il: an l for 
auffht they know extend; and in the absence of any proof to 
the contrary they assuaae that the proportions of death are
(Continued on next pajfe,;
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it be granted then, said Chadwiclc, that the ratios 
of Malthuo' hypothesis were as well founded as the theory of 
gravitation; one could admit the tendency of all stones to fall 
to the centre of the earth, and ye- deny that in actual 
experience any stories actually did so fall/ 1 -' 'he truth was 
tnat, the belief was quite fallacious that the economic condition 
of the labouring classes was depressed. in that iVialthusian 
stronghold, the Political .Economy Club, he was amazed to find 
the impression that the -wages of cotton workers were continually 
decreasing under the inexorable competition of excessive 
numbers. Another unfounded deduction of tt;e "hypotheslste"! 
Actually, he pointed out, an analysis of the purchasing power of 
the wa^ea now paid as compared with those of an earlier 
generation proved exactly the contrary. 'The same yarn which 
cost my father 12 I. per Ib. to ;na*e in 1792, all by machinery, 
now costs oaly 2;i. -per It.. 11 , a Lancashire Manufacturer cold 
Chadwick ia 134-1, "paying then only 4/4d. p-r h?ad ^agea weekly, 
now J/3,i. or a.ore; yet those wages; amounted then to 5^ : i. ^©r 
IP., and no tv/itns tanking the higi.er wa^es, n_ow to only Id. per 
Ib." And, lie continued, the price of provisions was as high in 
1792, and of clothing was $3 or 4-: per ce.:.t. higf-er/2) In
Gtockport, Cha.J;..victe tol-1 "eel and Grahan ia Jecember l-3^3» wages 
had recently averaged il/- per head for uan, ?onan and child, 
twice the amount aid in the H^riculbural dirt riots. '-uch 
wages for cott.o:.. o^erati'/es *vere "beyond t: eir capacity of
(' A j
Irugal application 1 . ihe turbulent .»elsh miners were also 
"an example of in uneducated pop-^lwtion v;hose wages had advcaced
beyond tLeir habits or means of employing t;em in the best-o-
1. "Heads of snBwer to J. JUacCulloch 1 o positio.-is ....."
2. "Sanitary ?eporu", p. 1^'i.
3. "^ereoran iam on present condition of manufacturing Districts',' 
sent to r'eel and (rr&uasa ia Oecexoer l.*4-j>. ":rxly u fra^aeat, 
pit. 1^: to I^>, of this iatercstin,i 'ViL- if-: co be found amongst 
s papers.
(Continued from previous page/ not diminished. The mortuary 
registers now consulted yield a differ nt acoount : they 
shew that the proportions of deaths are diminished .
manner for their own advantage, who had no foresight, no self 
control, and no capacity to maice reservations in times of 
prosperity for seasons of -lepresaion. They were in that state 
in which hi0n wa^es were equivalent to excess of driate or excess 
of some sort". ' *nd the excess was too often divided between 
the publican, the ;)isse;;tin£ Minister, and the Trades Union 
agitator.. whenever he heard it objected that the .vorJcing ' 
clashes could not afi'ord to pay for improved housing and 
drainage, '-hadwioic would point to the amount of their "self- 
imposed taxation 11 as reflected in the excise returns. On 
liquor, beer, tobacco, and snuff, they spent  -45 or 4,50 millions 
annually, more than the whole expenditure of the ;overniaent on 
the administration of justice, the civil service, and the army 
and aavy. The town of liury alone, with a population of 
25,000, spent 4,54,190 each year on beer and ^piritr,, >,,2 5s. 4d. 
a head, enough to pay the rent and taxes for o,/70 oew cottages 
at ^3 per annum each.
Fever was born of distress    so ran the easy 
generalisation of the politicians and economists, the corollary
being that prosperity was the one cure for epidemics.^' The
-o-
1. Ji.C. -bin James ftrabajn, LI July 1342.
2. "Sanitary Leport", p. 227. also "Urai't f.leaoranda on the 
exposition of the ^ui^et'", ivic fra^neut, a.d.
}• .-'hen Oobden - f ade a statement in the Commons attributing the 
excessive mortality to unemployment, CJhadwicit coamerited: 
"il'muloyiiient Lae increased very rauch of late in the "vietrooolis 
but it has not chftCKeJ mortality. If Cobden runs his iead 
agaiast the universal facts he wiii get it broken", (i^.v. - 
Hon. J. . Villi rs, b i'ebrua.-y 1345). ".ne reports state 
that fever everywhere rliminiahed during the distress , he 
noted in 134j>. "In 'aiaiey it was suited to be not one 
 quarter of \«'hat it ha I beeu during periods of regular word: 
the mortality certainly diminished ia iiagland in the 
ic-.nufacturiries distress and has increased conspicuously air.ce 
the return of v;orK '. The loot, rs would ^obably ascribe 
this "partly to the face of the o;» ratives having been. 
auri':g the stopi:a*",e of their woric, aiore in the ooen air than 
in their own close unventitated and filthy rooms, and partly 
to tha circumstance of the unusually long continuance of 
fine dry weather". (&.C. - ur. . . Alxson, 7 Decernoer
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records of the fever hospitals, Chadwick replied, showed that 
the pestilential miasma which caused disease was governed more 
by the weather than by the state of t,;e market. "It has been 
rife In periods of prosperity, it is there in times when wors 
is full, it is here also when bread is cheap as -jwell as dear, 
and the plenty is often poisoned by it". J Liverpool and 
Wanci ester, the two most thriving cities in t>-v country, were 
also the most unhealthy. It was true, of course, that the 
districts where the greatest mortality occurred were prooaoly 
the poorest, but not invariably so. It was the physical 
circumstances of place ..hich determined the mortality rate, and 
in the Americ-;. cities, New York and 'hiladelphia for example, 
the mortality -*as greater even than in Dublin. this fact 
crushed "the notion propagated here, that disease was evidence 
of pecuniary distress and that high wa&es and self government 
and democratic 1 or American institutions are the best remedies 
for all social or at least sanitary evils' 1 .^"'
The population theory of filial thus was Ghidwick's 
favourite example of the unverified assumptions on which 
economists oased their recomaenlotions and statesmen built tt'Sir 
policies. Re v«as on firm ground when he assorted that the 
rise in average real iaccnes, and the concurrent increase in 
both population and wealth, shewed that the limit;'-; of 
subsistence i,ad i.ot in fact >-een reached. ' e vas rie;ht to urge 
against isaltLus that, as Carr-Sauriders puts it, God :ever sends 
mouths without sending hands^*chat in the ;ritain of his day 
the ilemesifi of decreasing returns ?;aa held at oa,y by 
improvenents in agriculture and in th.. technique of Dreduction, 
thafthe lap i are r ?*ces in so the maric^t as a p-otucer, rather 
than as a competitor'/ 4 ' 1'e was right to l.nsint, in the face
of that loose con.-slacency which, from a drea3 of ovor-po
-o-
1. i.. J ., M':. ,  fragment, n. d.
2. -',.0. - Lord Fraacia llgerton, 1 October 1345.
5. --'ee the 3iscushion of nooulation theories by Garr-baunders
in "uistory of Jiviiisation", el. ^yre, v^i. ^, ,fj. $<o2 -/> 
H. ; ..:. - Archibald Allison, 3 August l.'J^f: see fooc-note, :>.
31.
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saw good in a heavy death rate, that "every labourer -who, over 
and above his subsistence, produces a surplus, or a return to 
make it profitable and worth while to employ hi-u, is of 
 oecunlary value, and his death a lose, economically considered, 
as much as the destruction of a machine, with its purchase and 
maintenance, aud that the more there are of such labourers, the 
better for the community, sorely economically considered, Just
as a community is all the better the m ;re it aua of productive( i i
machineu ia actual eraployiEent". Unfortunately, hovieve,?, 
.vhile deriding the smugness which character:!;}, d cr.,ny of "althus 1 
follower^, he adopted certiin complacent doctrines of i:ia own. 
He waa led to argue that there was liotl'.) ia the circumstances 
of the lower classes that ^ood drains aud pare water and 
improve i housing, combined with intelligent administrative 
arrangements, could not cure. Their 3i»c was ample enough.; a 
woriiaj wjaan, he jnainbuine-i, to lose children urii reproduce 
them a^ain in -rucu rapid succession, our.-G be robust and v/ell- 
nourishod, and her physique co-.ld not be re raced and attenuated 
by starvation; a;r,l, ia trie cosiparntiv healthiness of the 
inaates of prisons, Ced as they were on low-priced diecs, he 
a aw evidence that the population i*as aui'feria^ not from 
insuf ,'icii nfc fool uut actually from injurious over-feeding. 
Their hours of wo-ric were not excessive; Ghadwic-v, 'wiio drove 
himself hard for  niyti.ing up to Uxteen hours a jay, proo-oly 
nevet' i'ylt the lull force of tue armament for a ten hour day. 
A^ for their  / a^eii    "such w.<0es as those no\v (1343, : ,aid at 
otockport and .anche'jtei- viewed with r^lati-n to ths interests 
of the working classes ctre deemed excessive jy aome of the oest 
informed manufacturers. aradoxic',1 as it 7;ay appear, it rr.ay 
be asserted tir^t the workmen in Mancl ester >:o.iid c;et more by 
lower wages; an approximation to the cou^.try ?;a;;es supposing 
prices to re.-tj.:->i.n the same *ould yiel-1 to tLe capitalists profit
and the means and inducements to o,rry on the worJcs
-o-
1. "report from the t-elect Committee on railway Labourers",
^. 2203. P.P. 1346 (556), xii. 1.
2. li.C. - John wilson, ^ January 13^4-.
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uninterruptedly. On this topic 1 had occasion to ooserve to 
one manufacbarer "It being as you describe that you are -naming 
no profits: and that wear and tear are tsoiag on without 
replacement, that is (a) course v,hich can have but one end, as 
injurious to the workmen as to the manufacturer whoss capital 
is destroyed. Considering yourself as the steward for the 
labouring population of the fund from which their means of 
subsistence must oe obtained are you not acting an improvident 
part for them in allowing it to be eating up? and in not 
enforcing a reserve oy a proper reduction of wages?" The reply 
has been "It must come to that at last". ".*hy should it be 
protracted; since every day it proceeds is in aggravation of 
future suffering to the workpeople?" "se hop:- and we do not 
Use to brea.c up our establishments"". '' It is not surprising 
that bet;.eeu Malthua, who told them they could never be better 
off, and Ctadwicic, 7;ho told then the:/ '//ere better off than they 
thought, the  working: classes co-Id s^e little to choose.
The "Ganitary Report" v?as -^resented on July 9th l:-u*2, aad 
nearly a jear ivaa t :> elapse before Oha-dwick etibarKed on the 
extended .inquiry under the Health of Towns Commission. Phe 
intervening montha v*ore occupied by Chadwiek in :jre^aring a 
Suppleno'itary ;"ieoort on Tatecuienta in Towns, a subject omitted 
fro"i the "" r-i-atary ie~ort" as "too r^reat in it?- extent, and too 
s-eci^l in its mture"/ 2j A final chapter, and that the 
grim-nest, regained to ba added tr« Chadwicx's sa-iUac-y survey, 
and vvithout a break he ..lunged single-handed into what was to 
prove the most -lisagreeable and thangles3 of his investigations.
i'he ov«rcro'wdin& 01 tht; graveyarda was only a special
aspect of uae central ,robiem of civic jolicc -AHion the eaoriaous
-o-
1. "i/ieTiorandum on oreseat condition of iwanui'accuring Districts',' 
,/ecember li^.^.
2. "SuO'-'l^-rsaLary Re^urt, or; , aterosent in Towns'*, 1943, p. 1. 
P.$: 1343 (509), iii. 395.
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growth of the population had thrust into the unready hands of 
nineteenth century administrators. As the housing 
accommodation of the metropolis was insufficient for the number 
of the living, so the graveyard space ^as inaufiiclent for the 
number of dead Londoners. In earlier times the churchyard bad 
been t,he resting place of the pious among his forefathers and 
the refuge of the superstitious from vampires and ghouls. The 
channels of habit had oeen cut deep by the centuries} and even 
when the churchyard was hemmed in on all sides by a forest of 
brick, and ten parishioners required burial where one had been 
buried before, the custom maintained its holcl of burying in the 
holy ground within the walls of "God's Acre". "In the 
metropolis, on spaces of ground which do not exceed 203 acres, 
closely surrounded by the abodes of the living, layer upon 
layer, each consisting of a population numerically equivalent to 
a large artny of 20,JOO adults, and nearly $ .;,000 youths and 
children, is every year imperfectly interred. Within the 
period of the existence of the present generation upwards of a 
million of dead must have been interred in those same spaces". 
(I) In German cemeteries the number of interments per acre had 
been fixei by law at 110 each ./ear. la the same area due 
London grave digger had to find room for prooably twice; tfcat 
number of bodies annually, and perhaps for tea, tweac-y, or even 
thirty ti-ses as asany. ^ Faced by the physical problem of 
buryiag more corpses than could be accommodated by the ground 
at his disposal, he had perforce resorted to ^rosa expedients.
it; had always oeen usual for the site of a -rave i:> the cov:o;on
-o-
1. "Supplementary Report", p. 27.
2. OhaiwicK ^ives tl:e average number of burials per acre as: 
Parochial urounds 191; ^roteatantl Uissenters l^V; Hoajan 
Catholics 1, .VfJ; Jews 32; Swedish Chapel Iu3; Uadescribed 
294; iTlwaite 0-rounds ^>5- ?'l(e average for all infcraiaurtU 
grounds was 203. !i^ these averages conceal the great 
iiffererices oetv»een the various ^rounds. Thus, che highest 
nutaoer oi" buriala c-er acre in any ground Jhadwic< v.-stiaates 
as; rarochial Grounds >,>'V5i ; iv>te;-tant uioe.enters 1,^:10; 
Roman Oachoiica L,bl^; lews ^; Undescribed 1,109; Private 
Grounds 2,^^. (ibil., p. 1J3'.
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churchyard 60 be used again for the reception of subsequent
generations, after a decent interval in which the memory of the 
departed as a person had faded from the thoughts of the 
survivors and his physical remains had decayed in the earth. 
But now the body was scarcely laid in the soil before it was 
rudely disturbed to admit another. Twenty or thirty fresh 
corpses might be crowdel into a .grave, the whole festering mass 
being lijshtly covered with earth which was stirred continually 
by dogs, children, and the sexton's spade; and when the close 
packed earth could hold no more, bodies were bro&en and hewn 
into pieces to fit them into a smaller space. In the common 
graveyards human remains were literally treated as ashes and 
dust, and bones lay scattered on the surface or were wheeled to 
a heap in the "bone-house". At the burial ground of the 
Tottenham Court ''-toad chapel the ^ravedig&er confessed that seven 
or eight adults and twenty or thirty children were deposited in 
each grave, the opening being only partially closed after each j 
new interment. The churchyard of ,-;t» lave and St. John in 
Tooley street nad a pit sixteen feet deep and twelve feet square 
in one corner for the reception of bones thrown up by the 
gravedigger 1 s spade. Church vaults were never filled up, 
because the older coffins mysteriously disappeared, tte bones 
being wheeled away in cart-loads as farm manure, /.-bile the lead 
was stripped from the coffins and sold by the sexton or 
ii^er.^  '
For the sanitary reformers, believing that "animal matter
 o-
Conditions in many nroviacial towns were no better, as the 
inquiries of the inspectors of the r-oard of Health revealed. 
«illi--m tee, summing up his impressions of the tov,ns he had 
visited in ld^-9 and W, declared "Of these 59 burial 
grounds, there are only 13 in which any interment can ta*e 
place rith saffety to the living; 50 others are full of 
bodies ia &11 states of decomposition; 12 are crowded, heaps 
on he^ps, with urideeo&po^ed oodles, and. the remaining 12 are 
nothing less than horrible raasses of putrid human remains". 
t".?epo?t to the General 3oard of Health on Interments in 
Towns visited -luring 134-9 and 1350", li5D«
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in a state of decomposition is injurious to health"^ l) , the 
Grand Gui&nol horrors of the churchyards were deepened by a 
further fact    that an epidemic mi^ht well be started by 
exposing a putrid body. In London there were upwards of two 
hundred (graveyards, two hundred centres of pollution, each 
pouring off, day and night, the exhalations of decay, and the 
morbific matter, whose deadliness was s:own if ic ^ot into the 
slightest cut, might be breathed into the lungs whea it was 
diffused into the atmosphere. Plague and typhoid uigbc thus 
be generated amongst the overcrowded town populations, just as 
"disoecting-room fever" had been Known to stride down the 
students and attendants who handled the cadavers in the medical 
schools. It was on this deduction from the crude pythogenic 
theory that Dr. G.A. ttalxer, "talker of the Graveyards", based 
the attack on the dangers of intramural interment which he 
launched in 13j?7« In the Commons the campaign was led oy 
James itfaciinnon, another of those parliamentary francs tireurs 
who from time to time ranged themselves at Ghadwick's side, 
banging away enthusiastically at some well-loved target, the 
soap duties, quarantine, factory saotte, or ti e window tax    
and more often than not embarrassing him v^ith t; eir half-baked 
schemes and uncontrollable tendencies to fly off at a tangent. 
/'hen, on March ith 1342, ivSacitinnon moved ior a . ^lect Committee 
on the burial of the dead, he be^an with the words "Amongst th-- 
ancient ^y,>tiane ....", and there was aa immediate burst of 
laughter. The Home secretary, :-,ir James ,>raham, admitted,
however, that some legislative i .terference wac "a^soluSely~" r , \
necessary", aa-i consented tu the appoirittaent of a Cornaattee. 
by August ac.stin-.on was ready with the draft of a dill to
oouth'Awod o;:.iLh - li ...-., 11 '^arci. 
he toll Mackinnon's Commit t/ee that :,e believed that the 
fever in the Clement's Lane district wa:- chiefly due to the 
atate of the "poor ground" there, which as loag a^o as 1-314 
the Westminster is rovemeat Jorn • isaiuner-s had reporse-I to 
rarl.iament could no longer be used .or interment.
Ifansard, vol. 61, ">r>. 231 - 3, 3 Marca
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implement the findings of his Committee; and Graham, hesitating 
to move against the religious and customary prejudices and the 
strong sectional interests with which the subject was hedfeed, 
turned for fuller information to Chadwic«./ L;
had been concerned only to abate the dangers 
and indecencies of existing burial practices by ensuring that 
interment should tafce place at a distance from the boundaries of 
the town, the arrangements being controlled by a parokchial 
"committee of health" under the general supervision 01 the 
diocesan or of a Central 3oard in London. Gnadwick at once 
opened up the attack on a wider front. In a demonstration of 
remarkable power, he confronted the social conscience of the 
law-malting classes, numbed as it was by indifference, ignorance, 
and the anodyne ot. interest, with a picture of the worsting class 
family, caught in a web of custom and economic circumstance 
which could be broken or ly by the benevolent strength of the 
central government. The grossness and muddle of the desecrated 
graveyards seems to nave touched something deep in Chadwici. 
Perhaps in no other report of his is the criticism of 
unregulated private enterprise BO fierce, and the argument so 
cogent thet "haoit combined with associations of profit often
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witnesses with sharp questioning    the grave diggers, 
prematurely aged, with their shrunken figures and cadaverous 
aspect, solemnly swearing to the healthiness of their 
occupation; the robust deeper of a dissecting theatre who had 
never suffered ill effects (though, to be sure, his assistants 
did the most dangerous and dirty work, and eight of them had 
died, some being dissected in the v ry theatre in which they 
were employed) \ the employers, shrugging away the early
deaths of their workmen, with "But they drink    they are ai p) drunicen set"* J \ the cemetery owners adding to iheir profits by
"working the earth close"; the secretaries of the burial clubs 
revealing the fantastic finances of their societies, the 
undertakers urging a "respectable funeral", the clergymen 
pocketiiay, their fees and perquisites, "a silk scarf of three 
yards and a half, a cilk hatband, and black -cid gloves". ^ ^ 
We can feel his mounting impatience with their shifts and 
equivocations, and share something of the enthusiasm with xv 
ho invokes the powt-r of ^overoment £o tidy up the mess.
In a very large proportion of cases in London and the 
isanufac taring districts, one rooa was the sole accommodation
for the 'Ahole family. "in thie one room they are oorn, and 
live, and sleep, and -lie amidst the other iaaiates". it was 
their bed-room, their Kicchen, their wash-house, tiaeir sitting- 
room, their dining-room; and, if they did not 30 out to <Aork, 
it was frequently their 'Aork-room or shop as vvell. The 
secretary .,-f the Statistical Society, conducting an inquiry in 
the inner 'ward of St. George's, Hanover Square, discovered. that 
out of 1465 families, 929 had a single room and 403 others had 
only t*o; of the same families 623 had a single oed, another 
6>3 only two. Thus, about one family ia eleven possessed a 
third room, and that usually not unoccupied, in which to place 
a corpse. Yet- tbis district was a favourable specimen. In
Maryleoone, oub of 603 families, 15.) occupied part of a room,
-o 
1. "Suppleaientar;/ Keport, p. 3. ;>. ibii., >,.> .
2. ibid., p. 9. /4 ' loid., .;.-.
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532 had one room, and 61 had two; only five families had three 
rooms, and only one had four.^ ' Stretched out on two chairs 
or a board or shutter, the body must await burial, while the 
normal life of the family went oa around it, the family eating, 
sleeping, working, the children olaying, in close proximity to 
a corpse perhaps still covered v,ith the visible marks of 
disease.^ It might re'aaiu there anything from five to twelve 
days, since for the wording classes Sunday was the one day free 
on which they could bury their dead, and if a death took place 
in the middle of the wees, the body was frequently xept until 
the ounday week, while subscriptions were being collected. 
Corpses had boen retained, according to one undertaker, even 
after the coffins uad been tapped to let out the liquid products 
of decomposition, till mascots were seen crawling about the 
floor and over the trestles on Ahich the tapped coffin was 
supported, till, as the body was borne away, escaping matter 
ran down the shoulders of the bearers.^ Y'hen the cause of 
death was an infectious disease, the cesulta could be predicted. 
The louse, carrier of tyyhus, deserted its chilling host, and a
victim of typhus had been known to be fallowed very shortly to
(4) the grave by five of his children and txvo or three visitors.
"if the returns and the statements of witnesses acquainted 
the crowded districts be correct, that four out of five families 
of the labouring classes nave each but one roofii''', Ghadwicic 
summed up the inescapable conclusion, "then every unit of
upwards of 20,000 deaths per annum which occur in the metropolis,
-o-
1. "Supplementary .:e:->ort ir , pp. jJl - d.
2. The saedical officer of St. ^iartin-in-bhe- ields stated that 
he had recent >.,f ordered the removal of a Oirl to the 
infirmary, after visiting her room. "I could not remain two 
minutes in it; uhe horriole stench arose from a corpse which 
had died of ,-uithisis Uvelve days before, and the coffin 
stood acrosG the i'oob of th. bed, .vi^hin eighteen inches of 
it. This was in a small room aot aoove ten r?eet by t/.v^lve 
feet square, and a lire always in it, being (as in n:ost cases 
of a iiise Kind) uhe only one f jr aleepiug, iiviiia, and 
cooking in", (ibid., :> . 5>^«
5. ibid., p. 33.
 ' i. iuid. , p. >o.
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every uait of 4,600 deaths of the labouring classes which occur 
annually at Liverpool, must be ta«cen as representing a horrible 
scene of the retention of the corpse amidst tne family in the 
manner described in the testimony of those .,iu nave witnessed 
it}    and every unit o/ some 4, JOG deaths from epidemics in 
the metropolis, and every third or fourth recorded death in 
other towns, and even in crowded villages, represents a 
distressing scene, and oreover a case of peculiar danger and 
probable permanent injury bo the survivors amongst whom it taxes 
place"/-0
V.'hy, assed Chadwicle, picKing up the next linic in the 
sordid chain, why was burl*l so long delayed amongst the lower 
classes;1 The answer plumbed the depths of human haoit and 
social custom. la a few cases    one in thirty the secretary 
of a burial society estimated    it was due to the widow's 
reluctance to part with her husuand'e remains. isut in the 
majority of cases the reason was the hi^ cost of .iyin^, the 
lack of money to defray the expenses of interment,. 'The 
desire to secure respectful interment of themselves and their 
relatives is, pe/haps, the strongest and :;:ost widely-diffused 
feeling amoagst the labouring classes of the population, 
bubscriptiona aa.y be obtained from large classes of them for 
tueir burial when it can oe obtained neither for their own 
relief in sickness, nor for the education of their children, 
nor for any other object". "  The greatest dread of the poor 
was a pauper burial, in a bare pariah shell, borne by pauper 
oearers to the "uone-house", the customary receptacle for
suicides uid triose unfortunates who were deserted and withoutf i \ 
relations, and even ".jod-forsa^en". w ' It visas estimated that a
fourth or a third of the ^24,000,000 in the savings oaoKS was 
earmariced for burial expensec, and even wor/chouse imcates were 
not infrequently found at .heir deaths to Lave concealed a 
noard to r>ay for their own decent;,.interment. ?he enforcement
1. "oupplemeatai'y deport', p. '^. 3- ioid., p. 94. 
d. ibid., P. 5^-
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of undertakers' bills formed a large ourt of the business of 
small-debt courts i and one undertaKer toll Chadwicic that if they 
did not ,.±ve time for payment to two-thirds of their customers, 
the uoor would not be able to oury their dead at all.^^
This "pride" of the working classes, rooted in long 
custom and in. the courage of self-respect struggling in 
adversity, made them the easy victims of the burial club and 
the undertaker. In Westminster, tearylebone, Fins bury, Tower 
Hamlets, and the City, there were about two hundred burial 
societies, organised usually by one of the small, gruboing 
undertakers and the publican of the tavern where the meetings 
were held. Membership ranged from 100 to 3-.>o and deposits from
£90 to jbl,OOO; contributors usually paid lj£d. or 2d. , and/ '• .
relatives received a benefit of from nS? to £10. ^ ) Invariably
one provision in the rules waa that the Dox should not be 
removed to any other public house, and the publican counted on 
receiving the sixpence spending money allowed to each Committee 
man, besides the patronage of the undertaker's sautes, who were
1. Gf. the complaint of Robert Oarr, carpenter and undertaker, 
to the oelect Jo.mmitt.ee of 1342 (v,-679)* "^ n &&&y instances 
persons say, ",,e cannot bar,/ under a wei-vic"; that is fro'H 
custom. Others have not the means of getting a black 5 own, 
and they cannot follow in a coloured one; that is their bit 
of pride; then. it is put off, it may be, two or three days 
on that acc'/unt. They will not have their relatives buried 
by the parish; they would rather do anything than that, 
saying t/hey wish them to buried res ect-jol/; and then the 
end of it is, that myself, and other people li&e (fie, often 
bury i'or nothing,, not intending to io it. i'hey cheat, us; 
and if they \xoul''; do away with their iiutle priis, and let 
the -arish do it, the bodies would be removed in a 
reasonable cijie, and such laen as myself would not be imposed 
on as *e frequently are".
2. "SuDplementary Report", p. 5>7« The Kast London .mrial
Society, foi' example, aet as, the tiwan in ...ethaal Jreea; its 
oreoident and founder \^as Kichard vi-afer, an-'ertaiser. 
vreaton had six clubs with a meaDership of 50» ; - ;^°» the chief 
of fcuea, wxth I^,io4 aierabers, paying out .»..!, '.A) a year- 
raised by weekly contriouuions of &J., 1J., 1,^1. and 2i. 
.valsall had 90 ft-iendly societies with 5 t f)t-'0 memoers, wno 
spent a total of £1,259 5s. ^d. a year on driaic and 
feasting, (pp. i?7, t>0) .
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notoriously heavy drinkers. Thus, the undertaker president 
had the funeral orders, while the publican treasurer had the 
members' custom, and in addition the handling of the money, 
which he usually banked with the brewer at four or five per 
cent, interest.
As a form of insurance, Chadwick demonstrated, this 
system was completely unsound. Actuaries showed that the 
premiums were excessive; one Preston society, for examole, 
charged '/a. IQd. for a risk that an assurance company would 
cover for 2s. 9a.    so that, matting every allowance for the 
cost of management, the members paid at least one-third in 
excess. ".lOreover, since the undertaker Dresident had an 
interest in admitting bad lives, the societies frequently 
failed. ihe same rate Deing charged to memDers of every age, 
the younger men perceived that they were paying more than they 
should; if they were in a majority, they revolted, broke up the 
club, and so deprived the older men of the benefit for which 
they had long sacrificed. There was some evidence, too, that 
multiple insurances on the lives of cniloren, oy placing 
"interests in operation against moral duties" 1" , acted as 
bounties on neglect and infanticide. u child could be buried 
tor *JL or A.1 1)3. The clubs allowed from ^ to ^ for the 
purpose; and the child raight well be in four or five societies. 
Hence the common phrase in *anche£>uer: "Aye, aye, tnat child 
will not live; it is in the ouriai club".^ 1'
By this time Ghadwick was far beyond the range of 
previous explorers of the subject, and was easbar/.ed on an 
uncharted sea that James ^ackinaon and " al^er of the ;.ir veyardS 
had not dared to penetrate    and whither ir James Jraham made 
no attempt to follow him. He now turned to irake a merciless
analysis of the trade in burial. On the mortality returns of
 o 
1. "Supplementary i-ieport", p. 62.
2. MS fragment, n.d.
3. "Supplementary Report", ,,. 64. k case was recorded of a 
child bein& entere-.? in nlnetee:. clubn.
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the previous three years the number of deaths in London averaged 
114- a day. Competing for those 114 bodies the Post Office 
Directory for 134J5 enumerated 275 persona whose sole business 
was undertaking. In addition, however, there was a multitude 
of inferior tradesmen, -who retained the undertaker's insignia 
in their windows for the sake of one or tvso criers a year; 
drapers, tailors, bakers, puolicans, even butchers; carpenters 
almost without exception, and all those encaged in any way on 
the working of wood, cabinet-makers, upholsterers, packing-case 
makers; as well as appraisers, auctioneers, sextons, and parish 
clerks.^ All nhese obtained their funeral supplies from one 
of the principals in the trsde; and in the last analysis it was 
some sixty of the principal undertakers who performed the real 
service, the inferior agents merely interposing their 
unnecessary offices, and stepping up the charges to allow for 
their own remuneration. The undertakers' trade thus presented 
the spectacle of increasing nusbers of competitors engaged in 
an increasingly violent competition    but the result was 
heightened prices, the very reverne of that which common 
economic theory dictated. The cese was, however, anomalous; 
for the competition was unreal, and was destitute of the element 
of free choice on the part of the ourchasor of the service. 
Anxiety, common decency, and the nee ssity for the iarrediate 
oerforaiance of some of the last 3utiep, prevented the friends 
of the deceased from v oing from tradesman to tradesman, as if 
they were dealing with an article of commerce. .=«hen a death 
occurred, the funeral benefits were so much "exposed prey" v 
for the undertaker. The experienced tradesman ^crnlc! find out 
bow many societies the deceased belonged to, and whether £.10, 
£15, £20 or more *as the amount due to the vidow, and he would 
then arrange the funeral accordingly. Once the funeral was 
over, the widow couL'i not dispute the oill without laying 
herself open to the charge chat proper resoect for the lead was
begrudged. ."he estimates ere therefore ..ever scrutinized
-o-
1. "Supplementary report", -v 53 ~ '••
2. ibid., p. 52.
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closely. The undertaker was told to nrovide "what was 
respectable", and hie interpretation of respectaoility involved 
a liberal profit to himself. The total cost of funerals in 
England and Wales in one year Chadwicfc calculated to oe about 
£4,371, '+93. In London alone probaoly nearly a million rounds 
was annually thrown into the grave. ^
The Commons Committee of 1342, under the influence of its 
chief witness, the liishop of London, had been atron^ly in favour 
of the continuance of parochial control, and iViackinnon in his 
Bill had provided for the establishment of extramural cemeteries 
under the management of a parish committee of health. Chadwick 
brusquely rejected the suggestion that the evils connected with 
burial should be remedied by the very agency under ^Lich they 
had sprung up, and which had hitherto maintained them in the 
face of all remonstrances. extramural cemeteries under 
parochial management had in fact bee a tried, he asserted, and 
had failed. St. Giles *-in-the-Fields, Bt. George's, Hanover 
Square, JL. James 1 , -'estminster, and Gt. Mart in 's-in-t he-Fields 
had obtained Local .icts for the purpose forty or fifty years 
before. All four grounds were aow ^s closely hemmed in by 
buildings as were the old parish churchyards. In the t&o acres 
of the ot. jeor^e's cemetery a thousand corpses a year were 
interred, while in the 46 years of its existence the
chaoel and ground of St. Jamet ' had cost A>5»0,000 more than the 
receipts.^ These examples would be multiplied if each of tho
170 parishes of London were empowered to open its orcn ground, to 
be managed by ignorant sextons and grave diggers, under the 
control of a local board wnich was exposed bo the influence of 
personal late rests and lacked the knowledge to grapple with a 
subjecu requiring a high degree of science and medical sicill.
In Government circles it was felt that, it' the oariah 
ad-Tiiniatration had failed, the eolation %vas to trust to the
operation of natural economic forces?, to that pursuit of
-o-
1. "Supple.T.eutary Keport", .). 70. 
2* ibid. , pp. y? - -i«
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individual profit which, as a by-product, brought about the ; 
benefit of society. Already the majority of Dissenters, who 
could not be admitted into consecrated ground, together with 
aiany Aaglicans who were appalled by the eoniition of the 
churchyards, were burying their dead in cemeteries owned by 
individual entrepreneurs or joint stock companies. 
Unfortunately, Ohadwicic bluntly revealed, the arrangements of ; 
the capitalists showed as little regard for health and decency l 
as those of the sextons and ,;,rave jiggern. Most crowded of all 
were the private cemeteries, usually o.med by undertakers, where, 
as one Dissenting minister testified, the heaped soil thrown out 
from the graves was saturated and blackened with human remains 
and fragments of the dead, and the splash of water as the coffin 
descended into the ^rave sent shudders through the mournera. ' 
Churchmen sneered at these "Dissenters' grounds". The 
Dissenters retorted that they were in fact general cemeteries, 
and that the majority of those buried in them ^were not members 
of Nonconformist congregations, the practice being for sose 
unqualified, uneducated man to don a surplice and read the 
Anglican or any other form of service that'the mouraere desired.
Sor were the joint stoctc cemeteries, more recently 
established under rivate Acts, so superior as their 
shareholders claimed. They calculated on 11, '00 interments in 
common graves for every acre, though A©11 considered regulations 
allowed no more than. 1,4-52. One company, burying more than 
fiv« deep, had made ^17,0..;0 gross profit on each acre of its 
ground. Ttie only effect of the Cemetery /icts, ia vmich neither 
the promoters nor the Commons Coramlttees had seen fit to insert 
the improvements suggested by the best foreign experience, had 
been to remove ourial to better ioo«cija& and usually better 
situated ^rounds; which, however, merely ser-ved to transfer the 
evils froai the ceatre *o the periphery of the sowns, so
erecting obstacles to the Healthy a,ro*th 01" the .vaburbi;.
-o- 
I. .-{ev. John blac^burn, Secretary to the Union of
Congregational Dissenters; "Supplementary aeport", p. lj>3.
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la the disposal of the dead the casual op rations of
capitalists and parochial authorities lagged far behind 
the achievements of the benevolent absolutisms of the coutinent. 
Interments within the walls of Vienna had been forbidden by 
Maria Theresa; the eight extramural cemeteries of Paris had been 
established as long ago as 1?65; in 1794 the i^reussioches 
Laudrecht had decreed that no ourials should take place in 
churches or in the inhabited parts of towns. In English 
political circles, however, the administrative devices of the 
foreigner, if referred to ac all, were usually mentioned not as 
examples to be emulated but as awful warnings to be avoided. 
It was a prejudice not shared by ChadwicK, who baaed his 
recommendations for reform on a close study of continental 
models, and in particular the municipal cemeteries 01' Frankfort 
and xuiich and the Parisian "Service des Pompes Funebres". 
iith a severe logic, which conceded nothing to the interests in 
burial, he sketched a radical and comprehensive scheme, which 
met in turn with a we11-designed remedy every abuse that he had 
enumerated. All interments in towns must be prohibited, 
"without any exception of places, or acceptation of persons".^ 
The joint stocic cemeteries and the private grounds ijiust be 
bought out. The churchyards must be closed, their sites oein,2 
kept as o en spaces for the public use. In their place 
national cemeteries should be established» on ,j;roun 1 selected 
according to scientific principles, with suitable decorations 
and vegetation cho- en on the best artistic advice; aad these 
publicly owned cemeteries should be managed by officers 
possessing appropriate qualifications. The danger and 
indecency arising from the prolonged retention of the corpse io 
the one-roomed homes of the poor should be yvrted by providing 
"reception houses" (sc. mortuaries;, such as those at Frankfort 
and Munich, to vhich the bo 4 y was removed by the nmnicipal 
authorities on the notification of death, and 'where it was kept
under medicu.1 inspection for three days before ourial. The
 o  
i. "Supplementary Report", p. 193.
public officers in charge of the cemeteries should be empowered 
to enter into contracts for the supply of funeral services and 
materials, which might be oifered to the public on various 
scales, such as those laid down by the funeral monopoly in 
Berlin or by the "Service des ^ompes iuneores" in aris, which 
supplied nine classes of service on a fixed tariff, besides 
burying free of charge about one-third of all who died each year 
in the city. hile individuals should be free to obtain 
supplies elsewhere if they chose, the aim must be the gradual 
extinction of private supplies of funeral materials and services,
By such large-scale contracts the funeral expenses of the 
upper and middle classes -night be cut by at least two-thirds, 
Ahile artisans could be buried at half the present cost; the 
total saving on Jurial in London alone would be about £250,000 
a year. The initial cost of the national cemeteries could oe 
defrayed by a loan, the annual charges being met out of a fund 
into which all burial dues were paid. An art fronj the cemetery 
owners who were to be dispossessed, uhe interests of three 
groups were affected by the scheme, the clergy, the Disseriuers, 
and the un-ier lasers, '-he clergy should o? compensated i'or the 
loss of their burial fees; the Dissenting congregations -»ho lost 
their graveyards should receive an equivalent space in the 
public cemetery. But Ghadwick coul ; oee no reason to hold out 
promises to the nun-ireds of inferior tradesmen who ;.ave 
themselves the title of undertaker.
1C ia the most courteous, the raoaO clear-cut, the most 
coherent; 01 all his schetc.es; but it oeara on it-, face the 
prophecy oi the failure, %i,lch closed it for Uie ei^nt unhappy 
years oi its history. Ohadwic'K. had forgotten nothing. He 
believed that ue had. answered by anticipation all objections, 
conciliating those bodies which had legit i;r..; t,e interests, 
exposing and reouttin^s those whose claims could not oe justified
He was soon to find that to a;is*er an arsument was uot to
-o-
1. "Interment in Towns. Memoranda of tae Gnief Heads", MS 
fragment, n.d.
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silence an opponent. He had shown that abroad the various 
parts of his plan were at that very moment working effectively 
and to the satisfaction of the people The problem remained 
of convincing English statesmen that ideas which thrived under 
German despotism or French centralisation could bear 
transplanting to the freer soil of England. Chadwick concluded 
his Heport with the appeal that the Government "should only set 
hands to this great work, when invested with full powers to 
effect it completely: for at present there appears to be no 
alternative between doing it well or ill ...... >Al ^ A Tory
Home Secretary of the eighteen-forties, called upon to interfere 
with large masses of capital, to arbitrate between the Church 
and the Dissenters, to lay on Government a delicate and 
unaccustomed burden, might well hesitate and consider that 
between the two absolutes of "all or nothing", "well or ill", 
that Chadwick presented there stretched an infinite possible 
series of piece-meal improvements.
There remains to be discussed what Chadwick regarded as 
the pivot of the whole scheme, a proposal, however, which had 
an independent life of its own, and so may be considered apart 
from the interments problem with which it %as at first 
inseparably linked by Chadwick. This ^as his suggestion that 
local authorities should appoint medical officers of health ; to 
perform certain necessary duties connected with the public 
burial service, and in addition to carry out other measures of 
medical police. In 1343, in Liverpool alone, engaged in the 
business of cure or alleviation, Chadwick found  }<-  physicians 
and 250 surgeons, apothecaries, and druggists, while not one 
responsible public officer was employed to investigate the 
causes of disease with a view &o prevention. Nor had the City
of London, with a population of 125,000, one such officer,
-o- 
1. "Supplementary Heporb", p. 2~)1.
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though it spent £72,OOQ a year on hospitals and medical 
charities for the alleviation of disease. ^ There were, it 
was true, scattered over the country, the 2,327 medical officers 
in the Poor Law serviced ' But these were cramped and starved 
in their activities by the parsimony of Somerset House; they
were subjected to unwholesome influences^, and their miserable
-o~
1. "Supplementary Report", p. 189.
"I find that in this county (Lancaster)", Lyon Playfair 
reported to the Health of Towns Commission in 1344, "there 
are, according to the census, /6 physicians and 1,246 
surgeons and apothecaries. To make up prescriptions there 
are no less than 1,259 cheaists and druggists. Here, then, 
we have a body of 2,581 men connected with the medical 
profession; and supposing that each practitioner, on an 
average, receives £-300 per annum, we have a sum of £774,000 
per annum devoted exclusively to the business of the cure 
and alleviation of disease, and not one single professional 
man appointed, not on® public endowment or provision made to 
ensure attention to the means of prevention; nothing devoted 
to ascertain the causes of death; nothing done to remove 
those causes of disease which are proved to be removable; 
nothing done to warn against defective drainage and to 
promote external and internal cleansing; no visits to ensure 
the due ventilation of schools or workshops, of nines or 
houses; nothing done to point out the influence of various 
noxious agencies to the public health,    cesspools, 
slaughter-houses, grave-yards, or offensive and injurious 
trades! In short, at least five million pounds per annum 
(sc. Playfair's estimate of the value of the adult labour 
lost by preventible disease) are paid to sustain the attacks 
of preventible disease against the population of this county 
and not one pound to remove or weaken the sources from which 
these attacks gain strength". (Second Report, vol. 2, pp. 
474   5).
2. CnadwicK'.s figure in a letter to .,ormanby, 3 February 1341. 
In December 18-46 the Commission employed 2,680, each of 
whom averaged 30 visits a week. (Nicholls, "History of the 
i/nglish Poor Law", vol. i, pp. 405 - fc>;.
3. Before Ash ley's Medical Relief Committee (1344) come of the 
witnesses "developed a very maleficent source of adverse 
interest, the interest of the influence of the landlords of 
small tenements who are guardians for particular parishes. 
These men who have little to do but to collect the$r weekly 
or other small rents are apt to geo into parochial office 
and as members of Boards of Guardians to insist upon 
outdoor poor relief in money which is in fact payment of 
their own rents out of the poors rates. In proportion as 
(Continued on next page;
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pay did not free the% from the necessity of attending private 
patients, ao that, as Chadwick testified, many of them "hold 
office merely to keep out rivals or interlopers from their 
field of private practice; they serve very unwillingly and are 
in perpetuai hostility with the Boards of Guardians'*. '
In the England of the eighteen-fortiee, however, the 
medical profession aa a whole had great need to put its house 
in order. Of 1,830 medical men who presented themselves to 
fill offices under the Poor Law Commission in 133>4, >27 had not 
been examined in surgery, J523 had not been examined in medicine; 
and 2.33 had not oeen examined by any medical body at all. * ' 
The twin oligarchies of the Physicians t-nd the Surgeons were 
less concerned to advance medical science and raise professional 
standards, than to assert the superiority of their members in 
the face of competition from "Scotch doctors", the lowly 
Apothecaries, and the "general practitioners" who were no* being
turned out in increasing numbers by the hospital schools A*'
-o-
(Continued from previous page) they are profuse in tnis
expenditure they are nig&ard of any other. And the medical 
officers state they dare not report o.a the ill condition of 
dwellings for fear of offending this class and getting 
dismissed by them on some collateral complaint against which 
they have no protection. Hence the argument for making the 
usedical officers irrejuoveable except at the instance of a 
distant an impartial and responsible authority". ( ..J. - 
Dr. LaycocK, <29 April 1844).
1. "College of Physicians reply to. Controversy with the
College of Physicians and its jealousy of the first General 
Board of Health", tf£, ft.d. (c. October - Oeceaber 1543).
2. Soeech by oir Benjamin Hawes on Second Heading of Vledical 
Reform bill; Hansard, vol. $j t pp. 229 - 33» 17 torch 1341.
J. "The General oractitioners have hitherto been in antagonism 
to the College of Physicians. The College of ourgeons has 
not been more popular with them. Howsoever disguised, the 
main source of dissatisfaction arises froa the fact of it 
being one class of private practitioners, legislating 
regulating, or assuming to determine, qualifications and 
emoluments of the other classes 01" private practitioners and 
by consequence their own position and emoluments in relation 
to them ....." ("Collegia of Physicians reply to", L1S, n.d.; 
see note 1).
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The profession was expanding ranidly, and in the absence of a 
public criterion of competency and a recognised course of 
training it abounded with opportunities for ^uacicery, abuaes of 
practice, and the toleration of the unqualified and the 
inefficient. It is little to be wondered at that in the social 
controversies of the time the spokesmen of medicine sometimes 
cut a very poor figure? that one Select Committee should
severely comment on "the igaoranoe of some 7iho set up for
( i > 
surgical practitioners" Vi j and that a Minister should be able
to find, when he wanted them, 4jJ doctors out of 43 in favour of 
a measure to enable children ovsr twelve years of age to work a 
full day in the factories    so reversing the findings of a 
Royal Commission two years earlier, before whom only one doctor 
out of 31 supported the same proposal.^ - Nevertheless, as
Ashley b&re witness, in the factory agitation he received more( 3) 
helo from the isedical men chan from the clergy, J1 who only too
( il ]
often were "cowed by capital and power"." ' And from the 
first, when Chadwick seat Arnott, s%.ay, and Southwood Smith on 
their tour of investigation in 18j>rt, che doctors were the 
strongest supporters of the sanitary movement,, from the queen's 
physician, Sir -lames Claris, and the University professor, ' .A, 
Guy, down to the dispensary and hospital physicians, Joseph 
Toynbee, I'hoaiaa Laycock, William Ouncan, and the unnamed ranic 
and file of the Union surgeons and general practitioners. 
"Of all the orofessions, the members of the medical profession 
are the shortest lived and the poorest", said ;?outhwood iimith, 
speaking at a public meeting to raise a subscription for the 
family of Dr. J.^. Lynch, a brilliant young surgeon whose life
f T j
had been cut short by a fever contracted in the alums. ^"
-o-
1. Select Committee on Factory Act, P.P. 1341, ix.p. 3.
2. Pouletib Thomson; Hansard, vol. 32, p. 273  15 March 1336. 
J. £. Kodder, "Life and Vvork of the Seventh .tarl of 
Shaftesbury", vol. 2, p. 209-
4. ibid., vol. 1, p. 3>4o-
5. "Health of Towns*. Report of the speeches of tid^in Ghadwic&, 
iiisq., Dr. Southwood Smith, Kicnard faylor, i!isq., James 
Juidertoa, --sq., and others", pamphlet,, 1J4?, p. 10.
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Visiting patientc in their one-roomed homes, arid encountering 
some of the sane hazards and discomforts, they saw the obverse 
of that; splendid oicture of power and wealth which dazzled the 
eyes of the majority of the ruling classes.^
Vkhile welcoming these allies, Chadwicfc was watchful of 
their pretensions. Medicine had its part So play in the 
defence of the public health, but it was not the pre-eminent 
rdle that most doctors would claim for it. The doctor's 
efforts must be strictly subordinated to those of the engineer 
and the administrator; and in proportion as the sanitarians 
wer« successful in rooting out the causes of disease from the 
environment, obey would render less necessary the traditional 
ministrations of the medical nan. In 1345 the public medical 
service was repi^eaented only by the Union surgeon, whose
cheaonesa and sec-vility were despised and reseated by their
(2) fellow practitioners. J Yet the publicly employed medical
officers, if their status and qualifications were improved and 
the scope of their duties widened, could perform more valuable 
services to society than the private dealers in ohysic, 
concerned as these were with the effects of disease, not its 
causes. _
1. "Often the family doctor minglas in the crowd of roill-
peopie as they leave at night and greets 'jaera again in the 
early morning as they congregate oo their toils without his 
having, meanwhile, pressed his pillow. 23$ the way it is 
a curious si^ht    ciie swarming 5tree-3 at a quarter past 
five of a sold stormy winter aomirig. .;ho but this poor 
drudge 3«es It? Jost educated peoole who live on the spot 
don'2 icaow t;hat the labourers, men, women, and. children, 
rise  *& five, be the weather fine or foul at the sound of 
fine bell to their work ......" (Or. Joan Hoberton - Mrs.
Chadwicic, 14 February 134$;.
2. "They are generally considered to be the enemies of the 
Profession, wuo undersell their Brethren; and rush into 
danger not from any necessity oa the part of che public; 
but~siaply for a miserable pittance milch they accept as 
Uhe full value of their exertions co the great detriment 
(as it is considered) of the better educated and better 
qualified parit of the profession'1 . (Dr. J. Sutherland - 
E.J., 30 August
Already in the "Sanitary Report", as we have seen, 
Chadwick; had urged that the fragmentary functions executed by 
part-time medical officers should be combined and entrusted to 
a single full-time district officer with superior qualifications
He nowwent on to argue that, if buris.1 were to become a 
public service, auch an appointment would be essential. On the 
occurrence of a ieath the officer of health would be summoned to 
inspect tho corpse, and would note the name, age, occupation, 
and cause of death. He would urge the relatives to have the 
body removed to the reception house as soon as possible, and 
 would also supply them with a tariff of the prices of burial. 
If the death had beer: caused by the insanitary condition of the 
premises, he would notify the officers of public works so that 
they might take steps to cleanse and whitewash them at the 
owner's expense. In cases of epidemic disease, he should be
empowered to order the removal of other members of the family{2 •• to the hospital fever waz*d. ' j
"The ordinary service of such an officer would consist of
the verification of the fact and cause of death, and its due<"*>} 
civic registration", states Chadwick. " ' Phis is indeed & very
oblique enti'y upon the duties of a Ifedical Officer of Health, as 
the term is now understood, but there were strong reasons why j 
Chadwick should 3trees this and other functions which in modern 
society are performed by the general practitioner, the 
registrar, and tbe undertaker. For all civic and scientific 
purposes, declared GhadwicK, the existing .system of recording 
deaths was gravely deficient; it was useless Tor determining 
titles to succession, for furnishing data for insurance tables, 
and for showing the comraon causes of disease incident to 
different occupations and localities. During the plague of 
1595 the rivy Council had ordered that all bodies should be
viewed before burial, and that the minister or churchwarden of i
-o-
1. i!ee above, p« 113-
2. "Supplementary Report", pp. 16C - lc>6. 
). laid., p.
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the parish should make weekly returns of deaths to the 
magistrates, who should forward them to the Privy Council. 
Froa that date until the Registration Act of 1836, the parish 
officers had appointed as "searchers" two old women, frequently 
pew openers, who merely looked at the body, demanded liquor and 
a two shilling fee from the relatives, and certified the fact 
and cause of death as they were informed of it. No provision 
was made in the 1336 Act to replace the "searchers" by more 
efficient machinery. The only qualifications stipulated for 
the local registrars were that they should be resident in the 
district, solvent, and without any clashing duties^ 1 '; and they 
were not in any event required to visit the house of the 
deceased and enter the details on the spot. Popular rumour and 
the suspicions of neighbours were thus the only securities 
against foul play. In London inquests were initiated by parish 
beadles or constables, to whom they were a source of emolument,   
and instances were known, and more suspected, where they had 
been paid to keep silent. afloat of the local registrars had ]
encountered cases of prima facie suspicion which had eluded  
 o-
1. In a letter, addressed probably to Lord John Russell, 
Chadwick criticises the unsuitaole character of many of 
those appointed as Superintendent Reigistrars under the Act 
of 1336. Thus, at Manchester a Calvinistic Dissenter had 
been appointed, so outraging all Churchmen and all { 
Dissenters who were not Calvinists. "Having had occasion bo I 
go to Leeds whilst staying at fhe house of a leading whigg 
I heard expressions of regret at the impression created 
amongst persons of respectability by the appointment of the 
Superintendent Registrar of that town: the first 
Superintendent one George Rawson was a lecturer on 
temperance i.e. in beer not politics; an itinerant anti corr 
law agitator; a non conformist preacher and an agent for the 
"Reform Interest". His sub registrar Thomas Wilson was an 
Inn keeper and reform agent. I believe it will be found 
that it would in a party point of view have been worth while 
in every case of such an appointme at to have ^iven each 
person three or four times the amount not to have their 
appointment made or to have sent them elsewhere, to have 
given them expensive outfits and to have sent them for 
example as justices to Sierra Leone or to the .Vest India 
Islands, to any part of the iisopire except to the towns 
where they were Known". (3 January 1341;.
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these flimsy safeguards. Row many children perished from 
overdoses of "quietness", Chadwick wondered, or were more 
slowly and painfully poisoned by it? How many died as a result 
of incorrect treatment for croup and pneumonia by unqualified 
practitioners, such as retail druggists, who were in attendance 
at the death of one infant out of every four? How many were 
murdered for the burial money? In Scotland, where there was 
neither coroner nor inquest, the consequences were even more 
serious. Cases of children overlaid by drunken parents, cases 
of death from maltreatment in prison, from drinking wagers, from 
falling into machinery or down pit-shafts    all went without 
investigation. Unless a complaint were lodged, the police 
rarely interaferedj nor did the procurator fiscal or the 
magistrates, for a demand from these judicial officers to 
inspect a body would be regarded as tantamount to a charge of 
crime. (1)
Chadwick's first argument for the officer of health, 
therefore, is grounded on the principle that "all difficulty,
all labour interposed in the way of the commission of crime, is(2) 
so much gained of a practical preventive tendency". vy At
present any one might go to the registrar's office to record a 
death, and the only check was the registrar's judgment whether 
or not the statement was consistent. "There may not only be no 
death nor body, but no such house or no such habitancy. 
Require that the registration shall be at the spot where the 
death took place, and the signatures to be there taken of 
witnesses present, then you Impose on the persons wishing to 
forge the difficulty of finding an appropriate house, and 
appropriate witnesses:    require that the registration shall 
be upon view of the body, and the law interposes another
difficulty, and a very formidable one    that of finding a
-o-
1. "Supplementary Report", pp. 113, 1*>Q, 170 - 1?3.
2. "Health of Towns Improvements. Draft Clauses for
consideration in respect to the appointment and duties of 
Officers of Health", MS memorandum, prepared for the Health 
of Towns Commission, 1344.
15C 
suitable dead
The argument is sound, but the problem of preventing 
fraud and secret murder was to be solved along different lines, 
when the attendance of the "family doctor" ceased to be a luxury 
out of reach of most working class homes. Greater interest 
attaches to Chadwicfc's second main argument. "They may in that 
position obtain in years, or even in months, indications of the 
certain means of prevention of disease, for which the medical 
experience of ages has supplied no means of cure, and only 
doubtful means of alleviation ...... For the promotion of the
new science of prevention, and the knowledge of causes necessary 
to it, a primary requisite is to bring large classes of cases as 
may be duly observed, under the eye of one observer". ^ ' The 
dry grinders employed by the Sheffield cutlers had long suffered 
from a characteristic lung disease, which cut them off between 
the ages of 35 and 4-5, a fate which they bore without complaint 
or question. Dr. Calvert Holland, by investigating a large 
number of cases, had shown that the "grinders' disease" was 
caused by inhaling grit and metal dust, and this discovery had
suggested a s imp lelipre vent ive device, a current of air to blow
C 5 ) the injurious pariclea away from the workmen. Phe views of
the medical officers of the army and navy had long been 
recognised to be of peculiar value in determining the causes of 
ill-health and indicating methods of prevention. This, 
Chadwick pointed out, was explained by the fact that they had 
under constant observation large bodies of men living under 
similar circumstances, which could be changed at will and 
compared for purposes of experiment. In the great towns the 
same opportunities occurred of observing large and organised 
populations, living under similar conditions; and those of the 
local registrars who had medical qualifications declared that
their position had given them a knowledge of the effects of
-o-
1. ibid.
2. "Supplementary Report", pp. 173 - 9-
). ibid., p. 130.
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habits and locality in producing disease as no private 
practitioner possessed.^- ' An officer of health, assembling 
and scrutinising the statistics of mortality and sickness, could 
furnish the accurate diagnosis on which the preventive action of 
the administrator must be based.
For such duties very special qualifications would be 
required; and in Chadwick's opinion the ohly safe proof that a 
candidate possessed the necessary ability would be evidence that 
he had successfully investigated some scientific problem in 
preventive medicine. The freedom of action and opinion of the 
medical officer must be protected by two essential safeguards. 
First, he should exercise his functions in independence of the 
local administrative body, since this would probably contain the 
chief employers, connection with is horn would expose him to 
suspicion of partiality and diminish his influence with the 
lower classes It was necessary, secondly, that he should 
devote the *hole of his time to his public duties. "Of a 
certainty the attention of every private practitioner, as he 
gains practice, whilst acting as a public officer, must every 
hour of the day be from his public duties, and with the means of 
adding to his emoluments. That the least possible time may be 
taken from Lhem,Ghe public duties are slurred over, conclusions 
are snapped from the readiest superficial iacidents; extensive 
and removable, but latent causes of evil, the development of 
which would require sustained and laborious examination, are 
perpetuated, by being stamped authoritatively as "accidental" 
or arbitrarily classed unier some general term assigning the 
evils as che result of some inscrutable cause".
In the Report on Interments the officer of health appears 
chiefly in the unusual character of a recorder of death and a 
superintendent of burials. We may look ahead a little, and 
observe how within less than twelve months Chadwick was
submitting to the Health of Towns Commission an interesting
-o- 
1. ibid., pp. 132 - 3. 2- ibid., pp. 125 - &
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memorandum, worthy of more attention than it received, in which 
the appointment taK.es on the lineaments with which a later 
generation became familiar.**' in this paper the functions of 
the medical officer are greatly widened and enriched. He 
should be required to inspect periodically the various parts of 
bis district, looking for any external and physical 
circumstances likely to be injurious to the public health, and 
talcing proceedings for the abatement of public nuisances and the 
pollution of the atmosphere by offensive smells. Be should 
visit all schools, factories, workshops, common lodging-houses, 
public rooms and places of resort, inspecting the arrangements 
for ventilation and cleansing, and enforcing t,he law in cases 
of sickness from canton neglect. During such inspections, he 
should "take note of the children or workpeople, who appear to 
be pallid or sickly, or in a peculiarly low condition of health, 
and inquire as to whether such evident low condition have been 
produced by overcrowding and defective ventilation, imperfect 
cleansing, or other removable cause". On the outbreak of any 
epidemic, endemic, or contagious disease, all measures of 
precaution and prevention should be under his control, and he 
should be empowered to issue instructions to all public 
officers, including the Union medical and relieving officers, 
surveyors, scavengers, police, and others. Arrangements for 
vaccination should be directed by him, and he should have power 
to direct that children lacking certificates of vaccination 
should be excluded from schools and places of «ork until the 
vaccination had been duly performed. He should undertake the 
analysis of matters sold as food or drinks, taking measures to 
stop the sale ox dangerous, injurious, and unwholesome 
adulterations. He should inspect all chilJren who applied for 
certificates of age, strength, and bodily ability for labour in
mines and factories; and also all recruits for military service.
-o- 
1. "Health of Towns Improvements. Draft Clauses tor
Consideration in respect to the appointment and dutiea of
Officers of Health", rfb, ri.d. (J. December
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And, finally, he should be required to present an annual report, 
giving the statistics of sickness and mortality for his 
district, comparing it in these respects with other places, 
analysing the causes of each class of cases, and specifiying 
those causes which he considered to be removable or preventible 
for the future.
In all this Chadwick anticipates intelligently the later 
emergence and development of the Medical Officer of Health^, 
but it was to take nearly seventy years to establish the 
conditions in which that most valuable of all local officials 
could function, as Chadwlck desired, as an impartial adviser and 
guardian of the public, independent of local influences, and 
defended against the intimidation of threatened interests.
When the proposal was first made, the leaders of the medical
( 2) profession »ere alow to recognise its importance v '\ and the
-o-
1. Chadwick's list may be compared with the duties of the 
modern M.O.h. as enumerated by N^esholme, "Ministry of 
Health", pp. 40 - 42. The parallels are close, though 
changing conceptions of public health have led to the growth 
of new services which Ghadwicfc could hardly be expected to 
foresee (e.g. for maternity and child welfare}.
2. The preparation of a Bill to regulate the medical profession 
was entrusted in 1545 to Sir Benjamin brodle, an upper class 
physician of the old school. The Bill provided for a Board 
of Health to advise the Government on the mode of dealing 
with epidemics, Chadwick remarked to the uke of Buccleuch, . 
(Jl inarch 134$) but "provides no means that I can see of 
keeping informed and in practical action the agency that is 
to inform and act practically".
A Board of Kealth without local agencs, such as hrodie 
proposed, Chadwiek told Peel's physician, Dr. J. Hodgson, 
would oe like the Poor Law Board without its Assistant 
Commissioners, a head without eyes or arms or hands. 
As it stood the title was a misnomer, since the Board was 
a bocly constituted to deal solely with the traditional 
medical functions of curing and alleviating disease, and 
preventive action was beyond its ocope. (22 April 1345).
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politicians at once objected that it would be "unpopular". 
As one critic wrote, the powers such an officer would wield were 
"far too vague and arbitrary; and would be considered an 
infringement of the liberty of the subject, intolerable in a 
free country. A man's home would no longer be his castle, into 
which no one must penetrate without a special warrant".^ In 
the swarming tenements of tfhitechapel and Bethnal Green this 
talfc of inviolate "castles" must have sounded strange, but the 
argument that the poor would resent having "little inquests" 
held in their homes weighed heavily with the sentimental middle 
classes, and diverted attention from the less questionable 
duties of the officer of health.^ It was indeed unfortunate 
that the appointment should have first been presented as part of 
Ohadwicfc's scheme for national cemeteries and a public burial 
service, and ao shared the disfavour with which that scheme was 
generally regarded in Government circles. Not till 1346 did 
Chadwic£'s suggestions bear fruit, when Liverpool appointed the 
first Medical Officer of Health, William Duncan, under the 
terms of its new Local Act. And Duncan was employed on 
conditions which ran completely counter to the principles laid 
do»n by ChadwicK. The Corporation paid him £.>00 a year only, 
and allowed him to continue in private practice. iVor a year 
he acted merely as a weekly registrar of deaths; when it was 
ur&ed that he might ina&e reports on conditions in the city, the
Corporation refused their consent, "and the reason given was
-o-
1. Thomas Stewart Traill - Dr. W.P. Alison, 25 April 134-5.
2. "Mr. Macaulay told me tnat the people would not put up with 
the domiciliary visits of such an officer. In answer to 
this ignorant assumption I pointed to the fact th^t they do 
put up with domiciliary visits of every sort. :*r. Farr of 
the Registrar General's Office in bn^lan 1 has been 
registering on the spot, as a matter of experiment which has 
justified all anticipations and shewed the groundlessness of 
the apprehensions of unpopularity: which if real it were a 
duty to meet. According to these legislators, the darkest 
ignorance is to supply the nortna of legislation". (£.'J. - 
Dr. ft.i : . Alison, 6 -^ay 1847).
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that if Dr. Duacan r«cornicen^ed any stfeg it would be needful for 
the Committee to ta*e it"/ 1 ' Fearing, th&t this bad example 
might be followed by other towns, Crmdwick protested 
energetically to the Home Secretary, and as a result in 1848 
Duncan's salary was raised to £750 and he was employed on full- 
bia« health duties.' 2 '
The Interments Report, containing in its sombre pages the 
most powerful oi' Ghad*ic£ f s exposures of social evil and the 
most revolutionary of his administrative proposals, was a 
strange volume to emerge from a Government department in 1343. 
Turoufcjhoul tlie summer its fate was in balance. •*' Chadwlck 
continued to aa&ss evidence, visiting Manchester, Nottingham, 
Derby, and ueices»ter, and corresponding with a aoaen other 
places. .ihen he submitted a revised iraft to Sir Janes Graham 
in December, he 'Mas able to assert with confidence that any
investigator who followed the path he had trodden .vould find his(4   
description if anything an understatement of the evil. He
sent the Report out at last as a Christmas and New fear gift to 
his friends. "It was the most difficult and the most painful 
of the painful investigations which I have been called upon to 
conduct", he told Ashley, "and unless it be followed by some
1. Dr. J. Sutherland - £.C., 17 February
2. As the Liverpool Local Act subjected the fitness and salary 
of the medical officer to the approval of the Hoae 
Secretary, he declared, it was within the .v-itsister ' s power 
to withhold his approval for a salary of a siae that would 
necessitate the officer giving so.Ta of his attention to 
private practice (14 January 1347). "I trust there will be 
no acre such attempts again", wrote ,-»uCh: rland after 
Qhadw.icic's succesrful protest, "an 3 that the precedent of 
interference OQ the part of the Secretary of State, with the 
doiag*} of our town Council, will toach other pu'olic bodies 
what they may expect if they mista&e their duty in a 
similar manner" (13 February 134?)
3. "I am sorry that your reoort is lively to be stifled,
Because I thin* it the best you have ever written" (Rev. 
Whitwell iilvln - JS.O., 13 May 134$).
4. ci.o. - iiir James Graham, 4 December 1343.
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and more complete adoption of the measures than ia usual,
I intend that so far as I am concerned it shall be the last that 
I conduct". ' fhe published Report did not rise to the full 
height of his views, but    as Ue told Lord Lovelace    "I am 
as yet only a slave of the lamp (by Lord Althorp's breach of 
engagement with me)'1 . "My report, your Lordship should 
remember", he continued, "had to undergo a jealous official 
ordeal before permission to print was obtained. I rejoice at 
having obtained leave to print so
As Ghadwick had foreseen, the Report was unpopular with 
the Dissenters, the Cemetery Companies, the undertakers, and 
churchmen liice the Rev. vir. Vyler^^, who looked li«ce losing 
iidOO a year if his churchyard were closed. "It warms one into 
impatience to see the grand plan adopted", Professor Owen had 
written, after seeing fc*1® first draft. "I hope you will live 
to see it in full operations yours will then be    or ought to 
be    the most conspicuous Mausoleum in the chief National 
Cemetery, and a grateful people, who will only &now the evils 
you have remedied by your descriptions ia the effort to banish 
them, will point it out first to their children' . T But
public monuments and a nation's bhaaics were far from
mind, when he turned over thib plan w.tich coolly proposed to
-o-
1. Jb.G. - Lord Ashley, 13 December 1843.
2. F.C. - Lord Lovel&ce, 1 January 18*t4.
3. E.<.-. - bishop of London, 22 December 1343.
Dissenters' pamphlets, he told Graham (28 February 1443) 
"are extremely violent, and carry little otter feeling with 
them than that of owner? of ^ourid* who are lively to lose 
money by anything tending to a restoration of the Church 
burials.
The Irish Catholics are the most, troublesome and 
difficult to leal with ancL the most liKel,y to resist 
alterations ...... (Dr. Gillis, Bishop DJ. Edinburgh)
consulted the Vicar General and others and they &ave him to 
understand that inasmuch as their church at :.;oorfields was 
now full they would maice no opposit/ion out felt no interest 
in the matter ...... Considering the deplorable state of the
population, I think, it must be confessed that the Church has 
been very backward not to say culpaoly remiss in this matter, 
an:? che State or the Government \vliich undertakes the labour 
may fairly cialm tne full or chief credit for it".
4. iLlaL. j'rof> Uwen - £.0., 12 February 1-343.
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sweep away important profit-making interests, which trenched 
upon the traditional prerogatives of the Church, and threatened 
to stir up a buzz of sectarian Jealousies. It was soon clear 
that he would t.4U» no step except on the- heels of a strong 
public opinion. One important supporter could be counted upon; 
the oiahop of London favoured a acheae wuich would rescue the 
clergy from the competition of the cemetery companies with their 
unqualified chaplains' , and hie» influence offered the main 
hope of stirring the home Secretary inco activity.^ '
-o-
He told the Lor33 (Hansard, vol. 57, p. 1003, 2i April 1-341) 
that the Kensal Green Cemetery had caused a diminution of 
.£200 in th® income of the rector of the neighbouring parish. 
Graham state I (Hansard, vol. 35, 3. 46?, 2 April 134^) that 
he wished the Bishop $ould introduce a Bill himself, which 
offered the best cuance 01 avoiding trouble witsa the Church.
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CHAPTER 5.
HEALTH OF TCT.HSCOMMISSION f 184J - 1845.
Sir Jam*B Graham, the Tory Home Secretary, had inherited 
from Lord Normanby three Bills for the drainage of towns, the 
improvement of boroughs, and the regulation of buildings, but he 
had not inherited with them also that nobleman's eutlriusiaaai for 
sanitary reform. The status quo has rarely had a more devoted 
spokesman nor a more s&iltul stonewaller than Sir James Graham. 
Overbearing in his mariner, with a hard, limited aiind, massively 
impenetrable to argument, he opposed all the resources of his 
powerful will to the social reforms of his time. ' e had done 
his best io iiold bacx the report on the employment of *omen and 
children in the coal mines. He had    says Ashley    so 
terrified the Factory Inspectors that, though they shared 
Ashley's views on the Ten Hour Bill, they did not dare to say 
so. ' .iiut, if he resisted Ashley's "JacS Cade legislation", 
it was not out of a perverse obstructionism, but oecauae, when 
confronted by the :reat social questions of the age, /rabmrn, likt 
Peel, was often at a genuine loss to see a practicable solution. 
He had, as a deputation from the Lancashire Fhort rime Committees 
discovered in November 1341, "druiirc too leeply at the fount of 
Malthusian philosophy". '"'~ / *: or hiza uhe iron laws of the 
  economic order    jerpetu^l aad uiichun;. ing since they /-'ere 
rooted in the i'-ieradicable concupiscence of ^an    bound the 
noriiing classes to a life which he summarised as "but eating, 
dmiciug, wording, and dyinc;;". t;e walked in blinkers, seeing 
everywhere the iiraita Get by hia own precoriceotions as the 
inescapable decrees of uature. It io, therefore, a xeasure of
the effect ui' Chad^icic's reports and 01 the ^ro^nd gained by the
-o-
1. E. iiodder, ". ife and »iork of the -eventh Karl of 
Unaitesbury", vol. i, pp. 409, **i^-
2. "Manchester and i3alford Advertiser", 3 and 15 January
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sauitary campaign, that early in 134J the Home Secretary decided 
to refer the question to a Royal Commission. For, aa Graham 
told Peel, in opposing a proposal to inquire into the state of 
education in the manufacturing districts, r a Commission is most 
useful to pave the way for a measure, which is ^reconcerted; 
take, for example, the Poor Law inquiry; it is often most 
embarrassing where it discloses uhe full extent of evils for 
which no remedy can be provided, aa, for exa;;ple, the inquiry 
into the condition of the hand-loom weavers. I might add Lord 
Ashley's investigations into the sufferings of children employed 
in factories and mines' . Thus, the sanitary question was 
moving into the arena of practical politico. Reluctantly, 
impelled snore by the pressure of opinion from behind and without 
than by the drive of inner conviction, a i'ory Home '-.ecretary was 
consenting to explore the ijround with a view to ultimate 
legislation.
Graham's first move waa to halt the progress of ' 
Normauby's tfillc , which had twice passed the Lords and had
reached their Second veadin^ in the Oo.umons. This action, 
though it dismayed nsnley^ "* , nee with Chal^ick's heartiest 
approval, for che whig measures, drafted by bhe experts of the 
#00 ds and Forests department without reference to the evidence 
collected by the sanitary inquiry, seemed more oo jectionable to 
him with every appearance they made. * He was equally pleased'
with .iraham's next decision. i^rorn vestries and ioard rooms
-o- ;
1. G.3. Parker, "Peel Papers", vol. 2, p. 543.
2. i. ii odder, op. cit.» vol. 1, p. 3ol'. "'i-'ne remedial -iilla • 
for ventilation, drainage, and future construct; ion oT the 
houses of the poor, brought in carefully and anxiously by 
the late government, are aot «o oe adopted by th is ! so I 
was informed this .-veuin^, an:; 1 blessed ,-od tL'it 1 i'ormed 
no part 01 it".
5. it Ws>uld appear Irorn Giiadwic&'s numerous raeraoranda on the 
subject C^ee above, p. 82 ; , that J.I... and 8. Harcniond's 
descripuioa of the ''drastic and revolutionary character" of 
these liills ("Age of the Chartists", p.29J) overvalues their 
technical and administrative importance.
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in every Sewers division of London the Government had heard 
rumblings of alarm and anger, and something weightier- than the 
report of a single Civil Servant would be needed to bacter down 
their defences.^- Phe Sewer Commissioners were, therefore, to 
be given a second hearing before a ttoyal Commission. Chadwick, 
having no fears for their verdict, welcomed the idea; an inquiry 
whether the princioles ofl drainage he had indicated were 
applicable to the ftestmiaster divisiou of sewers would in etiect 
be an inquiry whether in the Westminster division there was any 
exception to the law of gravity, jjne Koyal Commission, 
however, should do more tLan listen to affronted Sewers 
Commissioners and their protesting surveyors. ChadwicK was 
well aware of the limitations of the sanitary inquest on Great 
Britain he had conducted orilliantly through three laborious 
years. To those who, litce Ashley and ilormaaby, pressed for 
immediate action on the conclusions of that report, he replied 
that, while be had established the general principles which must 
guide legislation, he had not indicated the particular measures 
in. which they tvere to be embodied. The "Sanitary Report" hal 
shown the necessity for combined worxs and an adequate -water 
supply, but it had not laid down the legislative tr/ethods by 
which those object - were to be attained. It bad concluded that 
securities must be tatcen to ensure thjt public wor£s were 
constructed oy .,;eu of practical s'.ili and scientific snowled^e, 
but such securities wer:-- so far outside the ran&e of the old 
style ijocal Acts that no le^ai draughtsman could lay uis hand
at once uoon a suitable form of clause.^^ Hence, he ur^ed on
-o-
1. RicLard Keisey, surveyor to the Jity Gowcissioii, for example 
in a "..'eport on the ^ewers of I^ondon", 5 Sci.'te^beL* 134^, 
mai^taiaed that "without their urveyors presumptuously 
applying to theaselve;) ^he, often irnpudeatly assumed, and 
much prostituted title of Civil Engineer; they h^ve 
conducted their worfes with judgment, and foresigii^, and 
success". Ohadwick amplified Lis case against the ":>ewers 
Commissions in ",'rafts of comiunication in answer to Corsms. 
of &.",  -&, n.d., orooably subrciwed to irabam.
2. "Memoranda of answers to the i'-nputati na of blane in respeco 
to alleged delay ;o odo^t sanitary measures",  / , 15 July
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Graham, the object of the Royal Commission should be to 
investigate and demonstrate by actual trial the various means 
for applying the principles he had established. He dwelt with 
inexorable detail on the syllabus he proposed to set before 
them. They might, for instance, teat some of the suggested 
improvements in house construction} the advantages, in 
particular, of circular drains of tile or stone over square 
drains of porous brlcis. Th^se inquiries, which were usually 
overlooked as matters of detail, would furnish the basic data 
for public contracts. The Commission could then go on to 
consider wider questions of municipal engineering; the 
practicability of a constant water supply} the capacity and flo* 
of sewers; the means of relieving districts lyiug below any 
natural outfall by steam power. And finally, what was equally 
important    for it was useless to demonstrate improvements 
without showing how they could be paid for    they could 
determine "the jurisprudential arrangements for the distribution 
of the burthens in coincidence with the beneflos".
"It is an important impression to extend", he concluded, 
"that drainage is a matter of Science or its practical 
application and not of mere common sense or general knowledges 
and that Science and special qualifications are essential for 
the paid officers conducting it. For the sa*e of extending 
this impression I -would most respectfully ur^e the necessity of 
confining the Commission to persons of special qualifications 
generally recognised, as men of engineering or medical or le.-ral 
science". (1) :
This enthusiasm for sanitary detail *as i.-noressive, if   
not infectious, and Graham followed Ghadwick's recommendations 
closely. It was not, on pa^er, an unpromising list -jf 
Goxmissioners. Syuthaood Smith vas aou there, thou^j. he of all 
men next to Chadwicic had the right to be h> -rd. But there were 
.Well Arnott, !Vyon ; layfair, James Smith "of Oeaaston", the
™"'*J****
1. i.C. - bir James Graham, 15 •••arch 1 43.
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famous authority on land drainage, and the zealous r>rofeasor 
Owen, who once declared "I wouli rather achieve the effectual 
trapping of the sewer-vents of London than resuscitate 
graphically in Natural History records the strangest of the old j 
monsters which It has pleased God to blot out of his Creation". 
^ The sanitary cause was safe with these men. Three of the 
engineers Chadwicfc had suggested, Captain Denison of the Hoyal 
Engineers, Sir Henry de la Beche, and the younger Stepheason, 
were also included, together wi'-h ' illiani Cubitt, the leading 
building contractor in the country. Ghadwick had asked for a 
lawyer or two; these were denied him, but in their stead Ciraham 
introduced a leavening of Parliamentary members, a Scottish 
Dufce, Buccleuch, to act as chairman, Lord Lincoln from the Woods
and Forests, and the mover of the 1840 Committee, 8. A. Slaney. 
(2)
Chadwick discovered at once that, though his name had
oeen omitted by some strange caprice of Graham's, the ci ief 
ourden ot" the Commission rested on his shoulders. Some of the 
raedical and engineer Commissioners drifted off into their 
professional avocations, -while the others, willing as they were, 
lacked his experience and powers of investigation. "Kuquiries 
into the habits of the pooulation, consideration of puolic 
policy, and art and science in their application to them are not 
things to be had by intuition", he told the chairman, "and I ca<-j 
confidently aver that if I nad riot attended -co the Commission
mm .^)-  
1. • Professor Richard Owen - t:.-':. , 9 ^epterober .1:44-.
2. Ohad'vicic as<ted for the following!
(a) Kngiueers: ;'.'ir -'enry de la beche, Ja^taln Oenison, 
ProfesGor Airy (the Astronoaaer Hoyalj, -"rofes^or 
Faraday, Robert fjtephenson junr., Lirunel junr., James
.
(b) Doctors; Sir- James Olaric, Meil Ar..ott, Sir iienjamia 
Brodie, "rofesaor Owen.
(c^ Lawyers: the faster of the r-oll:;, l"r. Justice
Coleridge, i'jjrd Cotteahajn.
The Commission was issued to: the Ouxe of Succleuch, the 
Earl of Lincoln, R.«. »",»laney, George :?rabain, oir Henry de la 
Beche, Lyon ,, : layfalr, "'.3. Heid, r, : fessor -men, Caotuin 
.Dension,' J.Ti. Martin, James Smith, Hubert Stephetisoa juar., 
William Cubitt.
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night; and day most sedulously far different and less 
satisfactory results would have been produced able as the 
several professional members of the Commission undoubtedly are 
on th« subjects to which they have devoted their special 
attention."^ He took full command at Gwydyr House, when the 
Commission began its meetings on the 1st. June 13^3; he 
marshalled the witnesses, he too* the notes of evidence, he 
prepared the resolutions, and he drafted the reports. And at 
the same time he was confronting jealousy and rrismanagenifcat at 
the Poor Law Commission, completing his Interments Report, 
replying to the cross fire of four of the metropolitan Sewers 
Commissions, and bombarding the Home Office with memoranda on
a new buildings Regulations <4ill "moat preposterously devised
( 2 ) by the palace arciiitects". s   He was prooaoiy never busier
nor more happy in his life.
Under ChadwicJc'a directions, the Coaraissiori first 
despatched a letter with an appendix of 62 questions t,o the 
fifty towns with the highest, death rates; these included the
largest manufacturing towns and the principal ports, comprising/ t \
a population of three millions. ^ ; But Chadwick would not let 
them rest content with paper evidence. The towns were divided 
into six districts; and in the middle of July 1343 the active 
Commissioners set off in one:-; or twos on an itinerary he had 
drawn up lor them, with a paper of his instructions to guide 
theai, to 86" for themselves the conditions in the moat populous
areas. ^ f; Simultaneously, at a numoer of provincial tov.ns, at
-o- 
1. ~.C. - liuJse of BuciiJLeuch, 17 December
E..:. - A.-J. scher, 2A i;ece:tber 
Health of Towns Oonunisoion, ", irst Report", vol. 1, p. x.1. 
" .inutes of Proceedings of the Commissioners for Inquiring 
int,o the state of l-;r-e Towns", :vv :./, .&, id July l-3'O- 
The districts were assigned as follows: 
Northern District Dr. Reid
istrict Jamea aith 
ristrict Lyon layfair
North midland district Lord Lincoln, -James ivartin 
midland District R..... olaney 
Aelsh ,;i., trict Bir Henry de la beche 
Miscellaneous Towns t>ir heary de la iieche,
Jaraes Marfcia
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Liverpool, Preston, Nottingham, York, and Chorlton-upon-Medlock, 
where he was acquainted with energetic friends of the cause,
Chadwick put them to work to report on the state of their f i \
districts. v ' Encouraging them with notes of approval, 
directing their attention to fruitful lines of investigation, 
occasionally making a sortie himself to inspect some well 
designed cemetery or the working of a constant supply system, 
Ghadwick drove forward his unequal team of doctors and engineers 
and politicians. 'hen de la Beche retired liscomf ited from a 
sanitary argument at ,vindsor, he wrote with an unusual 
spright linear, to ask "into what geological hole have you ^ot to 
hide your head'. Gome out and let us hear the rights of it". ' 
To Dr. Laycock, who was preparing a report on York, he 
suggested that an estimate should be raade of the number of 
medical practitioners whose Income was derived from attending 
cases of zymotic disease amongst self-supporting labourers. 
"Do not flinch", he added, "at estimating hr/. many would be 
dispensed *ith from Yoric or enabled to transfer their labours 
to the colonies or to productive industry if all sanitary 
measures within view were adopted! It will look impartial and
( ? \
oe popular at the same time'. Of the hazards and horrors of 
the inquiry he gives a glimpse in a Letter to the Registrar 
General. "r<;y vacation has been absorbed in visiting with Mr. 
f'mith and ur. j layf air the worst parts of some of the worst 
towns. !>r. Play fair has been tcnocked up oy it and i;as oeen 
seriously ill. r. csnix/h has had a little dysentery: ir Henry 
de la Beche wa^ obliged at bristol to stand up at the end of 
alleys and vomit wi.ile >r. ; J layfair was investigating 
overflowing privies. Sir Henry was obliged to give it up .... 
The people received the commissioners very well '.^ " iJsually,
however, Chadwick remained in London, eKaainiu-, itnespen at
-o- 
L. Dr. W.H. Uuncan &i Liverpool, the Kev. T. Clay at -"reston,
Ttiomas Hawses ley at ^ottin^haic, ; )r. i1 . i«aycock at ior^, Or.
: ; .i-.. riolland at Cho,;'lt,on-apoa,- edloci. 
2. I:,.'J. - tiir lieary de la oeche, 22 Dece-nber 
j. .S.O. — Dr. LaycoCK, o June 1 544 
4. h.'J. - ^ajor Uraham, 7 Jecercoer
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Gwydyr House, teat log street sweeping nachines and jets d'eau, 
collecting specimens of earthenware pipes from Glasgow and 
Zurich to compare with the products of the Southward potters, 
and arra ujing experiineuts to determine the engineering formulae 
for the construction of scientific wat -r and drainage systems. 
Over the reports of the Commissioners and other expert 
correspondents he exercised a watchful censorship, for error 
crept in by the roost unlikely ways. A paper on French 
cemeteries by »v . . 1'ickson, the editor of the "I'eetminstrr", 
was quietly discarded after Chadwick had objected to its 
excessive praise of French municipalities. Vhen the great 
Robert itepheuson, "who is recognised as the real inventor of 
the locomotive engine brought forward by his father", submitted 
a report on wacer supply, Chadwick condemned it at once for its 
shocking ignorance of correct principles, and prevailed upon 
the Commissioner^ to reject it unanimously. ^ ^
ay the middle of Wovemoer 134^ the political members of 
the Commission had seen and smelt enough of the towns, and were 
talking of laying their recommendations before the /overnaent . 
The worthy iilaney, in particular, finding himself with tne 
weapon of a Hoyal Commission in his hands, was tempted to / ield 
it with too much eagerness. In Ohadwick's extended inquiries, 
and his experiments with earthenware drain pi^es and egg-shaped 
sewers, he could see only a waa^e of time, and he viewed with 
imputiexice the maturation of Ohadwick's comprehensive 
administrative proposals. Ghadwick had seen LOO auch already 
of such precl itancy. He recalled the perpetual irritation at 
the , ; oor Law OoEuinisoion because the Government had withheld the 
powers ior tr.e abolition of the Giloert act Unions, and his 
repeated attests to c-epiace the other omissions, the district 
schools, district auditors, and district coatracts; the ruining 
of the factory Bill of L355 because of ti.e excision of the 
strong schooling clauses ue had adviced; ->ud I.,ori corai
o
1. i',.C. - J.H. uurton, t> February
2. ii.O. -^ Morpeth, 13 September 1348.
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Bills, prepared in ignorance of the evidence in the "Sanitary 
Report", to taaice drains run without ^-atec. The debate was 
prolonged, but eventually Ohadwick could tell his friend,
rofesoor Owen, with deep satisfaction, that "Mr, Slaney was in 
a very different state of mind, and talked less of doing no£ 
more than what was practical, i.e. doing what in :ny sense is not 
practical, doing any ^ood by halves". "Completeness of 
execution wherever the Crown or the Government does interfere at 
all is one great point to enforce", he went on, 'The certain 
good and larger popularity from well executed measures and the 
essential differences of those now proposed fr^m those proposed 
previously to the issue of the sanitary report and the 
Commission of inquiry are important topics. I have sustained 
much injustice by having half measures and the consequent 
failures imputed to roe. In poor law measures I have been 
placed in the same sort of conflict, as you imagine, one sould 
be if sanitary measures were to be carried out by sen v.ho 
thought that intermittent supplies of water, and separation of 
the water supply from the drainage, were safe and wise practical 
courses. I have been stigmatised by such persona as "over 
hasty", theoretical: visionary a>t tv> over co).our... .' |(l f
To Ghadwick's iaucenae relief the "i'irst Report" ot the 
Commission was through the .jress in Jaiy 1344. "Two thirds of 
that volume will nave been vcitu-n by ;ne, repo/t,circular 
letters and queries", he told his x'rieads^";' and "the-? continued 
labour of e/{.asinine, witnesses was becorainu, very severe". ^ 'J
iiowever, tae octavo volumes lowiced very *eli, arid he felt (4 ) 
satisfied taut his trouble >;ith tiiem had ueea /eli expended.
ihe Government apparently considered tfiat this satisfaction 
should ue ais only regard, for ne received no adtnowledgment of
his services and ao recompense i'or the aaiitional laoour -.which
 o-
1. 1',.^. - . rofes«or Richard Owen, 14 i;eceaber 
c:. &.J. - J.b. durton, ^1 July 1344, 
3. E.J. - Thomas Ilaw.cenley, 9 July 1S44. 
'4. E.O. - Thomas Hawtces.ley, 1 3eot©tfioer 1^4-4.
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had increased his hours of work from six to sixteen. if he had
employed the same time in writing for reviews, he complained
later to the Duke of Buccleuch, as Cabinet Ministers had been
Known to do v.hile in office, he would have made more money. ^
1'he "First Heport" was brief, merely outlining in Oeneral i 
terms the conclusions suggested by the evidence, and apart from 
a few striding passages about the state of drainage and water 
supply in the provincial towns (which have cerved historians 
well ever since; it made little impact upon the nubile 
consciousness. "In England", Chadwick told bord ,^ormanby,"the 
extensive apathy to the evidence of l-he removeable sature of the 
immense mass of sickness and mortality may only be tsuten as 
evidence of a low moral condition and almost of co-extensive 
brutality: and yet whilst the appearance of the first report of 
the Health of Towns Commission passed almost --ithout notice, the 
whole of the newspaper's were occupied wic-h the case of the
/ f , .,
flossing of a boy by an Irish magistrate" . c' j The jolt ^iven 
by the "Sanitary Keport" to the conscience of the ruling classes 
was not to be repeated. Ghadwicic had run into the carrier 
which faced another reformer at the same period. "The House is 
weary of these narratives of suffering and shame", noted AshLey 
in his diary in February 134-5, "'t'he novelty is past, and tine 
difficulty, the apparent difficulty of a remedy remains; it 
catcl.es, tnerefore, at any excuse for inat cent ion, and daans the 
advocate of the toiling thousands, oy courteous iniift'erence".
(;>;
The impression, /oiced by \ormanby in the Loris, ^as 
strong that nothing new had been brought out uy the inquiry.
it was true. Ohadwick agreed, that t> ere -,as lit Le buu atri^inr;
fit.) 
verification in the medical testimony '; out the evidence on
water supply, tue &ey to all efiective sanitary operations, he
-o-
1. li'.i. - 3ulce of BuccLeuch, 17 ana 19 Uecemoer 1345. "N'early 
two-thirds of tte-:e volurfle? are in my hand writlns^, for 
which 1 am to get only posthumous creiit, if at all". (L..:. 
- ,dacvey \'aT>ier, 12 October U44. ocvery ;a,,ier papers, 
f. t>29). 2. &.•'" - .\ormsfiDy, I? Au^us;,
liodder, op. ciu., vol. 2. p. 
. - oouthwood ioj.ith, 2a July
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believed    with some justice    woulj revolutionise that 
branch of engineering, and he counted his examination of Thomas 
hawkesley, the engineer ol the Treat v.ater 7 OI-K.B, as the most 
important he had ever taken. ^ J Many of the conclusions on 
technical and administrative matters Lad in fact been glanced at 
in the "Sanitary Report"; but these were precisely the parts of 
the report which had made least impression upon its readers, and 
where repetition, reinforcement, and a closer discussion were 
most required. If the main strands of Ghadwick's argument are 
disentangled from the vast aass of the evidence apuended to the 
Commission's "iT irs3t Report", we caxi agree with him tuat the 
foundations for reform had been laid more dee;>iy una firmly, and 
that some of his propositions had advanced from the fita^e of 
to that ot demonstration.
Heplying to the vrotests of tne ''ewers Commissioners 
against the charges in tJ- e "Sanitary Heport", ChadwiCK had 
declared that all the evidence showed that their woriis "were 
below the exiutin^ science applicable to them. That; they were 
a vast monument of wasteful expenditure and defective execution. 
Ana moreover it became a sei'ious duty GO charge them as la Lent
f • 1
causes of disease and death". ^ ' This three-foid indictment he 
now proved ouc ox the mouthe of the Oortiaiissijners and their 
officers. In Richard delsey, surveyor to the City 
for example, he found a oerlecc spo^esiaari for their 
aad complaceacy. ^ Astted ii. ne poiisessed a : ilan of his 
.xa^crict, he replied triumphantly that he had; he admitted, 
however, tuat it (lid not show the level;, tho^h he Kept a 
private memorandum of this essential iniormi-tion. "Can you 
tell, on inspecting the map, which way the ater falls in all 
the drains represented;" Chadwicfc asicod him. "I could tell,
becauoe i icnow", ?.as the re^ly, "out no a tranter could tell". 1" '
-o-
1. E.G. - 'voollett .'iiraot, / October H44.
2. "Urafts of communication in answer CD Oora.; , of o.", m t
n.d. v probably iaton.lei for >ir Jatiies >rahart. 
$. "Firsc -ieoort", vol. 2, pp. 
•4. ibid., i>. 2U/.
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He confessed indeed that the district might contain some sewers 
of which he possessed no record. ^ "The maxim of the 
Commissioners", he declared, "is never GO -j'aice any sewer so 
small as that a man cannot set into it easily"^ 2 '; so tuat even 
for courts and alleys a se^er ,V x 2 1 2", noicebitaes V x 2' 4", 
with brickwork 14" thick, was laid down. Sewers of this size, 
he admitted, presupposed accumulations, which were removed at a 
contract price of fa/- per yard, the brickwork of the sewer being 
torn open where no manholes existed. These brickwork caverns, 
rarely inspected and irregularly cleanse!, had sometimes been 
put to strange uses. In one >arish, .else/ revealed, the 
beadle had been buried in a sewer. la another a sewer had been 
surreptitiously used as a burial ground, exploration uncovering
/ -  »
two flat tombstones and six or seven coffins.^' House drains, 
he considered, yhould aot t>e less than 15" in diameter; for a 
small houce they should be even Digger, as they vere more lively
to be olocked. ^sjced his opinion -bout the possibility of
 o  
1. Of. this report from l.dinburgh: "On inquiry at tte proper 
offices T find that there is no azeaas of discovering what 
houses have and what have not communication with the common 
sewers unless a survey wore made for the purpose: and 
i'urtner, that not only is there no record of the individual 
houses connected with "-he ^ewers, but thut there is no 
direct means of knowing what streets are drained by v,e*ers 
and 'Ahat; are not". (J.ll. burton - ..,! > Deceraoer 1341).
«:. "First Keport", vol. 2, p. 211.
;>. but these vast sewers ad&ht cave oetter uses, as Chadwick 
pointed out to Colonel 'iowan of 0Gotland \'ard in April Ii43, 
when the loya}. middle class were preparing to deal with a 
Uhartibt attempt to seiae the oieti-opoxio. Ihe Chartists 
mijiht throw up barricades in the streets, froai  ,hich it 
would oe difficult to dislodge them. Jut, suggested 
Chadwick, a band oi two or three nuadred sewer ;r,en snight bo 
sworn in as special coruataoles, to creep onrruspected along 
the sewers and emerge at manholes in the rear of the 
startled revoxtiuiouarieb. (K.O, - uoi. riowan, d April 184J \ . 
Three IT. mths later one of the .nen er t a c-_ed on the 
subterranean survey them oein^ conducted Oy the metropolitan 
Sewers Gommission was found to be a confederate in a plot 
bo blow up ariiaraent and the -.lovf^rn; nt afices, the 
explosive to be iatd in the sewers, .-uich were five feet 
high and. oftered easy :neans of access to the conspirators. 
(i,.G. - Jir He....ry de la B^che, 2) July iJ4i'.
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replacing the existing bricfc drains isith pipes four or five 
inches in diameter, he replied scornfully, "half a brie* would 
stop it M j "in poor houses you can never keep them free from 
coals, cinders, bottles, broken pots, and all fcinda of old 
rubbish"    and if a grating were inserted to ;>re/ent tbe entry 
of such dejecta, it would of course be wrenched away by tie 
feckless tenants. ^ ' ^in streets in the City were cleaased
every day, all others two or t: ree timer a we^c; courts and 
alleys "ought to be cleansed" twice a weet, but Islsey was not 
certain that tr.is was done. Ke could only account for the 
filthy places in his district, he said, by the fllthiness of 
the people.
It was against this background of ignorance and crude 
empiricism that Ohadv/ick brought forward his technical experts, 
Dr» Jyce (iuthrie, ii.-.). t'oden, the architect, and Joun Roe, ohe 
surveyor of the Ilolborn and I'insoury Jo;amissioni^to show that 
brick sewers costing *;2/l ')/- a yard might be replaced by terra 
cotta tubes at one-third the cost or oy pipes of common clay 
which were manufactured in ijlasgow for no more than 2/- a yard. 
To put in a cesspool cost aoout *,;>» and to clean it «1 a year; 
yet for ^4 a house could be fitted v'ith 'vater-closet , sin<, 
water-pipe aad improved house- drains. i' or au ad, 'it-ion of 2/il. 
u fteek to their r-.nt the working classes oouli enjoy the 
combined oenefits of a  water-closet and a constant y apply of
water. (4)
-o-
1. "First ueporb", Vv>l. <^, p. <£<i>. 
i* ibid., ,}. 22U.
3. ibid., PD. 241 - 263 Oyce 'tuthriej; pp. >l (j? - ^24 (Fodea)t 
pp. L?^ - 13 J (,uoe i .
4. "It appears then, .Torn your evidence, that you ,jut down au 
apparatus of the nature of a >,ater closet, v^-ith wat,er-cocs. 
and pipe, c-irxic and drain in the house, in a new district, at 
an expense of .^2/>/-, or only $/- oiore uhau a surveyor's 
fee, for seeing to the erection of a party-well to a two- 
stoey house, in an old district;; that at an expense of &A, 
or not touch more tirin the sur-veyor's i'ee for a iirr;t~class 
house in an old district, the ouolic nr = y, in a new district, 
or a provincial town, irfray the ex ease 01 the complete 
(Continued on next
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Without a constant supply of water to every house, 
however, it was useless to thin., of watt-r-closets and self- 
cleansing sewers. Could such a constant sa.jply be provided?
To Chadwick at Gwydyr House came the engineers of the London
. explode 
water companies to/this Fantastic hypothesis. i'hor&as
wicksteed, engineer of the ~ast London waterworks Company, I as 
convinced that it was taeoretic -liy imp^ssioie to iieep -water at 
pressure in all the mains and service pipes at the same time, 
and that the Company's method of intermittent; supplies on 
alternate lays was therefore tne only practicable one. 
Moreover, "if he (the landlord) was to put a s^arate supply to 
those houses by a lead pipe, the lead pipe would be there in the 
evening, but it would be gone in the raorain^" . '"' lie advised 
therefore thau the poor should continue to draw their supplies 
from cast-iron stand-cocks, which offered less temptation    
and of v.hich, in iiis district, tuere was one tu every hundred 
houses. iliicissteed' » company obtained its water iVom the river 
Lea; the supplies were not filtered, but the more obvious
impurities were removed oy passing tiue water through settling
-o-
(Continued from previous page.) ap; aratus or the nature or a 
water closet, she sink., and improved house drain, and the 
proportionate expense of a secorid-c Las, se.ver .    
Unquestionably." (S.O. Poden, ibid., p. ^2^;. John ;\oe 
asserted that it houre drains were lai-1 dov;n on a geai^ral 
contract, and were made of glazed or tuoe tile, the result 
wo.~ia be a saviag of over ^>() per ceat. (ibi-i., ,.;. 169). 
Dr. Jyce -Juthrio (ibid., ;. . 36?^ put j.^ ti.e following, 
calculation:
Go:,t of bf.dctt-ouiit sewers in the Koloorn ixvision:
first Clas'.s £2/10/- p&p ,yar  : *A,4JO per ?r;ile 
Medium Olass JL.1/10/- oer yard ^,640 ;;er mile 
Cost of tuoes of terra cotta or f -re-clay, 13" in
diameter: 15/- per yard *>1,>20 :.er nile 
Coat of tubes of common brick clay, L2' 1 in diameter;
^/- per yard Jt^'+b per mile
 Jost of drain tubes in Glasgow, of coiaLoa clay; 3" in 
diamete   bd. per yarn, b" :)d. , 9" !/-» 12" l/5d. ,
W- rj--
Cost .f c -.£.t iron pipe?, ic." in diameter:
14/6 per yard &l,27b per mile
1. ioid. , pp. Ll - 2/.
2. ibid., p
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reservoirs; and in fourteen years, he claimed, there had not 
been six complaints of bad *ater from the Company's 50,000 
tenants. The Southward Water Company, according to its 
engineer, Joseph ^uick. * \ supplied 13,000 houses, 2,000 of the 
lower class tenements being served by 2J?0 stand cockcs. In this 
district 5, )00 houses with 30,000 inhabitants had no supply at 
all, and "they depend for their supplies on pumps or such rain- 
water as they catch". ' Water carriers were still to be seen 
in Clapham and Kotherhithe, charging a halfpenny for two pails, 
though the Company's pipes ran close to the houses; two 
objections were raised by the landlords to laying on a supply 
for their tenants, the lack of drains to carry away the waste, 
and the immediate outlay required for the service pipes.
Uo controvert the evidence of the London engineers 
Chadv»ic£ brought forward J'homas Hawkesley of Kotcingham, who
had designed and constructed the Trent Aater Works fourteen
( 5) years before. ^ This company supplied 3,000 houses in
Nottingham, with ^t OQQ inhabitants, and charged no more than a 
penny a uee<c for an unlimited supply to parsing class tenements. 
HawJsesley was as firm as ChadwicK. tuat such a service should be 
commercially remunerative, not a form of charity, and he 
revealed that, despite its low charges, his company paid 5 per 
cent, on its capital outlay, and its &5Q shares sold at ~?C to 
£73» lie rejected with scorn the uoudort engineers' thesis tua'o 
larger mains would be required for a eonataat supply, pointing 
out that in practice he had been using smaller sains and service 
pipes than A as customary. ..-ead service pipes in iiis 
experience were rarely stolen, the task, of catvia-^ them being 
highly inconvenient when they were filled with water at high 
pressure. Tenants, who had previously been obliged to pay 
water carriers a farthing, a bucket, cheerfully paid the extra
penny a week on their rent for an unlimited and constant supply.
-o-
1. "First report", vol. 2, pp. 11* - $o.
2. ibid., p. lib.
3. ibid., pp. 27 - 9A
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Hawkesley foresaw a Utopian future    streets cleansed by jets; 
constant water supply, water-closets, and glassed earthenware 
house-drains in each house at a total cost of less than i>5;
 
warm baths in putolic bath-houses at 3d. a head; even "baths 
introduced into the houses of labouring men for the use of 
themselves and
Chadwick had an instinct for selecting the right 
experience and the right advisers, and for combining the partial 
solutions of the oractical men into a working whole, wnich was 
at once logical in its theoretical foundations and aoundly 
practical in its technical application. He perceived at once 
that hawkesley's evidence was c^plementary to that of the 
Holborn surveyor, John Hoe. Hawses ley showed the way to cheap 
domestic supplies of water, as Roe had revealed the possibility 
of cheap and efficient removal of domestic waste and excreta. 
If the two were cobiued in a unified system, the solution of the 
main problems of urban sanitation was in sight. There remained 
the question of the disposal of the to/m rei'use.
Thorn, a member or the oldest firm of scavenging 
contractors in London, ^ declared that "the state of prices is 
such that we should lose money if ue disposed of the article". 
Two years before a contractor had paid the parish authorities in 
Marylebone **1,35'-) for the refuse, out the bottom h.ad since 
dropped out of the mar/set, and in 1 v>'4 the oarish had been 
obliged to pay the contractor for his services. ome portions 
of the refuse paid for tne cost of removal; ashee and breeze 
were in demand for Drick-maicing, "hard core' 1 was used on the
-G-
1. ibid., ?. 31. Hawlesiey's eviience was supported oy Robert 
Andertoh, manager of the r'reaton ater oris Company, which 
gave a constant high pressure service to '3,300 houses for an 
annual charge of 5/6.1. per house (ibid., pp. l'4o - 151;; by 
the en^inee.'' of the ohaws water .orics, ireenocic (ibid., pp. 
1 - 11); and by Viilliam (i. iiull, civil en^iaeer of Mew 
York, and ..: iliiam Stricklaad, er ^ineer to the .'.chuylKill 
-ater /.or«cs, ;;hiladelohia. (ibid., pp 15«a - 148,'.
2. ibii., pp. 3t»9 -
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roads, rags were wanted for paper-making, horse-dung and cow- 
dung were sent out by barge as far as eighty or ninety miles 
from the capital. But night-soil was almost a cumplete loss. 
Cesspools v,ere cleaned out once every twelve or eighteen months, 
the average contents being five one-horse loads, or five cubic 
yards. Some of the night-soil was batted and exported to the 
West Indies; the remainder accumulated in lay-stalls, for which 
there was increasing difficulty in finding suitable sites.
Now it was precisely in the night-soil, which in London 
was the least valued portion of the refuse, that Chadwick saw 
the possibilities of the greatest orofits. Captain Vetch ^^ 
when consulted about tne improvement of Leeds, had assured the 
Town Council that, if his plans were carried out, in ten years
the sale of the sewage to local farmers would bring in *;10,000
(2) a year. He considered that !?/- a head was a low estimate of
the annual value of human excreta, and even believed that in
many towns the net profit from the sale of sewage manure would
( *> ) be sufficient to pay for the drainage and water supply. J '
Examples w*re numerous or the profitable utilisation of sewage 
as manure. At Ashburton liquid sewage had been applied to the
( h. -.
land for the last forty years. ' Three hundred -*eres uear
fiolyrood Custle wore irrigated by the "boul tiurn", into which
one-third of the sinks, drains and privies of Edinburgh emptied,
and the annual value of the land, which produced four or live
(5) crops a year, was estimated to be ^15, '0 or 4,20, 000. x-"
-o-
1. ibid., pp. 4^2 - 44^. j>. ibid., y.
ci. ibid., p. 42). 4. ibid., ,<. 40/.
5. r'he "Foul iiurn" was one of Chadwictc's favourite examples of 
the obstructive rights acquired iiie^itiazo tely Dy private 
individuals, —— in this instance, by the '-.arl of ^ 
Lord haddia( .ton, and otni.-rs. Efforts to free the 
irihaoitants oi the nuisance at the time of the 
Police iiills of 1^3^ «nd 13^ had been defeated, largely oy 
the efforts of f'iller, the Member for .ewcastle-under-Lyme, 
who stood at t;.e corner- of the Co.nrnittee room and begged 
every ice:Bber who entered to oopose a clause to rob him of 
his property. They had no contract with the town, observed 
Chadwick; tney had not oeen long • nou^fa in possession to 
claim any prescriptive ri^ht; yet they demanded £150,000 
compensation. (^> fra ryaenjya, n.l.>
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Abroad, irrigation by liquid sewage was employed by the farmers 
of New Spain, Barbery, Andalusia, and <viilan. Reflecting on 
these examples, Chadwick ask.ed himself, if a water company, 
giving the excellent service Haw>tesley described at so IT-..- derate 
a cost, could return a profit of 5 pc-r cent., what might be 
expected uf an enterprise which undertook not only the water 
supply but also the removal of the town re i use, and drew 
additional profit x'rom the sale of sewage manure to the 
neighbouring agriculturists?
in the minutes of evidence of the "First Report" Chadwic 
may thus be seen, selecting his witnesses and pointing his 
questions with his barrister's skill to confront the defenders 
of the old order with the authoritative denials ol men who had 
themselves originated improvement, or uad seen t; em in action. 
Ready to hand, he shows, in the successful experience of 
navies ley, ;i:oe, b'oden, Vetch, Dean, were the makings of a 
scientific system of municipal engineering, in A/: ich the three 
aspects ol' urban sanitation, drainage, water supply, and sewage 
disposal, might oe integrated into an organic whole.
It was intended that the "Second Report" should online 
the ComrsiiJGionei's 1 proposals for future legislation. "<n the
13th December 134-4 Chadwick laid before the Duke of Buccleuch
a (\) the draft of/ Public Health Bill v ', together with a lengtny
memorandum in which i.e explained and defended his main 
recommendations . It is in these papers, and not in the
Reports of the Goiimissio'i nor in the Act of l :34ri, tnat
views on puulic health policy are mo.sc truly reflected; and they
call, therefore, for consideration in some lel^Ll.
-o-
1. "Health of Towns Iraprovemeats. Proposed Outline Clauses of 
a Mil for the issue of Amended Commissions of Severs, 
Drainage, ..ater ...upply, -^vin^, and ilealth. of .'o*ns 
laprovements", ^G, 13 December 13VK
2. "Mealth of i'o*ns Improvefflents. ;;rai't keport of Ooservations 
and Kecom^efiiatioris on a ;-,-ill for ti:e .iraiaa^e, 3ei.ter 
Supply of . ater, am improvement by other me -.ns of Health of 
Towns", wi , 13 >ecemoer- 1^44.
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He begins by examining the suggestion, sponsored by Lord 
Soraanby, that general enabling powers should oe conferred upon 
the existing local authorities. There was one short and 
conclusive answer to this proposali the existing local 
authorities had in general mismanaged all such powers as they 
did possess. Of the fifty towns examined, the Commissioners 
were unanimously of the opinion "that in scarcely one place can 
the drainage or sewerage be pronounced to be complete and good, 
while in seven it is indifferent, and in 4<i decidedly bad as 
regards the districts inh^-oited by the poorer classes"^; as 
for the supoly of water, "only in six instances could the 
arrangements and the supplies be deemed in any comprehensive 
sense good; while in thirteen they appear to be indifferent, and 
in 31 so deficient as to be pronounced bad, and, so far aa yet 
examined, frequently inferior in purity". } Ohadwick went on 
to indicate four main reasons why municipalities were unfitted 
for the tasK. of administering public health measures.
In the first place, their geographical areas usually iid 
not include tie suburbs, which had been oullt subsequent to the 
granting of their charters. It was in the suburbs tnat the 
best outfalls for the town drainage w re com.;.only to oe round, 
but any attempt to extend the Corporation's jurisdiction over 
these new districts: \vouid oe violently resisted oy Uie suburban 
ratepayers. Yet "the division oi' a natural district, either 
for water supply or drainage, would often oresent mecLanical 
difficulties sj/:ietiu;es insuperable, arid always enormously 
enhance the expense of improvement".
Secondly, the structure of municipal government was shot 
through with influences opposed to sanitary reform. Many of 
the corporate towns were- so torn by oarty i.'euds that the party 
in opposition would regard with jealousy the grant to the 
Oorooration of any powers of new expenditure, however properly 
the trust might hapoen to be executed. At Hull, for example,
1. A iuotati»n from the "i'irst iieport", vol. 1, p. xv.
2. ibid., p. xviii.
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a very beneficial extension of the Aater supply was fiercely- 
resisted because the opposition were convinced that patronage in 
the appointments and jobbery in the expenditure, as well as 
popularity for election purposes, were the real objects of the 
measure. "The municipalities are generally composed of 
occupiers and of persons havi;ig short interests, and their 
interest governs their views. It is not stated invidiously, 
nevertheless it. is the fact, that they are not generally of the 
most educated class ..... (As a result) the interest in one part 
of & town has been set in violent opposition to the improvement 
of another, whilst the best-conditioned districts, having 
majorities in the governing bodies have gained improvements in 
preference to the poorer and worst-conditioned districts which 
stood in the greatest need of them." In London the earliest 
and greatest improvements had been carried out in the ,,est Snd, 
outside the jurisdiction of the Corporation; they were the work 
of private individuals with large and oermanent interests; and 
it was only afcer the effects began to sho.v themselves in the 
increased trade of the shops in Hegent ; treet and the ^est End 
that the City, in eelf-defence, adopted similar measures of 
improvement.
Unfitted by their composition and by the oartiality of 
their interest-begotten views to appreciate the need for 
complete sanitary measures, the municipalities were equally 
unfitted by their ignorance to understand the engineering 
problems involved. "doth in Leeds and at Oerby the plans 
proposed by the engineers ..... were not attempted, though 
indisputably practical and extremely beneficial, and although 
it was undoubted that they in a very short time v-ould have been 
also highly proi'icable ..... They fell t .rough mainly, as was
avowed at Leeds, because such measures ivere beyond them". i '
-o-
1. "On similar advice, to ootaln a survey and a plan from an 
engineer, &iven on an application from Leicester, the 
oartiea declared at once that the corporal,ion was 
incompetent to ur.JertaKs ,:uch AOTKS, aril adopted a petition, 
(.Continued on nexrt page)
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Without exception ail the recent Towns Improvements Acts w«re 
vitally defective. The ziirlcenhead Act, for example, "from the 
habit oi' not looking oeyond the imiuediace local experience", 
recognised and propagated all the old evils of working class 
housing, blind alleys, cellar dwellings, cesspools, and 
receptacles i'or decomposing, refuse situated at the entrance 
to the courts. '
Finally, there *as scarcely a town, except those which 
were too small to afford profit to s separate company, which was 
not saddled with previous administrative arrangements. ;«ater 
was supplied, at high prices and to part only of the inhabitants, 
by a trading company? one mass of houses was imperfectly drained 
by the Corporation; another mass, in the suburbs, was drained 
equally imperfectly by another authority crested under a Local 
Act; 7/hile an expensive and extremely defective system of 
cleansing and paving, which extended only to the main streets, 
was under the control of a road trust. 1'hese separate 
authorities were usually as much in conflict with each other as 
were the oodles of parochial watchmen in the metropolis before
«wr"i   
(Continued from previous paje) praying tLat the Government 
would send down a competent engineer. L'he mayor 01 
Birmingham made a similar oublic declaration, that the 
Corporation was ineligible to undertake such vior*. &nd at 
Derby some of the chief persons connected v-'ith the town have 
expressed their conviction that the complete -.vorits could 
only be undertaken by a "specially appointed oody". 
("Draft nteport", sec. 12).
I. 6 & 7 tfict. c. 13 Local. Chadwick had written severely to I 
one of the oro^oters of the '.iirsenhead ...ct: "1 snail ;eel 
it ey ^uty to as/, the attention of the Jornmissioners oi' 
enquiry into the oi re »ini stances affecting the health of t:was, 
to the regulation;-.- set forth in the sa.itary res.'O^t on 
birKenhead,    in. oroof of the nec.-scity of some 
extraneous security other than the ouil.ers' own interests, 
for the orotection tic rai^ht be said 01 tnose v-..ry 
interests) of the health of the population: in other words 
to ensure that the experience already obtained, as to the 
causes of disease aa'V the practical me^ns of prevention 
shiill be prooerly consulted and -polled". (-.?. - John 
Laird, 22 October 1344;.
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they were superseded by the new police. '
HFor geological and physical reasons in respect to the 
operations of drainage, which govern those of cleansing the 
roads, etc., and other *or<cs, you must have special districts 
for drainage and towns improvement", Chadwick concluded from 
this survey of the defects of the existing municipal authorities. 
"if worits of drainage for the proper drainage area be attempted
to be carried out in sections, you succeed only partially,   
-o- 
1. Ohadwicic spent a considerable time analysing the Local Acts
for Liverpool, the result oeing &iven in a foot-note,
"Second Report", p. 4ii: "Table showing want of consolidation
and inconsistent powers of various authorities under Local
Acts in Liverpool" .
Corporation.
1   Health Committee .
Does not include the management of cleansing or sewering 
streets, but interferes with authority tfu. 5 in paving 
and sewering courts, and extends for this purpose over 
the district of i'oxteth i-'aris. Does not posses^ the 
natural connexion oet'ween authorities £, 5, b.
2. Cleans ins Cotriaiittee.
Has no connection vitb sewerage or- ^ith watering the 
streets, a;;d therefore is ineffective by int rferinr->j 
with, and being; interfered oy, authorities 1, -4-, !?, o.
$   Fire Commit tee .
Possesses cn.-rge over fire police, and yet has no charge 
over the vater, brought in at an immense expense, for 
the extinction of fire. Is dependent, therefore, upon 
4, a distxnct and indepenieat authority.
f   e we_rs .
er brought in to tae town i'or extinction of fire and 
watering ^he eoreets; interferes, trert't'ore, With 
authorities 2 and j>, and, if applied to public fountains, 1 
with duties of 1.
Confined to streets alone, but not extended to courts, 
and is , therefore, interfered wibn uy authority ;'io. 1. 
Poeees^es comoiilsory cowers with regard to main 
, but riot with house-drainage. 
TVJQ .ater
b. .both in opposit io'T,     co"moeTLTng, icora their supposed 
inefficiency, the introduction of new water (4) lor the 
extinction of fire; and, from the inadequacy of domestic 
suooly, prevents the proper action of sewers, and hence 
interferes with authorities i, c:, ^, 3, ?• 
roxt_eth_ -'ark Commissigne^ .
/. Jauses the exoease of~~sepa.rate mani0ement Cor various 
offices whicn mi^t.t oe comprised under one or more of 
the previous authorities oy an extension of the
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you risk entire failure,    and you certainly incur excessive 
expense.
For economic, political, and social reasons, you must for 
these special districts have a special administrative machinery, 
comprehending within that district the -.'.'hole of the works to be 
executed".
He proposed in fact to re-furbish the ancient machinery 
of Crown-appointed Commissions of Sewers, as he nad earlier 
suggested in che "Sanitary ueport"^ , giving them -wider powers 
and a uew direction, and outtin0 them under the tutelage of a 
department of the central government, which would guard against 
improper appointments and ensure the efficient execution of 
their duties.
"J?he powers already possessed, and from time to time 
exercised, by the Crown in relation to the chief v.<ork in view, 
drainage are so extensive, tfcat the new powers hereafcer 
proposed may fairly be proposed as amendments, correctives, 
safeguards, and as the complement to ensure their more 
beneficial application ..... it has Long been a subject of 
complaint in respect to the issue of these coinmiSBions, tnat 
they have o ri en issue,.! on the casual representation of parties | 
interested ay an officer, who has no ti^e to iru'orm himself, nor ] 
to taxe securities eibr.er as to the works to be executed or the 
proper exercise of the powers conferred, and tiiose powers are 
proved to be extreaely Jet'ectxve. It has been shown thai a 
very heuvy expenditure for defective v;orks has beers imposed and 
maintained oj builders, surveyors, anJ. others connected with 
contractor;., the loanagement of these coraaissions ortea falling 
into the hands of small knots of uno.uali.fied persons, who 
contrive to jOt ci*eir names placed on these commissions ..... 
it is now proposed that the course oi legislation for the 
removal oi' the evils in question should i'o ; low tne ancient track i 
by the appointment of special local agencies for the execution ;
-O- ;
1. : ee above, (j. 111.
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of such works, i.e., by the issue of local commissions, with 
extended powers as to the execution of new works, and the 
extension arid improvement of old works, but with new and 
efficient security for their setter execution".
The nature oi' that security, and the general character of 
the central department, Chadwicic developed from a consideration 
of the arrangements he proposed for financing the vast new 
schemes of oublic works. auch of the outcry against sanitary 
measures, he observed, wac caused oy the method which had been, 
employed in the past to defray the cost of improvements. In 
Lord rtformanby's Bills, and in recent Local nets, the expense of 
draining, paving, and improving fell on the "owners", defined 
us the persons in receipt of the rents and profits; and the'ee 
"owners" were called upon to make immediate payment of the vzhole 
charge for vjhich their property was liable. Chadwick 
commented:
"It aiay be laid down as a prinsary and general practical 
rule of legislation for permanent improvements, that no one has 
any i-Tunediate money to lay out for any nurpose not in the usual 
course of his habits; and in she poore^- districtfa, where there 
is the most need of improvement, tnis is literally so.
it may b« further advanced, as a general practical rule, 
that no persons in the receipt of the rei-.t or profits of > ouses 
or lands, Lave the fee simple of them, or ev« > a cle^r a'id 
uneacurabered life-inoerest in them.
In many town districts the gre ,.t balk of ti e house 
property is o.vn.e i by lessees; and tie lower the dsscription of 
property, co.a;oniy the ^reater the scate of subdivision, of 
complexity of the ownership, and the shorter the te-'ms oi? 
interest on *vaieh it is held. in several i%rge districts in 
the metropolis, in Manchester and other tovvns, it is stated tl at 
tne great oulic oi the lower description of house property 
changes owuers or rent receivers within peri_,do as short as ten 
years. In uiverpool tue expenses oi draiaiais, pavin^, and
improving extensive house property fell ..... upon lessees who 
had only four or five years of their leases unexpired, and these 
charges for imperfect works amounted in many instances to a 
confiscation of the rercainin^ property".
Chadwick recommer ded, therefore, the abandonment as 
impracticable and impolitic of the com.ron course of legislation, 
which laid the cost upon the line of owners, leaving it to them 
to distribute the charge amongst, themselves and to snake the 
arrangements for repayment by the occupiers.^ Instead of 
this roundabout method, he proposed to proceed at once to the 
parties immediately benefited, and to lay the charge upon the 
occupiers in proportion to their terms of enjoyment^; and to 
ensure that they would pay no more than their fair share for the 
benefit they received, he suggested that the charge, principal 
and interest, should be spread over a period of thirty years, 
ihis recommendation involved two further proposals    rirst, 
that local authorities should be empowered, with the consent of 
the central guveroffient, to raise loans on tie security of the 
rates, and should execute the works under contract, /ith all the 
consequent economies of large-scale business; secondly, that, 
there should oe a compulsory rate for drainage purposes, the 
collection of hich should be consolidated! with tnat 01 tue 
water rates sund other local charges.
In this financial machinery of public loans and 
compulsory rates 3had7;ick saw yet another argument against the
grant of self-acting powers to local authorities. For it was
-o-
1. "All atteuvos to ^ive a simple definition of the ov»ner who 
shall be charged with improvements have failed to prevent 
,,re&t inequalities and injustice" ("raft ;e^o.rt 1'}.
<£. "^ule: That every improvement subsequent «o tne letting of 
the tenement not expressly set forth or implied at the sirae 
the teaoaient was let, is; aa addition 1,/r  /;-. ioh the owner is 
entitled to charge the occupier an additional rent as for a 
new or additional oeriefit enjoyed by him", (ioid.j
5. The first; outline of these financial proposals is contained 
in che 'Taaitary  :eport", pc . '&'* - o. The consolidation of 
collection was a means of economy on *hich Chadwick laid 
j',reat stress: cf. Uue evidence o: Jharles rox, rate 
collector ol iiC'aicoates, "*'irs" report", v-jl. 2, ,.-.
not only the interests of the present tenants which must be 
considered, but also the interests of those who would be 
occupying the premises in thirty years' time; and there must be 
some security that the worts were of a quality to last BO long 
and be of benefit to these reverbioners and absent parties in 
proportion to the share of the cost which would fall upon them. 
Ghadwick prophesied that, if the distribution of charges were 
left to the discretion of local authorities, "building 
speculators would directly or indirectly &et possession of uocal 
Boards, and would, ia consideration oi trading advantages to 
themselves, promote enormous immediate outlays", to be borne 
aainly Dy future occupiers. It would amount to offering 
dangerous bounties to rash speculations and extravagant jobs at 
the expense of these unprotected classes.
This consideration, therefore, formed the main ground 
upon which Chadwick based the supervisory powers of the ce itral 
department. Before granting to the local authority the 
privilege of distributing charges, the .Legislature must ta^e 
steps to guarantee that the interests of reversioners in the 
efficiency of the worfca were adequately safeguarded. Lvidence 
must be previously obtained "by a aitilful, trusw\vorthy and 
responsible person unconnected witr, the spot, that the works 
proposed are i'itting, and afterwards that the,/ have been 
properly executed, and that all the requisite securities have 
been fuliillsd". ^he procedure should oe    first, a survey 
of trie District conducted by the board of Ordnance; then an 
examiaation 'oy one or more competent engineers, who would 
produce plans, together with estimates 0.1' the outlay involved; 
and finally the preparation of a report, to be distributed in 
the locality. 'Ihe objections of owners and occupiers, tne 
claims for compensation ay millowaers and others whose interests 
were affected, the question of alternative employment for 
displaced officers of superseded Improvement Commissions, "a 
mass of such difficulties may be removed by any judicious
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officer, which would render any general and merely self-acting 
measure impracticable"; while at the same time the demonstration 
by an accredited engineer of the waste and inefficiency of old 
works, accompanied by a statement in unanswerable pounds, 
shillings and pence of the gain to be expected from improvements, 
would secure a favourable local reception for measures of 
amendment.
After the local examination the uext step would be the 
preparation of a report by a res, onsible legal officer for the 
consideration of the Privy Council. The essentially Judicial 
nature of the proceedings    the object of which was to decide, 
in the interests of reveraioners, whether the worlcs of drainage 
were of satisfactory quality    su^ested that the Grown should 
be advised in these cases oy a Judicial committee of the I'rivy 
Council.
"It is apprehended thi*t the judicial character of the 
proceeding would have rtaay advantages. It would be 
satisfactory to the owner? and race-payers that every step 
should be taicen, as publicly as may be practicable: as much as 
possible should be done upon written, accessible, and 
responsible instructions decided upon in open court. .'he 
engineering dif iiculties ould be very e^arly sett,led, and become 
subordinate to that which would at times oe the oaramoant trust, 
   the legal distribution of the charges, an? the protection of j 
reversioners and the pocicets of the absent, the determination of 
the principles, and the settlement of the amounts of 
compensation".
The local inquiries should be directed oy "one 
responsible properly qualified legal ofi'icer, as standing 
counsel t^ che Jifii^ittiee of rivy Council". This would have 
the advantage of being "in the aore ancient an3 accustomed 
course, of oeing small, simple, tentative, and easily altered 
and extended, as circumstances might require, and of being 
comparatively inexpensive". i'he alternative of a central
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Board ChadwiCK. dismissed out of hand as "troublesome, arid for 
this purpose extremely hazardous, machinery, not easily altered
   
expensive, and probably unpopular". A Board of engineers,
considered, he aaBK£k9ftgQ3c, would be a particularly da-.g-ex-ous expedient. If,
as was only too likely, their doctrines were fixed in the 
present imperfect state, and reflected tne views of the London 
Water Companies and Sewers Commissions, they would inflict upon 
the country an out-moded system of works. How frequently the 
c&erisued opinions of professional judges had oeen proved wrong 
in the past I They had derided the first locomotives and 
steamboats, and dismissed as visionary the proposal 10 light 
London with coal &as, and they were now equally sceptical of the 
new ideas in sanitary engineering. Hence, "whilst such worsts 
are in their present /regressive state, it is subsisted that a 
Board of Officers of <orlc8 might have many of the inconveniences 
which it aay be imagined woull arise if a board of 
Schoolmasters, with fixel technical opinions, were invested "ith 
such powers as those :.ow intrusted to the i'nvy Council in tne 
distribution oi' the money f>,r the promotion of education Dy 
different aecto in different places".
Che rivy Council, therefore, should act on the advice 
of the legal counsel ap>oinced for Che purpose, nd stiould 
direct their corcmiseion to persons nominated on his 
recom^endat i-on. L; o satisfy tne dem^nl for an iufusion o^ the 
representative principle, CuadwicK sut,C; ested Lhat a proportion 
of the nominees anould oe aeaibert; ex ol'Ticio, ana should be 
ta*cen from local bodies already electee oy tte ishabitynt 
householders or ratepayers, t;uch as t..e mayor and one or t*o 
Town Oounciiiors, and the chairman and vice-chairman o:i' the 
Poor :jaw Union.
"It need scarceiy be pointed oat", Chadwick summed up, 
"that the machinery proposed is the In-asb obnoxious to 
declamation, as a new measure of centralization; it is in t,ruth, 
a very considerable qualification and protection of the subject
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against an old, a very imperfect, ill-guarded, and oppressive 
measure of ce tralization; the statute of sewers    of which it 
would be the auch required amendment". As his draft clauses 
reveal, indeed, no wholesale powers of initiation were to be 
wielded by the central government. Public health measures 
might be brought to bear upon the locality in two ways. i?he 
i^rivy Council might direct an inquiry to be made on receipt of 
a petition from the Town Council, or the chairman, vice- 
chairman, or medical officers of any Union in the district, or 
from any number of the inhabitants. Failing an appeal from the 
locality, the ?rivy Council could take action only if it 
appeared from authenticated returns that tne nuaoer of deaths 
from epidemic, endemic, and contagious diseases, or from 
diseases of the respiratory organs, had on the average of the 
previous three years exceeded a certain fraction of th« total 
number of deaths; or that the mean ages at death were below the 
chances of life given in the Carlisle tables. It was clear 
that m'ni.y to*ns would oe able to maintain their freedom from 
interference by Whitehall on the ground that their bad drains 
and contaminated water did not tcill sufficient numbers to 
justify the intervention of the rivy council.
There were other advantages in the procedure, however, 
which Chadwicfc hoped -;ould induce local authorities to c-eei: the 
assistc-nce of the central government. 'The expenses of 
obtaining Drainage and Improvement Acts eatail more grievous 
burthens on the ratepayers of the large tov-ns, and operate as 
bars to che improvement of the smaller towns and the poorer 
districts. i'hus the expense of laying on water in tue sown of 
St. Helens, a small town uear Liverpool, v/as in round uu^oers 
i/2,300; out it is staoed that tne expense of obtaining the act 
to authorise the A'orics .vas upwards of *>1,OGG. Under tbe 
proposed ^arrangements the expense for U:us a work: vjould cMefly 
oe that of an engineer's services J; rir^ eight or ten days, ia 
examining the spot, and preparing planar,, reports, ei/c., and the
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whole mi^ht be Drought under one-tenth of the amount paid, and 
the inhabitants not only obtain the benefit of the privilege 
conceded, uut the value of the plans of a aian of science SKilled 
in such works, and free ftom any undue oias, of the usual 
professional per centa&e, on the expenditure, as to the 
character of the works to be recommended. The expenses of 
obtaining the Corporation bills, for the supply of water and 
towns Improvements of Liverpool, are Bet ao/.n at &>2,to'.'0. Under 
the proposed arrangement probably a month or six weeks of the 
time of a competent assistant commissioner or engineer would 
have been expended in the local examination of the town, and 
preparation of a plan of works, if tis attention had ueen 
confined c,o the one measure proposed; out had such an officer 
been employed, he woul:; undoubtedly have saved the town from a 
very erroneous and inefficient measure, and a wast*e of upwarIs 
of i<50 t 'J'0. fne preparation of a report, and improved plans 
of supplying water, on the principle of a constant instead of an 
intermittent supply for the whole town, a principle established i 
by the experience of three (sic* tov.ns in the sarse county,   
O'reston, Ol.ihum, Ashton, and Kochdalej would nod prooably have . 
incurred an expense of more than £2 or £$30, including the local " 
publication of the report, and of plans for the satisfaction of 
the owners and occupiers."
Finally, urged,Chadwicfc, it must be res.eabered that the 
evils to oe remedied were in equ&l i'orce in. towns which v»ere 
noc incorporated; they flourished in ocotlandj whilst Ireland i, 
contained physically the worst conditioned population in the 
empire. "Now it is an advantage of t:.e flexible :>rocejure 
proposed, that the plaister may (^o use a homely illustration) 
be cut and fitted to the sore place to which it is applied, that ' 
not only the works, out the appropriate sL.aff of loc^l ofiicers, 
whetner one or several, to supervise the execution for tne large 
village, for the small (unincorporated tov.n, for a town in 
Scotland, or for a town in tne colonies, :;.ay be considered .and 1
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provided for in the particular case, and especially authorized 
by the terms or the commission prepared by a local examination. 
Whereas on any attempt to fit such powers oy generally enabling 
or compulsory Acts on the existing authorities, either creat 
labour must be undertaken to examine each class of the local 
authorities, and fit the powers to them, or incongruities must 
De overlooked arid proportionate ill working engendered by giving 
such powers in the wholesale".
If Town Councils wore to find no place in ChadwiCK's 
administrative scheme, he was less severe on waiter companies. 
Reproved for the restrictive oractices and wasteful competition 
of their unregenerate past, they might yet be integrated into 
the framework of local government. The motive of private 
profit and the energy of private enterprise, thought Ohadwick, 
should be harnessed to the ouollc interest by contracts between 
the local Commission and the local water company, which would 
protect consumers against commercial rapacity and guarantee 
universal supplies at constant pressure, vrtiile giving the public 
at the same time the benefit of the superior efficiency of 
capitalist management.
"The course of legislation established an requisite in 
the cases of the water companies, and of &as companies hereafter, 
generally appears to oe, the resumption for the public of the 
fee of the indefinite proprietary rights in the available 
supplies of water to the population of the to.vns inadvertently 
conceded L>y "arliaEceat to private and irresponsible companies; 
the conversion of those rights into an express puolic crust, and 
the substitution of leases or contracts :or service, varying 
with the demand. in principle, the course of legislation 
proposed if? similar to that sanctioned oy Parliament ia respect 
to rail-ways. .vonopolies of wauer suoply, perfect independence 
and irresponsibility, as to quantity or quality, could not be 
sustained as a prooerty, as strict laonoooiied. pressing on the 
increasing vit: 1 wants or' the puoiic, without becoming a
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thraldom so odious as to endanger other property. It la at the 
same Lime proved that, under contracts for service, companies 
may prepare and carry water at a proiit to themselves, arid at a 
cheaper rate to the consumer, than ever has been done, or ever 
prooably would be done by a municipality, not having the same 
motives to economy of the means of supply".
From conversations with tne directors of yome of the 
London water companies, Chadwicii was convinced that they would 
be prepared to accept terms for the extension uf their supplies 
in exchange for legal protection against competitors. The 
companies would ?jain by the increase in value of their shares, 
by the freedom from the hazards of competition, by the public 
security which would rnaxe their shares as valuable as public 
stock; the public would gain by diminished charges, by improved 
supplies, and by all the economies of consolidation. The 
contract should provide not only for the construction but also 
for the maintenance of the works, so gi-v inS tne contractors 
motives for efficient ,;oric in the first place. Companies v»ould 
undertake both maintenance and construction, Ghadwlck believed, 
for a guaranteed profit of 6 per cent.    that is, l'j£ to 2 oer 
cent, aoove the common rate of interest on -soney borrowed, 
"tiot b per cerit. additional interest, nor even 10 per cent, 
additional interest, would fairly insure the ratepayers foe the 
risks of an additional expenditure Dy any provable local oody, 
even with the proposed securities of a previous examination of 
their plans of works".
It has been necessary to consider at some length this 
memorandum by Chajwick, since it reveals striKindly the strength 
and weakness of his views on public health policy, and inlicates 
the main points around which the sanitary debate was so revolve 
for the next fe* years. .'.hat was to be the nature of the 
executive DOly in the locality and of the controlling body at 
the centre? These were the two -nain administrative questions 
to be settle-1.; and to both questions, in his advice to
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3uccleuch, Ghadwick &ave the wrong answers. His suspicion of 
local representative bodies issued in the recommendation that 
public heaita measures should not be entrusted to the inefficient 
and party-ridden municipalities, but should devolve upon a body 
of ad hoc Commissioners, appointed for the most part by the 
Grown on the basis of their fitness for the work. But 'who is 
"the Grown" in this context? A committee of the Privy Council 
   
who are to act on the advice of a single responsible legal 
officer. There is little doubt whom GhadwicK had in mind for 
tne post, for who but i^dwin Ghadwick possessed the necessary 
knowledge, experience, and energy to grapple with the problems 
presented by this vast new field of administration? The whole 
broad province of sanitary engineering and sanitary legislation 
Gnadwick had now taken for his own, and, surveying .hiteaall and 
Downing Street, he could see no one else    certainly no 
Minister of the Crov-n    to whom he was prepared to lease his 
proprietary rights. Apart from the opportunity it vould afford 
Ghadwick to Ouide and shape public health oolxc.y (an argumenc 
which stands or Tails by Ghadwick*s ostieate of nis own 
indispensability ) ; apart also from the fact that the > rivy 
Council was traditionally charged with the defence of the 
country against foreign pestilence; there seems little to oe 
said for Ghadv-'ick'a expressed preference for a rivy Jouncil 
committee. at the rivy Gouncil Oflice the clerks were 
already iinding it difficult to run in double ha -nesc their 
customary function of framing orders to fill ia the details of 
iegislaoion, with the novel and quite dissimilar function of 
inspecting schools and distributing grants-in-aid. AB the 
Treasury Ooramii/tee/^hiob .investigated a few yeai-s later 
condition: in the aovernaierit de,:art-meats, /.as to conclude, 'to 
bring together un :er the charge of a si-igle - atablishiceat 
ousiness of a wholly incongruous character, tends r.tot to
efficiency oat to confusion".'- At this "..otting shed for
-o- 
i. "Keport3 of iVc-easury Cortrcittee of I^r^-iry iao;- the
Offices", 1343 - 53? Ueoort on the rivy Council,
p.
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administrative plants"^ ', in fact, another shoot was in need of 
transplanting. The confusion flight well have deepened into 
chaos if Chadwicic had entered, with a mass of aeiv and 
specialised duties, the supervision of engineering inspectors, 
the scrutiny of applications for mortgages, the drafting of 
sanitary bye-laws    and Drlnging with him also Lis jwn 
decided views on office management, and a personality which 
never made for smooth co-pperation. it should be noted that at 
no time did Chadwick press for a Government Board on the lines 
of the Poor Law Commission. A few days before he presented his 
memorandum he had told tfuccleuch, "Col. Golby (wf the iioard of 
Ordnance) who has nad much plague with Boards ventures/as an 
axiom that for doing business almost the worst iuciividual 
appointment is beuter than the best possible Board 1.' I do not 
go so i'ar out having been the scapegoat of proceedings against 
which i have remonstrated shall have one day aooie l.-srge 
revelations on iioard management"/- His moiel was not the 
"Uhree tiiubs", fith their unhappy associations of divided 
authority and frustrated effort, out -lay shuttlevorth's position 
of quiet power as secretary to a rivy Council Committee. It. 
is strange that a raan who had helped Sentham to write the 
"Constitutional Code" should not aave seen that only by ti-e 
establishment -jf <* separate State department under a inister 
of Health could sanitary measures claim the attention and attain 
the prestige as objects of :j,ove came at that they deserved. 
Ghadwick had not learned    and never vvo.-loi lear.i    the 
lesson of the /-cor uiw Coxmission, and he continued to deplore
the system which ent^u^ted the direction of administration to
-o-
1. i..i3. time Hie, "hundred fears of anglish .Government 1 ', p. 90. 
The treasury Co;.: 1-: it tee found that the two departments were 
distinct in* object and method; clertcs who had gained 
experience in one were in no re:: uecu fitted i'oc service in 
the other, an 1 ilie^e was consilerab Le inconvenience wnen a. 
man whose ofi'lciai life had been spent in drul'tin^ orders 
believed that he had claims to a vad&'icy under tbe Education 
Committee. (o;>. cit., p. 223 - 4).
2. j&.C. - Ju*e of auccleuci*, 2-5 Dec^aber
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the temporary masters of a shifting Harliamentary majority.
The Hoyal Commission on the Health of Towns was a 
continuation of the inquest on municipal tjovernaient opened in 
1325; and Ghad'Aiclc's team of engineers an 1 doctors probed more 
deeply than the bright youn^ lawyers \vho had drawn up the 
indictment of the closed corporations. In Chadwic<c'B view the 
transference of municipal autfcorifcy from a Tory oligarchy to a 
ra^epayiag democracy of shopkeepers and Dissenters had not made 
the Town Council in any wise a more i'it instrument for 
government. The investigation had presented him with only too 
many examples of Town Councils sitting contentedly amidst their 
filth, exhibiting neither the desire nor the capacity to 
introduce improvements. Cramped in their areas, destitute 
of the most; important functions of government or sharing them 
with intrusive bodies of ad hoc commissioners, torn uy party 
strife, and dominated oy the petty intei'estc of landlords and 
shopkeepers, the municipalities faced the problems of a society 
confusedly emerging from an industrial revolution ->ith the 
inhibitions of the ratepayer and the com'ident ignorance of the 
"practical" msoi of uusiness. ?hat was the picture as Ohadwicic 
saw it. And, indeed, to foresee t/hat th" rauricipaiities were 
destine:i to become the chosen instrument of ti e modern State 
for realising tne good life for its citizens demanded in the 
eighteen-forties not onl./ a string dose of optimism and a 
courageous imagination    hoth of which Jhadwiclt possessed in 
ample measure    but also faith in the democratic process and
1. "It is undoubtedly true that in many pieces a ^reat oart of 
the evils complained of arise from the ir.sui£'lci<.;acy of the 
powers ^iven by law for their removal, but we are unwilling 
to relieve fcnat tac imperfect mode, and in some cases the 
absolute neglect of »mttiag into execution t. ose powers fc^ at 
exi;;S, would be allowed to continue, where ei'i'icient laws 
are in i'orce, it" the loc^i autiioritiee had a :core precise 
icnowledge of the nature and magnitude of the injuries 
consequent upon their neglect, and were capable 01" applying 
the necessary reoie.iies, the execution of which is too 
frequently impeded oy the apathy 01 those in autnority, the 
contentions of local naroies, or thwarted by the ^aa 
opposition of interested individuals". C">,econd Report", 
vol. 1, .;p. 23 - <*;.
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a sure sease of the direction of social change. Ohadwicfc had 
no faith whatsoever in political remedies. Parliamentary and 
municipal reform, he maintained, instead of rooting out 
corruption had spread it wider and deeper .'^ It had set false 
ainm before government, and enveloped it in an unhealthy 
atmosphere of personal and party rivalry. "Political liberty, 
personal freedom, are no doubt ^reat advantages, but to the 
roorfcing man what question of political freedom can be compared 
with the freedom from the inexorable sentence of confinement to 
Cwenty days bed lying sicfcneas instead of five (for that is the 
difference of sickness, preventible by sanitary measures^, 
premature disability to work, and an inexorable sentence of 
premature death; exemption from ravages worse than the ravages 
of war, which sweep away before their fifth year nearly half of 
those born? Against these the common stock: remeviies of 
political agitators afford no relief". ^ Or again; " t'he 
freedom of political opinion is no doubt a valuable boou, but a 
sound body iu necessary to the sound and tree mind necessary xor 
the enjoyment of any opinion whatsoever. The freedom of 
religious opinion, too is a privilege of inestimable value, out 
the painful terrors of superstition maintained by a reii^i >us 
slavery can scarcely exceed tLose which oeset the otincls 
prostrated by filth and disease or low physical condition, 
accompanied as it sooner or later is y,-ith immediate causes of 
terror in the actual infliction of the pains of sickness, and 
the perpetual spectacle of the actual infliction oa otaers, 
Abundant pi-ovisioas, and constant employment and hig,h -wages, as 
means to their attainment, are no -jloubt primary objects for tue 
manual labourer; but .^ood health is essential to that 
abundance". ^  in Ireland, he declared, "the jreut -a. -.it a. tor" 
had for- years perverted the attention 01 the peasantry from
their ov?n physical condition to questions of ^oiitioal
-o-
1. js.-j. - ihomas Haw ices ley, 19 September 
2 . & . 0 . , iViS f ra^ffi ent , n . d .
E.G., "Mofces on b&nitation", 4ic-, n.d.
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sentiment, such as the political disabilities of his own class, 
eo perpetrating "one of the most mischievous political frauds of 
our day and generation".^ lor the Chartists and the 
"anarchical fallacies" of their bix Points, he had only 
suspicion and contempt. The demagogue was no improvement on 
the borough monger. Corruption for popularity, indeed, he told 
Sir George Grey, was worse than corruption for Tioney. "Bad 
though they may be who pay for their seats, yet as a class they 
are superior to the Metropolitan members who do not; or than the 
Kials and the i-oxes or the representatives of such places as 
Oldham or Rochdale or Nottingham where Cam hobhouse ceasing to 
pay was ousted by bear^us O 1 Connor, whose corruption \as oy 
popularity". Much of the dread of the ballot was "a oread of 
the loss of aristocratic influence which prevails by ^old, and 
of the gain of the influence which prevails by popularity; 
unless learning were expressly represented, and with other 
arrangements, such as the ruode of taking the vobes for bringing 
the less excitable portion of the conmunity to oear, I should 
fear it too" .^'
On one question, therefore, the memorandum reveals chat 
Chadwicic had changed his mind since 13/4-2. in the "Sanitary 
Report" he had spoken with approval of puolic management, aad 
had ur^ed that the example of the ^lanctiester Gas ? orks might tie 
profitably followed in the supply of water. Now, hoviever, 
though he insisted vigorously th^t t,he unchecked individualism 
of early buccaneering capitalism must cease,   e war; convinced 
thac :>nly the motive of private j,ain could ensure efficient 
and economic service, and thai,, in ieed, "the evidence almost 
goes so far as to establish t:;is that the Aorst Company would 
almost be batter than the best corporate municipality" 
This was a very crude over-stntercent of his position, Ie.-.s an
induction from the evidence tak^ri before i,fae "orrjriission than -.m
  o 
 ^ MS fragment, n.d.
.U jj. - Sir. .ee Ore, l^otobtre^ e/ ^oo £,.!?. - J. Hodsotf, 10 April 1348.
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expression of Chadwick'e roseate hopes for his Towns Improvement 
Company. ' 1'h® testimony of his witnesses were, in fact, more 
balanced on this point than the conclusions he had drawn from 
them. Thomas *roe, manager of the Gas -Vorks in Manchester, had 
shown that they supplied 1,000 cuoic feet ior less than fa/-, the 
charge in other towns, where the supply was in the hands of 
companies, being usually B/-; and the Gas works bad already 
returned to the Town a profit of £370,000, which had been spent 
on the erection of a Town Hall arid other improvementa.^ 
ChudwicK asked h-uni "The chief imputed faults of local public 
management are carelessness in respect to small savings, 
redundanc and overworked establishments of officers appointed 
and promoted from party or private favouritism, rather than from 
any proper qualifications, having no interest in anything bufc 
the recej.pt, of their salaries with the least trouble, inaptitude 
to adopt improvements suggested by the progress of ycience, 
jobbing in obtaining supplies \ in these respects what advantages 
are possessed by management by towna' officers as compared wish 
joint stock companies?" To this blunderbuss question, 'roe 
replied sturdily: "In these respects joint stocx companies h.-ve 
really no advantages over town management; the joint stock 
directors, after all, are only ti-adesaeu, '-vho have their own 
separate business to attend to, and generally they have no 
scientific knowledge; and joint-stock appointments 6° as :uuch by 
favouritism as towns' appointments. A public officer i v;aliasing 
such an establishment i'or a to*n has always ;.bund^nco of 
inspectors". v ^^ :>n the other hand, however, Thomas iiaw.es ley, 
on whose evidence iJhad.viCK placed so m^ch weignt, uhre* his 
influence on the side of private enterprise. I;AS against the 
ordinary municipal management, which is 01 a ver^ expensive 
and variable character, and one which aever assumes a coiriaercial
character, I aa quite certain that even in their present shape
-o-
1. See nexo chapter, Dp. 110-
2. "first iteporb", vol. Z, p. 
}. ibid,, p.
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supplies by joint stock companies are better and cheaper. The 
direction -;hich in companies IE thought to require some 
experience arid qualification, i*> thought in the bodies adverted 
to to require neither"/ 1 '' The urilliant success of 
Hawxesley's company in Nottingham outshone the few examples of 
public management "hich Ghadwick discovered in operation at 
Huddersfield, .Brecon, Halifax, Hull, and batri. ^ He was quite 
convinced, he told Buccleuch, of the "general utter incompeter.cy 
of the municipal corporations in Kngland to carry out such works 
..... 1 find for example that the corporation of Hull have 
already expended upwards* of i/b5,0. 0 which may reach **>5 or 
£70,000 for the supply of only 8,000 houses, --nd giving to them 
until our evidence appeared only an inoenr.it ,ent supply. [Mow 
the Nottingham Company, nearly fourteen years a^o, and at the 
then prices of iron, expended only i/32, V J of fixed capital in 
providing I'or the constant and more complete supply of exactly 
the same number o; houses. 1'he ^ottin&ham Company your Jrace 
may remember supply the lower class of tenements at 4/4d. per 
annum or Id. per week and make a remunerating profit out of it. 
The hull Corporation must charge double to pay interest and 
avoid loss. Their charges are in fact ioublo. There appeared 
to be as it happened no jobbing on the part of the Corporation, 
and that it is only such a result as must always be expected 
where people fc&ve not an interest in comparing pecuniary results 
with pecuniary expenditure in the erection anl management of 
works". v ^ _
1. "tirst Report'*, vol. 2, p. 34.
2. At Bath, for example, wnicb ChadwiCK had previously looked 
upon as & favourable instance of public m na;;emeut, he found 
that the Corporation charged ID/- per annum lor 40 gallons 
a 'day, us cocoared wi ^ h the iioti/ingbaia charge of 4/4.1. 
C"bfcCcnd <\eport", vol. 1, P. 3>'i;  
3. ;>. 0. - OuKe of Buccleuch, 23 -'ay l-^ 1?. "I a^ree v.-ith you
entirely that all such works as water and gas ought to be 
under the control of the puolic. Out 1 apprehend that they 
will oft^n be the least so when under the Immediate 
mariag,en)r'nt and direction of corporate Tiunicipaiioies    of 
whatsoever party    as at present constituted. Of all the 
extravagant and xneff 'Ctual works examined, none has been 
(Continued on next pa.ge^
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.in the form
se/inThere is much to criticise/  which Ghadwictc haa cast his 
local and central machinery; but in his conception of the 
proper relationship between the centre and the localities there 
is much besides that is admirable. In the preliminary inquiry 
   the prototype of the modern procedure of local inquiry by 
inspectors of the Ministry of Health and the ministry of Town 
and Country Planning    he had devised an adaptable instrument 
of infinite flexibility, which, while paying due respect to 
local idiosyncrasies, would bring the local authority firmly 
into line with the policy of the central department. It was 
to prove its value a few years later at the General Board of 
Health, in the painless grafting of new functions and powers on 
to the older machinery of local government. An interesting 
memorandum, in the form of a set of instructions to an Engineer 
Inspector, reveals also, however, that Chadwick looked to the 
local inquiry as a means for planning the fature development of 
the towns. "hverything in the outer appearance of the city 
attests the individual power of ft an; nothing the re -ulatimg 
power of society", de Tocqueville had written of Manchester in 
1-335", "....- Nowhere is apparent the slow and continuous action 
of government". Ghadwicic conceived it the tasfc of his young, 
brisJc engineers to shaoe the formlessness of the eotechnic town 
into decency, if not beauty, by "the alow aaj continuous action 
of government". Having settled with reference to geological 
fundamentals the lines of the main sevjet.-s, the position of the 
outfalls, the sources Ou the water supply, and the oest 
direction for the irrigation channels, they -rere instructed next 
to consider what arrangements were necessary for the future
increase of f>he population as calculated on tne rate of
-o-
( Continued from previous page) found to display nucn egregious 
waste and mismanagement, as those carried out by 
corporations, i'-ven .here the corporations wor^s t.ave been 
bona fide they have been Nearer to the ratepayers even than 
the vv'or&s of companies as now constituted....." (EV.3. - 
Samuel tfolme, 5 April 13*5;.
i. ~:.G., "Draught instructions for an engineer Officer for a 
Survey and Report on the most advaita.y.eous arrangements for 
the improvement of the general sanitary condition of the 
population of    ", n.d., c. 1^^ - j>.
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indicated by the census figures. Spaces for new building, for 
public walics and gar.leas, for children's playgrounds, for 
cemeteries, were to be noted. i'he inhabitants should be 
impressed .vith the principle that the evil of overcrowding was 
to be mitigated by suburban dispersal; and the road system 
should be laid out in anticipation of tLe trafiic to the new 
suburbs. In every town in the kingdom such a survey would set 
a target of public works which would provi le useful labour for 
the unemployed tor many years to come. Throughout, declared 
ChadwicK, the engineer should proceed as if the entire district 
belonged to one prudent ani well-advised landlord, interested ia 
increasing the agricultural and residential value of the site by 
introducing all such structural improvements as involved a wise \ 
economy and could be justified oy the return from the capital ' 
expended. There was little in Chadwick's stiff prose to stir 
the enthusiasm of the statesmen of his day; but behind much dry 
talic of surveys and sewers and water supplies can oe seen some 
of the earliest imaginative gleams of tLe town planning 
movement.
The proposal to distrioute the cost of new y.orks over a 
period coincident with the benefit derived from thew we^rs so
simple and comoionsense an air that its importance oiay easily be
 o-
1. Writing to ~>ir James Graham, 22 June 1-344, CbadAicK urged 
that 6.11 common lands in the vicinity oi towns "should be 
dealt Aith primarily as oarts of sanitary measures for 
improving or relieving the towns", and should be laid out 
as housing sites to accommodate the incieasing population, 
^-/ gardens and wltcs, cemeteries, renerv. ira and battiin..; places,
^" and fields for tLe application of town refuse as manure. 
Two i/ills were then before rarliaaeut, o;..e providing for a 
central iio'-rd of lawyers and agricultural engineers Tor land 
drainage, the othe;- a central rioard for Cordons I',nclosures. 
"I could satisfy the Chancello. of the :xene,juer thij.t the j 
I'AO other boards rrifjht be dispensed 7.ith and all their i 
objects better accomplished by tiie procedure 1 propose". 
(i.e. the local inquiry/ (l',.G. - >/Uice of .uccieuc'n, I/ 
December 1344). but, "in consequence of : r. -laney's 
impatience", he could not $9t the Goicrcission fco coasider 
the searing of the t*v~ dill.-, on the sanitary question. 
(^. . - i'hofnas FawKesley, 9 July 1344;.
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overlooked. In Chadwic^'s hands it becomes an argument for the 
most powerful weapon wielded by the Jeneral Board of health: fch« 
scrutiny oy the central department of all local improvement 
schemes, and the loans by which they were to be financed. It 
has t however, a further aignificance, which was presently to be 
exploited to the full by the propaganda of the Health of Towns 
Association. -'he bitterest objections to sanitary reform were 
raised by property owners who feared that drains and water meant 
heavy additional burdens upon themselves. Thomas Cubitt, the 
building contractor, spo.se for this class when he declared that 
"the public" were not prepared to go to the extent of putting a 
water-closet in every house: "I think that if people were 
obliged to put them, it <vould be considered a very severe tax 
upon them". ChadwicK.'s reply was tj demonstrate that, if 
the charge were spread over thirty years, She cost of fitting 
new house-drains, cloaets, and water pipes would dwindle to a 
weekly payment of Isid., which was within the means of even the 
poorest tenants, and was considerably cheaper than the cost of 
the existing privies, cesspools, .md atand-cocx.3 . It was ^ood 
arithmetic and good economics; but it fought a slow oat tie with 
the "landlord fallacy" that stinks and damp formed part of one 
tenant's risk, arid the equally powerful ratepayers' fallacy that, 
nests were cheaper than public works.
How the Duke of iuccleuch received Ohadwick's draft
(2) 
and the accompanying memorandum we have no means of telling,
but Onadwick records tnat throughout .jeceaber and January he
was xept ausy "endeavouring to stop mischief" . ^' It is clear,
  o-
1. "i'irat Keport", vol. 2, p. ^65.
2. On 11 January 1345 OhadwiCK sent buccleuch two further
memoranda on the caain alterations he ^ic:.ed to see in the 
Her>ort    (1) a paper showing tbe necessity of natural 
areas for drainage* ^fcd (^^ & paper on the distribution of 
chafes and the beC'^ritieB necessary to prevent jobbing. 
On ^3 January he seas riome outline clauses and a further 
paper on the distrj-oution of charges, which he suggested 
buccleuch should lay before the Lord Chancellor.
3. ii.C. - T. Bamfield, 26 January
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however, that the Commissioners were not willing to act up to 
the strength of the arguments he directed at them, and the 
thirty recommendations into which they expanded the ^eaeral 
conclusions of the "First Report" departed in several important 
respects from the advice contained in the papers he had laid 
before Buccleuch. Nevertheless, "the main propositions are I 
expect secured", he told a friend, "but very slenderly supported 
by reasons"/ Me had silenced Slaney; and he had silenced 
those "others who think it very unsafe to meddle with 
commissions of sewers or the "masses of property invested in 
water companies'. ^'
11 (  e therefore recommend", ran the first proposal, "that 
in all cases the local administrative body appointed for the 
purpose have the apecial charge and direction of all the irvorics
required for sanatory purposes, out that bue Jrowa possess a
( yj ' 
general power oi supervision". v .thebLer the "local
administrative oody appointed for tae purpose" should be the 
1'ovm Council or aa ad hoc oody established uader royal
commission, whether it should be elective or nominated by theQuestions Grown, were/left open tor further deoatt?j and Oiiiidwicic'a
suggestion that the J'rivy Ojuiicii should oe indicated as the 
supervisory authority was equally rejected. 7or the next 
three years the nature of the local authority and of the 
controlling leparbrnent at the centre was Uo Do discus-r.e i in 
, ^urlianenb, witn JiiadwicK vsor^ia^ oontinualiy, i:; lev,t;;rs and 
memoranda and personal inter/ievus, for his local OoMinisaion of 
Grown noaiinoes, acting aade. the ^Uidajace of a. judicial J 
comaibtee of Couacii. There was another significant omission. 
The ueport recomfneaded that, upon the repreoeubations of the 
local authority or of a certiin noaber of She inhabitants, the 
Crown should direct an inquiry laoo the sanitary condition of
any district, and should be empowered to enforce the execution
-o-
i. ^.J. - C. iiamfiold, 'd*> January 1345. ; 
£.. ii.J. - iiishop Blocofield, lo July 184^-.
}. "second Report", vol. 1, p. 25. The .eport was signed on 
ry 1845.
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of the iaur '; but Chadwick's proposal that the inquiry should 
oe conducted automatically on the evidence of the excessive 
mortality as shown in the Registrar General' i> returns, 
contemplated the gift of more a^regsive powers to the central 
government than the Ooraaiission were prepared to adxise. 
Similarly they found no place i'or tne flexible, powerful 
instrument of the local inquiry. *i plan a.ad survey must 
precede any scheme i'or works of town drainage ^ ' ; the ^rown 
should oe empowered to define and enlarge from cinie to ti&e the 
area for drainage included within the jurisdiction of the local I 
authority    ci-ese principles were recognised, as they must be ' 
in the face of the overdue l;aing technical evidence. Jut the 
local inquiry by a Jovernment inspector, with the scope and 
intention th«xt Ohadwic* would have b-J-ven 10, reacaed beyond this, 
fumbling towards a. conscious perception of social purpose which 
& xioyal Commission of 13'+}? could not but regard as"unsaf e" . 
^ven aore disappointing to uhad^iCA's hopes was the casual 
mention of the Of fleer of i-ieaxbh. Almost as an after-thought 
the twenty-ainth recomu-jendaLion proposed that the local
administrative Godj should nave tne po^er to appoint, subject to
-o-
1. Fitch itecom;j.endation, "Second report", vol. 1, p. ^9-
2. Second "-ieco ,;;:.; euda^ioii, ibid., tj . ^j. .n 15 <-^y 1:^^ tue 
OomTiis3ion had considered evidence "showing tr.e importsince 
of an efficient and complete survey of Towns, with contour 
li-ies laid dow.i ^t equal v x'blc'i. di.sta;ioes, otnd proper 
beach mar'ts, so th 't ci'e relative altitudes rr--iy be found, 
for Sewerage, drainage, sanatory and other purposes". i'hey 
conclude 1 that such a survey was an "important ^preliminary", 
and went on to consider estimates fur nishei by k>he Board of 
Ordnance that plans on a scale of 5 feet to the mile could 
be t'urniGhed for 1/O.^d. per acre Tor a town of IX), 0.0, 
provided that the afl^itions required •;>>. re inserted at the 
time the aurveye ^ere being carried out by the Ordnance. 
Ihey thereupon resolved, '''., ith the viev. vi' svvin^ the 
additional expense, rvrich raui^t be ir.currefi ?o~ future 
surveys, U. the ..reseat opportunity be lost, of employing for 
tnese purposes ti.:- pr-.-Ciisei Gor^s or ^li^irieeri and 
F urveyorr/ no'» acbinij under \he direction of the Board of 
Ordnance, this Board is desirous of expressing to K.^.'s j 
Government an earxiect hope, that steps will be tafcen 
immediately to enable the Purveying lep^rt^ent; of the Board 
of Ordnance to maice the necessary arrangements for promoting 
this ^ervice". \*»^ nuinutes, .'«t.ii.7>«
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th« approval of the Crown, a properly qualified medical officer 
to inspect and report upon the sa,iitary condition of the 
district. ' h lew lines dealt; with the functions of an 
official to whose importance Gha>iwicic uad dev\ te i eighteen 
mouths 01 auiiation and thousands of words of
On the other inain points GhadwicK: carried the Commission 
with him. the local authority should have ,ider powers in 
sanitary matters than had hitherto ;een granted either under 
Local Acts or by the Statute of oevvera. U should be 
responsible for the paving of all streets, courts, and alleys,
and for the construction not only of the sewers but also of the
. p \
house drains. ' It should be invested with the rif5ht8 to all 
the dust, ashes and street refuse. ^  J It should have powers,
subject to aooroval, to buy out mill-owners and others whose(4> 
property rights were an obstruction to proper drainage , and
to purchase property for ^he ourpone of op<*nin*$ thoroughfares,
improving ventilation, and increasing the .^erieral convenience of
( L) ) traffic. ' 3ut of the greatest importance were the
resolutions on water supoly. ihe Goirucission recommended tt at 
it be "rendered imperative" on the local administrative oo<ly Lo 
procure a supply of water in sufficient quantity not only for 
une donestic aeed>j of the inhabitants, but also for cleansing 
tne streets, scouring the sewers and drains, and eAcin^uishing 
fires; that, with this end in view, "where any independent oody 
has the management of che supply of water, it oe Liauie to 
comply with the rJeraand of tne local administrative oody on 
equitable terms 5 ari'.l that, further, tne local administrative 
body be empowered to purchase the interest in wi:ter-wor>cs, 
subject GO the control of the -;rown, wherever.- the proprietors
are willing to dispose of them". Oy " e further recommend",
-o-
1. "Second ''oport' v , vol. 1, ">. 122.
2. -fcJi^hth and i'welve ;\ecom::;eiadations, ioid., pp. 5^» t>5« 
5. Thirteenth .ieco:arren'.iat;ion, ibid., ;». la.
4. oevea ;-,h ^ecom :-endation, toil., . 44-.
5. iwenty-oecond Hecom-neridation, p. 107.
6. Seventeezith and Jiifeh-een.th .ecooL^exidations, pp. 95i 99.
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the Commissioners continued, "that, on the establishment of new 
Companies it be made a condition, that the local administrative 
body be enabled to purchase the works after the lapse of a 
certain number of years, upon certain terms, and upon a rate of 
interest to be fixed; and that, with a view to economy, 
competition between water Companies be discouraged as far as 
practicable". The three recommendations which followed m^de it 
clear th<ut the service should be extended to all dwelling-houses, 
and that the supply in all cases should oe constant; and at as 
high a pressure as circumstances permitted. Unqualified 
approval was given to Chadwicic's proposal that the water works 
should be executed, maintained, and kept in good repair by 
public companies, "as lessees or contractors for terms of years,
with liberty of redemption by the public upon terms previously
(2 ) 
settled". In phrases which ecaoed Chadwick's memorandum to
Buccieuch the Heport declared that companies would consider a 
return of b per cent, an adequate inducement , this oeing 1 to 
\fe per cent, auove the usual market rate ior such investments. 
"An aidi^ion of 1$ per cent., for *hich a company would often 
undertake the maintenance and execution 'of such work, would be 
cheap, as compared with the risk of mismanagement oy local 
boards, composed of persons having no professional s&ili, and 
liable to be misled as to the materials and magnitude of the 
proposed works, aa well as to the riumoers of officers requisite 
to maintain them. it might De difficult; to ensure that a local 
body ahould be BO constituted as to give the sense constant 
attention to economy in the expenditure oi' other people's money 
tnat coat '-actors woul I lo in the expenditure and management of 
their
The financial machinery outlined by the Cosraission was
also substantially uhat proposed by GhadwicK. Loans for
  o 
1. Nineteenth, Twentieth, and Twenty-first ecoraaiendations, 
", econd ueport", vol. 1, pp. 100, 101, l.)5«
2. ibid., p. 104.
3. ibid., p. 104- .
constructing public works might be raised by the local 
administrative body on the security of the rates, the approval 
of the Grown being flrat obtained. The expense of the works 
would then be charged upon the properties benefited, "to oe 
levied by a special rase upon the occupiers, ani recovered with 
interest by annual instalments within a certain number of years?(i;
With the publication of the Reports of the Health of 
Towns Commission, the second phase of the public health movement 
was concluded. The first luff to expose the evil, had been 
the primary task of the "Sanitary report". That report had 
also contained a sketch of ChadwicK's ideas on the course 
legislation should take. But it was the revelations, not the 
recommendations, of the "Sanitary Report", which had attracted 
attention. Now the technical and administrative remedies had 
been explored by an authoritative body of Commissioners, whose 
advice came with more weight than that of a single civil 
servant of equivocal reputation. The third phase, to translate 
those recommendation* into legislation, was now opened.
-o- 




Throughout these busy months of 134J and 1344, wbile 
Chadwick had borne at Gwydyr House the main burden 01 the Health 
of Towns investigation, two further anxieties had weighed upon 
him. First was the behaviour of the ""arquis of Normanby. As 
Lord Lieutenant in Ireland Norraanby had antagonised the Anglo- 
Irish community by his friendship with Catholics and his 
clemency in political cases, thus revealing that beneath a 
somewhat flippant and flamboyant exterior he concealed an 
unexpected strength of principle. As Home Secretary he had 
been converted to the cause of sanitary reform in the bacfc- 
streets of .hitechapel; with the best of intentions he had 
sponsored a set of remedial measures which Ghadwicic, from a 
fuller knowledge, could only adjudge as incomplete and ill- 
designed i and now from the opposition benches he directed a 
jealous eye upon Sir James Graham's leisurely handling of public 
health questions. At the beginning of the 1344 session Lord 
Wormanby rose to inquire what tne dories had done with hxs tLree 
sanitary Bills. Ahen the Whig Government fell, Graham had 
promised to taice the Drainage 3ill under- his own special care; 
nothing more had been heard of it. After an unaccountable 
delay of twelve months, Graham had appointed a Josraisslon of 
Inquiry, though Cbadwicic's Report of 1342 proved the necessity 
for io-aiediate legislation, an ! "the result of its perusal must 
be to convince any one that more information 7>as not what was 
required u >an tine oubject". The remedies were simple enough. 
"Centralisation"' was not necessary; it wouli have boen sufficient 
as in his own ^ills, 10 confer more powers upon existing local
authorities. ^' In May 'tormanby resumed riis atsack, presenting
-o- 
1. Hansard, vol. 72, pp. 220 - 22cJ, 5 February 1344.
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a petition from a public meeting of 3,000 Edinburgh working men, 
the first petition on such a subject that had ever been received 
from the lower classes. Four years had passed since the need 
for a general measure had been considered, said Normanby, two 
years since the "Sanitary Report" had appeared, and "another 
year was elapsing without anytaing being done"/ 1 ^
ChadwicK resented the imputation ti.at the months which 
had been devoted to maturing his technical and administrative 
plans for the ilealth of Towns Commission constituted a quite 
unjustified delay. To avoid superficial legislation, time was 
well spent in designing measures, and, what was equally 
important, in cultivating opinion for their reception. As he 
told H.A. Slaney, who shared -tormanby's impatience, "the cause 
is progressing, the evidence is telling, and in due time a 
fullness of opinion will be manifested to carry the measures 
which can only be carried with the strength of a strong opinion. 
What I am most afraid of is separate and ineffectual measures". 
* ' In the virtuous indignation of a <inister out of ofiice 
with the tardiness of his rivals in power, Chadwick saw a 
further danger    that sariicary measures might be dragged into 
the arena of party politics, where they would lose the cool 
detachment of a scientific investigation in the heated 
atmosphere of a faction fij;ht; and where, moreover, they were 
lively to escape from his control. i'hus, he wrote to James 
Simpson, who at his suggestion nad drawn up the oetition from 
tfce > dinburejh vaoricers which Normanby presented in the Lords: ^  
"I should have deprecated the giving the proposed :>eticion to 
Lord Norraanby or doing anything which would give i/he p^oceedin^ 
a party completion ^s I fear that will do. the fact is Lord 
Normanby 1 s measures against, which Dr. Southwood omith and others
were strongly remonstrant would, ir they could have been carried
-o- 
1. Hansard, vol. 74, pa. 5*L - W, 2 May
2. B.C. - it. A. Slaney, 23 ^ovemaber
3. In a letter of 25 December l'-i4^ Chadwicic had suggested, that 
Siiapson should &ive a lecture Uo the -AorK.ers of Edinburgh, 
and drnft a petition for their signature.
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out have spread bad drains throughout the country at an enormous 
expense, and not have mitigated and in all probability have 
aggravated the evils intended Co oe remedied. He stopped all 
proceedings in the getting up of local sanatory reports and 
under his influence the sanatory report itself was stopped and 
never probably would have appeared but for his removal from 
power. Now that it has appeared he is very complimentary. 
Still however t,he objection to such a presentation is its party 
complexion. Why could not Lord Dunfermline who may be said to 
be the natural representative of idinburgh attend and present 
the petition?"^ 1 '1
la a long and effective speech Normanby closed his 1344 
campaign on 26th July with an address to the Grown, hoping that 
in the coming session the specific attention of arllament would 
be called to the sanitary question. There was much of value in 
the "first Report" of the Health of Towns Commission, which had 
just appeared, out "1 think it; is overloaded with much as to 
cause and extent which was unnecessary, exceot for new men, who 
if they required this information, stiould not have Deeti 
appointed on this Commission ..... This strikes me as one of 
those subjects on which there ha£> already been too much 
consideration and too little action". In the past few days he 
had revisited trie eastern districts of uondon, and had come away 
with the impression that no such misery existed in any other
civilised country. He warned the House that there was danger
-o-
1. iJ.G. - James Simpson, 25 April 1344. To sormanby on 17 ' 
August 1344 he wrotei "Tray accept ray thanks for the Jsind 
expression of your approval of the sanitary report, which is 
the more gr citifying at thie time when notwithstanding I can 
prove that everything of a substantially popular- character 
that has issued from the oor Law Commission has o-ea 
written oy oiyself, I ;--m charged with habitually writing 
"hastily and harshly" and having ahule the -.vhole law 
unpopular, tne fact beiag that of all the papers attached 
in the ;iouse of Commons (i thinic unjustly) only one 
happened to have been written by myseli, the others having 
bee:; written by gentlemen who ride a-*at/ v<ith the ere lit of 
having "mitigated the severity oi' the law"..... 1;
2oa
in further delay; "the sick bed is the place in *hich there is 
rcost time to brood over neglect, or fco feel gratitude for 
sympa shy" . l } The Duke of Buccleuch, armed with a memorandum
from Chadwictc Vfc ', had no difficulty in demonstrating that when 
they were in office the Whigs had been as dilatory as the 
Tories, and he suggested that a large part of Normandy's 
enthusiasm for sanitary reform sprang from a desire to score off 
tne government.
Chadwic&'s second great anxiety at this period was the 
apathy of the public at large on the sanitary question. "1 am 
crying out Pestilence! an I for the relief of the masses", he 
wrote to Thomas Carlyle, "but can get no one to hear of means 
which will affect the pockets of small owners in smell 
corporations i*ho have votes for the election of members of 
parliament and who set up the cry of self government, as against 
any regulations which may lead to immediate expenditure for 
putting in better condition the houses for which they exact
( z\
exorbitant rents". ^ In particular, he was keenly
disappointed with the reception of his report on Interments.
-o-
1. iiansard, vol. /6, pp. 146- - 1430, 26 July 1344.
2. "Confidential, i-jemoranda of answers to the imputations of 
blame in respect to alleged delay to adopt sanitary 
measures", .&>, 15 July 13V*-. He also wrote to the 3ishop of 
London (16 July 1344), urging him to "do further good oy 
speaiing upon th subject by urging the adoption of the 
practical conclusions 'til ich science has developed: taking 
the whole subject out of the hands of local ignorance and 
prejudice (on Mi ich see the evidence of ' r. sutler <.. iliiaois 
and his exposition of the consequences of both in the 
rejection of Sir Christopher wren's plan;, not sacrificing 
water companies, but not handing over Che population to them 
as moaoooiies and sources of future profits and deprecating 
the obtrusion of oarty feelings into the consideration of 
remedies". j
3. A. -. - Thomas darlyle, £0 June 1344. In an attempt to 
enlist another /ow^rful ally, he enclosed some or the 
evidence on ventilation in a letter to Charles Jicscens, "for 
ti.e value of its impression on yourself in yetting you to 
attend to the means of ensuring fresh air in your own rooms 
and She public importance of £ee,.-in..:,.; yourself in good 
health and spirits", (21 Juoe 1344;.
While he was writing it, feeling had risen to a pitch of healthy 
indignation; the Officer of Health, the most important 
proposition, had been welcomed by all the clergy he had met; 
"and yet soon after the apoearance of the report that which had 
previously been a storm, almost, of agitation subsided" . ^ 
In a stream of letters in December 1343 and January 1344 
Ohadwick had uryed his friends    Dr. Holland at Manchester, 
Dr. LaycocJc at Yortc, James Simpson in Edinburgh, i>outhwood £mith 
in London    to get petitions signed by the wording men in all 
large factories. If Scotland did not agitate, he warned his 
Scottish friends, Scotland would go without the officer of 
Health, as it had gone without the Vaccination Acts^ '; while 
Dr. Laycocic was exhorted to sound the alarm in the "Lancet" 
against the practice of leaving the cause of death to be
verified by the present registrars insteai of oy a qualified
f 5 i 
medical practitioner. w "I can get petitions pretty smartly
poured in from Lancashire", Lyon Pl.uyfair bad promised, adding 
that Bury was aoout to send a memorial culling for Officers of
Health, and he would see that Preston and Ashton did tfce same.
C4\
v ' but six months later CJhadwicit had to confess to Or.
Holland, "I have heard of two or three petitions, your own is 
the only one I have .seen" ^'
"I must own my disgust at the carelessness and 
selfishness of our rmolic r&en", he confided co a 
economist, "An excess of selfishness or of vjhat fientham calls 
the "self re t?;ardirv. virtues" without any compensating power of 
the "extra regarding virtues" is oerhaps characteristic of our 
people. It is however to this excess, c,o strong stomachs and 
appetites th^t oar aianui'accurlng and commercial energy is to be
ascribed". ^ t'he problem was that ir the poor were to atop
-o-
1. £.0. - Dr. l-'.H. Holland, 3 August
2. "'i.e. - J.d. Uurton, 7 >eceaber 
^. i,.0. - Dr. T. Laycocic, 15 January
4. Lyon flayfair - K.O., 15 January 1^44.
5. ... .J. - Dr. I'.n. Holland, } August L-J4-4. 
b. i.-J. - /. ^aruier, 19 iepter.oer 1344.
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using the streets as middens and to cease dipping their water 
from wells and ditches, hard-headed business men in the Commons 
   fully endowed with the "self-regarding virtues" and the 
un-self-conscious possessors of those "strong stomachs and 
appetites"    had first to be convinced that they were not 
being stampeded into rash and expensive action by the 
exaggerations of cranks and sentimentalists. Gentlemen, 
waiting round their rjilis or their estates, had spoken to sturdy 
workmen, who had lived half a century and raised a numerous 
progeny in districts which were now (.surely extravagantly; 
described as "fever nests". xhey felt it was being overdone, 
this danger from stinks and the propinquity of filth. After 
all, many themselves lived in houses of fashioaable but 
insanitary design, with cesspool odours rising dankly from the 
servants' baaeoients, and crawling nameless things in the water. 
At the Westminster School, where some educated their sons, 
cesspools were strategically sited on either side of the 
entrance to the dormitory. The drains beneath the very 
building in *hich they sat, deliberating the welfare of their 
humbler countrymen, were so bad that a daring surveyor, who had 
once ventured into them, had declared that it was •<* relief to 
get bacic inoo the public sewer. Bo, only too often, Chadwic«c'  ? 
political friends listened to him and seemed impressed; they 
went away vowing that something must and should be done; out 
once they were beyond the range; of that earnest and importunate 
eye, the warning lost its urgency, and the firm outlines of 
their resolve softened into oolite generalities oi ^oo ivnill. 
His seeriest arguments were turned by the tou^}-, intertwined 
fibre of the opposition    the inertia of the loco 11 ties, "the 
laissez falre of evil people"^ 1 ', the indifference of N-lnisters, 
the ignorance and com lacency of powerful sen aoout the 
uncleanliness of the towns.
Hence, iu .v-ay 1344, we find Ohadwick writing to Lord
-o- 
1. £.0. - Hev. Tbeobald Matthew, 2b April 134$.
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Ashley:
"There is certainly a very large class of questions 
aff acting the condition of the labouring classes on which 
external aid will be of much service if ii be powerful and not 
merely a small buzz that goes on unheeded. There are many 
small interests adverse to the condition of the labouring 
classes Chat might by such aid be usefully kept in check: by the 
representations of a body that woul i be properly attended to if 
well directed .....
four Lordship has seen how frequently interested parties 
are seated at Boards of Guardians, who are ready to stop 
anything which may lead to expenditure for the proper repair of 
the dwellings of the labouring classes.
here measures of drainage are proposed, and the worses 
carried out by Commissioners of ^e^ers are found to be defective 
a cry is raised nothing must be jone for fear of offending the 
Commissioners, and the active Commissioners in several instances 
are found to be precisely the saau? sort of persons as those of 
whom you have heard as Guardians.
when additional supplies of water are called for, for the 
salubrity and cleanliness of the dwellings of t; e wording class 
population one cry raised is "Oh the interest of tht, companies 
is too powerful to be touched".
An associated voice should surely be raised on !:he other
vjhat was needed was <joiae hearty and persistent
campaigning, with oubllc oieetings bo pass unanimous resolutions, 
lectures and pamphlets and letters to tne ".i'iaes", and 
deputations to bhe Lome Secretary headed oy noole well-wieners 
to convince .Ministers that, if only Tor tLeir own peace of mind, 
aoiuethin^ mast be done. But a Civil ierv^nt could hardly 
appear as the leader of a movejneac t/o bring the external 
pressure of opinion to bear u-oon Her Majesty's Government; and,
"** W *"*
1. g.O. - Lord Aahiey, 11 -iay 1--144.
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even if he had not been disqualified by reason of his office, 
this was worlc for which he was constitutionally unfitted. When 
James Simpsoa, in an address to a meeting of Edinburgh workmen, 
told them that £dwin Chadwicls had counselled the labouring 
classes Co join in petitions to fci;e authorities, he was annoyed 
at tnis indiscreet mention of his rnoae in connection with a 
public agitation.^ He preferred to exert, hid influence from 
the official anonymity of Somerset House. Chadwicic, indeed, 
was no platform agitator. In private conversation he could 
bring to oear his vast stores of information, his close 
argument, his intimacy with detail, the authority of his 
personal jciowledge, which caused aen to listen to him with 
respect. but a public speaker required other qualities besides 
a thorough acquaintance with his subject, qualities which, as 
his unsuccessful Parliamentary candidature-, in later life showed 
conclusively, Uhad^ick conspicuously lacked. His public 
utterances were lame and dull, tied down to notes, bristling 
with statistical minutiae, and sounding li/ce extracts from one 
of his own blue bootcs.
t>o the formation of a "Health of fauns Association" was 
left to otiher men, fco Ashley, ,:«ormaaby, Sbrington, and above 
all to Ur. bouuhvood Smith, who had revealed a flair for 
propaganda in the iliutitratioas he had drawn, for tee Report; off •'} *
the Children's iiittploytoent "omraission. ^ ' Shea, in l»ece?sber 
1344, Chadwicic heard that -'-"outhwood Smith xas organising a 
meeting at Kxeter tiall, he expressed his hearty aprjroval; but 
he wrote vvar-.ini6ly to the ^octor, "i must be^ os.' you to be
careful uot to ;aix crie up witn the iiieetia^. It viil do ao ^ood( 7j 'i 
and may hinder much my power of being useful". '
1'he meeting, which tootc place on llch December 1.544, v?as 
presided over by rjord Normanby; and it may be support-d that not
i. E,C. - J"- ^mpson, 3 Febma,Tv) iSlflv-
c.. G.L. Lewes, " r. :,outi-..'-ood "'luifcn", . 75.
3. E.O. - 'outhwood iimitih, 9 December 1344.
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the least of the benefits Chadwick expected from the campaign 
was that it diverted his lordship's energies into the safer 
channels of a aon-oolitical aaitation. he had visited the huts 
of hundreds of negro slaves in the Vest ladies and the caolns of 
Irish cottiers, he told his audience, but "he would rather pass 
his life in any one of the first, or in most of the last, than 
he *ould inhabit one of those dens or cellars too often used aa 
d*ellia&s of the industrious poor of thin country". Uismissing 
the health of towns Commission as "but a oad suostitute for 
action", he hoped that "tney would separate this day with a firm 
determination to do all that in them lay to prevent the seasons 
revolving still to find so dreadful a contrast existing
between an increasing national prosoerity and a deepening misery 
of the masses".^ As a result of the meeting a Health of 
Towns Association was founded, with .;outhwood Gmith and 
Professor Vv.A. Guy as secretaries ; and in the following months 
branches were established in Ivlinbur^h, Liverpool, Manchester,
York, Halifax, >erby, bath, ttugoy, ikarlborough,
( 2 ) Plymouth, and '
in the next few years the Association, in lectures and 
pamphlets and ;,etitionfc>, hammered away at ^outhwood i.'aitn's 
proposition tnat "the heaviest municipal tax is tne fever tax". 
its lecturers, tiie doctors .«.A. uuy, :\. ;. viraia_.er, J. i.'oynbee, 
the lawyex" James ..irn^sun, Che .iev. 0. uirdiea-oae, and Lord 
jEbrington, instructed audieaces of both the \v or sing and the 
middle classes in the elementary principles oi:' ventilatioa,
f V (
drainage, and civic &nd dojueatic cleanLin^:-s . v '• i, .ivervool
-o-
1. "Abstract of i roce&dings of . abllc uveetia^ at ^.xeter tiali, 
^eceatoer 11 134^-" (pamphlet), ::.p. 12, '>, 15.
2. "i;e=ath of To-wns As ociations report February cA 1.-J47" 
(pamphlet;, ,jp. 7, 9.
3. Jnder the title, "Jnnealthinesa of Cjwns, its wff.uses and ; 
Remedies", for example, Lecture:-- -vcre civea by V.A. i>ay at 
Crosby Fall, Biohopsgate otreet (13^-5.), by :?.D. Grainger at •,. 
the Hoyai inetitution, liver-pool, ana the Athenaeum, 
;»iancl'.ester (134-5;, a.i.-i by '/is count   orin^ton at the 
Mechanics' Institute, :: iymouth
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a "Health of Towns Advocate" was started by i)r. John Sutherland, 
1,50O copies of the first number being distriouted gratuitously.
; In January 1347, on the eve of the introduction of Lord 
Morpeth'a first Health of Towns Bill, the Metropolitan 
Association began the publication of a "ftee&ly oheet of Facts 
and figures".^  * Joseph Poynbee organised in London an 
ancillary "Metropolitan .VorKing Glasses' Association for 
Improving the Public Health", which adopted the motto, "We can 
be useful no longer than we are welT'j^ the example was 
followed at Mewcastlo and Jateshead where a "^oriclng Men's 
Association", which included thirty" foremen and other
influential workers", was formed in friendly alliance with the
(40 local Sanitary Association. s ' In many other towns the working
classes, under middle class guidance, set up associations, which 
were prolific in advice to their fellow workers and in memorials 
to the Uovernaent. ^  But not everywhere *as there this docile 
acceptance of middle class tutorship; and Chadwicu heard that at 
Glasgow "some noisy, Drawling, turbulent Ghurtists had got mixe'i 
up with the agitation", and that, "their way of doing business 
had disgusted the more discreet".
it was all a bit vulgar and demagogic, thought some 01 
Chadwicic's friends. he was rattier apologetic himself. "1 
confers it seems to me in respect to outdoor agitation in this 
subject that needs must", he told the bishop of London, "where 
the opposing interests are so strong as they ire, of paving 
boards and local trusts lor cleansing, and so influential with
1. Dated. 1 September
2. "Health of i'owns Association: Report February £4 1.34?",
p. 10. 
5. "Metropolitan ^ortcing Glasses' Association for improving
the Kublic Health" (pamphlet;, 1347.
4. "i'irst Annual Report of the Newcastle and ..iateshead oaaitary 
Association", 13^3, pi... 14 - lip.
5. The .Vi^an orbing Glasses' ublic Health Association, for 
example, publicised a pamphlet "On the ec^jiary uonoay of 
tianicary Improvements, as aopiicable to the ..aaufactoring 
Districts"," 1349.
o. i'homas iieggs ~ L *      » ^ A?ril 1346.
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Members of Parliament".^ ' iiut though Ohadwicls refused to have 
his name connected openly with the Association, he took full 
advantage of this powerful instrument of propaganda which lay so 
ready to his hand, and, by a icind of ventriloquism, its 
publications incorporated the memoranda he supplied to them, and 
its deputations spoke arguments he hal suggested. Thus, on the 
3rd November 1346, he sent Ashley a review of progress since 
1337, together with the mortality bill for the quarter, which 
showed some 15,0 0 deaths above the average, proving that "if 
we are idle deatn. is not". "If in the union workhouses, in our 
prisons", he went on, "such epidemics or such increases of 
mortality were to occur as occur without inquiry ox- care in 
closely crowded courts arid alleys, investigations would ae 
properly instituted with the perfect certainty that some one 
would as a result have to be dismissed for the neglect".^ 
Ashiey replied tLat the paper was "singularly important". "I 
made use of it today at a meeting of the "health of Towns 
Association", which .1 hope may at last produce some iLOvement on 
the part of Uhe .Government. it is almost the boldest aocuiaent 
ever puolished oy a subordinate department". ^' J
It was, taici.og the country as & whole, a sprawling, 
loosely-Scnit campaign, much less a pitched battle fought to a 
general's plan than an aii'air of local skirmishes urvJer 
guerrilla leaders. In the years of the cholera especially, 
little agitations, auxiliary to the national movement though 
often quite independent in taeir origin and development, were 
ignited in aiany places by tr e energy of some public-spirited 
individual or ^rour>, to blaae fiercely for a few mouths or a 
year or two, perhaps, and then to fliCKor ,-ut as the enthusiasm 
or the vholesome fear departed. In 134-9. for insty.nce, the 
Christian Sociaiists were busy in the slums of ^er-jondcey, aad
had a wild scheme for waylaying the i-rin.ce Oonsort with a
-o-
1. E.G. - BiGhop Jlomfield, 13 Jovemoer 1;4/.
2. E.J. - Lord Ashiey, 3 .<oveazber 134o. 
3- Lord Asi.ley - ' . ., to ,ove:ader 1 J4c.
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memorial against the sanitary condition of the district^ '; 
Ghadwick seems to have known nothing of their activity    or, 
it may be, he studiousiy ignored "Parson Lot" and his Chartist 
friends. L'here must have been many enlightened clergymen, like 
Charles Kingsley, who asked their parishioners "Who Causes 
Pestilence?", and whose sermons attacked 'the Deus ex i.achina 
theory of judgments and visitations". ^ 2) There were even more 
sturdy doctors like Tom Xhurnall, pitting their science and 
blunt common-sense against the dirt and prejudice which 
surrounded them, devoted allies of Chadwick and the General 
rioard of Health against "that "local government", which 
signifies, in plain English, the leaving the few to destroy
themselves and the many, by the unchecked exercise of the
(•*>) 
virtues of priie and ignorance, scupidity and stinginess". J
As a propagandist movement, however, the public health agitation 
did not approach the power of the Anti-Corn Law League. Middle 
class opinion never organised itself so formidably behind Ashley 
and ^'ormanby and Sout/hwood Smith as it organised itself behind 
Cobden and bright, and the "weekly Sheet of i-'acts and iigures" 
never exerted the influence of the ! Vuiti-.iread-tax Circular". 
The Anti-Corn Law League set before the public a single, easily 
comprehended aim, the repeal of o. set of laws which possessed 
the ideal quality for the propagandists' purposes that they 
could be si-.owa to be taxes on the people's food. 'he Health 
of Hovsns Association faced a complex of problems, of Den of a 
technical nature, about whose solution there was frequently a 
division of opinion even in their own ran^s. noth professed 
to be dealing with the same disease, the "Condition of ii-agland 
question"; but the Leaguers prescribed a specific, while the 
sanitarians could recommend only a prolonged and ex;actin0 course
of therapeutics. i'tie extraordinary success of Cobden and
-o-
1. G. itenduli, "Charles Kings ley and His -ideas", p. 76.
2. ibid., pp. 75, 77. "Viho causes :eatilence'i" v,as the t-itle 
of a series of sermons deLivred by Xio^sley at the end of 
1343.
3. C. rtintssley, ttr!>*o Years Ago" (3rd ,;d., Ii60), p. 21J.
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Bright was won because they combined the appeal ad misericordiara 
of the farm labourer's "1 be protected and I be starving" with 
a cogent economic exposition that ;epeal would bring increased 
trade, higner wages, and even a better market for the farmer. 
The weapons of the Anti-Corn Law League, though they were 
sharpened and given their cutting edge by the misery of the 
lower classes, were forged out of the solid core of middle class 
interests. 3ut was there any profit in sanitation? Maybe 
there was, if you cared to ^o into the figures of Ghadwicic's 
Towns Improvement Company, of if you accepted his thesis that 
the labourer, as much as any productive machinery, repaid care 
and money spent. But how could sewers compete with railways 
as fields lor investment; Projects for bringing drains and 
water into the homes of the people were looked upon as too 
"philanthropic", "humanitarian'', and "patriotic" to be good 
business. The capitalist, contributed to schemes for iraprovin0 
the condition of the labouring classes in much the same spirit
as he put money on the plate at church > ex octing to draw his '<
^ . , ^ . transcendental 
return riot in hard cash but in the taraxDtxsexatacx. currency of
Butler's "Musical Banks".
It was this feeling that ChadwicK: had set himself to 
combat since the earliest of hia social investigations, 
ftothiug distrusted him more than the attitude of those who looisecl 
complacently on the poor as objects of charity, and who found an 
easy discharge from the labour and responsibility of needing a 
solution to the problem of uuman misery by means which sapped 
the independence of the worker. He believed that "the ;/;reat 
mass of charities Wi.ich have for their object the distribution 
of the means of maintenance create a large proportion of the 
misery which they are intended to relieve and ca not relieve all 
which they create".. ' it mi^ht almost be said, he thought, 
that if the trustee of a fund for the distribution of alias ate 
and drank the money hinself, or if the man appointed to
-Q-
1. £.C. - Lord ?, n.d.
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administer a charity for the sustenance of foundlings Icept a 
mistress instead with the proceeds, they would have performed a 
work of public benefit; the corruption being confined to one 
instead of being diffused axaongst a multitude. Moreover, 
charity of this kind was directed only towards the visible and 
pitiful effects, and failed to come to &rips with the physical 
causes which produced them. Lady Bountiful was well meaning 
but muddle-neaded; she was touched by the sight of the sick 
labourer, lying untended in hia damp, cold room, surrounded by 
the circle of his pale, ill-fed chiliren; but ohe sent him 
medicines, blan.tets, and fuel, instead of removing by drainage 
the dampness and pestilential miasma which caused the disease, 
and also money and food, instead of eliminating the :epressing 
factors in his environment which led. him to spend at the 
beershop the wages which would have sufficed to feed and clothe 
his family. She -would have done better to have followed the 
example of the benevolent lady of St. Margaret's parish, who, 
instead of distributing alas amongst her tenants, soent a 
hundred oounds on the drainage of their houses. 'This was the 
greatest and most comprehensive charity, a dry house instead of 
a damp one was better than the extra fuel and blankets to ward 
off the effects of the damp, ihe removeL of the offensive 
cesspools and the filth which are the causes of the disease ?>as 
surely oetter than the medicine the ex -ensive aad doubtful 
palliatives of disease, a cleanly aad healthy and iniustrious 
and independent tenantry better than one vcich is fiithy and
squalid, and weakly and exciting compaosion from its abject
f i \ 
misery' .
Ghadwick regarded mistrustfully, therefore, the activity 
of those wiiom the world called "philanthropists' .    Dr.
Southwood Saiith, for example, "who is a zaan oi benevolence
'' ^ 
merely and v/ho has mlauanaged the sanatorium 11 . v ' hot
  Q-»
1. K.C., "Notes for a speech at Leicester", ;«<3, A-gust U4jJ.
2. ii.C. - i^ord 1-ansdowne, ^i July 1344. A forerunner 01 the 
modern ^luraing Home, "'fhe ocxnatorium" w^s opened in 1-54-2 at 
^Continued on next pa^e/
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benevolence but self-interest was the motive which should be 
invoiced by the social reformer. The logic of Chadwicic's 
argument runs simply enough. More and more he looked to the 
great capitalists, whose crude oreative energy was equipping 
Britain with an expensive, ill-planned, but modern system of 
communications, to furnish the brains and the money to re-build 
tee towns. Such men would move only if they were guaranteed a 
safe six or seven per cent, on their outlay. Now all 
Chadwick's inquiries and experiments tended to prove that 
profits as hig:. as this could be made on the construction of 
sanitary worts; and chat the capitalists were overlooking a 
vast, untapped market right under their noses    the millions 
of the have-nots, dirty, ill-clad and miserably housed, the 
supply of whose needs would form the oasis of a score of new 
industries. It followed, if this were a true picture of the 
situation, that it was a grave error in tactics to let it oe 
put about that model houses and reconstructed severs could 
return no more than four per cent. Thus, when ooutnwood Smith 
outlined to him in -July 1344, the plans 01" the Society for 
Improving tne Dwellings of the Lauouring Glasses, he «?as ready 
with his advice and sympathy, bub he firmly declined to allow 
hia name to appear as one of the Committee. He was confident, 
he explained, thai; if large capital were engaged a profit of 
six or seven per cent, could be obtainei from a superior 
dwelling leu at the same rents now charged for wretched novels; 
but the doctor oased the institution on charity and benevolence 
and proposed to restrict the profits to four ^er cent., so 
discarding the powerful stimulus of commercial success. He 
urged on oouthwood wraith, therefore, that the .iioard of Crade 
should be astted to reconsider trie limitation of interest .vhich 
had been inserted in she society's charter, and "to place the
proceedings on a commercial principle simply, as oeing really
-o- 
(Gont/iaued from previous pa^e) Devonshire house, Regent's
as a "home in sickness" for members of the middle classes.
(C.L.. Lewes, op. cit., pp. 30 - 34).
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the oost benevolent in its ultimate operation to the working 
classes".^ ^ The same logic runs through the advice he gave to 
James viatheson, -who was about to spend some of the fortune he 
had made in India on improving the town of 3tornov»ay. "You 
express your readiness to adopt any improvement, which may not 
be of disproportionate expense", Chadwick told him, "1 hope you 
will deem no plan sound that will not be in the end 
remunerative. 1 shall one day or other have a chapter to 
promulgate, as a warning of the mischiefs done by the late Duke 
of Bedford, and others, in their notions of ".10ing good to the 
poor" malting work for the saice of employing the poor    when 
they have only, so far as their laoours went, In nine cases out 
of ten, gone to mate paupers, burthenoome to others, as well as 
themselves. Depend upon it that you serve the population in 
the best manner, when your proceedings have a thorouj^hly 
corcnercial oasis, and you make tnem answer commercially to 
yourself. iou take the best course for improving the 
population, when you conduct remunerative works, ^hich make it 
to your own interest, to get skilful, intelligent labourers, 
foremen and others of various ..^rades to carry them out. The 
improvement of agricultural processes, and encreased 
requirements of skill, 1 heve everywhere observed is equivalent 
to an improvement of the population". ^^ J
By the end of 1344-, therefore, GLadwick was telling his 
friends that tbere was little chance of effectual measures of 
sanitary improvement oeiriK, carried oat early, vigorously, or 
comprehensively, unless they were carried out commercially. 
"Administration seercs not likely to attain that reach of 
improvement, when a vital interest in success will be ^iven to 
the administrators, or the same motives to vigilance and economy
in the expenditure of the public money that capitalists have in
( 5 ) 
spending their own", he observed to one. To another he
—— vj ——
1. L.G. - Southwood omith, 1 -July l
2. E.w. - James ilatheson, 18 -iarch
3. L.J. - iaikes Carrie, 26 Jctober
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defined his position in detail:
"¥ou asic me whether I thintc the water supply of the town 
may be best carried out by a Company or by the municipality. 
All the evidence collected under the Commission of Inquiry would 
I think establish the fact that it will everywhere be oest 
carried out by a private Company on proper conditions and with 
new securities for the publics mating the Company lessees 
instead of proprietors....... In the sanitary report 1 held up
the instance of the supply of gas to Manchester by the 
municipality but I have since been led to believe that the 
Manchester people would get sore if they let the works out than 
now when they are conducted by the corporation officers ......
Very recently the corporation of the town of Hull undertook to 
provide an extended supply of water for the inhabitants. for 
the supply of 3,000 houses, they have without any jobbing 
incurred an expense of i55»0'..'>o» and that too for a very 
imperfect supply and they iaay charge 6 per cent, on the rental 
for it. The Nottingham Company ^ives a superior- and constant 
supply for not more than j$ per cent, on the rental: and having 
expended no more than £52,^00, notwithstanding much exora 
expense, t'r-ey raai-co a return of 6 per cent, to the ratepayers. 
In most of such public works the expense of management is aot 
less than i20 per cent, on the outlay. They are wasteful from 
ignorance as well as from jobbing".
.i.ma excessive enthusiasm for private enterprise (out, 
be it noted', uader strong securities i'or tne puoiic interest) 
was out of character, and was soon to wiio. it nau its origins 
in a complex of considerations: his scorn i'or local 
administrative ability, iiis aaxiety to ^eo suaitury reform under 
way Aitfioat waiting on the slow pace of a. relevant Jovermieat, 
the influence ol the engineer, Tuoaias iiawii.etii.ey, wiiose
ater Company aeer-ied u model of efficiency and
. ossibly his marriage in IJ>$) to nactiel Oawson
-o -
1. E.C. - J. i!odson, 10 April 1345.
2. "aottiatihiiffl is a patera place for the supply of water".
(E.C. - J. oooth, 12 feoruary 1345;
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Kennedy, fifth daughter of John Kennedy, the cotton 
manufacturer, aad left him aiore open to the arguments of 
Manchester. Certainly he had lately made the personal 
acquaintance of some of the great railway capitalists, and had 
imbibed from them something of the romantic theory of 
capitalism, the aero of which was the self-made man, who oy 
energy, chrift, aud a strict attention Co "sound economic 
principles of trade", foiled upwards from the bottom of the 
social pyramid to become the chairman of a company. There was 
Jamea Morrison, for example, the railway director, who had come 
up to London with ail his worldly goods in a cotton pocket 
handkerchief, Lad prospex^ed, married a partner's dau^ter, and 
was now wor«h Tihree millions. ''his cardinal maxims", Chadwick 
told Colonel Phipps, Prince Albert's secretary, 'were on all 
occasions to tell the truth, always to consult the interests of 
the consumer ; and always share profits with him'*. ilia rule 
was not that of tae vulgar money-gruboer, "to buy cheap and sell 
dear", but "to buy cheap and sell cheap' 7 , uot varying his prices  ' 
according to i.is supposition of what t&e customer .could afford 
to pay. keeping the same excellent rules, his eldest con had 
already made a quarter of a million. * There seeiaed no 
reason why .d-vin Chadwick also, if iie turned his abilities to 
commerce, should not in due ti;r>e become a millionaire.
On unese twin postulates, therefore,    tuat 
municipalities were incompetent to manage such jer\/icas as ^as 
and water supply; and that, of a.11 suotives to appeal oo^self- 
interest was the steadiest and most powerful    waa oased 
Chadwick's grand scheme for a rowns Improvement Company. Ilia 
interrogation of wituesses before the aeaith of i'owns Commission 
had .left him, as we have aeeu, with the conviction that there 
was noney to be ^ade not only out of the supply of water but 
also out of the disposal o_ ^ewa^e. ''The figures oi practical
engineers and farmers could be shown to prove it. For a penny
-o-
1. E.G. - Col. hipps, a.d.
2. oee above, j.
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a week supplies of water, constant and at high pressure, could 
be excended to lower class houses; for another penny those 
houses could be drained; for another- pavements and roadways 
could be washed and swept. A company couli safely contract to 
perform these services at a fair rate of profit, and in addition 
it could count on an immense return from the sale of rich town 
manure to progressive farmers. Three points vsere essential to 
the scheme. The company must have a monopoly of the field of 
supply. It muse contract for all three of the interdependent 
services of water supply, drainage, and sewage disposal. And, 
finally, the service must ae universal, to all classes of the 
community, and paid for by a compulsory rate. ror, as hs 
explained to Thomas iiawjcesley, "the best securities for a fair 
and liberal and permanent profit, v*ill be in the close 
consultation of the wants conveaienees comforts and means of the 
Oreatest number of the poorest classes of the consumers and in 
moderate profits on extended supplies, rather than very high 
profits on narrow supplies".
fhe field of operations open to such a company was 
immense. in Britain, in the colonies, in every country in 
iiurope, there were scores of towns which needed water and 
aewers. Carlisle, Durham, Frome, tiidderminsoer, Salisbury, 
Merthyr Tydvil, Stouroridge , Walsall, wedaesbury, ..eat Bromwich,
Wrexham, wolverhampson    these were only a few of the places
(2) 
without an adequate water supply. x Berlin had already asiced
Ghadwicic's advice, and he nad heard that he was a greater 
prophet in Germany than in inland . * ' Paris, again, would
the beat enterprise in Europe ; if only juizot would take 
his mind off Algiers and draw his nead for a moment out of the 
clouds of nigjh politico, Ghadwick could show aim now the highest 
rooms in Paris could DC supplied, with filtered water for three
sous a ton, as compared with uhfc nine francs fct present paid
-o-
1. E.G. - T. HawK.es ley, 25 November 1344.
2. fi.O. - T. Hawkesley, 7 .'vlarch 1345.
. ,-:..,.. - i1 . ..uwicesley, li August 1344.
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to the "porteurs d'eau".v' Turning over these possibilities, 
Ghadsick was flushed with the vision ot" himself as managing 
director of a vast public utility company with ramifications in 
every country, which would be uhe instrument for carrying out 
his sanitary schemes and would serve at the same time as a
"golden bridge for escape" from the insults to which he felt/ P \ 
himself exposed at Somerset House. - '
The scheme be ti,an promisingly. Sir John Lasthope, the 
first chairman oi the London and Southampton line, gave his 
"very hearcy concurrence", and declared nis willingness to 
embarK «i5v:,uOu or more.^ ; Other capitalists of European 
reputation, among tihem ttai«ces Gurrie, bir George de Larpent, 
James uiatheson, James ;Aorrison, John Moss. Edward and Anthony 
btruco, J.L. dicardo, Rowland Hill, <assau ionior, fell under 
the spell of Chadwictc's tale oi &oid from sewage. "cuch a
conjunction, such an Assembly of ^a^les on the same perch had
(h.) perhaps never before been seen' : , he exclaimed ixi delight.
The company was registered on the 7th August 1345, with Lord 
frauds ^.gerton as ics chaii'man, three millionaires amongst, its 
oacicers, arid a team of technical consultants chosen oy Ghalwicx: 
for tjneir .tnown sympauny with the most advanced ideas in 
sanitary ea,uineerin£    Thomas HawKesley and Ghaiv^ell ^ylne 
i'or wat-er supply, Jonn uoe and sutler ..illiaras Ji'or drainage, 
oiaith of Jeaiiaton and Captain Vei,ch for uewage disposal. It 
was proposed tio raise 4il,000, *> -0, oa Atiicii a. re burn of at least 
six per cent., a.id perhaps nine or oea per O; ,u., was promised. 
^' in a tour of the provinces ChadwicJc expounded co local
capitalists the advantages of inveatin^, in a veal,ore which
-o-
1. E«C. - Sir John iiasbhope, 23 November and $L October 1344.
2. 1C.O. - I1 . Halites ley, i August i.i'O. 
). E.3. - T. lla.vLesley, 22 October 1^-4.
4. ti.G. - ^ir John naschope, 2 Octooer l.>4^>.
5. Ghadviicic drafted the prospectus in r-iarci 134$, entitling it 
".Prospectus of a "ublic Co^paay ^o be callei the British, 
Colonial, and Foreign Drainage, tfater Supply, and Towns 
improvement Company'.
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offered double the return of the average railway speculation, 
and combated everywhere the heresy of a water supply divorced 
from drainage and sewa^ disposal. At Bi-istcl the Merchant 
Venturers showed a disposition to co-operate^ ^; afc Leicester., 
Lancaster, arid Jixeter strong parties were conversed^ ; at 
Ranches cer he addressed members of the Corporation for aa hour, 
and made an impression on Uobdea. ^ he returned in high hopes 
to London with engagements to the extent of 4,700,000. *' r'roro 
Lyons, too, came an attractive ofi'er, which seemed to premise a 
brilliant; commercial result; there was hope of ai*is; and 
inquiries were received from Athens, merlin, Frauixfort, and 
Municn.
Jut good will and promises and five cotnoetent engineering 
reports remained the extent of the company's achievement. 
Chadwici's prospectus was swamped in a sea of railway
advertisements; his engineers were lured away by ofiers of seven
-o-
1. E.G. - P. flawtesley, .1-3 Tuly 1^45. A letter GO Lord 
fibrington (^ August 1345; is typical of Chadwicx's
optimistic correspondence of this pe,\j.oi: 'at Bristol a 
local :B ;:;enGe <*as on foot to supply the town with v/ater. 
This scheme ^.as to taice it from the Avon which is polluted 
witi: the sewage of biith and other districts. Their 
expenditure was to be for this s.i-oly ^2 -'0, ;"v';0, or the same 
sum for supply from a spriog which we found would only nave 
given uae fourth tl^e quantity required. e were fortunate 
in finding a pure source from --nich a double sun .^ly aay oe 
obtained at half the price, ine facilities for the 
application of refuse, though ^reat aaturuliy, were aot 
great in the intelligence of the owiert- of the lands 
adjacent to the town, ixeter we found was supplied with 
about half the quantity of water it ou^ht to have, oy a joint stock company conducted on erroneous orinciples. f/lr. 
Terrell a solicitor who is one of the town'r. improvement 
co;ii^is3loners fad brounh'j the subjeco of the uoolic^tion of 
the refuse before that Dody, but they declined to have 
anything to do with it, and we found the field iei't open to 
the proposed company. r. bicith and .ir. na/.Kesiey sa\A. at 
once that the facilities foe its application there are 
peculiarly good: the land adjacent is very poor for the 
situation, and held by intelligent owners, and occupied by 
farmers who are very sensible cf the value of liquid manureV
2. i'J.G. - W.A. blaney, 6 Seotember 134;?. 
J5. £..0. - uaittes Ourrie, 25 oe.^tember 1345. 
4. c>.o. - oapc. Vetch, ^5 oepterroer
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and a half guineas a day as railway surveyors; and his 
millionaires succumbed one by one to the madness of the great 
railway boom/ At Leicester, after six months of negotiation 
with local capitalists, who were reluctant to see the control 
of the Gown's water supply pass to a London company, only £7,000
/ ^j \
of the £70,000 required could be raised.^   At Manchester and 
Bristol Chad-wide*s company found itself opposed by separate 
water schemes, which drew away support- because their offers 
seemed Ies3 speculative. ^ I'he optimistic prospectus was 
founded largely on the experience of Thomas iiawkesley, and it 
was a severe blow to Ohadwicic when chis expert of his own choice 
began L,o exhibit aereoicai tendencies, tie was bewildered when
uawkesley accepted a retainer from the Lancashire ,7auer Company
("4) in -eptember 1345. x ' HOW oould riawiesley square advocacy of a
new company -with his published views which condemned the 
intrusion of second capitals into the same field'. ouch a scene 
would rejoice the old-style water ea^ineers, the Oimpsons and 
the icksteeds, exceedingly 1 ^ vihen Uawkesley began to cast 
doubt:-: on the accuracy of Ohad^'ic'rc's figures for ti e returns 
from sewaje irrigation, the break became c^mplet.e . It was 
certainly otranje, if '"I aw Lesley was so d. bious of .,he soundness 
of the scheme, that he waited eighteen monthc, and until 
Ohadwick was t>.avin,; difficulty in roibinj; capital, to reveal it.
ziut the siost i'uuda;u«ni;«.i "«eainess of all was the 
impression which had s,/r«ad ia yusiaesa Circles tu^c the company 
Lad philanthropic oojects. ;; 0ne of our Oapitaxists had 
objected to me! us tending io taint the list with oenevolence 
and philant^opy", OhadViick observed v^ith uneasy hearciness. '
**O *"*
1. T. liawtcesle/ - h. !., 16 October 1^45; S.'J. - Dr. P.H. 
Hollaad, 22 October1 1 i4i?,
2. i.C. - Or. ".*•••. -iolland, 26 January 1346.
$. t.C. - t1 . Reynolds, 19 ^oril ia4*o; Dr. P.ii. Holland - J^.J., 
?> July 1346.
4. A.G. - Or. 'V'. Holland, Ib ^"pte-'ber I
5. T--.0. - T. Hawsesley, 31 August 1345, 
b. ;,.G. - .?. iiawiesley, 26 October 1345. 
7. 2.0. - Lord ; 'rancis v.,erton, 1 ioveraber
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"So good a commercial man as Mr. Bates", he wrote urgently to 
Nassau Senior, "should not be allowed to labour under the 
delusion that there is any more patriotism in the objects of the 
proposed Coapany than there is in the every day operations of 
his own counting house in supplying the wants of the needy in 
all parts vt the world with goods, or money, and receiving in 
tale, and measure, in a solid arid tangible shape the expression 
of their sense of gratitude for the amount of service rendered 
to them ..... He owes some apology to the gentlemen whose names 
are on the prospectus for so injurious a supposition". 11 ^ But 
it was in vain that Ghadwicic pointed to the adhesion of John 
Moss, the chairman of the Grand Junction Company, "a firm, minded 
man who would not let his feelings get the better of his 
pecuniary judgment"? in vain that he declared that for the sake
of humanity the percentage should be looked to with the eye of
(5) 
a Shylocic, •" It was whispered that a company to furnish the
houses of the poor wish water and drains must be humanitarian 
and patriotic, and as such offensive to the business conscience.
Some &600 had been spent on the prospectuses, 
advertisements, and reports of the Towns Improvement Company, 
of which nearly i/^00 had come out of Chadwici's pociet. The 
money had not been entirely wasted. For a moderate outlay the 
company had examined seven to^ns, Manchester, Salford, Bolton, 
Leicester, dristol, Exeter, and Derby, and had produced 
exploratory reports on the first five of these, indicating how 
between two and three million pounds might be profitably spent
f n.)on their improvement. A surgeon of vaactiester, Dr. P.Ii.-o-
1. E.G.- Nassau Senior, 11 April 1345. 
tL. .E.G. - Lord francia %erton, 1 November 1.V4'?.
3. £i.J. - ^arl of Lovelace, -3 -larch 1^5.
4. "i'he expositions promulgated by the ?owns Improvement
Company did great'good in paving the way and i5 is much to 
be regret bei that the money market has never so recovered as 
x,o enable it to be careiei forward ...." (B.C. - Larl of 
kllea.<aere, 2-> february 1347). He commended the reports to 
Lord Kor^eth "as aiding the consideration of the facienda, 
in respect to the Inspectors work'". (2.$ /ctober 134j .
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Holland, had produced a resort on that city which was adjudged 
by ChadwicK to be the best of its kind that had yet appeared. 
Altogether this field-worit in the service of the company 
undoubtedly stood Chadwick in good stead when he came to direct 
the activities of his Inspectors at the Board of Health.
After 1346 the Towns Improvement Company fell into a
state of suspended animation from which Gaadwiclc never succeeded
(2 ) in awakening it. ' 3ut to its curious history there was a
still more curiuus appendix. By a flash of characteristic 
ingenuity, Chadwicx had conceived the idea of distributing 
sewer manure by pumps mounted on canal boats, and now, with 
three other optimistic spirits, Dr. P.ii. Holland, Rooert 
Hawlinson the engineer, and Joseph ^hitworth the inventor, he 
formed an association to conduct an experiment on the 
Bridgewater canal. His hopes    as usual    were high. 
Farmers were shading their heads over the shortage of manure, 
yet the sewers of the towns were veritable ^uano mines. The 
rich refuse of the Gowns might be ferried down in boats to the 
barren and starving farm land, and uhe produce would float bac£ 
to feed the workers in the factories. "Ohadwicjc's illixir" 
would make the bamcs of every canal green and fertile.
The idea round little favour, however, with the rugged
 o 
1. Isi.O. - Dr. tj .li. Holland, 23 Dacercoer 1345
2. He wrote to HolLan:!, b January 13^/J "'fou are to bear in 
mind that 1 by no means consider the To-vns improvement 
Company defunct, iivery day brings some new case of a 
demand". To the Larl of ilies.mere (the former Lord Francis 
Agerton, ciuairman of the companyj, ue lameafced in u. lecher 
of 23 alarch 1347 ttiat railway demands on the mo,,ey market 
still handicapped the company. "Manchester is however 
shifting for itself, and is going on i.e. the corporation, 
in a c^ood direction. Into this they have ceea led ay our 
report. The L,eicester people have determinei not to %-ait 
for a compleae measure, anii r.oaie of our allies there are 
getting a bill to bring to the to-.vn, the water froca the new 
source >,hich we found ror th«m .... Jxeter, Uugby, Worcester 
are offered. But the rjates and darings who have never been 
Known, to i .il before, have very recently failed to raise 
money for undertakings in which they too* especial 
interest'.1
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farmers of South Lancashire, and they listened with a canny 
scepticism to theae plausible strangers, with their pumpa and 
jets and miles of canvas hose, who promised them agricultural 
miracles, and offered to manure their fields in return for half 
the extra crop obtained. Where Dr. Holland, who had been put 
in charge of the experiment, did find employment for his 
floating pump, few of his hopeful clients noticed that 
remarkable transformation of their produce which he had led them 
to expect.
of the misfortune Ghadwick attributed to the unhappy 
Dr. Holland, who was not the man to cope with "this plaguy 
irrigation". but the failure was due chiefly, he felt, to the 
farmers of the old "round frock" school, who could aot be 
convinced that they might pay an additional reafc oy saving the 
manure which they now wasted. It was a psychological 
phenomenon, this bucolic resistance to aew ideas. As an 
example of "agricultural lo&ic", Ghadvjicic would teil how the 
Duke of oedford attempted to prove to on« of his tenants that a 
certain piece of ploughing could be done as well oy two horses 
as by the four at present used by the i'arrser. Words failing 
to carry conviction, the 'Juice save an actual demonstration. 
"The only response 'which his Grace obtained was that 7?ay might 
be all very well to be worked by a Duice bat he as a fartier could 
not afford it" ^  L }
Chadwick continued the experiment bill the end of 
paying expenses out of his own pocket, despite Holland's 
continually more depressing reports and the prudent secession
of his allies. It was a courageous act of faith, and when
-o-
1. it,.v., ",totes on Agricultural Logic'*, *U3, n.d.
2. writing after the" aban-Jon.;eat of the scheme, Flo Hand told 
Chadwick (3 January 1^50; that, althougr it would be 
publicly deemed a total failure, he believed the effect of 
liquid manure on the crops had beea shown fco be decisive. 
"The reason of our losses is because so few of the farms 
are properly drained ^nd cultivated, and so few of the 
farmers" have enterprise enough to Cry anything new so that 
we iaave had nothing IJ.K.O occupation ior our engine and man".
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defeat could no longer be hidden, he was keenly disappointed. 
The successful application of sewer manure to agriculture, he 
believed, would do more than anything else to encourage the 
adoption of a better system of drainage and water supply and 
the universal introduction of the water closet. Arid to the end 
of his life the productive powers of liquid sewage remained his 
"King Charles' Head' , the fascination of a fortune from town 
guano drawing him oack time and again to the idea of a Towns 
Improvement Company. ^ ^
In 1372, for example, he attempted to float a "German Towns 
improvement Company", i.ritia^ to a iierlia correspondent 
(prob.i&ly the .'/jayor. 1 , he reviewed recent oians for improving 
"the most stinfcing capital in Europe". "Ten years, it is 
stated to aie, have been occupied in consulting experience 
and preoaring plans for measures of relief; and ten years 
more, it has been stated, are contemplated for their 
execution. It might indeed be s*>, if they are set aoout, 
v/it I out the available experience in -uch worn., but we 
mi^ht undertake, that with a body of u/rrnaa workmen, under 
the guidance of practical Knowledge, a contract shall oe 
t -;iven for the completion of the v.ortcs la question, in j>heee 
years, and that by the tourtb year, a zone of agricultural 
production aha 11 be seen on the sand;; roua-1 merlin, &uch as 
has nevex- yet been ueheld in 'le-'many",
His son, Osbert, wrote to him severely (5 May ? 1385) 
that he thought he had convinced him that the drainage of 
towns was not proper work for a syndicate, no contract 
being possible on such vague terms. "It is quite unsuitable 




ITH THi' SPECULAT -iJi
The queen's Speech at the opening of the 1345 session 
referred to the Health of Towns Report, and voiced the hope that 
it would form the oasis of a measure for "promoting the Health 
and Comfort of the poorer Classes of ?4y Subjects 1 .^ ;">o, for 
the first time in history, a British Government announced that 
its legislative programme included a Public Health 3111. "he 
period of inquiry, begun in 133-3, was finished; and Chadwic*'^ 
seven years of ceaseless investigation and argument had brought 
the Government to the point of action. The question remained 
whether Chat action would be as bold and as comprehensive as he 
had planned. He had wished    as the memoranda he nad laid 
before buccleuch show clearly    that the Commissioners would 
embody their recommendations in the actual clauses of a Hill, 
dictated by himself, and so strongly buttressed oy the evidence 
and the authority of a Woyal Commission that it must pass 
without substantial alteration by the legislature The 
Government had other intentions, however, and the preparation of 
a Public Health ^ill was entrusted to the Earl of Lincoln, Chief 
Co:nmisftioaer of Aoods and Forests, a couple of months before 
the health of Towns Commission presented their oecorid i-ieport. 
The decision made two things plain: that the uovernnenu looked 
upon the iiill as the minor measure of a minor department, and 
that they felu themselves in no ^'ise bound by ohe cone la -ions 
of an inquiry dominated by idwin Chadwic*.
Lord Lincoln immediately turned his back on the Health
of Towns Commission, an 1 sought bis authorities among she
 o- 
1. Mansard, vol. //, .. 4, 4 February
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uuilders and architects of the *oods and forests "Their 
working men are entirely of the old school", Chadwick told Lyon 
^ ; and a day or two later, 1 know of no reason to
distrust him: out the men about his office are exceedingly to be 
distrusted who fix the flues of chimneys twice the size that is 
necessary. There is indeed an impropriety which ought to 
strike every one in his proceeding to prepare a separate measure 
without the slightest consultation with the Commission ..... 
The Chelsea water works offered to &ive the* a constant supply 
of water for large fountains in Trafalgar bquare for ^400 per 
annum. That may be an overcharge: but only think of people who 
spend *//,OOG at once to erect engine houses: steam engines and 
sink artesian wells for those two fountains!"^2 '
The success or failure of the Towns Improvement Company 
depended vory largely upon the provisions of Lincoln's Bill; and 
it was the future of his "golden bridge for escape" which was 
Chadwick' a chief anxiety throughout 1345. if the 
recommendations of the Health of Towns Commission were adopted, 
companies of the old style, with their separate water schemes 
and restrictive policies, would be handicapped, and facilities 
would be granted to a company prepared to carry out combined 
works by a contract under public regulation. As the 1845 
session advanced his hopes rose that Lincoln might be persuaded 
to ignore the "prejudices of various pestilential in^erests"^ , 
and that out of the woods and i'oreats might yet emerge a well
designed Biil; in which event the Towns Improvement Company
-o-
1. fc.C. - jjyoa Playfair, 14 December 1344. "1 have much dread 
of the advice which will be given to Lord Lincoln by the 
 <Voods and rorests builders, who have been advising him for 
the retention of the old brick drains ) inch for houses and 
the retention of cesspools and the provision of parish fire 
engines for the prevention of fires. If that office have 
anything to do ?Ath the execution of the measure it will 
ce-tainly be destroyed ...." (ibi'i.j
2. E.C. - Lyon KLayfair, lo December 
*>. F..O. - Lord iibrington, 2b June 1345.
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mi&ht immediately take the field, examining places &nd 
recruiting local capitalists, in readiness for a sweeping 
campaign on the collapse of the railway Doom.
Lincoln's bill made a momentary appearance in July 
and was then withdrawn for consideration and amendment during 
the recess. ^
"Your annoyance at the announcement of today, that the 
bill ^ill not be pressed this session will not exceed mine that 
another year's delay is to tafee place", Ohad^ic* wrote to R.A. 
Slariey. "But it is to be noted, that if the bill is to be 
presented in its present shape, as the shape in which it is to 
be brought forward next session then the whole of the 
Metropolis, all Scotland and all Ireland is omitted for another 
year, beyond that session for 1347!
I despair now of doing anything anywhere that is I 
effectual except commercially, and the bill puts all such 
projects in a very awkward shape so as to prevent instead of , 
facilitating the formation of companies. The new Commissioners 
are to borrow money at 5 P®r cent., and the whole machinery ia 
such as will present the aspect of their spending the money so 
raised: of their executing and maintaining the \»or£s instead of 
the worses being maintained, as well as executed oy contract as 
the report recommends. 1 fear that the large capitalists who 
have beea persuaded to loolc at the sanitary improvement of 
towns, will not look at it in the shape proposed in the oil! a 
shape to hold out inducements only to tt-e petty tradesmen of a 
country town, *ho alone will serve under the orders or humour 
the caprices of the ocher petty tradesmen of country to/.ns, even 
though they should be presided over oy local Donaldsoos' . v ^
vhile Ghadwickt thus watched anxiously tr.e delaying and
-o-
1. Hansard, vol. 32, J. 1077, 25 July 1. > 5-
2. f..O, - H.A. olaney, 3 July 1345. Thomas U-verton Honaldson,; 
chairman of the estTiimrter Commission of .'-ewerw, had 
defended the old order before the Health of 
Commission ',"»irst Report", VOL. c, ;?>. 13 -
possible crippling of his main measure, on the interments 
question he iaoed complete deadlock. Throughout 1345 Sir James 
Graham maintained an imperturbable front. When a newspaper 
report was Drought to his attention, describing the practice in 
the wlerkenweli churchyard of disinterring bodies after a few 
days, chopping them with a spade, and burning the pieces in a 
bonehouse, he consented to raase inquiries    "though he thought 
there \nould be some difficulty in removing the cause of the 
evil". ' A week later he observed that he "feared that any 
prohibition of interment within the walls of a city would not be 
in harmony with the feelings of a great body of the people". ^ 
Chadwick exploded into protest. «ho were these people who were 
so attached to the practice.' nVas it the working classes, the 
poor, the uneasy, the heavily laden, who dwelt with complacency 
upon burials ia the over-gorged charnels of the metropolis,
«f £> "T* Cj
where newly buried corpses KX« hacked and hewn by the sexton's 
shovel to .-sake way for others? V»as it the middle and higher 
clashes, who were abandoning family vaults in the graveyards, 
preferring to pay heavily for interment in densal Green 
cemetery? Since it was clearly none of these, theu who 
constituted this "great body"? A portion of the clergy! 
"Are we to endure to nave it held up before this country and 
before all iiurope, that respect for the dead and the health of 
the living are to be prostrated for the maintenance of clerical 
domination, or rapacity for fees or for the lowest traders' 
pelf? The legislature seeing the evils fully displayed, and 
the course of ressedy demonstrated, oy the example of civilised 
nations, is it to be allowed to co forth that the moral coara^e 
of our leading public men is so low, or their perceptions so 
obtuse, or their capacity so feeble that administrative measures 
which have been carried out in Austria, Prussia, Russia, ^eimar, 
nay even in tipsin, and are seen to elevate the feelings of the
population are beyond the capacity of our parliament or our
-o-
1. Hansard, vol. /7. t>» 1^, 26 February
2. ibid., vol. 73, p. 3^5. 5 ^arch 13^.
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Government I"^
On the 8th April 1845 James Kaciciunoft confronted the 
Government, with a resolution condemning intramural intextneat. 
Faced with an inescapable decision, Graham came out openly in 
support of the existing system. aving aside the "exaggerated 
views entertained on the subject", he declared that it would not 
be easy to atop people b«,-lng buried in the places where their 
kindred lay. He refused to admit that the public health was 
endangered; there was no metropolis in the 'florid where health 
was so well preserved. If they adopted Chadwic&'s Guggescion, 
and prohibited absolutely intermentB in cities and towns, public 
feeling would be greatly excited, if not grossly violated. 
Aere the Government to undertake the arrangements for burial, 
it would be intruding in a field where private companies were 
beginning to enter; so they should take care "lest, by a 
compulsory enactment, they interrupted that course of feeling, 
which, if left to itself, would remedy the evil". Graham was 
decisively routed ia the debate, and >s.acttianon's resolution was 
carried by bb votes to *).^ ' Chadwick, who judged that the 
vested interests in burial fees had prevailed with the home 
Secretary,^.-as delighted, bu;/ She victory urought no change in 
the attitude of the Government, which was clearly unwilling so 
believe in tt,e nuisance because of the trouble ic ,vould be put 
to in finding a remedy.
Corn iominated the arliamentary scene in 1^46, and it 
was soon evident thai, until the manufacturer and tire landlord 
had played out their p&rts iu the drama of the session, uhe 
public health reformers oust content themoelves in patience. 
But the year showed some notable advances, and the fact- tbat 
not all of them originated directly with Cnad^icK proved that 
the "sanitary idea" was pushing ouu roots into many influential
1. ,-;.CJ. f M& fragment, n.d.
2. Hansard, vol. 79, pr>. 350 - 359, % April 1*45,.
$. w.U. - J.i'. iiurcou, 12 April 134|?.
quarters. An Act was passed to authorise Town Councils to 
establish public oaths and washhouses, defraying the cost out of 
the rates. ' A Nuisances Kemoval Act empowered Soards of 
Guardians in the rural areas to indict nuisances oefore the 
Justices of the Peace, and, where the order i'or removal was a<?t 
by recalcitrance or continued neglect, to taice steps to execute 
it at the expense of the person responsible. ' Hanitary 
legislation thus made its first ,enta*-,ive step into the rural 
areas; and for the narrow purposes of the Act the parish was 
replaced as the responsible authority oy the Loor l^aw Union 
with its superior efficiency, its paid medical staff, and its 
responsiveness to control -Jii instruction from the centre. 
Another clause of the saaae net authorised the Tivy Council to 
issue emergency Orders if any place should be threatened oy 
"formidable contagious, or epidemic diseases". This measure was, 
in fact, the first payment made uy fear on an insurance policy 
against the cnolera, who.cn even then was advancia.^ on the south- 
eastern frontiers of Europe.
To balance these small r^ins there was another checlv, Jn 
the interments question, and a further delay in the introduction 
of a -ublic Health dill. In April James tfecitinnon urouc^ht in 
a Bill drafted by Ghadwick on the conclusions of the Interments
Report. ^ ^ "L'>ir James Graham has become BO unpopular",
-o- 
1. "An ACT; to encourage the estaolisiuuent of public :;aths and
Aashhousea", } and 1'' Vict. c. 74, 26 August 1
"An Act for the more speedy removal of certain
and to enable \,he rivy Jouncii to -a.<e ^exulations for the
rre vent ion of . cont?i. ious and e,;idemic Diseases until the
51st Day of August 1 W7, ar.d to the end of the then oext
besoion of Parliament' 1 , •) and 1 Vict. c. 9o, 2-i August
1J46. Aaieoded by 11 and 12 Vict. c. 12JJ and 12 arid 13 Vict.
c. ili.
"^or providing Cemeteries, ani promoting the loiulic neaith
in ..'owns and i opulous .'iotricts", 1 ii+b (51t»).i. 255»- -he
iiill r)rovided tor:
1. h burial Coraraission un ier tne ^pervisio.i OL the 
Privy Council.
2. A local inquiry o.y a Govern^eat inspecto;.-, uis report 
being s^ibititted for the approval 01 the 'nvy Council. , the 
^Continued on next
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Chadwicic -wrote hopefully to th« Bishop of London, "that it is 
more than probaole that his opposition would contribute to the 
success of Mr. Mac^innon who -A ill receive support from both 
sides of the house". ^ Graham unbent so far as to allow him 
to circulate privately amen^et the Bishops the provisions of the 
Bill ; but with the collapse of the Tory Government , it 
disayoeared once more from view. Not until the General lioard 
of Health was installed at iwydyr House did Ohud'-victc $et the 
opportunity to carry out his interments scheme.
Lord Lincoln's !>ub!ic Health iii 11^ re-appeared, unchanged, 
at the beginning of the session, and ChadwiCK promptly joined 
 «ith fciouthwood bmith to drav; up a derailed report on its 
provisions for oublication by the uonlon branch of the Health of 
Towns Association. Thin interesting pamphlet illuminates 
not only tfce defects of the ioverament measure, but also certain 
peculiar limitations in the view-point of the sanitary reformers
themselves. On the whole the Sill was a ,,reat improvement on
-o-
(Oontinued from previous page; riiihop, and tl.e district 
concerned.
3. A local coTimlttee of cler,^, T embers of olected 
bodies, and a number of the reaident^ to Manure the conetery. 
A s0i;arate committee of Oisae-iters might be appointed to 
manage the unconsccruted portion.
' » . An Officer of Health, appointed by the local 
coraiaittee, subject to the approval of the ''rivy Jouncil
5. Contracts with undertakers to furnir.h funeral 
 fiaterials , according to specif ic;itions prepar-- d by the 
Officer of Health.
b. O^oens'j-tion for clergy, clerics, sextons, cusoaaiei-? 
and private owners dispossessed by the Act .
/. Thirty-year loans, secured on ulia burial dues, t,o 
defray the cos, of the ceaetery.
1. Vi.O. - Bisho^ Blortfield, :9 ^rcK 1346,
2. J. tfac&innon - I-i.O., 1) June I:i4b. .'he draft was cent to 
the ^ishops of orwich and Chester on *..2 June 134b.
^. "i or the Iniproveaent of fchc Ge^era^e and ';rain-a,e of .Covens 
and opulous Districts, and for Eaiin^ rr^ vision for an 
ample supply of a^er, and for otherwise promoting ohe 
Health and Convenience of tne Inh^cifints", ii*5 C 57^    V.
"Keport of the Committee bo the ifaemoera of tue Association 
on fjord Lincoln's beweraga, Drainage, etc. .t To^ns Bill", 
Charles anight -and C ; >., l:-iab.
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earlier attempts, the report conceded, and might form an 
excellent basis for a comprehensive sanitary measure. It 
recognised the principle that the whole of the natural drainage 
area, together with all the worfea for water o ipply, sewerage, 
drainage, cleansing and ?.»avini;, ^aoviid be unler a single 
authority. It protected the interests ol" t':e community by the 
supervision of an inpar-tial Government Inspector. It provided 
for surveys by competent engineers, for the examination of olans 
by responsible public officers, for the publication of 
expository reoorta to be circulated locally. It oermitted 
local authorities to eater into contracta for the maintenance 
and execution of the combined works, under the supervision of a 
competent, paid, and responsible Surveyor. It stimulated that 
an Inspector of <uisances and a Medical Officer of ileaiuh should 
be appointed. All these things were new, ail were steps in tho 
right direction, and they were by themselves s^f isient to 
effect a highly beneficial change in the sanitary condition of 
the people.
1'he tone changed sharply from satisfaction to criticise, 
however, when the report went on to consider the administrative 
machinery. A novel and complicated tisld of administration «as 
to be entrusted to a man whose every moment ol' tiiiia .%as already 
in incessant demand from t.he va t and uridifferem;iafced functions 
of an unwieldy department: the Home ;>ecreuary    Cauiaet 
Minister and party leader, head of the metropolitan police and 
of the unpaid and stipeudia.y magistracy, regulator jf orisons, 
protector of young persons in factories, uoervisot of the 'o^r 
Law, suoeriritendent of Irish affairs, and judg,e of appeal in -tie 
las- resoro    ,vas no* expected to add to Uis laoours the 
smelling, out of nuisances, the oianniag of drainage and -'.'icer 
aysterac, and the perusal of tae aiuitit-/dinous report- of 
Nuisance inspectors and .Officers of Health. tven Sir Tames 
CJraham, with his "athletic strength and po*erful intellect", {
1- ibid., pp. 4-5.
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exhibited plain signs of overwork, and    bouthwood Smith 
charitably suggested    the failure of measure after measure in 
his hands was due in Large part to the inadequate attention he 
could afford to give them. vt>) The practical result would be to 
abandon sanitary measures to the chance zeal of a cler* or some 
other unicnowa aud irresponsible subordinates who would ue (to 
quote a parallel not tsivtfn in the report; the Home Office 
equivalent of Charles miller's harassed Mr. .othercountry in the 
Colonial Office, ao immersed in his departmental duties that he 
had no time to obtain sound and first-haad icnowledtje of the 
colonies over which he exercised his obscure and dictatorial 
authority. It would be far better, declared the report, to 
charge the duties of supervision on the erivy Council, who eight 
delegate one or more of their number to pay special, constant, 
and public attention to sanitary affairs^'; and where, the 
report omitted to add, ^dwin Chadwick aight secure in public 
health the ice/ position that ^Cay snuttlworth now occupied in 
education.
i'tie sanitary reformers were nc better pleased with the 
proposal to establish elective local :j oerds, which committed the 
cardinal er-ror, illustrated tiroe after tin.e in the t-hady history
of the Sewers CJoi^issione, of roaming a numerous local authority
A \ 
an executive instead of a supervisory body. x - y The
responsibility of preparing plans and estimates for public -works 
should be concentrated on the local surveyor, who should be a 
qualified civil engineer; and, \vhiie Uhe local iioard should 
determine di.e expeilienc.y, ot'i'ici^ucy, and compie'-eness of the 
*orn:s, they lihoulJ. not be given powers to interfere in technical 
Batters on wnich they were incompetent to form a sound judgment. 
Moreover, Cue ^oard should be entirely barred from executing, 
worns by themselves or even by their officers, and should be 
oblined to carry them all ut b.y contract under the supervision
;. iold., ap. -i - il.
2. ioi.i., ;>. i 1^.
^. ibid., ;-. 16.
of their Surveyor The merely permissive authority under the 
Bill to enter into contracts for the construction and 
rcainteaance of worfcs should be made peremptory. In this 
connection, and considering that "the object of the Legislature 
should be to engage and regulate tne apirit of commercial 
enterprise in the execution of the measures of sa .itary 
improvement/', the report regretted that no j'-iciiities were 
offered oy the bill to induce joint s^ock companies to make
tenders for contracts.^ ' Nor was this the only serious
departure from the recommendations of the health of 
Gociffiissiori. The Bill was limited to upland and «ales, and 
I/ondou was omitted, although the specific proposals in the 
Oorarui.-jsion's Second Report applied directly to metropolitan 
evils. The essential point had been misled that the loan for 
defraying the cost of the local worses should be spread over a 
period coincident with the benefit derived from thenij while the 
old practice jvas continued of looking to the owuer to pay the 
charges and to execute the domestic *oris by arrangement with 
his own uluraber and bricklayer. There was no stipulation 
that, every water company see icing legislative aid and protection 
should oe compelled to furnish a constant supply of 1'iltered 
water at his?; service. Furthermore, phraser, in the j.>ilL 
clearly recognised t;he existence and envisaged fche extension of 
the cesspool and the privy, despite the accumulated evidence 
proving their expense, noxiousness, and IrteiVicioacy . If 
intermittent supplies of uufiitured and filtn.y water, if 
expensive taiiKs and cisterns in wriich this \sater nay stagnate
and acquire acill further i.apurities, if ces-.yoals and ortvies,
  o 
1. ioid. , op. 21 - 27-
2. "Jn this principle the main -1if ficulty of carryii^ out
sanatory improvements, namely, the difi'Lculty of ^ef-xing the 
immediate outlay, is retained in its full force; :«hile the 
interests of the landlord oei;.^ always -na-erially injured, 
and in 3o r3e c-.ses ^.is property heio ,: c-nfi.--ca.ued, * 
combination of thin *hole class against the bill, and, if ic 
ahoiild ,.-)as3 into an acL,, against the lue execution of the 
law, is certain" (ibid., ;>. 5^J.
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if "nifehtnien, to carry away night-soil"    if all this is still 
to be perpetuated and encour .&ed, perpetuated and encouraged by 
being legalised, then indeed witnesses will have testified arid \ 
coaiaisiiioners will have reported iu vain against a system which 
all classes concur in stating to be the most costly, and under ,j 
which all declare that it is impossible that "any population can !
be healthy""^ L)
<•
Great advance though the bill 'was, theretore, on uord 
Kormanby's measures oi' four years earlier, its provisions show*-* 
unmistaiiaDly that, as the report put it, it had been produced 
not by James Graham out Dy some ignorant le^al draftsman. ' 
boon after the bill re-appeared, however, it became clear that 
there was no chance of its passing into law in the 1^46 session. 
Chadwick resigned himself to another twelve month's delay, until 
the new -hig Government should recast the measure oe^ueathed to 
them by Lord Lincoln. remaps the change of Government might 
Justify a year's postponement; Lord Viorr>eth. who succeeded at 
the «oods ani Forests, was certainly more amenable than Lord 
Lincoln, and no Home b>. cretary could oe less sympathetic than 
tfir James G re. ham. '#hen ^ord John Russell ma :e s.n address to
his constituents in July 134-6, he announced his intention of
'   ») 
taking u;:> bhis grievously neglected field of legislation.'"'
Ghadwicfc was delighted; public opinion was ^dv^ncinT on sanitary 
questions, he felt, and they were oeing officially lnought of at 
iast^''. :--eanwaile the London and provinci.r.l branches of the 
Health of Towns association passed their resolutions and 
circulated their leaflets; Southwood bmith and ur. Holland wrote 
t. eir articles-, yuid Ohadwicfe dresiaed and planned ?tiLl i'cr the 
conquests of his joint stoetc company.
l-}46 t;-:- bne year of the Aadovei- Oojiffiittee, and of
Chadwicn's final break: *ith the ; oor Law Oo.'.mi«sion«ra, v»hich
-o-
1. ioii., p. '/i.
2. ioidi., ••). 11.
}. li.C. - ,'>r. P.H. Holland, 4 July 13^.
4. i.^. - J. Ahitworth, <J ', oepte.K.er
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will be described in the next chapter. And the defence of his 
reputation against his official superiors was not the only 
heavy burden which the events of the session threw upon hici. 
During the lull in ttie main battle for a uolic health Jiill, he 
eag&^ed in two brisk campaigns against the over-mighty 
capitalists of water and railways. For to Ghadwicfc the self- 
government of capitalists was no better than the self-government 
of local authorities. urea;, though his faith was in self- 
interest, it was as the spring of individual vigour and 
efficiency that it met with his approval, and as the mostt 
persistent and calculable element in human character that it 
figured BO prominently in his thought. He saw no evidence at 
all that social benefits resulted of necessity from its pursuit, 
and much -fchich persuaded him that without the barriers erected 
by the law its undirected energies oight disrupt society. He 
put his truHt, therefore, not in the rule of aoae "invisible 
hand' , olending the interests 01 the individual and society in. 
a mystic reconciliation, but in the secular authority of the 
iiuate which, abandoning one superstitions of laissez-faire, 
should intervene to guide the activities of individuals towards 
the desiraole ;j.;oal?. of communal welfare.
The publication in the previous year of the Second Report 
of the I'ealth of Towns Commission, foreshadowing puolic control 
of water supplies in the not too distant ;utare, had. been 
followed by a sudden rush of water companies to seiz« the asoat 
eligible sources for the supply of towns. In this Chadwicfc 
saw a double danger. At the very ruoment when le ;islati a -jyas 
under consideration for ooobinin,^, water aa i drainage 
es&aolish?uents in every tovm, and for exuendin^ to all ciasr.es 
constant supplies of rare water, separate water :onpanies on th^ 
old model, -with their intermittent service and. restrictive 
policies, were establishing themselves in positions of vantage; 
in some places, indee;, rival companies were being rornu-d, 
threatening to develop a type of competition condemned by the
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Royal Commission only a few weefcs before. One® established, 
such companies ?ould be obstacles to the introduction of the 
new principles; they would be able to demand large compensation 
if they were disturbed; and Ohadwicx had no doubt that their 
promoters w re, in fact, speculating on "forcing the inhabitants 
to pay heavily when comprehensive measures are adopted". * In. 
the second place these separate schemes endangered the Towns 
Improvement Company, Chadwicx's chosen instrument for the 
execution of sanitary improvements. As he told the chairman, 
Lord trancis Egerton, they would deprive "all comprehensive 
measures of the commercial force, .vhich is so salutary in 
overcoming the vis inertiae of the towns themselves. The 
people are accustomed to consider water works as a proper 
subject for the investment of capital: the instances of 
companies formed for carrying out drainage 'work's are very few 
and may be said bo be unknown. The first; point of conflict at 
Leicester was to join the scheme of drainage f;itii the scheme of 
water woricsj the next to revent them separating the water 
scheme, on which (commercially) they "saw their way clear",    
to a dividend: but the Irainags they had never considered. 
All the commercial motive, contained in the water bills, will 
by allowing them to be passed seoaratf ly, be Lost '«o complete
/ >
works, as it would have oeea lost in the case of " eicester'". ^ '
Hence Chadwicic condemned "this hurrying and grabbing ot 
water sources" as "Toat improvident and unpua ?.inessli&e ^ , aad 
he instructed his friends tm-t the presy should open fire at 
once on all separate water schemes, for "all those >vhich ^.ain 
ground will tak.e it from uo, from better measures". ^ ^^ &arly
in 134-5 he had drawn up a set of conditions, and had urged on '
-o-
1. E.G. - 3. MoriCicton ;ilnes, <i.3 February I.i4b
2. ':..-. - Lord Francis Egerton, c-: April 1^46.
j>. &.:. - Thomas iiawsesley, ^ :«ovemoer 1-345. "L'he V,: acer-Works > 
and oewer—Aater application questioas seem to be maicin^ 
considerable stir. The London I'/igineers are alrea-dy chasing 
aoout the country for ,J?DS". (T. Hawicesley - i 1. ... , lb \ 
September 13^4). i
4. ii>.«. - ur. f.u. iioiland, 1 i^ovember
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the Government that the promoters of Private iiilis for water 
supply should be informed that they must insert them or lose
their measures. In this document benefits to the consumer were( i 
nicely balanced against privileges to the company. I'he
i'raachise should be granted for a term of years, renewable uy 
the Orovm only if it were satisfied after an examination of the 
needs of the district that the company was atill competent to 
supply them. The works should be repurcuaaeaoLe, on conditions : 
settled at the time of the concession, by aay local 
8'irainistrative body wuich might thereafter be appointed on 
oehalf of the population. A constant supply at high pressure 
 Bust be furnished by the contractor, who should also be required 
to adopt ail improvements introduced from time to time in tne 
storage, filtration, and care of the water. ;'he company should 
be bound to provide the poorest class of tenements with a 
constant supply of forty gallons daily of filtered water, -^t a 
charge not exceeding Id. per week:, and GO maintain the 
distributary apparatus and house drains for another 1^1. In 
return the company should enjoy the protection of limited 
liability, and should be guaranteed against the intrusion of a 
competitor into the saiae district. rtie charges of tbe service 
should oe repayable uy a rate, assessed on the value of che 
rental of all the tenements r.-ted to the relief of the poor.
These proposals, however, Lad proved too stooag, for the 
Government to accept. *'he only result of ChacV«iCK's 
representations was the insertion into some iiillc of a 
Government clause to subject the promoters tc any general 
regulations that migtit later be approved, and t is, as Chad*ick 
compiaiaed. was too feeole a safeguard to deter the speculators. 
KaiLiti& to secure allies aaon^st che fory iniafcers, he lee la re .1
a private war against the ^ater compariies in fcte summer of 1-^-5.
 o-
i. i-.O., "Health of Towns, i'oin.tr- ior con-.->i ler^tion in rei>.ject 
tio Gontrcncts for the execution and rtainteuance of Vorks of 
'Aater supply, Orainage sad Cleansing by Companies, under 
Private, Local, or General Act a" 1 , •'".:->, n.3.
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employing Thomas Iiaw<esley as his chaaspion before the Select 
Committees. A few incidents oi' tnis obscure struggle may be 
pieced together from the fugitive notes and memoranda he 
directed to tils frit-ids oa the Ooauaitcees, and to supporters who 
were conducting parallel caiupaigas in the localities. There 
was a keen fight over the Manchester faterworfcs Sill, which 
proposed to raise £600,300 for extension of plant which 
Hawfcesley calculated could be laid down de novo for .^250, OOO. 
Old companies, Chadwic^ informed a member of the Committee,
habituated as they were to the practice of hign charges for ,:I 
limited supplies, always preferred them to extensive supplies at ?
low rases and fixed chargesj or rather, their officers did, who 
saw double trouble without double salaries. ' i'he company 
put forward James Uimpsoa, a Loackm engineer of the old school, 
as their expert to testify that a constant and universal supply 
would cost them another iulQO,0 )0$ Haw.cealey in rebuttal stated 
that if the Manchester company was not prepared to give a 
constant supply of filtered water at a penny a week to laoourin r 
clasa tenements, the Downs Improvement Company woula; and he 
went on to combat the company's assertion that filtration was 
unnecessary, and their demand that they should be paid extra 
for the supply to water closets.^'
i..ittle re tarn could oe shown for Chadwicic's efforts to 
convince th-; Trivate Jill (Josioittees ti»at proceedings ior water 
supply alone, in the face of the conclusions oi the Koyal 
CoouBissioa, must be "mere attorney 8 s job?; for the aa*tc of the
i. ,"..w. - J. .ttilaer dibson, 24 wiay 13^5. Flawkesiey wr--te to ' 
Chadwiclc, 25 way 1345: "1 am perfectly astonished at the , 
course Tja.-,cen oy the Manchester . ater Company audi at the very! 
fallacious ar^uaenfiB adduced by j!r. vix^son In suppora uf > 
his own iftcerfflitsent systera. i'he fact i::; the London 
Jin^ineers have so lon^ lcept the oor/alation oa r>hort co-.Ti.iroas 
for t-ne purpose of spinrjing out Uieir o'-n inadequate a>eans 
tu-.t caey do not dare Go recoiBae.'id i.he nuuu-'-al yystem of 
supply upon lull cont?aon.: elsewhere i at they should Oe 
called upon E.O i;ive it in tue otropoiis .
i. ;',.:;. - J. :i: iiaer 3ibson, 24 .*ay
5. ii.o. - Dr. P.ii. Holland, 'd^ ^!ay
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Bill"/ 1 ' Chadwick had the unutmal humiliation of being routed 
by Jarties Sifaoson, when he appeared in person to protest against 
a Biil promoted by tbe ishef field Waterworks Company for leave bo 
raise fresh capital, twice as much as he estimated the company 
should require to give a superior supply/ 2 '1 But he and 
Kawitesiey scored one notable success. i'he enlightened 
provisions of the ^ottin^haai Xnelosure Act^' owed much to their 
strenuous intervention, in the teeth of bitter opposition from 
the Corporation. i'he truth was, Ohadwic* he^rd from Hawxesley, 
ttie Jorpor&tion was in fear of the "Cowocr&cy", the l-'reemea'a 
Rights Committee, "an interest I am sorry to 3ay of tbe most 
ignorant corrupt and degraded tciud    an interest wisich has 
been the curse of Nottingham as respects ics Gocial Sanatory
  li ;
and Commercial prosperity for wany years past u . v ' iYie 
assertion of the Nottingham Councillors, despite zne atatistics, 
that .iotiingha-n was the healthiest; of all the large uovns, their 
corruption (iiawitealey toli him tiiat since 13   ;  a quarter of a
( 5 ;
nillion Lad been spent ia direct o-ioery in the clty v ^';.. and 
oLeir opposition to the proposal to replace cesspools by *ater 
closets    nil confirmed Qhadwic^ in his vie.*/ that the defence 
of the public health couli not safely >oe entrusted to municipal 
authovibies. °
i.n 1 i46 4^ drainage and water wonts :iills , ere 
introduced, twice the nur^er for a normal year. :'wj rival 
companies were racing to secure r*ater sources for Bristol, ooth 
of *nich the engiaeers of the Towns Improvement Uo rep any had
i. ti.'j. - ii-dfl»und Ashworth, * September LS-'^j.
c. , ...0. - T. dawxesiey, 1-^ July 1 ..>-*  >. ,". .0. - I.
^. .1 and  ) Vict. c. /. (rrivate),
4. L. nawiesley - >..C., j February
5. T. nav»<esley - :,.0., 22
o. "i'he corporation of ; !ottinghara i learn toduy resisted tne 
clause of the iraproveaent i^ili which puts an end to 
cesapools and substitutes '-oil rans! .... t'he more I see the 
more i. am convince'."*. t»»ut no v^bner ele^etit ti«an the 
coT.:r.erci&l element can or ought to oe relied upon" (iO.,.-. - 
James ;.  Tilth, ? ,arch 1
24?
examined and rejected as too hard. * or ..lanchester, Liverpool 
and Edinburgh also there were v«o comp -bin^; wa^er bills. '
the Health of Towns Association debated with Lord Lincoln, 
and the Government moved slow-rooted in the direction of control, 
the speculators were strengthening their &rip on the necessities 
of the public. Chaciwick. had now lost his champion, Tor 
Hawienley had been Reduced from the cause by an offer from t,ne 
Lancashire -aterwork:s Company, one of the companies whose 
principles ::e had been en^a^ed in attac ,inc ?o fill his place 
Chadwic chose Joseph Home , the loading Radical advocate of 
retrenchment, whose voice had recently been raised against the 
exorbitant fees charged by 'arliarnei tary agents for the drai'tina 
of rivate aills. -n the ,?th April 1--546 Iiume iuved, in the 
terms of a resolution vshich GLa.lwicK had p^t into hia hanis e^ ) , 
for a Select Com^ittoe to examine hovx far the principles of tne 
Health of Towns Commission couid be carried out in the dills now 
oefore the House for the f-rectioa of new water wor/ts and the 
execution of drainage, paving, and other improvements. L'hex'e 
more water worxs bills this year than had ever before oeen 
he oaservel, arid none of them should be sanctioned unuil 
a Governnsent Commissioner had oeen sent down to see that t' e 
v/orK.8 were in fact required. Instead of nsercoers having to 
decide upon the merits L-f ~>ills r-unnin^- counter to each other, 
tne,/ stouid be asked to determine what actually was the best 
mode of watering nuch places us Liverpool and Bristol . There 
seeded no reason why a general ,Jili should not oe passed, undor 
which any uown .wishing to aave water wor.^s ni^;ht estaolish them 
without couiins to rariiajient at all ;~ r ir Jansec 'Jrah'sin in reply 
admitted that the announcement, of Lincoln's Hill j-.^d stimulated 
speculation, arid that a great number of uiils Ltad b«^en protr.oced 
in cousequence to t,ai<;e posaess ion of water s\;uu'uet?.. nut "tne
.jealousy of rarliaiacmt oug;ht to oe exercised"; and he intended
-o- 
i. ; .'., "Memoranda on the a; ode a of passing local acts", .V,;:.i
fragment, a.:, (c. ftc-rii. l:-546.v . 
<a. ibid. The meoioran ium ends in the actual ^vords of Hume's
notion.
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to insert a clause in each of them, so that the co^inios -would 
not have an indefeasible title, but only a dependent title 
coalin^eat on any general measure that might subsequently be 
passed. 1' i
''he witnesses before Liuaie's Committee were marshalled/ '"i *\ 
end briefed by Ghadwicit^'; he cast hiaioelf ior the chief jart,
however, and in his evidence replied to queaoions which he had 
earlier suggested t/o Kume. before the Conifnittee, and even more , 
forcibly in a series of private memoranda, he suo.jecfced the 
whole system of ;. rivate dill legislation to searching cricicism, 
demonstrating at every oint the superiority of his own 
administrative device of local inquiry. He described how, 
under tne forms of a le ::;ai conflict befcweea private interests 
j-oatcers of vital concern to the community at large, affecting 
its cteauliiieso, health, law and police, trade and 
communications, were deoated and decided. A glance over a 
Private Act would soon reveai by whom or* for whom it was drawn. 
In a .»'£ii;erwor!cs 3ili, for example, "tLis is apparent in Bum>.;ary 
and steingeat remedies Dy the companies against the consumers 
and the aosence of such remedies by the cons^ er, or Ghe public 
a^aiast tie seller, tae company. i'he tenant whose water suoply 
ia stopped or interrupted from aay cause, or ieterioruted l;i 
qaaliuy, :au3u ,;ay .aevertr.eless or be deprived of the water. 
J.-.1 the Loc-tl i:n,:>rov0a'-eat acts 'i.'here the property in ti.e dust or ; 
soil i.: csivea to ,the .Scavenger penalties are provided
1. Hansard, vol. -i5, op. 670 - 0/3, / April i-i4o.
2. .'.«e, for example, the following letter So Dr. ; .<-'. Holland, 
27 April 1^46:
"1 was %ith iwr. Hume last night wiio tai^s of aum oniag 
you before his <:Jonuittee. .1 snail than have fcbe opportunity 
of seeing you and talk.in-t over our general viev, a.
i'he points to tfhich you will be examined are
The .a^cessicy of local investigation by aa Engineer or 
competent officer before ' :i arliame/ji;ar,y sanction, is oat,ai.,ed:
i'he coiBOination of worits.
The necessity of >*i inexpensive procedure for sTiall
p laces:
,'t.e necessity of postponing all the vorKa in question".
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against any person wno may remove it, bub there arc no 
corresponding Kuomary remedies or penalties against the servants 
oT LLe companies who neglect to remove it, though dreadful 
injury as well as painful of forgiveness ffli&hi, ue inflicted by 
lihe nc h.iect. ira the ear-lie." railway bills there were summary 
penalties: rights to ta^e in custody on the loss of tickets ur 
negligences by paneengers, but no sutaaary remedy by the 
passengers or travellers u^-iinst the companies or the companies' 
servants-:. . ...."^
This exaltation of sectional interests aoove those of the 
general public was the natural result of the procedure adopted 
by the i'rivate Bill Oo»ciitte«s in the collection of their 
evidence. vthile tiuoae interested parties, who were wealthy 
enough to fee professional advocates and send witnesses t,o 
London, were powerfully represented, the 1/oourin^ clashes and 
the inhabitants at large were usually unable to obtain a 
aui, in any event, they lao<ed iu:.ds oo ^...e the 
tioas on wnich an ir*£oraied opposition could be baaed. 
' ; i aay cl^Li to have had eoae expe, ieaco in puoiic i.tve^tigafcion 
and j. certainly saoull deera it a. r>rievunce to oe c^lif?d uooa to 
prouounce on the firac impression, or- on a fe?.- h^arw sitting as 
ite ber» ^t1 ao^uait --ees are. ii tar;.e.>; on j.ny ;ie-.v subject 
aiiJi.vi5ed t.Lae and ^ore atteatioa Uo prepare, to i.iveoti^ate, 
<*u i to ju-lv/e bh.an  Jommitte-i'; are allowed to i:avu Tor judgiria. 
l.:e,y ietermirie therefore upon ti.e opinions of per.;-.ont3 of 
profesaioiial name rathc-ii- th :*ii ap-on the facts v.uioh thc-y rarely 
can '.jcamiue t'or feheiaaelves. I'J is ouiy uador t!ii;j ytate of 
things that the ^xtreicely defejuivo niiture of tl.e ,jri8 arid 
arraug-/ae-^ts carried out ojrj be iic^o^ated. for ..... "'his sale 
of u.'iexau.j.ricJ. opinion evidence has led to a rc-jst pernicious 
system oi' ira.iinjj; i;.' profesr>ioniil ovi^le'ice. ^/ide;,or ^iven in 
scientific ^ue^ions haa been inserted on cards. J!en of
science receive r atwiners, and the past; e>. <e ieaoe vvil.l suew
-o- 
1. t..G. t "i>ocal Acts. How and for whom composed", /to
u .  .!.
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evidence according to uhe retainers on one eide or the 
other as may serve with, the interests of the party retaining 
them. ['his is an evii -hich I would submit caiis lor some 
strong chec* Ihe imputation on lawyers of the indiscriminate 
defence of right or wron^ oy the indiscriminate use of truth and 
falsehood, admits of palliation, if not of defeuce. All the 
world fcnows upon what conditions the lawyer speaics: that what he 
gives as facts are the facts of tsis client? the advocate's cited; 
cases and not his assertions are relied upon. but the science 
of the scientific man is tanen to be his own sjcience and not the 
science of his client, made up for the cause". i} Committees : 
on water Bills, for instance, could not be expected to be 
conversant with hydraulics; hence while one Committee listened 
to one school of en^in^ers and declared in favour of constant | 
supply, another leaned uo the experts of the old companies and 
pronounced it to be ifapractlcable. ". '^withstanding the 
clearly ascertained scientific principles on which the constant 
supply is foundod the weight of the professional testimony us it, 
may be called A'-uid have prevailed against it, and deprived the 
iaoouring clashes and the whole of the public of its .^.ivanta^es 
had it not been for tno fortuitous development of cases wher>/ is 
had occurred" . ^ '
Ii the important classes of legislation now dealt with 
by Private sills were Co be removed from the utinospher-e of 
partiality and ignorance in ,.r ich they had hitherto ueeu 
considered, Chadv.icK urged, preliminary inv sfcif;ations ust oe 
made on the spot by a competent officer, unconnected **ith tiie 
locality aud detmted by ^ Uepartmenu of 3tat«    a luiown and 
responsible informant, instead 01 tne anfenown aad Irresponsible 
persons *ho were at present profesaionally retained to feive 
"opinioa evideace" before Committees. i-e would hear parties 
who were not, no^ fteardj and those who were aow heard v?;o^ld be
-o-
1 . A . J . , i:^ fragment , n . J . 
2. ibid.
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heard more conveniently, and at greatly reduced expense. ^ l) 
"The facts and information are paramount: and those can only be 
obtained quickly, completely, economically, and satisfactorily 
in situ". fL) Many places in need of lighting, paving, and 
water    especially the smaller country towns    were deterred 
by the cost of a Private Bill, which even if unopposed /night 
amount to fc^OO. "la the town of St. Helen's, which required a 
*ater sill, I tuinfc. the expense of the works was 4,3,000, and the 
expense of obtaining the permission of Parliament to erect those 
wori&B waa 4,1, 000 1 consequently, oue-f ourth of the money upon 
which the inhabitants will have to pay interest went for the 
Parliamentary expenses. In fact, the expense of obtaining 
worsts for drainage of m&ny villages, and rather important small 
towns, would equal the expense of laying dov-n trie house draina; 
and the expense of a 'jater ;Jili would equal the expense of 
laying down the tenants' water pipea." ^
the least evil of the Private 3iil system was that 
tne drafting of the bills was left to the interested parties and 
the legal agents retained by them. "By draughtsmanship, powers 
are obtained, and responsibilities evaded by words *hich require 
great vigilance to detect ..... The instance will be within 
recollection where by skilful draughtsmanship and by omitting 
the word lottery, lotteries having been suppressed as immoral 
by the legislature a private act was obtained for the creation
of a lottery at Glasgow". Into the Campbelltovm Haroour
-o-
1. "Mr. Oh&dwicit'o ou^estians relative to Private diliy. 
ireviuus .xy.rainati.on", M&, 13 May 134b.
<£. "Local Acts. HOW and for whom composed", ,S fra^rent, n.i. 
iie toLd tne Select Go .iittees "1 thins, it important to 
state, that I have co-.monly felt very great difficulty in 
coming to conclusions upon mere documentary representations" 
( H . 25> : "i. h : .'-ve seldom bet n e^a^ed in any ouulic inquiry 
in which 1 could have ^ot on ivith a»iy degree of 
satisfaction, but by an examination on the i^ot" C t« $2? '") •
5. "Hepor-^ iro.T the Select Gornn/ittee ap.rjinte-. co exa-.ir.e t?.e 
applications fjr Local Acts ....", i;;vid<snce, ^. tt? • 
Local Acus. ilow and foe vihom coaioosed" , ^ fragment, -i.d."
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Bill had crept unnoticed a provision which empowered the provost 
and baillles to award sentences of hard laoour or solitary 
confinement up Co thirty days in duration.^ "The l;>wer class 
of attorney will not unfrequently derive emoluments from 
obscurities or disputes that arise out of the imperfect 
draughtsmanship or gain an act for the amendment of the first 
bill in consequence of the imperfect proviaions of the first .. 
... Parliamentary orders have constituted a strong interest in 
favour of separate bills for separating works which are 
connected. Thus in an instance brought bei'ore the House of 
Lords by Lord Hardwicice, a private act having been applied for, ', 
for the drainage of a district by the irar/rovement of a navi0able, 
river, that river having three different outialls into the sea 
it was held that the powers could not be given without three 
different acts one £jr each outfall. in litte znarmer it bus 
been held that, if a town is to be improved by the introduction 
of water that must ue done by one oills but to authorise the 
construction of drains or sewers to remove the waste water, that 
must be done by another bill: the paving oy a third the 
scavenging by another and the fees ii not the bills oiultiplie i. 
These interests in the multiplication of oiils and expense ought 
to be abated: with the eucreasiag *ants of the country tnere
will certainly be an. eacr asitig dernvind for legitimate, that Is( ^ . 
to say really beneficial professional service".^ ' Hence,
suggested Ghadwic:c, all future Bills of this nature should oe 
drafted by responsible public officers attac; ed to one of the 
Government lepartments. "It appears to "e to be objectionable 
in principle that legislative expression should be in unknown 
and irresponsible hands exclusively subservient to the interests 
of those *ho retain them. It appears to me th-.it the name of 
the professional draughtsman or the counsel approving the 
draught should be upon every bill introduced into the hou,.e, 
and thc.'t this would be wore, laportanu th: n the n^mes of the
1. 'Vveport from the belect Committee appointed to examine the
applicwtions for r.ocai Acts ... ", videace, ,,. $15.
2. "Local Acts. Ho* and for whom composed", sdk> fragment, n.d.
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members who give a general approval of the objects of the 
measure but who are not responsible for the professional 
provisions. The ofiiciai nomination of the professional 
draughtsman would it appears to me be the best step to obtain 
coherence of exoression, which may place the laws eventually
within the perception of those by whom it is expected they
(1) should be obeyed." Amongst other advantages of this method,
"the draughtsatanBhip of classes of bills could not without much 
disarrangement f;>il to fall to particular persons who would
acquire information in respect to the class of subject, as well
(2 )   
as some skill in expression upon is.". v ' \
1'hough Chadwicic's criticisms of the \Vater iiills were : 
toued down, and he failed in his attempt to halt them j 
completely, his hand is evident throughout the Committee's 
tieport. ^ The great »ass of the so-called rivace .-iiils, they^ 
declared, were essentially public in character, yet the public 
were aot represented before the Committees by any competent or i 
duly qualified person. They recommended, therefore, thac in 
future, where only ordinary powers were sought, aeans should oe 
made available for executing projects under the authority and 
superviaion of a Government xioard or Department, without the 
necessity of applying to farliaraent; and that for this purpose
1. "Local Actfc. Bow and for whom composed", .i3 fragment, n.d. :
2. ibid.
5. "Report from the Select Committee appointed to nxurr-ine the 
applications for Local Acts during tftis Session of 
Parliament, es./ecialljr in respect to the Bills for tbe 
erection of ne* ater ^or-cs, Drainage and Having, and 
loiproveiients, according to the recov '.;:endations made oy the 
Commissioners of Inquiry into the raeaas of improving bhe 
nealth of t'owns and densely oopulated 'Jistricta, and to 
ascertain how far che principle of their rocoarcendutions 
may be carried out in relation to the :iills proposed, and 
whether any and what measures a&y be reCOIBtended for the 
adoption o£ the House", 1^4t> (^^ > • *<II. i.
One of Ghad'A'ictt: 1 B memoranda, "Local Acts. Joasi lerations 
in respect of expense-; and means of re iuciug them", is 
drafted in the form of a Report fr.m the Co/n'hittee. i'he 
Keport actually preseated contains many of the same points, 
put more succintly, and phrased le s strongly.
i ublic General Acts should be passed for all classes of Private
wxcept those which. liKe Divorce and Estate Jills, were 
personal in their nature. ) The procedure under such t-uoiic 
General Acts shoald be on the lines indicated by Chadwick: a 
memorial fr-om the promoters to the Department concerned, a local 
inquiry conducted by an Inspector sent down by the Jepartment, 
a written report from the Inspector to the Department, which 
would then decide whether or not to ^rant the required 
authority/ ; If it appeared likely, however, that private j 
property would be seriously interfered with, the parties should \ 
be left to the ordinary mode of proceeding by application to 
Parliament ; with this important difference -  there should oe 
a preliminary investigation on the spot by a >overnaient 
Inspector, so diminishing the great expense for the attendance 
of agents and witnesses in London, saving the time of M.H a no* 
consumed in Committees on .-'rivate 311 Is, and furnishing those
Oomaittees v/ith the local and trustworthy information *nich was( V) now waiting. " r'inally, the report advised that, ia obviate
the evils resulting from the lack; of uniformity in the 
construction of rivate Bills, a series of Clauses Consolidation 
Acts should be passed, covering Police and ateMng; . ' 'aterworsts 
and Sewage; Lighting; the Improvement of To*ns and -(emulation of 
Buildings, Streets, and aoads; .'aricets and i,<airi;; CemeLeries;
Bridges and Ferries; Harbours, Jocicr,, ; orts, 'iers, and .tuays;1 Ji s Canals, Kivers, and Navigation.''
ilhia little :aore than three weeks oi' its apoearance, H 
the Ke;>ort bore its firsfc fruit in "An Act for
preliminary inquiries in certain cases of Application for Local
-o-
1. rieport/, p. iv.
cL. ibid., ;j. v.
5. ibid., ;p. v - vi.
4. ibid., .'. vi 'hree Acts of this type hud oeen L;J assed tLe 
previous aess..on, viz., the Companies wluuses Connoixdation 
Act, 134^, J and 9 Vict. c. 16; the Lands Clauses Act, 1 i4->, ' 
$ and 9 /let. c. 13; and the Railways Clauses HOC, 
>3 and 9 Vict. c. 20.
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Acts". ^ This provided that notice in writing, together with 
copies of the plans, should be suoaiitted to the Commissioners of 1 
Woods and Forests, "in any case where it is intended to cia*e an 
Application to Parliament for an Act for the Establishment of j 
any waterworks, or for draining, paving, cleansing, lighting, or! 
otherwise improving any Town, District, or Place, or for oiaicing, j 
maintaining, or altering any Burial Orouad or Cemetery, or for 
continuing, altering, or enlarging any of the Powers or 
Provisions contained in any Act or Acts relating to the Purposes 
aforesaid" The Commissioners would then appoint one or more 
persons "of competent Skill to be a surveying Officer for that 
i*urpose", who would maiie a local survey, examine the promoters 
and their plans, and hear the evidence of local officials and 
other witnesses. * In this way, through Gnadwics's efforts, 
another wide province of administration was brought under the 
jurisdiction of the Government Inspector. Chadwicfc saw him, 
detached, capable, incorruptible, impersonally surveying the 
welter of individual and sectional interests; arbitrating 
between them, encouraging some, suppressing others, shaping all 
to the service of the community, bringing the superior science 
of the centre bo solve the technical problems of the locality 
and correcting the narrowness of Local politics by a uroader 
vision of social aims. He was the channel turough which 
information and guidance flowed out to the local authorities, 
and facts and opinions flowed uactc to the Government '."SH art sent; 
che «sent of the "informat/ion-elicita.tive" and "information- 
distrioutive" functions of the Ctate. And, presently, ?is the 
factory Inspectors had become the powerful advocates of i 
otate-oontrolied education, so the Inspectors of the <voods and 
Forests and the General jioard of Health were to become the
advocates, in tne field of public utilities, oi' tru-. principles.
-o-
i. 9 and 10 Vict. c. 1Gb 
^. In the case of Acts relating to a Port, Harbour, Tidai
vSater, or navigable Mtiver, similar inquiries v.re to oe
conducted by the Admiralty.
of territorial monopoly and municipal ownership.
In the following year a further recommendation of the 
Committee was acted upon, and a batch of eight Clauses 
Consolidation Acts passed into law.^ In GhadwicK's eyes 
these were of far leas importance than the local inquiry "It 
appears to me that you have laid boo much stress on model 
Bills", he had told Hume. "We must carefully distinguish 
between mere legislative style and form, which there is ao great 
difficulty in improving and the matter wnich en only be 
improved by laborious investigations of particular subjects in 
different localities, to which mere lawyers accustomed to deal 
with evidence ijrou ;^ ht before them are most unapt ..... Ail the 
models I have seen upon subjects witii which i have been 
conversant are very poor and delusive things ..... It will ue 
the local examination and report by competent and really 
responsible men that will be the improvement". c ' Jut there 
was, ia fact, something aiore than "mere legislative style and 
fora" in the Aiodel Acts of 1"34'/, and tnexr provisions bear 
witness to the influence of ta« puDlic health reformers. Thus, 
the fowns Improvement; ulauses net obliged the Gormniseioners to 
appoint a "duly qualified" Local Purveyor and an Inspector of 
Nuisances; it prohibited tue ouildiag of any house without 
adequate drainage; it permitted tr.e Gozu^issioneis to appoint aa 
Officer of Health; it permitted them to contract for a supply of
water, and to construct house drains, charging the cost on the
-o-
1. saartcets and Fairs Clauses Act, 13<*7, !•< and 11 vict. c. 14; 
GasworKS Giau.es Act, 134/, l-.j aud 11 vict. c. 15; • 
Commissioners Clauses Act, 134?, !'•• arid 11 Vicb. c. lb: !• 
Vila terror AS fl louses Act, l^V, 10 and 11 l/ict. c. i/; 
iiarbours, DuCks, aud Piers Glasses Act, 134/, c. ^/; Towns 
la^roveoient Oi&uses Act, 13V» 1 A and 11 tfict. c. $%", 
Cemeteries Clauses Act, 1347, 10 and 11 vice. c. n>5; Town 
Police Glauaes Act, 1347, 10 aad 11 /ict. c. 3). J
2. L.O. - J. Hu^e, 12 .April U4o. "The form of legislative 
expression, the draughtsmansK.i-> of oilis is subordinate to 
the question whether the wor^s or things to be sanctioned 
are deserving of the sanction, and thao cari only ;>e 
iecer^ined by enquiries Dy a competent officer on the spot" 
("iftr. Gha,iwicfe f a Suggestions rel-.tive to Private isiils. 
Previous Examination", 13 iiay 1346).
owner. Th« Waterworks Clauses Act limited the profits of the 
company to ten per cent.; it imposed penalties on the company 
which neglected to comply Aith a legitimate demand for a supply 
to be laid on^ '; it obliged the company to furnish water for 
such public services as cleansing the sewers, watering the 
streets, and supplying baths and wash houaes; and it required 
the undertakers to "provide and keep in the ipes to be laid 
down by them a Supply of pure and wholesome <vater, sufficient 
for the domestic Use of all the Inhabitants of the Town or 
District .....; and such .Supply shall be constantly laid on at
such a Pressure as «?ill make the &ater reach the top Story of*"•>) 
the highest Houses ...." v ' By the ^odel Acts, therefore, a
litsle was done to clip the independence of the water 
capitalists, to raise the technical standard of local works, to 
widen the obligatory functions of local authorities, ani to put 
still wider powers within their reach if they should choose to 
ta&e advantage of the offer.
It is unfortunate for Chadwick's reputation that his 
fight on behalf of the railway labourers in 134t, has not oeea 
better known. The episode exhibits his oeat qualities as a 
man f.;nd a reformer    his sense of public duty, nis courage, 
his contempt for the power uf wealth, his sympathy for an 
exploited class, his powe. of forceful argument, and of 
perceiving for social ills their bold, int-vio-jle remedies.
His quarrel wi-h the railway capitalises was au raany
counts arid dated back many years, . ver since the success of
-o-
1. ay clause ^5 pipes wer- to be laid wfere/e.? they %ere
required by a certain numbe::* of ovmers or occu.'iers, vho 
should sitjn an agreesrent &o ta-ce the *auer f r three ,/ears. 
by clause (j'*> every owner and occupier-, once the pipes were. 
laid and the rate had been te.-idered to the company, was 
entitled to demand and receive a sufficient supply for 
<icK;es:>ic purposes .
2. J-ut tbo navin,-, clause? was adde^, "..,. ur. j.ess it be
pera«itt(-d by the special Act that the - ater to be supplied 
by the Undertakers need, not be cone Cant/iy laid on under 
Pressure" (clause 55)'
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the Liverpool and Manchester railway, he "had ever the notion 
that these Iron ways should have been peculiarly the King's 
Highways and carried out by the government", ibe Government 
should determine where the lines snoula be laid, and should put 
up for competition the contracts for their construction and 
maintenance. This did not imply an abandonment of the 
principle of competition, ho pointed out; it offered opportunity 
for competition on the lur^est scale, for the whole Held of 
service, not for such part only as could be tr&oued from other 
competitor;:. Instead he ears that uncontrolled ,/rivate 
enterprise was saddling the country v.ith e. "diejointed, jarring, 
conflicting system"^ 1'5 reckless financiering was threatening 
to tie and clog in perpetuity che main arteries of 
communication; and a vital public service was oeing strangled 
by ignorant Directors, such as those of the betds and Manchester 
line, who, with the false economy of vulgar traders, imposed 
charges for the conveyance of. fish accor iin^ to their estimate 
of its value and the customer's necessity    ao racing its 
cost above the means of the lower classes, and prohibiting its 
sale in the widest ^d most remunerative raarKet .' "'  During 
the wealth of Towzm inquiry, he had discovered i.,ow those same 
Directors tossed carelessly aside all interests, iftdividuai and
1. ,'. .v. - f.arl of L'.llesir>ere (Lord irancis tigerton), n.d.
2. £'.C., "/iciJrese on iiailv^ay n'e force" (pamphlet,*, 1-363,   /4*>« 
$ . "I enclose you a co y of my notes in relation to the
experiment on Fish at Wane! ester, wuich I ^ade u&out a ,yc;ar 
a^o. i'i e ericr^-a .e Aax, vei-y tarly froa; 3'« tons to .iG v-eeiiyi 
but great quantities were brought in from other directions 
of which no account could De got, to aceet the new demand. 
In cojisequ«nce of the reduction of the crarr.e of transit for 
froifi Chesrire to .  arict.ester, i am iaio-med zoxe cheese 
have bsr-en coaverted into dairy farxs ..." (h.O. - J. 
ion, 13 i/arch .Ui'i5 ; - "he i.liu tration «as used oy
in the Comrcons, and Ohadwick; wrote to nias after the 
debate: "'fou served up the fish well, Gut, not as would seem 
from the report with quite the right sauce ?- ] ich was ... 
that the improvement A?as si ut out i -ow ; iverpool oecause 
the ^iverpool ,;aaagers <li i not choose to adopt the same lov, 
though remunerative rates^'.
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social, which did not offer a proaise of irar>eJiate profit. 
' 'alien a railway company wished bo build a ne>-/ tentiinus, ib would 
buy up the houses on the desired site and Lear them down, 
ejecting tneir swarms of worxins class inhabitants, who wore , 
obliged to crowd into the already over-oopulated tenements in 
the neighbourhood. Ariting to ii.ii. Luing, of the Board of 
Trade, Chadwioic urgei that, in She two Bills for the 
establishment of termini in London and Manchester, which were 
soon to come before his department, some provision should be 
inserted. for the protection of the dispossessed tenant?; . ",io 
loss, no other hardship than that of bains; prevented oy headlong, 
proceedings entailing much disease and demoralization and 
aggravations of exiscin^, evils ^hich already press so heavily on 
tl e ignorant and unprotected, aad entailing heavy future charges. 
on the Poor's itetes, v,ould be imposed upon the Hail;-, ay 
speculator^, nor would any legitimate speculation be impeded". '' 
Against .-^ach activities the legislature    uneasily conscious 
oi tha jjruwth. ol tnese overbearing corporatiouc->, bu:> recoiling 
from the idea thai, an^ curb snouid oe placed on private 
enterprise    had so far erected only tte iiis&sy powers of 
supervision txercised by the io&rtl of I'c-Ede an. .er the Acts oi1
when the second railway boom oe^c; n in 134 !>, 
perceived that it would place us e -.drectors, vhose 
irrespon..:ibiiity and laclc of public conscience had so appalled 
aim, in charge of an ar;^y of 200, OO iaDourers, wlio for the next 
few years -.vould be employed in cons truce/ lag, the network of new
.-.0. - 8.M. J^ing, 25 "ovefrfber
^y the 15^ Act previous notice .lust be ^iven to the Board
of ;:rixde before ar..y r;ev- railway were opened. Tt.e iioard
co :ld not inter; e"e with the ja-'-jnagement of the railway, out
it could postpone itb opo-aing if it were ^ot satisfied Aith .'
tue conditions for safety, by the 1 5-'i4 Act ^.rliajiient
provided that there night be ?i reviniun of tolls and fares
if the dividend of any railway exceeded 10 per ceat., and
ea^c.-.u-rcsi the i'reacu.r.y to purchase ^11 new lines laid down
after
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lines. Before the Private Bill Committees of the House of 
Corafflons, where uirectors and landowners and occupiers met co 
adjust their claims, no one spoke for tfie railway labourers or 
H,ave a thought that their interests were also at stake Pt.e 
hudaons and their lawyers seeutei incapable of realising that the 
health and SK.il! oi' the navvies were a national asaec which 
should be conserved. I he best and stroa^eat navvies in the 
world came iroaj Lancashire and *or*shire, and their services 
Aure irequeutly sought for tha corii*t auction of foreign li»u:«; 
yet they averaged only forty years of life, ins leal of the 
sixty they ifcigiit reasonably expect if they %ere given fair 
treatment. the railway labourer had the bad repute of the 
nomad \vith noae of the romance; Le had the hard work and hard 
living of the pioneer with none of the credit. Forti from ris 
no/ae and village, and rexoved frost tne aiornl control of a 
recognised and respected pii.ce in tLe co^iiiuriity, he was ,;iven 
double ^a^es and was fcu.Coura^eu. in driitk add de^aacher.y, both 
oy the corv.:l.Ltion£ of hiy work acd oy the ue^iect or active 
inducements of his employers; and on uia disciiar^e, at the end 
of his two or ti ree years of eaj;./ loys,/ent, he was, 11 .e ^a',y a 
demobilised 6oidj.er, periiilieoy, disoouteuted and
lc v\as a roaring, violent, j>ipay lii'e. -.»n the ^'miritirK a?id 
Ayr iteiiw&y the contractor wai> u "i,all powerful !IivUil&nd»r, H 
man of jsere brute passions, wno drinits ciaaces and ri^htG with 
the men ..... ile often incites the jnen to dvirix, and provokes
tliem in tfiat state to fight in whicb aiLU^e^jejit ne seems to tarte
f ,- , -iiMii-n-i.ii- ------ i^.i , •! I .
an intense delight".^""' -he lyQourert) had na.r,e3, iaws, and 
customs of "taoir own. I'ney ceiled each other /'ancy Bob, 
ae Hero oho a, Kisherman, Fi^htiug Jack;, >-rum;-,av-ea, Long Sam. 
At uaeir v?eddi:i^o sue couple jumped over a oroowstici in a
i. 'Vaoers read before the otatistical society of .iian
on tae ..eitoraliaatioa ind injuries occasioned oy the want 
of pr-apsj? r9 ;.;,uldtion3 of Uooourers 3a,.a,iSd in the 
Construction aad ,or:ir.g of lailways ' Cpayaphieli . , .L.3 /4t>,
,.;.»
ii A-_»ri i. li'tb.
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full of men, and were put to bed at once in «he same room. 
Altogether the impact of a railway encampment on a rural 
ec«j.Tiunity was like that of a marauding savy. Y.'hen rioting 
broxe out iu .February 13*46 between ~n;jlisa uad Irish navvies on 
the northern liner,* the yeomanry were called out, and the press 
united to coodeaui theoe 'savage" axid "lawless" men,. Robert 
Hawlinson, the engineer of the Brid^water Trust, comments that 
it would be arrange if, in ti.e yii*cu:natauoos, they were u: .y thing 
else, and he was echoed by many of she engineers who had lived
for yearti aaoagat -cLemA" Vhe navview "on the .thole are line,
. , . . ., .declared Butler Williams ."really 
-iiidy pendent , noriesu fellows, /wr:O will well repay any amount of 
fine fellows . 
oare and ats&ntion paxd to tir.air pixyaioal and moral well-being".
"   "Jany of the ^»exi are rec&leaa, but what; is the cause?"
demanded 'tuwlinson 5I "io aan cares for tnera-, -hey labour liice 
degraied o.-utes; they feed and loii^e li<e savages; they are 
enveloped in vice as with an atraospltere; ;-he sfj^ou.-il oily is 
preaont". ^ )
Bere, in fact, vsae an o^tBcandin^; example 04 Ohadwicx 1 •;
thesis t::at Cbe Circumstances of men soaped tLeir aoraLs-, aad ne 
promptly het out Co confute the comi'ortb.bie middle-class oeiief 
lihat the Con iition or the railway iaoourers v/as due ^o aa
ive aose of original ain. AS a test, cas- ne UOOK th 
in i;roe,re3s at the ouaiTnit i'unnei on the Sheffield, 
under- L.yn«v and Manchester Railway, whici" aad Deen rece 
visited by a friend of his, i)r. John Rooerton, a oerievoient
1. "?a';ers read be sore the -^tatisticol Society of Manchester 
.....", p. 4'^ (Raw lias on 'a evidenco; .
2. Robert '"vJLwlia&o.* - .i: . -, 1^ ^ . Jraa -y I?4o.
5. -I. But- let1 vilii-?T!<3 - . '., 2t> Dec moer LH4^. H« aided? 
'Those who are bad characters are t >e local iaoour-:-,rs - 
u t/ in a soil purlsn as the won-t proceeds, aad t.;;o, suddenly 
eiaoed by double or tr^ole ^^es, ta<ce to ^ ••inking, 
poaching, shee ;ste&iing aad the perpeurat>ioa of other 
iTi.ischiol'i laid usually Lo tne uoors of the "^nvi^at-ors by 
profession"; but ^en^raLlf unjustly' 1 .
4. "ra>ers read before tbe Statistical j^ociety of '.'i
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member of the Manchester Statistical Society. ^  Phe work had 
been iet for 4,57 » 000 to a contractor, who two days later had 
sub-let it for £47,000, and it had cince been parcelled out 
amongst a number of minor contractors. Sow, f)r. itoberton 
described to GhadwicA in a Long letter of Ij November 13^5, a 
colony of 9 > , or 1, .;*;0 workers with their -women, housed in tvvo- 
I'ooiaed hubs holding as ait; ay aa lourceeii or fifteen, was 
clustered round the runnel. ;,or© than naif of booh sexes were 
infected with some fora of venereal disease.'^' while the 
railway Directors rarely Ignored the welfare of she laoourers 
responsibility for v/^icii they considered they had sold with the 
contract, the sub-conbractor had an active interest in defraudirg 
them by tx-uct; and eufenbliny them by overv-ortc. 'nt- drove them 
witnout rest, by night arid dun day shifts, so chat the line might 
be opened a few weeKs ^oouer, and he obliged them to b^y their 
beer and provisions at hi a i;hop at prices 2- co 5--' P^r cent, 
above the aar<cet ratea- "' 'hty tjive u^ ^roat wa^es, sir", one 
laoourer reznariced ruixaiiy, 'but they ua^e it ail from us
They were paid at intervals oi' a sioxith or longer, 
ac a puoiic house, and in tne leau weeKS oetween paydays 
utiQy were driven to seeit aivajices froui their ^aiployer in the 
i'orrs of printed ticxets or ordrers o;, ui:, ^hop. ihe 
contract JL- iu aoae iu^-ance^ probably couuteci on T! c.'iuaderia^ by
tragic' 1 , a^id to nieet the -xeen com.xr.titj.ju oi' iiia rivals made uis
f 5 s 
'out ol' tne ooweis oi' his wor^uen'"1 ; iri one notorious
a cont, 'actor v.'iio suuud oo loue jy the -/.'oric its«lf had ^s 
a proiit of a/,j..) ; from his to:any-2,.oi>. '* '""' And yeu, noted the
1. ibid., ;;o. 9 - I/, ^'orwardiu,.-, a copy of the pamphlet to a 
friend, 'J^adwiGxi wrote.- ", vr&y re^d the enclosed ./ast to see- 
the r>r ; tctic' ;..litv of the -''--inchest rir Htativ'tical Sooiety. 
i'ue.y are yood uen uhose: they tiave no noaseriae about 
oon'fiaiiiii Uiioir int'oraaati: L.O pure 3tut,.LUtiC3 4 
unco'iseqaential and nn ^ plained, and uninteresting cciuans 
of figures ..." (S.J. - Ool. Gykes, £3 ^'e-jruary 134^;.
2. -.iob«rtoa atatots "aj-r.o form of 3yphiiic»", ^ut it ae-K.-aia ir.ost 
prooabl-3 that thin tort Is i.nce-iio'l t- ;over -/er-ereal 
diseases in general .
_5 . itJi i* t t't- 1 . Ivj   ^./.  
4. ID id... .'. 35
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good Roberton with a tinge of surprise, the labourers * "natural 
feelings" remained. The/ had not yet been permeated, like the 
workers in the large towns, by socialism, 'or any other vulgar 
speculation"; and some of them had even purchased, "at somewhat 
reduced prices", a total of 22 Bibles, /o 'es&amenta, and #> 
Prayer 3oo*cs. **"'
Using Dr. Hoberton 1 s letter aa a text, Chadwiclc drew up 
a pape.c in which he outlined the remedies which were within the 
reach of enlightened administration. Surely, he as*ed, the 
grant of privileges involving the aggregation of large masses of 
labourers should be accompanied by condition ensuring their 
proper accommodation and regulation under public inspection? 
These assemblages of railway labourers were encampments, and 
should at least have the order of a camp maintained in them 
Phe men could be lodged for small rents in portable, wooden, 
weather-tight houses; food could be supplied from temporary 
kitchens; deposits in pavings benics might oe encouraged; and a 
school, a scaall hospital, even a temporary church with a bell, 
mi^ht be erected. i'here was nothing impracticable in all this. 
A mariufacturer 7;as taascia^ just such wooden buildings for export 
to the colonies, and there seemed no reason why they should not 
be used nearer home. Nor could continuous wor* for seven d^ys 
without a brea* b<? defended on the grounds of economy and 
efficiency. "merely considering the labourer as a machine, it 
is ac icnprovidexit & waste of power, as running post-horses every 
day in the week is found to be" ; and if the contractor 
himself were careless of the waste, the rest of the community 
was bound to intervene. <'he "principle of superintendence on
'' ' ^
behalf of the public *" , already sanctioned in the case of 
factories and mines, was applicable a fortiori to railways.
Against true -, however, he co*ict see ^o /alid oojection,
1. ibid., p. 17
2. ibid., p. jJb.
^. ibid., p. ,5t>-
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were 
provided that it **3I surrounded by adequate safeguards against
abuse. Legislative interference with tt-uckt had faiied, he 
asserted, and in the case of the railway labourers would forbid 
payment in Kind when this was the most beneficial mode. 
Railway encampments being often some distance from a town, 
provisions must be taien out to them, and large-scale purchases 
by the contractor would be more economical than individual 
arrangements by the men. The law should, therefore, authorise 
contacts of hiring and service, which would provide for the 
payment of stipulated portions of a Man's wa^es in provisions or 
supplies on terms settled by a written agreement between the 
labourers and their employer.
22 fatal accidents, and an incredible number of minor 
Injuries, fractures, burns, lacerations, and dislocatioas, had 
been the cost of the Sumatit Tunnel in human suffering. 
Invariably it was proved at tLe inquest that "it was the aan's 
own fault"; but though coroner's juries wight oe deceived, 
experienced engineers were convinced that the majority of the 
accidents could be traced to the lacfc of foresight, or the 
cupidity of the contractor. excavations were *onced by 
vertical falls of earuh, "knocking its legs fr^m under it", as
the men called it; while iron stenders -.vere used in charging ; '
-o- ;!'
1. ibid., pp. 34 - 5. "If I were setting to ^for-t as a
capitalist to improve the condition of che  ;^.rk,jeople 1 
would insist upon payments in kind, or the truc<v «iuch sure ji 
extensively, i would supply them not only *ith food but vith 
clothe.-* and with houses arid would aeat ever,/ other j^y rover. 
Deoend upon it, that it is to the interest of the labouring 
classes that the profits of retail distrioution should ,,o to 
those A..a provide them with caoital arid labour rather than 
to that ignorant and mischievous set, the be ,-r shop Keepers 
and the sm-:ll village shop Keepers. ihese lasu must be 
superseded and it will be a ^ood result, by the improvement 
of distribution, by tie extension of the principle of large 
sales for small profits" (-.0. -f-. ITeineaheere,  < ^epL.l^f4-).
'd. iaici., p. 4t,. ^s long a^o as epte^ber 1 i4 •'> Jutler ^iiliams 
bad suggested to the Board of Trade a simple contrivuuce 
which would have prevented numerous accileats caused by che 
method then in use of ;e r-aching the Lorse from the wa^on as 
it approached the tip; out his su.->i,estion had been ignored. 
vo. sutler vixiiiams - a.v.. d'o uece^oer
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blasts, although it was well icnown that copper would have 
averted the danger of a sudden explosion set off by a spark. 
Men working under the directions of a ganger might have as 
little discretion as the soldier in the ranics; they must use the 
tools their employer provided, they must act as he ordered, they 
must work with the fellow labourers he had selected, yet if 
there were a mishap, the charge of carelessness or neglect of 
due precautions was levelled only at the wortanan who was buried 
when the undercut face of the cutting collapsed or whose head 
was blown off when a spar& from his iron sternmer ignited the 
explosive. The Directors and the bigger contractors were 
remote from the accidents, and thought them none oi' their 
business; while the sub-contractors, who were on the spot and 
could ta.vte the necessary steps to prevent the accidents, were 
sensitive GO the smallest outlay for precautionary measures. 
Responsibility somehow leaked aw&y in ct.e gap between the 
Directors who furnished the capital and the sub-contractors who 
marshalled the labour. That gap Chadwictc proposed to bridge 
by his doctrine of "pecuniary responsibility", which he had 
first put forward under the Factory Commission ^ ' and had 
aired again in the Constabulary arid Sanitary Reports. hat if 
the Directors and shareholders had to bear the expense of the 
maintenance and education of the orphaned children up to the age 
of wording ability, and the compensation of the widows for the 
loss of their husbands* aid and support    whac if tLe,y had to 
bear the expense aow f^llin^ on tie ratepayers or on the 
individual families, who at present had to oear both the cost 
arid the sorrow of bereavement    what if eacn life lost in an 
accident involved them in an expense of ^2 .0 or v,4 O: i'he 
Directors would then concentrate responsibility on the sub- 
contractor, and ma:<e sure that he did everything possible to 
avert such an expenditure. AK a general oriaciple, then,
i
Chadwick declared, it should be recognised that "those who ereco
-o- 
1. .See Appendix, pp. G ^  -G5I.
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machines, or conduct large and dangerous works, or undertake 
public conveyance, should be pecuniarily responsible for all 
their unavoidable, as well as for their avoidaole consequences".
The stroogth of the principle was that it was based on 
self-interest An appeal to the highest sentiments would call 
out only a weafc and intermittent response. "Uelf-interest is 
the moat constant    the most uniform    most lasting, and 
tnost general feeling? and it appears, when t raced in its 
ultimate actions, to be really one of the most beneiiceut. It 
at once arrests the attention; and the shrinking from pecuniary 
responsibility when it is proposed    the objections that it
will be "too serious", and c,he efforts to evade it, all attest(2 ) its efficiency" . v ' moreover, the principle was self-acting.
"It dispenses wich agencies of inspection    and a priori 
regulations; it reaches where they could not reach, and renders 
arbitrary and troublesome interference 3 unnecessary    it is
awake and active when authority and public attention, and( 3 ) 
benevolence and humanity are asleer», or powerless". ^ i 
On the 16th January 1346 ur. Philip Holland, the
secretary of the Manchester branch 01 the Health of To*ns
Association, read Chadjvick's paper to the Manchester statistical;i 
Society, and Robert Uawiinson followed *'iuh a strong letter in
t H- ) 
support. The Manchester railway Directors had been
particularly invited, but not one attended the meeting . "T-'rora 
various indications, which it would be needless to specify" 
Dr. Roberton reported to Chadwicit "L inter that the subject is 
distasteful.    they -ion' c li*.e it at all. Arid no Aoii.ier: 
many of our most respectable influential men iiave t>eeu ifi\the 
habit of speechifying at the yearly and other -leetings of the 
proprietors of some oi the largest svlancnester Railways    as
the Leeds, Manchester aad iniraiingham, Shei'sieLi, etc., in which ,
  
u 
1. "' ; aoern read before the boatiutical Society of Manchester - 
'
ioici., p. 2<o- 
ibid. , p . *Lf .
- t,.J., lo January
26?
they have glorified themselves as directors» and, when the lines ' 
were in the making, often ooasted of the rapid progress they
were securing oy their efforts and the wonderful difiiculties
rapidly 
that were oeing'overcome;    An i, of course, now they don't
relish to have it said that there were enormous evils connected 
with their system of proceeding which they eituer failed to .see 
or ahut their eyes to; and that humanity revolts at the effects, 
on the labourers, of auch triumphs of engineering energy". 1* ^ 
Dr. Holland also, when he talked with railway Directors, 
discovered "none of them would admit that they had found tine to 
read the pamphlet    they had got it, and would read is, but as 
yet they had riot found tiane!"^ ^ One of them, indeed, did find 
ti&e, and GhadwicK was approached one day by an excited and 
truculent Member of Parliament, a former chairman of the Summit 
Tunnel line, -.vho declared that he Knew nothing of the scandals 
described in the paper.
"Jfou fcnow what a reckless set of men they are who are 
employed", he said. "It would be impossible to prevent, 
accidents in such a worSc".
"aut you might diminish them?" suggested Ohad^icfe.
"That I do not deny", he replied.
"And the point of my statement", went on Ch?idv.ick, "is 
*hy do you employ reefcless men on dangerous works r'
['here was no reply to this, and a deflated vi. . departed
with the admission that it vtas right to oublish the facts for/ *) 
the saxe of the example. '"
Chadwick: had 2,000 copies of the pamphlet strucic off at 
his own expease (G.O. Lewis could nofc be persuaded that the 
inquiry fell within the scope of tne Poor Law Commission}, and 
spent i>5 in "oilling" both Houses of ^arli-imeat and the country
papers with copies.*1 ^ He gained some notable support.
-o-
1. t)r. J. ioberton - £.„., lo January 13^-b. 
^. Or. J. Kobertou - &..;., 11 t*arch 134t».
3. i.'..<3. - Ur. J. Roberton, 23 February 134b. ( !'he M,T. was 
Farmer, the member for bhef i'ieid.).
4. ii.-. - r'le.ydell uouverie, lb oe^temoer 134-bj i..J. - Col. 
Sylces. 23 February 1-346.
Dickens, he heard, was greatly impressed; J.x. Porter drew the 
subject to the attention of his chief at the Board of I'rade ;" ; 
Lord Oaapbell assured him that legislation could not be long 
delayed, but at the moment Corn only was attended to. ^ dut 
from ;iir Robert Peel there came only polite acknowledgment 
"He fei-rs that the accounts sent by Mr. Chadwictc as to the 
demoralisation which is the Result of such Employment have bat 
too much foundation    but no satisfactory solution of the 
gr«at difficulties which would attend Legislation on such a 
Subject has at present occurred to Sir Robert Peel". ^ It was 
the old familiar do-nothing note; a frigid recognition of the 
evil coupled with a much warmer appreciation of the obstacles in 
the way of doing anything to remove it;.
"The poor tfur^eon who furnished the Tables is in a sad il 
plight", Rooertoa reported, "having been written to, called uponj 
and threatened with every kind of punishment for having, as they! 
say, shamefully betrayed his employers in having ^iven the 
Statistical Society Tables of accidents. I had such a letter 
yesterd'xy from poor Pomfret the Surgeon in question, that 1 was 
constrained (though I had been o .t professionally in the night) 
to ^o over to Hollingworth early this morning on purpose to 
console him. 1 founa things even worse than I supposed    
his wife's uacie is one of the Directors of the ShefL'ield
railway, hit- father-ia-lnw a large proprietor and rr.-any of his
(^ ) friends besides interested parties' . Nicholson, the
Curitrauto.' for the Summit Tunnel, & "c-alty, energetic, and 
plausible" ..can, pabliohed a pamphlet in its defence, the chief 
argument of which waa that there had been only £<.> fatal 
accidents, aot 32; and that a far greater ausab-r had been .tilled 
on other wortcs of similar magnitude, at iCilaiey 3px, for
example, Clay Cross, and tne Leeds bummit i'uanei. ^  Advocacy
-o-
1. .t-,.0. - ur. J. Rooertori, 2.? January
2. Lord Campbell - hi.G., 26 February ] 
$. :^ir Robert -,-oeL - '.,'., 16 Oecercber 
^. jr. J. Kooerton - > .>., y.< j.arci> 
5. Jr. J'. Hoberton - J..C., 20 A.irii i34o.
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oi' this nature was double-ed&ed, and Chadwic& welcomed an 
opponent who, in making bis own face white, thre/v a strong 
on the blackness of his feliowa. he was delighted also when 
Directors, with an air of franitnes.?, admitted that his account 
was largely true, but cast the whole blame on the contractors, 
"who were such a difficult set; to deal with".^ Thus, a 
friend of his was told by the Directors of the Sheffield 
Railway how "two of the contractors, I presume they must mean 
sub-ccntraotora had been Jellied by their own carelessness. One 
of these men had stuck a candle in some Loose suupowder; it blew 
up and billed hian the other had doubted whether a block of 
stone «hich they were hoiscing was securely fastened, *hea he, 
beings possibly in liquor, stoo-1 uncier it to see, and it fell 
upon him and crushed him", CLadwick: commented: "I 1; would be 
worth while to have enquiries r^de into tnese cases. It *<ould 
shew to what sort- of men lives had been committed" . ^"*
1. K.J. - Dr. J. Roberton, 1 April
<t. ibid. The raore usual view among the railway Directors was 
expressed by Samuel Holte (- in.G., 1'} February, I:i4b); 
"There can be no doubt whatever, but that the majority of 
accidents which occur, are the result of tne recklessness 
and carelessness of the men themselves; and so far as ri.y 
Knowledge extends, 1 think no legislative sueasurea will 
aafcerially decrease them". another line of criticism is 
illustraced by a review in the "railway Chronicle , 21 
184fos "air. Ghadwick, whilst he .mist be allowed to possess 
threat cleverness, and oftentimes to be on the ri^ht side of 
a question, is one of the leasu cautious of our most u.?eful 
pmblic servants .... Oarriel away by his crotchets, ho deals 
in assumptions, oftentimes crude, and sometimes absolutely 
contradicted by i'act^ .... i"vilB attenda-it on the condition 
of railway labourers are stuted, and remedies pi-oposed, for  <  
the accomplishment of which we must look, .i.n a ;,reat 
measure, to directors, engineers, and contractors of 
railways; yet so lit/tie is :Ar. Chadwicx.'s prudence, that he 
treats these class-s vith unaufferable offence and 
jrtiorepresentation. opea^ing of civil en^ineerv. , be .olitel.y 
says, ' ::> . 23, "In no profession perhaps, is there so large a 
proportiou of boll, ru >acioub quacn ry ns in the professions' 
Oi civil engineering and architecture". A pleasant way ' " 
truly of insuring the co-operation of :>he civil engineer, 
and ef-'^agin^ his ear tj listen to orie'i-, au^jestions! ...."
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The pamphlet had created ao gr^at a ytir that even the 
unwilling Peel Government could not avert the demand for a 
further investigation. When Pleydell tfouverie moved on >')th 
April Id4fe f.r a Select Committee, biz' Jerries Graham raised no 
objection, though, as he said, he anticipated nothing very 
Important would result from its deliberations. Joseph Hume 
must have voiced the private thoughts of t) e Jovernaent and the 
majority of the members *hea he declared that he expected that 
the inquiry would "lead to the conviction that the less they 
interfered between employers and the employed, it would be so 
much the better Tor both".
it was a niost satisfactory Committee. ,'oor little 
Potnfret, the surgeon ot the Summit Tunnel, defied his eirsoattled 
relatives, and gave his evidence with -reac spirit.^*"' The 
engineers, .most of whom had been suggested by Ghadrick, were 
strong for Government intervention; except 3runel, who oojecte^ 
to putting British workmen in leading strings    to which
Ghadvvick. retorted that they were already in strings, pulled atf /, i 
the hazard of their lives, by irresponsible persons."" In his
own evidence he made out a vigorous case for the doctrine of 
pecuniary responsibility. "Aa eminent 4' as engineer", he told 
the vJommittee, "was consulted as to a method of removing ^as 
from a coal mine, no as to renier the formation of an explosive 
mixture impossible T'he plan was not adouted, because t, e 
expense was tho-^Jht too omch in proportion to tne riss to i/he 
proprietor; tne ris^ to the men was not reckoned. if the 
proprietor s.ad been responsioie, as i couteud L« ought to oe 
for all the a.-iny losses occasioned oy his works, for the supporu
Hancard, vol. ^5» 
«y.r. J. Kooerton - 
r 'r.: epo."t from the ., fleet Oo.amittee .,;)poi.?ted to inquire into 
the con lition of the r^oourers eaiol >./ed in che Con--t r:uotion 
of Railways, and ouher ublic dorses, and into che Remedies 
•*bich ^ay be calculated i/o lessen che peculiar -^/ilb, if 
any, of that c.ori-3ition ' , i : vidence, ^. 220^. P.P. 1846 
(550), xiii.
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of the maimed, and of the families of the Killed, it would have 
been ijood economy to have in carrel the expense. And suppose it 
had adde.I a penny per ton to the price of coal, and suppose it 
had Bornpwhat lessened the rent of the coal ni.no; it would have 
diminished misery and destitution, it would have saved lives and 
liabs, it voul  ' hav® lorcorei poor rates, on-\ ; :robaDly rendered 
mine work, less dangerous; and by sheltering the men and their 
familiar, from the destitution caused by accidents, it would have 
lowered wo^ea without producing the ill efiecto of lowere  -.'. ,i 
is; for it xvou 11 -liniaish the v?aat which wa^a have to zc-eet ,
and ue should have all the benefit without the sacrifice" . y
i.'he re c office adatxoui, were wwli up to the strength oT the 
evidence. The Couuaittee departed ^rui'itably i'rom whadvvic-,t' o 
views iu aciviiiinj^ that tae 'Jruck "C« should oe extended to cover 
fc^e railway iiiDoure*.-,j, .-u^o. tact i.eaus ohouj.d. be provided to
LufciJi tu recover a. 11 wuoir wau.es v; it Lout a..*y set-off for 
receive J« rLere •*&» uothin^ ia Uue ..ut, they pointed 
out, uo prevent ewployera t'uz'iiisiiia,.;, aappiieti, aa ^uadwic-s h^d 
urged, aucl giving their vsior&iei: the benefit of iar^e-scale 
purcuases; wat tae ^en. ai:oulci u<ive their duo i;i coin, a.;d should
De allowed to choost.' i'oi- theai£i-ives> wiiebher or nob tu tftiic
f p ) uavaatu&e wl tue employer's; oi'fer. s "' i'uey oo^sidered,
moreover, tt.ut if wa^ec wez'e ^ai'-i in smo.j.A ..-:u:>iti at :»ore frequent
ls occa;jj.oiio x'or riot uud iricos.per<ince .vouiJ oe rsr^r. 
t tue Joref-jitfcee recommended ti.t>t oei,.re a rciij.»ay company I 
Eho.iid be pex'aitted to proceed with it;i pi-ans, tuere should L>e 
aii inquiry oy tin iobpeotor i'roa -A juulic .ioard Auto the extent, 
01 accuaisiod^t iOii i'or trite iauoa«f«rs in vi»d Jitit»"ici*, .-md the 
pi trie company intended to ta^e to supoleir-out it : and the 
.;6ctwX' tfi.ouid be e:iipo<veryd to vioxc. i/».e io.ijjjiu&ei jJ the 'ccsn 
ffiiu.e .racia sanitary re^uia^xous a^ tie .iee^ed :-.eoe3sary. " ^ 
it was, taey coai'e^aea, a novel propose, uuc; t; ey A fit; th^t the
L. ibid.
2. i o i ci . , p . v.
. , ;.>p. V L - '/i.l.
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State might fairly ask suoh a guarantee in return for the powers 
granted to the companies. Indeed, for the protection of those 
interests of health and welfare which lay outside a 
shareholder's perspective, the Inspector might beneficially be 
given further powers: to make regulations for the provision of 
relief to the sick and injured, for example, or to examine the 
facilities for education and religious instruction. ^ 
Finally, the Committee adopted in full Chadwicx's proposal that 
the companies should be made prima facie civilly responsible in 
all cases of injury to life or limb incurred in constructing 
their works. This meant changing the law in two respects: 
first, it would remove the anomaly by which, under the existing 
law, liability to make redress ceased if the injury resulted in 
death, the claims of dependent relatives not being recognised; 
and, secondly, it laid the liability, not on the ganger or 
contractor, but on the companies, the party with the greatest 
power to prevent the injury and the greatest means to repair 
it.< 2 >
That the House of Commons, in which one railway company 
alone was said to muster 30 votes, should take ace ion on the 
Committee's Report was not to be expected. "I am somewhat 
disappointed", wrote Chadwick to Alexander Bain a month after 
the appearance of the Report, "that the scope of my view in 
respect to the question of responsibility tor accidents ia not 
taken up in any wise by the press, or apparently conceived by
( Z )
the newspaper writers". w Another generation was to pass 
before opinion would be ripe for the principles of employers 1 
liability and workmen's compensation. But the session was 
marked by one small advance. Ghadwicit's friend, Lord Campbell, 
obtained an Accident Compensations Act which smoothed out on« 
harshness of the existing law-, the dependents of a workman
tortiously killed were empowered to recover iama^es, from which
-o-
1. ibid., p. vii, xii 2. ibid., p. x. 
B.,:. - Alexander Bain, / September
they had previously been barred by the maxim 'actio personalia 
moritur cum persona 1 .^
In some quarters too bhe xiwr^was planted that if the 
great Mr. Peto believed that he was well repaid for his outlay 
on chaplains and schools, and for his attention to the condition 
of hia labourers, perhaps after all the idea was not just 
another of Ghadwick's crotchets. dome companies set aside 
sums for the welfare of their workers, and sought Chadwic&'s 
advice on the beat use bo which the money could be put' 2 ';
1. 9 & 10 Vict. c. 95, 26 "August 1346.
2. The Directors of the Liverpool and Sury Railway, for
example, asked him to suggest how they could best lay out 
4,1,000 for the benefit of their labourers. He replied 
characteristically: "1 think you would render a most 
important service by setting an example of what might; be 
done, an important moral example but that it aay be 
effectual it should as I conceive be executed at no great 
pecuniary expense, or that it may be done, as I believe it 
may be done to a profit, considering the efficiency and 
spaed of the execution of the work by respectable workmen 
attracted as I expect they would oe from other parts, or 
what is equivalent by respectable workmen prevented leaving 
by irritation caused by discomfort" (E.G. - William Stuart, 
51 March 1346). He advised that a notification should oe 
circulated amongst the workers, announcing thai;   
1. Phe Directors were willing to provide a place where 
cooked and uncooked provisions might be bought. A committee 
of workers might examine the prices bo see if they were lair 
and those who chose might deal elsewhere..
2. Temporary loigings would be erected, with beds and 
dining-rooms, properly warmed and supplied with hot water. 
A sleeping-room for a single man could be rented for half- i 
a-crown. If the men could find accommodation elsewhere, 
they were at liberty to do so.
$. <Vages would be paid weekly, and if the workers wished 
the Company would save a part for him at an interest of ^ 
per cent.
4. The Directors would provide:
a schoolroom and schoolmaster; and every parent would, 
be expected to send his child at a cost of id. a v.'ee£.
a reading-room and a minister; and every workman 
would be expected to attend church on Sunday and pay his Id.
a temporary hospital and medical attendant, towards 
which the men would contribute 2d. a ween.
5. Men found on the worses in a drunken state would be
discharged. Beer was not forbidden; but no conveniences 
(kOontiuued on next page)
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others began to introduce into their agreements with the 
contractors clauses giving more protection to the labourers, 
compelling payment of wages in money and at short intervals, 
and prohibiting truck in drink and work on Sundays. '
Meanwhile, the logic of events had been driving some of 
the more intelligent railway directors to admit the necessity 
of a measure of central control. The expense of competition in 
the construction of duplicate lines and the struggle between 
rival companies for neutral territory, the controversy between 
broad and narrow guages, the need to determine through-rates 
for goods and passenger traffic    all these were arguments 
for consolidation, a revision of charges, and a degree of 
regulation. rhus, Chadwiek now found an influential ally in 
James Morrison, the railway millionaire and Chairman of the 
Select Committee on Railway Acts Enactments, and the two men 
worked together for the establishment of a Railway Board to 
control the construction of new lines and to supervise the
(O)
condition of the railway labourers. v/ Morriyon carried his-o-
(Continued from previous page) for its sale would be offered, 
as they would for the sale of tea, coffee, and soups.
6. There would be no Sunday or night work unless it were 
absolutely necessary.
A note among Chadwictc's papers shows that he was fully 
aware of the limited effect of such company regulations, 
"rttuch we hope will be done in the spirit of the Committee of 
the Liverpool and rfury Railway, uut the continued accounts 
of fatal accidents from the falling of earthwork:, ofl 
disorder and riots, preclude any reasonable expectation, 
that so much can or will be done voluntarily, as co   
supersede the necessity and duty of legislative •' 
interference?'.
1. "34r. Hilditch, the barrister told me last night that in 
consequence of reading your pamphlet he had introduced 
clauses in the railway contracts he had since drawn more 
protective of the men than usual'1 (;?.li. Holland - ts.J., 
25 iviarch 1346).
2. J. iViorrison - F.C., 29 June 1346: "I -*ish i could induce you 
to look over confidentially, the rvidence and papers and 
advise me upon them I expect the ""vidence will be found ! 
deficient"/ Another, n.1.: "All the old lines go stro^ly 
for a Board now and they want a strong one".
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Railway Board after a close fight, buc in th« subsequent 
legislation ^ it issued as an emasculated body, with generous 
stipends and vague powers, wbich in five years "died of too 
much pay and too little work".^ ; Chadwick wrote in disgust 
to iSorrison: "I saw a member of the Government, but one not in 
the Cabinet who speaking to me apologetically for the new 
railway board having no powers in respect to railway labourers, 
or the conduct of existing works, said Oh but they will get 
powers for that or any other work, only let us get the board, 
and then the rest will come. This is only the usual cry of 
expectants. "Only let us get the places and we care not what 
will
-o- 
9 & 10 Vict. c. 105.
Hadley, "wailroad Transportation", p. 1'?2.
- J. Morrison, 27 August 1846. with his employment as 
Poor Law Secretary clearly approaching its end, he 
considered for a while che possibility of transferring to 
the new Hallway Board
"You will have seen enough in the newspapers to show why 
1 have not been able to continue assistance for your railway 
committee and report. I ain sorry to have been driven away 
from the subject in which I have taiten an interest, and 
believe that great work may be done. As the bill is at 
present shaped, it (ia) such an one as the existing 
companies might have propose!; to keep clear of them and 
act against new and interloping schemes.
In the present unset-led state of things 1 am placed in 
a very awkward position. If the Government determine not to 
carry out the new poor law, or what, whether they know it or 
not, will be next- to the same thing, continue me in a 
position of subordination in which I cannot act, or act 
efficiently, then I shall be desirous of removing. I should 
desire to remove to a Board for carrying out sanitary 
measures. 3ut they are now giving the functions of 
superintending such measures too the old Board of works and 
the formation of any new board is a macuer of uncertainty. 
I am averse to leaving unfinished work. 1 should make some 
sacrifices, if there were any chance of completing the 
poor law organisation, but failing that which a few days 
will shew, I should then be willing and desirous to act in 
carrying out your railway work, if the places be not as 





In 1845 the "disgustingly voracious habits"^ of two 
paupers in the Andover Woridiouse, who attempted to supplement 
the meagre bread ration by scrapings iroia the green bones they 
were employed in crushing, led to a violent outcry in the press. 
fhe Poor Law Commissioners ordered an investigation by Parker, 
one of the Assistant Commissioners, and seized an early 
opportunity to dismiss him and matte him a scapegoat for public 
dissatisfaction. This action brought to the surface all tbe 
submerged antipathies in that unhappy office. Rallying to his 
staudard all the '>oor Law malcontents    Parker, Day, Coode , 
tufneil    Chadvic*. led an attack on the opinions and business 
methods of his chiefs; and the Select Committee appointed in 
July 134o to investigate bhe Andover scandals found that an 
inquiry into bone crushing and the morals of worsthouse masters 
had widened into a discussion of tae whole constitution and 
aorlcing of the Poor La* Commission.
In the course of his nine examinations before the 
OoTi/fiittee, Ghadwick: sbc.il fully planted one barb after another in 
the flanics of the Commissioners. i'he scepticism they had 
opealy avowed of the fundamental principles of the Act it was 
taeir duty to execute; their displeasure v<hen abuses *ere 
brought to their attention which would require action on their 
part; their conduct of business by conversations at casual 
meetings, by private letters from single Commissioners, by 
unrecorded transactions in their separate offices; their 
toleration of the allowance system, their attempt 10 revive the 
lobour rate, their suppression oi the bolton and Viaccleslield
report    all the accusations which had been fermenting in
  o  
1. u. nichoils, op. cit., vol. 2, p. yj*±.
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Ghadwic^'s raind for the past twelve years seethed over before 
the Committee. i'he Commissioners, aided by the ;'oor Law 
critics on the Committee, retorted in. Kind. An attempt was 
^ade to fix on Chadwicfc the full responsibility for the 
inadequate dietary scale in use at Andovejv and for other 
rigorous and unpopular measures, such as the order which 
disallowed fees lor tolling church bells at the funeral of a
( O '
pauper/ } "Well, then, if you will have it you must", cried
1. "Keport of Select Committee on .... Andover Union", 
  videuce, v<( . 19^55 - 19t>^3, 1937^ - 19901. It *as a 
"libellous expression", Ghadwick. replied, to say that he 
recommended "coarse food" for the paupers (4. 19530). v^hat 
he had advised was "coarser food", in view of the anomaly 
that paupers were getting meat and white bread, «hile 
independent labourers were living on brown oread. ^ -4. 19^9.5). 
"1 have &ot labourers' dietaries, laoourbrs' expenditure for 
their families, mechanics' expenditure for their families, 
and information on various points t*ouchim£ their own 
domestic economy, on which persons who umleruake to 
legislate are often the very worst informed. I believe i 
was the first person engaged in any official investigation 
of that description; I am av/are of no one who had ever 
inquired of labourers themselves, or visited their nouses, 
or inquired of them to anything like the extent I nave done 
from time to time' ( ,,. 19312). " f this i am quir/e certain, 
from n,y isnowledge of the labourers, that if a dietary were 
nettled by them on the principle of making an allowance DO 
the members of benefit societies, to persons who are on the 
box of benefit clubs, they would riot exceed, and I thins 
generally would certainly be below tiue allowaacesjgiven in 
wonihouses" ( v . i9b44;. The dietaries had been drawn UD on 
the principle that the supply of food should be sufficient 
Lo maintain health and strength, and that plain food, such 
as potatoes or oatmeal, should be .^iver; ad lib. (4. l'9 ;J7b). 
viuch of tbe outcry against the *or.-:house iietari^o he 
beliovfcd, -sas due to sheer ignorance of what the lower 
classes .vere in fact obliged to eat. /hus, -.vhen John .  ;.»Iter 
alieb^d tha,, it -*aa the intention of the . oor La^ Oonsjnisoion 
to reduce the liet of the work-inj clas.-.es, Chadwicis replied 
by quoting reports to the effect'thot the dietary scales of 
wor&aovises i*ere more generous tliari ts.ose uuj.^et/e'1 ;. or by 
in iependent labourers, "one or t*o uurxdred pounds '.Mould be 
well e/.">en ie 1 in ef in.;; the scole of ex-e/i .iitur-,; of 
different f>ortious of the labouring clciSijet? in iiiierent 
parts of the empire" ('...'. - 1. rfcuregoc, 12 varcl; li^^/.
2. iuid., ^. 2
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Frankland Lewis, "Mr. Chadwicfc was an able man, but I thought 
him as unscrupulous and aa dangerous an officer as I ever saw 
within the walls of an office".  * It was the petulant rage 
of a little man; but it served to add one more touch to the 
picture of Chadwicfc as a icind of Poor Law Inquisitor, Israeli's, 
"monster in human shape", who sat in hia torture den in the 
recesses of Somerset House, devising fiendish new plans for 
separating old raen from their wives, spaying the daughters of 
the poor, and slowly starving paupers to dear,h on a diet of \ 
oread and gruel. Ghadwicn, it would appear, immediately 
caallenged Franicland Lewis as to the truth of his wild outburst, 
and he received sufficient amends for the two to part with a 
friendly handshake . The Coawiissioners could not really have it 
both ways: if they kept the business firmly in their own hands,
as franaland Lewis claimed, allowing their officers t,o make no
(.2.1 
suggestions v ', then Ghadwictc could hardly be held responsible
-o-
1. ibid., <i. 226). He raade it clear later that he did not
intend "unscrupulous" as a general stricture on Ohadwick.':; 
conduct, but only as a description of bis actions with 
reference to two documents: - (1) Instructions to overseers 
and crmrchwardens in March 13$6, relating to the legality of 
certain charges on the poor rates, w&ich contained the 
disallowance of fees for tolling at pauper funerals; (2j a 
Consolidated ;rder issued to the metropolitan aions, in 
October 1335, which, Lewis asserted, led to a rebellion in 
the parish of 3^. aeorge-the-::artyr, "al;-<or.t the first thin0 
which excited vehement dislike io our prr>ceedin-;.s' v . (-,1.2^^3). 
Of the former document the Hammonds write "Chadwicit trod 
on this universal seritiraeat as it' all life bad ^one i'rom itV 
("Age of the Chartists", ;j. 75). 'here seems no reason, 
however, to doubt Chadwicfc's statement that the regulation 
was inserted by Goode into his draft, and u.at he had ur.^.ed 
the Commie;:loners to obtain statutory authorisation for this 
and other charges (>±. 249}})' -n plain issues oi' fict, such 
as dates and the report of evidence, he was as punctilious 
as his legal training could matce him    and this remains 
triie, even if it be adroitsed that at times he also showed 
the lawyer's .sitili of advocacy in nis ^rtariipulation of those 
sane facts.
2. ".... oat of whoso hands, L may almost say, I was instructei 
(but at all events i exorc-ssly undertook/ to .ieep it".
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for the harshness of Poor Law administration. Indeed, as 
Chadwiclc pointed out, of ail the papers ats.acx.ed in the House 
of Commons only one was by him; he had therefore complained to 
G.O. Lewis how unjust it was that all the unpopularity fell upon 
himself    to #hich Lewis had replied that he would get no 
rodresa if he applied for it.' 1^
The report of the Committee was a severe condemnation of 
the Commissioners' part in the Andover affair. ^ Chadwicic 
read it with a triumph he made no attempt to conceal. He had ; 
been the principal actor before the Committee, he reflected, 
and had repulsed all his assailants in turn; and yet he had 
brought up none of his reserves, "-which are heavier than my 
adversaries or the public suppose". "^ His momentary elation 
at the rout of the Coramisfsloners, however, soon gave wa,y to dark;
conjecuure about, the future of the Poor Law Act    and the
-o-
1. ibid., ,.v*. 20021, 20024, 20030. echoing the Parliamentary 
criuics, historians have in general much exaggerated 
CnadwicK'r; power to influence the coarse of Poor L.aw 
administration, i'hus, it has bven a~»aers>e,L tnat "uhe 
history of the POOF Law between 1 i;H &nd 1-447 ir, the history 
of an experiment in centralised administration, and of what 
that experiment produced in the Lard and energetic hands of 
GhadwiCK, cheesed from time to time, oy wiser colleagues" 
(J.  ... and J. Hamuiond, "l\$e of the Chartists", p. bO). lu 
seems sufficient to comment that this : ,iv«..'8 a totally 
unfounded iru/ression that the "experiment" was under his 
control; that the "colleagues" were, in fact, his superiors; 
and that they may oe acclaimed as "wiser" than he only if 
tneir sceptical attitude to LiH preventive oolicies is 
ignored.
2. The CJosuitfcee reported tr^at the Comaaissionera had {iou ^iven 
eacouragement to their subordinates in tne detect;ion a ;1 ' 
removal of abuses; that Parser had carried out his inquiry 
*ith ability and promptitude, and that the maaaer of his 
dismissal rave him jusc cause for coT.plixint, and was 
inconsistent 'vith tiae discreet exercise of the Commissioners 
power of dismissing their officers; that; they had alto^el.!'® 
failed to justify the removal of tfay (who nad D«:en earlier 
clisraiSHed by them); and tnat the proceedintss with re ,ard to ; 
both Day and farmer were irregular and aroitrary, were not 
in accordance with the statute, and were such as to sha&e 
public confidence, (.-report, pp. viii -
}. c-.G. - ? ir Charles Shaw, ^ September i
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future of its author    when i,he bill for the continuance of 
the Commission should coae under discussion in the iollowing 
session. "The anti poor law members of She Kouse of Commons 
have expressed reluctance to have the Ooramiaaioners immediately 
removed, for say they if we delay their removal we may get rid 
of the law and themselves together at the next session of 
Parliament", he wrote anxiously to the Earl of Liverpool. "lou 
say observe that the Times is taking the course of declaring 
that the fault is not with the Commissioners but with the law: 
that it is a law which it is impossible for any one to execute".
Nor, looking more closely at the printed evidence of the 
Andover inquiry, was he satisfied that: it conveyed the right 
impression. if it blackened the reputation of the Lewises, the 
character and opinions of ^;dwin Chadwick did not in contrast j 
shine forth so bristly as he had hoped. But Sir George rey, 1 
the new Ahi& Home Secretary, remained deaf to Ghadwicic'^ That he'1 -'
should be permitted to make a full public statement in self-
( 2) vindication. His fears increased. Was not Cornewall Lewis
-G-
1. iv.U. - iiarl of Liverpool, 24 August 1-346.
£. In a letter to Sir George Cirey, I/ January 1S4/, Chadwicic.
pointed out tha^, the Heport omitted to mention tne 8. imissi,.>n 
that separate action by the Coaumi^sloners was legally 
indefeasible, aud failed to emphasise the importance of the 
documents printed in the Appendix, which ,;hadwic.-; luxd put i:/ 
as evidence    his report on ^3olton and fcacclesfield; his 
yaper on the ineli;_.ibiiity of born* cr nhin : as .< workhouse 
vesij i,he condemnation by the Treasury of modes of business 
similar to those employed by the Commissioners Hia cnief 
complaint, however, was that no opportunity Lad been ^iven 
to him to answer the aspersions ca;-it upon hira during the 
examination.
"iiei'ore tt: e Andover Committee .1 was examined, or cross 
examined, by a meaner of She late -lovernsent, as if I were 
a criminal for having aa a nomber of the Commission of 
inquiry prepared for the infor-:---;tion of the government; the 
draft outline of the remedial measures -\hich the Co-.mission 
had adooi-ed and also for having had a priacir''il snare of the 
exposition of principles and measures in the r:;e?teral report ; 
placed before the public and the '.eoislature and wtiich were 
adopted aa the basis of the Poor Lav. Amendment Act .... The 
libellous tone of aspersion cast upon me beTore the Andover 
Committee has be«j n publicly renewed since the Committee has 
CContinued on next pawe>
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married to Lady teresa Lister, one of the Villlers, sister of 
Lord Clarendon and sister-in-law of Lord John Russell, "a lady 
who invites oeiiior to the most fashionable parties"?^
"In such a country as this, with a position to maintain 
azsongsb public men of aristocralicai connexions, it is not easy 
to contend without pecuniary resources to fall back upon", he 
confided to an American cousin. "And ray family drains and 
various pecuniary losses other than the American have given me 
more anxiety than the conflict itself. The Government have to 
decide upon the case, but my chief opponent is the brother-in- 
law of Lord John riussell, and Lord Clarendon two Gaoiaet 
ministers and two others. Lord John '-iussell 1 have cause most 
to distrust becavise he has dealt unjustly towards me, and to 
condemn the commissioners will be to condemn the arrangements to 
which he was a principal party. The public however are I 
believe with me ....."^ To another friend, Mumnd Ash^ortL, 
the cotton manufacturer, he wrote, "'though unasr.ailed or 
unshaken and victorious upon every point 01 attacx, yet defeat 
is by no meaas without nrodueing its effect on oo^erful me -f oers 
of the Oaoinet, the friends of the defeated parties: and in is
by no zseans improbable that I may be drive;, to maice an appeal to 
the country . ...."^
delations at Somerset House /ere now extremely strained, 
with ChadwicJt muttering la his office and the Go;/iiaiasioners 
caballing against him with the :»ni,js. A chance encounter in j 
the street with Pran&lnnd Uvwis led to a aceue at- violent as t
that oefore the Andover Gomtnittee; a.o:l onf, moreover, which lid  
-o-
(Continued from previous pate; closed, four predecessor Uad 
led Lhe way by an iiiiputation ilr cted acy-iiasc, <ne in 
Parliament of having made Uhe law anpopulrir oy "harsh ; 
'writing" in tr^ correspondence of the office which was '• 
entirely under the cont"ol of the Co3r:issione'-s which was 
not draf t/e i oy me and in taie preparation of /nich 1 had f'roa' 
the first remonstrated' 1 .
1. &.J. — .'•..!.'•. iiicKson, ''.d.
d. K.C. - undrew iioardman, 3 OctoDer l^o.
J>. ^,.w. - Edmund Ashworth, 2<o January 134/.
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not end in a handahalce. ' Russell and Clarendon, he was told, 
had a majority with them in the Cabinet determined to upholi the 
Commissioners against the repon of the Anaover Committee^ ; 
and "uady i'eresa was in good spirits". *^ "If I am not put, 
down", he reflected bitterly, "three carriages must be put down 
which have been Kept up on ray labours whilst 1. have walked". 
Restlessly he fingered the strands of that dirty little tangle: 
"the obligations to truthfulness on the part, of official 
superiors; the unscrupulous mendacity of Sir James Graham; the 
demoralising effect of the disregard of law by officers 
specially charged with its execution; the contemptuous setting
aside of the author of the measure; the violation of the old
( *5) 
rule that he who devises shall execute". J It was, he Celt,
quite another Kowland Hill case    bat dwin ,',hadwic !£ had had 
three Colonel ,vV:berlys to deal with.^ toj The difficulty was 
(though Ghadwick was scarcely the man to realise it.) that in 
producing evidence of the laxity of the Commissioners he was 
oaly strengthening them in public esteem; and in proving, that 
they had not execute.i the Poor Law Ace, he was inviting the 
retort that that was ail to the ^.ood.
Dooming at, the new year with rheuray eyes (he was "unwell 
and very dea.t' ), Ghadwick considered the political prospects 
anything out bright. "wothing is icaown of the intensions of 
t&e Government", he ,old the barl oi Liverpool as une U4/ 
session opened. "'.y own position is most a:\xious and 
unpleasant, and if th<, session does not aaxe an end Q-- it some 
how i shall be driven lo do it any self". ' -ir George Urey \
and Lord i^orpeth had not consu.lced him aoout the iastructious
	-o~
1. S.C. - w * Christie, n.d.
2. i.J.   i.. Gulson, a.'i.
$. ii-.C. - w ' Christie, / i't.-bruary 134/.
''v. f..*. - Ai.ii. Uicicson, n.d.
i>. K.'J. - -.^. Micxson, n.d. '  
b. ibid.
/. i.'J. - Dr.   .«. Holland, 2 January 134?.
;}. ii.J. - e.arl oi Liverpool, 13 February iJ4/.
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just put out by the Woods and i?orets on the conduct, of inquiries 
into local improvement schemes. ' his was an oversight, if 
it were not intended, and an iuauic if it were; in either case, 
it boded ill, especially when considered in connection with the
attitude the Jrovernment was liicely to take in Poor law matters. (2 > .
"I aov< get no ac&nov;ie figment of auythirig I send: and yet
outward deference is expressed to my opinion, and yet I aru 
complimented in the opening speech of the session by the Hon. 
Charles Howard!"^*- Ilia fours seemed justified when, in the
debates on the Poor La-. Ameri&nent .dill, Lord .Ton a Russell came 
out strongly in support of "the Lewis interest", and piled all 
the discredit \vhich hung around thai, unpopular measure upon the 
shouliers of their intriguing Secretary. Vainly Chadwick tried 
to awaken in hie Parliamentary friends a sense 01 their 
responsibility towards himself an1 the reformed roor Law. They 
retained un adsmant and cheerful confidence that right views 
would prevail and justice would be done to Idrain Chad/.'icit
without cuiy necessity for putting themselves out to assist that
( & ) desirable consummation ' "Phis uovern>&ent is renowned for
its facility in abandoning all measures a/jd all men", Lord
( s i 
^ro-.^iam agreed heartily."" "Xou may see that .-'isreali
bantered Lord John about jou, but it wac all "one in a goo3
humoured jocose tone, and can do you no harm", f'ouiett .Scrope
(£ ~\ 
reassured him. Pieydell iiouverie would have pointed out to
Huasell the absurdity of blaming Ghadwick for- irregularities 
over which as Secretary he had no control    if only he had 
thought Oi' it at the time. 1 ' ueorge .vioholls \vrote a
testimoni'-il to his e^ea?plary conduct durinti; the fourteen years
-o-
1. Under 9 aril 10 (/ict. c. 1%; see above, n.^55.
2. ir.O. - Ur. ?.h. Holland, i2 January L^/>.
$. i1,. '. - Oharles Olaric, 20 January 134?
4. "1 an> at the mercy of accidents and of friends who certainly, 
are as 1 feel under a false confidence which 1 cannot 
dispel" (i',.0. - i-.'Q. Chrictie, 17 June iJ^/:.
^>. Lord hrourham - B.C., n.d.
b. J. c'oulc-tt 3crope - ii;.-..;., n.:.l.
7. :... i-'loydell ^ouverie - --.0., 2$ itiay 13'i- 1/.
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they had worked together, and when iu was read in the Commons 
several other gentlemen were moved to adi their mite of 
approbation/ 1 ' "Altogether, at the close of the discussion 
your name stood clear from reproach, an i most honourable 
testimony was borne to your public service" ^
All this was highly gratifying, out the Lewis interest 
remained firrely entrenched, and the Government seeaed in no 
mood to wake a public profession of error. hey gave ear 
instead to the speech of Charles Villiers, who, fchou&h a 
brother-in-law of Coroewall Lewis, "has the indelicacy to cone 
forward in the guise of disinterested advocacy", and decry 
JhadwicK's "wrongheadedness' . **' Phis was the pliant 
politician, 'Jhadwick .recalled, who had expressed protectionist 
views in his report as Assistant Commissioner during the Poor
Law inquiry of 1H54, and bad stood as a free trader au
(4) A'olverhampton in the following year. "Having been induced
to withhold 'ill representations", he told Grey severely, "I have 
been extremely surprised to find rr.yself treated as an accuser
who has failed in his proofs and bla/ned amongst other things
' S ) for not preferring authentic representations" . vv And again,
with a note of deepening indignation: "I regret chac i must noU 
accept gratifying praise and testimony lor the performance of 
other duties not in question, as compensation tor seriously 
unjust blame leading uo erroneous measures on proceedings on cne 
question of Poor Law administration" . ^ b '
In this truculent mood he began to draw uo bin Grand 
R em ons trance. L'hc "Letter of !''dwin Chadwici? iisq. in 
vindication of his conduct to the Right Honourable ..-sir >iejr&e 
Grey" was a wordy, argumentative, and execrably written paper,
1. G. Mcholls - K.w., 27 .--ay
2. J.G. Den i son - E.G., 17 June 1847.
j>. E.G. - uord t',lles«.ere, i'p July I'i
<f. ibici.
?. E.G. - SCr Gcot-ge trc^ , IG Jone
b. K.v. - i'ir -eur^e -rey, <-*+ -/uue
2S.5
with seven appendices, and a mass of facts carefully verified 
by the evideuce of the Assietaat Commissioners.^'' It recited 
the history of hia protests against the Coraiiisaionere, and 
outlined the course of preventive administration which he had 
designed and they had done their be*t to frustrate. Lord John 
Russell bad ;,old the house that Ghadwicfc had discouraged the 
Assistant vommisHioaers from revealing the abuses in their 
districts; the truth was, Ohadwicic replied, that it was the 
Assistant Commissioners who had complained to him of the
coolness wi -h which the Gomnissi ners had received theirt-j\ 
representations. v 'Dissatisfaction, he alleged, was "at various
times almost general" amongst the officers of the Gommissi6n. 
^ And he himself had cer-aialy not been remiss in the duty 
of waiting formal representations to the Home .-eeretary. He had 
addressed complaiata to Kussell and Lord .vonaanby; and, through 
uord Liverpool, he had attempted to (;ot an interview with urabam 
   who na -. declined to see hira.
Chadwic*. b&c^ed up his own case against the Commissioners 
with y. long and llveLy letter from a former Assistant 
Commissioners, £.C. Tufnell, who confirmed the correctness of 
the iispreasion Ohadwicit had given to the Andover Ooraraittee* 
Botb Cornwall Lewis and hi-imund Heud, i-ufnell asserted, were 
"literally without a particle of aoral couro^e. A depreciatory
oaragrauh in the newaoaoer Reeroed to fill them with the direst
-o-
1. 21 June 134?
£. ^ut the recollection of one Assistant CoramiSoiorier, &o -.vhom 
he appealed for gapport, did not a^ree wich his own. iio 
r^'ni.'i^ed './he 'ton. Charles Clements how he had ooote to 
Lancashire from Ireland to find it "one vast Augean s&able 
of aouses"; "and you suosequeutiy w^re compelled in 
consequeoc-3 oi" the iiacourage'iient you had received to leave 
it so ;> (2 -Tune 134V). He received, a very frigid re, l.y. 
Olements could not recall vmat he had said, aut ho was sure 
tiiat i ( , H.i no 1- justify Ohadwicic us=ir;.^ iiis aa;;,e as he t-ad 
before she Aadover Gocwaittee (7 June;.
J. "You have seen ii; represented that .j. was the only
discontented person in the JoDwiajsion. The iact in that 
there was not any person who had any --.n.<i«uy for its success 




alarm, and they were ready to sacrifice any subordinate officer, 
or aay principle of the Law it was their duty to enforce, to 
appease a newspaper clamour or the demands of an anti-poor law 
agitator". i'nough he considered Ghadwick went "too far and too 
rapidly", he paid a handsome tribute to Jhadwicic's method of 
careful personal investigation as compared with the "tortuous" 
modes adonted oy the Jommiadioaers. "whatever you proposed, 
you never seemed willing to have your proposals put in final 
execution, without hearing and discussing every objection that 
the Assistant Commis.sioners could brin& against tt,ea. I could 
rarely get f/tessrs. Lewis or Head do pay the slightest attention 
to my representations of what 1 deemed the impropriety of any 
course they were pursuing. jay oojections were generally pooh- 
poohed in not the most courteous manner".^ tidmuad nead's idea 
was to get things done by iiaesse and indirect w^ys. "i 
remember being excessively disgusted at his sending, me a long 
paper to show the advantage of attending to anonymous 
communications which 1 think ought to be put in the fire without 
oeing read ..... 1 have seen the foulest slander circulated oy 
the Conutisuioners on anonymous authority". AIM, in fact, he 
believed that Day had been dismissed on the strength of a letter 
from a person who desired tLat his name should not oe divulged.
  n 
1. P.O. Tufnell - j'i.O., 23 May 184? "tfy chief objection to 
the Commissioners' public conduct', wrote Tufnell, "arises 
frost uheir neglect oi.' the law uhey were ~.> .oxnbeoi co 
enforce, i'heir sole object for the last few years seems to 
have been to ende vour to cull popularity by acting the 
"po-jr man's friend" .... i't ".-.as perfectly clear uo me, th-t 
what; vas al>vayo upp^raoGu in t,heir mindn waa not how they 
Shoal-1 beat perform i.heLc duty, out bow uhey should appease 
the rimes Newspaper, and mollify by concession all uhe 
objections of the anti-poor law a^itauo:^" . About the , oor 
Lav» Act itself, he observed: "1 was Cor nearly eleven years 
engaged in superintending ics operation in tae Jaoat 
pauperised parts of iinglaar!    in -iistricts where the
made by it was rnost violent, and sui familiarly 
acquainted witn ioa action in 1^0 jnions. A thia«c I may, 
A'itao.it vaaity, Isy clai^ to as Tiuch practical acquaintance 
\vith its wor'An^ as any m -n in Kn^land; and I unhesitatingly, 
affirm, that it lia produce, whenever fairly pu« in 
( Jontinued on next pa^e)
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ChadwicK's friends    amon^ them the Hiahop of London, 
the Dake of Richmond, Lord Liverpool, ^ord iortescue, i»ord 
Lansdowne, Lord -bilenborough, Lord Radnor    read the draft of j 
hia letter; they read L'ufnell'e letter with its corroborative i 
evidence; they assured hia that he hsd an excellent case    but' 
no two of them were agreed as to the steps he should take to 
obtain redress. "Luch a letter ought to satisfy any statesman \ 
of his tiood fortune in having the writer of it &t his disposal", 
said John ;ill, "   out whether any of these men have 
sufficient brains to appreciate famine in another, remains 
questionable". ' It was now quite clear, hovever, that the 
jury uad pronounced its verdict, though it was in cool defianco 
of the jud^e'';j sunning uo. :he Government had Tiade up its 
mind, and decided on its course, and no re,. resent ations, however 
autueatic, c^uli now change rfuiisell's attitude. The debates on 
the r*oor Law dill had closed without any refraction of the slurs 
on Chadwicic's notives and conduct, and that "mass of er-ror and 
delusion", i'ranlcland Lewis, was still disseminating the 
statements which he thought he had refuted once arid for all
before the Andover Committee. "' whoever was to form the
-o- 
(Continue-i from previous pa^e ) operation ail the ,.';ood its
authors promised    that the condition oi the Labourer was
ia-r.ensely improved by it, that his oarr.latrs were increast^d, 
that the am o ant of m?or>c provi^e-1 for him -was largely 
augmented, and that in innumerable cases it was ohe direct 
cause of provi Iln*; constant employment to workpeople who 
^ere previous I/ turned adrift on the parish on every shower 
oi' rain", he had been aware soaie time Del ore he resigned 
that the Com;!-. Isciorvers regarded him ae a "darigercus 
character", and he had retained his post for one reason only 
   so that; he slight devote his saiary co maintaining tne 
."orital School Le had established. ";,ad ! resigned, I should 
have been compelled to breaX up thai, school, as well as 
faith .vith iiany of the students who had atered it, and 
persons who hacl oontriuutel to its o .>po.-t ..... the only 
person connected with the office, vho when asxed to 
subscribe in support of that school, positively refused «o 
a farthing, '^as ^ir Bdraur:cl Head.".
T *t- \ 1 1 TT • "* «"J . . -»XJ.X "  U   .    j .i
i;. :-y. - Loi'd V, lit i,
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reconstructed Poor Law Board, it seemed that Kd*in Chadwicic was 
not to be of their number, though a friendly Lord mi^ht, wonder 
"who upon earth is to rule at oouieroet House to be ot. Sebastian
(who was martyred by being shot at with r'a&an arrows) in each <( i) 
' house of Parliament':""1 in u shabby statement the Government
had even declared that he i:.ad no claim LO be considered for the 
esrttat of a pension. To Lord Ellen borough he wrote bitter I/, i 
"As the bill at present stands it might be intituled "An act to 
enable the Government to dismiss without reasons aligned, those 
who otherwise canuot be removed without justification or 
compensation.. If during fifteen years I had held a sinecure 
office, or Sin office of ordinary routine, a removal without 
compensation would riot be thought of or tolerated", ^ ^ few
days before the -health of Towns iill, his life-boat, had 
foundered in the Commons. The future looked .^r-im thac
It was time, te feit, to unmasK his? batteries. "I shall
-o-
1. Lord Lovelace » tt.G., 2 October
2. i-'.C. - Lord Flleftborough, 12 July
5. His uncertainty auoub ti.e future a*,; this period isillustrate.! by a couple of notes; (1) to John waiter (n.d. 
warded '*' /* ri to en before the ''bird ^eadin-f; of the t!oor ba« Administration will") -  'The last night in the House of 
:..o;.'ds ssaA &t the least; the close of th^ present Poox* Law Board and possibly of -ny public services .... 'Whether I 
shall return ,o public service may be doubtful". (2) An 
undated and uri^'Mrn^ed Mote ----- " >..y connexion ivith the poor law and public office ^ay no~* however be said to ry-,ive 
ceasei; whether it is to be renewed which will be oy no 
char.'je on 'f.y part or i return f.o my professional endeavour is yet to ne ?f»en".
At this crisis . In his fortunes, as in l-ii-V **r<d ii4i, hi« thoughts t-rr.ed again to the possicility of a seat in Parliament. "I should for the sanitary measures and on 
other grounds be glad to ^et in but 1 cannot spend money", he Tote to J.^. burton, 24 July l'-3*f/, ' ( i *ss offered a 
olsce in i'Sp:lan^ so^e i?*5ys ago but I co.-ld not incur tne 
expense", i'or a time, though riot too seriously, he seems to have toyed vith the idea of contesting i- "i.'ibucgh, where the scholarly Maca».lay should have as sn. opponent; "not a 
aere common place shopu'eeoer" but BOjieboJy "intellectually 
rej:pectuble'"', r;uch as John :-'ill 
 
 
 or /c-!,in Ciad'Aic.-c.
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certainly not consent to removal however without reasons 
assigned and an opportunity of vindicating myself. It is not 
to be endured that the tried, and upon their own hearing the 
convicted are to be maintained and the person whose measure has 
been frustrated, disgraced arid set aside". ^ ' ttiuherto his 
"Vindication" had circulate.; only amongst nis personal friends, 
but now he began to prepare it for publication. Me even 
contemplated legal action against the i^oor Law Commissioners, 
and drew up "tieada of rtepruEentatioru, or Articles of Charge 
against 'Jeor^e Gorne^all Luwis Ksquire and oir f/di.mnd Head 
iiacouet Tor accti 01' u.ai±'e&&iiricto of r<onfeat>ance and isfeasance 
in tue performance of the duties of their office as 
OoBio.i.sisiioaer'y uxiaer tme 4bh &nd >th , in. it. c. /o and other 
«.cts for the relief of the ?o^r". v£"' &t once he r&u into the 
dii'fj-cultitss rf/nich maat coafrunt any 'Ji/a.1 .--ervaot who proposes 
to breaic the triple vow w->ich binds his orrter to silence, 
aiionyaiity, auci obedieace. r,.w. Tafaell decliaed the fcionour of 
appearing as a leading ?.*itne&n in a.ay public scandal, and 
imposed a U&n ou the publication oT aia letter, Hewwas too 
late, hov"ev-- kr, to prevent Lord LiPou^hwii reading extracts irotn it 
in the House of Lords. i'here ;vae an immediate outcry thar this 
was a or0-.ie.h of official confidence, "Jaa any one help leep 
disgust", *Mvo.e OhadwicK «o Lsrou^hHin, ''that tnere should JQ no 
feeling 01 concern, for ixoiaeuae mal ad:niai&;traoion affecting 
lar^e Jiusaeii, positive breajj^es of law and disastrous 
misconduct, 'jvhich ou.^t to m;ve been the ;-.uo.je-.it» of judicial 
inquiry and impeachment, and ao feu ling for ti.e siic:-if ic^ of an . 
able officer liice r^ir. Paricer, but affected tiorroi1 t.t an 
accidental revelation of one pai"- of the aiisuo.Mluct , by the
i
removal of a barrier of privacy or coaf i lent.Lulity v: ich is a 
misprision and public offence ever to have imposed. Jhe 
official confidentiality and honour I have o.;ly found to come 
isithiu Siean Swift's alrnile of couscj.ence as being lix.e a pair of
1. K;.O. - ^orc! V, 3 July 
<i. n. d.
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breeches, a garment aade to conceal lewdness and nastiness and 
readily let down for the convenience of either".
Reviewing Chadwicfc's correspondence relating to this 
period, one is strucic at once by a re ma rateable omission. 
Nowhere is there ar^ hint of his views on the decision to put 
the roor Law office under a Parliamentary head. tie appears to 
have seen the whole problem of Poor La* administration in 1847 
as a personal, not a constitutional crisis^ the principles of 
1SJ4, personified in their author, idwin 'Jhadiwic«c, wre arrt;i,-aed j 
against the pernicious policies of the Commis^iouerb; the 
Lewises, from the powerful ^heltei- of iiiiiisterial friendship, 
were plotting to hurl him irom ale secretaryship. Ohadwicn 
would undoubtedly have agreed -.vita ttagehct Caafc year by year the 
central depar^sent was getting more and xore feeble, that the 
corrupt interests in the localities, with their spokesmen in 
press and i'ari±aiaent; , were gradually wresting the control of 
Poor La*; administration froia its impotent s,rasp, it is equally 
certain, however, that he would have denied ^a^ehot y assertion
that this v;as due to the intrinsic wealcnes-.i of tLe machinery he i
Ihad devi&ed, a weakness which could be rei^cve-i only be vuttiug i
the department, under an "official and party protector in the !
House oi Goaiffions", "If tir Greorge Lev;is and wr. Chadwicrt could 
aot maintain an outlying department in the i'»ce of arliament > 
how unlikely that, an inferior compound oi' discretion and
activity v/ill ever saints in it!' 1 , wrote bacehot at the
. . -, . . ..(£;." f .^ conclusion 01 hio cj.aso3.c analysis. i.ne ^eaKness 01 ohe oor
Law oastioa, Cfcadwiefc woul^ probably aave replied, lay,, in the 
fuct that itti ^arx'iiiou was ill choseii; it v.'as juanned by a,en wno 
had doubts of the por-:itioi. they were supposed Co dei'end, and who .. 
treated as a mutineer the stoat powerful cir-u.pio« 01' the reformed 
?oor law I!he remedy, the orily remedy, wat: Lo (>;ive hdwin 
Cfaadvkdclc & free h^nd: "it I tad had prooer Gj;-jporG 1 *oald ij.ave 
reversed the oicture and by this cime have had the Law popular,
1. i.../. - lord j,'ou.f.rh£,.T, 1.5 July l;-^7
2. M. ia^eiiot, "Jcinglxsh Constitution", '«'»orld'o Classics, p.
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district industrial schools established and the rates full one 
fflillion
A truculent Civil Servant, with a grievance, the makings 
of a case, and a following in the country, could not have been 
too pleasant a thought for the 'A'hig Government. He would be a 
nuisance and a bore, if he ,vere not a danger. tio it *as timely 
in more than one sense when ihe Prime inister decided that 
Chad-flick might proiitaoly occupy himaelf with an inquiry into 
th® sanitary condition of London. To the reasons for that 
inquiry, and io Chadwick's other activities in 184/, we :aust now 
turn.
great hope at the beginning of the 1.347 
sessioa was bhat his ten years or investigation and inquiry 
would at last bear legislative fruit. due the Tuolic Health 
which Lord -.orpeth introduced on t,he 30t,h varch, was not 
'iill, though it displayed extensive evidence oi the 
iafluence of his Keports and 7;ensoran.da and of the criticism 
which the sanitary reformers had directed, at Lord Lincoln's 
abortive measure. It was understood    though by no weans 
-'.as it promised by the ;*overnraeni    that ,b« would be offered 
a plfice in the new administrative arrangements; and it was 
mainly with an eye to his own freedom and power of action tfiaj 
he looked over the clauses of rforpeth's 3ill. .he ce-itral 
authority w.-.s to be a "aoard of liealtb and »*ubiic ,or^s , 
composed of five members, three of whom i</ould DC ,/ald, with the
rirst Commissioner of 1 oods and Foreats aa president . "*~ Thus,
-o-
1. t'^.C. - Duite of Richmond, o /4cverfioer 134/. Hia views on 
later developments under -he j'oor ,.-aw >.so?j.rd m&y oe
by his s»auement that; "since the change was ;~ade
i'rom ftn an livid' d auuention of real iioards to the divided 
ac bent ion of changing political cniefs and to boards of 
i«erabers wiiose at, ue. tion is and con be only formal and 
nominal, the administration has retrograded 1, in poor laws 
aiost disastrously..." ( -«S fragment, a. -.!. j 
2. Hansard, vol. 91, P- ^2**, .$ •'< -arch 1
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Lincoln's proposal to bring the public health under the 
aegis of ^he Home Secretary was abandoned in favour of machinery 
modelled on the recently established Railway Board. The lesson 
of the discredited Poor Law Comraiaeion had not yet been 
digested; the uew Board would have a Parliamentary s?poicei3:aan, 
(even two, as the other unpaid member night well be a Member of 
Parliament; but the i^irst/ Commissioner of ^oods and Forests. | 
though sit^inr; as president, was in no sense a Ministerial head, 
since he shouldered no more responsibility for policy than any 
other member of the Hoard. i'h© wea«tnesa and inadequcy of this 
arrangement were to be sharply revealed v»hesj the General .doard 
of Health later came under the presidency of Ixjrd 3eymour.^ ^ 
It meant, moreover, the end of Chadwicn'a visions of himself 
working the  ublic health Act as standing counsel or secretary 
to a Committee of the Privy Council, and with eonsideraole 
misgivings he looked forward to a aoard on which he might find 
himself in the company of uncongenial fellowr. In the local 
machineryi too, the isill turned its back on Ghadwicic's 
recommendations. la corporate towns the town council wo^ld 
exercise sanitary powers', in non-corporate towna the members of 
the local authority would be elected by the ratepayers, with the 
exception of a certain proportion, not to exceed one-third, who
would be nominated oy the central Board. he local authority
-o-
1. ^.H. (jaei, a Parliamentary counsel, sent Ohad>ic< some --'.cute 
criticisms of the nill in a pa tjer entitled "Goeervations oa 
the Health of Towns ,iill 1347 and the Towns L-api'oveaie^t xill 
incorporated therewith".
"If the f'resici^nt of the oods and eorests can altend to 
this", he aaK.8, "why not his 3 re core a without havin, uev; 
Got>riisaioner&-r If he can't attend to it -my iy he made a 
member of the new Commission'. If a r-resideut be required 
why ehould the Oociuisnicmers go to the .oods and '-oresits 
for him.-'
But what is the ''resident aL>ove hio fellowsr Of this 
the 3iii tells us nothing and we cannot ,uess. terraps as 
an or^an in Parliament, ^ut then non« of ttie JoaLTiissioners 
are prevented from ^it ..ing in rarliaiaen,, and if one -sets in 
he *ould be much better qu»lifie 1 to del' ad the act/e? of his 
th<-& Uhe Ooaimissioner of the ,<ood£ and forests.."
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would be set up by the central Board after a local inquiry, in 
which the district coaln^ within its jurisdiction would be 
defined; and should it be considered necessary for the purposes 
of the Act, the central Board sight extend the existing 
boundaries of the towns. Powers over drainage, street 
cleansing, building construction, and nuisances were to be 
exercised by the local authorities through the agency of a 
surveyor and an inspector of nuisances. They could construct 
water wor^s and gas works    a notable deviation from 
Ohadwic&'s recommendation that, these services should be carried 
out by contract with private enterprise.^ 1 '' On the financial 
arrangements, however, his arguments had had more effect. "It, 
is this question of rates which has hitherto been the direct, 
and for some tlae to come must be, I fear, the indirect obstacle 
to the inhaoitants fca&iag up sanatory measures with vigour and 
good heart themselves", Morpeth declared. "There is something 
in the very sound of "rares", which weighs fearfully in ;he 
balance against health, industry, content, and all the virtues". 
As Chad.viCi*. had urged, the burden wo^ld be eased and che 
obstacle lowered by granting powers to the local authorities tw 
raise loans on tne security of the rates, the principal to oe 
recovered from the occupiers by in^taLaserits spread over thirty 
years.
In the ensuing debate Lord Lincoln objected that the -ill 
introduced too strong an element of centralisation and that the 
title of che Board seemed to foreshadow i unctions more extensive 
than those described by orpeth. He repeated t.he suspicion of 
towa councils voiced in the Health of I'o/nns L<eijort; the auburos 
of the great manufacturing towns were so wide t'aau the municipal
1. "Not a slfctle of. the facility recommended jy tfce
Commissioners (sc. Health of !\>*ns; l.o be ,_iven is i>y che 
nill &iven. L'he framers do not seem zo comprehen ' Lhtt part 
or the ubject at : 11 .... ''nlike -tfr. Haw^esley and other 
experienced judges and the Health of Towns CoaiiTiisdloners tho 
Jramero of i-he Jill seem to L>e unfavour-:bie to the agency of (G.ii. Gael, op.
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jurisdiction did not cover their whole area (two-thirds of J 
Nottingham, for exa.nple, l.^jr outside the exissint !, municipal ; 
boundaries); moreover, the corporations were strongly political 
in composition, and an opposition party v.ould looic with disurust 
on powers of taxation in the handy of the myjority, *"'*
The measure was pushed through its Second Heading and the 
motion for Committee, however, by comfortable jovernment 
majorities; and then the critics took command of Lhe field. 
It was a very vulnerable 3111. Critics co; Id bang away with ] 
the cneeriug certainty o< doing damage to one or other of its 
rambling out'*/ork:s. A provision which Incorporated the Jill 
with she Commissioners Clauses Act involved the consideration of 
aocae seven hundred clauses, and six other Acts were also b -ought 
in by this susuuary but exasperating method ot cross reierence. 
l-resneucly i'4orpett> found himseli engaged in a orisic contest over 
every clause, occasionally rising «o a '.ore extended sorua&le on, 
the broader ^round of general princi le, such as the inalienable 
rights of every middle-class Kn^lishman and fcfce tendency of -ill   
Goveraraenta to job. From the first the r^ill *as "the onjcct of 
singular Protectionist aversion" 1" , and in './om-vittee spokesmen 
of the iaadowners strongly opposed a measure which ^ight burJen
( A )
them with i/axation for municipal improvements ^ "t'he country
-o—
1. HanH^rd, vol. 91, pp. fc>33 - b42, 30 :,-rc)i 134/. "it would 
puzzle a person to gxve any satlsfactor/ reason *ry 
Corporations the ' eajoer-s of which are all elected <hould oe 
thought iO'f ;>etenc to manuge ire aL'iairs o± : ealth while the 
elected Com •> iasioners of a town are not to be trusted ' 
without the association of Orown OorBciisijionera .... hat is 
there in municipal machinery to reader it necessary or 
suitable for the purposes of the .:i.ll. .... i'here is iio 
advantage iu is apprehended in having a ^oard of o-^ove v^even 
or lea .Vierr.oers; and .7.ac, rials for this -ray oe every^r ere h.>d   
without ue* ^lecti.ns or extension of Jorpwratioa 'Authority 1 
.... l.'heir uiUitness is not merely owin^ oo l^noranee but t;o : 
 .he uiaa eta. 01 fcnei;.' position, and of che t«\o Jorporatious   
have n,iore of this uuuovjartil tend ncy than the own 
Commissioners ''ould be lively to i;ave" v'.n. ,iael, o;;>. cit.)'.
2. "Limes", 3 July H4?. i
3. Hansard, vol. j$, .:>. /lu ^ dvett , ;.. 7l/ (sucis;, p. '/^.rJ ;'
(Continued on next pa^e}
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was sic*t of centralieation, of corrnaisai >ns, of preliminary
inquiries   of all sorts of jobs", cried Hudson, the 
4ing. ">:be people wanted to be left to manage their own 
af fairs; tLe.y iid not watit Parliament to be so paternal as it 
wished to be -  interfering in everybody's business, and, 
all *ho so interfered, not doin& its own well".^ It was the 
crude "Hands offI" of the seli-sufiicient capitalist; and it was! 
strengthened by an older argument from the eighteenth century 
when Colonel Gibthorp exclaimed against the appointment of 
Commissioners under Government patronage. "He objecte 1 also to! 
tj eir bei/j^ salaried, entertain!) £ a strong feeling that if they ^ 
had not patriotism enough to &ive their services for the ood of 1 
their country, obey were utterly unworthy of so important a 
trust. He objected also to the appointment of tnree 
inspectors. these thing-.-; led to a great deal of bribery of a 
peculiar itin.i and he had served long enough in that House to b« 
extremely jealous of all oovernmente, whether v;hig or Tory. 
They all could, and did, do a great deal behind the ocenesj and 
there was a ^reat deal of secret service mont?y spent . J
in the country &t large the aill caused little noise. 
f'rue, 32,000 sife/ied petitions iniits support, arid 2^7 sen 1 . 
resolutions a^ainsu it; but a/art from this .tiiaority the public 
did not seera greatly concerned about the defence of its own 
health. Chad'*icst sent some notes on the iiiil uy   ouuiwood
to a frienaly editor^'', and added the tart coautent
the justice oi of tne uaja.h of : uttiras claim and of
(Continued from previous pa;je ) ($ewde bate/ In a-.swer
brotherton pointed oat; "Honourable members connected Aitii 
tr-ose districts *ere very aensitive; but he could tell them 
that in the sub tiros of la>.ve so/ma, Landowners had derived 
^reat advanta .es:. from the industry of their neighbour?: , and 
he ^ne»v cases where landowners na:i u: elr iacones advanced 
from *,5, °° to j:.20,000 a year, .',itho ,t -ioin^ a single thing 
to promote the welfare of uhe inhaaittints oy whom they were 
so :r-ucr: benef ifce>i".
1. ;a,isard, vol. 95, p. /^» M -J^Qe 1J47-
2. ibid., p. 727
the " a^es"), 7 July
probably
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the Portuguese and of delinquents, I tnust say that the condition 
of the population would seem to have a right; of precedence". 
There was a chin crop of pamphlets, bearing on the title page 
the trend of their argument, ani in their contents plain j 
evidence of their origin. "A Townsman" of Aorces&er wrote a 
"Letter to Lord Morpeth on the Health of Towns riiil; involving 
an outlay of 50 bo 100 millions    an anaut.l charge oi' 10 to 20 
millions, with a countless host of 'jovernment creatures and 
dependants    showing that it ought to be withdrawn, and an 
entirely new sanatory measure introduced, omitting its violent 
and arbitrary powers, especially the power of tiding in suburbs 
and creating new districts    that the local powers should be 
given to bodies distinct from the Town Councils    and that 
strict accounts should be kept of returns from the sale of 
sewerage, and their application be subjected to the cont/roul of 
the central authority"; fthile another writer, whose interest is 
not difficult to livine, put forward his " easons against the 
Legislature granting to the Crown an extraordinary --ower, 
discordant with the Principles of the Constitution, of 
coercively ordering the Population of r'laces and arishes in 
Counties at Large to be incorporated with the adjoining siorough: 
or DO oe included in the enlarged boundaries of any Town (or 
District ) "for'all purposes" s. i ) - 2$    and so Bu'bjecting 
Bounty Parishes to all unicipal Jurisdiction, ueovr. and 
Corporate vartnens, arid seriously affecting the Interest;.; of 
Owner, of rooerty and Ratepayers in Jaunty Ji tricts ay an 
alteration and disturbance of the ancient and .tnown arochial 
Boundaries and consequent new distribution of <\ates etc."
In tt.e aope of - t -ing the :dll through oefore the end of 
the section, c.he .Metropolitan Sanitary Association ..-rged '-orpett.. 
to mait- concessions. Go a Ion was dropped froas the ..iii i
L. Bar.sard, vol. 95* P» H/7» *• J^ly 1 
2. i;,.,;. - ..orpeth, 5 Jan 1: 134,?: "in r<;pecu to the omission of 
c. e fpetropolis 1 have stated to leading ^escbers of 
(Continued on next page;
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the element of nomination in t,he locai Commissions aleo 
disappeared; it waa agreed, to pacify tne water interests, that j 
local authorities should contract for their supplies with i 
existing companies, ihe number of Oomiriasionera on the central ] 
ttoard was cut to four, of whom only one was to be paid. vi) "If 
defective at all", observed toorpeth on the 1st July, "he 
believed the Bill contained coo little of s-^rin^ent or 
compulsory power ;o effect what *as de-irable. i'he principle 
of the «ill -Aas to leave all to local agency, advised and 
encouraged by central superintendence". eL> Jut by the 3th July 
it was clear that tforpetr's concessions had not ^ainert their 
object of securing bn easy passage for the bill. .obody was 
greatly surprised when Lord John itussell announced uhat the 
measure could not be proceeded with during the present session; 
and nobody could die agree with his verdict th it; this was partly 
due co the importance of the subject, partly to the defective 
framing of the :ilil  - but "another cause IB ay be, that 
unnecessary opposition has been made for the purpose of delay", 
^ ^ In I'act, whatever had been gained in poatponing the clash 
with metropolitan interests v;as lost in the feeling which the 
exemption aroused in the press and the provincial 
representatives, 'who saw in it one thore instance of the 
influence 01' the City Corporation and the solid block, of sixteen
metropolitan M.i'-.s.
 o-
L. Hansax-d, vol. 9^, p. 1100, 1 July l.A?. 
'tL. ibid., p. 1105. 
$. ibi:.., vol. 9^, p. ^5«
(Continued frcsn previous page Associations and to ^11 o^rciea 
I have met ^ith, that I really believe it will uot oe of 
much rroaent ii' full powers of inquiry be f.,ivea to the new 
;ioard to prepare for the next oesoion, ueooase if lull 
poweri; of ex^cuuion were given, the new noard, if they .enow 
wha*; they are ;-bout must enquire and urvej very caut.iousl.y 
arH  vo-jld not i apprehend ^et Oeyond inquiry oy the mid le 
of the r,ex.i .eH;io';, vvher. vry probaoly t:.ey might no;, find 
the oest a priori powers of execution sufficient or 
aopli-able and wosl"! theu recommend a ne:<i Bill v.-ith ^.-pecial 
provisiOiis. Ail 1 should be anxious about (anl I shouli a ay 
it publicly; would be fall powers of enquiry and preparation 
for the next -Session".
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One p^int above all impressed Chadwicic as he read the 
Bill after it had passed the Committee sta^e. Only one paid 
Commissioner, and that one at £1,000 a year! Was this the value ;| 
the Government set upon the execution of the new measure? Even { 
the extreme caiical papers, such as trie "Aee&ly Dispatch, 
sooifed at the cry of patronage ia this connection. The 
influence of Liouthwood .ooiith's name with the press would have
; 2 )been worth double the cost of a aecoad Gonamissioaer. in
-o-
1. &.w. - Joseph Hume, 5 July l.iA-7. In. another note to Home, 
undated, whadwic& observes: "The reduced salary for 
increased duties carries with the appearance of a public 
ar'front, a public contumely of intellectual labour applied 
to ;he field of legislation .... vtow would it apt be 
becoming your pooitiori as an economist to insist on some 
security for good appointment,*?, and vindicate yourself from 
a participation in the wasteful piirsinonay".
2. "This cuts off the chance of th<- undivided aid of i)r.
'oouthwood f^mith whose assistance in the medical portions of 
the measure, i should have deeraed essential; wnose writing 
is of a hi^b o r Jer and whose popularity with the Jress which 
it is important to carry with us, and with the yedicul 
profession would be worth several salaries, and whose 
labourn entitle hiia to a paid place at the Joard even if it 
were to be a sinecure." (tf.G. - iac-sau Oenior, 7 J-*ly 134^). 
He added; " hree members of the Government (not ia the 
Cabinet,.) urred me to withhold personal roffionytrances on the 
assurance that my posxtion for the future inuet. be changed 
i'or the Getter. You know that my salary at present is
11,200 per annum. rte extraordinary reduction nropoBed is 
its own commentary"
In a note, probably addressed to Lord ^orpeth, 7 July 
1347, he reported ths*t as a result of the decision 
concerning the number of paid co'imissloners, routhwood 
Smitn "feels himself in a painful position .... As he is 
now as he considers excluded from acting as a uaid 
Coannissioner, he is desirous in his aaxiety of acting aa 
one of the unpaid members of the ;.>oaru, and the only 
consideration with hix at present is as ^o the time and 
mode of sending in his application .... T e has 8 friendly 
and an affectionate den ire to continue in coop*ration with 
me upon the measure and I reciprocate the i'eeling".
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accepting the post, he mu«t himself sacrifice £200 a year of 
his present salary; yet, *hen he reflected on the dangers of a. 
less suitable appointment, he felt ct.at "if the salary were one 
half that proposed, there wo .Id eeea to be (regard being had to 
consequences) an ooli^aiion to ta&e it". x ^
at my present position!" he .vrote het-tedly to 
Senior. "After every appeal of mine has been affirmed: 
every remonstrance made sustained a^ainct adverse inclinations: 
I *ho have had no charges preferred against me, no hearing and 
uo public condemnation oy impartial members, 1_ am proposed to be 
ia effect removed arbitrarily to a lower place in e^oluient 
which all who believe a;/self to be conteroplaced regard as a 
public and intentional alight". And he co Id draw no comfort 
from the hope that the position offered would improve in uirae. 
'*'.'»as I not told on the word of a prime minister and a ^eutleraan 
as ti.e condition on which 1 tootc the office of ecretary to the 
Poor La?, Commission that 1 should have "the position of a 1'ourtJ" 
Joaasissioner'" assured to me; a position w ich a re^rd to the 
public service aot to speak of gentlemanly fee-lings of propriety 
and a regard to the naturally iu&iterabie nup-.-rxority of him who 
has devised superior measures, would have assured LO ;ne even if 
there had been no promise whatsoever" Ke would decline the 
paid Goamissionership with its derogatory salary, he to id heuior, 
but he would put in a claim for an unpaid seat at the new Joard, 
at «rhich ne would continue to Oive such gratuitous sorvlce as lie 
had all alon^; 5iven to sanitary faeasurea. At the saae Li:ne h-.:- 
Aiofeld oiaija to be retained at the '-oor i.aw .ioar.l, on the rounds 
that his r0-no.astrances had oewn upheld by the .iovernmer.t and the 
Law Officers, and that hie was the beat experience and
available ^ Ghad.wic.-c iixed to think that the 
of the two .:>ills, the Poor law and the S'ealth of 
i'owns, lid iiussell some damage in his constituency in the
1. ;!i.O. - l.ord K.bririfjton, n.i.
2. H..W. - Nassau Senior, ? July
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election. &ven Kichard Lamberc Jones, an old adversary on the 
City Gotamission of Uewers, stopped him in tne street one day to
tell him th*»t tb« Corporation considered that he was being/1 \ 
sacrificed for having performed his duty to the public. 1" ;
On the 8th July the !>ublic Health bill was thrown out, 
and Chad'«vic& with it. Somerset House had closed its doors 
behind him. He faced a period of twelve lean months before 
Morpeth's revise! iill could be oassed. Already he had warned 
his American dependants that ihey could expect no help in the 
coming year, when he was summoned to an incervie* with the hrime 
CLnister. iie was to be put in charge of a Oomiission of 
Inquiry, Russell t;old him, not into the evils, which had been 
sufficiently proved, but into the specific remedies available 
for the aaaitary ills of"the capital.
Possibly the thought of Ghadrcictc, with his in discreet 
pen, at a loose end Tor twelve numths wan too much ior a 
Cabinet whose pare in the Andover affair could udt be too «u.nlly 
scrutinised. but in any event the problem of isetropolitan
government;, at uhe sight of wnich ,-iorpeth had "surucic his flag/'2 } 
and cut his stick"" , loomed olae&ly on the ieglslaLive horizon
of the coming session; and Chadwick, *ith his zest for 
investigation aad faia unrivalled grasp of sanitary and 
adiTiinistrative principles, was the only wan ^ho, in the s,>acc 
of a few montiis, could draw up the iniicfcment oi tae pre&erit 
re'&iste aad iniicate the liaes of future reform.
But ti:ere were ffiore powerful reasons . In the lass few 
months the iinovs/lecige of the sanita r-y reformer had ta*en on a
heightened value. Cholera fcad brojc^n out iu :'.aoul in ine bot 
season of l.;-^5. ' preadlng from the north west provinces of 
'Inlia, as from a centre s i- swept ov.-r Ar^-haniotan, 'orsia, and 
the south eastern portion of Asiatic I'ur ;ey, unLll It was
arresced by the winter of 1346 - l.-'"A?. lr, tho earing of 1 A?
-o-
1. isi.w. - i-ord Koringtcn, 20 July 1347, !
2. Hcooucfc; Hansard, vol. 95 •> p. 7.^, H June
$01 I
It recommenced its advance, striding south Into Versia, Arabia, 
and r'vi;ypt, north through Georgia and Circasnia into the southern 
provinces of Russia . The northern wing of the rricrcbic 
invasion 'ivided, one branch thrusting cr rough Eurooean i<us«ia 
into fcinlaad an  ; Sweden, the other decimating the towns of the 
lower .jarmbe, end advancing through Austria into Germany. 
In Seotemoer l:14d the cnolera was at Ha-nourg, whence it, too*. 
ahio to iidiuuur^h, appearing unral ta*ea'oiy in the .jcottish
capital uit the beginning of October 1343. More than twelve i
•nonti/s before uivit date cases of indigenous fever were being ' 
scrutinised anxious l.y in iingiand for the c; aracteristic symptoms 
of this exotic disease -Miafc DUG a Ahoiesoflie tear of fil^h 
into th« ^ovsrniag classes waa the spectacle of tne uahastening, 
unchecked advance of a microbe on the marcr<, traversing 
thousands of miles at the heels of the overland caravans and 
spreadia; 7 westwards along the ^rsat interior wucerwaya of 
Russia. i?" or tnis was the second cime la one generation usjat 
a had swept chrough Europe; ;^nd not since the Eaglidh 
landed with Henry Tudor :it -Jlilford i;aven in August 14 >3 
and, a3 Holydore descrioes, joijrneyed uo j,.oaoon aa ;l ia cunp • 
follower, nad ^ritaiti experienced so novel sad so terrifying a a 
epideuiic aa tae Asiatic Cholera, 7/hich ^truc< down its fi.ro b 
ViCOim in ounderlancl in Ocuober li^l. H few months of cholera 
in i$$L ~ ilj2 caused more alarm than centa:.-ieiJ of home-ored 
typhus, 7-'uich <ill...d its thousands yearly JLM une aiujis of the 
industrial towns. it was the dramatic sud eriness of che 
cholsrdjattaci which spread terrjr. In the space of a few i ours 
the sufferer might oe lyin^: pulseless and oiue, his body shaken 
by repeated v.-rnitiag and pur^iag, his limbs twisted v.ith cra-nD; 
and in the exiiStizi^ state of medic-ail <£;iowie i^ 5 °-' !e h:ilf of thoa-3 
Aho passed into the olue, or collapse, sua^e of t kie iioease v.jare 
doomed. "Jieeding, brandy, opium, c^loToi, ammonia, quiniae. 
croton-otl, cold v.auer, L: e ^arra bat.<j , the cold effusion, viil 
varieties and contrarieties of treatuient possible, have oeen 
employed aiiie in vain"/ :'or r,ui?-- rfu^--n, though the
i. /ietr.'. . oanifc&ry w^mT-iission, oecond 
P.P. 184? - 43 (911), xxjcii.
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inlluenaa e >identic of 1847 (tilled more of the middle and upper 
classes than the cholera of 1843 - 1349, it aroused nothing, liice 
the same amount of apprehension. tfor was this all. 
"Difference of social grade less exempts the individual from 
the attaeic of cholera than of fever, and cholera more often, 
and apparently more capriciously, bursts its usual ooundaries, 
and attacks the inhabitants of comparatively healthier 
districts, aaongst whom it provea little less mortal than when 
it ravages its accustomed haunts".^ ^ The louse was no longer 
seen in polite society, and typhus in consequence was a poor 
man's disease. At the end of the eigheeenth century a 
respectable middle-class physician was noting complacently that 
fever was rare in Liverpool; though, to be sure, Dr. Gurrie was 
treating a steady average of three thousand typhus cases a year 
at his dispensary. But the comaa bacillus was a social 
climber; excreted by some lowly sufferer in Fore Street, 
Lambeth, or Hair-brain Court, it might penetrate the half- 
hearted filter defences of the ^ater Companies to poison bis 
betters in/broad squares of t,he nest i.nd. when t,he obituary 
columns of the "Times" began to lengthen, the law-mailing classes 
were stirred more deeply than oy the figures in the reports of 
the Registrar General, which referred chiefly to poor men's ;
losses.
(•-> \ 
Assured of the oaciting of an apprehensive 'Jtovernment,
therefore, Ghadwick cast an imperial eye over the vast,-o-
1. .tietro, ;3aoitary Co-fuaisEion, First Report, o. 2?.
2. Returning from the interview with Russell, Uhadfticx: &role t ./.,, 
the Bishop of London (£4 July 164'7n "I could not out ,' 
accept, believing that there was no one else who had 
bestowed so much labour on the subject, or would be Lively 
to arrive at conclusions ^uicaer tho" I cannot but feel that' 
the treatment of sjch labour h ;AS heretofore been far froa 
encouraging. 1 shall part with the Poor La^ administration, 
%here so much regains to be done with much regret. 1 am 
firmly convinced that two thirds of the unpopularity *rich 
attaches to it, or the greater proportion of it, is due to ; , 
simple mismanagement. Aoove all, I regret oeing impeded in 
the preventive course ^f adainiai-riition, ail of *hich slight : 
be made popular in the best sense". >>»
L
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disorderly province of the metropolis. Outside the square mile 
ol the City, London in 1847 was a tangled jungle of overlapping 
jurisdictions and conflicting authorities. dome three hundred 
local bodies    including seven Commissions of Sewers, nearly 
a hundred paving, lighting, and cleansing boards, and about 170 
vestries and boards of Guardians    jostled and frustrated each 
other, each clinging with determination to its minute segment of 
power and dignity, with the object, it would seem, rather of 
Keeping out other authorities than of conferring benefit on the 
population beneath its care. For the densest parts of the « 
capital there were 120 Local Acts, under which were established * 
30 distinct local jurisdictions, many of which coincided with 
neither parish nor Union nor police diatrict. la the parish of 
St. Pancras alone there were sixteen separate Paving Boards 
acting under 2) Acts of Parliament.^ * And while the drainage
and surface cleansing of London was thus minutely sub-divided 
between a host of public authorities, other vital sanitary > 
services were shared by eight joint stock cemeteries and ninf 
ftater Companies. The Royal Como-isaion on Municipal <eform, 
which had devoted the whole of its second report to the capital, 
had concluded that London must have a unified ^overnaient, but 
it had not ventured to decide whethec it should taice the form 
of a Government Commission, of a newly created municipality, or 
of an expansion of the City Council. If the Government ever 
really intended to taice action on this report, the edge of their 
resolve was turned by the hard core of vested interests in the 
City. The chaos remained, and i;;,rew worse year by year, a 
challenge to all Chadaicn's principles of administrative 
consolidation. for the remaining years of his official career 
the problems of London 1 ;- drainage, water supply aad burial 
services were to occupy a major part 01' Mis energies.
 There was little attemot by the Government to conceal the
real purpose of the investigation on which he was now engaged.
-o-
1. "Report on the Epidemic Cholera v>f 134-j and 1349", ,/p. ) - 
1Q /F.P. 1350 (1273), xxi. J.
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It was to convict the works and administration of the Sewers 
Commissioners, and to furnish arguments wnich might be used to 
justify to the public the resumption by the Grown of the 
sanitary powers they had so ineffectively wielded. Lord 
Lincoln and Sir James Graham had earlier t a teen tentative steps 
towards superseding the Commissions, but had drawn back    
apparently, Chadwick observed, for fear of offending the 
Commissioners. "Something roust be said publicly", he wrote 
sharply to Lord Morpeth, "of the state of mind which inflicts 
disease and death extensively on thousands out of deference to 
conventional feelings of individuals, which feelings are most 
improper for those individuals to entertain".^ ' For the 
Sewers Commissions stood plainly condemned by the Commons 
Committee of 143^» by Chadwick's oanitary Report of 1342, by 
the Health of Towns Commission of 1344; and Chadwick fretted at 
the needless delay which the Government's caution imposed upon 
him. Viithin a fortnight of the interview with Russell, he
submitted to Morpeth some "Memoranda of results in relation to
(2) the etropolis, promised by £. Chud.vick''^ , a paper which, in
its reckoning o£ sanitary profits and economies, atrucic the 
confident note of the commercial prospectus, i'hree districts 
might in future be drained for the cost of two, two courts and 
two houses at the cost of one hitherto droned by orivate 
builders    provided that sound administrative arrangements 
were adopted. The secret lay in the consolidation of the whole 
of the natural drainage area of London under c* ningle Commission 
of Sewers. Over £60, X)0 a year might thereby be saved on 
establishment charges, on tbe expense of rale collecting, and on 
the outlay for Commissioners' dinners. Consolidate at once, 
without waiting for the results of the new inquiry, Chadwick 
urged on Hussell and Morpeth. If the Sewers Commissions 
remained in their present hands, the doomed Commissioners would
resist the investigation to the utraont of their power. The
-o-
1. B.C. - Lord Morpeth, 5 August 13V.
2. 4 August 1347.
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more enlightened of the surveyors had already come into coni'lict 
with their reactionary masters; John rtoe, for example, whose 
flushing machine had been coldly received by the HolDorn and 
Finsbury Commissioners, and that "exuraorclinary aan", John 
Phillips, the self-educated journeyman bricklayer who had risen 
to the surveyorship of the Westminster division and who had 
pointed out the defecta of the system of ee^erage pronounced 
perfect by the President of the Association of Civil Engineers. 
These experienced officers were agreed that it would be well 
worth suspending all the drainage worics now under construction 
for the sake of a complete survey, and they assured ChadwicK 
thac if they were given emancipation and security they would 
willingly co-operate with the Commission of Inquiry in the 
preparation of remedial measures. '
Morpeth approved highly of Chadwicfc's papers*-*^; but ; 
Russell was luke-wamr^'j and a strong letter from the Lord 
Chancellor, which Worpeth would show to Chadwic* only in 
abstract, put an end to Chadwictc'a hopes of a coup d'etat.^ 4 ' 
Consolidation was postponed until the investigation was 
completed, and Chad'wick sighed that whilst the oewers 
CoiTiiaisj: loners vould not obstruct the inquiry so openly as to 
expose themselves to a aupersedeas, there would be "no ?;ork with 
a will". ^ )
besides Cha<3wick and Southwood smith, the Commission of 
Inquiry included Lord Hobert Grosvenor, who was Russell's 
choice, and Richard Lambert Jones, representing the interests of 
the City of London, while ChadwicU: hud made sure of a majority
in favour of progressive aieanures by insisting on the r (-,)
nomination of rrofessor Owen, "the Cuvier of our day" s
-o-
1. E.G. - Russell, 3 august 1347.
2. fiSorpeth - li.J., 9 August L34/. 
^. &,-.:. - i^orpeth, 11 August 
4. Morpeth - .-J.C., 19 August 
$. K.O. - iViorpeth, 19 August 
6. £.G. - tiusaell, a August 1547. orpeth had urged Ghadwick: 
"I thinly however you will want eome one conversant with
on next pabe,'
3C6
Russell had wanted to appoint the son of Sir John Bowring as 
assistant secretary to the Commission. Ghadwick retorted 
bluntly that it would look like a political job, and instead he 
secured the post for Henry Austin, a young engineer who had 
carried out some pioneer sanitary work of considerable promise
&arly in September 1847 the Commission moved into the & 
rooms in Gwydyr House where the Health of Towns inquiry had met > 
two yeai-s before. "I have seen enough and supped enou^ of r, 
horrors not to avoid more except where it may be absolutely f 
necessary", Ghadwick confided to wiorpeth at the outset of his
*,
third sanitary expedition. "A msn who has had two fevers in 
the sanitary cause, may be placed on the footing of an officer 
in the Army who has led two iorlorn hopes and excused a third. 
I certaioly shall put forward younger men fv>r the enterprise", 
^** Within a few days, however, he was revisiting the lower 
districts of Bermondsey in Professor Owen's company. y '
As early as possible Chadwick withdrew, with his two 
allies, Owen and douthwood Smith, into the seclusion of a. sub- 
committee on the cholera, and the main propositions of the 
reports were hammered out in thle congenial atmosphere, removed
from the "Parliamentary influences, fidgets, and groundless
(u ) 
alarms" of Lord fiobert Grosvenor v , and Jones' continual
insistence on the rights and dignity of the Hewers Commissions. 
To save time, and to gain the support of the representative of 
the Gity, they confined their attention to the seven districts
for which the Crown was responsible, and the attack on the City
-o-
(Continued from previous page) Parliamentary feasibilities, and 
with what is lively to go down with the general vietropolitan 
feeling". (25 July Ii47). To wr^ich OuadfcicK had replied oy 
expressing his suspicion of the metropolitan Members: "1 
loubt whether the service would not bring a disagreeable 
pressure upon themselves; and impede the inquiry by t; eir 
becoming the means of hearings of parties out of the regular 
course of the investigation". (26 July IW).
1. B.C. - :«orpeth, 24 July 1347; a.j. - .-;ir G-orge Grey, 25. 
August I:i4'7.
2. E.'J. - .tforpeth, 11 September 134?. 
$. E.O. - John Forster, 4 Moveaber Ii4/. 
4. ii.s/. - ^ox'peth, 13 r^ovefaber 134/.
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sewers, which were no better than those under the other 
Commissions, was postponed. The first Report of the Commissions 
of inquiry was signed on 20th November.^ ^ At their opening $; 
meeting t'rofessor Owen had informed them that in the medical !| 
schools it was strongly believed that a cholera epidemic was I 
impending ^ ) On that grim note of waraing the Report opened. 
If the cholera came, were the defences of London any stronger 
now than in 1331.-1 A few of the old open sewers had been arched; 
over, some additional lines of common sewer laid down; but most 
of the ne/; sewers were not supplied with a sufficient, sweeo of 
water to carry oif their contents. "-'*' The imorovements made in^ 
the oast sixteen years were, in fact,ne^ligiblt . As Ghadwicfc 
had already written to Russell: "vje have comnared the state of 
all the districts most severely visited by the Cholera, and 
shewn that there has been no material improvement in their 
sanitary condition. It is as I thins, proved, that in the 
majority of the districts the Ooflur.isBions are positively not to 
be entrusted with tbe cleansing of a ditch, and moreover that 
the districts, even for that purpose, interfere with each other'.1 }; 
London was wide open to the choler& in 1347 aa in Idji.
but, thought the Commission, the men of is4? had one 
great advantage over tnose of 1331. It was now, Known how the 
cholera was generated, and how it mi^ht be ,;reventel. heportt 
of medical observers on tbe progress of the epidemic in London 
during its last visitation showed that in general it had 
followed the track of rivers and water-courses; out the mo'st 
deadly explosions had tasen place near some notuoie accumulation 
of filth, the mouth of a sewer, a "bone vessel" laden ?dth 
a fever-nest like Three -uns-Oourt. .uch
1. "First Report of Comniissioners appointed to inquire whether 
aay and ishat special aeans may be rt^uiaiue lor tue 
improvement of the health of the metropolis", 134/ - 4.i 
(333) O95) XXXll. 1. 57-
2. &.-J. - Hus.-'.eli, o October IJA-y.
3. Metro. Sanitary ComniisBioa, First Report, . cl.
4. K./. - Kussell, 10 November 134V.
5. i^etro. oanitary Commission, First .-e^ort, pp. 17 - 1).
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accumulations wre usually to be found in the lower districts of 
the towns; but impure air could not be fenced in, and the ^reat 
numbers of respectable artisans and shopkeepers who had perished 
proved that a contaminated atmosphere was an "incomparably more 
powerful predisponent" to the disease than extreme poverty and 
the laci of adequate food. "In the present state of most towns 
and cities, the number of persons whose constitution is 
enfeebled by want of food, compared with the troaiber whose vital 
energy is depressed by want of pure air, is fouad to be an 
exceedingly small minority. .•;& have little x>wer to deal with 
the former class of predisposing causes, but we have complete 
power by arrangements which are Known, and which involve large 
and manifold economies, to remove from the metropolis, and from 
every lane, court, and alley of every town, the sources that 
poison the air. here then is the true field for exertion". 1" ' 
The lesson was plain. There was only one safeguard: "that 
safeguard consists in sanitary arrangements".  '
Could the cleansing of London be safely left, however in 
the hands of the existing Commissions of oewers; The chief 
preventive measure must? be the flushing of the sewers, and 01 
the several districts, though the advantages had been set before 
them years ago, only one, the Holborn and Pinsbury Commission, 
had flushing machinery in systematic use. it would be 
necessary to divert upper streams under one Commission, co 
cleanse the sewers of lower levels lying under & different
jurisdiction; such collective action the? present Commissioners
   *> ) 
had shown themselves incapable of understanding or executing. "'
Their existing worfcs vcre a standing memorial to tiieir ignorance 
und incompetence. Private Acts had been ootained oy the 
Commissions for .Vestmineter and for Surrey and /lent, and bills 
were in agitation by the Tower Ham let-a and the Holborn and 
i'insoury divisions    anfl not one of them contained provisions
-a-
1. ibid., p. 1?.
2. ioid., P. 55•
3. xoid., p. 37-
for Che supplies of water which were needed to ma^e the sewers 
act properly.^ ' The cleric to the .Surrey and ;<ent Commission 
after confessing that few house drains were joined to their new 
main sewers because of the of 1'ensive effluvium which was thrown 
bactc through the privies and water closets, went on to state 
that his Commission now proposed to spend s/100,000 on extending 
the same system.
strong though the condemnation was of the wortcs and 
administration of the Sewers Commissions, it IE clear that the 
harsh phrases of Ghadwicfc's original draft must nave been 
smoothed down in deference to Ltaoert Jones. ; * r i!he sewers
establishments were aiere "Castles of Indolence'1 ", Ghadvtfick wrote 
later, "'I scarcely *s.r; ow of any old Government Offices which 
*ere worse or so b&d. fiow and then a Court with about the 
degree of business to give the excitement of Sessions wors for 
the relief of a Country b quire; now and then a new sewer to oe 
considered, on tie report of the Surveyor; Chief Jler&s with 
good Salaries, ^oing there in the middle of the d».y, hearing a ' 
complaint or two, reading a newspaper for an hour or two, and 
then .50 ing home to his Country house, or to some other place of 
emolument; Clerks of the svorics seeing to the performance of half 
labour by labourers with extra pay; the Surveyor now and chen 
seeirig to the wortc, and hearing the reports of the OlerK. of the 
Wortcs; but leaving early to amuse himself /vith a farm or to 
attend to uny private professional engagement which might offer 
itself 1 . 1^  In a confidential report to Lord Hoberfc ^rosvenor, 
he commented: "No sane person would go on, so expending their 
own money as t; ; ese coir^isaioners are no* goi^g on spending the
money of others ..... Had sustained attention been given to the
  u  
x. xoid. , py. 23 - 59-
e. ibid., r>p. c/5 ~ »6.
t>. Chadwici told Ov^ea, 11 November 1347: "Dr. Smith ..^rees with 
me that it will never Co to ?:>o on, on the principle of not 
stating ariythin^ that may give offence to any one und that 
we should hear the whole of the altprations proposed before 
we agreed ko any one if .
4. £..;."- Hon. l-redericK iyng, 11 September 1343.
works by persons qualified by education giving close and earnest 
attention to them, it may be confidently averred that it is 
impossible such works should have gone on as they are now *,oing 
on, and money have been so wasted; - it is impossible that they 
should go on with wor& piecemeal, without any common system of 
loveis, without knowing whether the piecemeal work would ever 
corabine as parts of one system: it were impossible that they 
should go on uuilcling sewers without any guages of the 
quantities of flood '/.ater, or the house or street drainage; that 
they should carry expensive sewers through streets without duly 
considering and representing the necessity of facilities, and 
adaptations of the house drainage to the main drainage; that 
they should have gone on as they do now, draining some districts 
at the expense of others which for years have paid sewerage 
rates without any particl-"1 of benefit whatsoever, levying so 
large aa expenditure, so unequally oppressively end often 
illegally levied. And lastly it is impossible that they should 
have gone on, as they have done, and are now doing without 
perceiving and representing the necessity of having supplies of 
water adjusted to the proper and wholesome action of the works 
under their management".
ihe cl olera and Chadwick'*; revelations were too much for 
the La% Officers, and within a few days of the signing of the 
Report they concurred in his proposal to recall the Commissions 
of Sewers and re issue them to the same individuals for each 
district. Gh&dwick had asked for a small Co:imission, fitted 
"through their kaown attention to sanitary improvement;"^ to 
supervise the paid officers in the execution of a comprehensive 
drainage scheme. All that was really wanted, he thought, was 
a sufficient number of Commissioners to supply a working Quorum 
of six; and the public should see from the character of the
appointments that scientific and nodical s&ill was b<;in&
 o-
1. "Metropolitan Special Commission. Notes on the Evidence 
examined", nfti, ? October 1 i4y'.
2. wietro. Sanitary Commission, First report, '•>. &$.
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brought to bear on the problems of metropolitan drainage. So 
more influential naaes could be found than those of Dr. 
Southwood Smith; Dr. Well Arnott, the expert on ventilation; 
i>ir James Clark, the ^ueen'u physician* Dr. Toyhbee, that very 
successful young surgeon -  "all of whom would I believe work 
with me".^ ' i'he nomination of every haif~infonaed person, h« 
told Huasell, would be an additional obstruction to business; 
but for a time - rather inconsistently - he was taken with the 
idea of asking somo of the larger property owner a, such as the 
Duice of Bedford and Lord v-es tains uer, to Git on the Commission. 
Their interests certainly lay in "having complete works, in 
preventing dilapidations, in a healthy well conditioned and 
prosperous population, in avoiding the chargeability of a 
wretched and unhealthy, an irritable, short lived and dangerous 
population" . '***
There isas a long history of Government intervention in 
the administration of London, owing to the absence of organs of 
municipal goverament. Metropolitan police, ga^, roads, 
ceaeteries, markets, had all in turn received special attention 
from i'arllament , while Select Committees hai considered plans
for the improvement of the capital in 1333 and 1344.
-o-
1. &.G. - Russell, ^ August li'47-
'eL. ibid. "Another class is specified as having large and
permanent iaterest-s in the iraprovement of tbe habitations of 
the population: this appears to m« to involve a urinciole 
which ought to oe asserted. The ^r<?at.>st obstructions to 
proper outlay are commonly created in to<«'ns by the smaller 
class of owners who are lessees and have only short and 
temporary interests. 1 have stated that the worst 
conditioned habitations will, commonly be foijnd to oelong to 
them. i'he spreading of the charge for permanent woriis over 
long periods of time, will hold out to this class 
temptations to waste; which forms one ground for tie 
appointment of a central control uo act as tbe Court of 
Gnancery acts judicially, for she prevention of waste and 
for the protection of r^veraioner? ..,-.."
Morpeth rejecced the suggestion, pointing oun ( } August : 
1W7) that "it is quite obvious that men li^e Lords 
Westminster and Fortman could not be expected to attend, 
would not therefore the insertion of their namea be open bo ,. 
much the same sort of objection as ttie present composition 
oi one uo^ntissions c "
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plans for London were in the direct line of this tradition 
The model of government he advised was the one he had 
recooxmended consistently for local sanitary administration since 
1342s government by Commission, efficient; because it was 
composed of selected brains, responsible uecause its powers were 
defined by Act of Parliament and its conduct was under the 
jealous scrutiny of tae legislator®. Sanitary worse, *bich 
called for technical (Caowledge and specialised skills, could not 
be entrusted to an elected assembly, composed of vestry 
politicians and jobbing builders. "The more the investigation 
advances, the more is ib apparent that the progressive 
improvement, and proper execution of this class of public works, 
together with the appliances of hydraulic engineering, cannot 
reasonably be expected to be dealt with Incidentally, or 
collaterally to ordinary occupation, or even to connected 
professional pursuits, but requires a degree of special study 
which not; only olacea them beyond the sphere of the discussion 
of popular administrative bodies but beyond that of ordinary
professional and architectural practice" w '
-o-
i. Metro.Sanitary Conuiiission, fcirst; Report, p. 3t>. in the 
memorandum quoted nbove, "ftotes on the .Evidence oxamined", 
GhadwicK combats the idea that sanitary administration 
should be entrusted to .^rccuial bodies
"The parishes are entrusted. Aith some powers of house 
drainage and cleansing:
The powers themselves are more extensively ue&lected, and 
when exercised are exercised even more inefficientLy than by 
tt;e commissioners of sewers. i he powers entrusted to 
parishes are not in their nature powers of such ife-r-e 
expenditure, but in resoect to the buc.in.esc of paving and 
clfe&asing which they exercise powers as large the waste is 
ae g,re&t as bj fcl.e coBj'sjiesiorie of stwern.
The parishes have complained of the CoT^isrions of 
bewers; but the object of the complaints have been to .ret a 
sht'.re of uhe i-ai.es expended in their o*#a parishes:    or to 
obtain power in the Direction cf the ey.ren-'Ji.ture . I'here is 
ao evidence ti. at if the power sought were conferred upon 
theoi; tt.e expenditure Aould be improved; the re is indeed, 
strong presumptive evidence t^ ut it \vcultf not
In the lirst place with all the motives whic-n apposition 
gives to searc:- out the defects of the parties opposed; the 
parishes bave perceived none of the glaring defects of the 
(Continued on next oa^e;
Over a thousand Commissioners v<ere superseded by the 
writs of November and December 1347, and their powers were 
transferred to a select body of 23  which included seven .VU 
of Parliament, three doctors, two clergyman, t*'o lawyers, the j 
proprietor of the "Times", a geologist, a physiologist    and, 
despite all Ghadwick had written, four of the discredited 6ewers 
Commissioners:. ^ 'A dozen or more of these were personal friends 
of Chadwlck; but the new Commission, small aa it was in ,;, 
comparison with its predecessors, was larger than he would have * 
wished. And he soon rae.de ^t plain that he considered it was 
too large by just the number of those who opposed rib views.
(Continued from previous page; works of the Commissions of 
iJewers: in ao one instance has any su&fteetion for the 
improvement of the worSce; or indeed any well considered 
plans of administration arisen from the parishes or from the 
parochial leaders.
i ;:or can it be expected from the nature of the works that 
it should oe othervpi&e ..... Of tneir very essence they are 
as peculiarly unfitted for discussion in popular assemblies, 
and voting on them as are questions of chemistry or surgery. 
The merits of the officers equally with the plans are out of 
the reach of discussion of such assemblies ....."
1* The numbers wre as follows
and part of "-'.iddlesex 240
Hol'born and iinsbury 150
Tower Hsmlets 1/9
Poplar and -ilacKwell 6^
Surrey and £eat i-30
Greenwich 116 
St. \etherine's-oy-the-Tower 35
The fire-c six of these were superseded on 5"; Movewber
the last on 4 December The naaies i/n the GomfTii8c.ioas 
inclacleu those of the Duke of ;  ellin^toa, the Lord 
Chancellor, and the «.-'-riire Minister. 
The followinj? were appointed to the Coaunission:
Lord orpeth, Lord ASixley, uord I urin^to.i, the hon. 
Frederick Lyng, the Oear, of •< sstn-inster, ir Taf-es Clark, 
L^ir ff.divard 'North wiixton, 6ir lienr.y de la oeche, Joseph 
huiae, John ..alter, ,^i. ^vlaney, «illiaia John rtroderip» 
John Bvillar, , rofessor !;wen, Dr. .'Jeil Arnott, r -r. oouthwood 
Smith, the vtev. ;  illiam Stone, John Hidwell, Robert 
Iiucton, t'noraas r'ucic.le, H.I.. Jones, John Leslie, and Edwin
Moreover, the jurisdiction of the Commission halted at the wails : 
of the City. It was indeed no snore than an interim solution, 
into which the Government had been driven more by the transient 
threat of the cholera thtxn by any con& ids ration of the enduring 
problems of London's aem-tary administration. OhadwicK was 
presently ^aaoeuviing, to replace I.U.LS tfca.porary uody oy a
executive; modelled cio&er to his ii^lnfe.
tcry though, he thought it, howev&r, Le Lad good 
reason to congratulate himself that in the consolidated 
GoJiifliissioa of hewers Loadoii for the first tiiae in its history 
had an ada Inlet rat ive body charged ?.ith the responsibility of 
planning, and constructing, public %orks for the whole 
metropolitan area outside the City.
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CHAPJEH 9.
PUBLIC HJSALTH APT, 184d.
Lord Morpeth introduced his revised Bill on February 
loth, ld*kS. Once agaia Chadwicit's hopes were at the mercy of 
the "winds and waves of speech in the house". ^ l) Would their 
lumbering craft, with its 15- clauses, go to pieces again, as in 
the previous year, and be stranded, an abandoned wreck, when the 
session came to an end? The Sill was, he knew, in the hands of 
a man who wished it well. As a Howard, the heir to the sixth 
Earl of Carlisle, Lord Morpeth was a power amoag the iShigs. ' 
He had shown himself a sincere and courageous friend to 
progressive novements    as Chief Secretary in Ireland 
encouraging agrarian reform, as a visitor to the United States 
startling Sossonians by *5 Standing an Anti-slavery Fair, as a 
*hig; grandee In &a&3.and giving a lead to men of rank in 
supporting mechanics' institutes and the health of Towns 
Association. To the Public Bealth movement Yiorpeth brought 
the prestige of hie family name, and the personal popularity 
earned by his characteristic charm sad transparent goodness of 
heart. He was, says Harriet ^artineau, "the nest and moat 
beloved man in the company of statesmen of his day and 
generation". ^** All this wac well enough; but in his heart
Ghadwick wondered whether Lord Morpeth'3 resolution was firm
-o~
,i. E.G. - ?, n.d.
2. George Ulliara Frederick Howard, 1302 - 13b4. Chief 
Secretary for Ireland during Lord-uieutenancies of Lord 
Normanby and Lord i.brington. ^eraber for Vest Hiding 
February 1346, and again in August 134?. Chief Commissioner 
of .vouds and Forests*, July 1346. Seventh Earl of Carlisle, 
October 1*48, taking his seat in the Lords February 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, March 1350.
}. "Biographical Sketches", 4th edition 137b, p. 142.
1,
enough, whether his temper was not too equable. Was it ,1 
sufficient in the Parliamentary leader of the sanitary agitation 
to possess moral idealism, a gracious sympathy of manner, an | 
exquisite politeness? One could be too polite to the 
entrenched interests which cast their shadows over the health of 
aillions; one could be too accommodating to slum landlords, and 
listen too patiently to the defenders of loc«l self-government. 
Perhaps Jrforpeth earned at too great a price Disraeli's 
commendation that he was one of the most popular men in the 
House and in the country. *' ?or his part flarpeth, the 
politician, found Ohadwick, the administrative theorist, too 
punctilious and unbending in his views. "You must not suspect 
me of any disposition to undervalue your advice or co slight 
your counsels", he assured Chadwick, "but as I have to make
things £O down with Senates, Boards, and Bodies of men, there
bs 
must/often a want of the identity of proceedings which
otherwise I might be glad to exhibit ...... I hope we shall keep
all things smooth, which is tot only pleananter, but at the 
present constitutes our highest prudence". '
As in 1847, the Sill provided for a central Board of 
Health with five raeraoers, two of whoa were to be paid, "presided 
over by a responsible member of the Executive Government''. 
On thfc petition of one-fiftieth of the rated inhaoitants the 
General Board would have powere to introduce the machinery of 
local sanitary adcainiseratiou into a district, and to influence 
its wording by the advice and surveillance of a number of 
Superintending Inspectors. The amount of central interference, 
explained tforpeth, "was really at present ccniined to a very few 
items": it "was intended to operate with regard to advising the 
original formation of the district, without which the Bill could 
hardly be applied?, to considering disputed questions, which 
might be referred oy local Boards, and aroitrating upon them; t  ;
1 Mansard, vol. 101, p. 633 f 53 August 134-i, 
2. Jftorpeth. - L.J., 7 June
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retaining some power of interference upon points on which it was 
considered desirable to enforce a uniform procedure; and to 
deciding upon some works of ujreat magnitude    which he 
considered was a power thae afforded a fair urotection to the 
ratepayers, and which he should have thought the local rioards 
themselves would not have been unwilling to refer to an 
independent, an iapartial, and a competent tribunal. Another 
power which would be given to the contra! authority was she
auditing of the accounts, which he tuought would impose a very
f * i 
necessary and salutary cheese".-^ A local public health Board
would be established oy an Jrder in Council or 'rovisioaal 
Order, which would prescribe the number of members the Board 
should have; in a corporate town t;hia impliad that the municipal 1 
council would select the Board from amongst its members, thus 
obviaciag the criticism chat town councils were too numerous and 
cumbrous for each duties. -there the boundaries of the aewly 
established sanitary district extended beyond the former 
municipal jurisdiction, the areas thus adopted would be 
permitted to elect a number of representatives to sit with the 
town council for public health purposes. In non-corporate 
towns the £oard of Health would be elacted by a system of plural 
voting aiailar to that in use Tor the election of Poor Law 
Guardians, ?ne powers of local ooards fell into two classes: 
it wad ifflperative upon them to compel owners or occupiers to 
provide house drains, to ensure a constant water supply (by the 
compulsory purchase of existing water worlia if necessary), and 
to appoint a surveyor and an inspector of nuisances; they -jauli 
also exercise permissive powers to appoint an officer of health, 
to re-conscruet the sewers, to pavo streets, to make regulations 
for the disposal of filth and refuse, to provide places for 
public recreation. Neither Scotland nor Ireland was covered by 
the Bill; and the problem of London and its hundred Local Acts
was reserved for a separate measure.
 u 
i Hansard, vol. 93, p. 757* 5
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It was by no means the best Bill that could be d&vised, 
thought Chadwick as he looked over its proviaions,   - but it 
was the best they were likely to get.' 1 ' The machinery of 
central control was certainly not of Chudwicic'a planning. f*I 
aust do the best I can and how I can", he told bis friends 
resignedly, "   the >oax*d rie art exceedingly hazardous affair/ - } -
but there eeeme to be no other chance" ^ ^^ Presently, however, 
Morpeth was wavering before the critics who condemned the Bill 
as a Government job, to create new CommieaionEra and a 
numberless host cf Inspectors in the face of a Budget deficiency   
of two or three millions, and there was talk of entrusting the 
measure to a Board of unpaid Commissioners. "That of course 
excludes those who cannot live on air, or who lifce myself have/ « .
no private fortune". ; Obviously the proposal *as aimed at
hlosalf, probably out of jealousy at the G.S. with which the
( **  ) 
Prince Consort had receatly honoured hi^.. v It reflected the
ignorance of aen liUe that talkative eccentric, Colonel 
Sibthorp, *bo bad once 3*clared tbst the whole sanitary service 
waa unnecessary, aad en at hair a croAii par dieia *ould be 
sufficient remuneration for sn Inspector, «vho would be expected 
to superintend a uoval type of eu^ineerinjf worxs, three to ton
guineas a day being the usual pay^nt to ^n»;ine*rs in private
-o-
l. w.J. - .^.H. Holland, 29 .'c/oruac,/ 1343, :'I have never been 
able to take any part in the f ra:rev«oriS or details of che 
Bill since the first meeting at Lord ^orpeth's: 1 do not 
feel ays elf reopoasible for it, aud do not f^el confident as
to its •work trig other thiftn as ft co^.Tnencemtttt" . ('1,0. - Tx?rd
26 June 1
2. :i-.;-. - .£. iiiciison, ^ March 1343.
5. bi.G. - ? , n.d. The letter continue!?; "Ther« uay be
questions as to what shoiiltf be done: as to the decree of 
power tuuu should be conferred: as to che number of 
Coaunlsyioners: but is the House reduced s > low in sense, as 
to refuse payment for what is dons, or to think that unpaid 
dilet-uanti service is cheap service ..... v '
4. "1 do believe it haa tended to atir up a mass of jealousy 
against me in the Uouse of Co.r;r>ons waich has furnished the 
Government with the pretext for abandoning the Hoard of 
paid Commissioners, and promising that it shall be carried 




employment . v ' Once again Chad-wick began to fear that his
proposals would be accepted L»ut their author rejected. "For 
the sake of sound principles of adminiotration, and against cant 
and humbug, do what you can", he appealed to Joseph Hume, adding 
that if it were con»istenfc with public policy he would be ylad 
to be paid piece work to execute the Act,, or to receive a small 
percentage on the saving    or no cure, no pay.^ 2 ^ The 
following day I fume obtained the cons eat of the House to the ;; 
appointment" of a single paid CJornaiisirioner, but Chadwicfc still ' 
retained a fcrbiduL;:.^ via 5 :>n ot uimsulf iitSiiig a^ -a resented < 
and uuhououred figure at the bottom of a Board of titled J 
aznateurs. f!e roust be assured a position where he could 
initiate measures and defend them, h© told -l.\. ^lauey.^' A 
Cabinet i/inistar 01 a i-eco&uisftd v> f filial chief, he would not
mind; fcut he had strong and decided objections to acting under 
any houor&ry -3oi /.issioa^rs \*hi»fc3oever. iifhat honorary 
Co3unisr.loner5? could be found whose special aualifications would 
give public 3oiii"id5.ac®? Apart fro a. Viscount Kbrington, who was 
there in Parliaaeat whc could assist fcho saeasare :'A11 
experience »c»o«s the. 5? the unpaid pay tasaselves in. some other 
wey for- tbeir service which is always i>he most extravagant .... 
Their services are admitted to be necessary, tiie people of 
England are the l&ot who are indisposed tc pay for thens —— the 
very Chartists scJtnovt ledge the principle, thut pay and 
responsibility >~c tc t rether". ^ Aa hoaorary 3oarl, moreover 
would be liiie a screen ocfora tLe rc-al devisers aril draughtsmen 
of sch^rtcc-., nticiilir-s V .em ftbcn. they were Et fault and eclipsing 
them *hea their s^crk dv,- .served praiee, ";,e dc uot wunt the real 
siovers of -ifsaaurec placed behitid ocrsens: we '.'.'ant to see and 
know the real authors s we ^ant to attack; face to face V:r.
Chadv.ick or whosoever ir tho rct.l autf^r of i-ny exceptional
  o-
1. L.'v. - .»iorpoth 17 &ay Id^-.-j.
2. E. ;. - J. Hurce, 1? K.iy 1:V^
3. w.O. - H.A . Slaney, 16 May 1343.
4. ibid.
5. ii.G. - J ' Haywood, n.d.
measure".^ ^ To out the Bill free of the dejid wood of 
patronage appointments, he urged Russell and Morpeth to consider 
whether even aow the measure might not be reshaped, and the 
dangerous expedient* of a board dropped in favour of the 
machinery he hud outlined in
"My original proposition was to carry out the woric, to 
some extent in a manner similar, to the measures of education, 
as a secretary to a Committee of the Privy Council. But I 
proposed that the Committee ,-jihould be a quasi judicial 
committee} for their functions would in fact be judicial. I 
believe ifc would be satisfactory to the local authorities, to 
have the determination of their cases, in open public sittings 
such as are given upon applications for auaicipal charters. 
It would be for the advantage of the cause thai; false or futile 
ooj«ccions should be publicly shewn to be so. The public 
officer who brought forward the case, in the way of a relator, 
would t&fce care uhat it was so good a one as to be in no danger 
of failure with the local or general public, as well as with 
the judicial coimaiutee.
'i'hia fcn-augeaifcnt would follow in a oeaten course. The 
Privy Council by old &s we.t.1 as by recent provisions are 
invested with functions in relation to the public health: and 
have special powers in relaticu to coutugious Cxtetises. The 
functions of the rrivy council in matters of quarantine extend 
over the whole empire.- If the measure succeed, as it will 
sueoeud, ii fair play be given to i«, the expansion of powers 
and extension to other parts oi the coua-ry uiifcjtit, i apprehend, 
be most readily given to it under suoh auspice*.. .....
if you tooic the President of the Council instead of the 
fljiief donunisciouer of woods and iorests, and one paid Secretary, 
you might, I apprehend suape Uho iiili io carry out the measure 
in still closer connection with the Privy Council than is now
6lvea by the
J. ~°~
1. a.C. - ' Haywood, n.l.
2. h.C. - Lord John Rmssell, l^ May 134(3. He sent isdorpeth
(Qaatinued on next
la Committee Morpeth's original proposal was eventually 
whittled down to a Commission of three, one only of whom was to 
be paid, under the presidency of the First Commissioner of v^oods 
and Forests. Though he regretted that "the principle of single 
seatedness"^ 1 ' had not been adopted, Chadwicfc found some 
satisfaction in the small size of the Board; unless there were 
very special qualifications of knowledge and zeal, he had told 
Morpeth, every additional member of a Board was an additional 
trouble to inform and keep right. ^ It is noteworthy that 
once again, as in the deoates of 1847, the principle of 
ministerial responsibility for the policy of the new department 
was not clearly envisaged by the Government, nor by any of the 
critics, friendly or hostile, in the House, with the exception
of Lord Lincoln, who continued to urge that public health
 o 
1. B.C. - W.i',. Hlcksoo, 4 March 13*ki.
2. JS.O. - A! or pet la, n.d.
(Continued from previous page) ($1 May) a "Memorandum: on the 
plan of working Sanitary Measures under the Secretary of 
State for the Home Department", in which he remarked;
"Heaidus the objections urged by the Health of towns 
Association in their report on Lord uincoln's bill, there 
is another.
The local authorities and the public at large desire to 
have persons to IOOK to in such positions, of whose 
attention to the business they may be confident and whom 
they may deal wittj directly, but on this scheme they would 
be deprived of the advantages of the information of the 
proceedings upon the measures in question ^iven in regular 
reports from the responsible officers. '£ the appreciation 
of these reports there can be no doubt, i'he sale of them 
to the public, has been on the average ten times greater 
than the average sale of Parliamentary reports and state 
papers; plus a wide gratuitous distrioution. I'hey promote 
voluntary local exertions in places not provided for by 
law. They have been found to be of use in the Colonies. 
Hong Kong has been surveyed on the plun reco tended in the 
Sanitary Report and works of drainage are in progress 
there. It may be asserted that these reports are 
contributory to the advancement of science and are so 
referred to aoroad, as well as at home by Engineers find by 
men of medical science. The issue of such, expositions 
would be incompatible with the functions of the Secretary 
of State for the Home Department or the custom of that 
ancient office".
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measures should be put under the jurisdiction of the Home 
Secretary. This solution was rejected by Chadwick, partly 
because in his view sanitary administration should be kept free 
from the party influences of a changing political head, partly 
because public health measures were too important to receive 
merely the fractional at cention of an already overburdened 
Minister    but chiefly, it is clear, becauae he judged the 
question by one sovereign test, the amount of authority it 
would ensure to himself.
In its scheme for local administration, also, the 
Government Bill departed from Ghadwlck's original 
recommendations. "1 have already remonstrated on the new 
powers to be given to the town councils which I entirely 
distrust", he told the Jishop of London, " ..... What I 
apprehend is, that they will go into all kinds of waste, and 
then it will be said, how much has been spent for Sanitary 
measures, and how ineffective they have been"A ' The main 
bulwark in the Bill against a flood of local jobbery was the 
provision that the General Board should be required to ^ive its 
sanction to any proposal by the local authorities to spread 
sanitary charges over a period of time. This safeguard, "so 
important a key point for che central control"^, was struck 
out, vithout discussion, by the Commons, so "allowing the 
Corporations to pull down what premises they please, pay what
they please, and spread the charges as they please ', without
 o-
1. fci.O. - Bishop of London, 16 June Id4d.
2. K.O. - Morpeth, 5 June 134-:!.
^, &.J. - Lord Lincoln, 2 June 1343. f'o faorpeth he wrote 
(3 June 1345):
"Really the concession of the privilege to the Local 
Bodies, of spreading charges over periods of Cime is fraught 
with so much ztischief, and is in itself so large a 
dereliction of principle, it forms ao important a key point 
for tbe central control;    the opposing parties are 
themselves aware of its importance, and they could make so 
slight/ a fight for it, that the provision should be in some 
way or other replaced, or the privilege of spreading the 
charges struck out.
It may be said "oh it may be seu right,    it may be 
(vontinued on next page,
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the prior examination of an Inspector of the Central Board. 
The local officers, the surveyor and officer of health, were 
guaranteed some security of tenure by the provision that the 
approval of the General Board must be given for their dismissal; 
but, since their emolument .s and conditions of service were left 
to the local authority, their independence of view and action 
was far from being secured. Central control over the officers 
and finances of the local Boards was in fact clipped so close by 
the Commons, that at one stage Colonel Sibthort < was under the 
gratified illusion that the Government had abandoned altogether 
ita plan of "centralization"/ 1 ^ Chadwick pinned his hopes on 
the Lords to save she bill from complete futility.
In an interesting letter of this period, Chadwick throws 
light on his views of the relationship between the central 
department and the local authorities.
"Your respected father was always distrustful of the 
middle class Boards when they had to deal with the interests of 
the labouring Classes. He distrusted Boards of Guardians and 
justly: so did 1. He regarded the Central xioard, as the 
agency of the middle or higher Classes: at least; i so understood 
him. I was always of opinion that it should occupy a judicial, 
an impartially judicial position; with however a strong leaning
i. Hansard, vol. 9d, p. 3?2, II May :
(Continued from previous pa&e) provided for in the provisional 
order". But the provision will create jobs; men seeing it 
in the Act will lay down all sorts of schemes, on the 
presumption that the expences may be spread, aad will tight 
with the rage of aen, who are about to have a money loss 
inflicted upon them, against the privation. It will create 
conflicts which the Central Board may not be inclined to 
undertake, to be unkind and to save the money of indefinite 
persons. The expenses thus incurred will act as barriers or 
in reproach of measures of sanitary improvement. The 
docttines oi' the necessary safeguards have been so widely 
preached and are now so well understood by those out 01 the 
house who take an interest in the question, that the whole 
responsibility oi the consequences will be thrown upon you, 
unless you protest ....."
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for those who were unrepresented; namely, the labouring Classes. 
I oan conscientiously say that any failure in that respect was 
no fault of mine.
Here in Sanitary matters, which it is necessary to carry 
out by Local Boards they will unavoidably be of one Class: that 
Class the well to do Class, who do not look into the Districts 
Inhabited by the labouring Classes, and who will not believe 
anything stated about them. here we have the Sewers 
Commissions of the City of London: with representations from 
each ward; on the theory that they will know the wants of all 
the inhabitants. let we are developing sources of disease, 
fever nests, which the Aldermen arid the Deputy have never seen, 
and know as little of as they do of any foreign Country.
Instead of impairing local Government, the new measure 
proposes to found it where none exists, and consolidate it 
where it does. But inasmuch as it is the Local Government of
a Class, 1 think it requires the securities of appeal and( "* 1 
protection, for thoae who are not of that Class". '
He lays a fiager here on the source of much of the 
opposition which the Public Health tiill encountered in l-*47 and 
134-J. .tony Members refused to recognise in Chadwicx's sombre 
picture the visage of their own towns. They deplored the 
"anonymous slanders" on one place after another, puc out by the 
Health of Towns Association, and rejected indignantly the 
unsavoury details of the home life of the poor as "an unfounded 
calumny upon the meritorious classes bo which those statements 
referred". *^ Urquharfc could not believe that ; tafford was 
unhealthy. '"^ Divett declared that the Commissioners in 
Sxeter had laid out £100,000 in the improvement of the city, und
the place had never had less sickness.^) Hudson, who had
 o 
1. S.'J. - I.fJ ., 24 March 1843.
2. Hansard, vol. 93, p. 775, 3 March ia4~j (Charles Pearson) .
3. ibid., r>. 71t>, 5 «ay 1348.
4. ibid., o. 117^, 13 ,v,ay 1343.
lived thirty three years in York, had canvassed the electors' 
houses six times, and had gone among the lower classes as a 
Methodist exhorter, had seen nothing approaching the scenes 
described in the report put out by the York Sanitary Committee. 
^ ' Yet    Morpeth cited a petition from Stafford, referring 
to the high mortality in the town, and signed by all but one of 
the medical men, all the clergy and ministers of the different 
denominations, bhe late mayor, a majority of the aldermen, and 
a large proportion of the town council^; Lord Ebrington, 
recently returned from Exeter, had attended a meeting, under 
the chairmanship of the mayor, where citizens had spoken warmly 
of the lack of drains and good water^; and not a medical man
in York impugned the report which Hudson so contemptuously
( 4) 
rejected. So, in the Commons, Members asserted and denied i
as their limited observation and emotional pre*possessions 
taught them, Sanitary science, in fact, lacked as yet the 
well-xait logic of established knowledge, and in that unfenced i 
country of the half-fenown and the merely surmised, opinion 
could canter on a free rein. Nothing caused so much confusion, 
for example, as the reformers' well-meant attempt to demonstrate 
a firm correlation between disease and tihe offensive exhalations 
of organic decay; for, as the bacteriologists were later to 
show, the nexus of cause and effect did not lie here. L'he 
connection between noxious emaaauion;"; and the itch was much more 
pronounced, as ^.now pointed out, but, because men kae^ what
causedthe itch, they did not fall into the error of laying it Lo
-o- 
l m Hansard, vol. 93, p. 1234, 6 July 1347.
2 Hansard, vol. 9.i, p.734, 5 way 1343. ".Such answers as have , 
been ftiven from Stafford may be obtained from other places 
if there be further delay which is to oe deprecated. If i 
could be provided with a moderate sum for personal expenses 
   i have already incurred much personal expense, answers 
might be obtained from within the City of London from 
merchants and traders and the larger parishes of 
afiarylebone" (; .0. - Lord John Russell, 14 ;,;a,y 1343./.
\\ Hariflar'd,P v0^/93, p. 1233, b July 1347 Oakley).
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the account of «very unpleasing smell. While some Members, 
therefore, could appeal to the awful warning of undrained 
districts where the inhabitants had been decimated by an 
explosion of fever, others could show cheerfully insanitary 
populations who for generations had been drinking unfiltered 
water and piling ordure round their doors without any 
catastrophic retribution/ 1 ' Ghadwick, who had been twice 
attacked, and South-flood Smith, who had had three bouts of 
typhus, wre convinced of the danger; and when he heard remarks 
that the danger was exaggerated, Chadwick would recall the 
honourable list of casualties in the service    the Roman 
Cfctholic priests who had visited the Liverpool Irish; the 
doctors, Lynch and Mitchell and Dyce Guthrie; and the Health of 
Towns Commissioners who had retched on the corners of dark bac«c
streets, KUyfalr, Smith of Deanston, and Sir Henry de la
(2. ) Seche. Here, he felt, in the deaths and physical discomfort
of healthy, well-fed members of the middle classes was 
evidence to satisfy all who were not blinded by self-interest.
Openly, or under cover of such arguments, the voices of 
affected interests were raised against the Bill. The smoke 
clause roused the manufacturers; the proposal to extend 
municipal boundaries to take in country districts stirred up 
the representatives of the agricultural districts. Divett 
objected to the transfer to the local Boards of private 
undertakings for the supply of gas and water; if parliament 
fixed the charges, these matters were better in the hands of 
private bodies. He detected in the oil! the hand of Ghadwick,
who would obtain under it an important and powerful position,
~o-
1. See, for example, a letter on sanitary statistics in the 
"Morning Chronicle", 5 April H48. in 1332 Bhoreditch 
"a district sacred to Jloacina", was most exempt from 
cholera, having one case oer 12r>3 inhaoitants; while the 
City, the best drained district, had one in 155. If this 
were a fact, it was an argument for abolishing sewerage 
altogether.
2. E.'J.~- Morpeth, $Q June 1347.
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such as he had already secured for himself at the Commission of 
Sewers . ^ J Thia waa not the only personal attack endured by
Chadwick in the course of the debates. ^ He believed that 
old Poor Law scores were being paid off, by Tatton Kgerton, for 
example, whose practice, as owner of a close pariah, of pulling 
down cottages and drawing labour from other parishes, had been 
condemned in Chadwlck's evidence before the Settlement Committee 
in 1346, and who now declared that, the appointment of "a certain
individual" would be distasteful to the manufacturing districts.
O) -o-
1. Hansard, vol. 93, p. ,25, 5 May 1843. i
2. He wrote to Lord Lincoln, 3 nay 18 +3:
"rfiay I aaic as a favour Ghat you will use your influence, 
in the discussion on the Health of Towns Bill, to : 
discount enance the practice commenced by ,\ir» >ivett, and 
likely in the discussion on the central Board to be renewed 
of attaching subordinate officers, who are not responsible, j 
The looming Chronicle has been attacking the oill on the , 
supposition that it is mine. Lord Morpeth, in a way, i 
relieved me from that responsibility, i'ou were in 
possession of my individual opinions which Sir James Graham , 
requested me to draw up five years a^o. Except those 
members of Grovernsent who have that s tat erne at, 1 do not ac.no w 
any one who would be entitled to discuss anything on the 
assumption of what were my views. Except the report on the 
practice of interment there has oeen scarcely a report which 
1 have signed that has been entirely as I wished. As a 
public officer it has been my lufcy to carry out measures 
very different to those I would have recommended. For years ' 
Mr. Stephen was attacked for Colonial measures!; latterly 
'ir. Trevelyan for Irish measures, and from the commencement 
of the Poor Law Amendment kct, I for measures ^Lich were the 
work of another Department.
I would offer my protest against the continuance of this 
system of attack upon the absent, and really defenceless .."
Lincoln replied, 9 &ay 1348:
"¥ou may rely upon my doing all in my power to 
discountenance the attacks upon you in the iiouse of Commons 
of which you complain. I consider attacks upon any 
Gentleman employed by a Responsible Minister of the Crown 
unjustifiable, jf the Bill be yours, it has been adopted by 
Lord Morpeth    he will reap all the merit if it succeed 
and upon him must fail the blame if it fails    this in my 
opinion is the only safe Parliamentary view of any question",
3. "My answer is that the acts of the manufacturing districts 
will speak for themselves", Chadwick told tfussell, 14 May 
1345. 'The $ayor of Leeds applied to me to recorcraend to 
(Continued on nexfc page)
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Provincial jealousy flared up when it was seen that 
London was escaping again, as it haa escaped the Municipal 
tteforai Act. fthy should London be exempt, demanded Colonel 
bibthorp, in preference to his own constituency, Lincoln, which 
was clean enough, and had not a poor man in it?^ ^ lf lt was in 
London, in stinking London, in filthy London, that sanitary 
measures should begin", cried '.'akiey, the editor of the 
"Lancet", adding his grumble against the "soup influence" of 
that "nasty turtle-eatlc^ corporation".^ 2 '' "Help i pray you 
ugainst Banks!", wrote Chadwick to the "limes" correspondent, 
the Uev. S.ti. Csborne (6 teay 1848). "Be wishes to do nothing 
in sanitary measures until the metropolis is included but he is 
most sealous he says for them. Cannot you now press forward 
the claims of the Dorsetshire villages, and oi his own cottages 
to his sanitary zeal. Pray give him a sermon on the times from
psalia ?4. v. 21 prayer book version; "All the earth is full of
 o-
1. Hansard, vol. 93, p. 711, 5 May Id4^.
2. ibid., vol. %, p. 414, 10 February 134S.
(Continued from previous page.) them an engineer to survey the 
town for drainage. Captain Vetch of the Hoyal Engineers 
made them the survey which I recommended. Phe towns 
improvement committee for Liverpool applied to me for 
edvice. They took the engineer whom 2 recommended for a 
v^ater supply; and have taken Kis olan. One of the Mayors of 
Manchester und some of the town council applied to me for 
advice, on which preparatory action has taitcn place; uume 
time ago when I was in i/ancashire a deputation of persons 
from Solton applied to me for advice. The paving board at 
Lancaster applied to me to recommend them u.n engineer to 
make them a preparatory survey: and the person whom ^ 
recommended is now at work ther* . 1'he iuyor of vVarrin^oon 
applied to me, to raaice a sirailar recommendation, and the 
preparatory survey is now in progress there, by the 
fe.B|iineer whom - recommended. !<rom Ltorx, Hug..y, and other 
places in the .vest of Lngland, I h;.ve received nimilar 
applications. "«ow it is on the practical experience thus 
obtained, from coau&uaicakion with engineers specially 
qualified and co engaged, that i iai enabled to .^atce 
confident statements of the compulsory powers wanted for 
carrying out comDined wortcs,    even in the places where 
;juch volimfcary commencements are made".
cruel habitations", but let your voice of exhortation be raised
soon".
Most significant, becauee it was a direct confrontation 
of the fundamental principle of the Bill, Kos=t powerful, because 
it was backed by many of the municipal it ies, was the attache on 
"that mode of foreign government which was known by the name of 
central izat ion". **  ' it had long been the pride of the country 
that the Government had little to do in the management of 
internal affairs, declared Urqukart, the member for Stafford. 
Ke disputed both the diagnosis and the remedy of the 
sanitarians. If the country was in a eink of filth, it was 
because the House had passed laws affecting the labour and 
industry of the population. The Go/umon law provided ample 
means for putting down all nuisances; if anything more were 
required, it should not be in the form of this "clumsy, 
encumbered, and almost unintelligible Bill" v.hich superseded 
the functions of narliament by enabling another body to set 
aside lews and impose taxation, but should be a simple and 
facile measure sr&nting to municipal authorities the powers they 
needed and subjecting them to penalties if tbey neglected to put 
them into operation.
of those who kissed at any oseasure of soatrol of 
their o*n activities, ho*ever, *ere re&d.y to take & fair-minded 
view of regulations directed fit oo&ebotiy else, aci *ere even 
prepared to surest aow such regulations could oe profitably
Hansard, vol. %, p. 10^:2, 21 eebraury 11*3 (Urquhart). 
ibici., vol 93, p. 711, 5 w,ay 134 i, and p. 1175, li ^ay 1343. 
Ashley in reply (ijiS., p. 77'), 3 Way; ^oiated out that 
there certainly were Acts on the utotute tiooA which were 
directed against the abuses complained of    if somebody 
*as prepared to fay the costs of legal action. "I'he old 
law* ifiight be equal to the removal of abuses, but they were 
by no aieaas equal So the institution of iippove^ents: there 
was a law for removing masses of filth or noxious stenches, 
but there was none by w&ich you could furnish to the working 
classes a r,ure, ample, a&d constant supply of waber"
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extended. Viscount Duncan wanted to know why Morpeth had 
avoided the window-tax^ ; Horsman wondere! what were the 
"mysterious difficulties" preventing the Uoverrusent from
the interments question. ^ ; Reynolds regretted the
exclusion of ^eotl&nd aud Ireland. ^ -' These fractions of 
Bupport ad led up to a quite considerable total, and uesides the 
clamour of energetic interests there went up a counter cry of 
satisfaction that the >;ealth of j'owns Bill went so far as it 
did and regret that it did aot go «  little further.
Outside the House public attention was distracted by the 
exciting continental next e, by the spectacle of thrones toppling 
and Hoti/ernich packing his ba&s for London,^' As in 1^4? and 
earlier years it weu? a vociferous minority on either side which 
fought over the principles of sanitary /.overnment . The doctors 
and clergymen of the health of Towns Association conducted a 
vigorous c&npai^n of lecturing, letter-writing and lobbying, and 
drained petitions 1'or signature by the working classes; and 
Chadwick found time to supply ammunition to local leaders in 
strategic points.--3 ' From the strongholds of local self- 
government , the City and the metropolitan parishes, rose an 
angry hum of disapproval. The Co;'.oion Council resolved
f C \
unanimously to condemn the bill. No place in the ^orld had
so complete a system of draiua&e as joadoxi, isaid the City,' ~i •>
Hemersbrancer. *' ' "It would turn ouu to be nothing but mere
    f ^* *
1. Hansard, vol. 9fo, p. 4 i^, 10 February l^i.
«£. ibid., p. 40b. :5« ibid,, p. ^0
^. Or, aa George Combe wrote from iMinburgh (1^ '-larch li4->): 
"Here, we are t»or«? occupied ^with petitions against holding 
intercourse with the r'ope and a^ainsc ruruiiii.^ railway 
traius ou oundays, and in doao-aaclu^ e iuc^Uion in natural 
Jeiowledge without the ca schiam of Calvinism as infidelity, 
than in SuuJyiny; the conditions of Lealth*.
5. r-'en, for example, Ji.i^ letter to Or. .'.'•'. i'.ollau.'* (29 
February 134ti ) , enuiaeratin^ the points which should be 
included in a petition frota >>iaach«st;er.
o. 19 -ay 1-J4-.1; 'Tiaiea' 1 , 22 :'ay 1343
A "Sanitary "ondition of the City of bondo;v letter to Lord 
Ashley from tne City ^ameabraiicer" (^amphlet, I'i4ti!, p. 4.
humbug", a Builder CommiBsloner forecast of the sanitary
movement. ^ "iiead ".dorputh" oa "jietternich '' , cried one Tower
( 2) Hamleta ratepayer. ' 1'he "Morning Chronicle 1' was the chief
v«uicle for theae protests; and the moat active pen in the 
service of local self-government r/as that of Toulmin Saith, 
whose writing (j,ave to She opposition juch shape and philosophy 
as it pojisossai. A legal antiquary of a deeply encrusted 
Toryiaia, ue saw in the i-Volic Health Act one further epic ode of 
the Y«hig plot by which the Anglo-Saxon iassti tut ions of the 
kln^dora were gradually being replaced by the government of Whig 
Commissioners, and the ancient Common JJG.W defences of person 
and property were being overthrown by "ink and paper law-making'.'
"If this act, or aay^hiag li^e it, passes into a law, it 
have to be recorded in history t? at the ourt of Star 
Ch.aa.ber was abolished in 17 Oar. 1, A.:;. 1641, but was re-
establiahed, with great!;/ increased powers, in II Victoria, A.D,
( t^^ ld4,J".^ ' His solution to the sanitary prooiea. -was admirably
siraple    a closed cesspool shoul,\ be provided for every house 
and the Highway Surveyors atirrod to activity in laying down new
f C* '••
road drains'^', and to enforce public health regulations the : 
courts leet, vestry, hundred, and couiit^ ciourto should be
restored to their original di^nit-y " u> i'here was ao need for
-o-
1. ";jiitiitary Goaditioa of the City of London: let-ter to Lord 
Ashlov from Ulifi City rieuwiubraucer" , e.-. 1<1
2. "aorulng Chronicle", 29 "^rch 1343.
j>. "The i'eople and the Parish; the Oowaion *.--iW nnd its
4. ^etiter to the "Jurist", 2b Fearuary i:>4i.
p. "The Parish, its obligations and powers, its ofTicers and 
their duties", I:»54. ""he naicing of a lined, covered, and 
closed cesspool, at a distance of twenty or Uhi^uy feet from
the dwelling i. uhou^h the fax-cher aft* the uetterj, and 
provided wish a putap for the ^ardeu use, or lor otherwise 
regular ty emptyiats, or" the conteatp of r, .eh cesspool,    
or with communication to some baiuc in adjoin$ag land, if 
auy ajeraiigeaent oi fchat -iind is uore uoavouicut,    is the 
simple, cheap, and effectual rened.7 for tne nuisance now 
caused in very mauy cases by defective house drainage". ( P. 
t>. ue,»er LO "jaily .,ews' , 30 Liarch 1,^:3. 302).
a central department "to teli the People of England, from a 
closet at Whitehall, how each a&n it to make his drains and 
wafcer-cloeefcs, to build his aeh-pit!" ^ 1;
from Leeds, Manchester, Bradford, Birmingham, delegates 
from the to»n councils were sent to London to protest against 
the bill; but in every place where such opposition manifested 
iti.elf ChadwicK could count upon the support of an influential 
section of the inhabitants. The Health of i'owns Association 
circulated a questionnaire to 69 of the principal towns of 
England and v.ales, and summarised the returns in a pamphlet 
which breathed local suspicion of the existing, authorities, aad 
contempt for the idea that, unaided and uncontrolled, they could 
lift themselves out of their present squalor. *' flor was it 
true, CnadAicfc believed, that the town councils would olfer the 
universal resistance GO e central department that was prophesied 
by Divett and other disciples of Toulaiin. Smith. As he assured 
Lord aiorpeth;
"A.hen he (Uivett) talks ot his confidence that the towns 
would not submit to our dictation, the tact is as regaris myself 
that the people of his town hearing of my beimr in the 
neighoourhood sent for me to attend a towns-meeting; and also for 
Dr. i,outfcwcod toiith. *e found our names placarded as intending, 
to address them. ihe mayor ^tave us a dinner. I found it 
extremely difficult to ^et away and avoid Use applxcauious co 
see places, and I neve since oeen in correspondence *ith parties 
in the to*?n wDo are anxious that atepe. should be ta<cen.
1 have been applied to for advice from leading members of 
the Liverpool i'own Jouncii. in. Lancaster, ^arrin^ton, ^ugby 
and other towns proceedings have teen twicer: fcr surveys and 
plans at ray instance. 1 was also applied to irorn i>-,inbur£n,
1. "Centralization or Representation?", 134.'J, p ix-
2. "Report of the ouD-uGffiuaitt;ee on the answers returned to 
v.,uefc»tione a^'dreesed to the i'rir.cipal Powas of England and 
vvales, and on the objections froc corporate bodies to the 
Public health i.111","
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St. Andrews and other Scotch towns: from Belfast and Dublin 
from Gatesbead and Brighton from Ston and other places. 1 have 
also frequent applications from cown surveyors and several 
engineers. l,e<*ds was on mv recommendation to the Mayor 
surveyed by Captain Vetch .....
The applications to tfc* Metropolitan Sanitary Commission 
on the supposition (from confusion with the A t;tropolitan Sewers 
Com- iPBion^ that they hsve some executive povers are numerous 
and pressing.
I think it would be well to state that such applications 
had already been nade, and proceedings taken in anticipation 
that the Health of Towns bill would pasn end that however 
indisposed any towns might be tc the measure, others who 
understand it better might be permitted to adopt it, or in 
renpect to self government to be allowed a choice ....."^ '
There were, as the "Ti/ces" wipely remarked, .just and 
prudent limits in the capacity of a bill as there were in the 
tonnage of an ..ast Indiaman.^ 6 ' 'Phe Ices of roir.e of the 
subjects which wer>. omitted from the original draft, or were 
leter jettisoned in Committee, v;as not regretted by ChadwicK. 
The exertion of London, he considered, would not be serious if 
the General -^oard were given full powers of inquiry in 
preparation for a separate measure. v^ Goxe and iron 
aamifacturers had rinen in protest sgainr-t the ai^oke clause, and 
its excision r?as julicioun. ^ ^ The limitation of the .iuration 
of the Poor law Gorr-miesicn had not- worked well (it hart 
encouraged some local authorities to ^o rlow In the hope that in 
five years' tine the -Act '.'ould be re-pealed and the Conaissioners   
hanged), but Ch&dwick wan prepared to «ccept a tern of five
1. iu.O. - Lord
2. "Tirr-es", 11 '•'1 ebri:«o r"r 1^4-^
3. E.G. - Lord fAorpctK, 30 Jurtc
4. E-C. - Lot-ct rAorpcth, g August
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years to the Board's life as one of the least injurious 
concessions.^ ' But, looking over the Bill as it emerged from 
the Commons at the end of June, he sighed that it was a mere 
wreck of what had been intended.'*^ "As it stands it will only 
enable the commencment of legislation to be made", he told hie 
friends. "Great administrative wisdom and experience in the 
General Board and Inspectors might still extract some good from 
its practical operation; but that if it be put into other than 
the most competent hands, more evil than good may arise from it. 
I never could have thought that any Government would have 
conceded so extensively the power and authority of a central 
controlling Board either to pitiless self-interest or senseless 
clamour". ^' It was clear that if the General Board were to 
exercise any real powers of initiation and supervision in the 
localities, those powers must be inserted in the Lords, where 
fortunately the friends of Chadwick mustered strongly. He 
wrote at once to brief the Bishop of London, Lord tillenborough, 
Lord Campbell, Lord Lansdowne, and the Duke of Buccleuch, ' 
assuring them that "i have distinctly stated that 1 must hold 
myself at liberty to express my opinions on the provisions of 
the bill"/ 4)
How was the machinery of public health administration to 
be introduced into the localities? This was the fulcrum whose 
position determined the leverage the General uoard could exert 
against recalcitrant districts, and much of Chadwick's 
dissatisfaction arose from the inadequacy of the clause fco which 
the Coamons had assented. If one-tenth of i.he inhabitant 
householders rated to the relief of the poor signed a petition
the General Board could set to wor&. ("he Commons had rejected
-o-
1. E.G. - fclorpeth, n. 1.
2. B.J. - Sir George Larpent, 20 June 
5. r;.-.I. - Ailliam Lee, 10 July 1*48. 
4. iS. '. - Bishop of London, 16 June Ii
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on sight the original optimistic suggestion that one householder 
in fifty, whether he was a ratepayer or not    he "might really 
be of the working classes", Chadwick told Lord Lanadowne^    
should have the power to bring all the apparatus of sanitary 
inquisition to bear upon the obdurate forty-nine). "It is well 
to get the smallest wedge", declared Chadwick, his metaphors 
becoming hopelessly mixed in his annoyance, "but we should be 
sure that it is really a wedge, and not a rotten staff. For 
opening the worst conditioned districts the provision as it now 
stands will I fear be a mere
"AS it stands I see no probability whatsoever of the 
introduction of the measure into the most important places. 
It would require three or four thousand rate-payers in Liverpool 
or Manchester to be moved and to sign for the introduction of 
the act. Some of the trades unions and some of the Chartists 
have begun to notice the measure. It has been called, as it is 
properly a poor man's measure, and it will not escape them, that 
the initiation of it is given to another class, the rate payers 
who will not feel themselves aggrieved, or have any particular 
interest in it, and are yet biassed against it from a dread of 
the increase of the rates.
I do not see how any one could get up in the Commons and 
contend that where there was a heavy infantile slaughter, or 
where the labouring classes are grievously ravaged by epidemics 




1. i.O. - Lord Lansdowne, 13 July Ii43. "As it stood, if any 
fifty of the inhabitants of Yorkshire petitioned the 
Commission, down came the inspector, and upon his report the 
whole king lorn might be included, under the Bill, in one 
district" (Henley; Hansard, vol. 9-S p. /23, 5 '»ay 1346,;.
2. Jsi.J. - Lord Lansdowne, 13 July 1843.
5. K.C. - Lord Lansdowne, 13 July 1343. /he letter concludes: 
"I think it would be well that the provision as it now 
stands, which I believe came from tfr. Henley and the 
protectionists should be distinctly placed to their account, 
as in a new position, as protectionists of epidemics and 
excessive mortality" .
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There must then be some formula for intervention, which, 
once recited, would bring the Board's Inspector posting down from 
London, whether the local tradesmen were ready to give him a 
welcome or not. The possible formulae were canvassed in turn 
by Chadwick and the Bishop of London, who had expressed his 
willingness to introduce the "Poor Man's Clause" in the Lords, 
i'he excess of deaths from zymotic diseases above the general 
average for the towns of the whole kingdom might be taken, 
suggested Chad wick:, or    which would be more acceptable to the 
squires    above the average for the cowns in a county. ("Obey 
could not say that there should not be interference in behalf of 
their worst conditioned towns in the county"). In 1341 the 
deaths from epidemic diseases formed 21 per cent, of the total; 
he would propose intervention in any place where the proportion 
rose above 20 per cent. But in the past the registration of 
the causes of death had frequently been tamnrered with, and to 
check any ratepayers' trickery, therefore, they should have at 
least one further test. Farr's advice was that it would be 
best to ta*ce the deaths of children under five, which in 1641 
averaged *>8 per cent, of the whole. "Surely", cried Chadwiek, 
"33 per cent, of infantile deaths and 20 per cent, of deaths 
from epidemics to be protected against authoritative intervention 
ought if not the Commons to satisfy Moloch himself! hat a 
piece of evidence of our barbarism must not this hereafter 
appear to be". He would like also to have "some direct 
reference to the poor man as a class", on the basis of the 
expectation of life given in the Northampton taole.
When the question came to be discussed in the Lords' 
Select Committee, however, the riishop was uot present, nnd   
with the best will in the world, as his friends assured Jhad<«ick
'23 
   they struck out the "i oor Man's Clause"i GO which they
-o-
1. E.J. - Biehop of London, 12 July 1343.
2. E. ;. - Bishop of London, 20 July 1343. "What their
objections may be, i cannot conceive -  excepu that the 
Sill which before would have been inefficient and a. nullity 
as to the worse places would have ueen with the amendment 
workable".
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thought the Commons might object, and inserted a smoke abatement 
clause, to which the Commons certainly would not consent. "The 
whole of the alterations in the Lords will, with the present 
mode of initiation, maiee bad worse", Chadwick told asorpeth with 
justifiable irriatation. "I have always confined myself to the 
matter within public cognizance already, Sewerage, Cleansing, 
Water Supply, in the first instance. I have never suggested 
meddling with trades and if I had been in the way I should have 
advised their omission, well knowing how potent they are. The 
smoke clauses will now bring into the field all the manufacturers 
against general sanitary measures. I know places in the North 
where two or three Manufacturers may by their influence with the 
ratepayers, almost the whole of whom are under their influence, 
effectually prevent any application whatsoever. ?hen all the 
butchers, all the fishmongers, all the poulterers, who are to be 
subjected to inspection, all the lodging-house Keepers, all the 
owners of the classes of houses having cellar tenements, and 
persons carrying on trades which are nuisances, roust be in 
array against the bill,    all these are ratepayers; and the 
others of the middle classes, who will be frightened with 
stories of the increase of rates, and yet we are to expect 
unheard of combinations amongst them for the introduction of 
measures which are to benefit chiefly the working classes!"^
The same argument figures in a petition to the Lords from 
the Working Men's Association ("Dimes", 7 August 134-3 ): 
"lour petitioners would pray your right honourable house to 
consider the powerful nature of the interests interfered with 
by the proposed measure; of which we need only name to your 
lordships the owners of manufactories and steam furnaces;
the owners of elaughterhouses, and many persons connected 
with offensive trades; the shareholder* of water worica, and 
che tradesmen who might be influenced by these parties;    
and to reflect upon the little probability that there is of 
any large number of ratepayers being induced to come forward 
in opposition to such interests to take a step in behalf of 
the class represented by your petitioners, who are almost 
entirely precluded, as the bill now stands, from applyin,^ in 
their own behalf, however severely they or their families ! 
may be visited with sickness or death in consequence of the 
defectivenesa of the existing sanitary arrangements".
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Despite Chadwick' s protests the Lords insisted on 
retaining their smoke prevention clause; but in other respects 
the Bill was improved before it was returned to the Commons. 
The Bishop of London appeared in the House to press the 
importance of his "Poor Man's Clause", and it was re-inserted 
without opposition. The hands of the General Board were 
strengthened by providing that the local authority must seek 
their sanction before mortgaging the rates, and that the local 
surveyor should be irremoveable except with their consent. As 
a further precaution against jobbery, an individual ratepayer 
was given the right to appeal to the General Board against any 
exceptionable expenditure by the local lioari. Altogether, as 
Chadwick told Joseoh Hume, "the Health of Towns Bill as amended 
by the Lords is to some extent a working measure" - ^ 3ut 
would the Commons accept such large alterations in the original 
Bill? "1 understand from the Speaker", aflorpeth informed 
Chadwick, "that the entire interference with the Bill is rigidly 
considered, ao irregular, that a general condonation must cover
Chadwick' s fears in this instance proved groundless, 
however. John Bright rose immediately to attack the amoke 
clause, and, as Chadwick expected and hoped, it was dropped 
without further discussion. *' There was an anxious moment 
when ^orpeth deleted the Bishop's version of the "Poor Man's 
Clause", but he replaced it at once with a clause suggested by 
the Registrar General, which empowered the General Board to 
apply the Act to any place where the deaths from any cause 
exceeded 2j5 per thousand on the average of the previous seven 
years. It was not so &oo<l a tesb as the infantile mortality,
Chadwick told him; but, he added with satisfaction, "I have had
( Q, )it tried over, and I believe it will give more places". I'he
-o-
1. E.G. - Joseph Hume, 5 August 1848.
2. Bfiorpeth - B.U., 26 July 1343.
3. Hansard, vol. 100, p. 11/3, 7 August 1343.
4. £.J. - Morpeth, 8 August 13-ki.
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sanction of the General Board to the mortgaging of local rates 
was preserved "as by fire", and also the appeal from aggrieved 
owners or occupiers. ' "In other respects it was lamed; it 
was very badly supported; many friends were absent, and parties 
directly interested against the Bill mustered strongly".^
The Public Health Act of 184-3 established a Central 
Commission, terminable in five years, and consisting of three 
members, with the First Commissioner of *oods and Forests as 
President. ^' Their powers of initiating sanitary measures were 
strictly defined: their aid must be invoiced by a petition signed 
by one-tenth of the ratepayers; failing a petition, they could 
take action only where the death rate from all causes had 
reached the figure of 23 per thousand.^ ' In either case, a 
preliminary inquiry would be conducted by a Superintending 
Inspector, who would submit a report to the General Board. 
The Act would then be applied by Order in Council; or, In 
districts where a Local Act was already in force or where the 
boundaries were to be altered, by a Provisional Order, which 
would not become effective until approved by Parliament.
In districts possessing municipal institutions, the Town
(7 ) Council was to be the public health authority. w Non-corporate
districts were to be given an entirely uew authority, a Local
Board of Health, the size of which would be specified in the/ a\ 
constituent Order. Middle class influence in these Boards
was jealously guarded, members being, elected i>y plural voting, 
ranging from one vote for persons with property to the annual 
value of £50, and rising by one vote for every additional 1,50 
to a limit of six votes for those possessing over ^250. ' As
officers the local Board were to appoint a clerk, a treasurer,
-o-
1. Morpeth - S.C., 8 August 1443.
2. JS.J. - Bishop of London, 8 August 1343.
3. 11 & 12 Vict. c. 63.
4. ibid., c. 3 5- ibid., c. 9. 
b. Ibid., c. 10. ?• ibid., c. 12. 
8. ibid., c. 14. 9. ioid., c. 20.
en inspector of nuisances, and a surveyor; for the removal of 
the last of these the approval of the General ?oard was 
necessary. ^ L) If they thought fit, they might also appoint a 
medical Officer of Health; the appointment and dismissal of such 
an officer were cubject to the approval of the General Board,
but his remuneration was to be determined by the local
(2) authority. ' Chadwick had thus failed to matce obligatory the
appointment of the most valuable of the local officials; and 
though both surveyor and Officer of health were secured from 
summary dismissal, their independence of view was threatened by 
the fact that their salaries were fixed by the local Board.
Over forty clauses dealt with the powers to be exercised 
by the new local authorities^', the effect being, as ChadwicK 
pointed out, that for the reasonable expenses of an Inspector's 
survey, a district would be invested with all the advantages of 
a costly Local Act. In their details the provisions showed 
that six years' campaigjtning by Chadwicfc and the Health of Towns 
Association had not been wasted. t'hus, it was provided that no 
new house might be built without drains of the size, materials, 
level, and fall which appeared necessary on the report of the 
local surveyor, nor without a sufficient water-closet or privy 
or ash-pit; a house within a hundred feet of a sewer might be 
required to communicate with itj otherwise it should discharge 
its refuse into a cesspool at a distance directed by the local 
Board. in the default of the owner, the local Board wers 
empowered to construct such communicating drains, and recover 
the costs so incurred. *^ The local Board    to take a 
further example    were given powers to provide A water 
supply, either under public management or on contract with a 
private company; the supply to be pure and wholesome, and at 
"such Pressure as will carry the same to the top Story of the
highest Dwelling House within the District supplied". But it
-o-
1. ibid., c. 37. 2. ibid., c. 40. 
). ibid., c. <H - '35. 4- ibid., c. 49, 50.
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was not lawful for the local Board to supply water if there were 
already a water company in the district able and willing to do 
it adequately, on terms fixed by an Inspector or an arbitrator. 
A householder might be required to obtain a water supply, if it 
could be furnished for a sum not exceeding 2d. a weeK,^'
A General District Rate for the purposes of the Act would 
be levied on the occupiers of property rated to the relief of
the poor, and Private Improvement Rates imposed for works
(2 } benefiting individual occupiers. To raise money for works
of a permanent naUure, the rates might be mortgaged by the local 
Board. Such mortgage could be made only with the consent of 
the General Board.^
Tenuous as was the element of "Centralisation" in the 
Act, the Lords, responding to Chadwick's concealed guidance, had 
left the General Board with more aggressive functions than the 
Commons had been prepared to permit. The central department 
conducted the preliminary inquiry; it recommended that a 
sanitary district be formed; it gave its approval for the 
removal of the surveyor and the Officer of Health, and for the 
appointment of the latter; it sanctioned mortgages for public 
works; it heard appeals by parties aggrieved by the proceedings 
of the local board. That in sum was the amount of its legal 
powers. By stretching these powers to the utmost, by extending 
the imponderable authority which superior information and 
capable officers lent to a Government department, by employing 
persuasion where imperatives were barred, Chadwick hoped even 
yet that the new Board would not fail in its appointed task. 
The original Bill was not his, as he pointed out to the critics
who saddled all its imperfections upon hiar4 '; and the Act which
-o- 
1. ibid., c. 75, 76. 2. ibid., c. 87, 83, 90.
3. ibid., c. 107, 119-
4. He had foreseen that he would be used as a whipping boy. 
Writing to Edmund Ashworth (26 January 1347), he had 
observed: "Sanitary measures we shall carry by halves: i.e. 
imperfectly and as usual I expect abuse for the 
imperfections on which I have remonstrated1'.
had eventually emerged represented no Bore than what his 
adroitness and tenacity had managed to preserve after Morpeth's 
draft had been shot to pieces in the Commons. It was a 
continual lament of Chadwick's that the schemes of his 
conception had to be put into the clumsy hands of politicians, 
and that, after a Parliamentary mauling, the resultant patchwork 
of compromise and amendment was passed back to him to make into
a practical working measure.^ '
-o-
1. Criticism of the Public Health Act usually develops into 
criticism of Chadwick, to whom its parentage is attributed. 
The most stinging of these attacks is probably that by J.L. 
and B. Hammond in their "Lord Shaftesbury" (p. 159):
"Parliament might have set up local authorities, given 
them wide powers, called on them to prepare plans for 
drainage, water supply, streets, buildings, open spaces, 
destruction of slums and cellar dwellings, and the future 
development of the towns. A central body might have been 
established at the same time to give guidance, to enforce a 
minimum standard, and to stimulate local action by grants in 
aid. Phis method would have put the relations of the local 
and the central authority on a good basis, and it would have 
kept to the front the main character of the problem, as a 
problem in the organisation of town life and growth. If, at 
the same time, Parliament had applied Adam Smith's teaching 
about taxation to the new land values created by the rapid 
conversion of country into town, these towns might have been 
made attractive and healthy without any ruinous cost ....." 
There is an air of unreality about all this. It is easy 
to see tbat the scheme outlined in the paragraph quoted 
would have provided a better solution to the sanitary 
problem than the Act of 1343; but it is easy to see this 
because we stand so far from the event, and have the lessons 
of past experience, including the revealed weaknesses of the 
first Board of Health, to guide us to a balanced judgment. 
The scheme described, in other words, is aguite artificial 
alternative, constructed by a twentieth/l&lscorian in the 
light of three-quarters of a century of administrative 
experience. Who, in 1843, was making proposals of this 
nature? Whence, in 1848, would the support have come for 
any such scheme? (except from Ghadwick himself, who would 
particularly have approved of the suggestion that the new 
land values should be taxed) . How many towns possessed the 
vision and commanded the technical skill to execute such 
olans? what chance was there of grants-in-aid from a 
Government which at the time was nervously slashing 
expenditure? In general, it seems that the hammonds make 
too little allowance for the necessarily experimental nature 
(Continued on next pa^e)
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He might with reason deny the paternity of this mongrel 
measure; but sufficient remained of a recognisable structure for 
it to be acknowledged as at any rate a family connection of the 
Poor Law Act of 133^. Such strength and purpose as the Act 
exhibited, it owed chiefly to Chadwick. This is evident in the 
ground plan it luys down for the relationship between the local i 
authorities and the central Government. In the attitude towards 
this problem of the Poor Law Act of 1834 and the Municipal 
Corporations Act of 1835 there was a sharp antithesis, the 
resolution of which supplies the key to half a century of 
administrative history. Apart from requiring Treasury sanction 
for the raising of loans by a Corporation and for the alienation 
of its property, the Municipal Corporations Act did little to 
trim the traditional autonomy of the local authorities. On the 
other hand, apart from the control of police, it gave them no 
new powers. It left them, diverse in their customs and powers, 
unequal in their areas and reserves of skill, to meet the thrust 
of the industrial age as best they could, with no Minister or 
State department charged to guide and teach them, and if 
necessary to admonish and correct. Against this conception,
Chadwick had opposed the principles of the Poor .Law Act, those
-o-
(Oontinued from previous page) of this first essay in sanitary 
legislation. Furthermore, in seeing in its defects a 
reflection of Ghadwictc's limitations of mind and character, 
they sive insufficient weight to the fact that the measure 
(for the drafting of which he was not responsible, in any 
case) had to run the gauntlet of the House of Gomraons    
that in its final form it represented not what Ghadwick 
wanted out what he could get. They dismiss the Act 
scornfully as a "small scheme". Small as it was, it was as 
much as the Commons could swallow; and very mucfc bigger, in 
fact, than the sadly botched measure which had been passed 
from the lower House to the Jjorda, where Ghadwick 's friends 
managed to repair some of the damage done by the Commons 
critics.
Throughout their treatment of the General Board, the 
Ilammonds appear to have placed too much reliance on the 
evidence of Lord Beyiaour. The value of that evidence will 
become apparent later, (see ftfes below, pp. ^.70-7,
administrative ideas which in the jargon of the time were known 
as "Centralisation"    the beneficent tutelage of a specialised 
central department, exercised through the media of the 
departmental circular and an expert inspectorate; areas cut to a 
pattern drawn by the technical demands of administration} a 
uniform system of ad hoc bodies in the localities to serve as 
the instruiaent of central policy, entrusted with a minimum scope 
of function and expected Co attain a mimisium standard of 
performance. Nothing so clear cut as this can be seen, of 
course, in the Act of 1348. But it was a great step forward 
that a central Board should have been established, an embryo 
Ministry of Health, with aggressive powers, however slight at 
first, to make head against sanitary evils; and that a 
beginning should have been made towards imposing a code of 
public health on the country, defining legal minimum standards 
for drainage and water supply. It was a great point gained 
that under the Act considerable powers for the defence of the 
public health and the construction of public works could be 
readily and cheaply extended to authorities which had formerly
lacked them. '
-o-
1. Far from restricting the functions of local authorities,
Morpeth explained in reply to the anti-centralisation party, 
the Act would confer powers of drainage, cleansing,, and 
paving on 92 corporate towns which were at present without 
them, and on 158 more which did not possess such powers 
undivided. "There were at present only 29 ioglish municipal 
corporations which had local Acts under the Mayor and 
Corporation exclusively; there were 66 corporations 
exercising powers jointly with the Commissioners * there were 
30 towns in which the corporations had no powers at all, but 
where the powers were exercised independently by 
commissioners; and there were 62 corporate towns which had 
no local Acts whatever within the boundaries of the 
municipalities. Of trie other towns in England, not being 
corporate towns, to which this Act might apply, there were 
107 having local Acts; and there were 276 towns or populous 
districts, containing above 5000 inhabitants, without either 
corporations or local Acts. Upon these towns this Bill 
would confer powers which they had never yet enjoyed in any 
way. He wight also mention that there were in England 175 
(Continued on aert page)
The cholera marched from Moscow to the Danube as the 
Commons began to discuss the Public Health Bill; scattered cases 
were reported from Berlin as it passed the Lords. The dread 
shadow overcast the debates, and from time to time leguslators 
cast uneasy glances over their shoulders at ita steady advance. 
It waa not specifically the cholera at which the Bill was aimed, 
SiSorpeth had told the Commons, but "the abiding host of disease, 
the endemic and not the epidemic pestilence, the permanent 
overhanging mist of infection, the annual slaughter doubling in 
its ravages our bloodiest field of conflict".^ 1 -' However, many 
members entertained the impression that in voting for the Public 
Health Bill they were raising defences against the cholera, that 
"it was absolutely necessary for the safety of all"/ 2 -* The 
subsequent discovery that it was designed to provide large 
permanent works for drainage and water distribution, works which 
could not be ready anywhere in time to affect or mitigate the 
epidemic, was not without its influence in drawing off support 
for the later measures of the General f3oard. To meet the 
cholera the Board had only the exiguous powers of the Nuisances 
Removal and Diseases Prevention Act, as amended in ItJ^d^'; and 
these powers were to b^ granted only when the Privy Council 
deemed the danger sufficiently acute, and their duration was 
limited to the six months of the Order in Council which put then 
into force. During the period of such Order a medical member 
might be added to the General Board of Health; and the Board 
were authorised to issue directions and regulations for the
cleansing of streets and dwelling houses, the execution of which
-o-
(Continued from previous page) towns, containing above 5000 
inhabitants, wuich had local Act a, and 29o which had no 
local Acts at all; and it was upon thejje 296 towns which had 
no local Acts, and upon the 153 corporate towns which had at 
present either no powers at all, or divided powers, that his 
Bill would, for the first time, confer- the exclusive power 
within their boundaries of cleansing, sewering, paviag, and 
providing a supply of water". (Hansard, voV S& , P-73G, 5 N\A
1. ibid., vol. qt, , p. 311 , 10 February 19^. I9M-8)
2. ibid., vol. 10. p-770, # ^*7 '^8 CR- A- 
5. 11 fc 12 Vict. c. 123, 4 September 1848.
was to be superintended by the Guardians of the .Poor (in 
Scotland the Parochial Boards}.^ Another year elapsed, and 
the epidemic was nearing its height, before powers were granted 
to the Board or the Poor L&w Guardians to institute prosecutions 
for violation or neglect of the Board's regulations. ' From 
the first, then, in this important field of their activity, the 
one which for twelve months bulked largest in t-,he public eye, 
the Board's authority was circumscribed by an ancient 
jurisdiction stubbornly maintained by the Privy Council Office. 
Ostensibly, from their title, charged to protect the health of 
the kingdom, they must await the sanction of another department, 
which lacked both their knowledge and their responsibility, 
before they could strengthen their membership by the addition of 
a medical expert, and before they could take preparatory 
measures to deal with a threatening epidemic.
Throughout the 1343 session Chadwick had been pressing 
forward with another important sanitary measure, a Metropolitan 
Sewers Bill, to give statutory recognition to the consolidated 
Commission set upiin the previous Decenber. By this Bill he 
hoped to recast the Commission more to his liking, and to rid it 
of tue weaknesses which had already made themselves apparent in 
its structure and personnel. He hed wanted, as we have seen, 
a small sanitary executive for London, composed of men carefully 
selected for their knowledge and enthusiasm for the work, to 
give close day-to-day supervision, to the toclmical details. 
The Commission of 23 he considered was too numerous and
fissiparous for the tasi^* . It included a strong contingent
-o-
1. ibid., sees, xi, x.
2. 12 fc 12 Vrict. c. Ill, sees, iii, iv.
3. "At the beat T for one never conceived an administrative 
board, acting at monthly meetings, and at special meetings 
fortnightly even where ail tne members were all competent, 
and all unanimous, the boat possible or the only possible 
(Continued on next page)
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from the Metropolitan Sanitary Association, Lord Ashley, Lord 
Kbrington, ii.A. Slaney ana Dr. Southwood omioht the 
physiologist, Professor Richard Owen, ona of Chadwfck's closest 
friendsj the geologist, oir Henry de 1& beche; and two 
distinguished physicians, Neil Arnott and Sir James Clark. 
These could certainly be expected bo follow GLadwick's lead; and 
in addition he could count upon the support of the chairman, 
Lord Morpeth, the Firut Go&miaeioner of V.oods and Forests, so 
long as he did not race too far ahead of the policy of the Whig 
Government. But four of the old district Commissioners had 
also been nominated, and with one of them, John Leslie, a vestry 
politician froc the parish of St. George 'e, Ghadwick at once 
found, himsell engaged in the bitterest of controversies.^ '
To Chadwick's consternation he found that Morpeth was 
contemplating, a step which would add strength to this dissident 
minority led by John Leslie. bearing an outcry if the Bill did 
not embrace the principle of representation, he was leaning to 
the view that each Union and select vestry should elect a
member to a Metropolitan Board of Sewers, the right of the City(2) 
to nominate its due proportion being of course reserved. J
Chadwick rejected with scorn the idea of such a "t»ewers 
Parliament", where the ignorant delegates of Marylebone and St. 
Pancras would debate scientific principles of drainage which 
were "as peculiarly duuittfcd for discussion in popular 
assemblies, and voting an them as are questions of chemistry or
( 7 >
surgery". JJ Bad as the works of the superseded Sewers
Commissions bad been, he told Morpeth, they were better than
-o-
tContinued from previous page) contrivance for carrying out 
such a worK. For if eny work be of importance enough, 
Involve pecuniary loss enough, apart irom sicitness, the 
infliction of ill health, demoralisation enough, to render 
it economical to have reasures carried out by daily, hourly 
uninterrupted, sittings it is surely this". (PS memorandum, 
c.d.)
1. See below, chap. M
2. Morpeth   E.G., n.d.
3. "Metropolitan Special Commission. Notes on the Evidence
examined", MS, 7 October 1347.
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those of the parishes/ ' His own preference was indicated by 
the approval he gave to a suggestion of the Lord Chancellor's, 
that the Commission should be confined "as much as possible to 
Government subordinates". "At this time", he urged, Mwe might 
with such subordinates give evidence of political importancei 
that it was possible for such subordinates to carry out a reform 
such as local representative bodies had never dreamed oft to 
beat commercial companies in efficiency, and even private 
builders in respect to the economy of worics, and win the 
approbation of the public to the extension of new power without
(y\
the ordinary cumbersome machinery". v ' In the event, however, 
neither Morpeth's parliament of parochmalists nor Chadwicfc's 
select Board of civil servants found favour with the Government, 
and it was decided that the Metropolitan Sewers Commission 
should remain substantially unaltered, apart from the 
introduction of five representatives of the Common Council.
Chadwicfc failed also in his efforts to bring the enclave 
of the City within the jurisdiction of the consolidated 
Commission. "There is a natural desire to carry out measures 
and to postpone conflicts", he told Delane, "but the fact is 
that the feeling in the House of Commons against the exemption 
of the Corporation is so strong, that it is believed that it 
would not permit separate legislation. In the case of 
drainage nature determines what shall be the area of 
jurisdiction, and the City could not be drained separately 
except on an enormous cost'. *^ To Lord John Russell he wrote: 
"The retention of the nuisance of a Cattle Market in the centre 
of the Metropolis, and the obstinate conflicts of the 
Corporation against various proposals of amendment, have brought 
out in strong light its undue powers in questions affecting the 
whole metropolis, of which it is only about one fifteenth part
in houses, and one tenth in rental ....... They stated that they
-o-
1. E.G. - Morpeth, 4 August 1348.
2. E.G. - Morpeth, 11 September 1848.
3. Jfi.C. + J.T. Delane, 24 February 1848.
had done much. What they have done has been examined, and 
found to be very little and very bad, and the condition of the 
population in the poorer districts to be much worse than had 
been before demonstrated: at every step the declarations of the 
Corporation witnesses have been falsified". ' The Health of 
Towns Association published a sensational report on the state of 
the City, baaedoon facts supplied by Chad-wick. Both sides 
circulated petitions for signature among the parishes. 
Pamphlets and articles in the "Morning Chronicle" were addressed 
by City aldermen to other local authorities in the provinces to 
stir opinion against sanitary centralisation. Toulrain Smith
appeared before the Metropolitan Sanitary Commission, and
( 2^ Chadwick put him through a "stout cross-examination"^ '; a few
weeks later the irascible antiquarian was accusing Chadwick of 
refusing him the opportunity to revise the notes of his
evidence, and Morpeth implored his colleague not to give him the
(*>) 
opportunity of "kicking up a dust". Jl
The Corporation were worsted in the public controversy, 
but in the lobbies the "soup interest" prevailed. The Health 
of Towns Association, believing that their agitation had stopped 
the separate Sewers Bill promoted by the City, were amazed when 
they found that somehow it had got into the Lords. The 
Metropolitan Sewers Act of September 1343 was thus obliged to 
recognise the conjoint authority of the Metropolitan and the 
City Commissions of Sewers.  'The defences of the City garrison 
were still proof against the drive towards consolidation.
One day in May 1343, in the middle of the struggle for
the Public Health Bill, a clerk waited on Chadwick at Gwydyr
-o-
1. E.G. - Lord John Russell, 1 May 1348.
2. B.C. - Morpeth, 29 April 1843.
3. Morpeth - E.G., 29 May 1343.
4. 11 & 12 Vict. c. 112.
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House with a request for unexpected information    how his name 
should be entered for the Companionship of the Bath.
"All things and Lord John's previous displeasure 
considered, 1 was not a little surprised at the honour .....", 
he confided to a friend.
"The Prince had made the recommendation as an observer. 
He had, I found, taken an interest in Sanitary questions and had 
read the reports.
1 have had one interview with him on the subject of the 
improvement of labourers dwellings.^ ' I do not remember that 
I was ever belter questioned. I must be strongly biased 
towards him, but from all I hear of him he appears to be a
person who divested of his rank must take a very high position". 
(2)
The O.3., of which this was one of the first awards for
civil services, was the only official recognition that 
Chadwic it's labours were to get until the last few months of his 
long life. It was well-timed. At the end of the 1348 session 
Chadwick could look back on a decade of continuous agitation and 
inquiry in the cause of public health. At last, crowning the 
ten years of drudgery, a Public Health Act was on the statute 
book. The machinery for its execution at the centre and in the 
localities was in process of construction. In London a single 
authority was at work under his guidance, planning the drainage 
and water supply of the whole capital. Slowly, but with 
gathering momentum, the new values which the "Sanitary Idea" set 
before society were permeating the minds of law-makers and 
administrators. _
1. See below, p
2. E.G. - W. D. Christie, 29 May 1348. He told W.H. Hickson: 
"It was an unexpected and to me a strange affair not 
initiated by the Government". (9 May 1348,. To 3ir George 
Stephen he wrote (19 May 1843): "The newspapers have 
knighted me, but I am only honoured as a companion of 
Kn&ghts    a civil companion of the Order of the Bath which 
on the whole is quite as well as I have no private fortune 
to sustain the additional expense which a higher honour 
might require".
PART TWO.
THE OEaigtAL BOARD 3F HEALTH. 
1848 - 1854.
CHAPTER 1Q
OHOL&RA. 1W* - 1849
•»miB»ii»l • !»••• IIHUI 111*1 MI .MI——«•••••••«•——«•« .- - —w™.™*^
The six years ChudU'icfc spent at Gwydyr House were the 
happiest in his official career. Me lost for a time the sense 
of frustration which at the Poor Law Conunissioa, "where all .was 
going back under the evil influence of the Lewis's "' , had 
weighed down bhe natural buoyant optimism of his spirit. 
#or<ting twelve or fourteen hours a day; taking up with ^eat the 
burdens which foil from the fatigued haads of colleagues and 
suoordluates; sitting at his desit in u<vydyr House, and feeling 
an intricate administrative machine respond to the thrust of his 
will; sending his scouts posting to some foul place to root out 
nuisances and bad smells, and ,;ut ciia fcened local authorities on 
the cleanly poth of tubular sewerage and constant supply; 
drafting reports and memoranda on evils y:;t unconfrouted, and 
.bills and regulations that would set them to rights; —— so 
occupied OhodvicK was ; ore consent thun at & "-y time since She 
Government had put the roor haiw inquiry i.ato his hands.
That self-eouee'n oi his " : hich ut times degenerate:.! into 
arrogance, nxs inflexioility of fcho.^i.t, c,is irrit-u^iLity in tr-e ! 
face of criticism, combined to f.a*e h.iai &n unoorfifortaole 
coi League. At the Poor Law Board he had sl.'own that he expected 
tc be first ia auc ority as he .A«S first iri toov.;ledge; and that 
if he could not rule, he y-oul,3 be leader o/ the op h>o:--itloa. 
by t^ood fortune, ratner than by conscious iiitifcotion on i.he part 
of the G-dbinei», he now found hiroaelf asaoci ced v.ith two men who 
were furidaai-nt»j.ly in agreement with his yiev», an! wno In 
consequence aithe couli nee no object!, n co i.ia proposals, or 
curbed their opposition for --he sa«ce of a smooth-running;
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The reformers had indeed been out in office; Chadwic*, 
the brains of the public health agitation, ;'>outhwood Smith, ics 
caief organiser, f.ord Asi'ley, the cr-airman of the London Health 
of Towns Association. Chad^ick, '»aiti ; in tre ridatioa for the
luLfl.D _T*p (^ i_ c fc 3. Li I f* WOT* Iff n0*£ttname of the colleague whoaa the JOcscobacxibcxxracack or patronage and 
party politics »ould thrust upon hita, *as delighted at Ashley's 
appointment. "It afforded to the Country a guarantee of 
earnestness, sympathy Tor suffering, singleness of purpose in 
labouring for its relief", he assured Archley. "I sh^il labour 
under a deep feeling that 1 hav no time to lose", he went on.
"You I hope may look to more years, and to eee more of success". 
(U
They presented a strong contrast, the eupeutic ;hadv/ie<.,
who had his disappo-uitments but never his doubts, who entered on 
every taste «ith such unclouded co/i idonce; and the self- 
^uestiouia^ nshley, *ith his "prolonged fits of despondency"'" 4*', 
"wi;ose views are usually the revec-ae of Banguine".' One 
characteristic taey had in common: t; ey both li^.ed tf,eir o~*n 
way; and it is a iemar*cablo fact that in orx: years of J 
coli boration these two masterful men never clashed. Partly, 
perhaps, it r.',: as ueoause there was a natural division of 
between them. fcor Ghad.viotc un isputed authority at. 
House, th-v shaoiag of -sea^ures, the ;iell^ht.-i of power wielded 
behind the scenes; for asnley the ;''arlia'reatary liraelij^it, tbe 
inflwencirig of audiences, the uati. facti-n of ioiag c.ood 
conspicuou.sly- la this *ay t^e clauses that Ohaduick had had 
In mind since thct ti«e of the o-i-jitary Report appeared before 
the public i-i IS 1?!, and went do'*n to history as "{.ord :
( 4 ) 'Shaftesbury's Lod*j;iag Hour.es Hill". Their agreement vas •:;
based, however, or-1 sofaetKing .ieeper than comple'r;v.'atar,y
-o-
1. ijJ.O. - Lord ^s 1 y, £* ijeptefflber 1:H3. He told i,orpeth that. 
Ashley's uopoint^etit "will promote the impression that the ','• 
measure ia r© ,arded &•.• a poor; aan'a T(.ea?.ur<v" (L'y epternoer
ig.-\ - i«'.u. A'ard, 1 June
Jsi.C. - ? , r, .d., c. liS-f:'.
t.O. - w. Charles Verge, n.d. t
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capacities aud spheres of action. Lord A;;hley, the evangelical , 
of the Evangelicals, and v dwin Ctadwici, *uo ;->robaoly never felt . 
any religious emot-ioa in his life, had a body of beliefs in 
common, an i the currents of their thought •- — s^rin^ing, from 
sources eo widely separated —— yet ran in parallel channels. 
They dreaded tnat the savage ir.docility of the neglected to 
might organise itself behin ; the rade Jnion lea era and the 
Six koines aien. They maintained that if a Chartist millennium 
were to be averted, the governing classes must free che governed 
of their "too quicis: se.-jse of constant infelicity", oy .unproving 
tf t e physical conditions of their lives, and by bri-,ing them 
under the Influence of that judicious educati >n whose 
conservative power had been <tnown to obe privileged uince the 
daya of rlatj. i'he.y saw the remedy in the intervention of the 
impartial power of ^ovecvienu to chec'tt the :s.ore obvious 
crudities of ex.ploitntion, and to raise a bulwark for the 
unprotected against organise i ecoao^ic interests nud local 
governing cliques. ;
bar from colliding, therefore, theae two utron^, */ills 
supported and encouraged each otrer, ,_;ivi.ng to the activity of 
the lioard a 'nultipliel energy. x'uere was firmness, c..o, in 
the unobtrusive . outhwood ' mith, .'-ho at the age of seventeen uad ; 
thrown up a so- oiarahly for jonscien biuus rea.-ons, anJ who was T
foad of saying that "Life is not lOui^ enough f >r ua '«o
(1 reconsider our decision;.-' . But he was slow - —
"deiioerat-e" , Jhadwick phrased it, to avoid the less Kindly 
adjectives employed by others —— ar.o ai; bl:rieb of prescare 
whadwicx f fitted to ;;ee papers accufnulati..^ ia ti.e '.ctor'a 
u.aiiurrying hands. hen . ; outhwood ;- :-!uith su^e.sted tnat he 
might act as Secretary tv the ;uew board, wJiad-wicK. was firm in 
nis refusal. Pi-e post was inconsistent with tiie i^oct/or's 
"business txaoits. Lventually he entered the >oard oy a
i
C.L-. l»ewe&, " rr.
"i jaust ay that in pressing you a.; I hav • lone from li»ne to • 
til*'® for ouolic «mpl jyrneut i nave had much to oea. up • 
C^ontinued on next jug^ •
side-door —— the clause of the Nuisances Act whicn permitted 
the appointment of a medical member. ' It was not a gracious 
entrance lor a man whose name was United *ith Gha. thick's as & 
pioneer of wariitary reform, nor was it a propitious introduction 
of meaical science to the counsels of the doard. There was 
always a i int of supercilious amusement, not untouche i wiuh 
jealousy, in Chadwics'p attitude to the Doctor, Arose heart was 
er than his head,*' *
The easy-^olno; Lord lvorDeth was never quite wt home at 
Gwydyr house, with the ebullient \Jhad*ictt and the sombre, tnooay 
^hafteabury, both in kheir different ways HO oar; esu in their 
sanicary labours. Oha^icic he sincerely respected, but found 
him, with his strong— mimed views Jbout every su^jecc that i| 
arose, a constant source of e7;burrassraent . He thought it wise 
to warn at once this formidable colleague of his, who was 
entering office with expectations sharpened oy a series of 
disappointments, and wuo over a decade had been maturing large 
.scale plans? of reform. "Whenever I may be ir.ciiaed upon auy 
occasion, such as 1 hopt; and believe will be rare, -iot fully co 
go along with you, it will probably arise from a wish to temper- 
too sudden a strain after perfection by what i -nay i'eel to oe 
the most practicable modes of lealin^ auccea .fully -n
(Continued from orevious o^S^) a^ain^t. One point */ ich I
*ould allude to, has beeu slo^aeau, or as it has been 
expressed .Jiiatiorinesa in the disposal of bu^iaesB. You ore 
spoken of a« slo'w ani dilatory at, the Health of ;.'owas ,j 
Association, at -nights; aa ': I rcust ^ay thai at tiT.es and iu j' 
emergencies as 1 have considered them, I have been fretted | 
at the pace in the execution of the work, i arr< ooavinced ••([ 
that it would excite out door surprise, to see you coonectedV^ 
with the ne'rt v.or& as " ecretery" ... (a position; ... ; 
incoti;>iste:'st '.vith habits 'vhich i 7-ili ;al 1 of :ielioei'>ateaes.'3 l 
rather than by the Jie logistic terms apoLied to tuera" . 
(, .C . - - ;<outhwood ornith, ii August 134-3;. 1V
1. "London Gazette", 5 '"ctober l.J^d, p. >615- :
2. "i v,ili oass over for the present ';:uch oi' what 1 iuust sa'^ ofv 
what your friends ; »ave beea allowed bo write in rer.vject to ,;. 
your position ia relation to the ;'ro,.e -aticii o:' the ";. 
Drinclpies of i>a-,itar,/ seasures which ::*re now carried, but 'Ci
•hioh writing f must taite an ooportusilty of noticing". | • -
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Parliaments and Bodies of men" , ^ '
There was no question who was master. The voice of the 
Board was the voice of Ch&dwick.. i'he majority of the documents 
they issued came from his pen; the remainder were revised by hij», 
frequently to the extent of being almost re-written. When 
Ashley and orpeth spo&e in the House, they woi-e briefed oy 
ChadwicK. The Joor Law mutineer had at last a command of his 
own, and he was fortunate to have it manned by sen who were 
ready to ^ivt: a proper deference to his massive knowledge, aSi?? 
would not dissipate time and e,ier&y in untidy dissensions.
The first fcas*. was to get a staff together. The 
uoverncaont were uneasily awaiting an at; tack on their expenditure 
v»hicu was threatened from all sides in the coming., session). 
;?hen Chadwictc called at the Treasury, ir Charles Irevelyan, the 
(Permanent ecretary, assuxawd an expression "almost of fright at 
the idea of bei-ig asiied for ay money} and before I could ent-er 
into aay explanations with him he oegan to exhort that ex.,.-en;.-5e
rei^ht be spared . out when 'Ji^a iwicic outlined his siodest(',> 
demands, ue "relaxed, and highly approved". A secretary
(aeury Austin.; at A.400 a year, an Assistant Secretary 
(•'rofesaor .-ain; at £^~>0, one copying clerx, the messengers and
housekeepers already on duty in Gwydyr ^ouse --- ou even the 
most a^preiiensive of treasury officials could charge toe oard 
with e. \travagance in staffing an office which was to have 
control of a .le^v and complicated field of aflminiburatiori, acid t.>
conduct co ! re;. onde ice with local authorities in all oartn of-o- 
1. Lord -orpeth - ... , ^ September 1343.
'd. . . - T-ord orpeth, 15 • e./teasber 1343- Of. ".". t,ewj.s - 
irancis "ead, e. ''i September LMA: "Economy is now the or.ier 
of the day, as ^herlea :ood was at last compelled to propose 
a loan of two millions. All establishes- ts are now to oe 
reduced to the lowest f. oting compatible -.web -f i iciency" . 
G.O. Lewis - ^raucis lead, i;4 ••iov.-maer 13'*-J. "i'he reasury 
thin K.S a gr?mt of ^1,K) i^ now ^ gre-r^t >;>acession to anyoody. 
Ail estimates are u^defgoiru^ a severe revision 1 '. ;.. ! '.,ec<i-er 
of 3.C. i^ewis", o::>. 1^4, ii-3j.
>. Joard of lUaitt. - Treasury, 2b oe ::.'te noer
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England, Aales and Scotland. Chadwick, who had cut his 
requirements to the bone to avert Creaaury opposition, told
that "when we have occasion, however, we must protest
against their economising the means of economy in theae times of 
public pressure".^ ' Ahen, a weetc later, hi3 own salary was 
publicly announced at i.1,2 0 instead of the oi,500 he had 
expected, he felt that the time for protest hal arrived. It 
•*as "lower than that of an /mciosure 'Jommissiouer, lower than 
that of an Under .Secretary in tt;e > oor ; ,aw Jomrrussion, lower ti *t 
that of an usher of the ^lack tfod, or than that of a Town Glertt 
of ianchester arid Iiiverpooi, not to spea'* of the ecr^taries of
railway and trading companies". ' He got his ^1,500.
—o-
1. fa.w. - iViOrpeth, 15 September 13^3. "fo be&in A'ith h*if 
legislative powers is oad enough, but the oresenc pressure 
on the revenue is pleaded for restricting us. to quarter 
measures of staff". (K.v. - Ashley, 23 eptefuoer 1 i43,-.
2. K. ;. - ^orpeth, ^0 September 134^. On 7 ovemoer he cold 
iAorpetl- . "If tiie salary ol j-l.JO) had oeea .;ept as at first 
anaouaced, 1 tell you frankly i should have acce ted it 
under protest and ta*en the chance for the safce of the 
measure .... 1 ;-ad given directions ior a eearc/j for a 
auburoan dwelliag and mude inquiries myself oeiar ; dei/e/'tcine ;. 
to reauce asy e-tpeadiuure to a still narrower coaipasa. i'h 
trouble of this change vvould nave iaterruptvc iaportent 
public ousii.ess; and after your ascend a;aoancement vrbich as 
you must well x;aov; was made at no instance of mine, and in 
compliance xith wnat appeared to b tine Te-Jii g v>i tae 
liouse, 1 co *ntermynded the directions I had given .... It is 
exore&el> diaa^rt.-eable to soe^ic of myself; and I bsv iir-ve I M 
tave never done so except ?;hen some measure of injustice or 
a^resaion *as in question nor indeed unless ti>e personal 
injustice iuvolvea a public principle. &s 1 bei.ieve is ti.e 
case here, u< It.-ss it o<-.- intended to reduce all old ed.lc.ries ; 
in which case, I shall cheerfully bear iy ; art Aith ail |l 
others". f
In F-onu- fc'i--> notes oi this period, headsd " ayments tor >v 
superior servxce", he cites the exawple oi" o.H. Laing, who «'• 
had uee.. ;>aid no more than ,o : :-0 at the ;;K&rd of ;1 rade i'or l ; 
protecting ti.e puolic a^^.iust the railway co ouuies, out ;; 
in ;/riv^te praciice had made C20, ; -0 in b'jvo years. |s
"wo;B;:erce ad; eres to the rule that n ''•ho devi es :.-:aall ]| 
execu-.e. and that ine wrt o contrj-butes to the proiitssble If 
r-.:alts si all sh^re in the profit, *hict: L-. its own honour. \'. 
Com erce ., imates its hart-is >with a warm interest in 
enterorize ana in execution. 3ovwrnuie.it or i.uulic a/inisters,- 
(Continued on ue^t p'g,e; r
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The Treasury objected even to the .-^card's estimate for 
the price of a seal, and Ghadwick. was obliged to send Austin out
to see what couid be bought cheap and second-hand. • Such
-o-
(Gonuinued fx^oai previous page,) ia tnib country apparently
and ratand the application of the Common motives only to one 
class of enterprize, that is to say to vsar, and there it is 
successful .....
A project is presented to the uove rtment, involving 
extensive saving oy more efficient applications of existing 
wor&s, to the extent of several hundred thousand pounds per 
annum and of achieving an eventual national saving of lost 
labour, of the expenses of sickness anl the expenses of 
funerals to the extent of no less than 14 millions per wonum 
for cngland and .'.ales alone. low how would CotMierce receive 
such a project. As it haa received and dealt with a project 
for the improvement of the trade in corn of not half the 
amount. How would commerce set about the execution of such 
a work? To him who had devise! it, they would give the main 
direction, and would secure his services at uny price. It 
would not stop till it had obtained a staff of officers of 
the highest altitudes, whom it would pay well for their full 
tiiae, a id excite their zeal by participation in the results 
..... How has the uavernmnt set about its appointed 'A/or*c:' 
Six years urging and re urging have taiten olace, :urin^ 
which time the condition of the 7/hole population question 
vs<as postponed Uo the coalition of convicts, of juvenile 
delinquents, to questions of the j;aynooth _rant, and when 
proposed for execution, it is v-'ibh a staff of unpaid 
officers who cannot ^ive their whole time to it, wiho cari-jot 
have acq>ir--d, and, in all prooaoiliuy will not acquire the 
detailed knowledge necessary to successful <iir*ction, and 
only one paid OoKtnissioner to *v ozn it is proposed to iiive 
for this new and extraordinary ^orls, a salary riot more out 
positively loss by one naif than that or-liuarii,/ ^iveti to 
ordinary aud co paratively routine cor:<:;.iasiofu:r-s, such as 
the coxciission for the co/n-jutation of tithes. i:Kis one 
Commissioner will ue required to act in dislod^in^- from the , 
field of public service, coituTtercial bodies v/ho will oppose ' 
him with professii^nal aid a;id ofi'icers each pai-5 one half 
roore, or double his salary .....
1. Ohad'.vicK turned the taoles by oon.'uctin^ an ivi^uiry into the 
cost of manufacturing seals. (:'e found that the contract 
price for seals was *AO; jet equally good seals had oeen 
obtained for the ewer: Commission for .^ and with a little 
t ou,;jht he hLaself "ievise 1 a x.tnUt method of rnaicin.j superior 
seais for i*2. He received uo thanks for his pains. "1'he 
subD,qU':nt conv'rsatio:;S witii the ?r-ia; ury on ir;ino r- ; ubjects, 
had oeen curt and disouiiging anl in a tone open to the ? 
inference that the inevitaole explanations referred to had 
by no means p'romoted corrlia Lity". ( notes, " 
Delations of General ,oard vsith /reasary".;
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cheese-paring would be merely comic if it did not reveal tbat 
the Government conceived oi* the scope of the aew department as 
being no more than a subordinate function of a eubordiuute 
Minister. At Chadwick's suggestion, i;orpeth urged that two 
medical observers should be sent to the Continent as in IvJjji to 
watch tiie advance of the cholera and report on the steps which 
foreign viovernments were taking to tneet it. ;<hat waa the use, 
replied Sir Charles Aood, when no one mode of treatment, had been
/ I \
found to answer in all places. 111 ' It *oul 1 take ruore than an 
impending epidemic to stampede the Chancellor oi the txche^uer 
into incurring a bill for a medical v.ild ^ooae cnase over half
Europe.
In ministerial circles a new Soard meant places to be 
distributed, friends to b© obliged, and supporters to be 
placated. C ha dwi .;.•/£, recruiting his staff, hud aever known the 
pressure of applications so heavy; but he had been ^iven a free 
hand, an/t he dropped no crumbs for the hungry crowd or 
exoectanta '*ho .vaited at the door of the ^ atronage Secretary. 
He warned Lord ^orpeth, who had a kindly ixan'e easiness and a I 
Whig's sensibility to the claims of family an;:! party: "if I were 
a member of your ...ordKhip's household, it would oe a duty to 
v^ithstand your -;ind imoressions in favour of applicants wnen I 
^ne% they *ere founded upon imperfect inio-caiation . , or myself i 
1 was early lispoeed to accept and act upon favourable 
representations of men, until the con rury &&B proved, and I \ 
have paid rtoi-.t oitttvly for it. i have ueea oo winced ^.^ainst ', 
my own will that a reverse rale is the =.ounrt one for ordinary \ 
cases; but ia our peculiar worst, I carriofc buu t'tei 'jh^E/ it is a 
strong; necessity. To tak;o fox' ,v; rented, to presume t,uut all ;,ill 
be well, that error may be easily r -/clifietf; ttjo.t to use " ord 
^eloourne's expression, "things *ill shake ri^jt" ana as «e wish 
them iy the ;nost easy and pleasurable course- to ^crutinij;e, to
1. Worpeth - K.G., 18 be
2. One' .','edical Inspector (-.irainger-; A-as eventually sent to 
Haaibur-r for a fe-sy weelcs.
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cross-examine, and to refuse: to watch and remove or r rr; ve for 
partial failures, is disagreeable to me; but not other pc-oi>le's 
money, but literally extensive life and death.,, others' pain and 
misery depend upon the performance of this duty". So 
candidates who brought to viwydyr House a chit from the Treasury 
or a powerful friend were told oluntly that he nad an "entire 
distrust of testimonials from persons however eminent, who 
undertook: to recommend persons for the performance of very 
special duties of which the parties recommending, tcnew nothing". 
*• ; In selecting the Board's Superintendent inspectors he 
loo iced for men who were not blinded by indurate.1 professional 
habits, and who had ohe "proximate practical experience" fco 
understand and to execute the novel combination of worses which 
was the heart of his sanitary scheme. There vess -.obert 
Hawlinson, for example, the youn^ Manchester engineer, who had 
startled the Liverpool Council by his brilliant plan for 
bringing v.ater to tae city from the osla \.&k& in ales, 12 miles 
away; illiaru Danger, a former lecturer at the College of Jivil 
iSngineeriag at utaey, who nad drained the Pevensey arid Aorthin^
district of the /ens; George Thomas Clarlte, 1 -te" to maice a naaii
-o- 
1. K.C. - Joneth, 11 i-'epteasber i.'J^-iJ. F"e continues?
**'-<!/e must strive to searcu out talent ;^nd not commit 
ourselves to insufficient haadrj. In this entiroly nev; and 
untried •?;crst, I could scarcely say thut *e n«ve any tf-at 
fflUt.t not be re ^rded as unsafe hands. They will ,:>11 require 
watching and trailing, and we -riust prepare fur failures....
It :rry be asi<ed, 'are we to trust no one, not even men of 
the TKO-t eminent practical science'.
In su'-.h ne^ and untrodden ground 1 believe the r •!,/ :nu::t 
be still in She neg-'-^ive. e must trust solely to- 
ascertained facts .....
i work now at hi^h pressure, i co.-mot well bear more 
strain. I s;;all however have to maito ^oo i .-r.ore or less a ay 
failures fronr; defective appointments: have uo ;<ive more 
instructions, and exorcise raore c^re. v°ry inept or 
useless person ie an additional inconveri.ieaj.e".
Of. also, W.C. - ?i:orpeth, ^ Septet PI- 1^-i: "fou 
think in some Instances uave to <uard yourself against 
misled by what they c .11 in the "mvy ""ye service" —— 
service rendered only where it is seen.". 
c:. o.O. - v'orpeth, 1A September 14$ ii4i,
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as the master of the Dowlais ironworks, and as one of the first 
to assist Bessemer; t.dward Uresy, the author >f a standard 
"Encyclopaedia of Civil Engineering", and an expert on 
hydraulics as applied to house and main drainage; James Smith, 
".smith of Deanston", the authority on agricultural draiuage, an 
old ally from the Health of Towns Commission. As Secretary he 
had named another young engineer, Henry Austin, brother-in-law 
of Charlea uickens, who had earned Chaiwick's special esteem by 
his plan for draining the low districts of towns by steam power, 
and who was fighting Chadwics's battles before the Metropolitan 
bewers Commission. 'The selection of such men as these did not 
maice for easier relations with the Treasury subalterns, but it 
put under Ghadwic&'s command a small corps of competent 
investigators, Aiost of them young and flexible in outlook, ail 
of them possessed of enti usiaaia for the new principles of 
sanitary engineering and of praccicai capacity to carry them out 
on the spot.
By September 1348 Chadwick already had news of 
applications in agitation at fork, Plymouth, Hotherham,
Llanelly, and Barnst^ole; while"a Candidate for employment is
(2; getting; up a movement from lewcastle". In December he *as
able to report to I<ord -John Husseil that "75 Towns or places I 
have apoliei to have the :>ublic Health Act put in force. In 
the smaller Towns the application nas been by 'stition from one
tenth of the Rateoayers, in the larger Towns by pecitions
-o-
1. fiSv aotes, ""James &nd descriptions of engineers to serve as 
superintendent inspectorr,", c. Septemoer 1348. In a letter 
to i'iOrpoth, 14 oenteaber 1343, he descriues nis asthod of 
si/.ina UD the candidate-.. "I hsve sai ' to ther, 'place you 
can give no evidence of completing seme previous successful 
work, the i.ext best evidence would be i'or you to talce ao:~-e - 
ill conditioned 3lace, baily dr^ine'?, an,1 ba^iy cleansed, and ; ! 
sl;:ew in what way you would recommend that it should be 
amended, and in what time and at what expense you would 
under talce that it might 00 done'. To some 1 have described 
particular cases, and as*ced them the treatment they would 
recoar-iend, ;\hich has been com.";only r>oiae exploded practice''.
2. i.O. - ./-orpeth, cL^j ^epten.'ber 13^3.
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chiefly of th« Town Councils. Amongst the applicants are forlc, 
Derby, «olverhampton, Dover, rortsmouth, Gloucester, Aorceater, 
•/reston and Leicester ..... This body of applications puts an 
end to the tal« of universal resistance." "Ae are proceeding 
tentatively", he went on, "by a small ;?taff of the beat 
engineers who could be found, with the special requirements for 
the service. v;e do not oelieve that six can /vith all aids, get 
througii the work of ob towns in any otherwise reasonable tiae, 
and for the sake of feeling our *ay, we incur the certainties of 
outcries at delays. Nevertheless but for the delay in 
conotituting the C/oariiission, we should 1 conceive have been 
ready with complete measures fur several Towns at, the opening of 
the Session". Concluding a. rapid sitstch of the board's vuorK. to 
date, he remarks: "1 am sanguine, that wit/h due support, the 
general result*: achieved will be satisfactory to you, ano. that 
while the Jontinent is convulsed with questions of privilege and 
sentiment affecting the labouring classes, whioh v»ilL coauionly 
ciatce bad worse, .ve, by avoiding the metaphysical, aad by 
pursuing a ^uiet but atrong cource of physical improvement (in 
which 1 would aubmit that it is most important thai, the
Government, and the natural leaders should ta*ce and Keeo the
•' I ^ 
lead) aux-e and at/ri/cin^ results will be aoiiieved". * h
political laotaphysics; aim at t;.e practical in '.ocial reform; 
puu youx1 i, r ••!&{/ in government —— ac better illu^ci^^sica than 
thik r. cipe Tor .-.aglish ctates;cen could be ^iven of Ghadv-ick's 
yooitiaa in t^iau ^urr-snt of thought ffia'r arises 
and flows iiv^o !•'-•
if oc the next fifteen months, tioweve::*, though the 
engineering inspectors pushed on pteadily with Or.fcir loc-i 
inquiries, the main energies of the Board were directed towards 
the taai of fighting, with liaitel powers and » tiay overworked 
staff, the opiloaic which for the iayt year had oeen leisurely 
the oontine.it.
1. £.0. - r,ord John Suaseli, :> i.'ecetnber
"The accounts of the new cases of Cholera at Berlin begin 
to wear a ^ericas aspect", Ch&dwic* had -Aritt/en tj 'toryeth in 
the middle of Auzust. "You must aaice up your mind to very 
short holidays"/ 1 * On the 26th September 'Jorpeth and 
held bheir first meeting together aa a ;ioard, and recorded in 
the minutes their fear that the country was threatened by a
' r~\ \
dangerous e '
There was universal unwillingness to acicjuow ledge the 
presence of tne diaeaae. Pne earliest cases were huwhed up or 
recorded under a false name. by the end of Septemuer Id48, 
however, the cholera had begun ita woric in ,-;ntsiand{ and, as the 
Metropolitan Sanitary Commission had predicted, it appeared by 
a jtiad of hereditary succession in tuoae ne^lecued districts 
&ftere plagues -^nd fevers were bred anew ior eacn generation. 
Phe first case in Leith *as in the same house as in 13^2. In 
riermondsey it -vas near the ssuce diuch. In r'oj-locitshav.s cholera
snatched its first victim from the same room and che very bed in
i f- , 
wuich it nad br-uken out sixteen years oefoi^e. Amongst tirie
1. jj..,. - <orpeth, 20 August
2. "minutes", vol. 1, 2b ,-> ope ember 13'4>*.
>. " teoot-t oa the epidemic Cholera of 1343 and 1349",, p .
P.P. 1-350 (1273), xxi. 3. 
'». "Times", 23 .ctooer 13t:i, 
5. iwJ. - J.i'. Delaae, o October 1343.
earliest places a&tsoited in London was Fore Street, 
where "the miserable Inhabitants look more li<;e jhoule and 
maniacs than huasn beings", -vhere the doorways a!i hi^^h tide were t 
"blocked -with boards and plaster to prevent the river ^et c in^ in, f 
and i;he surgeon aiade his way to his patients "ilong planks lai i
f
ove two lent of w
The two sailor?; from the Hamburg vessel 3t Horsleydown 
had undouotelly died of Asiatic Gnolera, -Jhadwic-< informed
Delane on the bth October. There had been two more undeniable{•-.) ' 
cases in Laiaoetn, two in Suaderland, five in Edinburgh. %>y The ,
ripples oi" the epidemic were oeginriiag to -niien. -'ittiag in. ; 
the midst of cneir cesspools and duagheaps, &fie local
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authorities were fluttering in apnrehension. Phe Sheeraesa 
Guardians were in a panic, reported the "V'iines". They had 
reason to be. "The offal of a population, of eight thousand 
lies upon the surface of the streets and alleys in its most 
disgusting form. The only resemblance to u train is a ditch 
wnich irurrounds the town, full of blac* and stagnant .-natter, and 
.t'oras the last rece^tacie ior ail tne carrion that is too oullcy 
and offensive i;o wither in the streets".'"
)n the 2nd October an ^rler in "oaacil ,--;ive the .S 
powers tor aix months under the Nuisances .ieu.oval Act, and three 
days laler they published their first notification in the 
".Lonioa Gazette'*. ^.'o understand ihe adniaistrative measures 
that it >rescriDed it Tust ue rem&T.^ered tnst the <ioard h^i no 
couoepcioa th«, the caus&l agent of cholera was v. self- 
prop :^s-itiag frticro-organisip, Aischar-ged in the evacuations of the 
sufferer, and borne to the next victims, in contaminated water or 
on the feet of that iiithy feeder, the ho.-.se-fl;. They were 
nob even o?;are th^t -holers .-as ^ specific infection, as 
distinct in its nature iron; plague and typhus as the elephant 
from the giraffe and ca^ei. The plsxrue of -lexandria, in their; 
vifcw, «v&3 Dne «ypiiua of .'Jhitechapei, yellc'*1 fover *as not sui 
generis, out was an ordinax-y fever -litTeririg o:iy in its •}. 
ititoatiitj; cirui i/he cholera aiay was no n:ore thun a virulent 
yf those familiar -cro.vd diseases which tciiied tti.-usand:, every 
slums oi the .::;.'eiit towns. v *"'' The doctrine Ut.at
one -.'.ili'^ced t-ssen^iaiiy froai aaotner bou.;hwood Jrcith ^rote off
as a.a eighteenth century error iu was nov. agreed, he 
uiaint-inttd, tL-uo tuert- r^ aa a. general reccablance between theae 
diseases. "They are ail feverb; they are 'j .11 aeoeudeut on 
ceri/ain Acujosiphei'ic conditions, they ::il obey ;:>xasil».r laws of 
diffusion; they uil infest the satae 3ort of i.oco.ixtiies; they 
ail atL-iiCK chiefly tne Bame classes, and, for the ;i;ost pert,
1. " i.'.-ies", 24 October 1>M.
i. ^'-eoqiit. rton LUI ,.;;!. ietric Cholera, of 1^3 and L-.-W, passim. 
P.P. 1350 (12?3)i xxi. 3.
" econd -^oro on ,, ratine , P- 4 - P ' P - 1352 (1*73), *x.
117.
persons of the like ages; and their intensity is increased or
V 1 )diminished by the same sanitary and social conditions". v ' 
Under the influence of the "epidemic atmosphere" it #as possible 
for mild indigenous fever to develop into tre raost deadly of 
plagues; and, in support of this, ^outhrcood Smith claimed that, 
a.Li months before the cholera epidemic broke out in ldj>2, he i^ad 
ooeerved that cases of typhus in ',onion were taking on 
characteristics appr j/tltsablag to cholera. • ed -> rhe Board were 
convinced, therefore, that every case of diarrhoea —— which 
could nob be distinguished by pathological signs from the 
epidemic itself^—— was potentially a case of cholera. There 
is a consequent confusion, both in the .tiethods of treatment they 
advised and in their account£ of the progress of the epidemic. 
The medicines prascr-ibed to. their Notifications ssre directed 
at the symptoms of iiarrhcee, and the medical visitors were 
instructed to :~eo& out all cases of looseness of the bowels. ,, 
if any such cases did not .jass into developed cholera, they 
were acclaimed, as victories of medical scien.ce. Hence, since 
they found o cases of diarrhoea, the threat majority of which 
were ataensble So treatment, to every cholera death, the >oard 
had a highly inflated opiolo.fi. of the efficacy of their method:?
1. "Report ou quarantine.''?'?" 5- 1349 (1070), xxiv. 137.
Of. "^unraritine- 'ieoort", 1 :J^.-), o. 61; "cont'inea;eni. in a foul,,
at/.TioaphcTe caa convert -oncnon ffcves,1 into pe^uilence 
"j* * T :ieport oa the :.:pidemic Cholera, of ldV5 and 134;" , 
4. ioid., o v;. Li - 111. In eight v;eeK3 the r.oard's v 
'liscovered and treateu in ;..ondoa
'"'Ceases of .oreoioaitory Jiarrhoea »5, 
Oases approaching to cholera )/4 
Cases of :ievr tlo;-6-; oLolera 730 
Cholera corpses, cases in v^ ich -lestb. 
tooA place without any medical
at l efidaiiC'.:, .aj-tevdr 17 
Casts which pasted into cholera after
treat "oc-nt 52 
i'TOOi tuis ..-eturri ic a.;,/ears chat tht- oabrs of premonitory 
diarrhoea ^ere to those of developed cholera nearly as 60 
co 1; and that of these premoai'wory oases, even i-tciuding 
the '-)?rJ fsL'Lch were o.; the ver^e of c^olej.a, not i in i ••'.) 
:;>ass&d in»o the devolved form of the diseaoe".
Opposed to the Hoard's ti eory was that of a 
minority of the medic*! profession who retained the traditional 
belief in specific contagion. mt if it -sere true, declared 
the board, that anyone who touched a patient .tight himself 
develop the disease or transmit it«"conta^ium vivura" to the next 
person with whom he shook: hands, then the gimeral practitioner 
on his rounds would. leave a trail of death behind him; and every 
member of the General board of Health must have fallen victim to 
cholera or typhus, since from morning to ni^hfc they were 
receiving visits from medical inspectors just returned X'roai the 
worst localities. Indeed, it, was difricult to see iiow the 
human race had managed to survive so long, ii' every epidemic 
disease could thus propagate itself in all directions. 
Rejecting such absurdities, uhe :»oard directed attention towards 
those physical factors in the environment with which they 
believed disease to be as >ociated. In the Report published in 
August 18^0, in wrioh they described their activity during the 
epidemic, they ,-ave a li:;t of ten of these ". Localising" or 
"predisposing" causes: - overcrowding; filth; malaria from 
putresoerii; mud; dampness; want of drains and b:nl drains.
L ;graveyards; unwholesome ^ater; food; fatigue; ad purgatives . 
i'he one"csufie" on which the modern epidemiologist */ould fasten,
unwholesome vvuter, ranks seventh in the list, and is re:,japJe..l, 
aot as the vehicle lor infection, uuc merely as a preuis 'osiug
a^ent.
In the Loadon of l;i^3 ii; ^as only too eac,/ to ;.>oint to 
sorr»e adjacent nastiness or of ence to the nose to /.hich u l..!cal
o..?ubrsaK could be ottrioutecj, "The epidemic -/-as oo respecter 
'.,f clashes, but *as a «;reat respecter of localities", ;»rote jjr. 
Sutherland, one oi" tiie board's medic-al itu» ector.-;. . "B.ich and 
poor suffered alike or escape , uliise, aceordin, as they lived 
in bi e oosferv^nce or violcticn of the l:^*s ui' theif .hysicaL
//eii-beirig'" . ^^ They were attwclsed when they liv^d near the
-o-
1. ibid., ;^p. 37 -
2. ibid., :. /5«
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Regent's Janal, *hich had not been cleaned out for tweoty-iive 
years, or near the two acres of refuse accumulated in a suburb 
of hull; when they lived iu the Potteries with their three 
thousand ^i&s and their fat-boiling plant, or in the Taunton 
girls' school, Ahere <oj birls were crowded into one steeping 
room, ?ith an average of bJ cubic feet of breathing space each. 
On the other hand, there were r-marnaule instances /vhere 
the avoidance of filth had preserved lives as by a <tind of 
providence. Hector Gavia reported the c^se k ;f a .*.ell supplying 
a dozen houses, *nich v.as surrounded by iour ceaspools within a 
radius of twelve y* rds. The water was as thic»c as soup with 
feculent master, and the landlord's agent was obliged to si^end 
an hour every aomin& in pumping until it ryn lit Tor use. Of 
the 35 inh bitaata of the houses, 2'cL did not use the jveil, <*nu 
all escaped, v.-hile 46 oi' the regaining 6$ were ittacKed by
choleraic diarrhoea.*' ^
-o-
1. ibid., pp. V*, ^5 - 6, ^it 57 - •'••
2. Jeventh Notification, "London Gazette", >. «?6S^.
The theoretical ^ealsness arid practical streneitii of the 
Board's e iiernioioii,1/ are well illustrated by the report of 
Pr. Gavin .xiilroy on the twenty deaths which occurred ia 
Albion terrace, /ands'Aorth Road, in the first UWOD weaves oi 
August 1349. ilroy attributed the outorc-a^ to throe 
causes: (1) an open sewer in ^atuersea. i'ieids, 4 .'0 feet to 
the north OL the terrace, iroa which the inu:-joitai;ts 
perceived a ^is-a^reeubie olour vhen the !win:1 %a;5 in certain 
directions; (2) smells from the sinics in the baeK scitcneas, 
which 6'rew noticeaoly worse :*fter a storm two days before 
the firat cases; (3) H -'* accumulation of ruboish in the 
cellar of the nouse ^here the first case occurred.
Oom.Tienting on this explanation, onow ooserves: "Aith 
resoect to the open sew^r, th^re .->re several streets ^nd 
lines of houses AS much exposed to any * : ra'xnations there 
rni^ht be from it, as those iii .hich tne cholera prevailed; 
and yet tf>ey wore ,;aite free fro"! the .-ruilady, vs were also 
19 hoJ7.es situated between the sewer nd Albion Oerruce. 
As regards the ba'l smells from the a in its in the Kitchen, 
their^exi.^erice is of such every-day and al:-,ost uoivert-ui 
prevalence, that they do not help to exolain an irruption of 
cholera ii<e that under consideration; i.-ideed, offensive 
o-jours 7»'ere created in thousands of HOUGOS in !.ondon by the 
Bame storm of rain on July 2foth; and the t-,vo Ijo^ses in which 
the offensive smell was greatest, vi/,. :Jos. ^ and 9 —— 
those *hich were Hooded with the contents of the drain —— 
( "ontinued on next a^e>
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Southwood oroith bad been wording for a mouth on detailed 
regulations for the guidance of local authorities. They would 
not do, reported Chadwlcx. in disgust to Morpeth, as he picked up 
his own pen. ' fViorpeth and the Law Officers later aoftened 
the harsh imperatives of Chadwick's regulations, but, as events 
proved, they were still too emphatic for the tender ears of the 
believers in local self-government. Under the terms of the 
net they were directed 60 the Guardians of the > oor, but, 
realising that the rapidity of the cholera's advance would not 
permit time to be wasted in waiting for the Guardians to hold 
their weekly meetings, ChadwicJt framed them avowedly *ith the 
object of concentrating power and responsioility in the nands 
of the Union medical officers. All places which the Union 
surgeons certified to be dangerous to health were to be cleansed 
at least once e i/ery twenty-four hours; ditches *ere to be 
cleansed under their superintendence, and solid and liquid filth 
of every description was to be removed 'from beneath and about 
houses. They were to inspect loigiming-houses, and require the 
landlord to ventilate them; where a fan.ily inhabited a single 
room, they were empowered to order the removal of either the 
oatient or as many as they deemed necessary of the other 
occupants. Dispensaries w?;re to be established at convenient 
stations, to supply remedies and advice on Dowel complaints; 
and also "ilomses of refuge", to which endangered families r"ii>,ht
be removed. Relieving as they did, that while the "epidemic
-o-
(Uontiaued from previous page; were less severely vir-ited witt. 
cholera tnan the rest; the innabitants having only had 
diar.hoea, or sild attacks of cholera. The accumulation in 
the house :N.». 13 could not affect ttie houses at a distance 
from iu .....". FLe only special and peculiar cause, he 
concludes, was the st'ite of the water supplied to the 
'terrace, which was followed by cholera in almost every 
house to which the ::;upply extended. :. "On the mode of 
com-nunication of cnolera 7 ', 2nd. edition 135^, ropvinted 
{Jew tor< 19^6, pp. 29 - >'»
ilroy's account of the genesis of the oul/oreais is thus 
obviously untenable; yet his reco.i:men -.ations —— elficient 
sewerago nnd h^use dr^ixiage and a superior water supply —— •. 
were admirably designed to ;>revent a repetition.
1. i-. . J . - '<< o r p e t h, ) Oc«o Per 13
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atmosphere" prevailed, any case of diarrhoea rai^ht develop into 
cholera, the isoard instructed the Guardians to have the infected 
districts combed out daily by a small squad of qualified officers 
armed with the appropriate remedies for arresting the diarrhoea. 
For the same reason they advised that all foods which tended to 
irritate the bowels should be avoided, every variety of ^reen 
vegetables, for example, and all kinds of fruit. The diet 
should be solid rather than fluid, and "those who have the means 
of choosing should live principally on animal food as affording 
the most concentrated and invigorating iiet". In particular , 
the rioard combated the notion, popular among seafarers, mat 
spirita *ere a good protection.^ ' The udvice waa sound 
enough, out many thouyands of those who were in tLe greatest 
danger were in no position to pick and choose their daily 
dietary. The same criticism applies to the board's maternal
insistence on the irn -ortance o f wana clothing;, and their
flannel 
recommendation of £&&X$$&t& next to the stein. It A/as indeed
fortunate that it was impossible, aa the hoard well juiew, to 
avert cholera oy scorning cabbage, eating meat, and wearing 
flannel oelta round the belly; otherwise the poor mi^t have 
been left, with thc-s economists' bleaain^, to their o«n 
iadividual efforts
Outside iivvydyr House, with itts confidence and calm 
certainty, schism and dissension soiit the rauK;a 01' tiie nedicai 
profession. Cholera uewildered tc.e doct^rc-. "^uot .medici, 
tot senteatiae , oo.^erved the "Times". Theories as t; its
cause poured in to the "Lancet" and tne "rimes", ra-.gin^ from 
uudd's "^'un^us Theory" and onow's remarkable anticipations to 
hypotheses thin spun by vast ingenuity from a handful of
-G-
1. Notification in respect to uisarices Removal and .: .; iseases
reve;,tion Act, "London Gazette", b xctooer 134d, -;.p. 3616 
- 562-\ .Second Notification, ioid., 31 October lii'+J, •>?. 
3375 - 5334. Soecial Notification to Ca->tuins of K-rchatit 
obipa, oteariers and Golliers, 1 Deceiaoer L3^3, pp. 43 J6 -
4333.
2. "Tiaies", 1 Seotember- 1^-i.
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selected facts. Lea urged his "Geological Theory" that cholera 
miasffi oecame toxic only when acted on fcy the calcareous arid 
magnesium salts in *ater; while a Mr. baggs lectured at the 
Polytechnic on "its dependence on the electric state of the 
atmosphere", stating that "this view of the subject is original'.'
* One physician recommended a nostrum from an ancient
(2) Arabian manuscript^ another outlined how to treet a case on
C 5) aigeoraic principles. •" "In our profession", commented Dr.
Sutherland drily, "ever-y new occurrence, an epidemic, or a new
remedy, or an extraordinary case of lisease, is attended by
( ti ) violent literary ^ymptoias" . % '
The College of Physicians said little, and criticised the 
aoard of Health for saying too much. Chadwicic had wanted his 
new department to be csaiied "The General Board of -orlcs and 
Health", or some such naiae, which would make it clear that its 
functions were chiefly in relation to those environmental 
factors which affected the public health. '-^ But it emerged as 
a aoard of Health, administering a : uolic Health A.ct, and 
preseatly its advice and arbitration were being sought in the 
solution of medical problems. The muttering of the medical 
corporations »;rew louder. A ,ioard of ealth, which occupied 
itself mainly with bricic arid mortar arrangements, and to which 
a aedical member had oeen added an a <ind of afterthought, -was
"Times", 25 August 1843. 2. ibid., 14 September
ubui .
Ur . J . o u the .c land - . . 0 . , a , d .
Of. **?£effl. on reports as to ti>e constitution of local
Boards", 1-., n.d.
" /,uery. The expediency of altering tne !3>yle and title 
of the :oard.
..... otrictly the main t'aactions of the :^oard will be 
the superintendence and direction of ti<ose W,K- is wLich are 
specially conducive to the public health; and the ; 'or;; .'ex- 
title seeffls to have been well chosen. ;'he name "^oard of 
Health alone, will tend to the notion of a medical joard, 
and to functions wore *i-jely extended in that direction than 
it is ever lively to possess or exercise. It would be 
repugnant to the popular understanding to call local soards 
which the general ~>oard will have to superintend soards of 
Health".
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nob worthy of the title. A lay board, composed of two 
noolemen aad a lawyer, was prescribing treatment, civil 
engineers were discussing mortality rates, and a farmer, 
of Deanston, who was no doubt an excellent judge of turnips, was 
inquiring into the sources or disease. Chadv.iciC, with bis oft- 
expressei desire to put doctors out of business, was singled out 
for attach, and. when the Treasury cuU the allo'/mnce of the 
Board's inedical inspectors to two uineas a day, there was an 
outcry against Chadwick'a "poor law Parsimony" and enmity to the 
pi'ofession .^ The cholera notiiications led to open hostility
Between she tfoard and the two Royal Colleges. The "Lancet" 
sneered at the "extesnpore doctors" and the "zymotic giboerish of 
Or. ^outh'tfood iifluth***"^, designed to prove the omnipotence of 
atenchea to produce ciolera, pl&gue, or ..ay other epidemic. 
The College of .-hysici&as put out a counter notiiication,
recommending an almost entire freedom in the use of ve>,et^oles-o-
1. The "iiancet" greeted with "deep regret" the announcement of 
the cons c.i tut ion of the Board of Health. (50 September 1343) 
It professed a hi&a opinion of Jhalwicic as a lawyer: "but as 
tie high priest of Hy^eia, we confess we have no fyith in 
him whatever ..... r or a lawyer to attempt tt.e aiininistratiou 
of the Health ftill is about as ?bsurd as fur a lawyer to 
attempt the editorship of a medical journal ..... ,-ir. 
Cliiadlwiett, v-itii the help of certain medical sanitary 
reforaners, printed norae very good aanit-sry repurtfi, and 
racking use of the facts furnished him by /aedical observers, 
he has t«&en <* prominent lead in the agitation for s&nitary 
reform. Very true; we admit these arguatents, and such 
second-hand material aay do very well for a^itation, buu it 
will hardly serve for good legislation. D'irocs I ^oaitive, 
and personal knowledge will be required in the counsel 
chamber of tr^e iioar'1 of Health; sach knowledge as c^a be 
ootaiaed from no subordinate ofiiciala, whether they be, or 
De not, superintending inspectors or officers oiv health. 
It *ill not work well to have medical men of unknown or 
second-rate reputation as advisers at the >"oard of i : ealth; 
if medicine appear there at all, either with credit to 
herself, or for the public advantage, her just rnnx ^ust oe 
acknowledged, and her repreeentacive must taste equal place 
with the noblemen who are to preside an \ assist at the 
isoard". (,e!5 Ceptemuer l.i^B ).
2. E. '•. - Sir Jeort^e Grey, 13 October 13*8. 
$. "Lancet", ; July 1W and 9 August
in contrast to the Board's "*ild dietetic cordon", and there wis 
a brisk: exchange on the subject; of the cabbage as a predisponent 
to ci.olera. Though Morpeth congratulated Ohadwick on having 
"cuboaged" the physicians^ , the dispute did nothing to 
dissipate the view that the Board was dominated s>y an 
unprofessional meddler. '
It had been a mistake not to consult the medical 
corporations before issuing the cholera notification, a mistake 
which the rfoard tried to correct when an epidemic again 
threatened the country in 13!?j>. Gr>adwicK endeavoured to make 
his peace //ith the College of Physicians by a studously 
courteous ietter which he drafted for Jiorpeth's signature^ , 
but he did not do so viiith a single mind. He was in no wise 
re;>euterib. He had been criticised for intruding lay decisions 
into technical questions; but bis private (and far from silent) 
opinion was tb'vt the physicians wre now seeking to annex as a 
medical province a field of investigation which he himself had 
opened up, arid that the "College of private practitioners in 
physic" was are earning to aet itself up as the supreme authority 
on a subject about -which the majority of its members were
grossly ignorant until the appearance of his "Sanitary Report". 
(4; -o-
1.. .Morpeth - £..<J., 17 October 144.5.
2. "*e w-re told that >:dwin Gnadvvick would be a doctor in full 
Oiooai in less than ten days from the dixte of his 
appointment, but we hardly expected such a isedical Grichton 
as we have found. It is a sin ular L^oC, in tuis, the early 
history of public medicine and sar.itai-y measures, tuat 
whenever preocriptions are issued by the ^oard, they ire 
sure to be countersigned oy "i-enry Austin", a civil 
engineer, we believe; while, owing to the left-handed maaaer 
in which a. physician has suffered tiimself to be added bo brie 
Board, all tne regulations for street-sweeping, emptying 
ptivies, and the removal of ciirt md nuisances, are signed 
"South'*ood ->T,ith, sis.b." —— no very flattecink fact for our 
profession, and for this ohysician in particular". 
("i,ancet", 11 November l-i4-i).
5. K.G. - .'.-'orpeth, 16 October 13-4<J. The ietter, .l-ted 1?
October, was published in the "Lancet" on lo Oecemoer 13^-3.
4. :..-":. - '( or;;eth, 5 December 134-3: "oir .benjamin Srodie told 
me taat until my report appeared, t:.e «hoic profession were 
grossly ignorant oi.' the subject some -erbera of the College 
i^noraatly think they ou^ht to oe consulted upon".
y/z
"These bodies may be challenged as somewhat unreasonable In 
expecting to have in the '"hole or part, execution of that which 
they had no share in devising. The vurte of sanitary 
improvement was developed in a lay administrative department of 
the Government . It may be held up and ought to be cherished as 
evidence and an example of the Doasibility that large and most 
important popular improvement may originate in a Department of 
Government and from no agitation from without; 'Jtiat instead of 
waiting; to receive instructions froio without, a government 
Department raay jive it".^ ' He always doubted the "success of 
mere medicine"^ , and tended to minimise the importance of the 
medical practitioner, whose training was to cure rather than to 
prevent. Medical men, he told iV.orpeth, "are much divided 
anongst themselves, and they distrust each other, and the 
sfchools that distrust medicine alto^etr.er are lar^e and
f X .
increasing". " When Bouthwood Sraitji suggested the formation 
of a medical department •,•.•!' the ^oard of !;«alth, Chadwicfc replied 
that "the immediate and the principal wor* .vould undouotedly ue
the engineering wor'ks the medic ;1 wortc would follow at a(it , 
distance". v Clearly he conceived that the en&ineer, oringing,
abundant pure -.vater to the poor and flushing away their refuse 
cleanly and expeditiouely, and the architect, designia^ for them 
dry and airy dwellings, would bet%eeu them put out of employment 
a lar^e proportion of the profession which lived on the ills of
Ch&dwick's scorn, it should be remembered, was directed 
at a profession >?;hich had yet to s-?t its house in order oy the 
kedical Act of 1353. It should be remembered further tr;at bis 
narrow conception of the virt the medical r.&n 'vas to play in 
public lies 1th almiuiytr&tion ;«&s rooted in the theory that 
disease vsaa a product of a ioletoriouB environment. "ut
L. "Uotes on the hostile attitude of tne Oollege of I'-y
to the pr -veative -^>r-s. of the Board of Fealth", '^, n.d.
<>. Ti.vJ. - Vlorpeth, 16 October 1:348.
3. ji.O. - oroeth, 20 August 1443.
4. E.G. - Couth-vood bmiU , 11 August 1344.
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whatever the reasons —— and to those just noted, we should 
undoubtedly add Chadwick's own superb self-coniidence —— his 
attitude crystallised into the principle that the professional 
aedicai expert should be subject to lay administrative control. 
i*'or this he advances two main arguments. first, he asserts 
that "the preventive remedies are not found in the pharmicopia 
of any University. They are not those which can be 
administersi by the Apothecary; but must for the most part be 
devised, perfected and applied by the Engineer, or the 
Architect, or the professors of mechanical science.
rescriptions indeed in the shape of Acts, Administrative Orders, 
and regulations aust be written out by the Le^al ractltioner" . 
^ ' secondly, "it is of great iaport-nee to the puuiic 
interest t^at the General board of Health -should be free to 
adopt at once whatsoever new views by whomsoever they are made 
cut. The obstacles to the progress of laedxcal science by fixed 
professional opinion is notorious. New views have their 
ureatest enemies in medical practitioners. They ruined Harvey; 
they were the aost powerful obstructions to leaner. tlxcept a 
,'?ractitionar have attained a towering position in fortune as 
well as reputation, he will if he consu.it hia own interest 
propound any new views stealthily. Th< lay Board have no cause 
to be ;.vfraid of injuring their practice or professional position 
—— private practitioners have no professional jealousy towards 
them: and communicate more freely with them, than they usually 
wii.l with one another, Unfortunately professional jealousy is 
jiore powerful Shan professional zeal: as they well £riow t &n 1 
will commonly prefer non professional arbitrators ..... It is a 
v-ell AQOWQ fact that in the church the brightest ornaments owe 
their elevation not to I* >iscopal but to lay patronage. Nelson 
would never have got fox-ward v^ith a Board of Oil Admirals ....." 
^ The subordination of medical officers to the 
administrative civil servants, t^-us urged oy Ghadwio*, %vas to
prove a point of contention for rcore than half a century after
-o—
1. "Motes on the hostile attitude of tne College of iJhy;:iciana 
to the jreventive Aor* of the Jo.rd of Health", &i, n.u.
2.
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the fall of the General Boaru of health; and it was not, finally 
resolved until by a .,inute of August 1^1^ the Gaief "ledical 
Officer of the Ministry of Health v^s £,iven the pay and Htatus 
of a ,'eraanent Secretary withouc administrative functions, ind 
was permitted direct access to the Minister in order to submit 
proposals and discuss oiatcers falling within his responsibility.
meanwhile, leaving ;vlorpeth to soothe tj e outraged 
physicians, Chad*icK was deploying his slender forces to meet
the attack of tne- cholera. The appointment ol two medical 
inspectors, Dr. John Sutherland and Dr. K'.D. Grainger, had ueen 
sanctioned by the Treasury, and of tr-ese one, Sutherland, was 
ordered to tvJinburgh to fcace the ocottish towns in hand 
immediately, with instructions to set boards of tiealth in action 
at Gabetihead and ouirierlarid as he passed through. The 
police and the °oor Law Commission were warned. A circular to 
the iiishops suggested that ti:o clergy take the lead in calling 
the attention of the parochial authorities bo the need for 
preventive measures . Chadwics was engaged in. preparing 
regulations for the medical inspection and purifying of 
suspected vessels (he had already been to the ;5oara of Trade to 
!l beat them up about shipoing"^'' ) , *hen without earning ,-lr 
William PyiTi, the arch-coata^iooist at the TIV;/ Council Office, 
clamped down a quarantine. "A nev.r aeaartment is instituted", 
furr; ed Ouadwickc, "it IB oiVreat importance ti,;at it should oe well 
ushered forth, &s its influ^-nce will be nsoral i-u^c.er than le^al, 
yet oei'ore it is fairly constituted, one of ttie first o-joiic 
acts tav/ards it, is one of r'irect di:i regard, aud «i'. owe .-f 
cor- tempt, of one of its fundamental propositions" . '•"
i'he quarantine was so much inK on pu- er —— us in 1331 > hen 
almost the only .Uips ;>ut» under restraint uy ti.e cordon on ihe 
^ear u.ad sailed from >utch ports wnere no cnolera cases h>d 
occurred. Lven if it weee not so casual iu its adi/iinistration, 
it was too late. the shipping interest" aope-iied fcy the >oar,l
1. i.C. - «on;eth, 5 October l-im.
2. iworpeth - b.J., 10 October 1^4-3.
ii.J.,
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to intervene, and the medical officer of the Ouscoms called oa
to confide bis own private opinion of "the flagrant; 
absurdity of the whole thing" . ^ rfut no answer catne from the
Privy Council to tne Board' H remonstrance;" ' thou-,h in the end, 
when it was clear that oholera was already at worst in Poth 
Jin^land and Scotland, Jym agreed to lift his quarantine.
The i'oor I^w Unions, xith tneir surgeons and fever *<ards, 
were better equipped to fight an epidemic than the vestry 
ooauoittees and volunteer bodies of sixteen years before. Hut 
Ci-adwicn, who a monoh before the app«ar;»nce of the cholera had 
complacently reassured Lord Laa$downe of the strength of this 
new machinery of his designing^, soon perceived chat tne 
legislature had committed a ^r&ve error in entrusting the 
execution of the Diseases Prevention Act to the Guardians. From 
their ioard Rooms the Guardians viewed the needs of one class 
only, the destitute; they were now called uoori to meet a 
collective emergency wnich threatened all classes, tne rate­ 
payer as much aa the pauper, ^iti'.out any co us i do rat ion for that 
important if indistinct line which minced off the re^pecca&le and 
self-supporting from the -lisreputable and dependent. i'hey were 
designed as a breakwater to protect property agai.net the rising 
flood ox pauperism, and the master jriaciple of their
>vaa "to do nothing except on application, and then 
only upon proof ftiven of &he urgency or the case'.' They , 
were now aa^ed co forget their rate-booKS, and bo take the 
initiative in seeding out opportunities for ti.e exercise of 
their new powers.
1. £5.0. - ^orpeth, 1? Octooee
2. Minute, uri'latv-;d, of f )ctober i34c'J. h!eo also "-."lotos on the 
Privy Council adminiatration on -uaraotine and other Laws", 
felt? , o . d .
3. E.G. - ;.«ord I^aasdowne, ^9 August 1643 "The new poor law 
Unions in ^n/sland and Ireland; the Union houses -/;ith fever 
wards; the Union medic-il officers present the conveniences 
of a strong aa-I improved local ad'p.Lnistrstive .T.uchinery for 
meeting sucli calamities, which the puolic u.ight be resinied 
the/ did uot possess v;hen ti:.e Oholera attached the Country 
in 13j51 and *hich they o-we to the <'shi& Government".
4-. "Report on the Epidemic Cholera of 13-^3 and 13^-;)",
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Most of them stucfc in their poor law rut. "They could 
not comprehend the duty of marching for objects of relief f'. vi ' 
Preventive measures were treated as common medical relief, to De 
given only upon the order of the medical officer, issued after 
inquiry and adjudication. rthere a portion of the worichouse was 
sot apart as u "House of Refuge", the wor&iouse test was applied 
to those who sought adiflisbion. "The majority of she Guardians',' 
Dr. Sutherland reported after a visit to the iJculcoates G'nion, 
"consists of country people who would aeet as often as you liice, 
discuss for ever, and agrse to nothing". In the towns the 
Guardians wece usually too fully occupied with tneir existing 
functions to iind time to master new and extraordinary duties. 
'*hen they did act, they dia so on the n&rrowess vieva oi the 
situation. Not until cholera had uniai3ta«i.eably appeared in a 
district would they order whitewashing and cesspool cleansing, 
and strengthen the hands of their medical officers. > !he 
execution of the General board's orders v*as generally postponed 
until the Guardians held their regular weekly aeetinga, the only 
motive for delay that the inspectors could discover being "the 
hope on the p&rt of the Guardians that the epidemic wouia have 
pasaed before the orders were executed, a:;d that therefore the
expense sight po sibly be saved".* hen, i or example, the 
Board ordered che Guardians of bt. George the ../i&rtyr, ;:'-outhwatx, 
(.where the mortality frosi cholera was ri&i e than in any district 
except Lajsbeth) to /ppoint three extra medical assistants, 
consideration of the- order was put off fros one -/.eeKly meeting 
to another; twelve days elapsed; and then the Juarr-iana resolved 
nob to cofsply. 4/ It *as in v-.in. that the ^oard urged that 
expen.se could not be avoided in time of puolic calamity. 
"Money must be spent t-ither in -.aving life or in the .r.-.Lntenauce 
of pauperism, widowhood, and orphanage, Jr- bhis cade, economy , 
is on the side >f humanity, end the most ox s.-encive >:•£ all life ings ^
l. Seventh iotificotion, r ;.ondon 'ie^etue", 13 'Jcpteaber 134'),
2. J. Sutherland - L.C., 2 'Ctober
^. beventh Notification, p. «26:i«i.
4. laid.
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is to do nothing ..... The parish of Lamoath, for exarnpls, was 
up to August the 27th, already burt^ened -jvith bl ciDOlera widows 
and 22o cholera orphans, "*uo mast for ye ^ rs remain •->- costly 
burthen en the parish. I'roia a small ooujct in iiishopsgate- 
stresb, Peahen-court, she pariah of at. ilthelourga had already 
received up to August c!9!ih, one wiiow and twelve cholera orphans, 
whose iE.uinten-3.iice, until they are able to c.rovi-ie for themselves , 
will cost the :arish, according to the estir-ate of a competent >
i
aubfiority, aoi less than £420; while a timely expenJiture of :>;^0 , 
in patting the court in a proper sanitary condition, would 
proo&bly have prevented the occurrence oi a single ca3© of 
cholera. The funerals of persons who have died of cholera in 
the metropolis alone have already incurred an expenditure of not 
less than .^50,000". ' Closing their eyes to Oh
figures, however, the Guardians of the Poor continued to regard 
themselves a& the Guardians of the rates.
An early as December iW/ Chadwick had suggested that 
temporary boards or JotanitteeF, of health should bo organised in 
the localities to prepare preventive measures against the 
cholera. c' i Kour months before fctie opideraic oro:<e out he 
renewed hi? plea that the terms or the Kuicances Removal ani
Diseases --revenbion Act would surely permit the General iioard
( A to oet up special Boards as had been don:-, in «
The Lav; Officers refused, however, t$ sanction this "large I 
remedial interpretation". '"' The first and most obvious ' 
necessity was unity of action, cried Ch.adwick, and the first | 
and moat obvious defect oi the law was that such unity of action^-; 
was impossible. At Edinburgh -here were five organisations j 
doing th» -work, of one, wish all One resultant dexay, expense, : : 
and loss of life. At :-;ull l"vo Boards of Guar-iiaru;, u -Jleansin^
1. Seventh .otification, p. 2-3u3» r2. xappc^qsppppfxxxxayc ''orpech boll Ohadwic'-c that "it is ::;
har«ily opportune to orc/~nlre Rnd extensive teisporary •
machinery, o.a t;b.e eve (let us hope o/ submitt-ing to ':
^ariitjuiierio H uchare of permanent ie ..illation" . ( :) Jan. I34--3) .'- ;
3. "^eTjoranduii as to provisiona for the Oholera", '•SS, 2^ May 4 Minutes, 1 August 1850.
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Board and two bodies of Sewage Commissioners existed to do the 
work which coull be efficiently carried out only by one 
representative 3oard, or perhaps better by a selected Board 
specially appointed for the purpose. At Bristol "part of the
J3orou^h la under Local Act —— part is in Clifton Union -— part 
in the Jtiedminster Jnion, and the whole is unJt.-r a Mayor ani 
Jorporaiioa". '"'ho are the authorities in ivach. a case, who are 
responsible for car-ryias oa& your regulations?", the General
iioard was aoiacl, *'—— and to v,-hora ata I to apply ani urge forward
( 1 } in the ^ood wor*' 1 . ' In ajany places Town 'Councils and
Improvement Oommissioners pressed forward to ta&e over duties 
from the paralysed bands oif .juar-3ians and parochial boards. 
frequently, however, ;uch oodles wr& ua^liliug to rsceive 
directions from che ;/oor La?/ officers. ..here soaie arrangement 
for co-operation was reached, a divided power was created, and 
consequently a divided. responsibility! and cholera sufferers 
died while their cases wery belu^ referred from o:ie authority 
to another.
A further weakness was that the board's regulations were 
issued to local oodiee who were accustomed to look: for orders to
another department of the central Government. At SunrJerland 
Dr. Sutherland's advice was passed over in the belief that he 
would noc Lcaow so v-'ell a? the Poor !j3w Inspector what sight and 
should be done. Oha-dwicK at once vrote a letter 01 protest to 
Viscount Hbrington. sharp but "not ynric serve Uy 30", tforceth 
agreed. '' "In ctj/ict duty and in cases-: of emor^en.jy t! ere 
ought to be no waiting for oonsultatione of iat r?.r.Aiate ; 
authorities who have and ought to hsve on &uc-.h extraordinary 
occe?5ious -Hny iritermedi?to dircretioa. People tcurt not, die 
that official formG r f-y be ;ione through which are of no use"',
In Scotland tnere were neither Boards of UuaraiaaB nor a 
General jjt-arri of health, ChadwicJc proposed tb.Jt, for the
1. .-:.. Gulscri - i.'.0., ^ October l?A-3.
2. iorpeti; - ^.'.-., 13 October 13^-3.
>. ij.v. . ~ Vibcount iibrixi^ton, 13 October
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duration of the epidemic the administration of health measures 
should be ceatraiised in Edinburgh —— ami promptly brought; down 
upon his head a storm of local jealousies "Glasgow positively 
refused: they would not be placed below Edinburgh —— not they! 
Aberdeea refused subjection to it in terms of violent abuse: if 
they communicated at all it should be ;irect with London". ^ ' 
A quaking deputation from Dumfries, where there had been 219 
cases ol cholera and 73 deaths, in the previous three weeks, 
waited on the xioard in London to ask for the assistance of a 
medical inspector^ ; yet, returning home, they promptly fell to 
bicicering with the medical men of the to*n over the fees to be 
paid for their extraordinary cholera services. Ash ley was for 
sending a sharp letter and a peremptory demand that medical 
assistants should be appointed without too close a scrutiny of 
the bill. Chadwiclt decided on a more conciliatory course, and 
sent his best man, John Sutherland to talk some sense into the 
benighted parochialists. "My very spirit is crushed at the 
want of action of the people", he wrote to -JhadwicK after his 
first day in the town. "In all my experience I have met 
nothing like it. Pair to look at and full of promises but no 
talk can oe more empty. Anything out doing. The regulations 
of the Board appear to oe so much waste pa,jer". **' He 
summoned a meeting of the parochial board "to insist on the 
immediate adoption of measures for extended house to nouae 
visitation. There is only a population of oen thousand, and it 
ou^ht to be well done. 1 s&all also insist on a large 
provision of medicines ueing placed in convenient situations, 
for the applicants oy day and night. \Cnese are the great 
apparent means to be used', but in addition we must have a House 
of Refuge, which I am sorry to say has nob yet oeent provided, 
although numerous instances have happened of ;;iore attacks than
one in the same family". "* After a wees of c.-utheriand's drive
-o—
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2. minutes, vol. 1, b December 1343,
2. Jr. J. Sutherland - a.O., 7 oecemoer 1 ViS.
4. Dr. J. JDUtaeriand - &.««, b December 1343,
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and force of character, the parochial board, deflated but 
thankful, saw the cholera retreat lag from the town. "At the 
first effort everything looits well. Our cleansing is going on 
and our cholera cases are diminishing. The Committee oi. the 
Parochial board will now do anything and I believe that both the 
General lioard and 1 have their entire confidence and approval 
(with the exception of a recusant or two)". ^
For fifteen months the tale of local inadequacy and 
shortsightedness went on. 1'he aieaical officer of GumnocK
complained that the parochial board refused to pay his charges
( 2 } for attendance on cholera cases. ' i'he Kingston Union
declined ppintblantc to appoint medical assistants or to publish 
notices of the provisions of the Public Health Act. * The 
medical officer of Oulross, who had urged the parochial board 
to talce steps to carry out the Nuisances Removal Act and the 
regulations of the General iioard, was dismissed for his pains. 
^ *' The Guardians of ^edruth refused to reimburse their 
Treasurer for paying District Visitors during the outbreak. ^^ 
Summing up his experience in fighting cholera and ignorance in 
a score of towns in England and Scotland, Dr. Sutherland 
declared that the Sanitary Committee of .Sheffield, was "the only 
body in the country which had the enlightenment to perceive the 
full extent of their duty, and the courage and energy to perform 
it. This, I believe, was done without regard to expense, and 
in the firm conviction that apart altogether from the humanity 
of the course they had taiten, the ratepayers would oe large 
gainers in the ultimate saving, of widowhood and orphanage which 
was, without doubt, effected"."' The Committee began •',' 
preparations as soon as cholera was reported in the country; •:;',.
taking the Board's publications as their , uide, they embarked on
-o- |
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a campaign of public cleansing, and consulted their medical 
officers about the preventive measures desirable. To this 
Sutherland attributes the fact that only 76 cases of cholera 
occurred in the town, though 5»319 cases of "premonitory 
diarrhoea" were discovered.
As the epidemic developed Chadwick became, as one friend 
described him, "the busyest and necessarily most inaccessible 
man in the empire". ' Hardly a day passed without a meeting 
with Southwood Smith and Ashley at Gwylyr House. There were 
deputations to toe cajoled and hectored, notifications to be 
drafted for the Official Circular, instructions to be 
telegraphed to Sutherland and Grainger, the Poor Law r*oard to be 
spurred to further exertions, the pretensions of .;>ir William 
Pym to be combated, another fat Report to be prepared to condemn 
root and branch that relic of pre-Chadwictcian superstition, the 
quarantine system. And when he bad finisned at Gwydyi? House, 
he hurried round to the offices of the Metropolitan Sewers 
Commission in Greek Street, and there plunged into the great 
debate on the sewerage of London. On the 22nd November 1343 
Austin, the Secretary, told the board, in explanation of a gap 
of a month in the minutes, that the pressure of business in 
preparing instructions, issuing form;:, and attending to personal 
applications, "wtvich had been as numerous and more pressing than 
the written applications", nad made it impractic -L>le to «ceep the 
Board's records in order. In January 1349 Chadwi^lc informed 
Lord John Russell that Austin was "overdone with work" and Sain 
was "moc&ed up"; one Inspector had the premonitory symptoms of 
cholera and another was down *ith fev^r; ijord Asbley was away to 
recruit; "an i Lord Carlisle excepted, it may be said the Board 
of Health is very unwell". ^ 2)
Hut the most severe test was yet to come. During the
winter f 1^.43 - 1349 the (cost violent outbreaks had occurred
-o-
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in Scotland, Kngland escaping comparatively lightly —— perhaps, 
as Snow ingeniously argued, because the English did not drink 
much unboiled water in cold weati>er, while the Scots used it 
freely at all seasons to mix -with spirits. ' As the weather 
grew warmer, however, the figures for cholera deaths in London 
began to mount. Between 'esttinster Bridge and Teddington Lock 
the river lay like a prolonged lake, into which poured each day 
the excrement of two million or more inhabitants; and with the 
ebb and flow of the tide, tr<e stale water passed to and fro 
through London as the river regurgitated its filth. Ho protect 
the Londoner froca this poisonous mass no defence was raised 
except the half-hearted filter systems adopted by some of the 
Water Companies. The situation was not improved when the 
Metropolitan Sewers Commission, acting on Chadwick's belief that 
filth in the river was less dangerous than filth in the sewers, 
recoaucended that the sewers be flushed regularly into the 
Thames, ao driving the cholera evacuations into the river at a 
spot just opposite the intake of the main water supply. The 
low districts of Cbe capital might have been constructed by 
design to serve aa a culture medium for the fostering and 
nourishing of the germs of the epidemic.
The cholera broke over London in t\vo waves. In the 
firac six months, from the end of" oeptember 134-3 to the end. of 
March 134-9, there was a progressive out irregular advance, with 
938 deaths, .the highest weekly mortality being 94 in the wee«t 
ending 13th January 1349. Throughout April ar.d •:,&$ the 
epidemic was dormant, but no.weeK passed without its deaths, 
la tlune it gathered strength, and the figures oegaa to ris,e, 
reaching their highest point witn ^,293 deaths in the vueeii 
en ling 3th September 1349-
Early in the spring of 1343 the /.hitechaoel Guardians had
warned the landlords of their district in letters and personal
-o-
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interviews of the precautions which should be taken to meet the 
advancing cholera. the landlords weighed the coat against their 
tenants' risfc, and decided to let the tenants taice their chance. 
In December cholera crept into a tiny dungeon of a cul de sac, 
called Hair-brain Gouru, which lodged 157 people in the '$2 rooms 
of its thirteen houses. "In one house on the right side", 
reported the Union iledical Officer, "a grandmother and grand­ 
child were laid out with the funeral paraphernalia of Roman 
Catholics, while a husband, wife, and two children lay side by 
side in the same room suffering from cholera. In the next 
house a woman was lying in the last stage of the disease, who 
died a few hours after ..... There is a common privy at the end, 
and a channel runs down the middle of the court, unier which is 
a drain, with branches right and left to the doors oi the 
houses; bub these, not con^aunicatiag; with any sin&s, serve as 
receptacles for the filth which flows over from the privy, as 
appeared oy one of these branches then laid open for the purp se 
of being cleaned out. Maay of the children were dancing about 
on the heaps of filth taicen out of it. There is no supply of 
water for any of the houses in this court, and the inhaoitants 
have none but what they can "beg, borrow, and steal" from the 
neighbearing courts oelonging tu other landlords. It lies 
considerably lower than the level of the streets".^- Jeven 
years before the Mew Hiver Company had driven a main through the 
court, but the landlords had ignored repeated pleas frora the 
inhabitants to lay down house connections. "la another court, 
where the houses are in better condition and are supplied with 
water, were found —— a. man lying dead in one house, a girl dead 
in the aext, and a man dying in the cellar. This last poor 
creabure was lying on &. heap of chips and dirt in one c rner, 
close to the foot of the ste >s ieadi g down into it from the 
court, and his wife sat by his side or leanei over him. He had 
been taicen, last night, from a wretched lodging bouse in
llairbrain-court to ot. Thomas's Hospital. i'h^re he was refused
-o- 
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admission, and being unwilling to go to the wor&houae could find "j 
no place but a cellar, without Ijor or window. sHo persuasion 
coull prevail upon his wife to suffer him to be removed* i. he 
said, wuile leaning over the oody of her husband, "Give me some 
relief to-day and a cofiin for him to-morrow". ^
A fortnight later John Liddle, the medical officer who 
made these revelations, wrote frankly to the "Limes": "Under the 
present arrangement, it is almost impossible for a union medical 
officer, subject as ne is to an annual election, faithfully to 
discharge his duties as an officer of health, in endeavouring to 
prevent disease by urging the adoption of sanitary measures, and 
at the same time maintain his independence. He must either oe 
silent upon the subject of the physical sufferings of the poor, 
and allow the most disgusting and degrading state of thiigs to
continue, without raising his voice to ameliorate them, or he
(2 j must resign his appointment'. J In making the Union surgeon
the fcey to their administrative arrangements, the Board of
I
Health had rightly turned to the one local officer witt the 
necessary knowledge and sfcill, thereby earning for their 
decision the rare commendation of the "Lancet". -3ut. the Union 
surgeon tools hia orders from the men who paid his salary, and 
his usefulness was limited by the intelligence with which they 
directed his activities and the willingness wit>b wr>ich they 
provided additional assistance daring the period of emergency. 
tietween the intentions of the .soard and the will of the local 
authorities lay a ctasm which was not bridged eifei.er oy the 
slendsr powers which the Board exercised under the nuisances 
Act or oy the good sense and public spirit of the Guardians. 
In the worst districts the Union surgeon struggled to stem the 
mounting flood of cholera and diarrhoea cases, and was lucky if 
he could get his masters to appoint an assistant or t&o to dose 
the sufferers. After eighteen years or service the medical
officer of Lambeth sent in his resignation i; disgust, and then
-o-
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sat down at two o'clock: in the morning to write to the "Times": 
"auring the week ending July ^1, i and ray two assistants, 
appointed under direction of the hoard of Uuardians, from an 
order received from the board of Health, have attended 32i cases 
of illness among the poor of my district, requiring 1,0*23 
attendances to be given at the houses of the poor, and at my own 
surgery; 59 of the cases wre cases of Asiatic cholera in its 
different stages, and 141 were cases of diarrhoea aad ordinary 
cholera: for this duty my galaxy amounts to 39/-, or ^,100 a yea;
which is not quite three halfpence for the medicines required by
" ( 1 ) each, case and day own services. v
House to house visitation, Houses of Sefuge, home 
nursing, remained luxurious refinements, which, since the 
Guardians refused to vote the necessary money and assistance, 
were introduced into a few districts only. &ith few 
exceptions, the London Guardians neglected to make a list of the 
localities in their parishes which had been ;ttack.ed by epidemic 
and endemic disease. On the very evening that cholera broke 
out in if»hitechapel, the Guardians resolved that the board's 
order "need not be acted on in this Union"^ •» and tnjree days 
later, when their Glers laid before tbem a list 01' the places 
where zymotic disease was then prevalent, they resolved furtner, 
"That the Olertc forward such particulars to the various local 
boards in the union, out that the medical officers be notcalled 
xupon bo vioit the places in question". When the Board ordered 
the ot. Pancras auardians to appoint four medical visitors, they 
were met oy a flab refusal, the Chairman observing that house bo 
house visitation "was calculated to do more harm than ^ood, fro..n 
the alarm it created". •''' i^'rojn dethnai Green they received the 
following weekly returns of deaths: - August lith ,?5» August 
latfc 125, August c5th 12/. They promptly ias-.ied a special
order directing the provision of suitable hospital accoraisoflat ion
-o-
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and a dispensary to be kept open day and night in each infected 
locality, and the immediate appointment of four medical 
visitors, one additional medical officer to aid in treating 
cholera cases in the infirmary, a sufficient number of nurses to 
take charge of the persons attacked, two inspectors of 
nuisances, and a staff of lime washers. Dsepite the emergency, 
the board of Guardians appointed no medical visitor for five 
days; they provided no nurses; they estaolished no hospital; 
they opened no dispensary; they appointed one inspector of 
nuisances instead of two; and tt.ey took no steps i'or extensive 
and effectual lime-washing.^ ^
Nothing showed up more grimly the crass negligence of the 
Poor Law authorities than the outbreak at the Tooting child 
farm. Here 1,395 children wre housed in a building 700 would 
have filled. Ctfholera went though the close packed pyuper 
children like fire across a dried prairie. 3 f}Q had been 
attctctted, and 130 were dead, before the Guardians listened to 
the Board and withdrew their children from the plague spot. 
Eight days after the epidemic had broken out there were still no 
separation of the sick from the healthy, no sufficient medicine 
or medical attendance, no nurses, and scarcely enough assistance 
to remove the dead; 'while she survivors still tosaed and gasped 
three or four in a bed, infection spreading from one to the 
other oy tie involuntary dischargesof the ciiolera sufferers. 
Ohadwick sent one of the medical Inspectors >v Grainier; to 
investigate; and, as soon as it was reported to him that the 
cottages used as the boys' dormitories were built over a 
stagnant ditch wr.ich served aa a sewer for the ?;hole
establishment, he despatched an expeditionary force of fifty(2 * 
navvies armed with oicK-axes and scoops. ' Wakley, the
Finsbury Kadical and proprietor of the "Lancet", conducted an 
able and exhaustive inquest, which lasted three ?;ee<cs, and laid
<M. t~\ amt
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bare a scandal which did almost as much as the green bones of 
Andover to discredit the Poor Law administration. A pathetic 
procession of child witnesses testified that they wore the same 
scanty clothing in summer and winter alike; tbat there was 
sometimes not enough bread to eat, and such Tieat as was provided 
went to those who were strong enough to fight for it; tbat the 
hungry c limbed_ over the palings to pick broken victuals out of 
the hog-tub.'- ' The medical inquirers found that many of the 
children were big-bellied with scrofula, and covered with the 
eruptions of scabies and the itch. The verdict declared that 
the victims were "suffering from the effects of insufficient 
diet, dei'icient warmth of clothing, and impure air". It was a 
verdict less against the cholera than against the Poor Law 
authorities, and in contrast the Board of Health, with its 
energetic and prompt action and its recommendation of a generous 
aniaal diet, came well out of the affair.
In the City of London itself, --vith its devoted garrison 
sworn to the iel'ence of local self-government, the .Board were 
fortunate to find one powerful ally. In January 1-349 the 
recently elected Medical Officer of Health, John Gimon, read 
his first report to the CJity Commission of Jewers, assuring 
them that their new Act «ave them "as sood an antidote for the 
spread of fever as vaccination is for the infection of 
smallpox".^ ' when the Oity of London Union refused to obey 
the Board's order to appoint 'line additional officers, oimon 
persuaded the Health Committee of the Corporation to set up a 
board of inspectors to conduct house to house visitations. 
In their first round they discovered the bodies of six cholera 
victims who had died without any medical aid w atever. But 
opposition '*as strong on the Court of Common Council, and the 
"Times" believed that portions of bimon's reports were 
suppressed. fLe Oity should be proclaimed safe, declared
Alderman Sidney, because all tr.is tali aoout cholera had caused
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thousands of families to flee In panic, and in consequence 
shopkeepers were "paying hundreds a year for their premises, and 
only earning 6d. per diem by their trade". ^ One member of 
the City Comaission of Sewers objected to the "spicy, unctuous 
articles" in the "Times", while another was annoyed by the 
practice of "handing over a heap of complaints to the press". '
Lacking the co-operation of the jcetropollcan Guardians, 
the Board of Health, with tvso medical inspectors to cover the 
whole of England and bcotland, were helpless. Without the 
power to originate prosecutions for neglect or violation of 
their orders, the iioard had no direct control over the Guardians 
and it was only through the indirect and uncertain result of a 
coroner's inquest, such as that conducted by 'A'ait ley at the 
Tooting institution, that they could bring pressure to bear on 
the Poor Law authorities. In vain the Board lectured the : 
Guardians on their responsibilities under the Common Law, 
warning them that they were legally accountable for neglect ; 
involving injury to health and life. They debated the 
advisability of instituting proceedings against the snore ' 
flagrant offenders. The powers of the Soar-2 of Health, argued 
Ohad-A-ick, were in fact a continuation of the authority of the > 
Privy Council to take all necessary precautions in times of ; 
public danger. The authorities, from Blackstoue to Professor \ 
Lung, were clear th-at the Poor Law Guardians as a corporation 
were not immune from punishment for infractions of the law. J ' 
But Lord Carlisle advocated caution. "As to prosecution, I j 
think we ou^ht to bear this in mind", he told Chadwick, "Boards 
of Guardians are rather impalpable oodies, aot paid, and I think; 
there would be a risk, if they were proceeded against actually, ;; 
that they would throw up their appointments. Their liability
mi^ht remain, but would not great confusion oe the consequence?'.' 
O) -o-
1. "Times", 3 October 1349.
2. ibid., 10 October 1V4-9. j 
j5. .iinutes, 24 August 134-9. 
4. Carlisle - B.C., %$ August
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Eventually, however, they determined to test their 
strength before the courts, taking a atand on their decision to 
close the worst of the overcrowded graveyards. The amended 
Nuisances Act of August 1 J49 empowered the Board to inquire into 
the atate of the metropolitan ourial grounds and to direct the
managers to take such uieasures of precaution as were necessaryf \\ 
for the public safety. ' The Board at once sent the medical
inspectors on their rounds, and by the second week of September 
burial had been interdicted in half a dozen of the worst 
grounds. The orders roused violent opposition.^ A 
tumultuous vestry meeting in St. Saviour's, Souchwark, resolved 
that the closing of their churchyard would be a hardship to the 
poor, who would have to pay double the fees to be buried in a 
distant cemetery. 'Vhy did tlioy not commence at the right end, 
and before closing one piece point out another in which these 
poor people could be buried?", asked the Chairman, while another
speaker "deprecated the meddling oi a flhlg Government, and
( 3) indeed of any Government, in their local affairs". •" The
Chairman of She Board of Guardians of St. George the fe-rtyr, 
Southwark, declared "they might as well send an order that no 
more people should die in the parish as attern t to close these 
grounds. During the last t'*/o months the burials had greatly 
increased in number, and if these grounds ,vere suddenly closed 
before any arrangements were made elsewhere, what '*ould they do? 
All the poor people would then come to the parish to bury their
friends, as they would be unable to Dear the expense of removing(& \ 
them aoy distance from town. x The vestr'as, in fact, -*ere
it 12 & 13 Vict. c. Ill, sec*, ix.
2. Conditions in the parochial grounds may be illustrated by 
the figures for burials iu the churchyard of -;t. George the 
Martyr, Southward, (one-third of an acre in area) in Cne 
previous twelve months ("Times", 21 oepteaber 
1348 s Sept. 12, Oct. 23, -ov. ii3, Dec. 25. 
1349? Jan. j>3, :'eb. 22, wJar. 23, April 20, 
:ay Ib, Juae 23 » July 65, Au,^. 1'H.
3. "Times", 12 -oe.-itcaber
4. ibid., 21 September 13-'+9
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moved less by commiseration for the poor than for clhe poor- 
rates, and by the fear that the wealthy parishioners would lose
the feee they had paid for burial vaults in the parish church.
themselves 
The Board of Health stiffened *£&*•££ to meet Che protests
of outraged parochialiots. " .e must refuse at once to receive 
any Deputations, or Committees, or any i'orn; of resistance to our 
Urave-yard Orders", Ash ley told OhadwicK. ".\e mu^.t rxot parley; 
the ii-.cescity of action is; ianieiiiaue , urgent, paramount «o all 
law, right or interact. at once refuse to receive i
and direct I»avs to act inttaatly. I will ta^te any amount of
f \ \ 
responsibility". *• ' A general Minute or. interments recorded
the ^card's if.teni.ion ''to act soiel.y upon the «e,iort of a 
qualified Inspector". "They caunoi consent to ./uoject the 
Public Health to the mischief thai -would arise from the delays 
of u. rer.cr.ved discussion. it it their ducy not, only to lay down 
&er;eral rales, ouu also to &ive auiwaacy deoisions, which to
tbeir ooject -j,Ui-t be Delivered ^ilh prompciturte". ^
T 'I am iiniaziti .ly pleased with our f-.e^oluoion. i chucRle over
its otile", Acr.ley told Ohad'Aick. ^ ..-Toceedin^s v.ere tak.en
-o-
1. Ash ley - E.G., \'^ September 1349,
2. ."inutes, lj ^epteaber 184). Ohtidwicic -.vrote to He lane (15 
6epteraber 134-9) to explain the reasons for the resolution. 
"had they heard the parochial deputations, the cio,-:iugs 
vmich Dave been effected in two days would have required 
several -wee^s or perhaps two months . On eaoh ^ase the 
question would have been opeaed and the wr.ole of t:^e 
evidence fc alien and exhibited in the report on the practise 
of .i.rH,« erne fits put forv;ard a^ain. rncy would have brought 
forward chemiGti. and rnerlical men who 7;o,.*ld have declare 1 
that they did not believe t,.ao emanations from huiT>an remains. 
H'ere icijurious. The-/ would have brought forward a ruddy 
eexton as t;,e Rev. Ur, r,yier iid, in ,/rojf of uhe salubrity 
of their particular ,: round, nhe curate also woula have oeen i 
brought forward, to say that he ivid received no harm. In 
cross examination it ni^ht be rot out, Uu.t the curate read 
the service riot over the ^.ravi out at & respectable distance; 
from it. 1 myself :be other day observed a poor man's • 
burial j the poor people standing at> the eclgp of t- e grave, 
and the rud.ly clergynian reading the cervice ut; BUCM a 
distance that L am s- ^re tne mourners could riot r.ave heard 
one v,..rd of it, or only conf^ed sounds' 7 . ;
$. A«hley - &.O., 14 September
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immediately against the rebellious parish of ^t. b-.'Viouir'a, but 
the magistrates upheld the churchwardens' contention that the 
Act did not eapower the doard to close their burial ground. 
"Nevertheless *e have acted rightly, ooidiy, wisely, " Ashley 
maintained. "1 never thought that OUG interpretation of the 
Law would stand before a Magistrate. i>uu puoiic opinion and 
feeling demanded such an ."iCt of Heroism on our part. be can 
and must urge very strongly tt:e public overruling; necessity of
f i .
our course. "^ '
A second tine the Board went to law, sum-joairii the 
raana^Brs of the -j'hitefield Chapel Ouri-il ground before the Bo* 
Street magistrate. The summons was again -liamiBaed, the 
ffia^it;tr;iue giving hits opiniuu that the measurea of precaution 
contemplated oy the Act must be such a.y ''ouryia^ deeper in the 
ground, abstaining from puctitig one cofrin uc.»oa another, using 
lead coffins' 1 ; "at any rate, they could not be hell to iaply the 
destruccian of tne propert,/ *ili;o«;etiier, ^liich woul.i be tiie 
effect of enforcing the ordi:-?r". Ihe two coun.jei and the 
^agistrace uniced in denouncliig uhe ne* Act "as one of the /ao.jt 
lamentaole instances of legislative bua^lin^ tiist tiaey nad ever 
met with". ^-^ in Ghis «ay fcke local vaathoribiea Arij^ied 
throa^h tiae wide (neahas of an Act Ahose iudefiniteness of 
phrasing had been intended to broaden the discretion of the 
board. "This is intolerable", cried Ashley, arter reading; the 
magistrate's decision, "—— orivate property nust not be turned 
Co pjolic ii) jury". Sv "'> J
The jioard v.ere no.v driven to issue r-.^ulati'ns
prescribing the use of quicltliiie at eac'-. intermeat. It *vaa bhe
-o-
1. ASt ley - b.O., 13 oeptetsber r34')., "l cuanot coiicur in not 
pressing lor a decision. It is, [ fchln/,, our gaty to ._oo_^o, 
that we atay show to the Country, the i'e^blenes~s"~bf" the i^vv, 
and the cbstssles op;..'Or-ed to our progress. e shall 
otherwise be .7jisunderstoo'3. and sisreoresented. I feel very 
strongly on this; and I am convinced that it is necessary 
for our case before the riouse of Co r-n.-ons '.
2. lf '2i»es", 23 Teatetcber 13*9. 
.5. Ashley - K.".'., 1 October 1349.
only disinfectant available, and it had objectionable 
associations, Ohadwicic confided to an unusually sympathetic 
Delanc. "At this time the population we itnow are peculiarly 
excitable the ooor Irish especially. The belief has not gone 
out, that the doctors arc poisoning the wells. At St. Andrews 
the other day there was a disposition to riot on this ground; 
that the doctors were poisoning tt.ejn to diminish the population, 
and! that the Government had sent down an Inspector with the 
DftiQf icent object of preventing the victims being carelessly or 
w&ntonly chosen". The parish grave diggers and sextons, who 
ft- It thst their livelihood was in jeopardy, $ilenot lively to 
restrain this feeling ; but the Board, having only u handful of 
overburdened officers, were oblige 1 to work through these 
ignorant and unwilling asrents. '
"Our affairs are coining; to a crisis", ^rofce ash ley in the 
second week; of September, "The Asa^ist rates against us, no 
Uourts sitting, the Ireasury bac>:?»&rd ...... It will be necessary
to report to the uoverti.iierit that the Board tas no power equal to 
tht terrible Exigency of the times' .^ io the middle of a
vacation, the only effective u*.t ho.fi ty left in London was 
fighting t*. pestilence with in ill-written Act £.nd a scanty, 
inadequate staff. Under the ourden of that heavy and. anxious 
time, tbe secretary, the assistant secretary, aud .iouthwood
fell ill in turn, and finally even Chadwics went down with jj
suspected cholera. i'or a wee*. or two at the height of the 
^piJendc A&iiiey coafcinued the fight single-' arided, wrestling in 
prayer with God aod the Cfovei-ninent. "Labour ^nd anxiety at
lioard of Health very great;", be .acted in LIB diary oa '/tfa 
c;epte.-;,ber. "^e are uow ia the Oity of the riague, iini still by 
Go,;'s love- under hit; shield and buckler. He hears our prayers, 
and defends against the '':'estilence taac w&l&evh its darkness".
Disorder increasing; close of last «ee« showed, a mortality
-o-
1 . E . -J . - J . I . De lane , 1 5 8 ep t e r&oer 
*. Ashley- ,.,:., 1? September 1*349. 
3. B.C. - Col. i'hipp-, 1 rebr».ia:-
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trebling cue >verage of London? 1,381 victims of this awful 
scourge! lesterday snowed for the metropolis alone, a return 
of J545 in one day . ...."^ "London ia emptied", he wrote two
days later. "Cholera *oree than ever; returns of yesterdsy 
quite appalling, and yet manifest that we do not receive Tore 
than tv.o-thirds of the truth". '*
The inactivity of the clergy dismayed Anhley.
Whitewashing arid opiates and strict temperance were well enough, 
but surely this was a time when the piouo example of the 
.Minevites in proclaiming a last and putting on saciccloth —— 
which had ouch excellent results —— might be profitably 
followed. In the Bishops' professional judgment, however, the 
emergency, grave as it was, did not call for measures of this 
drastic nature. A aoecial prayer ,vas read on the 16th 
September, and the clergy of London, with hardly an exception, 
^uve a practical turn to their discourse on cholera, exhorting 
their congregations to assist in delivering their fellow-men 
from the bondage oi dirt. Ib wa»"a poor suostivate for a day 
of repentance and humiliation", grtrubled Ashley^ ; but there 
was a gratifying decline in Uhe mortality in the ensuing weeks. 
It was a curious survival of the ancient; belief that e iidereics 
were the direct action of deity, visiting tte wicxed with 
misfortune and disease. oinful man could always thiax of some 
perfectly ^ood reason wny 0.0 should oe so punished.
If ever a Government department was in need of prayer io 
was the Treasury io the ^rira *eeiss of that Seotenaber when the 
cholera score in the capital was mountia^ daily by hunireda. 
Sir Gharlea ':«ood was a ti^id Chancellor of the Exchequer, whose
dread of ex^enaiture war, almost pathological. The oara lysis of~o-
1. :t . Hod'ier, o". cib., v 1. i, v. 2^,
2. ibid., p. 296. "From man^; places we receive no returns. 
1'ucre is the greatest cTi'orb aade to suppress ail reports 
from wittering- winces O-P ^.ny olaces cf trade or ouDlic 
resort" (Ashley - oir George urey, 1 Cepteaiber 1 :^ 3, ioid.,
ibid. ,
his inhibition spread downwards to the pennaneuc officials who 
conducted Treasury diplomacy with the minor d'parliaenta, and the 
wide vision of an iingland clean ku<l healthy soou contracted in 
tne tortuouo channels of Treasury accountancy. At Somerset 
Housa (Jnadwicic had already had experience ol' the obstructive 
tactics of tne Treasury, but he was btartled oy the extent arid 
nature of the obstacles whicn were now thrown in the path of the 
nev; department. This was the moment, v;hen the staff was 
depleted an*1 engrossed in the oublic emergency, tnat the 
Treasury chose tc demand that the Board send in its accounts, 
adding that until they were made up the quarterly payment of 
their Parliamentary grant wo old be suspeo»ed. Ch«d*ick and 
oouthwood Smith were obliged Uo pool their salaries to pay 
office expenses,*"while AsMey was furious that the reward for
ail their Lebjur ^-as "to L>e treated as ;J*ln'llers and Vagabonds". 
(2)
when an urgent appeal i'or a aedical inspector was
received froai ,?ewtoa, ^oat^onieryEsiire, the Joari replied that 
they had so :nariy demands for aid that they were obliged to ta^e 
taem in rotation accordiag to the priority of application. '*'•*' 
let a fortnight later the Treasury refused to sanction the 
appointment of additional inspectors. The proposal should 
first be suDmitted to the Home Secretary, nai.l Sir Charles 
Treveiyan. i'he Board replied fir-mly that "the statute under 
?Jhich the board is constituted /;ives ao jurisc?i ctiou over itc 
proceedings to the home bccretary".
"Should it happen that the .Secretary of State for the 
Home Department was of opinion that certain uieaoures recommended 
by the joard. and coirdng: within their province, v-ere inexpedient; 
and, if tne iioard in deference to thac opinion, were to refrain 
frora exeeating tnoso nes.ssares, and loss of life or other 
c&La city were to ensue, the quesv/ion v;ouil a^ise, —— would the
opinion QI the Home Secretary exonerate the board from
-o~
1. h.O., "Administrative. -ielaiiomj oi the General ^oard of 
Health with lihe 'i'reas'oa-y. minutes for <u papei- on", »k>, n.d.
2. AF: ley - £',.C'., i?:: October 
$. 5/linufces, 6 August
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responsibility?
On the ofcber hand if the Board were to adopt the views of 
the Home Office in opposition to their own opinion and injurious 
results followed, they do not consider that they would be 
exempted from the responsibility of such results.
In cases of emergency such as the Board have to deal with, 
it is necessary for the saice of promptitude that multiplied 
references *iiould be avoided; in addition to *hich, livision or 
confusion of respoasiDility is detriae&tal to the puolic 
service, and more especially, if references are rc&de fron a body
specially informed, to one that has no special information
1 1 ) whatsoever on the subject;" . v '
The Treasury r°ply was to sanction the appointment of one 
medical inspector and. four H.ssif? cents ia London —— for af *•- \
f orfcaight . ^^' On /th September bain nad an interview with 
riayter, tne Secretary to trie Treasury, in an astexpt to secure 
approval tor the employment of additional .District Medical 
Super tacendents in Loadon; Hsyter exoressed doubts whether tie 
-•oard had the power under the i^uisaaces Act to rsa'tce such 
appointments, and declined to give any answer until he had 
consulted the Chancellor of the iixchequer. The deaths in 
London were then approaching ?')0 a day. Ashlsy, ttie only 
iflember of the ^oard of Health still on his feet, wenc over to 
the Treasury to request an immediate consent So she 
appointments, out ne could find no one cuere. 3eturnin& to 
Owyd.yr House, he rnoorded in the •--'inu-cea, "thai; as Gae smallest 
delay in making the necessary appointtierits in tue present 
emergenc/ (flUfit be pi-odoictive of serious injury arid loss of life, 
t?he aopointaieafcs be now raade, ia the hope that trie Treasury 
would see fie; to sancuioa them' 1 .^^ Me uobifie-J the Treasury 
iffiroediatiel,/ by letter of ^ IB action, uuu no r^ply oa..Q^ —— uill 
six woatiid iatt?r, ivneu the i^oar-.i ««re reoroved io fcrong terasa
1. Minutes, <t.~5 August
2. ioiJ., 2$ Au^udt
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The hand of man had done little to stay or divert the 
coarse of the epidemic. Hippocrates flattered himself that he 
ij ad brought the plague of Atnens under control by burning fires 
in the streets. There is the same confusion of 'post' and 
'propter 1 in the General Board's aporainai of the methods they 
adopted against the cholera. Lime-washing, ce.jspool cleansing, 
all the rioard's earnest QKbortntiosui to shun filth, did not deny 
access to a water-borne microbe. In. the perspective of iMber 
ts-uowiod^e, it is easy to see that the aoard, instead of 
y»roseeufcin& reluctant churchwardens and -Gruardians o&fore 
uoheipi'ul magistrates, would ha.ve been fceuter employed in 
circularising the puoiic on «he need to boil uieir water, and in 
ensuring that the comrxinieu filtered their supplies. ;Cot until 
their seventh aad Iciat aouificatiou, yubliuiied on Icith September 
1 ;349, did they suggest that wur-er cuspected of coutainirig 
impurities should be boiled. In ...cudoa they did jU'obably more 
harsn than tsood jy their advocacy of rw0ular fiushia^ of the 
eewers into the Tnuni©e>. Ji<iiief j.a ti.ie spout^irfOUo generation 
of e.-jid'-fmic-'i ft-om .ii--u, a:i.i j.^ ts.e a.':uadaujiaj.il;ai identity of the 
ditie«.8es BO ^eaeratod —— biieae fcrfj,n -'eiioai h.'.'i'e.-jifc:^ were 
p ro ;>»£', a b«~'d b./ tlie ..»oard tiii'oui^i tiie -jeliua o.~ its F.ryorts and 
its eaergetic f utjijectory , loaviatj uu i ipri^bioa oa professional 
pracoicd ^hica v*an otil^. st».e «a^ forty years iaasi1 . John Giaon 
refused to accede ^och'a garni uaejry uill 13')0. 7'ljreace 
ale tuou^nt th-:;.t ^oubia.iod fever- .^i^rfe ioNT-:ioo into
.:li3'.-iy?ed ^lt;h soora ube po.jai.viiity ol?
the"e.<i3teaca of diseasad jarm^, a -iare I.jjou^esis" " ; and a
lew jfionbha be for-", his deut;. :-,-3 bal.1 y .".ewapa-oj reporter, "I 
cannot 'jell you ho*i E? !orwii^iy L Deiieva In soa ;v y."i-i v.i:.tt6r as a
.vcive of .3 pile mi as , Tf au. e/.d^-rr^ic •.-••.; rs uc :?o-jur, 1 rouid 
,' La and -:--!rorco «;iO active application of ^o&v -.«.nd water as
a preventive. '* v/i} f'h?re ^re plenty of tex-tn r^ra Tor a seraion
L . tviU foerfioraa lum , n . d .
2. "Vieokly Ulspafccc", 13 July 1393. Oh'tc^icx aoatiaued; "I do 
so believe in fresh ?ir. Vy pet; project, at which a 
correspondent in the paper laaghed borne time ae;o, is to 
build ^r'ioiG to7.Gj.'.'; in oar ciuiss, and pusj^; dov,:i the o/ioae 
irom above".
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on the unwisdom of our ancestors in their generation; but in 
recognising the wronc;-headedaeas of the public health reformers, 
we must not under-value the emoirical sanitation wiiich they 
championed . Unable to confront an enemy they could not see, 
whose existence indeed they did .'.tot suspect, Ghadwlcfe and his 
engineers were well occupied in cutting his lines of 
c ow.wun icj'tt ion .
flithin the limits af their power the General Board lid 
what; they could in ii'ki - 1349, and tney would have done much 
sioro if she ?)?©u?.;ury had let cbea. In aany oi che dark places 
of the capital, in liai^braln Oourt, aad Winter's Jourt, and
Loao, joUu ox water from the parisu fire engine, or 
a hose ixttuchad to the neareafc stand— pipe, played on walls 
and paveaient, .'Arid purged a<?ay biielr acu<\C of filth. Grainger 
aixd ^utlierlaad, tlie aediatal Lia^ectorw, wt-re untit usiastic over 
the results o?' the hou.-e to house wisitatian, -"hic-h they 
coaai lerod had proved so effective a safeguard of the poor that 
"several lamentable itictances occurred in "*ltin.L, l;J.e wealthier 
classee perished while the poor were saved". v The Government 
undoubtedly gave the problem up, anri its aeabers r<:t3ired to the 
country unoil the epidemic way spent. The 'Jcard stayed in 
London no ii^ht; and at the least their activity lid something 
to spread the belief that epidemics coul-1 be halter! If energy 
an'1. If Jiow ledge- were applied t;u ti.re tasa. lu was the first 
General of .fort that had been nadc to ixivestirjate a-.-i put right, 
by the direct- agency of :;;ertic-'il CPU, the G'T-iUfiry ? vils 
afflicting the ^orkirig clac.->eR, end the pe:o-,lo revealed a 
touching gratitude, not unmiar.led with ajitonishaent , at 
receiving visits ot succour frosi the bustling, oificient 
oificorb of the
"The board of Fe^it?' i^^y hopf- little, aad perhaps desire 
little, 'for the ^ppi&use of "nen", ^rote Asr.ley in his dia.i^y,
after reading a a apr>rcvj_nL articlv: in the ".:.b£erver ft , "out 1 do
-o- 
1. '':,tiyort on tie Lpicleaic 'Jholccfc ol 1343 aucL Iii4 :-;", p. K)^.
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much deplore that our anxieties and labours should be thrown 
away, and we be told that we have done nothing, attempted 
nothing,, imagined nothing, wished nothing. Our diligence and 
zeal sae iaeritioned in the article; yet it is less than justice.
*e have indeed toiled unceasing!,/, at:d not as rr.gre officials, 
bat with earnestness and i'eeling. a had* ic it and Smith are men
*ho may feel, but who sbo* not fatigue or satiety in business, 
when necessity urges, or ducy calls. AS for the staff of the 
:do:ird, miser^siy paid as tuey are, *itu scanty hopes ol 
preTeraent, or even of continued employment, 1 sui unable to 
speeu. ,vitn adequate praxse. .They nave l<*fcour«d even to 
siclcnesa, and wi en straoJt do*n &y one di»eas«, nave aastened 
back fco tmeir vvorfc, aot .for oaolaaont (for they receive fixed 
salaries;, out f^r coascj.eace saice. uacl aaca are tne mea whose i 
scanty recoapan^e certaia ofiutry would rsJuce ^y 10 per ce:it. 
Out upoa Chis disgust-iujj, ecoaooiy!'
i!he crisis had revealed sharply tne roeaicness^s and 
anoaaiias of tne board's position. ror all that their enemies 
protested, tu»y ^ero no inquisition, with ouprexae powers to 
reclaim tne sanitary heathen. Dhey did not possess tue 
aggj^essive weapons needed GO combat local orivi leges and 
oroperty rignta. It, was unforcunate for tne joard chat the 
pestilence was in full retreat long before --trii jmeat re- 
asse;aoled. "V.-9 iflusc, ii we can, deep up tae j.^iric of physical
reform", Aohley coid Ohad.vicii. "ine Onoiara, caa..i<. >ol, has" '-- 
ea —— is noc tne ^aolaaome xear passiag also.' '""' i' : te
Gransit/ory fears of che major icy had oeen Cne j.'orce which Irove 
ta« saiu.tary mearfur-.-'S tnroagn -ariiUTient; t-tie a Dead/ and 
peruictnenfc interests of aj.aorifcies now opposed uheir- application 
feiid exts-asion.. In tone days of security -JUG a forgot their 
tremor a and th« of J errors ^iiich uad orou^nt aisacter upon 
auid few rejactije^ed tne exeri*ijn.3 01 u naoi-^rossed .^oard 
tue £,raletul ci^ellerw in fcne oac.i streets., A- no «ere inaeticuiate; 
ar»d the ouut-^ged parochialiaiia, *ho were ;ai.- t;oo vocai . *
L. F. Hodder, o-. cit., vol. ?, p. 
- r,.0. *:•-> )ctouer
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GRfaiE< .STREET,, 1348 - 134^ .
Hers in London, Chadwick felt;, at the very doorstep of 
*fouse 5 vv.is the toujjh ccntro of tho sanitary problem. If 
life in the towne of ;ha ind'.jstrial "lorth -xa.n oven more squalid, ' 
and health, as the .Mortality rates showed!, suffered even nore, 
It was in London that the evils which he had indicted were 
massed and concentrated oa the largest scal^ in the physical 
discomfort of a copulation of two millions; and the greatest ' 
atrength of the opposition, the alliance of property and ! 
oarticularism, of shareholders and vestry politicians, was here 
entrenched. aefore the end of 1849 the General doard of Health 
had in hand two major measures, for regulating the interments 
and the water supply of the capital, the story of which will oe 
told in later chapters. From his other base, at, the office of 
the; vetropolitan Commission of ..ewers in GreeK Street, Ohadwick 
since 1-347 h&d been afctaeoLini?; a further aspect of the 
metropolitan problem —— the main sewerage of London's 170 
parishes and the domestic drainage of its 500,00 ' houses.
The fir-jfc necessity vme a general survey, without which 
the main srteriea of London 'c drainage could not safely be laid 
down. rio materials i'or such a survey were to bo found in the 
offices of the old defers Cos-missions, and tre surveyors' deep 
ignorance of the subterranean geography of their districts was 
perhaps the most damning iadictff.eat of their casual, piecemeal 
methods. As Gh&.dv;ick: bad informed Sir Taa>.ef. Graham in 1.343, 
they had "only longitudinal sections and heights of their lines 
of sewers and if they deviate from them, tney Knov. not whether 
it be into a pit or upon a hill"'; in fact, the '-estraioster 
Commission had granted e license I'or laying down a £,ewer "in a 
direction in which it was found \vhen the builder came to examine
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the spot, the water would have to run uphill".^ ' tthen 
Chadwick' s men, probing the cause of a violent outbreak of fever 
in Westminster School, opened up a great sewer running beneath 
the Abbey Precinct, the Cleric of the Works was astounded. "It 
is all a mystery", he murmured, "drains being things he never 
troubled himself with, so long as the water went off".^ It 
was less than five years before that Chadwick had been asked by 
flutler .Villiams, Professor of Geodesy at the Putney College of 
Civil Engineers, to describe what special requirements would be 
called for in a sanitary survey. The idea was as new as that; 
and it was with some misgivings that he now put the survey of 
London into the hands of the Board of Ordnance, which was then 
engaged on a survey of all towns with a population of 4,000 or 
more on a scale of five feet to the mile. The Ordnance, whose 
officers had been busy over a period of years in the work of 
self-reform, was a department of which Gregory Hardlines, the 
Civil Service Pharisee, might well approve, but; its pace was too 
leisurely and its departmental haoits too rigid for the task now 
demanded of it. Patiently Chadwick and Sir Henry de la Beche 
explained their views on sanitary cartography to Colonel Hall, 
the Superintendent of the Survey. All that was immediately 
wanted was the triangulation and the levelling, which need 
occupy six SLC.O.s no more than eight months. There was ao 
need to delay drainage works while the Ordnance, intent on 
making a plan which would be "a credit to them", marked gardens 
and flower beds, trees and lamp posts —— and even the number of 
steps before every house door —— as they had in their recent 
map of Dublin. A block plan, at a cost of £37» f)00» of London 
and its suburbs for eight miles around St. Paul's would be quite 
sufficient.^
Chadwick had good reason for his delight, when the
—o-
1. E.8. - Sir James Graham, 27 :<ia rcb 134J.
2. &etro. Sanitary Commission, Third Report, p. i^-
3" E.9. - Morpeth, 4 January 1-.54.-J. Also "Report on "roposed 
Ordnance Purvey of the Metropolis and Suburbs", by S.C. and 
Sir Henry de la fleche, 10 January 1343, "Orders of Court", 
vol. 1, pp. 24-26, 13 January 1843.
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military surveyors hung up their "cat's cradle" on St. Paul's in 
January 1348, and people turned in astonishment to see common 
soldiers using theodolites in the street. ^ But in two months 
the work came to an abrupt halt. Why should the whole country 
bear the expense of a survey of London, the Commons were asking, 
a survey which was quite unnecessary in any case?^ Paced by 
a combination of provincial jealousy and metropolitan hostility, 
the Government declined to sanction any further advance from the 1 
Treasury. Lord Morpeth, who had assured the Hewers Commission 
of the Government's support, offered to resign from all his 
official positions^', but was talked out of it by Chadwick; and
eventually it was agreed that the cost should be borne on the
(4) metropolitan sewers rates .^ '
Three months had been wasted by the political manoeuvring 
of the Whigs, and it now seemed likely that the survey, stripped 
though it was to bare essentials, must take at least another
year. ' How 7;as the Sewers Commission to occupy itself in the-o-
1. "The Ordnance men are on the ground, some of the oergeants 
in uniform have been seen looking out at Steeples, and 
Sappers and Miners are in the streets": E.G. - Morpeth, 20 
January 1343.
2. Hansard, vol. 9?, pp. 1014 - 17, 2 March 1346.
3. Morpeth - i.e., 23 March 1343.
4. "Orders of Court", vol. 1. pp. 49 - 51, 1 April 1348.
5. E.G. - Morpeth, 2 June 1348. In a speech to the Hewers , 
Commission ("Times", 3 April 1348), Chadwick declared: 
"There are no public proceedings more discouraging to those 
who would labour for systematized and economical 
administration, whether local or general, than the whole 
proceedings in Parliament in relation to the general survey. 
It is a work which as the security for the ideafcification of" 
properties must be the foundation of fair valuations, equal 
assessments, and collections of local rates and taxes upon 
them ....." He revealed that he had urged the importance 
of a general survey for the more ft$uai fair and equal 
assessment of the poor-rates, out his proposals had failed, 
with the result that both charge and collection continued to 
be oppressive. At the time of the tithe commutation, he had 
supported Gaptain Uawsoa in again urging the value of a 
general survey, but the idea had been rejected by trie landed 
gentry in &he Commons- He believed that if a survey had 
been carried out before the railways had Deen constructed, 
fifteen millions would have been saved.
meantime? In two ways, thought Chadwick: first, in experiment, 
for in sanitary works there were no authorities who could safely 
be followed; secondly, in creating house drainage where it did 
not exist, and in reorganising it where it did. The lines and 
outfall of the main drainage could not be settled until the 
survey was complete, but, after all, the combined area of the 
smaller conduits of the system of sewerage was greater than that' 
of the trunks, as the area of the capillaries of the body was 
greater than that of the main arteries. The cesspools and the • 
house-drains formed three-fourths of the evaporating surface, ' 
the sewers only one-fourth. If the Sewers Commission busied 
itself in abolishing cesspools and replacing them with water- 
closets, in talcing up the badly levelled brick drains and laying 
down in their stead earthenware pipes, cleansed by adequate 
supplies of water, the mephitic exhalations which offended the 
noses and depressed the health of Londoners would largely 
disappear. In short, they should aim first at "the complete 
drainage and purification of the dwelling-house, next of uhe 
street, and lastly of the river". '
What this meant in concrete terms of husen comfort may be 
illustrated from the example of the cleansing of Church-lane and 
Carrier-street, a part of the former "Roo*ery" of 't. Giles 1 , 
where 2,850 people were crammed into 95 h uses on a space of 
little more than an acre. Amongst the genteel correspondence 
of the "fitnes" there appeared one morniag a crude, misspelt, 
note;
"the Editur of the Times Paper.
Sur,
iJ;ay we beg and beseach your proteckshioa and power, 
Ae are Sur, as it m&y be, livin in a *»ilderniss, ao Car as the 
rest of London tcnows anything of us, or as the rich and great 
people care aoout. Ae live in muck and f ilthe , A'e aint got
no privlz, no dust bins, ao drains, no *ater spliea, and no
-o~ 
1. "Tinea", 4 October
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drain or suer in the whole place. The Suer Company, in Greek 
Street, boho Square, all great, rich and po*erfool men, taice no 
notice watsomedever of our cumplaints. The Stenche of a Gully- 
hole is disgustin. We al of us suffur, and numbers are ill, 
and if the Golera comes Lord help us.
Some gentlemans coined yesterday, and we thought they was 
comishonera from the Suer Company, but they w&a complaining of 
the noosance and stenche our lanes and corts was to them in New 
Oxforde street. They was much surprized to see the seller in 
Number 12, Carrier Street, in our lane, where a child was dyin 
from fever, and would not beleave that Sixty persons sleep in it 
every aight. inis here seller you couldent swing a cat in, and 
the rent is five shilling a week; but theare are ^reate many 
aich deare aellars. our, we hope you will let us have our 
complaints put into your Ilinfluenahall paper, and tcaice these 
landlords of our houses and these comiahonera (the freinds we 
spose of the landlords) zaaice our houses decent for Christians to 
live in.
Preaye Sir cons and see us, for we are livin like piggs, 
and it aint faire we shoulde be so ill treted.
W© are your respeckfull servants in Church Lane, Carrier 
Street, and the other corts.
Teusday, Juley 3, 1349". ^
The "Times" did go and see them; and as its reporter, ab 
the protective elbow of & police sergeant, niade his way from one 
human warren to another, his note-book filled with ^rialy 
pathetic details. The landlord of one of the better houses 
"pointed in triumph to a clock and some crockery in one of the 
rooms". One woman told him "they seldom tasted meat; —— hardly 
ever. They did not expect it. They were glad to get bread,
and they had not often enough of that.
-o-
1. "Times", b July 1349. The letter bore *y4 signatures.
2. ibid., 9 -July
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"The houses are underlet to a lessee for a term of years 
at about ju20 per annum", reported the assistant surveyor who was; 
sent to inspect the area. "Tnese were again underlet, house by 
house, at &JJ5 per annum-, these were let in rooms at a highly 
remunerative rent; and, lastly, the separate beds in rooms are 
underlet to vagrants, tramps, and the refuse of society, at 
about jjd. per night, producing, after deducting rates, expenses, 
losses, ebc., about &70 per house per annum". Yet in many of
tnese houses, with their average of thirty or forty tenants 
each, the necessary conveniences had been abolished, "in 
consequence of an occasional charge upon the landlords for the 
relief of them"; and their inh&Ditants wre obliged to beg their 
supply of w&ter from shopkeepers in the neighbourhood.
rhe report of the assistant surveyor revealed that the 
emptying of cesspools in these lanes and courts involved an 
average outlay of &1/10/- per house per annum, that the water 
supply, miserably inadequate as it *as, cost &,1/10/- more, and , 
that the scavengers' charge, occasioned by the want of dustbins, 
amounted to fully another po^nd —— in all MA per house per 
annum. For an improvement rate of £1/1^/-, he estimated that 
the streets might be paved, tanics erected to furnish a constant 
water supply in every room, privies and cesspools replaced by 
water-closets and drains, and a dustbing fixed in each yard and 
a common urinal in each court .^
In this and in similar reports oy assistant surveyors of 
the hewers Oomaiission, Ghadwicic worked out his interim pl&ns 
for metropolitan drainage. A bloc.* of buildings, such as 
Goulston-streeu, Whitechapel, or -leanings' buildings, 
•{ensin^ton, would be chosen, and would be examined by an officer 
of tae Commission. He would then produce a reoort, indicating 
the measures needed, and proving that "the annual money-cost of
loathsome squalor largely execeeds lhat of lecenfc cleanliness". 
(2) -o-
1. "Keport on Ohurch uane and Carrier Street, t;t. Giles'", by 
£. uotto, 7 July 1849. "Orders of Court", vol. 2, p. 135,
2. 'Times 1 ', 22 October 1349. 12 July 1349.
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At the aame time, to check jobbery, and to determine the 
details of domestic drainage, 'Jhadwicic set going a series of 
experiments and trial wortcs. In his various reports he had 
condemned the worx of engineers of tr>e highest reputation, of 
Rendei and Aicltateed and even of tne great Robert Btephenson. 
Gwilt, the author of the standard Encyclopaedia of Architecture, 
advised for a moderate sized country mansion a drain of an area 
of five square feet, with a capacity large enough to discharge 
2,000 cubic feet of water a minute. In this sphere of disputed 
principles and contradictory practice, the public were at the 
mercy of the jobber, with his discounts and trade allowances. 
Ghadwics once reproached a well known architect for putting in 
bric'K house-drains at half-a-crown a foot when for sixpence a 
foot he might have laid down superior earthenware pipes. "Oh, 
but you know, $r. Ohadwick", he was told, "we architects must
"The most efficient if not the only mode of checking 
these pernicious influences appeared to be to analyse carefully 
the cost of production, ascertain what the articles might be 
produced for, and either actually manufacture the goods or to 
promote their production by contracts on a large scale, at such 
a rate of profit, as whilst ensuring the pro duct ion would 
preclude tne payments of the several stages of percentages or
the allowances designated in b ranee pour payer les influences" .——— — *--_ —————— —————
v ' Jo the opposition on the Sewers Commission, when they 
questioned the value of his experiments, tie declared that the 
disputed problems of drainage vsere 'a matter of ^uaging and 
measurements, and as those were care-fully and fairly proceeded 
with differences of opinion would disappear ..... Great was 
gravitation —— it would not be diverted Dy passion or 
ignorance, and would prevail" . ^' harchsnware pipes were
brought from Switzerland and their prices and quality were
-o-
1. B.C. - :dorpeth, 14 October 1343.
2. "Sewage: Supply of pipes: reasons for trial works", r&>, n.d.
3. '"rises" ,24 July 1349-
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compared with home products. The production cost of bricks 
was analysed and the pricea charged by contractors chown to be 
60 per cent, higher; whilst a subterranean survey revealed that 
the ruinous state of so much of the sewers was caused by the 
fact that the bricks supplied had been far inferior to the 
qualities contracted for at that very high rate of profit. Thej 
flow in the sewers was guaged, and it was demonstrated to the 
astonishment of the old officers that house drains need not be 
larger than four inches in diameter, a pipe that size Deing 
sufficient to carry off the sewage from a thousand people or 
more. Testa were made to determine the quantity of water 
actually consumed in the metropolis, and the quantity which 
would be required for tbe n«?w system of drainage- . Trial 
surveys were made of suburban districts such as Richmond and 
Sydenha®, and olans and estimates drawn up to show the practical 
advantages of the combination of water supply and drainage. 
Barges fcootc out sewer water to enterprising farmers, and
encouraging reports came in of double crops of grass and wheat. '
i 
He pushed on quietly at the same time with preparations
to dispossess the Water Companies. Explorers vere sent out to 
test She quality of the surface and drainage water at tipping, 
Windsor and Richmond. The specimens so far examined, he told 
Lord i*orpeth in June 1-343, showed only six decrees of hardness, 
as compared v;ith the twelve or fourteen decrees of 'Jhames water i 
this would mean a saving in soap of £200,000 a year —— and he 
calculated that for about £130,000 they could drain a hundred 
square miles of land to give a completely nevs supply of up to a 
hundred gallons a day to each of the 500,000 houaes of the 
capital. ^ If confirmed, these results spelled ihe doom of 
the Companies, with their restricted supplies of dirty water. 
It was not surprising that he warned iicrpeth that "our ccx;rse of 
research should if practicable be kepc .^uiet froa ishe A'ater
Companies".^ What he feared most of all -*as that the
-o-
1. E.G. - &orpeth, 14 June 184d.
2. il.C. - Aiorpetii, $1 July 1343.
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Companies, setting wind of his activities, would press for a 
Government pronouncement on "ore-appointed terms of 
compensation" 7?hich would reflect their own inflated ideas of 1 
the value of their works. "':uch pre appointed terms of 
purchase neither could, nor ought to be carried out", he told 
Morpeth. "If they -were, you would have purchased peace for the 
oreaent, with the certainty of enduring unpopularity and 
hostility hereafter. The more we proceed with the 
investigation in the Metropolis, the clearer it is, that the 
pipes of some of these companies, for which they claim 
compensation, will not be worth taking out of the ground, and 
that their supplies ought not to be endured for a day. 
Compensation for some of them will hereafter appear to the 
people, li&e compensation for the capital invested in the old 
sewers (which are extended cesspools) had they been laid down by 
trading companies. On principle I an) for liberal compensation, 
but I see no chance of the water companies own terms being 
endured". (1)
It was valuable work; it v»as necessary worlc; and in the 
interval until the completion of the general survey the 
officers of the SotfcTission could hardly have oeen better 
employed than in condueling experiments and putting London's 
domestic drainage in order by blocks and districts. But the 
policy lacked that appeal to tiis interest and, imagination of the 
ratepayers a/hich a grand engineering feat like the juain drainage 
of London would i>ave provided. It was dullness unrelieved. 
Chadwicic v;as a bad publicity agent both for hiaself and for the 
works of the 3ewers Commission. In his speeches at GreeK
Street tbe generous design of a capital freed froa the burden
—o-
i. a.U. - wiorpeth, 30 May 184>d. ^orpeth replied (12 June 134-i ) |! 
"I 3o not understand you as intending to incorporate these 
precise observations in your Report, because I thin& it 
would oe more judicious for you to indicate what ought to be 
done, and w^at can be done, without telling the existing 
companies that their claims to compensation will turn out to 
be worth nothing at all, or we shall have their hostility 
with a vengeance".
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of dirt and disease was obscured by chatter of dustbins and 
siphon traps and the flow of water through a sewer. The 
"Times", which had smiled upon the Commission in its early- 
months, fumed to see it dribbling away its own time and the 
public money in measuring house drains and offering prizes to 
plumbers for patent commodes.^ The "Pistes", and the public, 
had lost patience.
From the beginning Chadwick was convinced that the survey 
and the experimental works could not be supervised by an 
unwieldy body of 23 Coauuisaioners, one section of whom never 
attended the monthly meetings at the rooms in Greek Street, 
while another section sat in permanent implacable opposition. 
In January 1349 he used his command over the majority of the 
active Commissioners to secure the appointment of a nuaberoof 
committees, for Finance and Sye-Laws, and, most important of 
all, a Aorka Committee, from which there branched sub-committees
for the Ordnance Survey, the Trial V-'orks, the Disposal of
(2. ) Refuse, and the Construction of Roads. v/ One object of this
step was to carry on business in the iatervalo between the 
meetings of the full Commission; but it was Cnadwicic's aim also 
to ensure that scientific questions stiould be discussed in an 
atmosphere free from the friction, the delay, and the untidiness
of dissension. lie sought to"pus a stop to the thirst for
(5} debates" wy by withdrawing with companions of his own choice
behind the doors of a committee room, where the merits of gulley
traps and hollow bricks could be given the same calm
-Q-
1. "Times", 2 July 1849. "M.C.S. Minutes of the General
Purposes Coauaittee", vol. 4, pp. 48-49, 23 February 1549.
2. "Ordecs of Court", vol. 2, p. 3, lb January 1349. The 
Committees were composed as follows:
(1) General Committee, open to all members;
(2) Finance (7 members),
(5) Bye-Laws (6 members);
(4) Works (13 members), with sub-coaasjittees for Ordnance
Survey (4), Trial works (5), Disposal of Refuse (5)t
Construction of Roads (2)
3. "Times", 3 August 1349.
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deliberation as questions of surgery or physics. When he 
emerged from the committee room, however, he found himself in 
the less equable climat»e of an open assembly, where unfriendly 
Commissioners could attack him in ill-informed speeches half an 
hour in length, and where even friendly Commissioners in their 
ignorance could cause annoying delay. At his ease when mating 
an exposition of principles bo a sympathetic audience, 
Chadwiclt's temprature rose when he encountered the obstinate 
pressure of a hostile mind. The anti-Chaciwick pauty never 
numbered more than half a dozen, and its 30Lid indissoluble 
nucleus was the little group of old Co-nmiKsioners, Syng, Leslie, 
Jones, Bidwell. Chadwiek left them in no loubt that he 
resented their presence. In their leader, John Leslie, a 
former member of the Westminster Commission, he discovered a 
man whose jaw was as firm as his own, and whose ietermination to 
expose error and point out true courses was just as great —— 
with this difference: that Leslie was as set, in the old ways as 
Chadwick in the new. Chadwick saw in Leslie the incarnation of 
that parochialism against which he had always contended, with 
its pi^-headedness, its petty horizons, and its clinging to 
exploded practices.
There seemed no end to Leslie'3 perversity and 
oostructiveness. .Vhen he was told that a number of the old 
Commissioners were to be transferred to the ae;i body, Chadwick 
had aent them copies of the reports of the Metropolitan
Sanitary Commission, and had received from them hearty
CD expressionsoof assent to the principles he had laid down.
Yet, hardly a wee* after the writs of aupersedeas had been 
issued in November 134-7, the old Commissioners, led oy Leslie, 
were voicing views in plain ocntradiction of the new methods 
and in supoort of the practices -wnich were to be abandoned. ^ 
"Presuming; that they were not dishonest", Chadwick commented, 
"it follows that they did not understand the measures; and
1. "Memoranda in respect to the proceedings in the Gewers 
Commission", a&, n.d.
2. j£.v. - iiorpeth, 30 December 1347.
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having previously been engaged in a party antagonism, what they 
really were impressed with was, that their adversaries were to 
be superseded, and themselves put in a position of greater 
power".^ ' At the very first meeting Leslie revealed how 
little he had grasped of the proposal to consolidate the works, 
when he contended that the two surveyors, Phillips and Roe, 
should be placed on an equal station in separate districts. A 
week or two later, he stood alone, in defiance ofi the lawyers on 
the Commission, in questioning the legality of a general survey; 
and when, with nuch expense and delay, the opinion of the Law 
Officers was obtained, he treated it ^ith "equally ignorant and 
insolent contempt". ' In meddling with house drainage, 
declared Leslie, the Commission was stepping beyond its proper 
function. It should content itself with a simple declaration 
Chat cesspools ought bo be abolished, leaving it to the parties 
theaselves to find out how to do itj sewers should be driven up 
the streets, and the occupiers left to break through the fronts 
of oheir houses and form the junction as best they could. On 
the mysterious doings of the Trial Works sub-committae Leslie 
directed an angrily inquisitive gaze. Fourteen thousand 
warrants of distress for the non-payment of rates had already 
been issued, and the Commission should be more careful with the 
ratepayers' money than to spend it on guagiag the ran of the 
sewers and other profitless inquiries.
But the innovation which Leslie most; detested was 
ChadwicK's committee system. He saw no reason why the old 
method should be changed of dealing with a miscellaneous 
assortment of business in open Court, where all questions 
affecting the severs administration could be discussed under 
the critical gaze of the ratepaying public. Had this been the
only point at issue in the dispute over the committee system,
—o—
1. "Memoranda in respect to the proceedings in the Sewers 
Commission", Mb, n.d.
2. b.O. - lion. .Frederick 3yng, 11 Septemberrli548. "6I.C.S. 
Minutes of the General Purposes Committee", vol. 2, p. 55, 
23 May 1343.
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Chadwick's case would have been incontrovertible. In so 
intricate a task, as the administration of London's sewers, —— 
involving such, diverse technical matters as the assessment and 
collection of rates, the supervision of a large clerical and 
engineering establishment, the preparation of surveys and 
estimates for local improvements, the trial of new materials and 
new devices, a subdivision into specialised committees was the 
only v.ay to come to close grips with the details on which policy 
must be framed. It was in the committees, with their fingers 
on the pulse of business, that policy must be initiated; the 
open Court, though it aslght influence its committees by 
criticism or encouragement, must in the main be content to 
ratify their decisions.^ ' But this was not all. No idea of 
coffipoeing; the committees 6n representative linetj seems to have 
entered Chadwiclt's heed. From the all-important works 
Committee, with its off-ehoots iteating controlling the survey 
and the experiments in drainage, irrigation, and road
construction, the old Commissioners without exception were shut
(2") out. ' Ke did not listen when Lord Carlisle, censing the
-o-
1. See MS fragment (apparently draft resolutions) in which 
Chadwicic defends the committee system;
"That the greatest security against waste by any board 
composed of numerous members is the thorough examination of 
the business brought before it.
That the only practicable mode of effecting this in such 
bodies is by a subdivision of iaoour and delegation.
That responsibility is increased by the fewer hands into 
which the business is divided;
That executive dispatch is increased by the fewer 
competent hands into which business is confided.
That the greatest waste delay and mismanagement has 
arisen amongst numerous and fluctuating bodies of persons.
's?hat the presence of every Commissioner, at every 
Committee and sub Committee is incexistent with the 
principle of the proper exiiminauion of business by means of 
division of labour ......."
2. See Protest signed by 3yng, Leslie, Lawes, Bidwell, and 
Jones ("Orders of Court", vol. 2, up; >;> - 35, ^ March 
13^9: "..... out of the seven Conrr.ittoef. constituted or 
Confirmed by these orders namely —— the Ordnance Survey 
Committee; the Trial v^orka Committee; the Construction of 
Roads Committee; and the Sewage /tenure Committee exclusively 
(Continued on next page)
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danger of an excluded, embittered minority, suggested that it 
sight be prudent to utilize and occupy Leslie by putting him on 
a committee with three or four others of superior knowledge to 
report on the pollution of the Thames/ 1 ' What could Leslie 
contribute to a scientific investigation beyond an ignorant 
obstructiveneas? You might as well expect a vestry politician 
to design and construct a locomotive as to plan a complex and 
scientific system of drainage.
It was hardly to be wondered at, therefore, that the 
decisions of tbe coBauitteea came in for a hotly jealous scrutiny 
when they were brought before the whole booy of Commissioners in 
Court or General Committee. John Bullar, one of the lawyers on 
the Coaniasien, whose good huccur frequently cushioned the shoclc 
of the contending factions, urged Uiat it would tead much more 
to the harmonious wording of the Commission if both parties were 
represented on the conuaibtees, so that "their differences of 
opinion should be called out and reconciled at the outset cf 
any proceeding rather than mooted for the first tiroe in the 
General Committee". "If", lie wen4; on, "there is to be a 
repetition in trie General ComiaiUtee of the investigations 
which have been stade in the Oojzyaittee of * cries, the members of 
that Committee will very soon E«ve themselves the loss of time
of attending its meetings, or leave its duties to
—o—
(Continued from previous page; consist (with one single
exception) of twelve of the Coit.Kisaicri.&rs no::; invited upon the 
*orks Committee ....."
jbai-lifer, beiore the ueneral Committee' ("y.C.S. Minutes 
of the Oen^ral Purpoe.es Committee", vol. 4, pp. 33 - 40, 22 
February 134-9), Leslie had argued that it was illegal to 
aiiord iacii.ities ior the performance of the ordinary 
business of the Commission by committees. The authority to 
delegate was not to be found in the Sewers Acts; indeed, 
ever,)' facility was &ive0 by the **ot of ici^-3 uo tLe 
Comaiisslon aj= s. Court of Record to c^rey out itn objects 
most advantageously "by maicing the public fully acquainted 
with all its proceeaixigs". & case was prepared ior the Law 
Officers (ibid., op. 59 - 60, 1 March .134-9)., as a result of 
which some slight adjistment was made in the arrangements. 
("Orders of Court", vul. ^, pp. ±) - 3i» 13 :«arcb 1349).
1. Carlisle - B.C., Ifo April 1349.
be performed by a aaall minority."^ 1 ' Oh«#»ictc proposed 
instead to aeet che truculenee of the opposition with the 
equally truculent resolution: "Chat if the Court did not support 
the cooiaifctee it had appointed, consisting of gentlcaea whose 
intention it was to do their duty, it was impossible for the 
business of the Commission to ;^;o on".^'1
Inevitably ti e others fall under his domination. It was 
a benevolent despotiam, working througb the Rachlnery of half a 
doaea coa^lfctess, .vhose head and heart; ware Gnadwicic. Aa the 
"Siaes" objected, if the coauaitteea were nominated by Chadvsioi, 
and the Sourt *aa bound to support She coaslt/toes, it was only 
coo clear that the CJoamaisaioE* represented and registered the 
opinions of one man. alons. 1'he coauaifrtee systa.m, in the eyes 
of its enemies, sag .a screen for tne dictatorship oi one 
amoiti'jas aiad. "A&y coa^iasioaer *ho lid not belong to the 
•A or its Goa;xit;t€3 «aa yarfsctly usslass", cried one. '*#r. 
Ghid-iFia.^ '43ied him why he did not attend} and he answered that 
tiae *oris Committee governed She cotnsission. All the rest were 
.sera cyphers, ano wre treated with a ie cp?es- of inlje^perance if, 
aa cosaisaianers, th®y case to the court to Jlooharga their 
duty aad do what they con^id^rod righ*;. fhay «ere oonsid*red
excessively impertinent If they asked a ^uoatioa, or alluded to ;
(**•)any e:«.pl3Ji3tio.a that Might; do 300! to the oo:3ai6t--ioa". x
1'ha ^ulf oetweoa 'JhadTsicii and Lealie could, no- L>e 
bridged. Fne uahappy Carlisle found iiiiaaelf in fcna desperate 
dileaooia of a zaaa with one foot on each side of an ever widening 
crevasae. Chadwieic'a last *'ord was that there aiodb be no "self 
indulgence in Kindly feeling at the oxpense oi' the public aad of
~* \y "'* ,,.-'.
1. .John Aullar - I>ord Carlisle, 2 February 1349. :. 
2 t afeJ fragment, n.d.
y. "Times", 1 October 1849. "The Goa&lssion h^s been a&de a 
Parliament to register Mr. Chadwick's .^cfcs; tfc.® 
auacojuaitteea conduct hiu axporJie -.GS, adopt his projects, 
aji-1 reflect his opiiiioaG; and general ./a'ui-ta are but so many ', 
oaclted tribunals for silencing any oont^ay-cioas opposition".
4. Hon. i'redrii'ictc ^yng; speecn reported in "times'', jj August / 
134).
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dutyi that la to say by Jobbery In urbanity. It Is laid down 
by an eminent member of the Government that the essence of 
statesmanship Is compromise. Be this as it may with matters of 
Government, it is totally misapplied in respect to sewers 
administration. Between good and bad sewers there can be no 
compromise."^ Carlisle was sympathetic when Chadwick, 
reporting another "dreadfully annoying day at Greek Street", 
cried that "the present state of things cannot, ought not to go 
on". ' But not infrequently Chadwick, with his continual 
alarums, his protests and his fretting, strained the patience of 
the peace-loving nobleman. He could not endure bad blood and 
squabbles between the members of the Commission, he warned
Chadwick, and "if they go on I shall run away from both Boards".
(3)
When the time came in September 1343 for the re- 
appointment of the consolidated Commission under the terms of 
the recently approved Sewers Act, Chadwick moved ponderously to 
shake off his Old Man of the Sea. It had been agreed that the 
original 23 Commissioners should continue in office unless they 
signified their own desire to be relieved, and when he found 
that Chadwick was trying to edge Leslie out of the Commission 
Carlisle sent him a stiff note. "Now I am entirely convinced 
of the thoroughly public-motived spirit of all you do, and I can 
quite understand how particular people may thwart, annoy, 
offend, obstruct; but where is the work we can expect to do 
without a mixture of these elements? 1 sometimes think that 
people who have not been in Parliament are more intolerant of 
this species of opposition and obstruction than we who are more 
seasoned to it. We have enough of opposition and jealousy to 
deal with from without, to make it very unseasonable to excite 
and create them in fresh quarters ..... So pray let there not
be any more bad blood raised about it".^ Earlier a sensible,
—o-
1. MS fragment, n.d.
2. E.G. - Carlisle, 2 July 1349.
3. Carlisle - E.G., 26 January 1349.
4. Carlisle - S.C., 13 October $gfo 134a>
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good-humoured letter from John Bullar had urged the same point. 
There must be some opposition, and none was likely to be less 
effective than Leslie's. "¥ou Intimated that you would retire 
from the Commission to avoid Mr. Leslie. That would be to 
abandon projects In the success of which you take great 
Interest, and to allow the apprehension of a little occasional 
annoyance to be your master. If you had not had force of 
determination enough to master circumstances of annoying 
character, you ought to have been quietly buried in a cesspool 
some years ago, with a train of Assistant Commissioners 
following your funeral, and the pall borne by broken-hearted 
flushers!'.1^
If the cantankerous Leslie was the most irritating, he 
was not the most serious obstacle to the inauguration of the new 
order. By June 1343 Chadwick was sighing that the 
establishment at Greek Street was not well in hand. The clerks 
and surveyors who had been Inherited from the extinguished 
district Commissions were sensitive about their rights of 
precedence, and worked together with a bad grace; and they were 
appalled when Chadwick introduced a regular working day of six 
hours from ten to four, in place of the carefree sloth of the
—Q-
1. Byng, the most approachable member of the opposition group, 
admitted that Leslie's manner was very bad. But, he went on 
on, "Does not this occasional difference of opinion lead 
the Publick to suppose that matters are discussed and that 
we are not a packed Jury under such an able foreman as 
yourself? It will be very difficult to persuade the 
Metropolitan rtate Payers to be highly taxed by any but a 
representative Commission. If they are passive it will oe 
owing to their fancied security in certain names and 
therefore should I be glad to see them repeated tho' they 
have not given hitherto any assistance. Leslie's is an 
influential one as a security to the great body of St. 
George's, ifven I, am the means of keeping St. James' quiet. 
..... I may be permicted to remark that your manner has all 
the appearance (I speak of committees^ of impatience and 
anger at the smallest opposition from him —— and as no 
doubt he is quick of sight, he may have observed what has 
struck me, a certain aristocratical bearing among his 
Colleagues to the Tailor. That I should not wonder with his 
very independent spirit has raised rather than diminished 
his spirit of contradiction ....." U^ September 1348)
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old rdgiae. ^Urgently needed was an engineer of commanding 
personality and advanced views to be put in charge of the works. 
On a proposal of John Leslie's the Commission had committed a 
cardinal error in dividing the metropolitan area into two 
districts, each under an engineer of equal status, with the 
result that the two engineers, Roe and Phillips, pushed on with 
their separate programmes without consulting each other, just as 
if no consolidation had taken place. "I believe them both to 
be good well disposed men; both capable of good work, if not put 
out of their proper positions and if properly directed", wrote 
Chadwick. "But it is a new system which is required to be 
carried out; a system very different from their own recent 
practises, which they must be led to alter. To say that they 
shall not be interfered with where necessary, is to say that 
there shall be no relief, and that the health and lives of the 
population shall be subordinate to the feelings and interests 
and knowledge of the officers brought up under the old 
establishments. The new consolidation of works required, as 
compared with anything which Mr. Leslie appears to have oeen 
prepared for, is as widely different as a locomotive is from a
common dung cart". ^ As morning after morning Chadwick was
-o-
1. "Every morning nearly 1 have to give an attendance at Greek 
Street to give instructions to the Officers: no single 
Officer oeing there up to the general views, or having 
influence: air. Stables, not recognising &r. Fer^slet, as 
Chief, and affr. Hertslet not liking to instruct or give 
orders to i«r. otabless Mr. Roe not lining to interfere with 
Mr. Phillips or Mr. Phillips with Mr. Roe, and neiuher 
advancing readily out of their separate district habits, 
and all waiting or standing still for orders unless seen toV 
(E.G. - Morpeth, 9 September 1343).
2. JS.C. - Hon. Frederick siyng, 11 September 134.3.
"Neither Koe nor Phillips have advanced with their position. 
The latter sent in a Report in respect to Marylebone, which 
would have exposed us seriously and I was obliged to stop it 
and have it altered, and the former &ave in a report, the 
other morning which appeared to be almost insane, and the 
committee at once decided upon its entire suppression.
fie cannot supersede either, both iaave considerable merit, 
but they require an excesaive amount of watching". 
(B.C. - Morpeth, $Q May
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called to Greek: Street to reprove the absurdities of the 
engineers and to smooth over their jealousies and disagreements, 
he recalled that Roe had been a reluctant witness in support of 
consolidation, and that Phillipg' evidence before the 
Metropolitan Sanitary Commission had been given its edge by his 
resentment against his employers. Sir Henry de la Beche had 
been right, he began to think: the break with the old order 
should have been sharp and complete.^ The old officers could 
not adjust their mental habits, formed under the district 
commissions, to the wider outlook of the consolidated area, nor 
could they readily accept the new knowledge quarried oy the 
Trial ?Jorks Committee which went against their professional 
practice for a quarter of a century. It was a fact, they 
agreed, when the demonstration took place before their eyes, 
that four inch pipes kept clear whilst larger ones accumulated 
deposit; yet both continued to put down house drains of double 
the size they admitted to be necessary. They had too much to 
unlearn, and though when pressed they sight concur in the value 
of the new ideas, they were too blinkered by old and 
accustomed practice to catch more than a fractional glimpse of 
Chadwici's grand design. '
"In respect to the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers I 
am exceedingly anxious", Chadwick confessed to Lord Morpeeth in 
October 1843. "There is much to be done requiring steadiness 
science and zeal and so little available force there to do it. 
The officers have failed more than I had expected, and my 
expectations were not high. They have failed in suggestions as
to details. They do nothing without instructions. Everything
-o-
1. "Sir fienry de la seche has a stronger impression than myself 
of the looseness and uncertainty of the old machinery for 
carrying out new work". (S.G. - Morpeth, '•} Seotember 1343;.
2. Forwarding a copy of the iVtetropoiitan Sanitary Report to Sir 
John fiurgoyne (^ December 1351), Cha&vicic observed; "fou 
will see that in respect to AT. Phillios the main 
propositions were gut to him not by him and I found that 
having deliberately assented to the propositions put to him 
he afterwards sen himself in opposition to them, as indeed 
he had previously carried out works, which themselves were 
full of what he admitted when questioner to be errors in
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hae to be reorganized. All their former habits have to be 
changed; all their "practical" experience, i.e. routine, 
inapplicable to new conditions, is uronfe, it is a delusion and
a snare". ^
,. , . , , ,more and more In his perplexity ChadwicJc turned/to the reliable Henry
. who
Austin,.now the Secretary to the General Board of Health,/ 5he 
was acting as Consulting Engineer to the Commission. 
introduction of his favourite strained and eventually ruptured
the nominal agreement, between the engineering officers of the 
Commission. Austin was unknowni he was quiet and modest, and 
had little presence. He lacked the authority which would have 
enabled him to dominate his two professional colleagues, and to 
silence the clamorous minority in the Court room. Hoe remained 
faithful to Ohadwick, but Phillips seceded to the side of Leslie i 
and iiyng.
The clash came in June 1349, when Austin and Phillips 
produced rival scnemes for the disposal of London sewage. 
Instead of limiting the attention of the Court to minor matters 
and piecemeal work, said Phillips sharply, —— such as the 
drainage of a detached and separate district, che advantages of ' 
a three inch over a four inch pioe, or the shape of a water 
closet pan —— the energy of the Commission and its officers 
should have been, concentrated in the first instance on the 
selection of a sound plan for providing an outfall independent 
of the Tnaiaes. Phillips* proposal, in its essentials, was the • 
construccloa of aoout swenty miles of intercepting sewers from \ 
Kingston in the west to the ,(ent or iissex marches ia the Jiast, 
following the course of the thames and acting as a substitute 
for it, at a depth of sons hundred feet aelovs the bed of the 
river. ^' The idea was not new. It had been examined and 
rejected several time*» since Martin's original scheme was turned; 
down in 1342; and ia a modified fora it was later to form the ;'
basis of Bazalgette's plans for metropolitan main drainage.
-o- \
1. E.G. - Morpeth, October 1348.
2. "Letter to the Commission of Sewers on the Drainage of the 
Metropolis", 21 June 1349. Printed.
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Chadwick, his eyes still lovingly fixed on the mirage of gold 
from sewage, found it totally unacceptable. I?%ar better was 
Austin's "converging system". By this plan London would be 
divided into districts, eact having a sump, into which the i 
refuse would be collected; from these reservoirs steam engines 
would eventually pump it out to the farmers through subterraaean ] 
pipes. In any event, said Cuadwick crushingly, whatever plan :] 
was adopted, tunnels or sumps, it must wait on the completion of 
the survey; and in the meantime the Oomaiosion aust continue 
•with its programme of experiment and preparation, remedying the ; 
domestic drainage .vherever possible, and flushing the sewers .' 
regularly into the Shames.
in this policy he inovitaoiy came inco collision with I 
those who held that the Thames was London's greatest nuisance 
and Londoners' greatest danger. As the summer stinks from the 
rivee "were wafted through the windows of the office in Printing 
House 3q_uare, the editor of the 'Times", with handkerchief to 
his nose, poured out columns of protest. "Not a single 
cesspool to be found in the city, —— except one, reaching from • 
Richmond to Gravesead, with an exposed surface averaging a 
quarter of a mile in breadth! No filth in the sewers, —— all 
ia bhe river!"^ The Severs Ooxnisai.on rolisved Church Lane 
and Carrier Street, but only by poisoning the water supply of
the whole capital, a piece of devilry porbid^en evsn by the \
(2) rules of war. It T»as only a choice of evils, Gb.adwick I
replied; the svil of sending the refuse down into the Thames was' 
utterly inconsiderable with the evil of 'seeping accumulations of 
noxious matter in densely inhabited localities or of removing it 
to layatallsP-* The flushing of the sewers he regarded as the ! 
greatest contribution which the Commission could make to the ; 
defeat of the cholera. In their first month they had flushed
22,400 feet of the Westminster sewers, with a deposit ranging
-o-
1. "Timefi", 7 October 13*3.
2. ibid., 14 iieptember 1343.
3. ibid., 14 January 1348.
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from six Inches to 3 feet 6 inches, amounting to 3,336 double 
loads of soil^ 1 '; their activity *ao intensified when the
epidemic broke out; and in July 1849 one of the assistant 
surveyors reported that "for the laat oix: weeks the Commission 
had spent L150 per week,, and each sixpence of that sum
represented a load of f iltn carted away from some locality int?\ "
the mebropoii3." vc ' Phe intention, and the energy displayed in
its execution, were admirable; the results were not —— for the 
hoarded refuse, including the fresh infected faecea of the 
cholera victims, was flashed Lato the Thames at a point opposite 
the main intajte of London's water supply.
Judging the policy of the Commission from one aspect only 
—— its effect upon the cleanliness of the river —— the "Times" 
presently passed from occasional criticism to open and permanent 
hostility. John A alter began to suspect that he had been 
chosen as a Commissioner less on account of his interest in the 
sewers than of his influence with the "Tiaes"^*^; which was only 
too true His technical opinions he tooic froa an a^ed 
engineer, Stewart, an old-fashioned empiric, who scorned the 
notion of waiting for the completion of the survey before 
beginning a geaeral scheme of drainage, and who was in favour of 
Phillips' plan of deep intercepting tunnels to divert sewage 
from the Thames. In a series of letters Chadwick attempted to 
turn the "Times" from its championship of Phillips. The 
intercepting sewer, he argued, was a reckless and uneconomical 
method of handling BO valuable a commodity as town refuse; the 
plan amounted i}Q throwing the sewage of London a hundred feet 
deep in order to pump it up again and send it oac& several miles 
in the direction whence it had come to be used as farm manure , 
it would occupy two or uhree years, cost fc/jo oiillions, and leave 
St. Giles 1 , Whitechanel, and tfotherhithe in mucti the same
condiuion as at present « All this ChadwicK. explained to Walter
-o-
1. "Orders of Court", vol. 1, pp. 20 - 21, 13 January 1848.
2. "Times", 20 July 1:^9.
3. John waiter - £.0., 22 July 134-9.
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and Delane, exuding a breezy confidence that after this exposure 
no one could possibly continue to countenance such nonsense; but
the "Tinea" still cheered for Phillips and intercepting sewers. 
(1)
Thus, in the summer of 1849 affairs at Greek Street came
to a climax, and the Metropolitan Sewers Commissionsrushed with 
increasing velocity on its own destruction. Phillips and
Austin exchanged broadsides, each deriding the other's scheme.
C2 }v ' Simultaneously the chief clerk, Lewis G. Hefrtslet, after
sternly reproving his employers for not laying down a definite 
course of action for their worjcs, sent in his resignation^ —— 
and promptly began to manufacture hollow bricks, £150,000 worth 
of which would be required for Phillips' tunnel.^ ' A curious ' 
little note reached Chadwlck from one of the clerksi "Phillips 
says, and things that the Gentlemen comprising the Commission ., 
(useing his own words) are a lot of old Women or Muffs, and that ' 
the Commissioners will not get much out of him unless the 
Commissioners adopt his plans, for he will not be put down". 
In the following month, the debate begun by Phillips and Austin 
was thrown open to the whole profession, aad engineers were 
invited to submit their plans for the sewerage of London.^1 ' 
It was a victory of the "Times" over Chadwick, who held that no , 
comprehensive scheme could be laid mt down until the survey of • 
the capital was completed, and who was continually pointing out < 
that, since the Sewers Commission was already engaged in undoing; 
the work of civil engineers and architects of the highest ]
eminence, it was futile to seek in their ranks for the designer •
-o-
1. fc.C. - John waiter, J.T. Delane, n.d. ,
2. "Orders of Court", vol. 2, pp. 105 - 103, 21 Tune 1849. 
"M.C.S. Miautes of the General Purposes Committee", vol. 
4, pp. 72 - 91, 23 June 1349). "Letter fco Commission of 
Sewers on Drainage of the Metropolis", 21 June 1349, J. -: 
Phillips (printed). "Observations on Phillips' Letcer", 29 j 
June 1549, H. Austin (printed). "\
3. "Orders of Court", vol. 2, pp. 103 - 104, 21 June 1349. i
4. "Notes of Information so Lord Palmersfcon on the foundations 
of hostility to sanitary measures", &>, c. August
5. T.K. Greene - fc.O., 7 July 1849.
b. "Orders of Court", vol. 2, p. 157, ^ July Id49.
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of London's main drainage. Ahen the Court opened on 20 August 
to receive the plans of the competitors, the room was immediate 
immediately thronged with aspiring civil engineers It was a 
tumultuous meeting, the competitors listening to the 
Commissioners and each other with great excitement, and the 
Commissioners present were clearly taken aback by the numbers 
and rivalry of the competitors. ^ 62 plans were submitted 
that morning, and another 75 before the competition was declared 
closed. All were useless, as Chadwick had predicted, being
drawn up in ignorance of the findings of the surface and
( 2 )subterranean surveys. J
Every resolution was now becoming a battle ground for the 
opposing parties, and at times the Court was "nothing better 
than a beargarden1*. '' Should the Commission appoint two 
additional assistant surveyors? "Mr, Phillips, wheh appealed 
to, denied that more assistant surveyors were wanted; Mr. 
Austin as confidently asserted that they were indispensable . 
Mr. Chadwick spoke at some length on the point, seasoning his
(h\
observations with further hits at the old co(amissioners". v ' 
When Chadwick remarked complacently that under the old 
Westminster Commission the cost of removing soil by hand labour 
had been seven shillings a cubic yard, while now it was flushed 
away for only sixpence, Leslie rose in a fury of denial and 
demanded a special meeting to go into the figures , On the 
appointed day only three members were present ia the Committee 
room to support Leslie. In an adjoining room Chadwick waited 
with a strong contingent of his friends, ready to eater and 
swamp the meeting if a quorum were formed; while a beadle was
set at the door to intercept Commissioners who looked like
-o-
1. "Orders of Court", vol. 2, pp. 220 - 223, 20 August 1349. 
"fines", 22 August 134-9.
2. "Heport on Plans for the Drainage of London. By J.F.
Burgoyne, James Vetch, J.&. Hendel, H.D. Harness, Robert 
Stephenson", 3 March 1850; in "Reports and Communications 
of Board of Health to Home Secretary on Drainage of the 
Metropolis", P. . 1354, Ixi, pp. 104 - 111.
3. "rimes", 23 September Id49- 4. ioid., 3 August 1849.
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straying into the rebels' camp.' ^ it was a ludicrous 




As a gesture of appeasement the works Committee was j(•~,\ i
thrown open to all members in August 1849. v 'The move was a ] 
failure. The Committee was now in difficulties, cried 3yng, \> • and wished to involve others \^ yj while Leslie pressed on his ;
attack with a motion that the Trial Works sub-committee, "on ,
account of the expenditure and small results", should be
( 4) abolished. ' In such wranglings and personalities the Sewers
Commission was gasping out its life. "Mr. Leslie complained 
that other Commissioners were allowed to say what they pleased, I 
but so soon as he spoke he was told that he was personal". ^ ' * 
"Mr. Bullar .... complained that the time which should be given
to business was wasted by Mr. Leslie in fruitless discussions". 
(6)
It could not continue . At the end of September 1349
Chadwick appealed to the Government to recast the Commission, in 
the hope of eliminating Leslie and his friends. The reply, 
conveyed in a letter from Loard Carlisle "under feelings of very 
great pain", gave him a severe jolt. Lord John Russell and the 
Lord Chancellor agreed to supersede the Commission —— "but they 
make it a condition that neither of the prominent parties in the 
late disputes and differences should re-appear in the new one". 
Carlisle continued! "I am upon the calmest consideration I can 
give to the subject, inclined to think that the course decided 
upon is under present circumstances the most prudent for the 
Government, for the Board of Health, and for yourself. 
From whatever causes, or by whose-ever fault it has happened, 
the present Commission has lamentably oron:en down, and there
is not at present sufficient
-o-
1. "Orders of Court", vol. 2, pp. 225 - ^26, 21 August 1849. 
"Times", 22 August 1849.
2. "Orders of Court", vol. 2, p. 204, 9 August 1349.
3. "Times", 10 August 1349
4. "Orders of Gourt", vol. 2, p. 231.
5. "i'iaes", 30 August 1349. &. ibid.
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confidence in the public mind at large towards any portion of it 
to make people wait *itb patience for the inevitable delay and 
gradual development of the requisite Measures. In the present 
conflict of opinion which prevails upon many of the main points 
at issue, and amidst the disgraceful squabbles and mutual 
accusations of our own officers and surveyors, it is clear that 
even although we could fe«l sure that the course which you and 
those who would be most lively to follow your guidance might 
adopt; would he invariably in the right, still the Government and 
the r'uuiic will require fine sanction of the hl&heat engineering 
authority that can oe procured. I am av»are that you have been 
disposed to entertain a different opinion, but the times and 
circumstances raaice it imperative. I think it at least 
questionable, allow we to aay this, how far you would work 
smoothly with those by whoa you were liable to bo over-ruled, 
and 1 even feel persuaded that you are more lively to uee your 
own views c-xTried into effect, if you are yourself aot one of
the executive body —— if you would act more as an ajaicus, than
f 1) ad an actual .temper of the "curiae" ....."^
Chadwick was furious that this uudiacernijag Governaent 
had classed him witn Leslie as gr&at and equal nuisances. for 
the second time in his career he felt thut he was being made a 
scapegoat oy toe jtuaaell Goveroawat, while the real culprits 
escaped uucenaured. "1 saimot; «ae the jujtioe or the policy 
of the assumption of tuere oeingi two p<*rtied, or of shaping the 
procedure so as by implication to divide biaiae", ha replied to 
Uarlisle. "..... 1 Cdui quite Suate, that i havvi oi'^en 
expressed my desire to sae the arraa^eaents aade, or1 the time 
coiae •jtfiien I might 'jatiro-Ly leave the Sewers (Jo;iai33ion. I 
have feib biia ^aoaalous position, but assuredly tnero was no 
help for It} lotibing would havj ueen done, none of cne more 
essential poiaiss would hav« aeea pressed, jy any ocher members 
of the Oonaisdiouv Not one of the^i I aa aorjy to say appears
to be a^are ol ^liu bearing of v»hat haa been doae as a whole,
—o- 
1. Carlisle - A.^;., '£*$ oeptemoer
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which yet remains to be shewn; still less can they be aware of 
the bearing of what has been done ou che Aiblic Health Act".^ '
But the sentence could not be averted, and, despite the 
polite words of Russell^ and Carlisle, Ghadwick felt it to be 
another rebuff. The Board of Health put the best gloss they 
could on the affair, and in their Minutes passed off the defeat 
as a strategic withdrawal. Experience nad shown, they 
declared, that membership of the Commission of Sewers was not 
compatible with their duties at the General Board. They had 
therefore resolved that in future they should have no personal 
connection with any local Board:
"Because as members of a local board, in which they can 
form only a minority, an undue weight and responsibility may be,,
,i
and the believe has been, ascribed to their individual or 
personal influence with fche majority; -—
And because as members of a local board, they may be in a 
minority with reference to measures on which, from more enlarged 
information, they may not only take a different view, but with
regard to which it may be their puolic duty to enforce on their
-o-
1. Jc,.C.- Carlisle, 29 September 1349. He wrote again the .] 
following ciayi •
"There are I think very strong and serious reasons why the 
new Commission should not be issued as proposed until a 
statement of what has been doae cuid \vnui; remain,,; to be done . 
is made and issued.
I cannot understand how arrangements are to oe made for 
the worK until some connected view is hai of what is to be .;,' 
done. I should doubt whether that can have been given to 
you. I know that Sir Henry de la .ieche who kno»a most of j 
the suuject only <cao'»«s part of it. !
Unless the statement is made before the commission is -; . 
issued it cannot be made afcer without inconvenience. I 
myself shall be exposed to more libels v;hich I must not put ' 
up t,ith. Moreover I submit that there is no necessity for 
rudely and abruptly breaking in oefore tiie important reports-., 
which are understood co be nearly ready are t :;iven ....." '
2. Uus&ell - Garlicle, 24 September 1849: MTbe chief !;' 
inconvenience of this course would be that ivir. Chadwick ; 
would be omitted. Jut his abilities are so .fully employed : 
in the Board of Health, and are so freely recognised by the , 
Government that I trust he would not see in this omission 
any saark of want of appreciation of his valuable services".
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responsibility an opposite course".^ '
It would have been well for Ghadwick if this resolution, 
the argument of which is unexceptionable, had oeen passed a year 
earlier, and if he had severed his connection with the 
Metropolitan Commission of tiewers the moment he was appointed to 
the General Board of Health. By beptember 1848 the large-scale 
survey, the essential preliminary to trie sanitary regeneration 
of London, was well in hand, and Ohadwick might have left to 
other men the task of building upon the foundation he had laid. 
There is a limit to the amount of worx one man, whatever his 
resources of energy and will-power, can profitably undertake. 
To establish a great new department of the central government, 
and to nurse it through tae dangerous yeara of its infancy, was 
a labour in which ae snouid have found ample roua for the 
exercise of his abilities. The trouole with Ghadwick was that 
he felt himself to be Indispensable. In this field of sanitary 
reform, where iae had been the pioneer, ne placed no crust in the 
judgment of others, however well-intentioned he Kae*.v them to be. 
jiir Henry de la Beche, the geologist, oimon arid Joutnwood Smith, 
the physicians, Hoe, Austin, itawliaoon, che engineers —— all 
these, and many other friends of the causa, saw clearly some 
fraction of the .vhole; but none of tuem, Ghadwick believed, saw 
saw the problem in all its bearings so clearly as himself. He 
hated bo delegate hia power, because he could not at the same 
time dele-gate his knowledge and his vision. It is a
Minutes, 17 October 1849. In a letter from Carlisle , also
recorded in the ssuae minute, he concurs in the resolutions 
"He would have felt most unwilling to single out any 
individual name among the members of the Commission, but as 
one of his colleagues ac the Board of Health, Mr. Ohadwick, 
has suscained a prominent share both of labour and of 
attack, he would think it neither .just nor generous to a 
public servant, wiiera even health has been but too much 
affected by his unremitting exertions for the good of the 
public, if he neglected this opportunity of expressing toe 
sense \vhich the Government entertain of his past services, 
and the hope v\hich thej cherish that many more 7;ill yet be 
reserved to him for the general advantage".
known to all benevolent despots.
Ahat had Ohadwick to show for his two years at 
Streets In the severe view of the "Times" —— and the "Times" 
in this reflected the opinions oi the great mass of London 
racepayers —— hia dictatorship by committee had accomplished 
practically nothing. It had left unsettled the principles on 
which London's main drainage was to oe laid out. It had not 
decided whether the Thames was to cease to be a eonunon sewer, or 
whetner London was in future to oe drainaed by sump or by tunnel. 
Its activity had not extended beyond the flushing of old seaers, 
the advocacy of four-inch capillaries, and the cleansing of 
blocks of forty or fifty houses. or that lame and unim 
unimaginative policy, concluded the "Times", the responsibility 
must fall on the man who had manoeuvred himself into the 
Monopoly of power.
It was a heavy judgment, which hung around 
neck to the end of his official career, and helped to drag him 
down at the last. And it was an ill-informed and partial 
judgment. The critics cried for immediate works, as if it were 
merely a matter of sending out a gang oi labourers v;ith shovels 
and pickaxes to trench and tunnel a passage for London's eevage. 
The problem of metropolitan main drainage ^as not so simple as 
it appeared in Printing house Square. .'he Commission of 
engrn^erint experts appointed in 1856 to consider the question 
took three years to settle the principles, and a further seven 
years elapsed before Baxalgette's acheiae, witt. its S> miles of 
intercepting eevero at a cost cf £4,600,;"' 0, <r,as finally 
executed. Chadwick himself had not foreseen how long and how 
expensive e business it would be (he al-jveys in^inte^. that he 
could have done it more quickly and at less cost)(l). bu
1. h« told Lord herschell (July 13sJ6; unat fiis plans *i&at have 
been completed for the whole cf the Metropolis "in four 
years, or by !->£&, suicl tUfe deatL rates reduced to 12 in a 
thousand".
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two important respects he saw further than his detractors. 
Until a survey had been completed, however long it might taice, 
no geaerai scheme of wain drainage could be uadertu&en. 
Baaalgette planned his sewers according to Ghadwick'e large 
scale survey. Secondly, in th«3 experiment-.! of his Trial Works 
Committee Obad^ick showed hiwself to be a generation or more 
ahead of his critics in reco<£Eiisi.ag the importance of domestic 
rfrainage. Sven today the designing of che arrangements for 
removing refuse froa the individual household ia too often left 
to the architect or builder,with the result chat it is an 




The epidemic, which had put a serere additional strain 
upon the overcrowded burial grounds during the terrible months 
of 1349, had raised in an acute form the question of the { 
accommodation for London's dead.^ Ay the amended Nuisances 
Removal Act of August 1849 the General board Had been empowered 
to inquire into the state of the metropolitan graveyards, and to 
prepare remedial measures for the next session of Parliament.
The scheme which Ohadwick laid before the Government in 
December 1349 followed closely the recommendations of his great 
Report of 1343. Under it the burial of the dead, which was "a . 
most unfit subject for commercial speculation"^ , would become 
a public service, controlled by a small Board of qualified and 
responsible Commissioners, at least one of whom was to be paid. 
Parish churchyards, private burial grounds and joint stock: 
cemeteries would all be closed, and replaced by national
cemeteries managed by the Burial Commission. All interments
—o— !
1. It should be remembered that the Board urged the regulation , 
of the churchyards, not simply on aesthetic and moral ( 
grounds, but primarily as a matter of life and death. Lyon 
Playfair had calculated that the 52,000 metropolitan corpses 
annually evolved no less than 2,572,530 cubic feet of gas; 
and it was an article of faith with the Board that 
putrescent animal matter, in suspension in these gases, was
capable of communicating its own state to similar organic 
matter ("Report on a General Scheme for Extramural 
Sepulture", 1350, pp. 6 - 7, 9). For this reason the Board ; 
opposed the idea of cremation, believing thab the atmosphere;; 
would be more injured by the burning of 150 bodies a day 
than by the gradual process of decomposition under a 
properly regulated system (ibid., p. 113).
2. "SepotOneaeaSchie f. xtramural Sepulture", p.
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without exception were to take place in the National Cemeteries; 
this monopoly of burial enabling the Commission to enter into 
advantageous contracts for the 52,000 funerals annually 
occurring in the capital. The cost of funerals would be 
regulated according to a series of scales or classes; and 
Ohadwic* estimated that the consolidation of the services, 
together with the economy of large-scale contracts, would reduce 
the present bills of gentry and tradesmen by two-thirds and of 
artisans by one-half. To supervise the arrangements, to ensure 
that burial should be sanitary and decent and cheap, and to 
perform the other duties which Chadwick had sketched out in the 
papers submitted to the Health of Towns Commission, there was to 
be a paid permanent staff composed of one chief Officer of 
Health and eleven assistants. ''
Such a scheme touched the interests of three main groups, 
the Church, the Dissenters, and the cemetery shareholders. 
Parish incumbents would be paid compensation for the loss of 
their burial fees. Each of the National Cemeteries would have 
a consecrated portion with a church for conducting the Anglican 
burial service, and an unconeecrated portion with a chapel for 
the use of Dissenters. The consecrated portions of the 
Rational Cemeteries would remain under the same ecclesiastical
jurisdiction as the parochial churchyards which they replaced.
( 2) The eight joint stock cemeteries v ' must be compulsorily
purchased, the award in ecich case being fixed by a jury. Only 
one of them, Kensal Green, possessed a site suitable for the 
purposes of the scheme, and this would be enlarged to form one 
of the National Cemeteries. At least one additional cemetery 
would be required, and this should preferably be situated near ' 
the river. An average of % bodies a day would float along 
this "Silent Highway" from eight houses of reception established
on either bank. Chadwick knew the ideal site —— Abbey ood,
-o-
1. ibid., pp. 37 - 39, L13. 115-
2. Kensal Green, Nunhead, Highgate, Norwood, Brampton, Abney 
Park, Tower Hamlets, and Victoria Park.
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part of an ancient monastic domain, a dry tract of gravel and 
firm sand rising gradually from the river's edge.
£700,000 was the sum immediately required for the 
construction of the new cemetery in the east, the enlargement of 
Kensal Green in the west, and the purchase of the rest of the 
joint stock burial grounds; and the annual expenditure on 
interest, establishment charges and compensation wou}.d amount to 
£112, OCX) . (1) xhe money was to be raised by a loan, payments on 
which were to be defrayed from the receipts of the cemeteries. 
The Act would provide for a rate to make good any deficiency,
but Ghadwick was confident that, even with the burden of 
compensation and the reduction of the existing fees, no 
deficiency was to be ex ected.
In a series of extraordinary papers, addressed to the 
Government and the Bishops, Ghadwick gave his imagination full 
rein to fill in and colour the outlines of his scheme. 
Bentham, planning his Panopticon or wording out to the last 
detail the equipment of a Government office, could not have been 
more patiently thorough than Ghadwick as he described the layout 
of his National Cemetery, the style of the church, the materials 
of its construction, the arrangements for the chaplain, the 
choir, the bearers, and the corpse. "From the architecture,
froia the decorations, everything belonging to pagan structures 
or periods should be strictly excluded. The style and
decoration should be Christian. If it can be so it should be 
of the present period. If nothing characteristic, solemn, and 
yet cheerfully impressive can be devised of the present period, 
which will give satisfaction, then a selection may be made of 
the older styles in use which appear to give the greatest 
satisfaction to the largest body of the members of the Church of 
iSngland." Lord Carlisle was staggered at the inventive 
ingenuity of his colleague as he described the Crystal Palace 
grandeur of the church, with its dome of st/ained glass ribbed 
with iron, and its floor of encaustic tiles? with its stalls for 
the mourners, walled with hollow bricks and bung with rich 
cloth, each distinguished by the arms of one of the metropolitan
parishes or the terra cotta effigy of one of the apostles j with
-o- 
1. weport, pp. 115 -
its approaches which might be covered with glass panels in wet 
weather, and its surrounding avenues lined with full size or 
colossal statues.^ ' It was a remarkable etfort of ordered
—— endwithel a grave imprudence. As Carlisle 
hastend to warn him, such papers wetfe "apt to ooze out"; and if 
that happened h* foresaw that they "would give rise to a storm 
of controversy, or at all events be exposed to much cavil and 
ridicule".^
The thoroughness of Ghadwick's plans delighted Ashley. 
"Should dir George exhibit a comprehension and a relish for
grand and efficient schemes, we shall have the noblest System of 
Extramural interment the world ever knew", he told Chadwick.(3)
The scheme was considered by the Cabinet on the 12th December 
1349, "There was a general impression that much needless
offence was give a to large classes and oodles in the mode of 
statement", Carlisle reported.^ ' The next day Carlisle and 
Ashley were aunumoned to the Home Office, fi, 3n oir George Grey 
apparently intimated tnat if the scneme was to have any chance 
of public support it must lose the peculiarly rigid cast in *hie
Chadwick had shaped it. ^ Carlisle therefore re- drafted the-o-
1. "Memoranda of draft instructions for consideration for
designs in respect to the construction of a church for the 
celebration of' Divine Service at the National Cemetery", 
?/lo , n . d «
2. Carlisle - 4.C., 26 October 1349.
3. Ashley - £.0., 21 Dece-nber 1349. He had written on 2?
October: "I shall positively refuse to undertake or support 
any half measure. The thing shall be complete or not at all 
»^e have, besides, the best of Parliament with us. If any 
limit be assigned ..... I shall decline any Enquiry 
wnatever '.
4. Carlisle - &.C., 12 December 1349. The scheme was outlined 
in a Minute of 4 December 1349.
5. Carlisle - S.J., 13 December 1849. TI I hope with great care 
and discretion we tuay get through all opposing obstacles, I 
but it will be rather a tough job. T~u must let me act very 
dictatorlally. I must go into the country on Saturday, but 
I shall take the Draft with me and study its arrangement and 
mode of expression. I have not 1 hope a high opinion of my 
general qualifications for such a task, except the single 
one of prudence ....." (ibid).
Report, and under his tactful pen Chadwlck's attack on the 
undertakers and cemetery owners lost much of its rude 
directness. In February 1850 the Report was published' 1 ^, and 
—— most surprisingly, in view of the attitude they were soon to 
adopt —— the Government introduced a Metropolitan Interments 
Bill two months later. "You have bestowed infinite trouble and 
most praiseworthy attention to the preparation of a matured 
plan", wrote Sir Jaaes Graham. "I shall consider it very 
attentively with a disposition to cooperate 4n promoting it as 
far as I am able: but > anic has subsided; and rejudices and 
selfish interests yield only to Fear in cases of this kind. 
Much isill depend on the state of Public Opinion with respect to 
your iYoposal. tfhen you first made it, the i^blic Mind was not 
ripe for the Change. In the midst of the Cholera it might have 
been carried; I am not unwilling to hope, that with some 
modifications it may yet be found feasible". ^' It was 
something gained, at any rate, that the man who, as Home 
Secretary, had t>et his face against the scheme should now
consider that it fell within the range of legislative 
feasibility.
A Groan appointed Commission, with the power to levy 
rates, exercising functions ^shich were now possessed by 
influential if sluggish vestries, tl reatening the existence of 
eight cemetery companies and three thousand undertakers, and 
treading the debatable ground between the Church and the sects, 
offered a very broad target in the Commons. The Bill was met 
by the unanimous opposition of the metropolitan members, who 
coupled Chad-wick and the Biohop of London as objects of their 
boundless distrust? Ohadvick for foisting upon the capital a 
huge job —— "a board attended with its usual accompaniments of 
clerks, treasurers, secretaries, chaplains, and God Knows
-o-
1 15 February. £he descriptive portions of the -eport, which 
added little to Chadwick's Report of 13^3, were written oy 
Southwood Smith; the recommendations, fro<n p. 39 onwarda, 
are, however, in Chadwiek's distinctive style.
2. 3ir James Graham - E.G., t> April 1850.
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^ ' —— ^ bich would put some scores of appointments within 
the g,ift of the ^higs; the Bishop for having brow-beaten the 
Government into promising the clergy fees in perpetuity for 
services they would cease to reader once their intramural 
churchyards were clo&ed. The political economists argued 
against any interference with the machinery of supply and 
demand, but were blind to CiaadwicK's demonstration of the 
superior economy of large-scale Government contracts. The 
constitutionalists wre shocked at the &eddl.*.n& -Aith local self- 
government, but Kept silent about the worsting of that admirable 
principle during the cholera epidemic. Dissenters were 
Indignant at the introduction of distinctions between dead 
Christiana which were not recognised oetween live ones, and 
protested tLat every living man, whether Dissenter or Anglican, 
would be mortgaged for a certain sum to pay compensation to 
generations of clergy yet unborn. ^
Outside, in the press, and in the lobbies of the House, 
the undertakers were raising an outcry, .juat as in 1331 the 
chiffoniers of Paris had threatened to riot if their vested 
interest in street garbage were at-taciced by the French 
Government. But the liill had won one powerful and unexpected 
ally. The "Times", a little troubled at the condemnation of 
private enterprise as vicious and detrimental, a little dubious 
of the proposal to control individual choice by Government 
officers, had yet decided that "the bodies of the dead and the 
tears of the living are subjects which may be vwithdrawn from 
trading speculations without violence to the maxims of political 
economy".^' Londoners had reason bo be grateful to the 
Commons for passing this measure, the "Times" told them; adding | 
that it could perceive no compulsion except to deposit the
corpse in a place where it would be safe from desecration,
-o-
1. T. Duncombe: Hansard, vol. Ill, p. 693. 2 June 1350. 
c.. Hansard, vol. 11, pp. 677 - 710, 3 June 1350; pp. 356 - 370,
6 June; pp. 903 - 31, 7 Junej pp. 1063 - 73, 11 June; pp.
1236 -92, 14 June. Vol. 112, pp. 122 - 124, 20 June. 
3. "Times", 17 April 1350.
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instead of in a foul reeking churchyard.^ ^
Chadwielc'8 scheme emerged frost Parliament with 
substantially little change —— save in oae respect, and that, 
aa it proved, a disastrous one both to the scheme itself and to 
the reputation of the General Joard. Chadwlcic had recommended 
a special Burial Commission with four paid members appointed by 
t#e Home Secretary* the Government had decided instead that this 
new duty should be laid upon the General Board of Health, with 
the addition of one paid member for the purposes of the Act. 
It was a further burden which OhadwdLcic confidently assumed, but 
it added one aiore touch to the l«gend of his ambition and love 
of power. it' the measure h&d been bedded out under a separate 
Commission, the General Board, its time already sufficiently 
occupied wish the tutelage of the Local Boards whlsh its 
Inspectors were calling into existence throughout the country, 
would have been saved two years of fruitless labour and anxiety, 
and the discredit of the eventual failure.
In *loi.rch 1350, at this delicate stag© in the Board's 
history, A'hen one intricate measure was about to be introduced 
into the Corwauns and another (the Bill for metropolitan ^ ater 
supply) was well advanced in preparation, the P.arl of Carlisle 
was appointed Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, and retired 
from the presidency. Ever since he had succeeded to his 
father's title, he explained to Chad^icte, he had wanted more 
leisure for his owe. affairs,. 3u the easy-going Carlisle turned 
his back without auch real regret on G'sydyr House, with its 
earnest sanitary labours a&d its unsettled atmosphere of 
continual controversy. More than one® he had threatened to
"cut and ran". ^ He had supported ?.had*ick loyally, but -*ith
-o-
1. "Tiffies", 21 June 135J-
ft. "Hot water —— hot -,vater —— hot water! H , fce mrote to
Chadwicic on 13 January 1850. "Here I have a remonstrance 
froa; some of the Commission of oe*ers, aad some of the oest 
too, about the tone of come of your communications to them. 
They will give you any information you wish that they can 
supply, but they cannot havo their officers imperiously 
(Continued on next page;
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a se-tise of increasing strain, and though he remained friendly 
and helpful ia the difficulties of the following years, he 
showed no willingness to take a full share of the "odium 
sanitatuza".
Cuadwick could not conceal hia alarm that the presidency 
was again at the disposal of the political cniefs. It had been 
a miracle that Lord Ashley and Lord Carlisle had been appointed 
to the Board in the first place, two noblemen both of whom were 
sympathetic to the sanitary cause and willing to accept 
ChadwicK'a leadership with a good grace —— a miracle unlikely 
to be repeated.
"I cannot help expressing anxiety, at the appointment of 
any stranger in our peculiar position", he wrote to Carlisle, 
"particularly of any one with whom Lord Ashley taay not cordially 
co-operute, and he is not likely to cooperate with any one who 
has not hitherto manifested aeal for our coffunon objects.
Aoy material change of the jioard would at this time be 
peculiarly hazardous pending the discussion of the interment 
question, ^hen it is important that the confidence of both the 
Church and the Dissenters should be maintained undivided as I 
believe it is in the present Board, particularly in Lord Asnley.
I cannot but perceive, that he is discomposed and anxious 
on the subject of a change.
With an old Board, vind with settled courses of action, 
there may be little danger from changes in fche r>ersonel but with 
this tvhare ail is new, -where there has been so much anxiously 
prepared and agreed upon, where we see asany of our chief 
difficulties and have all 1 believe a perfect understanding, and
reciprocity of feeling, and where the public h^ve confidence, as
-o-
(Goritinued from previous page) summoned. I thias tiiey are 
quite ri^tit in this, 3ad you may depend uoon it no co­ 
ordinate body will bear it", fhen Chadwick wished to take 
up the point, and uphold the authority of Ooauriissions of 
Inquiry (tbe information was required for the Metropolitan 
Sani&ary Commission, the warrant for which had not yet 
expired), Carlisle implored him, "fray do not be blowing 
suarks into flames, or I shall cut and run".
is most unequivocally shown by the extant of applications to us 
any large change will at this time I am convinced be 
unsatisfactory co them aasardous to our measures and damaging to 
the Government. It must present the appearance of dealing 
lii&htly and perfunctorily with a business, which they regard 
•very day more seriously.
The extreme zeal and labour which T*crd Ash ley has 
bestowed in mastering the subject* will I hope be considered with
his feeling upon it"/ 1 ''
-o-
1. B.C. - Carlisle, 6 il&rch 135-0. He wrote about the same time 
to Kussell:
"tor wile iut reduction of & new department , a more 
fortunate ohoicr- co .13 not t&ve been aiatfe, than of two 
noblemen of the highest standing in the country with all 
parties aad of knownaeau ior the objects in queation, 
manifested before they were in office.
There was also an obvious fitness in having as an ex 
officio President of the Hoard a Cabinet Minister, and it 
tended to the public confidence, that the Government by this 
arrangement, regarded specially the proceedings of the new 
department.
The public confidence id shewn unequivocally oy the 
unexpected exleac oi applications to uue board lor its 
interference.
will it not shake confidence to alter the arrangements 
aacl introduce, at this time a uew member oi lower office and 
station, \»;ith whom Lord :Vshle;y may not be ablo to act 
cordially.
?b& intux'Qfcat ieasu.ro is one in which the public feeling 
is involved '"ore tb.^n nay readily be efti?3t;ed. Up to this 
point confidence is evidently with the measure and with the 
Board. But it is meet important that, on this erasure, i£ 
should have the confidence of the Church ard the Dissenters. 
The iioard has now this confidence particularly in Lord
With an old established cepart'nent cihanges in the 
personnel may be made with comparatively little danger. I 
hope that in the course of another year or BO that we shall 
have got out, of the provisional ntace, and so far established 
tnat the changes may be made in this, but at present when 
ttiere is so much in preparation that is agreed upon, with 
perfect unanimity of feeling, the introduction of a 
stranger, or of any person lower in position, or of less 
public estimation, excites m^ch apprehension.
ftould your lordship allow me to submit for consideration 
whether the ex officio prefci-^ency ot the f4eneral Board of 
Heal tii might not be attached provisionally so at the least 
(Continued on next page;
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"Whenever I have been deeply troubled in spirit and have 
received a note from you", he wrote again a week or two later, 
when it was clear that the loss of Gar-lisle could not be 
averted, "it has produced a calming soothing effect, and helped 
me on in the course of duty; and so it is now, but it is the 
promise that tho' somewhat separated officially, you will be 
present and aiding us in our snubs which will be many. I have 
said amoagst- my friends that I have never served with any one, 
whose motives 1 felt to be more pure and elevated and therefore 
kindly. 1 observed only that at tiiies it seemed to me the 
Jcindiiness was in excess for the rudeness, bad passion and 
sinister interests which were opposed to us ....."'*•"''
An evsm more serious blow to tte Board of Health than the 
withdrawal of Carlisle was narrowly averted. Lord Ashley had 
counted upon Having the honour of introducing the Interments 
Bill, into the Commons, and when the measure was entrusted to 
other hands he sent in his resignation. He was given all the 
tedious details of the Provisional Orders to steer through the 
House, he grumbled, but any important measure the Government 
reserved for tbeiaselves; he was to be"reduced to the station of 
a senior cleric in she Home Office-"'.^' Hardly had he been 
talked out of his sulks when he heard that another was to be 
appointed over his head as President of the aoard of Health. 
Again his resignation went in; and he ^as persuaded to remain
(Continued from previous >a«;e) with the lighter office of the 
Duchy of Lancaster, and whether if the Presidency of tne 
Board of ,. or^ oo noc neld uy a iaeuber of tii« Ouoiaet, uhe 
G-snftral board of Health way not be left, as it is 
provisionally".
1. ;l*v. - .'Jotrlisiti, ^7 «iarctx 1330,
2. £. Hodcer, op* cit.j vol. 2, p. 31-'?. T'?hey expect me, I 
perceive, to devote my time, thoughts, aluost life, to the 
business of the iiourd of Health; to prepare tne plans and 
Bills, but then to h'"«ve no voice or liscretion in the 
proposal or conduct of them, nor any little honour that may 
accrue froa the scheme and the industry bestowed upon it. 
(Honour, in these aatters, becomes influence* and power to do 
more) ..... I cannot Side to i?yself uy own disappointment; 
partly, I had hoped that my name (is this an illegitimate 
desire?) ivoull bo Inseparably coanected with these reformsj 
and, partly, I noped Chat intense labour and anxiety would 
not be *itnouc their fruits", (uiary,
only by a promise from Russell that he should have the Bill for 
metropolitan water supply. '
If not Ashley, who was to ta&e Carlisle's place at the 
head of the Joard? Looking rouni for men of good will, 
Ghadwick picked out Lord Hibrington, a member of the roor Law 
Board, who had taken part in the early sanitary campaigns and 
knew something about the subject; moreover, he assured Hussell, 
employing q characteristic argument, the Poor Lew Board could be 
worked just as well by three members as by four, and by
transferring j^brington the Government would save £1,500 a year. 
(2)
Considerations of ecoaomy and apti'cude, however, exerted 
no influence on the political dispositions of the Russell 
Government. Amongst the members of a deputation which had 
waited on Chadwick a few weeks earlier to oppose the application 
of the Public Health Act to Totnes was one who confessed framcly
that he knew nothing about the measure and had never read the
(3) Act. It was Lord Seymour, heir to the Duke of somerset —— vho
now took his seat as rirst Commissioner of tioods and Forests and
ex officio President of the board of Health.
chilling blast 
Seymour' B coming fell like a x*xxxxx5fxie oi> scepticism and
hostility on the devo&ed company of Uwydyr House. At their 
first meeting he informed Ghadwick and jouthwood Smith that his 
rule of action in office was"never to act until he was obliged 
and then to do as little as he could". This remark, observed 
Ohadwick, "was addressed to raen who had explored the seats of 
fever and had each suffered oy it, in a new department appointed 
to promote measures, for the reduction of preventible 
sickness and death by the wholesale, which they, from study knew 
to be practicable". Seymour, they heard, "«ac averse to all 
such interferences and his sayiag was that there must be poor" 
—— "a pretty theory", commented Chadwick in Disgust, "that 
physical degradation and misery waa aot only an irretrievable,
1% £. Hodder, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 319-
2.* ji.C. - Russell. 7 March.C us el . ar  .
"Administrative. Notes of Objections to the course taken by
Lord Seymour in respect to the Public health Act", MS, n.d.
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but a proper necessity for the great mass of the population". '
Seymour's shocked coileagues did not immediately confront 
his statement of faith, "the policy of which for these times 
might be questioned for older departments" and which was 
particularly repugnant to the principle of the Public Health 
Act, "which is to do with the means granted to us, all the good 
in our power".^2 ' But the inevitable clash between Ghadwick 
and Seymour could not be long delayed. The new President left 
no doubt of the value he set upon the activities of the Board, 
and coaplaints presently reached Ghadwick that his whole bearing 
was one of hostility to sanitary measures. He openly declared 
that he wished to stop as much as he could. Deputations from 
local authorities and sanitary associations were received curtly 
and their cases listened to with evident ill-humour. Nearly
every officer of the doard was given marks of his disapproval. 
(3)
On three occasions only during the two years or his
presidency did Seymour attend meetings of the General Board, and 
since his colleagues were so rarely honoured by his presence 
difficulties soon arose over business which had been conducted 
in his absence. Not long after his appointment, Cbadwick was 
requested to wait on him at the 9»oods and Forests. Seymour 
then produced a paper he had received from the Treasury, and
asked "in a very unusual and unpleasant manner" why he had not-o-
1. E.G. - Russell, n.d.
2. E.G. - Carlisle, n.d.
5. Ghadwick describes how Lord Seymour attended a meeting of 
the iioard when a minute was passed to recommend the 
appointment of Sutherland and Holland for three months to 
make preparatory inquiries for the execution of the 
Intensenfcs Act. Although he had agreed to the minute, he 
called in Sutherland a short time later, and "in a most 
offensive manner" informed him that if the present 
appointment were sanctioned, its renewal >#ould not. 
Sutherland, a most valuable officer, had been rauch hurt by 
Seymour's manner.
•Members of a depuation from the Town Council of 
Birmingham told Gbadwick that ceymour's reception of them 
• indicated decided hostility to the Public Health Act. Thia 
was undoubtedly a factor, Ghadwick judged, in deciding them 
to apply instead for a Local Act.
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been made acquainted with it, and with the Board's proceedings 
in general. Ghadwick retorted that there was every disposition 
to advise him of their doings, but that, with a Board which sat 
daily to deal with such a variety of subjects, it was impossible 
to keep a person who never came near supplied with information 
which could be acted upon satisfactorily, unless he could listen 
for a period in proportion to the time which the Board took in 
transacting its affairs. "I ventured to represent to him that 
action upon such a business, otherwise than at the Board, and as 
a member of it, or upon the hearsay of any individual members in 
the absence of the others, was not mtat was contemplated in the 
act, or understood by the legislature or the public, and was 1 
apprehended not only questionable in law and practise, but led 
to misunderstandings and unsatisfactory results ..... He told me 
that he knew all I said as to the practise but inasmuch as he 
was held responsible by the Treasury he must be informed at all 
events, of all matters which involved expense. I repeated to 
him, that there was no other disposition than to give him every 
information but that if any of the members of the Board were 
required to act irregularly they should be exonerated from 
whatever responsibility might be incurred by it. I stated my 
apprehensions, that for a new Board, jealously watched, 
surrounded by enemies it was impolitic and unsafe to have any 
irregularities even in formal practise".*- *
On August 5th 1350 the Metropolitan Interments Act
( 2) received the royal assent, ' and the General Board (,vith the
exception of their President) held a special meeting the same 
day to decide on the steps necessary to execute its provisions. 
Southwood Smiuh, who had ceased to have official standing on the 
board when the Muisances Removal Act lapsed at the end of the 
epidemic, had been appointed additional member for the purposes 
of the interments Act, and Charles Macaulay, nephew of Sir
Charles Trevelyan, chief secretary to the Treasury, became
-o-
i E.G. - ? (Carlisle), n.d. 
13 & 14 Vict. c. 52.
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assistant secretary. Alexander Bain, the assistant secretary 
appointed under the '\iblic Health Act, had resigned six montiis 
before, worn out by the heavy pressure of business which the 
cholera had put upon the office. His place, in deference to 
the Treasury, had not been filled; and now Austin, "poor Austin" 
as Carlisle called him, who had struggled to cope single-handed 
with the ever-growing correspondence of the Board, threw up the 
task out of sheer exhaustion and became a Superintending 
Inspector. He was replaced by Tom Taylor, barrister at law and 
Fellow of Trinity College, but best known as a contributor to 
"Punch" and the author of numerous farces.' 1 -*
In September Chadwick and Southwood Smith visited Paris 
and spent ten busy days accompanying the medical inspectors of 
the prefecture on their daily rounds and seeing at first hand
the successful working of an interment scheme similar in its
( 2.} 
essentials GO the one they were now preparing to carry out. '
-o-
1. Minutes, 13 March 13^0. The legal business was soon 
suffering from his cheerfully offhand attention. The 
Inspectors complained of the loose manner in which he 
replied to their inquiries; and Chadwick, who had referred 
Taylor to his own Poor Law orders as a model, had frequently 
to go over his drafts of bye-laws and weed them of 
technicalities. Most alarming of all, Taylor presented to 
the Board, almost as a matter of course, proposals for 
sanctioning th© mortgage of the rates of Great Yarmouth for 
the very works vahich had been condemned in the Inspector's 
report as wasteful and useless. Sending him a lengthy 
reprimand, Chadwick observed that it was almost publicly 
notorious that he attended, within tfoe hours of official 
business, to masters net in accordance with the very serious 
work in which the Board was engaged. He came late and left 
early, was frequently absent in the middle of the day, and 
had now stopped signing the attendance book. One messenger 
was chiefly employed in taking papers to the printers, the 
offices of "'linen", or the theatres. Actors and editors bad 
been received in the office, and on one occasion Taylor had 
absented himself to attend the rehearsal of one of his 
farces. U.C. - T. Taylor, 12 April 1352'>.
2. "Report of TTe Liminary Proceedings under the ieetropolitan 
Interment Act. From the 5th August to the ^Ist December 
1350", 5 July 1851, PP. 5 - 6.
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In the first five months the Board received 5,000 communications 
on business under the new Act, and sent out nearly five times as 
many.*' 1"' It must be remembered that, simultaneously with their 
activity under the Interments Act, the three colleagues were 
engaged in preparing a scheme for the water supply of the 
capital, and in introducing sanitary works into over a hundred 
towns ^hich by now had been brought under their jurisdiction. 
In their Minutes the analysis of water samples, the choice of 
gathering grounds, the examination of engineering estimates, the 
appointment of surveyors and officers of health, the reception 
of deputations friendly and hostile from the localities, all 
jostle for attention with questions of cemetery sites, the 
design of reception houses, and compensation to vestry clerics 
and churchwardens. It will be convenient, however, to unravel 
one thread at a time from this tangle, and to follow to its end 
the story of the Metropolitan Interments Act before turning to 
other aspects of the Hoard's work.
Was the scheme workable? Aas it practicable for a 
puolic board to manage cemeteries, to monopolise burial, and to 
regulate the cost of funerals by large-scale contracts? To 
this question Ohadwicic's reply was to point out that in 
Frankfort, Munich, Berlin and elsewhere publicly owned 
cemeteries were in operation, while in .Paris the "Service des 
Potnpes Funebres" worked with general satisfaction; in short, 
that the measures which his critics declared to be impracticable 
were practised abroad with great advantage to the community. 
The only difference, in Ghadwick's view, was that his plan, 
which aroused the appreciative envy of Parisian administrators, 
was more thorough, showed a clearer recognition of the social 
objects involved, and provided a superior machinery for puolic 
control and instruction. Only the event could show whether or 
not he was right, and it might well have furnished riira with a 
conclusive reply to his critics. As it turned out, however,
his scheme did not succeedj neither did it fail; it was merely
«o~
1. ibid., Appendix A, p. 14.
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aot attempted. The General Board, in eighteen months, never 
gob further than the preliminary skirmishing with the cemetery 
companies and the Treasury.
From the first it was made clear to the Board that the 
Treasury disliked the Interments Act, and distrusted the men who 
were to administer it. A week or two after it had been given 
the royal assent, Chadwick received an emphatic warning that the 
measure "would never be allowed to work". ^ The Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, Sir Charles &ood, had for years been dragged 
reluctantly at the rear of his party along the dangerous paths 
of social and economic reform. He Ix&d not accepted the 
necessity for the repeal of the Corn Laws until Id44; he had 
fought against A&hley's iiill to restrict the hours of women and 
children; and the only remedy he could see for Ireland in 1847 - 
1843 was to wait with itoithusian resignation until famine and 
hunger had cut off the excessive numbers of Irishmen. Put in 
charge of the invalid #hig tinaaces in 1346, be directed himself 
with single-minded devotion to the one object of cutting public 
expenditure. He had obliged the General Board to begin its 
woric with a staff too small for efficiency, and he never forgot 
tiaat during the epidemic they had defied the Treasury and 
appointed five temporary medical inspectors. His views were 
shared to the full by William Ooodenough Hayter, who, as 
Parliamentary Secretary uo the Treasury, was chJeef whip and 
paymaster to the Whigs, maintaining discipline and good humour 
in the party by the judicious dispensation of the loaves and 
fishes of patronage. fie told Ghadwick thao he considered him 
and Lord Shaftes'bury "no better than a pair of socialists", and 
franitly declared that 'he intended to do what he could to hinder 
them. ^ "Mr. Hayter has been sufficiently explicit to me on 
the subject", Ch&.dwlck remarked to Carlisle, as the Interments 
Act faltered to a standstill in the Treasury bog. "He has told
me in so asny jyorls that he thought the whole measure entirely
-o-
l fi.G. - Lord John ttussell, n.d. ( 
-/_ ibid.
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wrong; that he was opposed to our whole proceedings, that he 
thought it wrong to interfere with trading companies, that we 
were wrong in our measure as to water supply, that Government 
ought to have nothing to do -with these things: for Government 
did everything badly, or worse than other people. Certainly 
hia own office has done nothing to reverse that dictum".^ ' 
<&hen the Huseell Government fell in 1£$52, Hayter told Chadwick 
that he regretted quitting office since he would thus lose the
( 0\
opportunity of "worKing" ttie Board of Health. v ' Finally, 
Chadwick thought it *as not without significance that the 
Treasury letters to the General Board bore the signature of 
G.C. Lewie, who had nearly succeeded in stopping the publication!
of the Sanitary Keport in.
It would be interesting to know how many legislative 
projects have been killed in embryo by over-cautious Chancellors 
and unco-operative Financial Secretaries; but there are no 
mortality statistics for the unborn. The peculiar value of the 
Minutes of the General Board and of Chadwicjc'c memoranda and 
letters relating to the Interments Act, and to the Metropolitan 
ttater Supply Bill which we shall consider later, lies in the 
fact that they reveal in detail how such an aoortion «as carried 
out, and light up the aotives of those responsible.
The first step must be the immediate purchase of the 
eight metropolitan cemeteries, the soil of only one of 'which was 
suitable for interment, and the simultaneous closure of the 
overcrowded graveyards, which could oe divided "only into such 
as are bad, and such as are extremely bad". The General Board , 
must ta«;e possession at once of every cemetery and graveyard. 
if only one district were selected tor the introduction of the
new scheme, bodies would merely be taken outside its ooundaries1 f -i \ 
to other grounds in just as bad a condition.'""
-o-
1. Jfi.vJ. - Carlisle, a. d.
2. &.C. - Lord John Russell, n.d. (1851).
3. Minutes, 21 November 1-J50. "Of the eight existing > 
cemeteries, five consist almost entirely of a s&iff 
retentive cloy soil, quite unsuitable for the purposes of 
(Continued on next page)
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On November 25th 1850, after a careful examination of the 
sites by their Inspectors, the board submitted an estimate of 
the value of the cemeteries to the Treasury, and requested 
permission to negotiate for their purchase. Two months elapsed 
before the Treasury replied. The Board's estimates, showing a 
valuation of «iu251,GQO , &ust have been framed on insufficient
data, wrote G.C. Lewis at last; the Treasury's own expert was of 
the opinion that the ceneteriea could not be acquired for less 
than their original coat, which might be as much as £750,000. 
The treasury -#re not prepared to permit the Board to enter into 
negotiations of such magnitude, which might commit them to any 
indefinite amount that a jury might award. They suggested an 
alternative policy. The Board should buy up one or two of the 
cemeteries as a start, which would enable them to close the 
worst of the graveyards, and also give them some idea of the 
exact figure of the compensation which would have to be found i 
at the same time they might at once take steps to acquire land 
for a public cemetery, which would show evidence of their
intention and aDility to carry out the requirements of the Act,
-o-
(Gontinued from previous page) interment. This soil could only 
be rendered fit for intenaent at a cost between two and 
three times as great as would be requisite for the purchase 
of new sites where the soil is unobjectionable. Of the 
remaining three cemeteries, the soil of one is so porous and 
dry as necessarily to impede decay; of another the soil 
could not be used without an expensive process of drainage, 
enl cut of the whole eight there is only one the soil of 
, which can be considered in its present state as fit for 
interment".
1. The valuations of Austin and Ka.vlinson (ibid. S baaed on 
estimates of the land, works and ouil dings, and the laying 
out of the site, were as follows:
iCensal Green £53,453 12 5
Nonhead £39,371 13 0
Hishgate £16, -373 4 0
Norwood 2*0,927 0 4
Brampcon £A3,33b 15 3
Abney Park £24, £36 16 4
Tower Hamlets £23.151 19 3
Victoria Para £ 3,990 7 11
4,251,326 3 11
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independently of the cemetery companies, and so strengthen their 
hand in the negotiations. ;
The whole question of a burial monopoly, and of its 
administration by a public authority, was thus re-opened, and 
Chatlwick found himself repeating once agaia his familiar 
arguments against leaving the interment of the dead to the 
anarchic, irresponsible competition of commercial companies. 
On January 30th 1351 Lord oeymour made one of his rare 
appearances at the Board. The reason was soon evident. He 
moved that the Board of Health was ready to act on the Treasury 
suggestion, and would open a cemetery of its own to go into 
competition with the joint stock grounds. $hen his colleagues 
refused to adopt the Treasury's "absurd and destructive scheme", 
Seymour declared their attitude was "most unwarrantable 
insubordination", arid warned them "this would a«ver be forgotten 
or forgiven by the Treasury". The Board ignored his 
threats, and re— defined their position in two uaco'apr oral sing 
Minutes, the substance of which was eabolied in letters to tne 
Treasury. ^ *' The Board did not feel it their duty to treat for 
the cemeteries on the principle of their alleged cost to the 
proprietors, which might burden all future burials *iitb 
compensation for works of little public use, on which
extravagant and wasteful expenditure had been lavished. But
-o-
1. G.C. Lewis - board of Healths 22 January 1351 and 1.5
February 1351 ("Secoad Annual Report of the General Board of 
Health, under sec. 73 of the Metropolitan Interments Act",
n.d. (1851).
Minutes, 30 January and 14 February 1$51. Board - Treasury, 
jjl January and 15 February 1851 ("Second Annual Report", pp. 
Ill - 116). The Minute oi 14 February states "that the 
principle of unlimited competition as to -price without 
security for the due performance of the services paid for 
had failed of every object in respect to uurial; that, as 
applied to the provision of sepulture } is was repugnant to 
tne feelings of large clasr.es, and that instead of this 
system of corapstition, funerals should in future be 
performed oy contractors, un^er the Board of Health, engaged 
to perform stated services at rates of charge to be 
definitely fixed".
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even if the juries were 5o award the full cum claimed by the 
companies, it would atill be necessary to nalce the purchase —• 
and it would still be consistent with the estimates laid before 
Parliament, which were based on the proprietors' own valuations 
of i400,OQO. If the Board attempted to carry out the Act 
without first securing possession of all the cemeteries, they 
would find themselves involved in a competition with the 
companies, "most unsee»ly and repugnant in itself, ..... and 
subject to all the disorder and loss necessarily incident to the 
introduction of a number of capitals in the same field, 
rendering it impracticable to make the desired reduction of 
charges to the public". • ' In such a contest the Board would 
be handicapped by having to find £40,000 of compensation per 
annum, and by having the furtasr harden of a fixed interest of 
4$ per cent, on their capital; while their competitors would 
have the advantage of closer proximity to the metropolis, and 
would undoubtedly continue to mane unscrupulous use of such 
insanitary but profitable practices as pit ourial and thef *~j •%
re-opening of graves after recent interments. 1"
"I wish to record my disapproval of that answer1*, wrote
Lord Seymour after the Board had despatched their second letter.
-o-
1. The Treasury scheme "would open unlimited and unregulated 
competition on the largest scale, and from the trading 
interests involved, aita a de&ret of virulence and 
desoeration -vhich has not hitherto been witnessed, aad such 
as must be offensive to decorum and public feeling, 
preventive of economy, xncojap^cible with systematic 
management aad accompanied with risk to the public health". 
(Minutes, 14 February 1851).
2. "It appears to have been overlooked tnat she Board have no 
power to direct t^e corpses from any district where the 
grave yards may be closed, shall bo interred in tne 
particular cemeteries, or new sites shioh aay oe opened; 
Neither have the .ioard ~ny power to regulate the existing 
cemeteries, and coaseque.itly ao oower to prevent pit burial 
or the re-openiag of graves afcer recoau intormeats, or any 
other oractices at variance with sariitary principles which 
lessen the cost of funerals to the Joiapanies; which 
practices could not be adopted or allowed in any cemetery 
opened by the Board", (ibid.)
"The Treasury have refused to sanction the scheme proposed by 
the Board; and since upon this point authority is given to the 
Treasury by Act of Parliament, it appears to me that the Board 
of Health, after having fully stated their opinion, should 
aubraiU to the decision of the 1'reasury. The course now 
proposed to be adopted by the Board of Health, in again arguing 
with the Treasury, instead of acting as they are required, would, 
if it were copied by other departments which are similarly 
subordinate to the Treasury, obviously render all the machinery 
of cue Executive Government inoperative ....."^^
Chadwicic's answer was to point oat that the treasury f a \ 
proposition amounted to a auagestiion that the Metropolitan 
Interments Act should be dispensed with, and another principle i 
of action be introduced, «*o variance vi/ith that laid down in the 
statute. By the Act the Treasury were invested only with the 
responsibility of approving the appointments and the financial 
arrangements; and if the Board carried out the Treasury's 
scheme, end became involved in disaster in conseqasnce, it would 
be no defence to plead that the/ were acting on ti'.e advice of a 
body which had no legal standing in the tauter. "Supposing the 
plan of competition had failed, as it must, might not the 
members of the Board have been held to be responsible for the 
failure, for the delay of the reiaeoy, flatly opposed to their 
recoiaendations? ..... Parliament might say ..... what 
justification have you who had the aoBt information for adopting 
against your own convictions, a course which you believe to be 
illegal, as well as impolitic, at the suggestion of persona who 
have paid only incidental attention to the measure and who are 
not responsible for it?"^
"1 feel myself in a position of some delicacy as to being 
at all an umpire or point of appeal in your unhappy 
differences", *?rote Lord Carlisle, when Chadvdick appealed to j
him, "nor do I think my representations to m^ colleagues come
lo­ 
ll. 1? February lab! ("Second Annual iieport", pp. 1>2 - 
2. «& frtiient, n.d.
with so much effect, as I am always rather considered to be' ' ) 
still acting under your s?ellM . V4iy And it was the influence !
of Sir George Grey rather than of Lord Carlisle, Chadwick j 
believed, which prevailed with tho Chancellor of the Exchequer, |
and induced him to consent that the Board should be allowed to i
proceed with the scheme Banciioned by Parliament . ^ ^ In March 
1351, four months after the Board had made its original \ 
application, the Treasury authorised them to buy out the j 
cemeteries. ^ - Promptly they issued notices for the compulsory j 
purchase of the Brompton and Nunhead grounds, and made an offer
for the Abbey flood estate at Erith, on which Chadtsick planned to
(ii) build his National Cemetery. v J Ho*; came further delays and
embarrassments, as the board encountered the shareholders' 
invincible belief that their property vas wcs rth, far more than 
the sum they #ere of ft- red. Chadwicfe urged on Lord Seymour that 
the Board should be given the powers: t£:ey Lad requested in the 
Interments Peport to compel a decision by the findings of a jury, 
pointing out to him that the experience of his own department, 
the «ood3 and Forests, showed how vain it was to expect to 
purchase land or property for public purposes by private 
agreement with the o«aers. The Treasury insisted, however, 
that the purchase should be made by a series of separate 
bargains; and the cemetery companies, unwilling to haste a their 
own undoing, claimed the ri&ht bo submit their c^ses to the 
dilatory procedure of arbitration. 3efore the Board could 
enter into possession of the cemeteries they .must, a-.vait the 
adjudication j>f nine claims for corpensauion. By July 1351 the 
arbitration proceedings for the first two cemeteries had been in 
progress three months, and were at ill not corny iote. At tbis 
r&te, their solicitors warned them, they vioul-Ji not get 
possession of all eight in less than a
1. Carlisle - ^--.» 1 February
2. fi.C. - Russell, n.;-.
3. Minutes, 19 March 1351-
4. ibid., 21 March, 21 April, 3 May 1351
5. ibid., 1 July 1351.
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"The delays to which we have been already subjected have 
been most disastrous", Chadwicfc told Oar lisle in May. "They 
hav? enhanced expense; they have f5iven rise to extreme 
impatience; we have done oar WOTK la one third the time, the 
other two thirds has been the Treasury, an -5 in part Lord 
Seymour, all the delays have resulted in differences, and those 
differences we are confident, it must b® said deviations in 
•sjcror.
The appointment of a president who cannot preside 
augments by oae third our delays even if he ajjr-ee in our views:
it could never have Dean -flor'sed if you had noi come »;o the
Ohado/ick: now went into the Oity to raise money for the 
purchase. To his consternation the Guardian Assurance Company 
declined the loan on the legal ground that trie lioard's life was 
limited by the Public Health Act to five years, and that it 
sight not therefore be in existence at tbe expiration of the 
loan. The Directors of the Hoyai ijixchange Assurance Company, 
who were next approached, examined the eauxauifcea of the amount 
to be ezoected from fees. They discovered that there was no 
provision to secure the whole of the interments to the Board; 
that bodies might be ta&en to new and onconsecraced grounds 
outside the jurisdiction of the metropolitan Interaents Act; and




have power over the wfaole o he burial fees." ' A. powerful
&.3. - Carlisle, 19
Minutes, <Ltl April, ^ iay, 24 a»uy, 10 June, I/
"Second annual ';*port", i>n. 7-3.
"It is said that as the law now stands, there is nothing 
to pr-aveat the formation of r*ew cey.etary Goaipaaies beyond 
the is-ietropolitan district to cuia^ete v.'ith the yoard, and 
that as such Companies would be free froa tte haavy cfec-^ges 
imposed on the uoard for coapeusac,ion, otc., the board 
would be unable to support the cosapc-tition. This objection 
goes to the root of ail the calculations upon which the 
Board teat tkfeir eatimat&s of a revenue, and can be removed 
by nothing else but relieving the Board from the possibility 
of competition". (Memorandum on the loan difficulties in 
Minutes, 14 July 1351).
reason for their doubts, Chadwick believed, was that the delay 
in executing the Act had encouraged speculators, and a 3111 to j 
establish a Metropolitan .Necropolis at Poking was now being 
canvassed; its promoters claimed that they had the approval of 
the Government, and Ohadwictc discovered that the Solicitor 
General, Ulr Richard Bethel, waa a large shareholder, and hia 
brother-in-law was the architect.^ ' '
The Board turned now for help bo the Treasury, suggesting 
that the measure should o« financed witn .Exchequer Bills, and 
pointing out that; this would save £1?,5>OO a year on the 
estimated outlay of £,A>G,uGG, since money-lending corporations 
would require a profit of from eL to 2?C per cent, more than the 
Government.^ * "ft hen. I went to the Bank <,of England) Parlour, 
and explained our application for a loen to the Directors, "bee, 
exclaimed the Governor to the Directors, the way in which the 
Government manages these works, in placing the public at the 
mercy of money corporations like ours: putting the public at 
such an expense when it may upon a. direct security, obtain the 
money by exchequer iij-lls at so much less'-. ciuch Government 
assistance, argued Cbadwick, was granted freely enough for other 
public purposes —— the annual return listed advances "For 
Canals and Drainage", "For Earoours and Qacka", ' 7 Jeor Railways", 
"For waterworks", "For Collieries and Mines", "ior enlarging 
WorKhouaes", "For Lunatic Ayylums and, other iiiblic Buildings", 
"'For the Relief of i'arisnes", "For the lapi'Ove.Tiejat of Cities and 
i'owns". *-.'t.y not on issue of -dschequer Bills for ''i^tropoiitan
This solution did not recommend itself to the Treasury, 
however, an<i thus in July 1851 the Interments act flomndered to 
a halt. Despite the frequent, earnest meetings in Gwydyr 
House, tbe reports, the thousands of letters, the bustling
energy of the Inspectors, the Board now i'cund themselves hemmed
-o-
1. E.O. - Russell (?), a.i.
2. Minutes, 1 July 1351.
3. £.0. - riusscll, 21 July
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in by a closed circle of perplexities. They could not close 
the parochial graveyards without substituting alternative places 
of interment; they could neither Vf out the cemetery companies
nor provide new burial sites without raising money j they could 
not raise tsoney because of the defect in their constitution; and 
when they approached the Govermwant with a vie-* to removing this 
defect, they encountered a disposition to curtail rather than to 
expand their pov;ers* Chad-flick was on edge with annoyance and 
anxiety and the irritating sense of labour thrown away. 
Shaftesbury was on the r>oiut of resigning out of pi^ue.^ .Lord 
Carlisle seemed reluctant to coae out in support of the Board 
and the Report to which his name was attached —— that amiable 
noblemen too easily took on the colour of the company he was in.
All that the Board needed, in Gfcadwick's .judgment, to 
make the Interments Act workable was the goodwill of the 
Treasury and the addition of two clauses: one providing for some 
other- body to assume the liabilities and duties under the Act if 
the 8o&rd of Health were discontinued, the other empowering the 
Board to levy its fees and impose its regulations on the burial 
of every person dyin& within the metropolitan area. Hopefully 
Chadwicfc prepared a 3111 es'so dying the t^vo claases^ , and 
obtained the approval of trie Assurance Companies to its terns. 
^ After all, he thought, the "insuperable dif ricalties" of 
Sir Charles 'iood v.rra tne merest oversights. -*hich thQ Commons 
in appro^ia^ the pure .as e of the metropolitan
caaateries, au.3t nave intended xaaat the .uoard should have th©
-o-
1. ii.J. - -Jarli'jle, 2i July 1351.
*L. "Second jUnraal ..-port", pp. 9 - 10. "Metropolitan
Interments Act AK.endsacnt . "raft of a Bill to amend "The 
ft/ietropolitan Interments Act 1.^50", and to provide for the 
Regulation of i'Ion-p<irochiul uurial Grouncia hereafter to be 
provided", Z$ July 1SS1,
5. "The board feave yet the assurance of persons conversant with 
the advance of large loans of money; that if what it must be 
concluded. we.s intended by PnrvLiarcerJ: , viz . ; a ^ood legal 
security be given, the money may be obtained by loan, with 
as little diiiicult^ SB it is now raised for other local and 




means to do it — — would rectify at once if the case were fairly j 
put to them. Snaftesbury showed the t*o clauses to Sir Charles
Wood, ^ho said he had no oojection to them out he did not tnink;( i * 
the House uouid pass them. •'
The board's clauses, however, never went before the 
House. "Instead of doing so", Chadwick complained to Carlisle, 
moir Charles is reported to nave represented that the Board had 
made sorae propositions which the Government could not assent to, 
as if it "jere something new and enormous th.yt they required: 
whereas all they requested is comprehended in the scope of the 
act as it stands".^ The Chancellor then introduced a Bill •
i
providing for the advance of iM5?,UGO from the consolidated |
fund for the purchase of the Nunhead and broaipton cemeteries, |I
and announced that in the next session the uoarci might be ? 
deprived of its executive powers and reduced to t hoard of !
Control, the duty of providing the means 01 burial being charged jf -j j -j
"either on the parishes or on districts, or on parties'1 . v ^
It was clear that the Treasury had written ct'i' the Interments ,j
;
Act aa a dead loss, and were now preparing to wind up its ' 
affairs. And %orse was yet to be ieared. wood was openly 
coquetting with the wild men of the tf&ryleboae and be. Pancras 
vestries. Late one night in an emptying: House ne announced 
the "intent ion of the Government to renew the :~evs/ers Commission 
only temporarily and aext session to briag forward a measure, 
to out the water supply and also the interments act, under the ''• 
parochial representatives. Sir Charles :aade this statement, 
bowing to Lord Dudley Stuart *hc forthwith change i the 
Govenasnt" . ^ Nothing; ctoald have bsaa TIG re insolent than 
his manner *hon Shafts sbury sa^ him for a f*v minutes and 
e^ the 3oard's protest at nis sudden change of
/Si)1'^^
For some moat'is longer the Intsrx-j-its ->ct lingered on in
-o-
1. i.G. - Oarlible, &£ July 13;?i.
2. i»0. - Carlisle, 21 July 13J1.
3. Hansard, vol. 118, p. 1552, 25 July L-551.
Sliaftesbury - o.O., 23 July 1351.
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its state of suspended animation. In October, after r-iae 
months of haggling,, the award* for the t*c cemeteries were 
promulgated afc l^gfc. The coapa&ies hau failed EO utterly to 
»ase out t( feir case, aad the ^oard's cffsr 7,ae thought so 
lioeral, thtl the umpire dec line c. to c&ll evidence. The 
companies had claimed *i2fcd,lll; the board tad offered ttea 
i*d>,707; they were awarded fcir/,10^/ 1 ^ Jubilantly Chadwick 
pointed out to Delane that, though the rate of conpeneatioD. was 
one-third higher than the Board had intended to offer, it would 
not make the total purchase price for the eight ce&eteries wore
than i.550,'. "'-0, iiaetsud of the *,750,. C': vvhich the Treasury expert
/ 2 ) 
had estimated. Ou isovecaber L^th 18 rpl the Binhop of London
heade.i a de;>uta!;ion to the Price r-Iinister and th6 Chancellor of 
the exchequer i'roai the Metropolitan Suui^ary Association, and 
Epofce to e orief wiiicii Ohadwick had p\:t in his hands a few days 
before. lit v^as conviaced, he JLeciurcd, that the interments 
question could r^ever be effectually dealt -,?ith except by a 
Government 3oard composed of men who, like Simftesbury and 
Ohs'lwicK, had fail claims ou tiie confiiericr of the church and 
public by reaeoa of baei r .nast^ry of the subject. ^he 
pro;)oafeij which had been raaourM, to put burial in the charge 
of some new Dody ^nicr. atooulrl j.lso bp entrusted -."it 1- the 
sewerage and water supply vjould 'iiagu^.t public opinion. io 
reply, oir Oharles «ood declared th;it ho v.-ao satiiified that the 
Board's eaoiamtes for the purchase of the cemeteri«s voul-3 be 
exceeded three ov tour tisaesi he added "that in Edinburgh no 
varied withiu the city, bat the vhole *as nwaa^ed by
eoTip&rJLes i th-erefore it ^ic1 not aeenr so absolutely( *> '
*JQ be don<- oy priv^Le p^.rtlr;:--*1 , The deputation
left •; ith the ir^uression tho.t Lord John did not Knew much about 
the matter and ::ir Cbcrl.es wood :trew very Little more.^- '
In December x-cs Treasury adrainiscered the coup de
-o-
1. minutes, 13 •rctotcr 1-3'31-
2. jC.: .C. - J.'J?. Delane, n.d.
$. "i'ii&es", 25 November la^l.
4. L.;;. - Lord ? , c. 25 i"ov3mber 1351.
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The Board were instructed to abandon the awards for the brompton 
and Nunhead cemeteries, and were informed at the same time that 
a new interments measure would be submitted to Parliament early 
in the coming session, framed on principles essentially 
different from the existing Act. ^ "There is no use, I am 
sure, in fighting against power, unless we have something on our 
Side to appeal to", wrote Shaftesbury resignedly. "You 
particularly and the Doctor cannot long resist, and retain your
positions; and we shall then lose all by endeavouring to save(2 ) — "~~ 
half*1 . v ' A word from the Treasury, an additional clause or
two, Chadwick reflected bitterly, would have saved the 
Interments Act and the 13oard of Health from the reproach of 
failure. Convinced as he was that "measures for the relief of 
pain and physical suffering should have the precedence over all 
^ , he was perplexed and bewildered by this aosence of
goodwill. The more he thought of it the more incredible it
seemed to him that "a matter of the most solemn moment, the
( 4) horrors of a thousand agonising scenes to the population" v ,
should be so lightly dismissed by the Government. Mothing had 
happened to show that his scheme was unworkable and based on 
wrong principles, yet official encouragement was now being given 
to everything that had been condemned in evidence, trading in 
burial, joint stock cemeteries, and parochial management.
Surveying the unhappy history of the Act, we can see that 
by the end of 1350 the Government had got over its cholera panic 
and had had time to think. twice about metropolitan interments; 
and its second thoughts, coloured by a general suspicion of 
central tioards and of Interference with private enterprise, were 
against Ghadwick's National Cemeteries. Air>ile still anxious 
to be rid of the indecencies of burial within the capital, and 
to find a remedy for a nuisance which thrust itself on the eyes
and noses of Members of Parliament every biae they went by St.
-o-
1. Minutes, 15 December 1351.
2. Shaft esbury - E.G., 7 December 1351.
5. fi.G. - Lord ? , n.d.
4. Ji'.C. - Lord ? , c. 25 Jovembef 1351.
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Margaret's churchyard on their way to the House, it was not 
prepared to sanction the peremptory intervention of the Board of 
Health. In the Treasury view the tfoard were committing the 
Government to a vast undefined expenditure for a dubious object. 
Hayter told Chadwick in conversation that the cemeteries would 
never be bought for less than a million; to which Chadwicfc 
roundly returned that, if Hayter were not a shareholder himself, 
he was syeatcing in the interests of shareholders,^ Certainly 
the Treasury produced no evidence to support Sir Charles ttfood's 
assertion that the purchase price would be three or four times 
the amount stated by the Board; the arbitration awards in the 
case of the Brompton and ftunhead grounds, indeed, showed that 
Chadwicfc's figures were far more reliable, and that the total 
cost of buying out the companies would be well within the 
estimates which Parliament had before it when approval was given 
to the scheme. Behind the curtain of financial scruples, in 
fact, the Treasury concealed a more powerful motive for its 
opposition. Seymour,(a former Secretary to the Treasury), 
$ood, Hayter, Lewis, had all been trained in the negative 
traditions of the- old administrative service, and all took the 
narrowest views of the functions of government. Their faith 
was in the efficiency of private enterprise, and their principle 
of action was to leave to the capitalist anything out of which 
he could make a profit. They doubted the strength of 
government to shoulder any further burdens; and with, good 
enough reason —— Hayter, the Patronage Secretary and "broker- 
general in offices", was well aware of the quality of the 
placemen who were nominated by him, at the instance of party 
supporters, fco the departments of State. They sighed with 
relief when they found that oversights in drafting had rendered 
the Linterment;s Act so imperfect as to oe promptly reversiole.
Thus, the Board of Health, turning from their absentee
President at the A coda and Forests to the Treasury and bacis
~o- 
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again, were, as Chadwick described it, very much in the position 
of a person engaged in litigation connected with those two 
ancient jurisdictions, the Court of Chancery and the Gourt of 
Exchequer, who could take no step except with their approval and 
at their pace. Now both of these channels of communication 
with the Cabinet —— the President who was the interpreter of 
their views, the Treasury who acted as the financial censor of 
their conduct —— were openly hostile to the persons and 
measures of the uoard. Disaster came, in Chadwicii's view, when 
no minister high in responsible office could be induced to find 
the time to enter into the subject with a sincere desire to 
surmount the difficulties. The Board's activities lay at the 
very periphery of ministerial attention. Their scheme had been 
read and studied in detail by no member of the Cabinet, except 
the Earl of Carlisle, and perhaps Sir George Grey, who took no 
interest in the measure once it was passed. As Chadwick 
foresaw, when he implored Carlisle not to leave the Board in 
1850, "half-knowledge would be continually finding imaginary 
false difficulties and finding real ones Insuperable". ^ '
The Metropolitan Interments Act, which had started on its 
way with such bright hope some eighteen months before, had now 
returned to lay its burden of discredit at the door of Gwydyr 
House. The Board had failed to close the overcrowded 
churchyards. The Board, it was said, had made the measure 
unpopular. The Board had threatened the Dissenters with 
intolerance and the parishes with tyranny. The Board had 
frittered away its time in protests and appeals and 
reclamations. All this was the fault of the Board —— but in 
particular of ii-dwin Chadwics. "That gentleman was no doubt 
very ingenious", cried John aright, when .Parliament was aslted to 
vote the money for the purchase of the two cemeteries, "and 
whenever he had a board with such persons as Lord Shaftesbury 
sitting at it, he would be sure to pull the wire. And he lid
1. ,VB fragment, rud.
2. i..J. - Lord ? , n.d.<•» v •
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pull the wire, for if they granted the sum now asked for, Mr. 
Chadwick would become the arbitrary dispenser of more patronage 
than was in the *ift of officers filling the highest situations(1) -00
in the Government". ' In every clash of the Board of Health 
with hostile interests, the public now saw further evidence of 
the uncompromising harshness of his mind; in every suggested 
addition to the Board's functions, evidence of his ambition and 
love of power.
-o- 
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CHAPTER
LSNDOH'S ffATSR AflD LONDON'S GOVERNMENT,
Throughout 1350 and 1351, while the Board were making
their fruitless effort to put into effect the provisions of the 
Interments Act, a greater project for improving the health of 
the capital was pursuing a parallel course to disaster. In 
May 1350 Ohadwick produced another bulky report, the Report on 
the water supply of the metropolis, in which he once again trod 
that well worn path of argument first blazed eight years before, 
lie had succeeded in consolidating seven of the Sewers 
Commissions; he now aimed to unify the nine companies which 
shared the supply of London; and the final step he contemplated 
would be to bring water supply and drainage together in a 
combined service, administered by a single body for the whole 
of the metropolitan area. In short, he could see no reason why 
his principle of sanitary consolidation, the principle of the 
Public Health Act, should not be applied to the capital as much 
as to any provincial town.
The foulness of the dilute sewage which was pumped to the 
average Londoner as his domestic water supply aaa by now so 
clearly demonstrated that even a witness from one of the 
companies was prepared to admit that offensive matter made the 
water "not so pleasant" —— though, Chadwick noted, he spoke as 
if "the water-drinkers are regarded as a small or eccentric set 
in she Oity, and that such pollutions of their beverage are 
things of no moment, calling for no remedy, and treated as a
Joke rather than otherwise". But even if the Thames could
-o-
i "Report on the supply of water to the metropolis", p. L.5 
P..'. 1350 (1218;, xxii. l. • r •
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be protected from contamination by sewage and be purified of 
animal and vegetable matter, asserted Chadwick, it would still 
remain an unouitable source for London's water supply. It was 
too hard, twice as hard as the average for 150 rivers examined 
by the Inspectors of the board of Health. Every day 26 tons of 
lime passed through the pipes of the water companies, coating 
the inside the kettles, batha, and boilers, and using up 
excessive quantities of tea and soap, "The washerwomen's 
interest" (which in the aggregate was larger than that of all 
the co v ton and linen manufacturers) demanded that the Thames, 
the Lea, the New River, the Golne, the handle, and other 
tributaries of a similar decree of hardness should all be 
abandoned as early as practicable.^ ^ From 150 square miles of 
gathering grounds, from Richmond and the heaths of Bagshot and 
Farnham, ^ondon could derive a supply double that now furnished 
by the companies, and only a third or even a tenth as hard as 
the water of the Thames. The evidence was conclusive in favour 
of "the principle of soft water supply by means of gathering
f y)grounds". vy An entirely new supply of the softest water, 
pure, filtered, and aerated, could be delivered on the constant 
system in unlimited quantity for drinking, cooking, washing, and 
all domestic purposes at an inclusive weekly rent-charge of 
twopence a house. At the same time, since it was axiomatic 
that drainage and water supply were two inseparable aspects of 
a single problem, he sketched out a plan for the main drainage 
of London. Soil water should be seat out of the capital 
through pipes, skirting the cultivated lands where much could be 
let out as manure, and the surplus discharged so far down the 
river that no portion could be brought back by the return tide . 
^' The gross outlay for water supply and drainage, Chadwick 
estimated, would be £2,142,000, necessitating an average weekly 
charge per bouse of 5d. —— less than the present charge for a 
defective water supply
1. ibid., p. 32. 2. ibid., p.
5. ibid., p. 280. 4. ibid., p. 231.
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In this scheme there was no place for the water 
companies.^ ' Ko consideration of profit should enter into the 
supply of a commodity which was absolutely essential to the 
health, physical and moral, of the people. let the companies 
proceeded on the principle of charging the consumer not merely 
the cost of the service, but according to their estimate of his 
necessities and his presumed capacity to pay. The promises 
made by the companies when they were first established made 
ironic reading no*. *>ir William Clay, chairman of the 
Southwark and Vauxhall Company, had once observed indeed that
they could not have kept their promises, and would have been
( 2 } fools if they had.^ ' The Grand Junction Company had gone
before the public forty years before with a programme of pur® 
water, a constant supply, a high service free of extra charge, 
and lowered rates. Once its pipes waT?e laid it had pumped its 
water from a point opposite the Ranelagh seaer; it had withdrawn 
its constant supply, and obliged its tenants to spend £-50,000 on 
cisterns; and it had n?ade its high service subject to a rate
( X )
twenty times its actual coat, w ' Chad^ick did not conceal his 
disgust at the oland inefficiency of the water companies, the 
costly inadequacy of their works, ani their frankly predatory 
attitude to the public. He protested sgainst the abandonment 
of a puolic service to private enterprise. The supply of water) 
to a town had been looked on as a municipal duty frora earliest 
times, and it was only during a low state of public 
administration and ill-informed public opinion that the 
concessions had been granted to joint stock companies. "There 
is no reason to conclude that the aisinterspace of Companies, 
based on such concessions, and supplying water 1'cr purposes of
exacting profit, is necescary, wherever there is the requisite
-o-
1. There were nine of these, via. the iNew River, Hatnpstead, 
Cheisea, Kast London, Grand. Junction, eet Middlesex, 
Lambeth, Southward and Vauxhall, and Kent.
2. "Notes of heads of remonstrance on the Metropolitan >ater 
Bill", M£, n.d. (c. 1352).
3. "Promises held out in the prospectus of the Grand Junction 
Company", MS, n.d.
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knowledge or public spirit on the part of the authorities to 
provide for an object eminently of public concern, with no other 
consideration than public interests".^ Nor was there any 
need for the State to be gentle in resuming the rights which had 
fallen from its grasp in a period of debility, and which the 
companies were now so flagrantly abusing. Aater flowing in a 
stream was "publlci juris", a commodity which as property 
belonged to no individual, but the use to all. Since the 
companies could not claim the Thames and its tributaries as 
their property, all the property they really possessed was their 
distributary apparatus —— most of which, Chadwick privately
declared, was scarcely worth more than the old iron of which the
(2) pipes were composed. ' "Water Companies, however they may
have been originated and conducted, have, we apprehend, no more 
claim to be protected against improvements, than have the owners 
of stage coaches, or posting-houses, or the shareholders of • 
canals and turnpike trusts against railways, or railways 
themselves against each other in the case of competing lines". 
'*' The Government should therefore take steps to acquire the 
water works, the amount of compensation being fixed by 
arbitration or by the award of a jury.
But who was to inherit the works and functions of the 
water companies, and comoine them with the administration of the 
sewers for the execution of Cfaadwick's grand plan for the 
sanitary redemption of London? He dismissed brusquely the idea 
of a municipality, for reasons which he developed later in 
greater detail. ^ The metropolis had a national importance 
as the seat of Parliament, the centre of law and commerce, and 
the occasional residence of the peculation of the whole empire. 
I'he administrative machinery suitable for a provincial town 
would be inadequate for London, and any attempt to introduce it
must open up new and large political questions the settlement of
-o-
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which would delay the remedies so urgently needed. The 
tendency of reoent legislation had been to consolidate 
administrative bodies and to extend administrative areas; to 
ensure the individual attention of competent and responsible 
paid officers; to protect minorities and give them rights of 
appeal; to raise new securities for f,uardiag the public 
interests against the narrow selfishness which was apt to 
predominate in small communities. Hence the water supply and 
drainage of London should be entrusted to a small Board ol paid 
and skilled officials. Three competent officers, meeting daily 
and giving undivided attention to the subject, could push 
through business at six times the speed of the present thirteen 
Sewers Commissioners, who met only once a week or fortnight in 
committees of varying composition; "while a pecuniary saving 
would be effected even after the payment of these officers, 
which would show the present practice of honorary service
(implying intermittent service and delay) to be the most
( 2) grievous public and private waste". v/ Such a Board would be
responsible to trie Government, and through Parliament to the 
ratepayers; and in addition it would be surrounded with the 
additional guarantees set out in the provisions of the Public 
Health Act for explanatory reports and estimates, for public 
audit and the publication of accounts, and for the execution and 
maintenance of works on contract by open tender.
It was a bold, simple plan, argued with great power and 
at times with passion as Ghadwick confronted the interests fehich 
barred the way to a cleaner, healthier London. Phe Report, it 
must be emphasized;, contains three distinct prooosala^ - first, 
that the water supply of London should be derived from new 
sources; secondly, that the water companies should be bought 
out by the public, and their works consolidated; and thirdly, 
that an executive commission should be appointed to administer !
the combined service of water supply and drainage. By Ohadwick
-o-
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.these 
/three proposals were regarded as inseparable elements In a
single scheme; but, in fact, each of them —— a soft water 
supply, public ownership, an executive commission —- was 
supported by an independent body of reasons, and might have been 
isolated for consideration on its own merits. A public 
monopoly of the water supply was the great object to be 
achieved. It would be better to dispossess the companies even 
if London continued to draw ita supplies from the hard water of 
the Thames; it would be better to dispossess the companies even 
if their functions fell to some other form of authority than the 
executive commission that Ghadwick desired. We may, at the 
outset, lay a finger on one reason for Chadwick's failure in 
this, as in so many other projects. Once he had arrived at a 
solution, after an exhaustive examination of the evidence, he 
committed himself to it wholeheartedly, harnessing to it all the 
energy of his emotions and his intellect. In that singleness 
of mind there was too little room left for manoeuvre, for 
modification, for compromise. He was incapable of cutting and 
moulding his schemes to fit the resistant pattern of other 
minds, suppressing criticisms in detail so long as the main 
principle were established, sacrificing with good will a lesser 
good that a greater might be achieved. He had, as the Earl of 
Carlisle told him, "possibly too ardent a strain after 
perfection which necessarily becomes one-sided in a world of so 
many mixed considerations". It is to be regretted that 
Ghadwick did not concentrate his attention upon the primary task 
of buying out the companies and consolidating the supply under a 
public authority. Instead he wandered off into the wilds of 
Surrey in search of the perfect source, and the clear-cut 
administrative scheme of the Board became entangled with 
disputed questions of chemical analysis and hydraulic 
engineering. He was thus driven to extend his lines to defend ; 
positions which were not vital, and to press arguments which
later scientific developments rendered largely irrelevant.
-o- 
1. Carlisle - E.G., 4 October 1343.
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"I have patiently endured the misrepresentations and | 
obstructions of the Treasury", Chadwick wrote to Carlisle on 
May 4th 1850. "I have postponed any counter re present at ions to ::
Sir Charles Wood or to Lord John Russell; I have repressed all *r 
complaints; I have forborne writing to you at all in order to
get through this draft report on the Aater Supply"/ 1 ^ flow that 
the scheme was before the public, he hoped to get the 
Government's sanction before the end of the 1850 session to take 
the preparatory steps for the consolidation of the water works. 
Once again, however, he had fallen into the error of assuming 
that the hearty assent he heard in Gwydyr House would find an 
echo in Downing Street; and that the Government, in admitting 
the cogency of his arguments, were prepared to shape their 
policy on his recommendations. The Treasury would be very 
restive on the question, Carlisle warned him \ and two days 
later Ashley added, "We must be very circumspect. I see 
clearly that the parties are anythiag but friendly. Go forward 
very gradually'.-^ When Parliament went into recess, the 
Board had secured their Interments Act, but the Government were 
still avoiding a decision on the water supply scheme. The 
board must get ready for an arduous November campaign, wrote 
Asfcley, when "we must pipe all hands, God helping us, for the
(IL)water-supply".^ '
The interval, as we saw in the previous chapter, was 
largely spent in preparations for implementing the Interments 
Act; but from ten o'clock to ten o'clock one late summer day the 
members of tbe tioard wandered over the wild heaths of Surrey, 
round Farnham, in search of gethering grounds. This 
preliminary survey promised well, and Chadwicic tooic immediate 
steps to have the results checked. For once be made an 
unfortunate choice of agent. The Honourable A'illiam Napier was
a high-minded young man, who bore a burden of debt with the
-o-
1. E.G. - Carlisle, 4 aflay 1350.
2. Carlisle- E.G., il Auc^t \%50. 
f>. A&Hle^ - E.C., | if. August 1850. 
4. Ashlsy - A.O., Id septemoer 1850. ;
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careless charm of good breeding and an aristocratic name. The 
combination of charm and family probably had its effect on 
Chadwick, who, for all his acorn of the intellectual qualities 
of the upper classes, had something of the snobbery of the man 
who has clambered severs! rungs up the social ladder. It is 
difficult to understand otherwise why he should have accepted 
so readily Napier's offer to make (for expenses only) a closer 
examination of the Farnham gathering grounds. Chadwick could 
have laid his hand on a dozen men better qualified for the task, 
whose reports would not have been so vulnerable to attack.' 1 ' 
Napier spent some six months in Farnham, but beyond underlining 
Chadwick's superlatives and feeding his faith in the soft eand 
springs, his researches did not amount to much. The water was 
undoubtedly there. "Gushes of water as big as one's waist", 
cried the enthusiastic John Simon, wnen he checked over the 
results, "with scarcely perceptible alteration by any reagent!". 
^ ^ A few weeks' exploration into every hill and copse of the 
district revealed forty-four streams, v?ith a yield sufficient to 
supply half a million houses \ "the water being of its primitive 
purity; perfect as to aeration; brilliant in colour; soft almost 
as distilled water; of a grateful temperature, about 50°; and 
alaost free froai all mineral, animal, and vegetable
impregnation M .^*' pne great fact dtermined by Napier's
—o-
1. "I find taat a great deal of the existing hesitation depends 
on those unlucky reports —— so startlingly loose and 
contradictory. However, what is done >is done; —— and we 
must fight from oar position such as it is. But it should 
be a lesson £or the future, to be excessively cautions how 
reports, carrying the semi-sanction of the lioard, go forth 
in a form calculated to excite mistrust of the entire case". 
(F.o. Sard - £.0., 21 January 1351). "Napier's errors 
(with the grossness of which 1 am more astounded the more I 
observe the ground here for myself) have damaged us so much 
that we can't afford any more random reporting". (F.O. 
Ward - S.G., JO July 1S$1).
2. J. Simon - £.'-••, 21 October 1850.
3. "Further Examination of the "Gathering Grounds" dor the 
prooosed Government .'Jater Supply to the metropolis, as 
contained in a Report to the General Board of Health, .... 
by the Hon. William Napier", Q. 6.
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investigations was that the minimum quantity in a period of 
unusual drought, such as the summer of 1350, would suffice to 
give an increased supply to the whole of the metropolis/ 1 ^ 
More and more rosy grew Chadwick's view of the possibility of 
collecting the threads of the burrey springs, and bringing them 
—— forty million gallons at 1° of hardness —— in one 
continuous stream from the Hindhead to the attic of the highest 
house in London. With this amended supply, he assured Prince 
Albert's secretary, they could wash the streets and houses of 
London in readiness for the Great Inhibition.
V»hen Ashley returned to London at the end of October, 
invigorated by a three months' holiday which had saved him from 
a breakdown, he was delighted to hear the results of Napier's 
researches. He would write at once to Grey, he said, for 
authority to prepare the water Bill/*' A week later he had 
been in touch with members of the Cabinet, and doubt was
beginning to creep in. "Viiill our Government have courage and(*) 
principle to carry the plan into effect?" he was wondering. v '
One day Lord Seymour came to the office, and to Ghadvkick's 
amazement demanded to know upon what authority the Board had 
investigated the water supply of London, and objected to any 
further proceedings upon the matter. For answer ChadwicK: 
directed his attention to the recital at the opening of the 
Report itself/-" With heavy foreboding, Ashley noted in his 
Diary, "The »Vater Supply, for which alone I remained at the 
Board of Health will be set aside or emasculated by the 
Government; and yet I made this measure a condition of my stay 
there. The situation is painful, because it is become that of 
a cleric, and I aa made, by oeyaiour and Grey, to feel it hourly. 
The Board has no free action, no power to effect any of its
decisions, for the Treasury and tihe Home Office refuse, or
-o-
1. "Memorandum. The plan of improved water Supply of the 
Metropolis", printed, 9 December 1350.
2. fc.G. - Joi. Phinps, 19 October 1350. 
$. Ashley - E.G., 25 October 1350.
4. Ashley - £.G. ( 2 November 1350.
5. fi.U. - uarliale, n.d., c. January 1351.
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thwart, every proposition".' 1 ^
On December 19th G.C. Lewis informed the board that the 
Treasury did not deem it expedient at present to incur the 
expense of a plan and levels of the district which Chadwick had 
indicated as the future gathering grounds for the capital.' ' 
And in the first month of 1351 the friction between the 
imperious Seymour and his imperious colleagues struck into 
flame. A curt note to the Secretary demanded to Know who had 
authorised Wapier to continue his inquiries into the Farnham 
gathering grounds beyond the period sanctioned by the Treasury. 
The challenge was taken up by Ashley as the champion of the 
Board, and there was a sharp exchange of letters.
"It appears to me", wrote Ashley, "that if you conceived 
there was ground to censure your Colleagues for any course they 
had pursued you would have done better to have called them 
together and heard their explanations. You might then while 
you listened to their explanations have ascertained who they 
were who had concurred in the Resolution. But to write in such 
terras to the Secretary, and make such a demand without one word 
to those who were associated with you at the Board, is, I am 
aure, a mode of action which, on reflection, you will, yourself 
disapprove."^''
Seymour replied the following day. "It appears to me 
that I should have been informed of this proceeding on the part 
of the Board of Health. Explicit directions were sent from 
the Treasury to the Board of Health that they should submit to 
me any proposal involving expenditure". He vsould certainly 
have objected to a further investigation by Napier if he had 
been made aware of the proposal. "A Scientific enquiry should 
in my opinion be conducted by Scientific Mem wbereas now 
instead of a Satisfactory opinion, we have received a paper
suited only for a Monthly Magazine. The practice of the
-o-
1. 12 December 1850: £. Rodder, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 320.
2. Minutes, 19 December 1850.
3. ^ahley - Seymour, 6 January 1351.
Ancient Peruvians, and the Canals made by the Moors, the Water 
courses of Mesopotamia, and extracts from Sale's «Coran, are 
surely not the materials which ahould be presented to the 
Government and to Parliament by the directions of the Board of 
Health.
I object to this sort of Report because it wants 
Scientific precision. I object to it still more because it is 
deficient in that spirit of impartiality which it is the duty of 
Government to maintain in all inquiries, and which is more 
particularly requisite in reference to a question, where it may 
hereafter be necessary that private interests should be 
sacrificed to the attainment of a great public benefit."
He concluded: "It is still my intention, if ever the 
Board of Health initiate proceedings involving new expenditure 
in contravention of the Treasury directions, to remonstrate 
against such a course. I am aware of the Severe animadversions 
which this received from the Treasury before my accession to 
office, and I wish to act in such a way that I at least may not 
be liable to such censure".^ ^
This was the first he had heard of "orders from the 
Treasury", replied Ashley. "I do not presume to question your 
right to find fault with your Colleagues, to restrain 
expenditure, and insist on the most minute and scientific 
statements, in every case, great or small that can be brought 
under the notice of the Boarxd. I remonstrated with you, and 
I am sure in a very dispassionate manner, on your mode of 
action towards us; I suggested simply that it would be more 
agreeable to us , and certainly in consistency with the proper 
and necessary rules of Board operations, that you should 
personally convey your differences of opinion, hear the 
explanations we could offer, and ascertain nut by copy of 
Minutes and lists by the Secretary, but from our own avowal,
who were or were not, parties to the Resolution. I have sat
-o- 
1. Seymour - Ashley, 7 January
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during many years on various Commissions, but I have never 
before been subjected to that form of control; certainly your 
predecessor, Lord Carlisle, who was very seldom able to attend, 
did nothing of the sort. He came personally whenever he had 
any doubt or difficulty and the result was a aoat friendly and 
codfortaole unanimity .^
Seymour, hearing of Carlisle's virtues, must have 
experienced something of the disagreeable feeling of a second 
husband wiioee wife continually sings the praises of hie 
predecessor. he could have derived little more satisfaction 
from Ashley's next letter:
"On my arrival in London this Morning I directed a 
Search into all our records, and I questioned my Colleagues and 
the other Functionaries of this Office to ascertain the 
correctness of the Statement in your Letter. You say "Explicit 
directions were sent from the Treasury to tbe Boerd of Health 
that they should submit to me any proposal involving; 
expenditure". May I ash: you when and how? I never heard of 
this regulation before. We can find nothinr, we can remember 
nothing of the Port, I reust therefore* deny the accuracy of 
your assertion, and indeed the case is clear, for surely the 
Treasury would never have issued an Order which, in fact, would 
have been illegal, that, on a Board consisting of four 
Comiaissionera, three should be compelled to submit their 
proceedings to the fourth, who did not Intend to take any share 
in the business, or even kK be present at their deliberations. 
As a matter of courtesy and convenience we would have acquiesced, 
as far as it woo practicable, in such an arrangenjent (as indeed 
we did acquiesce) but if it be defended by an act of authority, 
and the -doard thereby be deprived of all independent action, I, 
for one, shsll refuse to be subject to the Order .
JSext Mr. Chadwick informs me that he stated to you, by
word of zouth, the circumstances of the acceptance by the Board
-o- 
i. Ashley - Seymour, £ January 1351.
of Mr. Napier's gratuitous services (gratuitous excepting the 
payment of hia personal wxpensea) for the purpose of Making 
further inquiries as to th«* resourced of water Supply. &?. 
Uapier waa not aent out & aeooad time buc being actually on the 
Service ue was requested somewhat; to extend his operations. 
Xou did not at that time record nor aave you since recorded any 
objection, extner to the measure or to the rtepor-u, tho 1 many 
opportunities to do 30 have boan off©rod,
I am sorry that you endeavour to throw such contempt on 
Mr, Napier's report} it is to my raiad of great value and 
eminently practical, out of 34 folio pages, less than two are { 
devoted to the system of Peruvians and Moors in these Sanitary 
matters, and I cannot see that he is reducing his Report to the 
level of a "Monthly Magazine" because he avails himself of the 
experience of other ages and Nations.
UTou say further "I am aware of the severe animadversions 
which they (the Board of Health) received from the Treasury 
before ajy accession to office". I regret that you have revived 
this charge, becaue it must revive a discussion that I had hoped 
was at an end. The chief part of the case is this. During 
the fury of the Cholera in 1349 the labours of the Board were 
excessive; tho mortality in September had, in London alone, 
reached nearly 500 a day; the most urgent and terrific appeals 
were made bj authorities of all Kinds for further assistance; 
our Inspectors supported them, and required the Services of six 
additional Medical &®n for house to house visitation. v?e 
applied to the Treasury but no answer was received; I then *?ent 
over myself but I fourth thst no one was in London, neither the 
First Lor-a, the Chancellor of the rixchequer, nor either of the 
Secretaries; all t»ad quitted tte Town; That could be done? 
The affair «as too serious for delay; we aipr>o$r|ted the Medical 
officers, and notified the fact to the Treasury, Severe 
sotcisent? #©re no doubt znsde, 'but -*itb the rrsatest injustice. 
Sir Charles tfood aftervs: ar<?s communicate* tc me that, tho' there
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was a defect in form, he had no doubt of the necessity of our 
arrangements . , . , .
P.~. The \vholo expense of the six Medical Men did not 
exceed £500". ^
Seymour's reply came the same day.
"It seems to me from your Letter that you have not 
received correct information upon the matters to which you refer.
We need not however argue about them, because as regards 
the future I will ascertain from the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
what my duties and responsibilities are, if I am not responsible 
for any proceedings of the Board of Health I shall be quite 
satisfied, but if I am to be held responsible, it seems to me
reasonable that I should not be left in ignorance of the
(2) proceedings. Either decision will satisfy me". x
Ashley 's answer was blunt .
HI arc sorry to repeat that we have kept you duly informed 
of all our proceedings.
I .am, and I have been, most anxious to study your comfort 
and convenience, but I cannot consent that the Treasury should 
give, -tfhat, in fact, it has no tjower to give, and ^hat it has 
not yet attested to givs, authority to one, and that an absent 
Weraber, to control at his will the deliberations of three 
others.
In laying the case, as you intend, before the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, I must request that you will lay before him 
the whole of this Correspondence". ;
"I never thought; of taking up hie time with it", was 
Seymour's lame response . "I have no copies of my Letters and 
could not therefore do it". '
"It is a very sad thing that the time of the Chancellor
of the ioLOhequsr should be taken up by reading the
-o-
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2. Seymour - Ashley, 10 January 1351.
3. Ashley - Seymour, 10 January 1351.
4. Seymour - Ashley, 10 January 1851.
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Correspondence between you and me," ran Aahley'n .justifiable 
retort, "but your determination to refer tho case to his 
decision has ?aad© tho perusal of it noceaaary. He cannot give 
a judgment unleaa he shall have heard both aides of the question
Now the question is, not what the 'Preasury will say, but 
what it haa aald. Ion charge the Board and 213 among the rest 
with noglect of duty and disobedience to "explicit directions". 
I aalced you before, and I now asfc you again "When vsaa the Order 
given. What was it; was it be word of mouth or in writing, 
v^hore is it nov? to be found?"
Heaer?!ber that this is e. serious affair. I have 
requested you T,?ith great cou^teay, and I sioat respectfully 
request you a^ain, to give me answers to these -uerles
you c&iiaot surely, aa the Head of the Boar<", or aa a
* •* \
private individual, persisc in refusinc ore".'"
Pinned down at last, baymour asserted that he 
"understood" such directions had been ^iveu to the Board by the 
Treasury or by the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
"1 was confirmed in this view because in august I wrote 
to the Board of Health requesting to be informed before any 
proceedings involving outlay of money was sanctioned by the \ 
Board, and 1 received a reply dated the 27th August stating that 
no proceedings involving any expense v?as about to be proposed 
only formal matters and adding that', if anything should present 
itself of more importance 1^ jsh . oujlA b e L._ j-.aforag d .i^fore^anj 
dec 1 si o nj»a a ^ cjyaa^fc o> .
Vi'ich this Declaration I was satisfied that the Board of \ 
Health uould not oy a^j- px-oceediiigs involve me in ra^ponsibility;; 
vvitho-ut giving is* an opportunity of giving an opinion on She 
matter. la this expectation I have boon deceived, and must 
therefore taice farther precautions tc grxird rays® If in future":
, Ashley pointed out, "is a weak 
-o—
1. Ashl®y - Seymour, 1© January 1351.
2. iieymour- - Asi'iley, 11 J&iraary 1351.
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foundation on which to reprimand three Gentlemen who are 
associated with you in the Public Service . ' The same day 
he wrote again to sweep away the last excuse for Seymour's 
querulous complaint. He forwarded copies of two letters, one 
dated the 10th August 1350 informing Seymour of Napier's 
engagement, the second dated 12th August, from Seymour himself, 
recording "no objection". Napier's engagement did not begin j 
till five days afterwards. "Such is the haste and want of 
consideration with which you attack your Colleagues", Ashley 
concluded/2 ^
Lord Seymour had retreated discomfited behind the skirts j 
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer; but in Gwydyr House there 
was consternation and a feeling that the Board had reached a 
crisis in their career.^*' It would have been serious enough 
if the incident had merely revealed that the manners of their 
President were bad, his memory feeble, and his attention to the 
business of the Board neither regular nor sympathetic. The 
correspondence —— taken in conjunction with the attitude which
in this same month he adopted towards the Interments Act ——-o-
1. Ashley - Seymour, 14 January 1351. •
2. Ashley - Seymour, 14 January 1351. fhere is no record of j 
Seymour's reply to this. On 18 January Ashley told Chadwick 
"Lord Seymour'3 reply is a becoming one. I hope for peace", 
which may indicate that he sent a note of apology. The 
correspondence was laid before Carlisle, who returned it 
with a brief injunction to Ghadwick, "Pray keep them all at 
peace as long as it is possible". (18 January 1351).
3. Ashley embodied the Board's position in a resolution
(Minutes, 16 January 185D: "That while the Board consent to 
the proposition made by Lord Seymour, and agree that copies 
shall be sent to him of all their Minutes, and express, in 
addition, their desire to consult his convenience on all 
occasions, their conduct must not be construed as 
recognizing in a single member of the aoard, and one too 
who is constantly absent, the right to reverse or control 
the proceedings of the other three. That if the President 
of the aoard question in aay "<ay the acts of his colleagues, 
and express in consequence an intention to alter their 
decisions, he oe requested to take his place at the Board, 
hear the evidence on which those decisions have been 
founded, and the explanations that can be offered 
thereupon".
showed injaddition that he intended, in his own words, "to stop 
as much as he could" of the work of the sanitary reformers, and 
that in this policy of obstruction he was supported and incited 
by a powerful section of the Cabinet. Clearly he felt no 
loyalty either to the members or to the duties of the Board of 
Health. His allegiance was given wholeheartedly to the Lords 
of the Treasury, and he agreed with them that sanitary 
legislation meant feeing busybodies to meddle with things which 
were best left to Providence and private enterprise. To 
Ashley he was obliged to be outwardly polite; but Southwood 
Smith, Dr. Sutherland, Austin, all were treated to marks of his 
contempt; and Chadwick he loathed.
One point was clearly illustrated by the Seymour-Ashley 
correspondence —— the ambiguous nature of the President's 
status. Was he simply the first among his equals, or did he 
sit at the board as a departmental chief with his subordinate 
advisers? By the Public Health Act he was on the same footing 
as the other three members of the Board; yet, as a Minister of 
the Crown, his shoulders carried added responsibility and his 
opinion had more weight. There was another aspect to the 
question. While the critics objected that the Board was 
independent and uncontrolled, Chadwick complained on the other 
hand that no Minister gave his full attention to the subject of 
public health. The Board shared with the Woods and Forests 
the time and labour of a minor Minister. Carlisle had 
attended carefully to ais duties at Gwydyr House; with the 
result, since he could not be in two places at once, that he 
aroused dissatisfaction at the Woods and Forests. Even before 
his clash with Chadwick and Ashley, Seymour had declared, in 
conversation wifch Carlisle, that he would take little part in 
the Board's proceedings. It was obvious that, unlike his 
predecessor, he looked on the duties of the new department as 
of a very subordinate order indeed, and found the routine and 
atmosphere of the older office more congenial.
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In consequence, the whole business of the Public Health 
Act, as Chad-wick complained, was subjected to a double or even 
a threefold procedure. After being passed at the Board, it was 
submitted to a President, who never presided; and it was also 
transmitted at the same time to the Treasury, whose officials 
had no resources of information to guide them in making 
decisions on sanitary policy. In the older departments the 
subject matter was familiar to the public, and persons of 
general intelligence could undertake the duties without 
incurring any serious dangers of failure; but the Board's 
business was new, and hedged with technicalities. A mastery 
of the new principles, Ghadwick maintained, together with 
attention at the Board to discussion of the details of their 
application, was really necessary to safe conclusions upon the 
Act. ' If this proposition were accepted, the intrusion of 
the uninformed Seymour stood condemned for its arrogant 
impertinence. Moreover, Chadwick argued, the Public Health 
Act had directed the Treasury to make its decisions only upon 
the advice prepared by joint deliberation at a Board. It was 
not legally competent for them to substitute for the joint 
responsibility of the Board action upon the responsibility of a 
single member of it —— not even if he had taken part in the 
deliberations, and much less if he were absent and never heard 
of them.
In January 1851 Chadwick sent a long letter to Lord 
Carlisle on these "internal obstructions" to the Public Health ]
Act.
"Unless some relief be given from this double stage of 
procedure, the increase of public dissatisfaction is certain and 
disgraceful failure imminent. \
It is rather hard in itself: after having bestowed great ^
labour in convincing the public, then the Government: then the j
-o- 
1. "Administrative. Notes of Objections to the Course taken
by Lord Seymour in respect to the Public Health Act",
MS, n.d.
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parliament, and getting a measure passed, and then to have the 
whole measure subjected to gentlemen, who say that all are wrong 
and that they are hostile to the principles of the measure.
Seeing the losses which delay occasions, and the 
necessity for prompt execution; conceding that they who have 
necessarily the best information from having prepared it, and 
who are the most deeply interested in its success, and who will 
be made responsible for its failure, are the last to be 
entrusted with it, and that some control should be exercised 
over it, then it may be submitted that it should not be 
subjected to two stages of appeal: to have to wait its turn for 
attention that its every step, unimportant or important should 
be subjected to have to wait its turn for the fragmentitious 
attention in departments already overburdened with business; 
where, if there be not positive hostility there is sure to be 
impatience of the detailed statements requisite to form a 
judgment on a new measure, new in its principles as well as in 
its details.
An old department may be left to take its course under 
the guidance of precedents; but surely if any branch of 
administration requires sustained and special attention for 
continued support against the obstructions which it must 
necessarily encounter; for aid in cases of checks, reverses and 
mistakes where there is no previous information for guidance, in 
(a) new and difficult position, surely it is this.
If the agents, as well as the measure are doubted, the 
more important it would seem to be that the attention to both 
should be undivided, constant and from the freedom of the means 
responsible; but it is due to the measure itself that the 
attention should be unprejudiced and fair and for support as 
well as checks.
The expense here to the public as well as the horrors 
against which the measure provides would repay the undivided
attention of the Cabinet, at the least ...,.
-o- 
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He wrote again the following months
"Our hopes for the measure you have promoted are that the 
constitution of the new Government may be such that you may be 
enabled to take part in it.
I venture to suggest the importance of Lord John Russell 
being informed of the impracticability of any person being 
enabled to attend properly to the business of two Boards, in the 
position of the Board of Health and that of the woods and 
Forests with so much new work going on, not to speak of the 
serious personal causes for future inharmonious working in 
manifest adverse or uncongenial views.
The Jars and interruptions to the measures required, 
under the Public Health Act, and the Metropolitan Interments 
Act, will be sooner or later felt in the hundred towns nearly, I 
to which it will soon be applied, as well as in the hundred more ] 
to which it will quickly follow.
Should the double procedure be maintained, of an appeal 
from those who have laboured most and who know most and who are 
the most responsible to those who know the least who have i 
neither time nor interest to obtain the requisite information, ; 
or to give attention to the particulars and bearings which it is; 
requisite to master in order to arrive at a safe judgment? 
More than half the time since the passing of the Metropolitan 
Interments Act has been consumed and much public discontent 
engendered in re-opening the discussion of principles, settled 
in the Board's reports and remonstrating against conclusions at 
variance with the whole scope and intention of the measure as 
sanctioned by Parliament .
The doard's position was further weakened in May 1351 
when Ashley succeeded to his father's title. It was true, as 
Ohadwick pointed out, that in the less sustained debates of the 
upper House, his health would, not have to bear the strain of
late night sittings; and he would encounter less opposition from
-o- 
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sinister interests than in the Commons.^ ' Nevertheless, the 
removal of Ashley left the Board with Seymour as their only 
official spokesman in the lower House —— a champion unreliable 
in his loyalty, and more inclined to turn his weapons against 
the cause he was defending.
Despite Lord John Russell's promise to Ashley —— which 
alone had persuaded him not to resign in March 1850 —— the Bill 
for metropolitan water supply was put in the hands of the Home 
Office. Not one member of the Board was consulted about the 
measure, except Lord Seymour, their faineant President. The 
Government Bill, introduced on April 29th by the Home Secretary,
Sir George Grey,^ ' proposed that the stock of the existing
c companies should be valued, and that they should then be |
consolidated and placed under the supervision of Her Majesty's J 
Principal Secretary of State. The dividends of the 1 
consolidated company would be limited to 5 per cent., any excess | 
income being applied by the Treasury to the reduction of rates. ] 
As a sanction to ensure that the proprietors complied with the j 
provisions of the Act, the Home Secretary would be empowered to 1 
stop the dividends. Constant supply, regulations for 
filtration and purification, the provision of new sources, were 
left open questions to be decided at some indefinite future
date by the Home Secretary. .
I 
Looking over the Bill with a discouraged eye, Chadwick
must have felt that his Report might just as well have remained
unwritten, Napier might have stayed in London, and the Board
-o- j
1. B.C. - Ashley, 9 June 1351. "From the conversations I have j 
had with one or two persons, I am led to believe that your 
power of initiation will be by no means diminished to the 
extent which we might at first have apprehended from the 
change. At all events you will be in a better position to 
influence public opinion which influences the House of ,] 
Commons ....."
2. Hansard, vol. 116, p.
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might have saved themselves the laborious inquiries and 
preparations of the previous fifteen nonths. Wot only Chadwick 
himself, however, but the a/hole trend of sanitary investigation 
since 1342 was alighted by Grey's Bill. The combination of 
water supply &nd drainage under a single authority, which had 
been urged by three Commissions of Inquiry, found no mention 
at all. 3oae 700,000 Londoners v?ere still to be left without 
any supply beyond what they could beg or steal or catch from a 
public Dfcarid cock. Above all, the companies would remain, ——• 
their virtual monopoly, based on a tacit agreement, now 
converted into a legal monopoly; their proprietors guaranteed 
against competition and assured of a dividend of 5 per cent, in 
perpetuity on a fictitious capital of £4,300,000, a sum raore 
than double the amount they had actually laid out.
1'he origin of the Government Bill was an open secret. 
Twelve months before Sir William Clay, chairman of the Southwark 
and Vauxhall vvater Company, had addressed himself to Chadwick, 
declaring his hearty concurrence in the proposition that the 
water works should be consolidated and acquired by the public. 
The radical defect of the present system, he observed, 'was that 
the companies had no protection against the incursion of fresh 
competitors. Few years passed without aew schemes being 
canvassed; the public were easily led astray by projectors who 
professed to be able to defeat the oppressive water monopoly; 
and the coapanios were thereby caused continual trouble, 
anxiety, and expense. For this reason, he believed, the 
proprietors would welcome a "w&ter works annuity fund", created . 
under the guarantee of Parliament, the amount of the fund to be 
determined by the actual net income of the companies. "These 
annuities to be always a first charge on the water rates and to 
be transferable at the Bank as other Govereuaent annuities. 
For such consideration the whole of their property and the works 
to be vested in the public". both parties would gain by the 
ch&nBge, the public by the economies of a unified 
administration, the companies by the increased value and
security of their shares/ '
Clay's scheme was, in fact, an ingenious method of 
exchanging the precarious benefits of commercial freedom for 
the financial stability of a Government rentier. It sprang 
from an intelligent appreciation that the old order was passing, 
that —— as the columns of the "Times" unequivocally revealed
—— the weight of public opinion was against the companies, and 
that if they continued to resist they would exaceroate that 
opinion and open the way for a settlement on the ruthless lines 
indicated by Cnadraick. but Clay, who wrote heartily that if
the companies and the Board of Health got together, they could
( 2) come to an agreement in five minutes , could have had no
inkling of the depths of Chadwick's scorn for the claims of the 
water tradez-s.^*' Presently, finding Chadwick unresponsive, 
Sir William 3lay diverted his stream of memoranda to the Home 
Office, where they were given a store sympathetic aearing.
In his acceptance of the principles of consolidation and
public ownership, however, Clay —— who confessed, in his ownf i\ words, to be "tired of presiding over Directors' meetings"^'
—— was far from typical of his class. There were others who 
retained their faith in private enterprise, who would rather 
keep their independent existence than be merged either into a 
single company or a unified public service, and who were 
unwilling to exchange for a safe percentage tbe risks of the old 
order *itn its possibilities of greater profit. The majority 
of the directors were resolved to fight a delaying action as ] 
long as they could. A barrister friend of Chadwick's, engaged 
in auditing the accounts of the Ghelsea &ater company, found a 
good round sum set down as a subscription to the opposition to
the Jrublic Health Act.(^ But when the Aater v^orks Clauses-o-
1. "Memoranda on the supply of water to the metropolis. Sir 
w. Clay's paper", a*3, n.d.
2. Sir W. Clay -B.C., 3 April 1850.
3. air w. Clay - E.G., 23 July 1850.
4. E.G. - F.C. Aard, b October 1649. In another note, probably 
to Delane (23 July 1351), be gives the figure as £200 or 
loontinued. on next page;
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Act of 134? for the first time applied the curb of a sanitary 
surveillance to the trade in water, they realised that it was no 
longer sufficient to subsidise journalists and lecturers to talk 
darkly of French Centralization and the invasion of property 
rights. They must make a show of accepting gracefully some 
part of the sanitary findings; and they calculated that if they 
did so, they might be enabled, by virtue of their strength in 
the Commons and the respect accorded to them by the Government 
as great; nucleations of capital, to survive into the brave new 
world of Ohadwick and the Health of Towns Association.
iiiach of the three solutions so far described —• the 
Government-appointed Commission urged by Ohadwick, the statutory 
Company proposed by the Home Office Bill, the independent 
Companies under certain minimum restrictions desired by most of 
the proprietors —— had its spokesmen in the debates of 1851• 
There was a fourth party, however, more vocal than these, and 
commanding outside the House a wider measure of popular support* 
If Sir William Clay, and behind him the less accommodating 
Directors of the water companies, formed the right wing of the 
opposition to Ghadwick f s scheme, the left wing was represented 
by the advocates of parochial control. It was a confused, 
disunited, clamorous group, drawing its theoretical arguments 
from ToulmiB, omith, its members diverse in their alms and in 
the quality of the motives which impelled them; a loose alliance 
of the metropolitan M.P.s arid the Common Council, of Guardians, 
overseers and churchwardens, the projectors of a dozen water 
supply schemes, and a dubious tail of contractors und jobbers; 
some shouting for a municipality for the whole of London, others 
hoping, to give the separate parishes of the capital the
essential organs of urban government. The chief movers,-o-
(Continued from previous page) ^40. "Now 1 apprehend that the 
Chelaea water ..orka company did not take this step singly; %here could this money, or cuch a purse as rcust have been 
made up from such a contribution, have been spent? and that too for the mere defence of au outpost against the 
principle of consolidation, for the ^blic Health Act 
expressly exempted the Metropolis".
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Chadwick was convinced, wer«* a set of engineers and pronotera 
who felt that they had little or no chance with anything higher 
than a parish vestry. There was &r. Taberner, for example, 
the attorney's managing clerk who acted as spokesman for the 
Metropolitan, ^ater Supply Association, and who was connected i 
with a schema for supplying each parish separately by artesian ] 
wells. He had the effrontery to call one day at Gwydyr House j 
with an offer to direct the agitation according Co the I 
instructions of the Board, pro/ided only that they reiaibur3ed 
him for the time and money he had sacrificed. Similar 
overtures had been, made to the board by the solicitor of : 
another scheme, which proposed to draw water from Henley at an 
outlay of two millions and appoint a salaried Board of 
Management costing £6,000 a year. "These overtures were made ! 
on the most vulgar conception of the motives and desire of the 
members of the General board to obtain mere power and patr&nage; .', 
in which on the implied conditions that it was to be given to 
the promoters, unreserved support was promised, arid hostility
(y\intimated if it were withheld .' But the scheme which was 
acclaimed in vestry after vestry froaa June to September 1351, 
and which enlisted the support of Delane of the "Times", was a 
proposal by a metropolitan member, Mowatt, to vest the ; 
ownership and management of London's water supply in a ;, 
representative body, comprising four -nenbers elected by the f 
ratepayers for each of seventeen districts, together with four 
from the CJooaion Council, and four nominated by the Government.
In a series of lengthy letters and memoranda Chadwicic
combated the notion of creating a municipality for London, which-o- '•':
1. "Water Supply; Central Establishment versus Parochial ;
Jiiatablishiaenta in the metropolis", j&3, a.d. |
<_. Mo fragment, n.d. if3. SSowatt attempted to introduce his Metropolitan u'ater Supply V
(Control of ftepreseatative aody) xiill on 24 June 1351 jj
(Hansard, vol. 11?, pp. 1140 - 1149), and again on 6 I
February 1352 (Hanoard, vol. 119, op. 220 - 2J1). !'
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stood condemned by all his experience of the corruption and 
interest-begotten prejudices of local representative bodiea. 
He described in broad outline this vast new local authority, 
with a jurisdiction over two and a quarter million people, 
disposing of millions of pounds of rates, and burdened with a 
complex of technical problems. Then, with a note of irony, he 
pointed to the products of vestry politics, and asked if sen of 
this calibre could posaibly grapple with the enormous task. 
"Is there any reasonable expectation or any evidence from Tories 
done", he asked, "that out of the greater nunber, namely the 
smaller shopkeepers iwbo fora the bulk of the Ratepayers in the 
Metropolis a municipal body could be created of a higher degree 
of intelligence, and with a better disposition to execute works 
of improvement than tbe Corporation of the City of London?" 
—— a body whose ignorance, callousness, and susceptibility to 
sinister interests, was clearly shown by its defence of the 
cruelties and abominations of Smithfield Market, from which it 
raised *,5,600 a year in fees, tolls, and dues. The peculiar 
difficulties of metropolitan government arose out of the very 
magnitude of the works required for drainage and water eupoly, 
involving an expenditure which Chadwick estimated at two 
millions. This sum, ho maintained, might easily be doubled, 
and without obtaining the desired result, by errors of which 
ordinary reoresentative bodies would be wholly unable to judge, 
but waich they ni^ht be readily influenced to commit. Bodies 
shot through with local intrigues and pecuniary Interests had an 
unsavoury reputation in the handling of public money. In the 
days when the jjord Chancellor inserted names in the Commissions 
of hewers at the instance of the mecroooiitan Members, the 
Members were raoved by electors, the electors by friends of 
contractors —— with the result that relatives of contractors 
were appointed as Commissioners, and were given the nower of 
deciding upon contracts. fiJan.v of the active managers of the 
vestries were owners of hou»e property, with interests opposed 
to sanitary improvements. Moreover, works of this nature could
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not be conducted by intermittent Board meetings, nor even by the 
incidental attention of professional engineers and men of 
science. On the Metropolitan Commission of lewera the popular 
representatives had swamped the scientific members, and had 
hindered progress by their .jealousy when it; was proposed to 
delegate powers to committees and paid officers.
Shifting his ground, and uiaiog his argument at the self- 
importance of national legislators, Chadwiok urged that a 
unified inunicipaiity for the wiiole of London would oe a 
formidable and independent power in the Cbate, wLich would 
always be able, by ,he aagnitade of its political influence, to 
procure the exerapfcion of the capital froai the operation of the 
laws passed oy the legislature. In the most democratic 
constitutions there had always been a reluctance to create 
co-ordinate authorities Aithin the Beat of the central 
government, and it \vae, for example, a fundamental article of 
the American Union that no municipality should be set up in 
Columbia. ^
"The proposition, then, involves the constitution of a 
new representative oody for two millions and a quarter of 
population, equal to one-eightth of the population of England 
and A ales, and more than the population of 3cotland, having 
jurisdiction over tic:, 13o , COO of assessed property, equivalent 
to one-eightth of fehe assessed property of Great Britain, one- 
seventa of the assessed taxes of are&t Britain and *>alee, nearly 
one-third more than tne assessed property of all Scotland, 
nearly four tiaes that of all i/Jales, and not leas Jhan the 
assessed property of fourteen ^nglish counties.
Sow the miamana&«aent and jouiiing proved uo sxist in the 
local administration of one rate —— the poor's rate —— where 
the sums administered amounted to thousands and tens of 
thousands of pounds, *ere aact as to require, in she 
metropolitan as in other parochial districts, parliamentary
intervention and tn* control of Government; yet it is now-o- 
1. Jii.C. - J.I. Delane, 27 November 1350.
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claimed to encrust;, without control -be raising and management
of rates, ^ouuting to ttna and hundreds of tiiouiiands, and even 
of Uiillioua of pounds, to persons who, individually or 
collectively, are entirely unaccustomed to the management of any 
fa uca expendi tare.
The direct outlay for the wortcs of drainage and water 
supply now in question ....... is estimated at aoout two
millions for new existing worjus, and the purchase and 
consolidation of works, from which an income of £4j>0,0^0 per 
annum is derived, and for mmich claims for six millions of 
compensation are spoken of.
The future annual amount of water rates and sewer rates 
for the metropolis will, however reduced in amount, probably 
greatly exceed the expenditure on the Civil List.
It is to be borne in wind, however, that the question is 
not one of expenditure without representation and without 
respotisibility. i'he administrative position stated in the 
Board's Report, and wnich they believe has ceen accepted by the 
public, is, that the interests of the metropolis, as the seat of 
lioverxiuasnt, are national, and that the representation in respect 
to ctiose interests ss&ould iae national, and that the present 
responsibility of puoiic administrative oodles to ^arliaaent, as 
it ao* exiats, with all defects, ^ivea a more real protection, 
than is afforded by such a representative and administrative 
body as the Court of Common Council of the Gity of juondon, and 
one ia every v»ay aore efi'loacious ci.aa could b® a/forded Dy the 
proposod. aew representative body, which ifia^i; rapresent raued 
property twelve timae greater than is rejre^ented oy the 
Corporation; ^Oiuaected *itfci fifteen times as rnaiiy houses, and 
seventeen tiaes as numerous a population.
If Tarlia/ueat be asked -;o i^elinquisil:! or to delegate any 
portion or taat direst a:id opeciai coaUroi vniiiati it has 
heretofore aaea aocuatoael So «jjc«rciae throa^u tue government in 
relation Co questions al'f'iCiiiiH; Isae aeau of eapira, it is
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submitted that; it can only bo aaked to do so, on the ground 
eithur that the subject saatuer is too little for it, end that 
all the other catterc v;lth which it ia occupied are of larger 
public consideration or that it is too large, new, and difficult 
for itj in which c&ae it must not be concealed that the 
proposition for the creation of a no* local representative body 
for auch a purpose implies that this body is to possess an 
administrative capacity ior large works, beyond those of the 
Government and of Parliament itself.
ihc public at large certainly, &ad Parliament probably, 
are anprep&red fox1 tut application of the proposed principle to 
the metropolis.
On the contrary it may be averred tkat they are prepared 
by continued practice for an opposite course, that is for the 
adoption of a special agency directly responsible to Parliament. 
Jc would be dee/ued aa extraordinary course if a special 
Government Commission were issued to deal with any raatter of 
local administration .for a provincial town, or a city such as 
Manchester or Yor.it, yet for the Metropolis Government 
Commissions and Government intervention have been popularly 
demanded. There is a natural reluctance, not to say 
repugnance on th<i part of the public to ur^ier-bake the execution 
of works of this description; and a desire to Devolve the 
re spossibility of their management; upon whataoe^er body ml^ht be 
got together for the purpose; arising probably from a feeling of 
the vory special, nature of such *orks, and of the scientific 
requirements requisite to judge of then. Ifc is this speciality 
which, creates bhe difficulty of c.ebbLng proper ^eraons to manage 
them, and which renders apparent at ;,he sazne time ~che
inconvenience and danger of o lac ing there uarlec £he control of(•\ i
any popular representative assembly". v ' i
-o~
l. "a£emo.raadum as to th'c Constitution of the A'iainiatretive 
Machinery for the croction of iev/ : ublic .oricD 1 ', printed, 
24 January 1B51- ABhley told Chsdwick:: "I fully concur with 
the Memorandum i and v^e aust stand uo it" (23 January 1851).
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If the Home Secretary read these memoranda, he did not 
allow bias elf to be swayed by their .arguments. Yet it w&a 
JUnmediawely evident *ia&t Uxt cioverruafcsnt '» Bill titood no chance 
of success. bir George Grey himself secaiaed l~o n&ve ao great 
confidence ia the measure. The best plan, if it were only 
practicable, he declared, would be "to place tbe administration j 
of water aupply in the hand* of a municipal corporation I (if it i 
existed) or aoae "body analogous ko it (if it could b« created)". ; 
^ Again, he confessed, "he did not doubt that if they ware 
dealing wiuh this subject as a new one, irrespectively of the 
machine ry established for a long aeries of years —— 
irrespectively also of. the habits which now existed, and of the 
aversion to the interference of Cover aiient in ;natuers of daily 
aad dome y tie concern —— the proposal aade by tho lioard of
Health nlgiit l>y the b««t in itseli', and one vshicu Parliament
(?)would dm well to adopt". Thus, by the Joiae oecrs'sary's own
adsiistiion, Uis solution was only a bad third, s.ad he laid 
hiaself open to attack on the one hand by all those who were not 
30 easily persuaded that a municipality was impracticable, and 
on the other by those who believed that water supply was 
properly a oubject for Government interference. The Bill was 
e of i laded on all sides oy a suspicious isouse, which felt that 
"there ffiust be seme thins in the background to eaune this 3ill to,
be brought forward contrary to the universally expressed 
oplnioij of the Inhabitants of the metropolis". *' Any should 
Londoners p&y £400,000 or f:4$0,OOJ a year wren a completely new
and improved supply could be obteiaed for ;;.2,o:>0,:>00, demanded
(ty)Viscount Sbrington, Khc&e speech owed much to -^ydyr House. "
Sir iieajaain Hail, the m«;tcber for :-!arylcbone, declared that the • 
Bill would boom the 5 per cent, weter shares to £130; "he was 
Informed, that no less than 7^ "embers of r^.rliasGer.t held shares 
In these companies, anl it *as not very likely, if they voted,
, 1. iia/Asax4a, vol. lib, p. ^v, «i^ Aprxx lo>i.
T. ibia.
3. ibid., vol. 11?, P. 478, 5 June 13$1 (tf. Williams).
4. ibid., p. >o6.
they would vote for any competition"/ 1 ^ In his belief that 
the water companies were behind the Bill, however, Hall had 
misjudged their temper. They were far from willing, as we have 
seen, to forfeit their freedom of action to the extent 
contemplated by Sir William Clay, and the opinion of the 
majority of them was expressed by Sir John Johns tone, a former 
director of the New River Company, who "really did not see what | 
there was to prevent the House from passing a Bill which would j 
tie down each company to certain rules and regulations relative \ 
to supply, in a manner similar to that in which it was proposed \
to deal with the companies when amalgamated in one body"/2 ' f
I The Bill was given its Second Reading by 95 votes to 79} *
but only two had risen to speak in its favour, Sir George Grey jj 
himself, and Sir William Clay. ^ ' On June 5th it was referred to | 
a Select Committee, its defence being entrusted to three | 
eminent counsel, while a phalanx of lawyers and engineers was 
arrayed against it by the Companies and the parochial party. 
The Board of Health were allowed no locus stand! before the 
Committee; their inspectors were not called as witnesses; and 
the most Chadwicic could do was to send copies of the Report on 
Sater Supply to members of the Committee. "The reference of 
the whole water question of the Metropolis, to a committee of 
private and irresponsible members, is really a very fearful 
thing; and should not they be reminded of their duties to those 
who are unrepresented; the vast mass of two millions of the 
population, and of the poorest ........ The private bill
legislation is really in general the legislation of those who 
can pay for it. Where Hudson was unopposed he did as he lilted, 
through these committees, with the legislature; and for railway 
purposes the committees, and through them Parliament Itself,
1. ibid., vol. 117, p.
2. ibid., vol. 116, p. 322. "It was a matter of perfect
notoriety that not only the New River Company, but other , 
companies, and he believed he might say the majority of the 
companies, were strongly opposed to the measure" (iir W. 
Clay, ibid., vol. 117, p.
J. ibid., vol. 117, P. 511-
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was the agency of the parliamentary agents ........ There will
be perhaps as much as three millions sterling in issue against 
the public for which there will be counsel. But the power of 
money in procuring the Evidence of scientific witnesses is the 
most disgusting feature to be anticipated. Before the railway 
committees, men of science were got to swear against a rival 
line which had a tunnel, that the air of the tunnel would be 
dangerous to human life. Before the private committee of the 
River Lea Trust Bill, an eminent Chemist, who had given a 
certificate in favour of soft water for Liverpool, was got to 
express his horror at the proposal to supply (people) with soft 
water, as one for poisoning them ........ In favour of the
Thames water as it now is, the Companies obtained the strong 
certificates of men of science who had denounced it before the 
Board of Health ....... Could not the inhabitants of Church
Lane, St. Giles, or of Jacob's Island be advised to come in 
forma pauper is, and ask the committee to assign counsel to
Helplessly Chadwick looked on at the day to day clashes 
of the contending parties. He was cheered when Sir James 
Graham, who was strongly disposed against the Government Bill, 
showed signs also of being impressed by the constitutional 
Inconveniences of Mowatt's parish parliament.^'' But Graham 
had vagaries of his own, Chadwick noted disgustedly, —— "of 
supplying the North side from Watford and the South side from 
Farnham and erecting on each bank a distinct Municipality to
whom it should be given ....... This would be (like) saying an
( V) organisation in which there would be two hearts in one body". '
Under cross-examination the parochialists aaade revealing 
admissions. But what was the use, he asked Ward, of bringing 
out the fact that the agitation was conducted by a few
interested individuals acting on small minorities in the
-o-
1. B.C. - ? (probably Delane), 20 June 1851.
2. F.O. */ard - E.G., 19 June and 2? June 1351.
3. jB.C. XM*« - F.O. ward, 3 July 1851.
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parishes, when the papers printed none of the proceedings? 
"With very slight efforts, the narrow and sordid base of the 
parochial agitation is displayed in the Committee room, but not 
in the papers. The Times ceases to report the proceedings. 
Sir James Graham has an evident leaning, it is said, to the 
parochialists. fie is suspected, of wishing to get into a 
Metropolitan seat himself as he has no chance of being returned 
for Ripon". (1)
In one vestry after another from June to September 1351 
drey's Bill was condemned, and resolutions were passed in favour 
of parochial control. Seven hundred ratepayers in Southwark 
signed the requisition for a public meeting against the Bill, 
the largest requisition ever known in the borough.^' But, 
with the exception of the "Times", Chadwick observed, the 
trading interests seemed to have got very complete possession of
the papers.^*' The secretary of one water company told him(IL\ that "they had got the Economist" v J \ but opposition was only to
be expected from a journal which had looked upon the Public 
Health Act as an unjustifiable meddling with natural law. More 
perturbing was the defection of the "Chronicle" and the "Daily 
News", two newspapers which had hitherto been distinguished for 
their advocacy of sanitary measures. Napier called on the 
editor of the "Chronicle" to complain of the way his views had 
been misrepresented, and discovered that the writer of the 
offending articles was Venables, the counsel for the Kent flater 
Works before th® Select Committee. Ghadwick was especially 
pained by the scurrility of the "Daily News", nhich "has been 
introduced as a reformed newspaper and has been held up I 
believe by Bright and Cobden as an example of what a cheap 
Newspaper should be". Crowe, the editor, was most respectable,
and "it is most likely to be the affair of some mere capitalist?
-o-
1. fi.a. - F.O. ^ard, 5 July 1351.
2. "Minutes of Evidence taken before the Select Comnittee on 
the Metropolitan Water Bill", 1851. XV. lj ^. 4-932, 
evidence of £. Gollioson.
3. B.C. - F.;). Ward, 23 July 13|1-,-,-, C1 x i,.G. - Lord John Russell, n.d. (1351).
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turned 
And so it *KR*S out to be. "Smith the manager of the Daily
News appears as the solicitor for the Karnpstead water works and 
it is stated is largely interested in them"/ 1 ^ The "Daily 
News'1 , he recalled, had also been strongly opposed to the 
removal of Gmithfield Market —— the articles bein^ written by 
one of the counsel engaged on its behalf. Chadwick wrote a 
public letter (which apparently remained in draft) to protest 
against a practice which must be conducive to the corruption of 
the press, arguing that the retainer of a barrister who was an 
influential writer in a newspaper, perhaps even its proprietor 
or manager, was in effect the retainer of the newspaper itself. 
He thought also of mentioning to the Attorney General this new 
kind of Huggery, which led to the employment of barristers not 
for their legal qualifications but for their secret services as 
writers in a newspaper.
The "Times" alone seemed not to speak with the voice of 
the hired hack. M ,\ hat ever bias I have heard imputed to the 
Times I have never heard it accused of a pecuniary bias. 
Indeed, although I largely differed from the late Mr. falter, I
always said that his integrity against every sort of sinister
(2) influence appeared to me to be most remarkable". v ' ohut out
from the Select Coaamittee on Grey's flauer Bill, with the 
Government increasingly cold and unresponsive and the threatened 
interests ever more active and menacing, Chadwic£ made an 
attempt to secure the alliance of the most powerful leader of 
opinion in the London press, Delane of the "Times". In 
Printing House Square unfortunately the name of Chadwick carried 
with it the odour of the polluted Thames; and he was driven 
therefore to make use of a stalking horse, an eloquent and 
forceful journalist, t.O. vVard, who could put a more attractive 
colour on the sanitary case than could Chadwick with his
desiccated English. * Delane had made it plain that he found
-o-
1. E.G. - P.O. Ward, 30 June 1351-
2. E.G. - ? (probably Delane), 2d July 1351.
3. Ward made Chadwick'a acquaintance towards the end of 1349.
(Continued on next page)
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more to recommend Chadwick's Government Board than Clay's 
statutory company; but in preference to either of these 
solutions he wanted to see London's water supply in the hands of 
a municipality. To mature the municipal institutions demanded 
by the "Times", argued Ward, would take a life-time. The 
interval would best be bridged by a terminable Commission, 
small, paid, and removable, going on from three years to three 
years as an ad interim administrative expedient until the 
municipal reconstruction of London had been carried out. ' 
Ward addressed his letters to Chadwick, who forwarded them 
without comment to Delanej but the "Times" showed no sign of 
abandoning its campaign for the immediate establishment of 
representative government for London. dor was Ghadwick 1 s 
assent ungrudging to the form in which Sard had put the Board's 
plan. He certainly did not concur with Ward's thesis that 
government by commission was no more than a temporary 
administrative device, to be replaced within a generation by a 
municipality. The feeling abroad in favour of representative 
control might be regretted, Ward urged on Ghadwick, but it must 
be admitted, and their policy should be to modify it or mitigate 
it as best they could. All Ghadwick'a evidence that the parish 
agitators were interested men, and the vestry meetings but 
thinly attended, would not deter the "Times" and other journals 
from advocating ratepayers' control, which, "whether demanded by 
large meetings or small, is at all events the only principle 
that has in its favour any popular meetings at all".^ ' This, 
Ghadwick roust have felt, was giving hostages to the enemy. 
Ward's letters ascribed too much reason to the schemes of the
opposition for a controversialist of Ghadwick's rigid cast.
-o-
1. F.Q. Ward - B.C., 31 July 1351.
2. P.O. Ward - E.G., 14 July 18i?l.
(Continued from previous page) He had explained the Board's 
scheme in tfwo articles in the "Quarterly Review": (1) 
September 1350, vol. LUXVII, po. 463 - 502, "Sfetropolitan 
Water Supply"; (2) March 1851, vol. LXXXVIII, pp. 435 - ^92, 
"Sanitary Consolidation —— Centralisation —— Local Self- 
Government".
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After one or two of his letters had been held up by the 
censorious Ghadwick, Ward ventured on a postscript of 
expostulation. It would weigh with Delane, he said, if all the 
letters were sent, "as this will show that independent views are 
taken and discussed, and that I am not a mere puppet reflecting 
your views and playing into your hands. (And, by the bye, let 
me mention that you are such weakened by the prevalence of a 
belief of this kind in many quarters —— it is thought that the 
Engineers Inspectors and those who uerve you, give in many cases 
opinions modelled in conformity with yours —— which deprives 
the evidence, etc., of its cogency. Even 1^ have been openly 
said to be "in Ohadwick's pay!" It is worth while bo adopt all 
reasonable means of mitigating the intensity of the dislike and 
opposition and mistrust occasioned by these unfounded ideas. 
Let my various letters, etc., go for what they are worth, for 
example —— and be assured that, so far as they are wrong, they 
will not prevail, while the candour of giving fair play to
opinions not entirely identical with pours will be appreciated". 
(I)
Chadwick's irritability increased as the Select Committee
ambled on through ten inconclusive weeks. ftard wrote to 
encourage him; "Above all keep our soldiers in good cheer —— 
don't for heaven's sake talk about "disasters" in the camp. 
I for one have not the slightest misgivings —— and I promise 
you a bowl of Punch made with soft Gathering ground water
delivered through my water-tap in Gork otreet oefore two sumniers
' 2 ) are over our heads". v
The Committee closed the hearing of evidence at the 
beginning of August. No re:ort was made. None was necessary. 
The case for consolidation was proved, but that was the one 
point on which agreement was reached by the unhappy Cominittee, 
bewildered by a confusion of issues —— hard water against soft, 
constant supply against intermittent, .atford chalk against
-O-
1. F.O. «Vard - li.J., 7 August 1351.
2. P.O. «iard - B.C., 50 July 1351.
Surrey sand, Mowatt against Clay —— and called upon to deal 
with, a complexity of topics, administrative, chemical, and 
engineering, like a juggler with five balls in the air at once. 
"The impresseion was, of our o*n inspectors, thdt every party 
had broken down*1 , Chadwick reported exultantly to A'ard, "The 
Government or Sir William Clay'a bill had broken down and the 
preamble will be declared not to be proved, the Vestry people 
have broken down and damaged themselves: the water companies so 
far as they went broke down and damaged themselves: for the 
money they spent, they had I am told a most pitiful result: no 
such knowledge as ours being applied to meet the case or direct 
the cross examinations to produce it".
Russell had already announced that the Government did not 
intend to legislate on water supply during the present session. 
The water question had oeen put off for another year, as it was 
clear it mast be the moment Grey introduced his ill-concocted 
Bill. The Treasury, which had refused to grant the Board £500 
for a aurvey of the new sources, had spent £5,000 on the 
rejected measure.
-o-
1. B.C. - P.O. #«ard, 2 August 13,bl,
2. 8.0. - Tjord John Russell, n.d.
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OH A SEE i J
THE IHSPBGTORS AT WOKK.
The jealousy of the localities and the caution of the 
legislature had circumscribed the powers of the General Board of 
Health by the narrowest of boundaries. Their Inspectors could 
be summoned by a petition signed by one-tenth of the ratepayers; 
alternatively, the Board could institute an inquiry into the 
sanitary condition of any place with a death rate over 2J> in the 
thousand, whether the inhabitants welcomed the investigation or 
not. But that was the sum total of what may be termed their 
initiatory or aggressive powers; and, as a rule of practice, 
they laid it down at the beginning that they would not conduct 
any local inquiry unless they were assured of substantial local 
co-operation. They proceeded upon the authority of a return 
from the Registrar General only after they had received solid 
evidence in the shape of some form of local re<:>resentation, a 
resolution of the Town Council or a ratepayers' zesting, that 
their Inspectors vould be Icindly received by influential 
elements in the ,istrict. Sometimes they over-estimated the 
strength of the feeling in their favour; some times the swing of 
local politics put their friends out and tasir eoomios in; 
soaietiaes a district which had at first seenaed recaptive was 
swept into opposition by the speeches and handbills of Viator 
Company agents, Local Act attorneys, or the Ac.tii-Csntralisat.ion 
League. This was only to be expsatsd. The Inspectors' probe 
«as bcoad &t times Co prsss on s. teader spot. .Sut the Board \ 
took up no i&tr&nsi&aat attitude towards the localities, and 
they withdrew *ith admirable cautioa Alien -he cpposibion seemed 
preponderant, regretting privately at tte same time that they ' 
a*d no pO'*er to clean s.'*ay such ^ell defended dirt.
was arc used by tne novelty .iot the exjrent of their
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control, which *>as of course far less than that of a modern 
department. The bit was galling because it was new, not 
because it was excessively sharp.
nothing annoyed Ghadwick more than the charge that the 
Board of Health forced its way into a place and rode roughshod 
over the feelings and interests of its inhabitants. He would 
point in answer to the securities he had so carefully provided 
for sounding local opinion, consulting the wishes of the 
population, and preparing their minds for the responsibilities 
and benefits of the Public Health Act. A local examination was 
conducted by a specially qualified engineer, escorted by leading 
citizens of the district; a public interrogation of witnesses 
was held before the ratepayers \ the Inspector explained the 
objects aimed at and the methods by which it was intended to 
achieve then; a report on the present state of the town was 
published locally, together with a description of the new 
public works proposed, and an estimate of their probable 
expense; and finally, in London, a responsible Public Board sat 
to review the contemplated measures, and to serve as a court of 
appeal to private parcies. ?mat more painless method could be 
devised of grafting the functions and powers of the Public 
Health Act.on to the older machinery of local government?
How admirably on occasion the method worked is 
illustrated by an entertaining account by Robert Kawliason.
"On my arrival in Hexham, I found the town in a state of 
ferment as to tbe inquiry, the bell-man was perambulating the 
streets summonsing the ratepayers to a meeting to oppose the 
inquiry. This WPX repeated during the evening t one of the 
Beetings being for the evening, the other for the raorning. 
Several of the promoter® called in upon me during the eveaing, 
evidently fearing the raonning's reetinp;. I explained the Act 
to thorn, as the most absurd statements had been published and 
were believed. I learned that the leader of the opponents was 
a Local Solicitor. The promoters were most anxious to learn
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what course I should take, ufi they aaatai: feared to come forward
and support; the measure in public. That ij they would attend 
tke seating but wiskad to avoid taking an active part in the 
proceedings. I toid tfaeas this was Ojcactly the course I desired 
they should take —— aaaaely —— let tue opposition nave all the 
talking to th<9!H8elves, aad .30 leave theia to aie aa I was quite 
sure out of their own evidence I coald convict, if not convince • 
them. The inquiry had co be adjourned to a largo room as there 
was a full and ra&hti-r formidable attendance. The day bein£ wet 
aiany workman wore there. I comrawnoed the ia-iuiry by a short
atafeemont of the proceedings wtiich had brought me down —— and j'i 
then glanced rapidly over the powers contained in the Act —— !;•
taking up one by one the -objections which I h&d been informed ; 
the promoters of the opposition, had made. I then re<jueeted any • 
persons having evidence to offer either for or against to come 
forward and tender it. The opponents entered most? resolutely 
into the arena, declaring that Hexham was well supplied with 
water; and was, in all other respects, a perfect town. I 
inquired for the return of the mortality, and found that, for 
the last seven years, it w&s actually sotae 29.& ia the thousand, 
but with 'cooked' returns it was 24;4 in the thousand. I then 
called the Medical Officers and the 3eli8Ving Officers and soon 
got amongst causes or fever, small-pox, and excessive money 
relief. I then traced disease to crowded room tenements, 
undrainsd streets, lanea, courts and crowded ysrds, foul 
aiddens, privies, and cesspools. Ihe weter I found waa 
deficient in quantity and most objectionable in quality, dead 
dogs having to be lifted out of tne reservoir. And though the 
opposition fought stoutly taey were obliged publicly to 
acknowledge fihat improvement was needed —— they, however, 
dreaded ttie General Board, and the expense. I then explained 
the coastitation of the Board and stated that their powers would 
be used to instruct, procect and to check extravagant 
expenditure. -By this tiase the eagerneas of the opponents had
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somewhat subsided, the body of the meeting had come partially 
round, and so I entered into an examination of the promoters who 
came willingly forward. At the termination of the inquiry • 
several of the opponents came forward and stated that 1 had 
removed their objections and they wished the Act could be 
applied immediately.
Today I have inspected the town —— and have found it as 
bad as any place I ever saw. I have had at least twenty 
gentlemen with me all day although it has rained most of the 
time. The town is old, and is in as bad a condition as ] 
ihltehaven, and 1 dont know that I can say anything worse of it. \ 
I am staying at the best Hotel in the town, but there is no i 
watercloset, only a filthy privy at some distance, —— the way 3 
to it being past the icitchen. I have Just been out in the dark | 
and rain blundering and found some one in the place.
I have inspected the sources of the present water supply, 
and find that the water is taken from an open brook, filthy and , 
muddy in wet weather, and filthy and bright in dry weather. 
In the same districts I have found; or rather, been shewn, 
springs —— pure and soft —• and at a sufficient elevation, to 
give 1^0 foot pressure in the town —— and in abundance for the 
whole population. The existing springs will be added to if : 
requisite by deep drainage. Most complete water works might be 
formed at a cheap cost. And the town siay be sewered and 
drained for nothing, as a Nursery Man adjoining has stated that 
he will give £100 a year for the refuse, if it is all collected 
by drains . There are many acres of market gardens and nursery 
grounds within reach of the outlet sewer and more than £100 a 
year will be obtained.
Since the inspection today I have had parties from both 
sides with m©, the opponents trying to explain away their 
opposition; the promoters to furnish information; and, at times, 
I have had nine or ten gentlemen at once, belonging to both
5C2
•!
parties. The leader of the opposition has made me a present of I 
some Anglo-Saxon coins —— called Stycus which were found in ' 
Hexham Church lard ......."^
The deft and tactful handling of a truculent opposition, : 
leaving no scars of controversy, is an example of the sanitary 
diplomatist at his best. But not all inquiries were thus 
concluded by a peaoe offering from the leader of the critics. 
When T.«. Rammell invited the Corporation of Chipping Wycoabe to 
accompany him on a tour of inspection, they refused point blank, 
"they having determined to give all attempts to saddle the town 
with the Act the bitterest opposition in their power"/2 ^ \ 
Pressure was not infrequently brought to bear on witnesses to 
prevent inconvenient revelations. During the inquiry at High 
Wycombe, for example, the vicar produced a letter from one of 
his parishioners:
"Sir —« If you send for me when you hare redy in the 
town hall, i will give a true statement of the newcence of the 
pigsties against my house belonging to Mr. Hunt. Mr. g. Hunt 
told Mr. J. Hunt that i told you about the sties. Mr. Jo Hunt 
aslced Mr. g. Hunt if I hoed him any money, if I did he would 
demand it, and if 1 dint pay it he would have a warrant of 
distress and take my goods, that was the reson that i was •, 
afraid to say the complaint, the Lord delievered daniel from 
the Lion paw, and that same god is my god and he will deliever
me from my henemys.
your i am &BX obdiet servent,
John Pippin, 
the rev, Mr. Paddon, Wickham, Bucks."^^
Many in the localities looked with suspicion on the 
tables of mortality rates concocted in a distant London office, 
and called on the evidence of "popular repute" or the "oldest
living resident" to prove the healthiness of the district.
-o-
1. R. Ha»i/liason - E.G., 30 September 1352.
2. Report on Chipping Wycombe, p. 3. (March 1350).
3. iieport on High wycombe, p. n.
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At Merthyr Tydfil Rammell found a "very general indisposition" $ 
to the application of the Act —— and, in particular, from the : 
iron miners. They argued that the high rate of mortality was 
caused by their dangerous work underground and by lack of food, 
"flhat they wanted was more meat", not sanitary regulations.^ ' 
One miner put the point forcibly: "My reason is, that people 
have not enough to buy food, and have nothing to spare for ; 
water. The wives of many being barefoot, there is no expense .• 
of shoe-leather"/2 ' Hammell in reply demonstrated that, even 1 
if full credit were given to pit accidents, 27, b deaths out of 
each thousand were still due to natural causes. The workers 
eventually agreed to send eight delegates, four against and i1 
four in favour of the Act, from each of five districts, to 
accompany the Inspector on his round of inspection, and they 
broke up with an evident disposition to treat the matter on its 
merits.
As we turn the pages of the Inspectors' reports, we 
become familiar with a local drama, repeated in a hundred 
places, played sometimes as a comedy and sometimes as a tragedy, 
with innumerable variations of plot and circumstance, but marked 
by a few constantly recurring themes. fie come to recognise the 
characters —— the landlords, who "would do that their 
neighbours did" and refused to be "at the expense of making a
drain"^» the farmer, frankly admitting "I prefer cesspools to
(4-) drains, and I should like to stop drainage altogether" v '; the
Improvement Commissioners, defending their inactivity in the
-o-
1. Report on Merthyr Tydfil, p. 4 (1350).
2. ibid., p. 47. Similarly the Highway Boards of Hanley and 
Shelton maintained that "considering the deoilitating 
occupations of many branches in the pottery trade, these 
Townships, generally, are not unhealthy. Neither do the 
intelligent part of the medical profession think them so. 
those of the greatest practice, consequently of the greatest' 
experience, are bold enough to say, tnat the mortality will 
be much the same, whatever steps may be ta^cen "with respect . 
to sewerage". (Report on otoke-upon-,.'rent, April 1350, pp. 
4-5-6). -\ 
jj. Report on *akefield, pp. 11 - 12 (A. Ranger, December 1351).,i 
4. Report on i>aa§or, p. 5 (!'«»• Hammell, September 135^). -i
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past with the argument, "Powers are apt to go to sleep unless j 
attention is called to then sometimes; we don't claim 
petffection"^; the local solicitor scornfully rejecting the 
Inspector's statistics with the comment "the excess is but six- I
( ?\ Itenths, which is but half a man"^ '\ the Justice of the Peace, ' 
well-intentioned but ignorant of the provisions of the Public • 
Health Act, demanding suspiciously, "Have not the Board of jj 
Health power to order what they please to be done? and can the • 
inhabitants control the expenditure?"^. Against this mass of I 
interest, ignorance, and apathy, the Inspector's strongest ] 
weapon was a general perambulation of the town. As he made hisj 
way through the courts and back streets, accompanied by a train ' 
of clergy, doctors, solicitors, Guardians, and Commissioners, 
the inhabitants crowded out of their wretched dwellings, crying 
out their complaints, on the supposition that he was armed with 
power to give them immediate relief. One fact which these 
ipBGi surveys revealed was that not only the higher but most of 
the middle classes knew very little of the conditions in which 
the lower classes lived. The delegates of respectability often 
expressed astonishment and horror at what they saw, declaring 
that it was utterly strange to them and beyond their belief if 
they had not seen it with their own eyes. The plea of 
ignorance could no longer be maintained, however, after they had 
watched the Inspector put his questions and take down his notes 
in their uncomfortable presence. Here, for example, are the ; 
minutes made on such a tour by William Lee at Dudley:
"Patchett 1 s-buildings. —— All Irish. A court about 
eight feet wide, ...... with only surface drainage. No
ventilation. A foul well used for cleaning the yard; most 
filthy privies are placed at the top, and as fast as the pots 
are emptied into the open receptacle, the fluid runs down the
yard; the seats and passage covered with ordure, and the privies
-o- ,
1. Report on Chipping Wycombe, p. 40.
2. ibid., p* t>.
3. Report on King's Lynn, p. 31 0*. Lee, September 1352)
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cannot be used. One case of cholera. The houses have water; 
the landlord would not lay it to them, but the water company 
did. One of the tenants says, "He will not put a brick in, 
but if he is asked to do anything at the property, d —— and 
b —— . us, and is often drunk". Kent for house and chamber, 
2/4d. The whole of the medical evidence _j»hoyjB these yarda to 
be among the worst localities of disease '_in_the^ jtown .
Mr. Richard Fellows' property, and Thomas V»illiams, four 
houses. —— Only one privy, without door, roof, or seat, and 
part of the wall down. The tenant, Richard Roberts' wife, says 
WI cannot get him to even come and look: at it. We pay 2/6d. 
per week. The back door is nearly down, and I am sure I expect 
it falling on the children. My husband is lame, or it would 
not be as it is. We cannot go into the privy. We have no 
water but the cellar water t which we use for slopping; we cannot 
get any other without either buying or stealing. The landlords 
ought to lay water on for all the houses".
William Cox's property. —— Nine houses; no %ater; have 
to go half a mile for water. One of them says, n *S!e may as well 
talk to that", stamping her foot on one of the bricks of the 
footpath, "as talk to the landlord about having any water. He 
looks after the rent".
Badger-square. —— Twenty-five houses. Very shocking 
privies. fto water but from a draw-well. One of the tenants, 
who lent a rope and a bucket, said, "We have to steal water or 
do anything we can, and to drink the well water. There are 
dogs and cats in it, and sometimes we wind a cat up and cannot 
stomach it ......"
The Uew Dock. —— A street which is a perfect quagmire, 
even at this dry season, for want of pavement aad drainage. 
The property is almost new, and yet everything connected with 
health is in the most wretched
Birmingham-street, Vanes ' s-yard . —— ..... The Inspector
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of Nuisances caused the owner of some property below this to 
erect a privy for some houses teat were without; but the tenants 
pulled it down, because they said they ahQuld nave all the 
people in the district coming to it if they did not. He then 
erected three others, and had locks put on, and they now stand.
Bond-street, John Owen's property. —— I asked, "Where do 
you get water?** Answer —— "We steal it ...... w
All the neighbours about this part of the town were 
calling my attention to the ills connected with drainage, 
privies, want of good water, and stencn, etc., to such an 
extent, that I was compelled to refuse to take them down in my 
minutes, because I should nave had to mention almost every 
house, and could never have used my remarks".^'
In town after town, against the advocates of laisser 
faire and local self-government, the Inspectors argued C 
Chadwick's thesis that in matters of puolic health aa impartial 
central authority must; intervene to adjust the balance between 
the powerless masses and those of their betters who wanted, 
privilege without responsibility. "Is aanicary reform a thing 
to be accepted or rejected at will by individuals, or even by 
communities?", asked one of them. "Is it a subject for a show 
cf hands, when ths persons whose lives depend on the decision 
are mostly either ignorant, misled, or coerced? Can it be left 
to the ordinary principles of supply and demand? Is there any 
parallelism oetweea those public arrangements that are necessary
to existence, and private dealings with; the butcher or baker,
(2)—— although these may be equally nscessary?" v
-o-
1. Report on Dudley, App. A, Minutes of Inspection, pp. 77 - 
35 (V.. Lee, 29 December 185D- .
2. fl-Lee, "ouaimary of Experience on Disease", 1351.
Lee, after the tour of Dudley described above, concludes; 
"It is an axiom that property has its duties and its 
responsibilities, as well as its privileges and influence. 
The aoove are illustrations of the manner in which those 
duties are too frequently performed; they are also 
illustrations of the helplessness cf a large proportion of 
the poorer classes in towns, and of the working og the 
(continued on next page)
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All the anxiety of decisions which they believed involved; 
life and death to thousands crowded upon the Board as the time I 
came round each session for the preparation of the Bills in | 
which their Provisional Orders were confirmed by the legislature.! 
Whitstable and Mewton Abbott must be struck out of the schedule ] 
because strong local opposition had developed. ^ A deputation 
from the Leamington Commissioners asked that the application j 
should be postponed for a session. Did they represent the real! 
wishes of the ratepayers? wondered the Board; and their doubt j 
was confirmed a fev* days later when they were informed that the j
resolution of protest had been passed at a vestry meeting not
( 2} • i open to the public. vy Eyde too* a poll on the Act, and two- 
thirds of the ratepayers voted against its application; a I 
fortnight later the medical men of the town sent a deputation in 
favour of the Act, but the Board reluctantly refused to move 
against the majority of the inhabitants. *^ The Member for 
Brighton secured the omission of the town from the schedule, 
and Chadwiok drafted an ironic speech, H Thanks of Sir William • 
Pechell for withdrawing the Public ilealth Act from Brighton" 
—— "I thank you for having struck out Brighton from the 
provisions for the promotion of cleanliness. I am deeply 
iapresoed «ith the obligations due to you for having stayed a 
sieasure for tke saving of score hundreds of people from the 
ravages of typhus and other preventible disease. As a friend 
of the population I ara delighted that you have refused measures : 
for the introduction of water into the houses of the poorest 
classes"/4)
Deputations, friendly and hostile, waited upon the
-Q-
(Continued from previous page) voluntary principle in a matter 
no less momentous in its consequences than life and death". 
(Report on Dudley, p. 53)-
1. Minutes, 21 June, 27 July 18$0.
2. ibid., 12 and 27 July 1350.
2. ibid., 26 March, 12 April 1353-
4. "The Thanks of Sir William Pechell for withdrawing the | 
I'ubiic Health Act from Brighton and notes on his attack", I 
MC, n.d. ;
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Board, and petitions and counter-petitions poured into Gwydyr 
House, from administrative bodies whose powers would pass to the 
Local Boards, from ratepayera who dreaded the expense of water 
and drainage acheaes, from landlords who disliked regulation 
and office-holders who feared disturbance. Attempts were made 
to discredit the testimony of the Inspectors. A letter from 
the Commander of the Royal Engineers at i-ortsmouth attacked the 
reports of Graiuger and uawliason aa a "tissue of wilful 
misrepresentation", and declared they must have been imposed 
upon by iatereatad persons.^ iiabba^e'a report on Bromyard 
was stated to t>e full of absurdities and lisa; he had remarked, 
for example, that three funerals had ta*cen place fciiere on one
day —— but not that they were of three old women, aged 72, 92,
fy} and 95 respectively. s '
?rom Alfreton came a typical petition, signed by the 
Mayor and the largest ratepayers, and maintaining that the town 
had","to the knowledge of the oldest inhabitant, been 
notoriously remarkaole for the health and longevity of the
i V^ f^ f* £9 GJ. ^* **) i
inhabitants 1". it went on to piead/jfoabi "tfce owners of lands 
and premises, and che greater occupiers and ratepayers within 
the town, compared with the inhabitants generally, who are 
chiefly employed in the manufacture of stockings and in coal­ 
mining and agricultural labour, and unable to bear additional 
imposts, whereby the liability of such owners and occupiers, in 
case of the said Act of 1843 being adopted, would greatly 
enhance and become burdensome to them, aai induce many to remove 
from the town to avoid such additional imposts; whereby the 
property \vithin tb« town would be greatly reduced in value". 
The "gigantic machinery" and "numerous officers" were quite 
unnecessary, as the parts complained of had now been improved 
under the Nuisances Act. Those who signed the original
petition had been deluded by the belief that the Act would
-o-
1. Minutes, 21 August 1349-
2. Hansard, vol. 124, p. 135ii 9 &arch 1353 (Col. Pechell).
involve an expense of no more than twopence a week.
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At the subsequent inquiry at Alfreton a local clergyman 
informed the Inspector that he had been asked to "direct" his 
tenants to sign the counter-petition.^ The Board had 
abundant reason to believe that agitations against the Public 
Health Act in other places were only too often moulded by 
pressure from landlords or other interested parties; and that 
where such tactics failed, counter-petitions were cooked up and 
signed with fictitious or forged names. The clash of local 
Jealousies and interests may be illustrated by trie case of 
Macolesfield, from which the Board received four memorials, one 
in favour originating from the Mayor and Corporation, three 
opposing the Act, promoted by the Police Commissioners of the 
town and the Highway Boards of Button and Hurdsfield. The 
memorial from Hurdsfield declared that "the petition of one- 
tenth of the ratepayers, forming a very small portion of the 
whole inhabit ante, had, in the case of Macclesfleld, no 
reference whatever in its origin or promotion to the improvement 
of the sanitary condition of the towa, but for the avowed 
purpose of eafor-cing the yielding up by all the other public 
bodies in the borough of their functions and powers to the one 
body with whoa that petition originated and by whom it was 
promote d".^ A letter from the Town Clerk of Wacclesfield 
Ifeter- informed the 3oard that out of the 4,132 signatures i 
appended to the counter— petitions, only 1,4-21 could be 
identified as thoae of ratepayers ; "that several of the 
signatures are not those of the peraoiis they purport to be; that 
a great number of the names are in the same handwriting} and 
that some appear fictitious; that there are also frequent 
repetitions of the same name, of persons not resident at all, 
and after the signature of the father in several cases, those
( 4)of the children are appended" . v ' The Inspectors were later
-o-
1. Report on Further Inquiry at Alfreton, p. 5 (December
2. ibid., p. 10,
aeport on aUcclfesfield, p. 8 (iiawlinaon, February 1351).3
4 Minutes, 9 June 1351.
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instructed to verify the genuineness of signatures by personal 
visits or by reference to the rate books' '; and ultimately, in 
May 1353, the Board decided to request that in future the Clerk 
to the Guardians should attach to eacii petition a certificate 
showing the number of ratepayers and attesting the 
qualifications of those who had
From Great Yarmouth came an octavo pamphlet of 53 pages, 
imputing tnat the evidence before the Inspector had been 
mutilated, falsified, and fabricated, advocating an alternative 
scheme of sewerage which would leave nearly 25,000 out of the 
25,000 houaaa undraixied, and propounding reasons why the 
existing supply of iaard impure ftater was superior to the 
suggested provision froas a soft and unpolluted source. The 
application of the Act, "firstly, vsould destroy a large 
proportion of the value of real property; secondly, ruin whole 
families *ho ars living upon the aurplua income of mortgaged 
property; thirdly, drive frora the town those owners of shipping 
property *ho, having no interest in the real property of the 
town, will bs induced to reside where local taxation, will be 
less oppressive; fourthly, by which means hunlreds of poor will 
be thrown out of employ, and become chargeable upon the 
parochial rates; and fifthly, largely contribute towards the 
decay of a town once among the aost flourishing seaports in the 
ertpirs of Great Britain".^*' The objections from Great 
Yarmouth were supported by Joseph Home; but the case against
tte town was so over-vVhelsing that the 3oard felt strong enough
(4) to defy the opposition. '
-o-
1. Minutes, 24 October 1,351. 2. ibid., 26 May 135^.
5. Report on .viemorial from Great Yarmouth, p. 2? (*' . Lee, 
October 1350).
4. Minutes, 15 April 1851. According to a letter from the 
Inspector, .Villiam Lee, to Ghad*icic, 4 August 1351, the 
death rate was 24 in the thousand, 'there was nearly half 
an ounce of saline and mineral mxtmx matter to every gallon 
of the to*n water supply, tfith the exception of the 
barracks, all the houses recently built had no neans of 
drainage whatsoever; and all their privies and middens 
(Oontinued on next page)
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From the hamlet of East Stocfcwith came a memorial against! 
being included within the district assigned uo the Gainsborough 
Local Boards
'Worthy Sir,
rtfe the undersigned Being Princeable Hate
Payers of the hamlett of iiast Stooiewith do feel our oelves 
agrieved By your Saniture measure concerning the Plans Laid down 
of us haveing any thing to Do with gainsboro waterworks or any 
Fart of the Dreaniage it Doth Require aa we have a good 
Dreani&ge of our own about 6 feet fole in 20 chean, wich falls 
Down into the Oarr wick that Dreaniage is tferry good and hath 
Been greatly Improved at a iSerious £.xpence by the erection of a 
large Steam iSngene at Havensfleet which «ill Continually Bring 
Large Uates upon us for the Management and Repairs of the Same 
we have good Dreaniage and three i'rustees Regularly Chosen to 
inspect; any Defisunces that may occor in our Dreans will not 
Lett any Stagnated water become a ^uoiaauce to hinger any thing ' 
and as to haveing any more .uotpence with Hew AOI-KS it will be a 
burden more than we Can Bear as our Kates nis ^ceeain^ly 
heavy. wow we Sinceerly iieg of you to withdraw aay Such
^^ f+L •!»
(Continued from previous page) opened into dead wells, the
infiltration from which daily poisoned the water used by the 
nearby Military Lunatic Asylum. The powers of local 
improvement ^ere in the hands of a body of 113 
Commissioners appointed under aja Act pasaed foruy years 
before and altogether unsuited to the existing requirements 
of the borough, "A flagrant instance of taxation without 
representusion ' , concluded ^ee, " ..* a aa.joricy of the 
Cotiraissionera are self-elected for life; ... for a great 
number of years, until within the laat few months, they had 
never published any accounts', ... the Abstracts now 
published, with the i^blic Health Act imuending, are so 
mystified that their Lordships (the Select Committee of the 
Lords investigating the petition) could not understand 
t;hem". l?he Select Gomaittee had decided that the mortality 
was so excessive uha.t tae General tioard would have been 
justified in applying the Act without any petition from the 
locality. One witness admitted that in order to obtain 
signatures against the Act he had told ratepayers that they 
would be compelled to pay 7/6d. to 10/- in the pound as 
rates.
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nesure from us aa it will be of No uae what Ever to our Place 
with gratitude we are you Obt. Servants
(Signed) Robert ttildboar (and 50
The indifference of the faindant .Presidents, who shared
none oi the «nthusa.aua of the Board and had no desire to share
-o-
1. Report oa Further Inquiry at Gainsborough, p. 6 (May 1851). 
The ratepayers of East Stockwdth were later assured that 
inclusion under the Gainsborough Local Board would not aean j 
being bur is ae I ;?ith the cost of the works, unless they ! 
received benefit from thorn.
A few more examples *ill serve to show the Kind of 
objectioas raised in the localities aa«3 the Board's 
attitude towards them.
The Co^ais:* loners of Sewer«, Paving, Cleansing, and 
Lighting of Jristol, protesting that the Act ^as not needed , 
in the town, declared that the annual mortality was not 23 
in she thousand. I1 he Board replied tnat their action had •' 
been fcaiten oa a ret irn froa the legisnrar General, which in ' 
fact showed a death rate of 2<u per thousand. So 
representation uad bee a re^ei/ed from &jy ;.ublic meeting 
that a majority of the ratepayers opposed the Act; "all the • 
representations received by the Board against tue I 
application of the Act are from bodies ^rom it will 
displace". The 3oard concluded firmly: "there is great 
necessity in Bristol as elsewhere, for consolidating ; 
Municipal powers in the hands of the Municipal body, and for 
thus escaping froca the delay, expense, anJ inefficiency 
inseparable fr-ora the existence within the sa^ae city of 
several concurrent jurisdictions, no leap than the evil of 
dividing among various bodies, duties, which to be 
eiiectualxy and economically discharged, ought to be in the 
hands of o,ie". (viim/tes, 15 ''?ay, 13 June 1351).
After hearing a deputation which included John Bright, i 
the iioard decided to l&tce no fux'ther proceedings on the 
petition frore T:acup. ( -Minutes, 7 February 1350).
A deputation from High wycombe to protest against a 
preliminary inquiry being conducted there included the 
Member, Martin Tucicer Siith. and the Vestry Clerk. But a ; 
vseefc later another deputation, including the iriayor and the 
Vicar, asked ior the int erven U ion of the Uoard. They 
decided to hold an inquiry. (Minutes, 18 and ^5 April, 13-4f
A Salisbury protest declared that tne d.ainege recently 
laid down was the beet a town coul^ have. The Local Board 
would have only nominal self-government as it would be 
guided oy the general principles of th-a Ceati'al iioard. 
Ttere was the expense of five paid officers to consider. 
And altogether the application of the Act would involve an 
outlay of 4A(.' f OGG. (Report on Salisbury, p. lib? 
ll October
any of its labours, was another cause for anxiety. In June 
1352, to taice a notable instance, Lord John Warmers told the 
Board that he fearod he would not be able to undertake the 
introduction of a second Confirming Bill that session. No 
reason was given for this decision, which would have thrown away 
months of preparatory labour in investigation and the 
conciliation of local sentiment. The Board protested strongly. 
The powers of the Act are urgently required in the case of the 
towns included in this Schedule, especially JSoolwlch, Aisbech, 
and Salisbury. In Woolwich, the mortality in the lower parts 
of the town amount a to 27.3 in the 1000, though in »«oolwich 
vonuaon it does not exceed the septennial average of 14 in the 
1000, while in some particular parts of the town it rises to 33 
and even 4-G in the 1000. In '.Visbech the septennial average is 
30 in the 10GC and in Salisbury a fraction higher. In all 
Itiese cases the Board feal that a very serious responsibility 
•will weigh upon thsas if any delay that can properly be avoided 
takes place in applying the Act, as they conscientiously believe 
that such delay nay occasion the loss of uany lives" .^^ Lord 
John then consented to introduce the ;5ill, "on the understanding 
that it is the deliberate opinion of the Board that no delay or 
discussion is lilc»ly to arise in Parliament in respect of such 
Bill". ^ Row the Board could be held answerable for the 
Bill's smooth naseage through Parliament he did not make clear.
By February 1850 the board Ls£ received applications from 
192 places, with a total population of 1,969,915, ranging from 
Birmingham with its 132,922 to the Korthamptcashire parish of j 
Little liowdec. with 4-29. The .Public Health act tad then been
( 7.\introduced into 52 places.""' fcfter the initial impetus of
Minutes, 9 June 13.52. 2. ''Return of the Sumber, dames, and Population, of Towns and 
Districts ^hich have aslced for Innpecticn under the Public 
Health Act, and of those which have Embraced and are placed 
under its ^Toviaions", 6 March 1850 (Commons). ^»P. 1350 
(110), xxxiii. 591.
the first eighteen months, however, the number of new 
applications slackened off to sun. average of just over twenty a 
year. In July 1853 a return of the Board showed that petitions 
had reached them frow 255 places, ie>4 of vvblch had been brought
the Act v 36 by Provisional Crdtv and 78 by Order in 
Council/ ' The power to act on the authority of a return from 
the Registrar General had bwea exercised vsitL the greatest 
caution. In the first five years the £,oard directed inquiries 
into only 28 places from which they had not received a petition 
signed to;/ at least one-tenth of the inhabitant ratepayers; and 
even in these places, ae we have seen, they moved only after 
they had seen good evidence in the shape of influential local
representations that their Inspector would be t;iven strong( •;> > 
support. In one place only had they instituted an inquiry
without any form of local application. A petition had been 
received front the parish of iValsoicen, a suburb of Aisbech, and 
the Inspector, William Lee, had expressed the opinion that no 
effective sanitary works could oe constructed without taking in 
the rest of the town. His report nad subsequently gained ohe 
unanimous approval of tne inhabitants oi .nisDsch, the death rate 
of which was 30 per thousand. in othsr places, Alnwick, for 
example, the 3oard had reluctantly decided aot to incorporate 
within the Jurisdiction of the Local .Joard certain districts 
where hostility to the Act was manifest, although tkeir 
inclusion would have rounded of I the natural arsa for drainage. 
v -/ ^ i'he draiiiag of a sajaitdtry acaeoie v?aa iaterained by 
physical facts, the line of a wafcar shed and tue ieliraitation
of a natural draiaa^;** area. ou« across iuo physical face of
-o-
1. rtiiett.rtt of all pl&css which n&ve petitioned the General 
Board of Health for fcae application of tb.a Pablic Health 
Act. etc.*:, a s^^ tAontmons, Gir George Pechell, 1 July " " "' xcvi * -1 '
2. ibid. :>. 15 •
3. "As the expression of opinion against the suggested
nofiouifcatioa of th^ Al.av;ick district scsis ;,vide and general,; 
the 3U£<5estion of Jar. Rawlinson 'will not be acted upon". 
(Minutes, 2u April
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the countryside, its rivers and hills and theological strata, 
earlier generations had traced the lines of their civil 
administration, cutting it into units which frequently bore 
little relation to the area within which the objects of the 
Public Health Act oould be moat economically and conveniently 
accomplished. Chadwick, much as he would no doubt have liked 
the task, could not »i>, down like Napoleon xxi council and redraw 
tht* adminiaarative map of Great Britain, boiae redrawing there 
must bws but* the Inspectors ware instructed to go beyond the 
existing civil boundaries only where t,uere was a physical 
necessity feu- dola^ so, or whera tnere would be manifest 
advantage to the occupiers and owners of the district included 
in the new j'-urisdictiai... ^ Coaatuidins as tney did a staff of 
Inspectors which waa never more tnan seven in number, and for 
most of the period was only five, they had no strength to spare '• 
for protracted battles in the loc&litiesj arid, as Chadwicic 
confessed, "hitherto the .aorpber of bad places competing for the 
services of our very small staff has oeen so coisiderable, that
we have asoally orily oesn moved ia favour of any particular
( 2) place by a strong representation. "^ 7 '
i'he critics in x'arliaiaent and she press, who 1«ried to 
Buuce out tiiat; tJua iioard'u intervaation was everywhert; resented 
and th&o saaitary worics meant -saoriaous expense for a doubtful 
oeaeiit, were aapij' re out; ted by the evidence, She average 
cose ox" applying tae rUolic Health ACT; by Provisional Order 
was little more than j,lj56, by Order in Council at ill less, only 
138. fo obtain a grant of similar powers oy Local, \ 
improveae.ai>, or ',Ja:er"*orK3 Acts would involve legal charges 
amounting So over Ail,600; the average expense of even an |
unopposed Improvement act was £600. The comparative costs of—o—
1. "Leb our Inspectors understand, that things being tolerably 
equal, it is 'an object to iceep existing di/isions" 
(Carlisle - £.1., 11 '"oveiabap 1349).
2. B.C. - Bdvin Ed'Uson, 9 October 1352.
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the two procedures were strikingly illustrated in the case of 
Heading, where a Local Act was promoted for the sanitary j 
improvement of the town. A preliminary inquiry by the ] 
Department of Woods and Forests cost £900; and the expenses ran j 
up to a total of £3,000 —— yet in the end the Bill was defeated 
by the opposition of the local &ater Company, Subsequently a 
petition was sent to the Board of Health; their Inspector 
conducted his inquiry and survey for £140/19/5; and the works 
for which £60,000 had been estimated under the unsuccessful : 
Local Act were executed for £25,ooo. ^
\In most places the Inspector of the General Board was the • 
first to give serious and informed attention to the preparation • 
of a comprehensive scheme for supplying the inhabitants with 
water and relieving them of their refuse. He was ordered, in 
the set of instructions drawn up by Chadwick, to consider the ; 
three-fold aeoect of the problem! how water, pure and wholesome, 
from springs or rivers or upland gathering grounds, could be ; 
brought to tbe population; how it could be carried away again 
after use, bearing human wastes with it; and, finally, how the 
product of the sewers could be utilised to manure the
/ v> \
neighbouring farm land.^ ; The attention of local authorities , 
»as directed to sources of water which they had never suspected. 
At fily William Lee suggested that the polluted Ouse should be
abandoned, and the land-drainage water be collected instead from7 x. ) the table-land above the city. w ' At Alnwic& Rawlinson
proposed to get water from the moors, "not by impounding
reservoirs, as would most certainly have been done by any $if-
Engineer not educated in your school, but by deep drainage.
-o-
1. "Return of all places which have petitioned the General 
Board of Health for the application of the Public Health 
Act, etc.", pp. 2J> - 2*\ (Commons, 1 July 1355). p.p. 1352 - ;, 
53, xcvi. 1. "Report on the administration of the Public | 
Health Act .... from 1343 to 1354", p. 39. 1354, xxxv. 1. ':\
2. "[\eport on ..... the Nuisances Removal and diseases '?• 
Prevention Act", July 1349s App. X, po. 129 - 135- ;i
3. Report on lily, pp. $ro - 33 (11 January 1350), p
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The idea was of course new in the district, and the Local Board j 
requested to see some of the water that they might be assured of 
its quality and have a guarantee as to quantity before being 
committed to the scheme". Hawlinson made trial borings ; 
which revealed water four to ten feet below the surface, two 
degrees in hardness, and sufficient to furnish 34,000 gallons a 
day for the 7,000 inhabitants. Two years later Dr. Sutherland j 
told Chadwick, "I have seen the Alnwick works. They are j 
beautiful. I would rather have seen tbem than the finest f 
temple in the Universe".^ "
Accounts of the progress of local schemes presently began • 
to reach Gwydyr House. They made encouraging reading for men 
who had need of encouragement. At Barnard Castle, for example, 
four miles of pipe sewers, from four to fifteen inches in 
diameter, had been laid at a depth of seven to eight feet at a 
cost of I/3d. a lineal foot; the total cost of draining each 
hottse being only Jfc2/6/10, or £d. a week:. The water supply, ; 
instead of being taken from the river Tees, according to the 
former practice, was collected from soft-water springs nearly 
five miles distant, and brought by an earthenware pipe to a 
covered reservoir, and thence by a seven-inch pipe to the town. 
"The water is only brought into the light in the room where it 
may be drawn, in a constant supply as fresh as at the spring­ 
head", observed Chadwick with satisfaction. £he water supply 
for each house cost less than 1M. a week, so that the total 
rate charge for the combined public works amounted to less than 
2&d. a week for each householder.^' <<hen, early in 1353, 
Chadwick and Southwood Smith spent a pleasant day inspecting 
the recently completed works, they watched with benevolent 
approval while "an address was presented to the Local Board by
several of the poorer classes expressing their gratitude for thefit)
Improvements introduced into their dwellings".'' ' Similar
-o-
1. fiawlinson - E.G., 25 September 1852.
2. Sutherland - E.G., 25 June 1354.
3. Drainage Minutes, 1352, p.
4. Minutes, 6 January 1953.
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achievements were reported from other towns. At Ottery St. 
Mary, in Devon, combined works were constructed for less than 
Id. per house per week; at Tottenham and Ely for less than Did.; 
at Hitchin and Penrith for l£d. —— "all being below the average 
rates of charge for trading companies for separate water works 
alone." Even £and£ate, where the number of houses was small 
and their size and value above the average, paid less than 3d. 
^ ' A return of the Board in 1353 showed that in the towns 
brought under the Public Health Act,the total cost of combined 
public works of water supply and drainage averaged 2&d. a week 
for each house; the private improvement works (such as filling 
up the cesspool and fitting sink and water-closet) averaged a 
further 1 I/3d.; the total average weekly cost being thus
3 5/8d. (2)
-o-
1. Drainage Minutes, 1352, p. 134.
2. HReturn of all places which have ptitioned the General 
Board of Health for the application of the Public Health 
Act, etc.", p. 22. A house to house inquiry in London 
showed the private expenses of each household as follows 
(Drainage Minutes, 1852, p. 152)«
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These were arguments that a ratepayer could understand; 
and it was with such figures before him that Chadwick maintained 
that "the question of scales of sewers ie not, as hastily 
supposed, merely big and little endian controversy, but it is a 
question on which immense sickness and many thousand lives are 
dependent"/ ' If, as the engineers of the old school 
asserted, it was necessary to lay down in every street brick 
sewers large enough for a man to enter, the expense of the works 
would amount to a positive prohibition of complete drainage in a 
very large proportion of provincial towns. The smallest sized 
brick sewer recommended by the surveyors of the old Commissions 
of Severs cost ll/- a foot, while the average cost of the entire 
public drainage at Rugby, Tottenham f Barnard Castle, and Ottery 
St. Mary was no more than l/9d. a foot. At Carlisle an eminent 
railway engineer had estimated £70,000 for laying down street
sewers of deposit on the old style; yet self -cleans ing tubular(2\ sewers were put in for Ji23»000. ' In fourteen towns where
pipe sewers were laid down the total outlay was £93*353, as 
compared with a probable cost of £249,594- for large brick 
sewers; and the average cost of each town was no more than 
£7,061 instead of £L7,814.^ ^here properly laid, moreover, 
and adequately supplied with water, they involved no appreciable 
current expense , whilst brick sewers demanded periodic cleansing 
by manual labour.
Ho part of Chadwick *s theories, not even his highly 
coloured picture of the agricultural value of liguid sewage, 
aroused such violent opposition as his advocacy of pipe sewers. 
Captivated by the ingenuity of his "^uart into Pint" reasoning, 
it was said, he ignored the daily instances of choked pipes and
the regular working of brick sewers. Small-pipe drainage had
-o-
1. m fragment, n.d.
2. "Report cm. tW &cWnisbr4tu>n. *f tV Pubhc Hca.\tV Act , . . .. 
frow Igl^ to 1854-", pp-v2^-^0. P.P. I«5"U-, *x*v . 1.
3. The detailed figures are as follows?
(Continued on next page)
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been recommended by the Metropolitan Sanitary Commission on the 
evidence of certain obscure and docile witnesses, all of whom 
were later rewarded with appointments; they were supported by 
the conclusions of a Tri«l Works Committee, who had conducted 
experiments under the scientific supervision of a staff of 
bricklayers' foremen. And if Chadwick himself did not stand to 
make money out of earthenware tubea (his enemies paid him the 
compliment of not holding him guilty of any lesser corruption 
than the desire for universal power), the seven pipemakers on 
the Lambeth ?estry were suspected of supplying funds for F.O. 
Sard, the press champion of the new system. Tubular drainage, 
said the critics, was too delicate and sensitive 1'or a 
population so barbarous as the poorer English, who, as the 
sewer-men testified, were in the habit of throwing away with
their own excreta such unwanted articles as scrubbing brushes,
—o— 
(Continued from previous page)
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of each flt?own „ 7,Q61/5/15 17,313/17/7 f .455/11/5 t 1,095/1/5 T report on the administration of tne Jtr'ublic Health Act
from 1343 to 1354", p. 40. P.P. xxxv. 1.
hearthstones, nightcaps, and litters of kittens. How could 
three hundred thousand kitchen maids in London be prevented from 
flushing their refuse down the sink? Engineers shuddered at 
the thought of the continual ripping up of hundreds of ailea of 
streets, and the perpetual stoppages and repairs which were 
bound to occur when a dead cat, a bullock's hearc, a handful of 
lady's hair, or a bundle of stolen napkins was enough to atop up 
a street sewer. "As, the population cannot hastily be fitted 
fur the sewerage", declared one, "the sewerage must be fitted in
a degree i'or the population". 
Whenever
failures occurred (and failures were frequent in 
those crude experimental days) a triumphant "We told you so!" 
went up from the Institute of Gicil Engineers. To Chadwick's 
immense indignation the story was spread that the four-inch 
pipes ha had fitted in. his own house in Stanhope Street had 
choked up, and had been replaced by drains of & larger bore. 
Pipes were laid in sandy or slippery soils without protection} 
their inlets were not properly guarded? they were given 
insufficient fall, or even, through ignorance or carelessness, 
were laid with reverse inclinations. They were manufactured 
of clays and marls unfitted for the purpose, and were badly 
tempered, crudely formed, and imperfectly burned. They were 
rough on the surface, porous and absorbent in substance, and so 
untrue in section that two pipes of twelve inches diameter 
fflif^ht show an unevenness of joint when placed together ', o the 
extent of an inch, or more. A variety of joints —— butt, 
socket, half -socket, and raboet —— came into confusing use. 
Nine-inch pipes were connected to six- inch or four-inch, and at 
times a tubular sewer or drain was continued by a sewer or 
drain of larger dimensions, square in section, and formed with
dry rubble or bricks set dry together
-o-
1. "Reports by Neil Arnott and Thomas Page on an inquiry 
ordered by the Secretary of State, relative to the 
prevalence of disease at Croydon" , 1353, ?• 43 (Page).
2. E.O. - ? , 23 August 13<?2.
3. £>ee Drainage Minutes, 1852, p. 43, for a description of 
these errors.
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But gradually pipes gained ground, as iaproved machinery 
secured greater accuracy of form and increased strength of 
materials, and experience revealed superior methods of laying 
and Jointing the pipes, combined with more efficient means for 
inspecting, cleansing, and ventilating them, and guarding them 
against the admission of improper substances. (Jhadwick 
persuaded the Lambeth manufacturers to make pipes of superior 
strength and workmanship for towns under the Public Health Act. 
dy 1352 one factory alone was turning out weekly ten or eleven j 
miles of glazed earthenware pipes, and Ohadwick estimated that 
not less than fifty miles of sewer and drain pipes were being ! 
produced each week. By the end of 1353 27,000 houses in 
London, nearly a tenth of the total number, were being drained ; 
by some three or four hundred miles of pipes. Dr. Sutherland 
could write in February 1354, after a wisit to Rochdale; "The 
result of the pipe drainage is that there have been no 
obstructions, no breakages aad no cost of repairs. Some of the 
pipes were laid in 1346. They are laying down pipe sewers in 
some of the widest streets in Manchester, and 1 find pipes 
everywhere. Say what they like, the pipes will eventually 
gain the day"/ 1}
Chadwick's quarrel with the institute of Civil Engineers 
went deeper, however, than a clash of technical opinions. The 
battle of the pipes was embittered by professional jealousy and 
personal pique. As scornful as their chief of the "Fossil or 
Gwilt school"^, Chadwick's bright young men cocked snooks at 
some of trie most respected names in engineering, Stephenson, 
ftendel, Bazalgette. At Gwydyr House it was commonly said
that, in the sanitary field at least, the eminent engineers had
-o-
1. Sutherland - E.3., 2 February 185X4. The General board give 
the following figures for the manufacture of pipes: 
1343 104 miles 1351 1,320 miles
1349 416 " 1352 2,030 "
1350 1.L40 " 1353 2,600 " 
(Report? 1343 -^4, p. 23. P.P. 135^, rxxv. 1).
2. W. Lee - E.G., 9 March 1352.
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been eminent failures; and outside Gwydyr House it was retorted 
that Chadwicic had excommunicated all engineers who refused to 
be bound by his "Lambeth Pipe theory", tfot least aaiong the 
weaknessa3 of the Board's constitution was the arrangement by 
which their Inspectors were paid by the day, and were free, once 
they had completed an engagement for the Board, to undertake 
private commissions. They &igub in taeir official capacity 
examine and report on the sanitary condition of a place under 
the Public i/ealth Act; and then aa private individuals put in a 
bid to carry out; the works they had recommended. And very 
often the services of the Inspector, who had the advantage over 
his professional competitors that he had already surveyed the 
ground and had indicated authoritatively the works that would be 
required, were sought by the Local Board as it faced up to its 
programme of sanitary construction. Chadwicic himself could see 
nothing; wrong with this system. If the Inspector's plan were 
suitable, why should he not be allowed to execute it? "Apart 
from wnat is due in honesty to the first, the most severe and 
successful labour, looking to the early completion of the 
proposed works with economy and efficiency, those objects will 
surely be endanger9d, by removing proposed works, from the 
superintendance of professional men of the greatest experience 
to others of the least experience, or who have all to learn. 
The iSngineers in the service of the Board who have stepped out 
of their profession to examine towns, with the view to the 
application of the Public Health Act are entitled to 
consideration, for the chief employment, in aiding the execution; 
of works which they have aided in preparing • ) They could be 
ill spared from their primary duty of conducting the local 
inquiries, but- Ch&dwick, with his ingrained suspicion of all 
engineers who did not derive their practice from the principles 
of his Sanitary Reports, was delighted as ona local scheme after 
another fell into the safe hands of the Inspectors, the only !
true and dependable apostles of pipe drainage.
-o- 
1. fiJS fragment, n.d.
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Moreover, it was pleasant to b© able to tell critics that 
far from the Local Boards proceeding against central 
interference, they often complained that the General Board had 
inadequate powers to assist sanitary authorities, fresh to their 
duties, to administer a novel and difficult measure. Gwydyr 
Houae, which had not sufficient staff even to draw up ail the 
necessary byelaws and legal forms, was kept busy enough without 
the further duty of tucoring Local iioards. The Boards of 
Health had therefore not had all the working aids which Cnadwick 
had been able to give the first Boards of Guardians. vjhen 
appeals came in, however, he felt he must draw upon his slender 
resources of men and time to find them an answer. ^ Thus, up 
to May 1353 the Inspectors of the Board had been employed as 
engineers to carry out works under the Public Health Act at
fifteen places, and at a further twenty-one places the works
(2) were oeing executed or about to be executed by them. ' By
1854 24 to.vns had asked she General Board to name an engineer to 
plan and superintend their worku; 11 had as iced their advice in 
the appointment of surveyors; 25 surveyors had sought the help 
of the Board's chief engineer, Henry Austin; and 44 towns had
engaged the Board's Inspectors. ^
-o-
1. Requests for the help of an Inspector are noted, for
examole, in Minutes, 2 ^September 1350, 29 deotember 1353, 
24 July 1354.
2. "Return of cases in which either of the Superintending 
Inspectors of the General Board have been employed as 
Engineers in carrying out the *orks which have been executed 
under the Authority of the Public nealtti Act, 1343, and of 
cases in which the works are being executed or about to be 
executed by the said Inspectors", 23 May 1353 (Commons, 
Ool. harcourt). P-P. !8£2. - F3, xcvi. X7-
Inspectors had been employed as engineers at: - Rugby, 
Sandgate, Barnard Castle, Southampton, Coventry, Newmar&et 
(survey only), Ormsicirk, Hitohin, Croydon (water works and 
plan only ofl drainage works), Penritb, Dartford, Launcestou, 
Ashby-de-la-Zouche, Selby, Epsom.
.torses were being executed or were about to be executed by, 
thenuat: - Lancaster, Aluwici, Jlorpeth, Hantwich, Rotherham ; 
and 'Cimberworth, 3aildon, Altrincham, Benwick-ur>on-Tweed • 
(worKS of sewerage only), V«igaa, Knight on, Newcastle-under- 
Lyme, iiurslea, Dias, Maidenhead, Gainsborough, Cardiff,
'•fcarwicK, oover, uioucyster, Salisbury, ^oolwich.
3. Hepo»t, 1343 - 54, p. 44. P.P. 1354, xxacv. 1. :
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But it was not simply as privileged rivale, backed by the 
authority of the iioard of Health, that the professional 
engineers had reason to fear uhe Inspectors, in conducting the 
local inquiry the Inspector brought under scrutiny any projected 
schemes for sanitary improvement, and his opinion naturally 
weighed heavily with the Board, who, under the 119th section of 
the Public Health Act, must give bueir sanction to any local 
plans before a loan could oe raised on the mortgage of the 
rates. it was contended that this might; mean, in effect, tbat 
an engineer was obliged to submit his plans for the approval of 
a dan who might later put himself forward for the same 
engagement with the Local Board. At Durham, for example, there 
was a brush, between she Inspector, ailliaa Lee, and Chadwicie's j 
one-time favourite, Thomas rfawicesley. Hawxesiey, wnose more j
i
recent utterances sometimes contradicted his opinions of that ; 
earlier period ween he had oeen looked to as the chief 
engineering hope of the Towns Improvement Company, was now 
completely out of favour at Qwydyc House. Lee, after an 
examination of the plans he had prepared for the improvement of 
Durham, could see no reason why the *orK Ha*iesley estimated 
would cost ixb,000 should not be done for £4,300.
Oharles May, Hawkesley's <£ua&er partner, wrote to 
protest, iiewkesley himself apparently erf using to nave any 
personal communication with Ghadwick. "I can find nothing in 
the Act to authorize the Board in requiring Engineers of 
whatever skill or eminence, to suoaiit the details 01 their plans 
and estimates to other, it may be much junior, engineers who are 
their direct competitors in the particular branch of engineering 
in question", he ooserved. "It was one object 01 my call upon 
thee to represent the general feeling of the profession, that 
this course is one subversive of honourable competition and 
degrading in its character, as creating a repugnance in the mind,
of those best able to serve the public to such supervision". ^ I
-o~ <
1. Charles May - K.C., 7 July 1352. •
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Despite his experience as a water worfes engineer, replied 
Ghadwicic, Ha«itesley had never drained a to^a in his life, and 
had always avarred that drainage *aa a separate branch of 
practice. "Why", he exclaimed, "the junior iaapestor has had 
far aore practice in town drainage bat mora particuiarl^£S$Xed 
drainage than you both put together or any one of the engineer's 
tba moat eainent you have named". ^ ' To the Dean of Durham he 
confided his belief that the whole affair was "utterly 
frivolous". "All this means as it seeas ttias ar. Hawfcesley 
objects to any examination of his plans or to such examinations 
only as he liicea or by whom he likes ...... I do not understand
how professional engineers could get on if they are never to 
act, except when they are clear of rivality". '
HawKesley subsequently published a pamphlet, alleging 
that another Inspector, Ranger, after cujademning Kawitesley's 
plans for the Darlington -Aaterworics, which he had peremptorily 
demanded to see, had soon afterwards reproduced the 
specifications verbatim as his own work &t Barnard Castle and 
Southampton. At Groydon Hanger had rejected plans submitted by 
two other engineers —— and had then accepted the engagement 
himself. Chadvick had personally objected to tbe employment of, 
tticlceteed by the Leicester Local Board, and had suggested to 
Great Gristsby that Uendel should be superseded, by an Inspector. 
ihese were grave cisargee, aud for a tiae Chadwick contemplated 
proceeding against taeir author by criminal information, so that
the Board and the Injectors mi^Lt deny the allegations on oath
(3)
Conscious of his own rectitude, arid distrustful as ever
of the motives of his opponents, Ghadwiels: did not give full 
weight to their criticisms until it was too late. He was 
always prepared to agree that it was a sound principle that the 
Inspectors should be paid an annual salary. It would protect
•—Q*"
1. t;.G. - Charles .'fey, 20 July 1352,
2. E.C. - Dean of Durham, 23 July 1*52.
5. L.O. - ix>rd ; , 7 June 18^. .
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them against the charge that self-interest dictated their 
approval of any particular drainage scheme; it would relieve 
them from the invidious duty of passing judgment on the plans of 
their rivals; and it would set free all their time and abilities 
for the functions of their public office. The serious 
disadvantage, as it seemed to Chadwick, was that it would also 
deprive provincila towns of experienced sanitary engineers 
before the transition to the new system was safely accomplished. 
Approving the principle, therefore, he would nevertheless on 
this account have liked to put off its introduction till sixty 
towns had been completed by the Board, by which time the 
Institute of Civil Engineers would be in full retreat and the 
danger of local blundering, as at Croydon, would be greatly 
diminished. By the middle of 1853, however, a number of 
successful examples of the new works were in operation, and he 
consented, not without misgivings that the step was being taken 
prematurely, to a draft clause making it illegal for the Board 
to appoint an Inspector otherwise than at a fixed yearly salary. 
By this time the damage had been done, and the idea had become 
fixed in some influential heads that the Board of Health was an 
arrangement for the benefit of Chadwick's protege's. It 
afforded excellent material for Lord Seymour in the momentous 
debates which decided Chadwick's fate.
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.«.HA: >..«.,. 15. 
THE LOCAL BOARDS.
The constitution of the Local Boards was laid down in die 
schedules attached to the <Jonfiru;ing Acts and Orders in Jouncil 
of the General ^oard, to whose discretion the rublic Health Act 
had left the decision as to the size of the ne* local 
authorities and the property qualifications of their members.^ 
The schedules were short and followed a simple, unvarying 
pattern. llhe Local iioard v»as to consist uf a certain number, 
one-third of whom were to retire each year i'hey must oe 
resident, and be possessed of real or personal estate, or oooh, 
to a certain minimum value, or rated to the relief of the poor 
of some parish, township or place within the district upon a
-O—
Acts (" 'ublic Health Supplemental Acts",-: -
12 x 13 Vie. cap. 94, 1 August: 15 
135u: 13 .» 14 Vie. cap. 32, 15 July (3); cap. 90, 14 August
(b); cap. 103, 15? August (16): total, 31 places.
14 A l^ Vie. cap. 30, 7 August (i); cap. ^J, 7 August
(1:3); cap. 103, 3 August (t. ;: total, ^5 places.
15» .4 16 Vie., cap. 42, 30 June (7); cap. 69, 30 June
(B)i total, 15 places. 
1353: 16 Vie. cap. £4, 9 -ay (7); cap. L2o, 20 August (3);
total, 10 places. 
1354: 17 4 13 Vie. cap. 53, 31 July: 6 places.
Orders ifa Uouacij. (see "London Gazette"}; -
1 ;34"9 s 5" be p u ember (oJj 6 October (3): total, 9 places.
1650: 3 January (5,); 50 January (5); 9 "arch (4); 19 June
(6); 13 July (6); 15 July U); 14 August (l)s 24
September (O; 19 November (L); 5 Oece-uber (1); 12
Deceaiber (l)j total, 36 places. 
1351: il february (3^ 1^ April (3); 5 ^ay (4); 25 June
(2;; 7 August CO; 2$ October (3;; ^0 December (1;:
total, 20 places. 
1352: 10 January (1.); 2 February (1); 5 April (1); 15 °ay
(1); 13 August (U; 16 October (1;? 27 November (1):
total, 7 places. 
1353: 7 February (2); 21 February (4); 1 April (lj; 13 June
(l;; -i August (1); 25 ^ovemoer (1); 29 December (lj:
total. II ;>laoes. 
1354: 7 April (2); 3 June (2); 5 July (3)s uotal, 7 places.
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certain annual value. The date of the first election was 
fixed, and its conduct entrusted to some leading citizen, the 
Chairman of the iioard of Uuardians, the Union Clerk, the Vicar, 
the Lord of the Manor, a Justice of the Peace, a solicitor, or 
a banker. The result was inevitaoly, as Chadwlck described it, 
"the Local Government of a Class", and "that Class the well to 
do Class"/ 1 -* In 29 out of 78 places to which the Ac. was 
applied by Order in Council, the property qualification was put 
at £1,000; in 3 places at from £600 to £300; in 31 at £50O; in 
12 at £300 or £400; and in 3 only at less than 1-300, the lowest 
figure being £200. The alternative rating qualification tells 
the same story. In 50 places out of the 73 it ranged from £20 
to £30 per annum; in a further 24 from £10 to £20; and in 4 
places only was it less than £10.
From the same group of places may also be illustrated the 
trend of the board's policy in fixing the size of the Local 
Board. In 5*> places the number was put at 9» in a further 13 
at 12; in 2 the number fell to 6, in another 2 it rose to 15« 
The figures for the Provisional Orders give a similar picture, 
though her© a few of the Boards were given 18 members. $hen 
the Vestry Committee of Brighton asked for a Local board of 42, 
the General Board opposed the demand with vigour. I'heir 
figure was 24, but they expressed their willingness to 
compromise on 30. The apprehension was groundless, they 
declared, that 30 was an inadequate number to supply committees. 
In large Boards responsibility was weakened and business impeded 
by irrelevant discussion and irregular attendance. A ! 
compact sanitary executive of 9 or 12 members, with the sound 
views of men of substance; elected on a property franchise by 
plural voting; holding power for a limited term of three years 
—— this was the aim of the Board's policy in the localities.
Once a Local Board had been constituted, however, the
-o-
1. jfi.C. - I. P., 24 March 1348.
2. Minutes, 15 and 17 April 1352.
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Members elected to it might well be adverse to the operation of 
the Act. They might be of the humour of the Local Board at 
Mileham, who declared that they "do not consider any Plans or 
Maps whatever will be required for the proper drainage of the 
District". ' An unwilling Board might even commit suicide; 
the .bromyard Local Board, for example, who "not having elected 
a Chairman, held a meeting, or taken a ay other step in execution 
of the Act, and more than three months having elapsed since the 
election all the members of the Board have become disqualified 
and the Act has become a dead letter"/2 ^ At Selby the . 
opponents of the measure used bribery and corruption to get 
themselves elected to the ^oard, and then promptly passed a 
resolution announcing their imtention to prevent the 
construction of the combined works to which the General soard 
had given its approval, following this action by reducing the j 
salary of the surveyor from £150 to £75- Sanitary powers j 
might for years fust unused, until a more progressive Board were 
put in office. Thus, at Sheerness the Local Board fell under '; 
the dominance of an adverse majority shortly after its 
establishment, and for three years after it had passed under the j 
Public Health Act the town, which as a naval dockyard had close | 
relations with the central government, remained in its state of 
abject squalor. "^ There was some sharp comment about the 
delay in the "Times", and Ghadwick wrote in defence of the 
General board: "A local board is often several years in making 
up its mind; it then sends in its plans for examination in a 
hurry; —— often essentially imperfect. -..e have only one 
engineer available for the service of examination, who is worked 
night and day, and some wee kg delay occurs, —— as in a private,
over worked professional office; —— but the years of delay are———
laid to the door of the General Board".
-o-
1. Minutes, 2b October 1350.
2. ibid., 13 May
3. ibid., 13 and 29 April Id53-
4. W.i'.A. Uelane - &.-.:., 11 June 13i?3-
5. 2.C. - tf.F.A. Delane, 9 June 1353-
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There wre complaints —— from Fareham, Kpsom, Castleford, 
and 'Aorcester, for example^-^- of the stupor and inefficiency of 
the local boards. The General board could only reply that they 
had no power to compel the local authorities to carry out the 
requirements of the Act. When the Godmanchester Town Cleric 
reported that the Corporation, in accordance with the wishes of 
the inhabitants expressed at a public meeting, had determined 
not to put the provisipns of the Act into force, the Board had 
no answer but to point out that they were thus violating an Act 
of Parliament. ' The three reformers early decided "that theyj 
would not press the Act, because under the existing state of thej 
law, it appears to them to be of no use to call into existence ] 
an administrative machinery or to impose responsibilities where j
there is no adequate authority, no efficient support, of means i
Ifor public prosecution: and where the subject has no means to j 
enforce them". *' »vhen so much of the sanitary legislation was! 
discretionary, it was little use, they felt, waving a writ of \ 
mandamus over the heads of recalcitrant authorities. In a few 
of the more flagrant instances of neglect they considered 
recourse to the remedies of the Common Law. In a Minute of 
December 7th 1853, for example, they "toofc into consideration j 
the question of misfeasance, malfeasance and noa feasance of the 
Local Board of Health of Luton in relation to the recent loss of 
life by epidemic cholera in that place, where it appears from 
the report of Mr, Lee that many of the population have been 
affected with Asiatic Cholera and a number of persons have been 
Killed and much misery occasioned by causes which with a due 
execution of tbe law were preventible". It was an indictable 
nuisance under the Common Law to prevent the free passage of 
air, to corrupt the public water supply, or to divide a messuage
in such a way that it became dangerous in time of infection.
-o-
1. Minutes, 17 January 1850, 23 June 1851, 7 April 13J?j5, 3 
October 185^.
2. ibid., 14 November 1351• 
$, sflS fragment, a.d.
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Homicide by "unlawful omission" might be committed by anyone who 
neglected a legal obligation to apply food, clothing, or other 
necessaries required to sustain life or prevent injury. Now 
it was one duty of Local Boards to cause such sewers to be made i 
as might be necessary for the purposes of the Public Health Act 
—— and that duty was no discretionary but compulsory. They 
could therefore be held liable to penal consequences for the 
imperfect discharge or unlawful omission of this obligation. 
In the opinion of the General Board, it might be proved oy 
medical testimony thatiif the Luton Board had exercised due 
diligence in performing their duty a large proportion, if not 
the whole, of the disease and loss of life might have been 
prevented, and that other lives were still jeopardised by the 
continuance of the like neglect. It was no legal or moral 
defence against this charge that the Luton Board had only obeyed 
the instructions of their constituents; a majority could not 
dispense with Acts of Parliament —— and, in any event, the 
ratepayers were not the majority of the inhabitants. "The 
lesson held forth to the class amongst whom the victims to the 
neglect occurred is that whilst offences against another class 
and against property as in the case of the firing of houses or 
the Bristol riots are punished with severity, offences by which 
disease and death are spread broadcast amoag the poor and 
unrepresented classes, and that too not upon any sudden 
excitement but wilfully with aforethought and deliberation, go 
unpunished". Corporate bodies, the Board concluded, were 
personally responsible for deeds done in a corporate capacity. I
But no swift punitive action followed this hotaily. The 
Board could only observe that the i/uton case illustrated the 
need of greater security for unprotected populations, and then i 
resolve that the facts should be laid before Lord Palmerston 
with a view to prosecution by the Law Officers. ' Drainage
and water supply, however, were not subjects in which the «i
-o- 
i. Minutes, 7 December
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Government felt that its prestige was involved, and, even in the 
midst of an epidemic, the Law Officers of the Crown regarded the 
struggles of the Board of Health with a detachment which 
reflected the lack of interest of the ruling classes.
Only half a dozen clauses of the Public Health Act gave 
the Board any real measure of control over the local authorities 
of their creation. Their consent was needed fur the 
establishment of pleasure grounds, and for the closing of an old 
burial ground or the opening of a new/ 1 ^ They could hear the 
appeals of parties who believed themselves aggrieved by the 
Private Improvement rates imposed by the Local Board.' ' But 
their chief power was the sanctioning of mortgages on local 
rates to supply the funds for works under the Public Health Act. 
^' Here was the instrument by which Ghadwick hoped to control 
the financing and planning of the new sanitary works. Before 
the Board would consider the sanctioning of a mortgage, they 
insisted on seeing a complete survey of the district, together 
with plans and estimates of the proposed works, and details of 
the charges to be laid on the ratepayers. If the works were 
too extravagant, or were designed on the old principles, or did 
not combine drainage and water supply under one administration; 
if the rates were not calculated according to Chadwick's 
principle that the charges should be spread over a period co­ 
extensive with the benefits derived from the worics —— then 
Austin, who acted as ttie Board's referee on engineering 
questions, invariably reported against the approval of the
mortgage. Thus, when the Local board of Eton requested
-o-
1. 11 & 12 Vict. c. 63, sees. 74, 32, 83.
2. ibid., sec. 120. 3. Ibid., sec. 119.
4. Minutes, 6 February 1351, ^1 rtarch 1352. Of. "Keport on 
..... Nuisances Removal and Diseases Prevention act", 1349, 
p. b2:
"For the security then of the several interests involved, 
namely, for the security of absentees and reversionera, for 
the protection of minorities, for the prevention of the 
failure of the objects of the legislature by such unskilful, 
inefficient, or extravagantly expensive works as have been 
(Continued on next page)
permission in April 1350 to raise a loan of £1,300, the General 
Board withheld their approval until plans, estimates, and 
particulars of the works were furnished^ 1 'i and in February 1352 
they refused to sanction a plan for the drainage of Leicester 
for which a ,1035,000 loan was wanted, condeamtng "its imperfect, 
wasteful, and inefficient character".^
in addition to this measure of control over the public 
loans of the local authorities, the Board had certain powers 
with respect to the officials appointed under the Act. The 
surveyor could not be dismissed without their consent, and their 
approval was necessary to both the appointment and the removal
of the medical officer of health, '* * The intention was to
-o- 
(Continued from previous page) displayed by recent local
examinations, and acting under a sense of the responsible 
relations above set forth, we propose to adopt as a 
orinciple to sanction the mortgage of rates, and the 
distribution of charges only on conditions such as the 
following: -
First. i'hat plans and estimates have been prepared in 
detail, and submitted for examination to an Inspector.
(.a; And upon his Report found to be deserving of 
approval;
(b) As being of a nature to last, and of advantage equal 
to the value of the improvement rate during the period of 
years over whcih the charge is distributed.
Secondly. Tnat the WOTKS shall be executed uoon 
contracts, on the following conditions:
(a) That before they are covered up, or put in operation 
they shall be examined by the Inspector.
(b) That they shall be further examined by him when in 
action, and be certified by him, to be in conformity to the 
plans and specifications, and to be of fair probable value, 
to justify the future annual improvement rates.
(c) That they shall be maintained in good action by the 
contractor for a term of not less than five years", 
1. Minuses, 25 April 135- 2. ibid., 12 February 1352 
3. They continually bemoaned the limitations of this, their 
most salutary power. They could not, for example, prevent 
the raising, of money for a Local Act, despite their 
objection on principle to ,such a procedure. Thus, they 
sanctioned .*A,OQO for a local Act for ;iilston, "which the 
Board regret that they cannot withhold under the terms of 
the Act, though they wish to record their sense of the 
impropriety and gross extravagance of such expenditure".
». il^l^Vi&.-K fe^Heos. 57, 40.
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interpose a shield of impartial and distant authority between 
these officers and the interested animosities which might secure 
a dominating position on the Local Board. As Austin told 
Ghadwiofc of the surveyor at Hulls "He is doing his work well and 
with energy, but he has had much to contend with. tie told me 
that if it had not been for the protecting clause in the Act, he 
could not have kept his place for six months, that without it, 
his position would have been unbearable, and that he would not 
have remained for a thousand a year. It is certainly so with 
all the best men we have' . ' But, despite the safeguard 
against removal, the officers remained the creatures of the men 
who paid their salaries and fixed the conditions of their 
service. There was an illuminating clash with the Local Board • 
of Ulitheroe on the issue. On «arch 20th 1052 the General 
Board wre informed that the Clitheroe surveyor had been 
dismissed "in consequence of the determined opposition by a 
large and overwhelming majority of ratepayers, property owners 
and other persons interested, to the further application of the 
provisions of the Public Health Act, and the utter impossibility 
of executing its provisions and duties under present • 
circuai&tances". The Board replied that as they "have no power 
to release the local Board from their legal obligation to carry ;• 
out th« i*ublic Health /ict in the best way they can, they cannot 
legally sanction the dismissal of a Purveyor where no other
reason is alleged for it than the inability of the local Joard
(2) to fulfil their duties under the Act". - Nevertheless,
although threatened by a writ of aandataua, the Clitheroe 
authorities resolved uot to carry out the Act. The 
surveyor, oacfced by uhe General Board, stuofc t;o his post,(^) 
whereupon the Clitheroe 3oard reduced his salary to 25 shillingi;
per annum, and he was obliged to resign.'^' r
-o- ,... . |-.
1. Austin - ii.o., 16 April 135;*.
2. Minutes, 20 torch 1352. 
}. ibid., 3 May 1S52.
4. ibid., 2 December 1352.
5. ibid., 14 'jlarch, 4 April 1353.
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Any Local Board which embarked on a scheme of public 
works must needs appoint a surveyor; but the necessity for an 
officer of health was leso keenly felt, and the parsimony and 
short-sightedness of the local authorities prompted most of them 
to dispense with thiu appointment. The difficulties in the way 
of creating a permanent paid medical service were clearly 
illustrated when Bilston asked the Board to sanction the 
appointment of an officer of health —— at, £20 a year/ 1 ^ 
When the Local Board of Southampton expressed ohe view that it 
was not desirable what their officer of health ahould abstain 
from private practice, they were firmly told that his pu&lic 
dutiee were incompatible with the demands which such private 
practice would make upon his time.^ ' But what answer could 
be returned to the medical officer of Darlington, who stated 
that he did not intend to relinquish his private practice, sirce 
his salary was only twenty guineas per annum? ^' The Board's 
solution, contained in a letter circulated to the local 
authorities, was to suggest that, where any district was too 
small for the payment of a properly qualified officer of health, 
the oest plan would be "to appoint one person to act for several; 
adjoining towns". ^ It was not till 1872 that the appointment 
of a tfedical Officer of Health and an Inspector of Nuisances was 
made obligatory on the district boards; the following year 
grants *ers offered covering half the salaries of sanitary 
officers deemed satisfactory i>y the Local Government tioard; and 
their security of tenure was eventually secured, by the Sanitary 
Officers Order of 1910 and tte I'ublic Health (Officers) Act of 
1921. It had taken two generations, since that first sketch 
in the "Sanitary Report", for Chad<«ick's conception of the 
nature and duties of an officer of health to realise itself in
administrative practice.
-Q-
1. Minutes, 26 December 1350.
<:.. ibid., 14- Uovemebr 1350., 3. ibid., 1 January ISIpi.
4. Austin (forwarding Mnutes of Information as to the duties
and powers of Local tsoarda under the Public health Act),
9 October 135-J.
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When Chadwick began his sanitary investigations in 1342, 
hardly a town in the kingdom had a publicly owned water supply, 
and few voices were raised against the dominant faith in profit 
and private enterprise* His reports had played a decisive 
part in develpping among local authorities the self-confidence 
to take public utilities such as water and gas into their own 
hands. We have seen, however, that in the period from 1342 to 
1848, Chadwick oscillated between advocacy of municipal trading 
and of large-scale private enterprise under Parliamentary 
regulation. The "Sanitary Report" and the Health of Towns 
Commission had been largely an inquest on the shortcomings of 
parochial and municipal bodies. In the first flush of the 
Towns Improvement Company, and despairing of action from a 
thankless and unenlightened Government, Chadwick had laid it 
down as a principle that commercial agencies were the only hope 
for sanitary reform. Much had happened to change that 
opinion. The golden prospects of the sewage manure project 
had faded. His railway inquiries had shattered the myth of 
capitalist efficiency, and contact with cemetery and water 
companies had shown him that to look to profit-making 
corporations to plan for the public interest was like putting 
the flock in the care of the wolf.
The complete shifting of his ground was admitted and 
defended when the Board summed up their experience in their 
final report in 1854. The failures pointed out in the Health 
of Towns Report, they stated, had justified the presumption 
that the local authorities were incompetent to provide water 
supplies; but the subsequent examination of trading companies 
had revealed no superiority in efficiency, economy, or 
management. Aater companies usually limited their service to 
nouses belonging to the upper and middle classes, and were 
obliged to recoup themselves by increased rates on the 
restricted number of their customers. Experience under the
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Public Health Act, however, bed proves that an early and general 
extension of works to the whole population of towns was both 
necessary and practicable. Local authorities could sunply the 
poor for l&d. a week, and at the same time avoid the risks and 
losses of a trading body. Moreover, the wary capitalist rarely- 
undertook tfc.e construction of works for complex objects, such as 
combined works for drainage, water supply, and sewage disposal. 
"If an unprejudiced examination of the new works be made", 
concluded the Board, "notwithstanding the imperfections that raay 
yet attach to them, they will be found to exonerate municipal 
corporations and local administrative boards from the charge of 
incapacity raade against th.eia; to have improved the security for 
good local administration, and to demonstrate nhat -such works 
may be obtained more efficiently and cheaply, including the 
prooortion of establishment charges, under local public 
management, by payment for common and responsible service, than 
by t ! '.» raotive of a trading profit to be leviei on individual 
necessities"/ 1 ^
Throughout its oriel life, therefore, tue .ioard of Health 
encouraged Local Boards co ta&e puaiia utilities into their own 
hands, ouafciues, f jrewtaliivi^, or combat, ia& as accessary the 
agents of private enterprise. At Carlisle , tor exouaple, 
«a-*iinson recoameaded that tue '*atar company should be taken 
over oy tne Corporation . Though a company a as as capable as 
any puolic body of constructing efficient wor^a, id oould never 
have the same inocivea and interest to urge a general use of 
water for purely public objects, such as surfacs washing and as 
a means of ventilation in crowded s breeds; nor could they 
possioly have the same aeans at their disposal to accomplish 
taese purposes. £' f when a Ktjading deputation asked the Board 
wnether they snou&cl oppose the Sill then 03 Core arliamenfc for 
extending the capital and powers of the water company, the iioard 
agreed that it was contrary to public policy to allow the
2 report on Carlisle, pp. /9 - ^ (June
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introduction of new capital by a trading company. "It was the 
duty of the Local Board to oppose the introduction of such new 
capital, and so to keep themselves free for the choice of any 
improved source of water supply for their district". ^ 1; In 
tfarch 1354-, in an interview with the Clerk of che Local Board of . 
Hull, the General Board promised their support to a Sill which • 
aimed at consolidating the Local Board's control over the gas
works and the cemetery, both of which wer? in the hands of
( 2 ) trading companies. v J A week later they declared their
indention to support a motion that tk* a v*at;er .'/orka Bill for 
Southport should be postponed, in order to ^ive the Local Board 
time to prepare a schene '#hich would put the supply under their 
own management .
"1 ^ ori^inui intention had been that the 
Provisional Orders aiiouid in effect be Local ACCS, framed to 
cover, aot only tae narrowly interpreted objects of a sanitary 
ueusare, out; also such other matters of local administration as 
paving, lighting, uiariets and roads. l*i the first of the 
CJoof irmLuo Aota (JiUgaai; Uf-j; he auccoeded iu iui»exrting a clause 
*aicu orapo»ei*0d Local .oourdii So eater into contrau&s for the 
supply of £,as or oil or other moans of light, ing, «^acl to provide
lauaps, laifi^ posts, and other lauterials aud apparauuu as
:mt t/he iicrutiiiy of ttLe i-ariiatAtjauaiv critics
was too Kuoa, and objection waa promptly voiced to tiie 
j.ai,rodaction of fcudac 3up^lesi«at;ary clauaaa. ihe absence of 
proviaioai of this .mature vjaa oue reason v*dy iu aoiae places, 
i3t}«CasJ(/le aad iiiraiufchaiu for ejtuiajjlts, -i iiocai Act; v»ad preferred 
to tUe simpler and cheaper procedure uy . rovisional Order. 
che Board regarded io as oi*a of tneii- aost; iaportant; duties to 
send tuexr experts oef ore bue Private bill CoiasfliobeeB to oppose
such iiilia in principaie or in detail. Twice they succeeded— o—
1. Minutes, 12 February
2. ibid., 1'.) Search 1-J$4.
3. ibid., 13 ?£arch 1354,
4. 12 i 13 Vie. cap. 94 sec. viii.
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in defeating a Local Act, and la others they secured the 
insertion of the aort^ge clause; but, they Tailed in other 
attempts because they lacked the aeaus bo bring up witnesses, 
and they had had no recognised locus atandi oefore the 
Gominittoes. *•
The immense output of instructional pamphlets from the 
Stationery Office of teday would have delighted Chadwick. 
Throughout his official career he was engaged in cutting 
channels for the regular flow of information from the localities
to the central departments, and thence, digested, tabulated,
-o-
1. Aa a notable example, nee the Minute of 9 "*arch 13^9 on the 
Jaill for tne water supply of aacclesfield:
"The icLeiue ^.p^eua^ to be ca the oia system, which has 
been decided b.v tr e Hpolth of '"ov.-ns Comnittec as well as by 
the result of inquiries under the Public Health Act to be 
inadequate and uaLui«abie for one purposes of the 
Inhabitants, even supposing thfi quality of t^o water and the 
source of the supply to have been carefully tested, and 
found to Q6 unexceptionable' . x'he wiinute iluin proceeds to 
criticise the Bill in detail. (I) "The Corporation can 
scarcely have considered the necessities of the poorer 
classes of tcmeueats, o^1 indeed of any class, *hen they 
proposed to raise capital on a scherre founded on the system . 
of intermittent supoly". (2) No security «as provided for 
the economical la^ng, of the pipes, on which half the 
capital would be spent. (3> ''^.» '-"hole of the immediate 
outlay would fall on the owners and occupiers, the effect 
beia^ "to impede the txteusion oT the bupply L,O the middle 
class of houses, and to act as an entire prohibition to a 
large proportion of the poorer class". (4) Baths were to 
be a separate charge, which -*ould act as "an extensive tax 
on the community" and a great " disc our- '{recent co one of the 
most important aids to trie health of the community".
The iioard -furnished evidence in Marsh lo^l on the 
defective provisions of the ;.rexham Local ;3ill (minutes, 
7 i^arcla 13^1). The proaioters attempted to reach an 
agretment vitb the board, declaring tlieir wiliiagnesa to 
incorporate the mcrtgage clause into their i>ill. i?he Boaxid, 
however, expressed their determination to apply the Public 
health Act by rroviaional Ordej- 1 , ;-*ni so ''secure to .?,'rexhajco 
the irieans of self-government in Tatters of health and 
cleanliness, at a cost probably of little more than one- 
tenth the expense of a private Act" (. inutes, 22 October
1351). :
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and illuminated by a wider experience and a deeper science, back 
again to the local authorities. As he always insisted, even if 
the powers of th« Board of Health bad been greater, he would 
still have preferred to proceed, whatever the extra labour, by 
persuasion and on full exposition of the reasons.
i'cr the guidance of the inexperienced. Local fio&rds the 
body of sanitary doctrine ?<hich whadwict had built up on the 
results* oi" nia ttn ^e&rs oi' inve^ti^utiyn was- bet out in three
ins tract ion&I pamphlet u —— ou house drainage, land drainage, 
and the uppiicfation of sewage aaiiiiure. • ' In the first of these 
tLey w«re told that their prisiary duty wa.a the rujuovul of all 
oeafc»i>ools i'roia araidst hu.bitufciou^, and their replacement by
tmd tubular draiuti&t;; ~uu for uLe-ir ialorffiation j
jund descriptions nerc £,ivcn of thy iayrovud works v^hich j
were ^radu^IIy c-.uiiug iato use, tiuch t*b acrew-joiutt; for
ire }jipt*s», moveable dust bine, axid a tsiiaplei; form of 
with a sypuoa trap tmd si atouewarc pottery pan. 
k»iun t* ooiiplo-e a^attsia of oofflbiiifed vsorics of vvatier supply and 
tuDultir houae-'iraiiib, cooiieoi/ed wish properly adjusted branch 
and iiiain sewers, tliert ^as j^o exception to the rale Uhat refuse 
aeed aou oe permit tsd co reiBiiXXi oncioriieaua or aoar abuses, 
oeneavu streeta or near uiia sitos or townia. All mi^ht be in a 
oonsi/un'ii state of iaoffeajive aiid entire reuov&I ai ii rate of 
about tiireu railes an hour-, iuid in a curreat of such velocity 
that no deposit could be loft Ic accumulate. la the second 
of iustracuional .iliiiates the Ueueral ;.»oard informed the
local authorities tiist tl^ey snoulcl not confine their attention— o—
1. (1) "Minutes of information collected in respect to the 
drainage of the lands forming the sites of towns, to road 
drainage, and the facilitation of the drainage of suburban 
lands". P.P. 1352 (Wl), xix. 1.
(2) "Minutes of information collected with reference to 
works for the removal of soil water, or drainage of 
dwelling-houses and public edifices, and for the sewerage 
and cleansing of the sites of towns". 1852 (1555) » xix. 507
(3) "Minutes of information collected on the practical 
application of sewer water ana town manures to agricultural 
production". 1352 (1472), xix. 133-
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to the drainage of houses and streets. fhe removal of excess 
moisture from the site on which the co.vn «>*«* built, from the 
rouds .vLich connected it with other places, wid from the lands 
Wiich. fi-inged its suburbs, wae, equally a uuiuer oi' concern to 
the sanitary economist. Ohadwici recalled &ow a "uondon medical 
officer had oaoe tatceo. him to an elevated spot overlooking his 
parish. '"i'Borte jni**T;a ' , he had said, pointing, "exactly mark 
out and cover the seats of -ij.«eaae for v,uich lay attendance is 
required i>o,yond those mists 1 have rarely any casies to attend 
to but nid*»!fery causes and accidents'* ^ L/> Catarrh, rheumatism, 
scrofula, *ouid all be decreased by an energetic policy of land
drainage. ?"o."eovor, ':,he velne of the l^ud nsould b,- enhanced. 
Heath and moorland, formerly dear ah 5'- an acre, had been sold 
for JO/- or £2 when thorough-drained, and clayey soils had 
riaen in value from y/fo to A.^ or &4 an acre-
The trilogy of instructional pawphletp was :-orrplefced by 
the fciautes on sewage manure, which assured local boards that 
tor aii outlay of 6/- an acre anrual.Ly for piping the liquid 
sewage to the lieios the fertility of three or four additional 
larots couiu be put upon one. Hitherto the English iaraier had 
re^arueu ai» ^auui'e onl./ that uuich he couid raise with a for&:
or iater, however, he would consider that only as
aiiure *Lich u© ttiight apply with a scoop. i.he I<ocai 
boards aiutit regard, thfemsfclves as trustees for the Inhabitants 
collfcctivexy in the a&ua^e/iient oi tnis vaiu&ble public property, 
*uich couia act properly t>e aade the subject of permanent 
or heri&cioie or vested «*nd proprietary
As one fat Reoort followed another*, gr»d vf.yi.vr House out 
out its minutes of information and ito sheaves of n^oiel bye- 
Ittws, it was whispered that the printer to the Board had a very 
lucrative business. The tracts were excellent, wrote -J'.u. 
McOulloch from the Stationery Office, but wby \vf»re they 
diatri'uuveu freeV :1 i believe if you *ere here" k Ch^d^ick 
replied, "you would vote for doing more r&tber tbaja lesc ia the
1. A:i nates :m I -and Oreiaage, ^. 1.
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way of the distribution of information to the Local Boards. 
<tfe have been admonished by the highest authorities that we must 
"conciliate public opinion": indeed without that admonition we 
feel we must do so. *e have very little power, and in these 
times it is difficult to exercise any power, and alter all, it 
ia better to proceed by the influence of instructions where we 
can. In consequence of the instructions five towns have agreed 
to work for the distribution of sewer manure, and we expect 
that by August they will be seen pumping it on the fields; five 
or six more are on their way to new works: and several have we 
are told been stopped erecting bad works by the information. 
If we can get this system in complete operation in a few towns, 
it will be worth 1 apprehend, not only the whole expense of the 
printing ten times over but the whole expense of the Goinmissi n7(i;
It was not the first time that he had clashed with the 
Stationery Office. In 1849 ^cCulloch proposed to she Treasury, 
"for the sake of economy", that all reports and papers should be 
printed in folio. Prima facie, Chadwick at once objected, it 
was improbable that folio was cheaper than octavo; and to 
support his point he made inquiries which revealed that octavo 
nditiuns could be produced for 24 per ceru. less, and that if 
the whole of the Parliamentary printing were put in the 
convenient forsi adopted by all the world except Her Majesty s 
Stationery Office, some £24,000 a year might be saved on an 
annual bill of *J-200,000. $or was this tfoe most important 
aspect of lihe question. "Either the objects of the Board must 
be attained by the naked exercise of power, —— in which case it 
must have additional force of officers, //hich would be 
expensive, or it must act by persuasion, that is to say by the
exposition of facts, and their influence on Ojiaion".^ ; To
-o-
1. K.O. - J.i. ?;cculloch, 24 February 13^2. "In my view it is 
an essential function of any competent central authority, 
that it should from its wide means of observation, carefully 
collect and distribute such information for the use of lucai 
boards", v"icoaoaics of Sanitary ;iiorko", MS, n.i.j.
2. "Administrative. Relations of the tieneral rioard of Health 
with the Treasury. Minutes for a paper on", M , n.d.
the latter course printing In folio would be fatal, since, as 
the printers confessed, 3,-,'QO copies in folion would not be as 
much read as 1,000 in octavo. In May 1449 there was a sharp 
correspondence between Chadwick and McGulloch, "a battle of 
booics between official folios and official octavos, between big 
•nd little blue books . ^ Chadwicit, seeding allies, wrote to 
remind Lord Brougham that he was the father of the practice of 
printing in octavo those official reports which were seriously 
intended to be read. "You will concur that the accessibility 
of legislative reports, the efficiency of legislative labour, 
the means of the diffusion of this breach of useful ioiowledge, 
is not a small subject". The Poor r«w Report of 13j>4, and the 
extracts from the evidence of the Assistant Coaunissioners, had 
been the first official papers bo be printed and circulated in 
octavo. The folio editions of those reports were now in the 
warehouse or had been disposed of as waste paper; of the smaller 
edition nine or ten thousand copies had been distributed 
gratuitously to the parishes and a further fifteen thousand had 
been sold (2 ^
In 1851 and 1352 Henry Austin, relieved of hia anxieties 
as Engineering Secretary, was sent out as an emissary of Gwydyr 
House to maice personal contact with the local Boards. From 
time to tiase he reported to headquarters his impressions of his 
tour. At Derby, where no plan of the town drainage had 
previously existed, he found the Local Soard actively engaged on
improvement measures, and delighted with the increased powers
( 5) derived from the ubiic Health Act * ' At Norwich, however,
(4)they were"fencing with the question of the -Survey". His 
intervention at Ely, where a majority of the board had been
hostile, cleared up a number of misconcgtions and greatly
-o-
1. K.C. - ?, 1 June 1*349. 
id. i .0. - bord Brougham, June 1849.
3. Minutes, 12 July 1352.
4. H. Austin -2.C., 28 February 1352.
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helped the progress of the drainage scheme. ' At other places, 
too, his assistance was welcomed.
"It is rather a melancholy case", he wrote from Towyn. 
MI have seen nothing out of Ireland, bearing the same deplorable ! 
appearance, or in an equally bad condition. i
Nearly the whole of the property is in the hands of ! 
Trustees for a f^inor and is managed by an Agent, who, in 
opposing all improvements, forced the inhabitants to taice refuge 1 
under the Public Health Act. '
i'he place is however far too small to support the 
Machinery of the Act, and is precisely one of those for which 
other provisions are urgently required.
There are only about 150 houses in the town, and nine [ 
tenths of those are under *;5 rateable value. I need scarcely \ 
say that there is not a drain in the place, scarcely the luxury 
of a cesspool, soil and refuoe of every description screwing 
every spot, nearly, except the main street. There are two 
places from which the whole population has to fetch water.
Accompanying this state of things is a corresponding 
condition of ignorance how to remedy it —— although the Board, 
impressed with the magnitude of the evil, are most anxious to d^ 
so. Clark, unforfcumitely, not considering the character of the 
place, had reconmended a scheme of drajnege and water supply 
which would curst morr than double the amount actually required 
for suitable works, and more than double incited, the whole sum 
whicb they would be empowered to borrow —— and therefore they 
had determined at last upon a defective scheme of p<x..t>iai 
drainage without water supply. <
They expressed themselves very ^rotefully towards the 
General Board for sending me to them, and were most thankful for 
the advice given. They will proceed at once to get out a plan 
of complete works, and as an example of economy au-i of the 
amount of improvement which may be effected for the money L
1. ft. Austin - t-c., ^8 Fcbtoat-y
believe it will be a curiosity". (1)
"Brynmawr", he wrote » few weeks later, "has been to me 
the most satisfactory case I have yet visited. It is a 
wretched place wholly dependent upon the iron works there. i'he 
mortality is frightfully high, but I was assured that they would 
do nothing but carry out a most objectionable plan of drainage 
for which they bad applied to the General tioard to sanction a 
mortgage of £1,500 —— which if not grants, they intended to 
levy at once by rates. It certainly did appear a hopeless 
case, and the more so because they had actually entered into 
contracts and had commenced the works. I am happy to say 
however that 1 was enabled to induce them to stop the works and 
give up the contract, and begin de novo to lay out a proper plan 
of drainage and water supply, for which they will apply to the 
Board for a mortgage of between £4,OQo and 4*5,000. It will be 
the more important case as an example to the large populated
districts here engaged for miles around on the iron works ——
" f2) all of the same miserable kind.
inexperienced Local Boards, struggling with their novel 
duties, received with thankfulness the instructional Minutes of 
the ioard of Health and the advice of their Inspectors. At 
more than one place votes of thanks were passed or grateful 
letters addressed to Gwydyr House. The arguments of Toulrain 
Smith here fell on unbelieving ears. The application of the 
Act had not deprived them of local self-government, declared a 
report of the worthing o&nitary Committee; for their former 
Commissioners held office for life, while one-third of the local 
Board Must retire every year, and no member could remain in 
ofiice more than three years without re-election. AS for the 
necessity of seeking the General Board's sanction to local 
achemes, "we look upon this restriction as affording the very 
best possible protection to the ratepayers against having their
money fooled away upon useless works . The Local Act under
-o-
1. H. Austin - E.C., 7 October 185^.
2. n. Austin - K.O., 18 October 1852.
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which the district bud been governed hitherto had been quite 
inadequate, since it gave no power to provide a supply of water, 
while such powers as it did confer upon the Commissioners could 
not be used until they had liquidated their debt/ 1 ^
From OrwaJdrk came an account of the benefits which had 
resulted from the application of the Public Health Act to the 
town in 135u, an account which might have been paralleled in a 
score of other places: j
"The population of the Town is 6,200, of whom one third i 
at least are Irish, and the majority of the Inhabitants are poor j 
Cottagers, crowded in Courts and iarda at the back of the i
!
principal Streets. j
Previous to the Act, no Sewerage orka of any moment 
existed, nor was theru any supply of \ater. The Lodging 
Houses, especially those frequented by Irish labourers, were 
crowded to excess: fever was seldom absent from certain quarters 
of the Town, and a high rate of mortality existed.
Since tre introduction of the Act a complete system of 
Sewerage and of A'ater Supply has been e.ftested, Tor which we 
are largely indebted to the valuable services of tor. \awlinson. 
The «or&s have oeei in full operation since the summer of 1353* 
and already, out of an aggregate asaoant amount of 1,.XO dwelling 
hou-es, 700 are thorougaly drained and ^applied wiih acer, and 
it is worthy of rsmariz. that although in the onset; a strong 
opposition was expressed against the Act, yet, in consequence 
of the mind of the Inhabitants becoming reconciled to its 
establishment, the private lories have with few exceptions been 
carried out voluntarily, anrf with hearty &ood will. Cottagers 
are furnished 'flith an unlimited supply of good water at the rate 1 
of Id. per ft'eeic. A more efficient supervision of the Lodging ' 
Houses had been obtained, of -which there are 120 in the registry4.
without entering into tae experience of other Towns, 1 
am enabled to spean in behalf of myself and Colleagues (who
j^ "Keport to Sanitary Committee, tforthins;". by V-. ,R. Dennett; \ 
pp. 4, 5, 7.
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have done me the honour of electing me their Chairman since the 
introduction of the Act) that we have met with no undue 
interference from the General Board of Health, nor have we any 
accusations to bring against that body, of arbitrary treatment: 
on the contrary, our communications have been uniformly received 
with a spirit of fairness, and from the advice and co-operation 
afforded, a &ore efficient scheme of ,;c>rks has been executed j 
than otherwise would have been, had we been left to our own 
resources. Were we called upon to give evidence, our testimony 
would be unanimous, that in our case, the Public Health Act has 
proved to be a wise, salutary, useful, and benevolent provision • 
of the Legislature". ^ l)
<4uiet progress such as this, however, attracted less j 
atteaticn in the press and House of Commons than the noisy I 
resistance of some half dozen ol the Local Boards; and the j 
steady improvement of conditions, the cumulative effect of which 
must be awaited with patience over a long period, caught the 
eye less arrestingly than a sudden and startling cafcstrophe, 
such as the Croydon epidemic of 135^ •
The outbreak at Croydon in the last months of 1^2. was 
one of the earliest cjad most strii-cin^ examples of & phenomenon 
which was to occur from tirce to time during the latter half of 
the century in the new resi ientiel district.; of the growing 
towns, auid which brought perplexity to sanitary reformers 
despite the stoutness of their confidence —— an explosion of 
enteric following the introduction of the new sewerage which it 
was claimed would put an end to the causes of zyirsc'vla disease. 
Croydon had been brought under the Public Health Act in August 
134-9, and by Deceai&er Id5i combined vs»orico of 4 -aiaage and water
supply had been completed in the greater part of the town.
—o-
i. J.A. Kerahaw - Lord V (^almerston), 20 July 1354.
This v;as one of the testimonials received bj the General , 
Board at the time of the debates in 1354 which decided .; 
their fate, for other references, see Chapter 13.
Typhoid was apparently imported in September 1352, on the person 
of a villager from Oxted, twelve rriles distant, where an 
epidemic was already raging. It spread alonp the lines of the 
new sewers, which, as Budd later explained in his classic 
thesis, acted as an extension of the diseased intestine of the 
typhoid sufferer; and, filtering through the cracks and leaks 
of a most defective pipe system, it contaminated the water 
supply. In a population of lb,000, there were by December 
1852 1,300 cases of fever with a mortality of about 60, and 
numerous cases of diarrhoea end dysentery with a mortality of 
about 10.
*as, though its respectable and well-housed 
citizens could not credit it, one of the moat unhealthy places 
in the county. ^ut *Jhe town had experienced nothing so 
dramatic as this epidemic of typhoid: an epidemic, moreover, 
which attacked chiefly menbers of the mid-tie and upper classes, 
who had been the first to benefit from the new drainage and 
water system. It -was acted that all the cases had occurred 
during aud since the execution ol the nev; vorks, and people 
reminded each other of the nuisance when the Local Board filled 
in th?» cesspools and open ditches throughout the to»n, so 
disturbing earth saturated with the accumulated filth of years. 
The outbreak, It was promptly alleged, raust be due o the new 
pipe sewevg am? the activities of t\\& Local Board.
The Board's investigators, bouthwood i&uith, kutherlaad, 
Austin, and K.u. Grainger, were already in the field, when they 
were informed in January 1853 that the Governs- eat ha a. appointed 
Dr. a'eil Arnott and i'horaas ?age, an engineer from the lioard of 
Works, as an independent Joaiaission of inquiry. The 
appointment reflected the general suspicion which now attached 
to the Board's every ace, and Ghadwick realised at once that at 
Croydon Gwydyr Houew and ifcB works ?»ere in the dock. i?he 
Croydon focal Board, under its vigorous chairman, Guthbert 
Johnson, was regarded as one of the most progressive and
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successful of the General Board's satellite authorities. It 
was liutle more than a year before that Ohadwick «nd Southwood 
Smith had attended a pleasant and heartening ceremony at the 
opening ol the combined worKS. They had watched with 
benevolent approval as the Archbishop of Canterbury lifted the 
valve of the great steam engine which pumped water to the high j 
level reservoir; and at a civic dinner in the evening Chadwicic j 
had gone into his familiar, v/ell-loved statistics, and I
i
cou&ratui&t&ci. tae householders of Oroydon on obtaining the j
benefits of pure spring water and self-cleansing severs for ](i i 
5)*d. a weeit. It is easy to understand his tnnoyunce and !
anxiety when ueil *irnott, one of hit* eurlie&i. allies, informed | 
him that the report had oeen ooliged "to speait of faults and j 
failures in works which you had noped were to be deewed 
perfect". ^ 2)
Since both the Bo«rd and its critics accepted the i
i
prevailing pythogenic theory, the Croydon investigation 
developed into a hunt for stinfcs and an inquest on some very 
bad pipe laying. ^ There were some brisk exchanges on the 
question whet hex- unventilated pipe sewers or brick sewers of 
deposit were the moat ill sBeilltii, but the purity of the water 
supply, which was really to blame, -was asserted by both sides. 
Phe investigators, in fact, were lootciag for the wrong tning
and in the wrong place, and most of the points msde *ould be
-o-
1. "Times", 13 December 1351.
2. !i. Arnotl - £. ., ^7 Apx'ii 1853.
3. "Reports on an inquiry relative to prevalence of disease at >r 
Oroydon, and to plan of sewerage". 'P.P. 1852 - 53, rcvi. ' 
35- "Further Reports from Board of Health", ibid., 221. 
"Statement of preliminary inquiry, etc.'', ibiu.., 117. 
"Report on state of works of drainage and sewerage, etc. 
(at Croydoii) by Thomas Jiicksteed", 185^, Ixi.
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ruled out of court by a modern scientific Inquiry. However, 
if the dialectical limitations of the contestants are accepted, 
the Board had much the better ca»e. Before the introduction of j 
the Public Health Act Croydon had been much like scores of other I 
towns, with a cesspool in every garden and a well nearby ! 
Vilely as the works had been carried out by the local I 
contractors, tkey had reduced the sewer emanations and the I 
potential foci of disease. Faults in the design and i 
construction of the Croydon drains, however, were treated by 
the Government Commission as faults inherent; in the system of 
tubular drainage, and ^fege was clearly or the opinion that 
four-inch and six— inch pipes were too delicate to stand up to 
the rough domestic habits of th<* lower classes. Chadwick in 
vain urged Araolt to visit Tottenham, :.u&by, flitchin, or soae ', 
other place vhfcre such works were in successful operation, so
that he icipht judge for himself whether the blunders committed «f \ i 
at Croydon were unavoidable or not. 1'he iieport of Arnott and |
Page, published in April 1852, indicted the pipe sewers and 
house drains of CJroydon, and by implication censured as over- 
theoretical the engiueering plans of the general aoari. " 
events occurring in a place like vroyckm, ;;ith an intelligent 
Local hoard of honourable men eaf?er to perform any amount of 
gratuitous service which promised advantage to their town, and 
who were near the Central iioard in London, lor easy conferences, 
prove the desirable securities for the efficient performance of 
such worsts are not yes possessed and further show that some of 
the anticipated advantages of the pipes have not. been obtained,
and some of the drawbacks connected with tte employment of them
1 S '• 
had not been foreseen11 . 1'" ;
Chad'A'Ick. s.-tent some months in preparing.. in collaboration 
with the chairman of the Local Board, a massive counter attack, 
but his reply to the allegations of Page and Arnott remains in
1. E.G. - ":. Arnott, 14 .','arch and 26 March 1353
2. p. 7- P.P. 1852 - 53, xcvi. 35.
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*ordy and argumentative fragments. For once Shaffceobury 
refused to follow his truculent colleague into the battle. 
Chadwick's report was so strongly personal la tone, he wrote, 
that "if seat forth as 1 L,&ve before me in ia,B. n , it "would be 
absolutely the ruin of the Board". "You, I, and the Doctor t 
we three, should D,^ our own act and deed, oe cast down, bound 
hand and foot, into the burning tiery furnace" The Board'a 
best defence was slow to cone, but unanswerable v/hen it came. 
iive years later the Chairman of the Local Board wao able to 
Bend Chadwiek, the quarterly tables of mortality for Oroydon with 
the coEiiaent, "You will see that the nanitary condition of the 
Pariah i'or the year Id57 has beeu singularly good —— and that 
instead of our .Ueatha having been 22 per thousand per annum as 
chey have averaged for the nine yeax'B ending Ciiristmas ldi?6, 
they have ouly been 15>«92 pei" thuusaaid p«i:- uaiiuiri. And as Dr. 
Farr in his .Caoles called 17 per thousand per annum the 0 of his 
Licale of Insalubrity we may rejoice al beiny Uuua oelov? bis 
Zero ....... Ae to returning to Oesspools all classes now fcnow
what a comfort aad advantage it is to be free from the Nuisance 
of Cesspools and would not return uc the oysteia if io were 
possible to avoid doing so''.^'
-o-.
1. Shaftssbury - E.G., 15 October 1353.
2. *iliiara Druaunond - t'.C., 10 May 1,353.
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CHAPPER 18. 
REACTION. 1852 - 1B53.
It was in 1352 that the current of events turned 
decisively against the men and principles of Gwydyr House. 
For over three years the Board of Health had been spreading the 
doctrine that, in certain spheres, the play of competition 
should be checked in the interests of society, and that in those 
spheres enterprise, even if it remained in private hands, should 
at all events be planned with an eye to economy and the public 
benefit. Was Ghadwick an enemy of private enterprise and free 
competition? Was he a socialist? Chadwick strenuously 
defended himself against so terrible a charge. But it was 
surely possible to retain those principles, to which English 
capitalism ascribed its rude health, without falling into the 
moral and economic quagmire of Laiasea faire. when he heard 
it objected, for example, that "in this country cemeteries like 
everything else ought to be established by private enterprise, 
and checked by free competition", he would reply "that the 
Interments Act ^oes on the principle of inviting private 
enterprise and bringing to bear free competition, so far from 
tending to supersede these wholesome and eminently English 
principles, the framers of the act only want to bring those 
principles to bear for instead of against the puolic interest. 
For this purpose a district is marked out, and private 
enterprise is invited to compete freely by open tenders to 
perform the requisite service, according to prescribed 
regulations, with due solemnity and greatly improved 
arrangements, at a scale of charges based on one caoital only, 
and one management, and one set of oflicers only".^ But this--o- i
1. MS fragment, n.d. In a letter to Russell, 4 November 1351,
(Continued on next page> i
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disarming explanation failed to carry conviction to the
capitalists to whoa it was addressed, who saw that if they
-o-
(Oontinued from previous page) Ghadv/ick was at pains to stress 
that the method of public contract would leave ample elbow- 
room for legitimate private enterprise:
"In respect to the Metropolitan Interments Act, the delay 
and the embarrassment created by acting on views without 
reference to the evidence on which the measure was adopted 
by rarliament threatens to be most disastrous.
I hear it stated for example that strong objections are 
entertained bo the Government doing works of the description 
of any of those in question.
Now it has never been proposed that anything should be 
done by Government, and most certainly not directly or 
indirectly by a department occupied or constituted like the 
Treasury, nor by the General Board of Health, nor by the 
proposed commission for the works of drainage and water 
supply in any such sense as implied by the objections.
In respect to the Interments Act, the examples which were 
cited, those of Paris, and those in which we should to the 
uttermost act, would be to do as little as possible in 
detail ourselves and everything by open contract, for the 
execution of works and arrangements publicly notified and 
described, i'he only dealing with details would be to 
prepare properly for their transference to others by the 
contract system.
In respect to the drainage and water works we have been 
labouring to impress the necessity of having all the works 
not only executed on contract, but maintained in good 
working condition on contract for long terms of years. AC 
the Sewers Commission I proposed the construction of a set 
of tile kilns to make drain tiles but it was to break 
through a combination of traders who were exacting between 
two and three hundred per cent, profit, and it was to 
ascertain and prove at what price the articles really could 
be made and to obtain data for the better regulation of 
contracts, and opening up a wide trading competition.
The Commission for the Metropolitan ;«orks which we 
proposed would be a commission to direct examinations and 
reports on works and the preparation of plans, and to 
advertise competitions for them, and to award the contracts, 
and afterwards audit or hear public complaints as to their 
execution. Under the arrangements we proposed the works 
might be executed by contractors of public eminence such as 
Messrs. Fox and Headerson, and the Treasury or the 
Government have as little to do with them, or 
responsibility, as they have in respect to the works under 
the Crown Commission for the consolidation of the 
Metropolitan ftoad Trust ......."
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accepted Chadwick's reasoning they could no longer drift 
passively under the influence of the push and pull of profit, 
but must put themselves under the dictates of a conscious social 
purpose. If they could find it possible to breathe the 
rarefied sanitary atmosphere of Gwydyr Rouse —— if they were 
prepared to allow their profits to be limited, their budgets 
scrutinised, their activities regulated, and the minimal 
standards of their service defined —— the companies might still 
remain. But if not, if they declined to bind themselves to 
public service by contract, then their work could be done as 
well, or better, by civil servants of the Chadwick school or by 
local authorities tutored by his Inspectors. The outline of 
Ghadwiclc's ideal state was becoming clearer: a state where 
collective utilities, such as water, gas, and means of 
communication, were owned by the public, though they might be 
constructed and maintained by contract; where charges were fixed 
not with an eye to shareholders' dividends, but merely to defray 
the cost of service; where units of administration were cut to 
the size calculated to give the best technical and economic 
results.
Against this conception there set? in during 1852 a
i
powerful and many-sided reaction. it was the reaction of local | 
authorities, wary of re-arrangements of ancient boundaries and 
of encroachments on their traditional independence; of governing 
oligarchies, who saw in the extension of the central power an 
end to their patronage and perquisites; of property owners who 
reckoned that the fever tax would bear less heavily upon them 
than the cost of new drains; of engineers whose professional 
standing and rules of practice were endangered by the .Board's 
Inspectors, and of Parliamentary agents whose fees were 
threatened by the expeditious procedure of the Provisional 
Order. It was the reaction of commercial companies, who saw in 
the advance of gas and water socialism an invasion of the sphere : 
of profit, and of manufacturers who found that sanitary 
regulations would add to their costs and close to them modes of I
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working that had been profitable in the past, "There was no 
end to such kind of legislation", cried one, "and, if persevered 
in, there might in time, be a Bill to prevent expectoration in
( -\) !
the streets".^' It was the reaction, in a more general sense, j 
of business men whose interests were not directly threatened, I 
but who had more confidence in their own administrative ability ! 
than in that of Government with its eighteenth century 1
traditions of aristocratic corruption and leisureliness. s1 
Criticisms of the lioard's measures were frequently made in terms j
from the political vocabulary of a passing age, when every I 
official was a place holder, and every place a piece of 
patronage to be dispensed by the Secretary to the Treasury. 
Not till the introduction of competitive examinations for the
Civil Service was the sting taken out of this argument. All
-o-
1. Hansard, vol. 107, p. 195. 11 July 1849 (Foster). 
A letter from Chadwick to R.A. blaney, 17 May 1352, 
describes some of the sources of opposition to the Board:
"Let me pray of you when attacks are made upon the Board 
that you will not apologise for it: because from your known 
kindness and zeal for sanitary measures, she smallest 
admission of fault will from you be deemed equivalent to 
pleading guilty to a crime. I assure you if you had been 
with us, and heard the evidence you could have done no other] 
than as we have, and would probably have gone further than 
we have done, /.e cannot, in duty, conciliate the interests 
of the shareholders of bad water Jompaaies, who are spread 
throughout the public offices: nor can we in duty promote 
the interests of the shareholders of bariKrupt cemetery 
Companies; nor do other than condemn wasteful works which 
aggravate the evils intended to be remedied: and set our 
faces against jobs. By the economy of our reports and the 
provisional orders for the application of the- act to 
provincial towns at one tenth the charge of local Acts, we 
necessarily rouse the hostility of attorneys and of all the 
Parliamentary counsel, and of all the Parliamentary agents, 
and of all the agents of Parliamentary agents, no small body 
in Parliament: - these bodies, and their hatreds, are 
powerful, and as steady in their opposition as their 
interests: - while the public support we get is casual and 
feeble, and the Interests, in ttie improvement of the 
physical condition of the population diffused and weak. 
Unless we have another pestilence, the sordid interests 
opposed to improvement will prevail and effective sanitary 
measures must be left to other times and other men".
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these groups had specific and conscious motives for resisting 
the lioard. There were others who r.houfced with them, whose 
motives were less explicit, whose hatred of Gtarydyr House could 
hardly be defined in words; who were moved obscurely to oppose 
bo ita hard utilitarianism a sentimental clinging to old ways,
and to meet its brisk efficiency with the inertia of eomfort-groove- 
loving, "TBiatiiHS -going'' men. Long ago Lord John Russell had
warned Ohadwictc, after reading a memorandum by him on prison 
dietaries: "There i» one thing always to be kept in mind. We 
aK«fitatt4e-a^aa*ip4gaUfll«*pr.QK!aafcittfiul|lati|uaidJUiutM : .Hilti«Etio .they 
are endeavouring to improve our institutions. Hitherto they 
have been lax, careless, wasteful, injudicious in an extreme; 
but the country governed itself, and was blind to its own 
faults. We are busy in introducing system, method, science, 
economy, regularity, and discipline. 3ut we must beware not 
to lose the co-operation of the country. They will not bear a 
Prussian Minister, to regulate their domestic affairs. 3o that 
some faults must be indulged for the sake of carrying 
improvement in the mass".
It was by coincidence merely that the attack developed 
during the brief regime of the Derby Government. Whatever 
party had been in power —— fthigs or Tories, or Radicals for 
that matter — the principles of G-^ydydr House were offensive to 
them all; and any Government, not stiffened by the courage of 
conviction which moved Chadwici and Shaft esbury and 3outhwood 
Smith, Jjould have hesitated to defend a yroup of men who, 
through bad fortune and misunderstanding, through the 
misrepresentations of othera and their own faulty judgment, had
long overdrawn uhe credit of public confidence which had been
-o- 
1. Russell - E.G., 9 October
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extended to them under the terrors of an epidemic .
In Uwydyr douse snere was, indeed, a t$i»aa of hope when 
the lories ousted che Ahigs. wood, fctayn/er, duid (i.O. Lewis must 
go. Aoova ail, it meant a chaoge a« tae woods and roresoa, and 
surely no new President could »uow less goodwill and 
ondera«anOLijag than the outgoing ueyaiour. Perhaps,, thought 
ChadwicK, the Derby Government could oe persuaded ^o go into the 
question of the Treasury's conscitutionai right to exercise a 
dispensing power and scrap an ACU vnaxch -Parliament had approved 
but which the treasury regarded witn. disfavour. i'neae uope** 
were soon disappointed. Lord John Maanera, t;*e Board's new 
chief, though he did not display t;he raacour of Jx)rd Seymour, 
aade it plain that he intended bo do no more than carry out the 
plans wiich iaia predecessor had been
On April 2^th 1352 Shaftesoury moved a resolution in the 
Lords, "L'nat tne sanitary state of the Metropolis requires the
/ T \
immediate interposition of Her Majesty's Govei'nment . ' Ic 
was a test motion, designed to draw the I'ory 'aovermaent into the 
open, to discover if they had any intention of taking action 
against tne reviving Companies. i'heae, of course, were 
"truisms", replied Derby, when Shaftesoory nad concluded his 
depressing narrative.
T'rtow t if it were a tabula rasa taat Parliament had to 
deal with —— if the /ast interests of existing companies had 
not to be consulted, v»/iich had beeu found a practical difficulty 
in the way of all legislation that had been attempted —— he had 
no doubt it would be better and more efficacious that there 
should be one single authority charge^ with the administration 
of the crater and the removal of all offensive matter, than to
Hansard, vol. 120, pp. 1233 - 129$• ;->erby had refused to 
consider the original version of Shaluesbury'c resolution — 
rj t..a address tc the Cro'*n, pr&yinj Her Majesty to take steps 
to per-Tit tbe metropolis co be no longer excluded from the 
advantages of tbe General Board of Health" —— on the ground 
tb.at it v.ould have im^iiod tfcit obstacles were being thrown • 
by tbe Governrrent in tbe way of Parliament.
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veal the separate power* of water supply and sewerage in 
separate bodies, thereby losing th«* unity of action that 
appertained to a single authority. But there *as great 
difficulty ia deciding what that central authority should oe. 
The practice of Continental Ooverara^ats aight be quoted; out 
other Gover amenta were auch more free to act /or the benefit of 
taw population than a vioverniaeut subject Co popular influences 
autd control, and wfaioh had to acudy not only She interests, but 
She views and feelin&SfOf those for who« the/ legislated. He 
did not dispute the advantages of cleanliness, and he agreed 
wj.th the aost reverend Prelate (Archbishop of Canterbury) that 
cleanliness and decency were the handmaids of morality and 
religion. 3ut it was not by Act of Parliament tLat you could 
compel people to be* moral, decent, or clean; and in many cases 
legislation to enforce those objects would be opposed by the 
persons for whose real and permanent interests t; v;,e.y were 
legislafcinr*;.
CShaf t aa'oury ; Mo , no ! ) "^ l *
In a speech of rsraartcaoie frankness Derby thus urged the 
great inheres &a of the wacer companies in apposition to the 
rights of the metropolitan population, and th&n went on to 
ffla^uify the objectionable attributes of ceutraliaac-ion, to 
discount the popular demand for sanitary improvements, to 
disparage 3haf tesbury's statistics, and to assert in conclusion 
that beyond a certain point Cue Governaent could not go in 
interfering with the internal ^flairs of tu« people —— 
altogether, in i"<ict t co act tne pare of a j/rloie Minister who was 
casting round to find Justifioatioa for .legislative inaction. 
The spasci:, Caadwick believed, '**u> u-ioed on cite iuformation of 
suoordinats officers in the treasury, wuo w«i^e proo&oly 
tnems«2»ii8r«3 inforuied by sharehoidero in the companies; "and the 
suggestion of Lord -Jarliale taat he Lord Derby should look into 
the matter aiiuself , is a declaration that he wixl find it to be
-o- 
1. Mansard, vol. 120, p.
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other* iue than u» it* iia^ been bold. as he certainly *ill, If he 
roully d.j looi into iW% 'Jhe Indiana c ion oi" th* reformers
well voiced by John Uooorton, an old ally from the days* of 
the battle over the Summit Tunnel. "In not tae sanitary state 
of the stables of the Gentry minded? : ' he deEunded, "Don't their 
racers &et pis at y of pure water; have not they well ventilated 
stables and room enough to reot their todies ar.d stretch their 
liiass; doubtless they have ; and v;h&n the w&sa of 2i~nit:Lad conies
to be as aucii valued aa racers dy Lorde and others will help on
(?)iiaait ary ilef orci ' . " y
A few vsee&s later Lord John banners introduced a Bill to 
repeal the .iiiteriaents Act of ldi?0. The proper remedy , he 
observed, was not the principle of cionopoly and centralisation, 
which had failed to 'work despite ohe ''^reat and aiaost 
extravagant powers" confided to the doarci of Health, but the 
"more constitutional, tiimple, and less objectionable aothed, by 
which from time immemorial ihe parochial authorities had been 
entrusted with the burial uf ulu= dead".'-* '..hua, by his
Burials Bill, che oecretiary of S«ate VVUH empowered 
to oioae J^iy uurial grounds proved to be obnoxious, and the
were enabled, singly or in coiibination, to provide new 
iy or to conuracS with the w^adin^ ceaie-jerieij. In the 
same jnonta (June 135- ) a ^111, empower in^ the London Necropolis 
and .I&t,ionai tJaasoiaum Ooaipaay iio p'orchase 2,300 acres of 
Wo^iufe, CoEuaoa on which to lay out a cuuotery, «a.-3 a f>yroved by 
t;he Ooaaiono, aiSsr Ct.e o^aii^tui oi the oeiecfc Coiiuaittee (tiaines) 
had remarked 'Jhaj ic waj udaitced oy all partiea tnat any powers 
by t/i.e joard of Healtr. 'hud boen fci'ied without effect,
and tiaat, if ohia iiill vvor© no;; carried, It *-;ould be perfectly
, , - C4-)oy to axpecu any reiawdy froai the lioard of "
Lord John ^a^iuers c^reei, welco-ain^ a ^eaata-e which appeared
1. K.G. - ? (probably Delanej, '^ April 1852.
2. J. Robert on - tf.J., 5 :-^y 1'3.!?^-
3. Hansard, vol. 122, r>. 372, :37 tt , 17 Tune 1852.
4. Hansard, vol. 121, p. 392, 21 May 1:452.
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calculated to remove the evils now complained of; and his 
approval was echoed by Lord Seymour.
"It is now with the Metropolitan Interments measure", 
Ch&dwick reflected sorrowfully, "worse than it would have been 
with the Metropolitan police measure; if after it had been 
determined upon by Parliament upon a technical difficulty as to 
raising the money, the measure had a check: and upon that check 
an outcry had been raised by at. Pancras and a small minority of 
parishes, and as if upon that small outcry, Sir Robert had 
confessed that the Government had already too much to do that 
the larger measure was impracticable, and consented to allow the 
parishes to have local acts for a nightly watch of their own. 
It is probable che confession would have had no remonstrants 
and he would have been applauded for the moderation and candour 
of his views". ^ Lord John Manners, he thought, could not 
have read the evidence of the trial and failure of the very 
measures which he now proposed. Powers were to be given to 
the parishes, the parties who had brought the evil to its 
height and had obstinately resisted amendment. Under the rule 
of the vestrymen of Marylebone and 3c. Pancras, the Officer of 
Health, on whom pivoted the whole arrangements for advice and 
regulation, could find no place. It was illusory to expect 
parishes, or even Unions, which could never be brought to 
combine to establish district schools, to co-operate of their
own accord to acquire a cemetery, a possibility "as remote as
( 2 ^ their union to construct of themselves a locomotive". v ' One
of the parish clergy, he heard, had stated that "a good and 
sufficient chapel" for a parochial cemetery could be built of 
rubble for £1,000.^ Rubble! A hat a falling off from the 
architectural splendour of Chadvsick's National Cemetery! As 
for the Necropolis Bill, it was the scheme "of vulgar 
projectors and a vulgar architect", a building speculation
disguised as a public measure, which included amongst its
-o-
1. E.G. - ? , 2 February 1352.
2. E. C. — LoroC 3oKrx Rus-sell, •*.&•
3« -..c. - .aishop of London, ^i January 1352.
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proposals pit burial for paupers, the use of railway arches as 
mortuaries, and the removal of corpses in the common horse 
boxes of the railway/ 1 '* let the Government had given the Bill 
their benediction —— was it because "the present Bolicitor 
General Sir Richard Bethel was deeply engaged in this 
speculation, his brother in law Mr. Abrahams being the 
architect ?"^ 2>
In the course of the debates on the interment question a 
Joint attack was delivered by Lord Seymour and the metropolitan 
members on the principles, constitution, and personnel of the 
Board of Health. £ven the Inoffensive Southwood Smith did not 
escape, and one member asked why he should continue to draw his 
salary now that the Act under which he was appointed had been 
repealed; all he had done was to go to Paris and assist in the 
writing of ten thousand letters. *'
"There was considerable inconvenience in the constitution 
of the Board itself'1 , Lord Seymour told the Commons on June 21st 
13$2. "Although he, when President of the Board, was 
responsible to Parliament for the proceedings of that Board, yet 
when he attended the Board and made a proposal, it was seldom he i 
could get a seconder, for Mr. Chadwick and Dr. Southwood Smith, 
forming the majority of the Board, carried the question against 
him. He had told the Government that it was impossible to go 
on in that way. He thought it would be far better if some Lord 
of the Treasury were to assist Mr. Ghadwick, so that the 
Government might have some possibility of controlling the Board,
and preventing the inconvenience and delay of business wnich now
C^) repeatedly occurred".
The impression Seymour conveyed of bimself playing the 
Dormouse to Ghadwick 1 B Mad Hatter and bouthwood Smith's vsarch
Hare *as quite unfounded. It was not the first time in his
-o-
1. "Objections to the Necropolis Sill'1 ', &S, n.d.
2. i£.G. - ? (Russell), n.d.
3. T. Buncombes Hansard, vol. 122, p. 1032, 21 June 1352. j
4. ibid., p. 1031. I
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relations with the Board of Health that he had revealed that he 
possessed an ingeniously constructive memory. He now drew for 
an appreciative House a picture of himself struggling with two 
sullenly stubborn colleagues, and finally giving up attendance 
at a Board where he could only make a useless gesture of 
protest. "This statement", wrote Shafteabury blandly, "must 
have been caused by a confusion of the doings of our Board with 
some other ........ Surely you have forgotten that out of the
25? regular Boards, held during your tenure of office, you 
attended but three —— to these may be added t?/o or three (not 
more)viaits of a few minutes each —— that on one only was any 
resistance offered, and that was by myself, not by Dr. Smith or 
Mr. Chadwick . ' That occasion was, of course, on January 
30th 1351» when Seymour had startled the Board by proposing that 
they should take over two of the cemeteries and enter into 
competition with the remainder of the trading Companies; and it 
was the Board not beymour whose representations had finally
prevailed with the Treasury, short-lived though the victory was.-o-
1. Shaftesbury - Seymour, 22 June 1852. The following 
memorandum was apparently drawn up at this date:
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Shaftesbury, who was annoyed at $he suggestion implied in 
Seymour's speech that only Chadwiek and the Doctor conducted the 
business, pointed out with some acerbity that he had been absent 
from one only of the Boards, at which Seymour had made an 
appearance, and thaf'out of the whole number 237, held during 
your period of office, I attended 101".
"The words reported in the Times are not quite correct", 
Seymour hastened to explain. "What I did say was to this 
effect, that though as President of the Board I was responsible 
to the Government and to Parliament for the proceedings of the 
Board, yet I remembered at the end of the year 1350 or at the 
beginning of 1351 attending the Board and malting a proposal to 
the Board wiiich was not seconded and which consequently dropped 
....... I added that finding myself in this position disinclined
me attending the Board, even if I had time. I do not believe 
that I stated that I met with frequent opposition at the Board, 
but I may have said that my views were frequently opposed to 
those of the Board, and I said I considered the constitution of 
the Board defective as an executive department, because 
differences, which were honestly entertained on both sides, led
to delay and repeated correspondence with the Treasury".^- '
~o-
1. Seymour - Shaftesbury, 24 June 1352. Of. £.0. - Lord John 
Manners, 2j> June 1352:
"On that occasion the only one recorded or of which I am 
aware, in which a proposition of Lord Seymour was dissented 
from at the Board, I have noc the slightest remembrance of 
his having been told that his proposition had not been 
seconded; neither have my colleagues nor the secretaries any 
recollection of anything of the kind having occurred; and 
they 3j.uat have heard it, and remembered it had it taKen 
place; but tie conditions represented, viz. of myself and 
Dr. South-wood Smith being the only members present besides 
Lord Seymour, not having taken place, render the whole 
impression on which such a statement can have been made to 
the House an entirely erroneous one. 'The recollection of 
Dr. Southwood Smith and of the Secretaries is equally 
confident as to every other occasion: that nothing of the 
kind ever took place .
In fact I scarcely recollect a suggestion or a proposal 
or a request made at the Board by Lord Seymour, other than 
(Continued on next p&ge)
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forwarding copies of the letters to Lord Carlisle, 
Chadwick urged that before the question arose of renew«ing the 
Board's terra of office, "we ought to have £n your house a 
Coiflffiittee of inquiry, before which &ny charges or fault finding 
of any sort may be investigated and that the measures may not be 
left to the mercy of the Treasury".^ ^ But Seymour was never 
confronted in public, and he never modified the original version 
of his charge against hie former colleagues, which was to be 
revived again aa a weauon in the final grand assault on the 
Board of Health.
Meanwhile, on the water question, the Government had with 
equal decision turned its back on Gwydyr House. Shortly before 
the fall of the Whigs, Lord Seymour introduced a Bill for 
metropolitan water supply. He did not believe it possible, he 
declared, for a Government commission to superintend such a 
function; to create a municipal corporation, however, woAld mean 
delay (and it would probably be inefficient, in any case); a
combination of the companies, again, might be the means to
(2) economy, out it was not Parliament's duty to require it. v '
Thus, one by one, he disposed of the schemes of Chadwick, the 
parochialists, and Sir William Clay, leaving as the most 
practicable solution —— since securities must be given to the 
consumer which would not entail any undue exertion by the 
Government —— the proposal that the companies should be left as 
they were, subject only to certain conditions as to quality, 
distribution, and rate of charge. This Bill, which no less 
clearly represented the views of Sir John Johnstone than the 
Bill of the previous year represented those of Sir A'illiam Clay, 
was inherited a month later by Lord John Manners, who promptly 
sent it, with a batch of other Bills from the water Companies,
to a Select Committee. Here, after two months at a cost of
-o-
(Continued from previous page) his proposal in respect to the 
interments that was not complied with ....... M
1. E.G. - Carlisle, 26 June 1852.
2. Hansard, vol. 119, PP- 218 - 219, & February 1852.
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£1,000 a day in retainers for a score of counsel and 
parliamentary agents, the Government Bill was hammered into a 
shape which the Companies found possible to accept. On June 
l?th a surprised House was requested to go into Committee on the 
measure, the Government having ta'&en the Second Reading at so 
late an hour that the principles of the Bill had not ao far come 
under discussion. Both Mowatt and Lord Sbrington delivered 
damaging attacks upon the Bill, but it mustered ample support in
a House which included 36 shareholders of the water companies;
(2)v ' and eventually it reached the Lords so late in the session,
as Shaftesbury remarked, that they had to pass it without 
knowing more of it than if it were a Chaldee manuscript.^'
The Metropolitan Aater Supply Act of 1352^ obliged 
those companies which drew their water from the Thames to remove 
their intakes to some place above Teddington Lock, beyond the 
influence of the tide v?hich daily agitated and re-agitated the 
sewage of the capital. The companies were given till August 
21st, 1355 (the Chelsea Company till August 31st 1856) to do 
this. They were also obliged to cover in their reservoirs, and 
to filter all water intended for domestic use. And within five 
years a constant supply was to be laid on by every company.
The Government had been as 'gentle as possible in putting 
the bit on the companies. Lord Bibrington alleged that the 
Select Committee had refused to hear his evidence, and that the 
truth had emerged only when the companies' experts disagreed 
amongst themselves. ^' The schedule of uniform rates and 
charges, which iilr John Joiiastone had said would amount to a 
confiscation of the companies' property, had been quietly 
dropped, together with the clauaes which were intended to compel
competition between the companies. To Chadwick this second
-o-
1. Hansard, vol. 122, pp. 339 - 3?2, 1? June 1352,
2. This is the figure given by Joseph Hume, Hansard, vol. 120, 
p. 34, 25 March 1352.
3. Hansard, vol. 122, p. 1267, 24 June 1852.
4. 15 •* 16 Vict. c. 34.
5. Hansard, vol. 122, p. S>6, 1? June 1352.
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Home Office Bill was "marked by an oEfhand ignorant and 
supercilious contempt for the necessities of the population and 
the investigations as to the cieaiiB of supplying them", '*' and 
it appeared loss objectionable than the first in one respect 
only: it did not guarantee to the companies a monopoly of Dad 
supplies at three tines the expense for which good supplies 
could be obtained de novc. but under its provisions water 
supply ^as still regarded as a separate problem from drainage; 
extra charges for baths and water closets still remained as 
tax.ee on health and decency; end householders were still 
expected to provide their own connections with the main. The 
water of the Surrey springe had once more been ignored, and 
though some of the companies were obliged to seek new intakes, 
their source was still the Thames, hard with lime and polluted 
with surface washings, which, from Oxford downwards, was the 
great eewer of the country through which it ran.
It is hardly possible, after reading the etory of 
Chadwick'c straggle to give London a wholesome and universal 
water supply, not to conclude that a splendid chance had been 
missed. If his recommendations had been acted upon, and the 
companies had been bought out in 1851» the ratepayers of London 
would have saved themselves fifty years of discomfort and ill 
health, and some £40,000,000 of compensation which in 1902 was 
thrown as a back-breaking burden of debt on the Metropolitan 
Water Board. The solution of the "practical men", of Seymour 
and tfood, of Derby and Manners, proved no solution at all. 
Fourteen years litter, when cholera ragedjfor twenty-tbree weeks 
in London and killed 5 1 54-3, *•* was revealed that the Kast London 
Water Company continued, in contravention of the fourth section 
of the 13^2 Act, to distribute water which had not been passed 
through filter beds; and though the provisions of the 1352
measure were repeated and strengthened ay toe Metropolis
-o-
1. "Notes of heads of remonstrance on the Metropolitan 
Bill", iito, n.d.
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Act of 1871! it was not till 1399 that Londoners were receiving 
a constant supply.
The history of the metropolitan water companies affords 
the classic example of a great vested interost, rooted so 
toughly among the governing classes, with its friends in the 
press and the departments of otate, its spokesmen in the 
Government, and its silent battalions of shareholders in the 
House of Commons, that it was enabled to hold out for 
generations in the face of all the evidence, until the mounting 
exasperation of the public forced it to a capitulation —— on 
its own terms. How many politicians and civil servants, 
Ghadwicfc wondered, were drawing dividends and directors' fees 
from works which the board of health had condemned as 
inefficient and unhealthy? "The new Secretary at War: the 
Right Hon. H. Veraon Smith who brought forward one of the New 
River Company's bills: inherited shares in it. His father was 
the chairman of the Mew River Company, and really wrote the 
report of one of the Committees on the water question. The 
present solicitor to the Treasury Mr. Reynolds is a Director of 
the vVeat Middlesex Water Company. Several clerics of the House 
of Commons I am told are holders of water shares. The public 
offices are beset with them, and with shareholders in other 
companies."^ In Parliament the Board's measures were 
discussed in "an atmosphere of shareholders" in similar if not 
the same sort of property, and the aura of influence of a great 
body of capital extended far beyond the circle of those with 
direst pecuniary interests. "The Minister may be told this is 
great property, "capital" invested for an important public 
object; you cannot sacrifice it in families; the House will not
support you. You can never carry such a measure".^ The
-o-
1. £.0. -®- Goldsmith (editor of the "Globe"), 7 February 
1352. Of. also "Motes of heads of reasons trance on the 
Metropolitan 'tfater Bill", 883, n.d., apparently intended to
. .*_ _ .3 j_ —. T — _M ja f Aw r, '3i1 « £• /a ^ 1 K vr t V*t» >' sj rM fia Y»tr
2.
be presented to Lord John Russell by the Sanitary 
Association, ia which these same examples occur.
ii/.U. - 'i (j.il. L'elaneJ, n.d.
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railways in Garmany, he heard, charged little more than one- 
third of the Bnglish fares, and yet returned a profit of six per 
cent., the reason being that they were state-owned and were free 
from the influence of shareholders in the chambere and 
Government departments. How much better than in England where S 
it was thought no disgrace for shareholders like Sir William 
Clay or Sir John Johnstone to vote on questions in which they i 
had a financial interest I^ ^ j
I
He detected sinister figures litte these behind every ] 
interest disturbed by the Board. Of the two cemetery cemeteries
ij
against which they had first, tafcen proceedings, they found "that j 
the ckairaiaja of one was the father of one under secretary of j 
state, and that the chairman of another was the uncle of another ! 
under secretary of state 11 . Chadwick was indignant, therefore, : 
but not surprised, when ho discovered that these companies "had
information long before* we received it, that a hostile coursety\ 
would be tflicen against us". Then there were the great slum
landlords. The Marquis of Salisbury, the Lord Privy Seal, 
opposed the application of the Public Health Act to Hertford,
where whole rpv?>, of houses belonging to him vere without a
C3) single privy. lord Lonsdale, ground landlord of Shitehaven,
successfully Resisted the introduction of the Act into the town, 
which it was estimated would cost £22,000 to put in a sound 
sanitary condition; though it was sail that he found double this 
amount to back an Opera Company. In. the closing months of 1352 • 
these two noblemen st owed themselves as ths most active 
opponents of the Board in the upper House. The raost notable 
example of ar.other type of critic was Toulmin S£>it;h, the ! 
theorist of Local 3elf-Government and defender of the vestry arid 
court leet, who thrust himself for-sard as the spokesman of i 
various parties opposed to the Board. ?he Corporation of the 
City of Louclon tad spent £30r in circulating his paasphlets.
The Town Commissioners of Bristol had paid him £30 for lecturing
-o-
1. B.C. - Goldsmith, 7 February 1352.
2. 3.C. - ? (pzaabiy prob&bly Russell), n.d.
3. ii.J. - J.T. iJelane, 1 November 1351.
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against the Public Ke&ith Act. tie had acted as counsel for the 
H&Mp&te&d water Company before the 18^1 Cociii.it tee, and had been 
briefed to promote a Local &ct for sinainghaiu to counter the 
application for the Public health. Act. "AS it stands", 
Chadwick uumaed it up, "we have retained, advocates assuming the 
Kuise of impartial jud&es in the presii; wad in Parliament, 
actual eharenolders and the agents of shareholders, appearing in 
the £uise of impartial public representatives; and of public 
officers, cauvtijsainfc, as from a sense of duty". •
The defeat of the Derby Government in the elections of 
the summer of 1852 caused little rejoicing in Gwydyr iiouse.
"I quietly dread the effect of changes, and negotiations, 
and office hunting, and leaving, at this particular juncture", 
observed iihaftesbury. "we have not a moment to lose. The 
next Tchree months are, "I speak as a man", inestimably valuable; 
and if we let aiip that time for preparation, we may be utterly j 
ruined.
¥et what shall we gain by a return to our old Masters? 
fcieymour will be no better tttun John Manners, as John Manners 
proved to bo no better than Oeymour. D'laruaii, -go all intents 
and purposes, is equal to Charlss t.oodi and Hamilton is vastly 
superior to Hayter. Ualpole, to be sure, and i-aliboury and 
Lonsdale are sad specimens of knowledge and ^111 in sanitary 
ffi&tfcers. ¥et, all I nave aaid, are nearly alike. Public men 
jcnow aoiuiii^, want to kno%- nothingf nate to be -cold anything,
which does not openly aad directly affect their political
f?) position and safety".'1
Shaft esbury waa at the time (July - August 1352) on the 
continent, recuperating from the effects of overstrain, and b.is 
letters to Ohadwlok uncover the frustration and bitterness left 
by the disasters of the session. "It is needless to tell you
of the heat here", he wrote from Ems, "for I understand the
-o-
1. ii.O. - ? , 23 July 1351.
2. Shafbesbury - E.;., 18 July 1852.
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weather Is fiercer, If possible, in London ....... I have sat
and pictured, to myself, the sufferings of our clients in their 
crowded alleys, Courts, Lanes, and houses of the Metropolis, 
with poisonous and deadly water, until I have become more 
sorrowful than, perhaps, they are themselves 1 1 cannot well 
describe to you the pain of my disappointment, actual and 
prospective; for I see that our enemies, these "Sons of 
Zervinat" will prove too strong for us. It comes between me 
and my "cure" (this is the local term), I do not receive half as 
much benefit as I should do, were our hopes accomplished . .."^
It was with appreciative envy that Chadwick, and still 
more Shaftesbury, watched the progress of Louis Napoleon's 
social reforms, with their swift clean strokes of unrestricted, 
beneficent power. He was "laying about him furiously in 
Paris", noted Shaftesbury, where "he has proclaimed war against 
all courts, alleys, lanes, and culs de sacs". "The Galijnari 
of yesterday contained a programme of improvements which made my 
hair stand on end. Every working man that lives will on seeing 
these reults shout "vive la Despotisme"; "& bas les 
gouvernements libres!" Why our Vestries, Boards of Guardians, 
paving Boards, and all the apparatus of what is called "local"
and "Self* government, have only been so many obstacles in theft ( 2 ) 
way of physical and Social amelioration. v '
When Sail Chevalier came as a special Commissioner in 
August 1352 to examine the lodging houses and model dwellings 
of London, Chadwick sent him, in the company of Count Oavour, 
on a tour of some of the worst districts. "They agreed that 
your Lodging house regulation Act was working very well", he 
wrote to Shaftesbury, "will report very favourably of the model 
dwelling houses, but they were in horrors at fche condition of
the population in the worst districts and at the neglect". '
-o-
1. Shaftesbury - E.G., 16 July 1352.
2. Shaftestmry.- B.C., 13 July 1352. 
5. E.G. - ohafteabury, 7 August 1352.
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"Your letter filled ae with grief and ehame", replied 
JShaftesbury. ""The tiling", as old Job said, ''that 1 greatly 
feared, is come upon me"; and the Sin and sensuality of 
Protestant, free, and wealthy hingland towards she mass of the 
civil population, will be shown up to the whole world, and then 
contrasted with the paternal care of Papist, despotic, 
iapoverished France!
To avert such an issue, and to stand well in a day of 
account, you and 1 and many others have laboured long, but have 
been reluctantly and feebly backed in the beginning; and we 
shall be nobly and angrily opposed in the end.
This day I have been to Fr&nJcfort on business —— the 
City is broad, clean, and very handsome —— but the Stinfcs 
(%hwace they come I know not) were prodigious. Cesspool- 
breezes were blowing from all points of the Compassj and I felt, 
I regret t,o say, something akin to a malicious comfort that come 
other places, besides London, had their own abominations'.
Barnstaplc rejected Lord Lbrington, "our only stay in the / '• >»
House of Conmons"^ , in the elections of 1352, hatred of the
Public health Act being brought to bear in the campaign in aid('*> ^ 
of the customary weapons of bribery and treating. '' Looking
over the nou Government;, Chadv;ick could see only one face which 
seemed to promise hope and a rescue from frustration^ it *as 
that of /'aliaerston, whose caustic Eu-.rfeiuuj.ia aud insolent little 
notes about the lethargy of clerics in &oneral and. of the clerics 
who served raliuorston in particular were said tc hc.ve tcepu the 
sluggish patricians of the foreign Office in a state of 
unexampled activity. Here was a fellow-warrior against caat 
and routine, and one, moreover, related by marricvge to Lord 
Shafte&bury, for whom he had a curious respect. Pullerstoa
••• '"l ••
1. bhaftjecbury - E.G., 12 August 1352.
2. Shaftesbury - isi.O., 16 July 1352.
J. Barl bortescue - E.G., 13 November 1?53-
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for his part listened sore sympathetically than his predecessors 
at the hone Office to the theories of the General Board; and at 
a public dinner at Lewes, after Lord Ducie had lamented the 
shortage of farm manures, he delivered, to the massive 
amusement of the "Times", an impromptu and gallant speech on the 
untapped treasures of town guano, based apparently on some vague 
recollections of the Chadwiokian thesis/ 1 '
The new President of the Board was not Lord Seymour, as 
Shaftesbury had feared it would be, but Sir tfilliam Molesworth, 
yet another President who preferred to preside at a distance, 
and to act in embarrassing independence without consultation 
with his colleagues. His first move was to declare that he 
would not insert in a Confirming Bill any town where a majority 
of the ratepayers appeared to be against it. This, Chadwick 
pointed out, amounted to a reversal of the provision in the 
Public Health Act giving the Board the power to intervene in any 
place proved to suffer from excessive mortality; it amounted, 
moreover, to an abandonment of the common law right of every 
subject to pure air and the means of healthy existence. "It 
has not been given to any local majority, to determine that a 
minority or even a single individual, shall be deprived of them 
and shall die. Such a power would be a sovereign power, and an 
arbitrary one; it would be giving to the local bodies the right
f 2 }if not of the gallows literally of the pit ....... " vc</
So 1852 closed, with the Board brooding over two major 
defeats in the metropolis, with tihaftesbury low in spirits and
Chadwick beginning to sound his friends about the possibilities^^ ("%) 
of employment in tbe Home Office. v;?/ fllhen Robert Rawlinson
read a paper on town drainage at the Institute of Civil
*.*. (1351).
Sending ^* Redgrave a copy of the Minutes on house and town 
drainage, Chadwick remarked that he did not know but that 
"they may not tend towards the close of my labours in 
sanitary works"; and he concluded oy asking, probably with 
an eye to the future, for a talk on police matters. (7 Oct.
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Engineers in December be did not get a single supporter. ' 
The mention of Ghadwick'a name one day in the Court of Common 
Council precipitated wa perfect outburst of fury"/2 ^ There 
were few men alive, he thought, "BO lietie loved and so 
intensely hated; and whose official position is so precarious".
Acceptance of this unwelcome truth, and honest 
bewilderment that it should be BO, that the name of Chadwick, 
associated as it was with great measures for the improvement of 
health and morals, should so grate upon the public ear —— these 
are the £ey-notes of a letter of this period, addressed to an 
American relative, in which he reflects upon his career in the 
public service, and describes his preparations for a strategic 
retreat:
**0ur Board is terminable next year? powerful parties are 
labouring to prevent its renewal, and most probably they will 
prevent its renewal under any conditions on which I can be 
employed. The new elections have lost us one powerful friend, 
and have added one or two very certain enemies.
Under these circumstances I should be obliged, if you 
would warn my father's family of the uncertainty of the 
continuance of any assistance from me. I have felt myself 
obliged to give similar warnings here.
I have long considered it prudent to reduce my 
establishment and expenditure; but I have never got a clear 
months time to look about me and to do the work, which if rlone 
at all must be done by myself for I get no assistance on which 
I can depend ....... 1 am moreover much observed by the enemies
of our measures and it ia as hazardous as changing the position 
of an outnumbered army in the presence of an enemys and I have 
felt that it is highly dangerous to give an appearance of a 
retreat, or display want of confidence in the cause.
1 write to you fully because you are the oaly one
-o-
1. £.0. - F.O. ward, 15 December 1352.
2. E.O. - Andrew Boardman, n.l.
3. ibid.
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related to me who are likely to take a public as well as private 
Interest In my work.
There ia a prima facie case against me of imprudence, and 
mismeasurement of forces in bringing against myself personally 
and the cause, so many enemies, but I knowingly entered the 
field against very large odds, much has been gained, and 
eminently large results have only been lost by small chances, 
such as the unexpected deaths of the late Earls of Carlisle and 
Shaftesbury removing the two most powerful allies from the House 
of Commons. In other respects the cause which deserved to be 
fortunate has been unfortunate. There has been, in some 
instances foul dealing against it, to an extent which has been 
unexampled which no more required to be calculated upon than the 
revival of the practices of dark ages such as poisoning and 
assassination. In some respects, I have felt that our measures 
are in advance of the time; the science of prevention is a new 
one: vast sums are spent in the charity of alleviation: the 
sanitary association can with difficulty obtain subscriptions of 
a few hundreds. I have a firm reliance that much that I have 
done, and hope to have strength, and to be left in peace to lay 
out, will be found available and profitable in other times, and 
in the hands of other men.
Some ground has been lost for the want of sufficient 
exposition; but for that 1 could get no time. The works you 
will receive fcom me, on the drainage of tovms, and the 
application of the refuse of towns, have all had to be worked 
out by myself including the elementary principles of engineering 
applicable; and the cenyultations which from courtesy have been 
very extensive have been one source of obstruction. The least 
pleasant pafit of my retrospect up to this point has been the 
general failure of acts of generosity, or of confidence. If 
I were to go over the grouri<i agai^» I would exact morei insist 
more on the exclusive direction of my own measures, have made 
entire clearances of staffs habituated to measures which require 
change, have pressed my claims for results obtained immediately
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oo the ministers or one the public for recognition and have had 
shorter accounts, have overlooked lesa frequently opportunities 
of personal vindication ...... .
brought with it no lessening of the gloom. Its 
opening weeics iwere clouded b.y the unfortunate Croydon inquiry. 
Hawkesley and his friends grew increasingly clamorous. ^ 
Before a Lords' Committee Toulmin Smith, acting on behalf of the 
slum landlords of Hertford, the Marquis of Salisbury and Baron 
Diffisdale, routed one of the Board's Inspectors. ^  Above all, 
hostile elements in the localities were enormously encouraged 
and strengthened by the course of events in London, where 
Chadwicfc's schemes collapsed in the final disaster of an open 
quarrel between the Board of Health and the Metropolitan 
Commission of Hewers .
When the first Metropolitan Commission of Sewers 
succumbed to its* internal disorders in September 1849, it had 
been succeeded by a smaller body of thirteen members, selected 
mainly for their scientific and technical Knowledge, and 
including Sir John Burgoyne from the Board of Ordnance, 
prominent railway engineers such aa Robert Stephenson and J..vs. 
Rendel, and a number of officers from the Hoyal Engineers. 
Alarming stories presently came to Chadwic.s's ears. The great 
Mr. Hendel had been heard to use such expressions as "Sanitary 
Humbug", and had scoffed at the whole subject of sanitary 
improvement 5 hehhad contended that it was quite sufficient for 
the Commission to carry sewers down the centre of the streets,
leaving the owners to drain into them or not, as they thought
-o-
1. 'ii,G- - Andrew Board-nan, n.d.
2. In April Eawkesley published a pamphlet: "Letter to the most j 
Honourable the Marquis of Uhandos, M.; ., in relation to the J 
exercise o! some of the extraordinary powers assumed by the ! 
General Board of Health, and the Superintending Inspectors". i
JJ. "Minutes of evidence taiten before the delect Committee of } 
House of Lords on General Board of health (no. 3) Bill", ! 
P.P. 1352 - 53, joaci, p. 251 (Lords).
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*1 ' Chadwick's trial works were brought to an abrupt halt. 
Tbe eminent engineers attended only intermittently to their 
unpaid public duties, and the business of the Commission -was 
frequently held up for lack of a quorum. ^ Their one 
considerable achievement was the notorious Victoria-street 
sewer, on which, after estimating th&t it would cost £13,354, 
they spent £33,000; then part of it fell into ruins almost 
immediately, necessitating an additional large outlay for 
repairs/ 5 ' As Londoners matched their rates mounting, while 
their streets and houses regained as foul as ever, the "Times" 
and Sir Benjamin H^.ll were presently as loud in complaint of the 
new Ooaiaiasion as they had been of the old.'**' By pressure on 
its more alienable members and by representations to the 
Government, CJhadwicic endeavoured to aaiai&in his control over 
the course of affairs at Gres* ooreec. His anxiety increased 
as tiie/ draw further and further away from his influence. On 
the theory of to*w.a drainage in general, and of the drainage of 
London in particular, the '/laws of Chaiwisk and his Inspectors 
clashed with those of 3azalgette, the superintending Engineer of
the Commission of Sewers, and Cubiit and Stewheaaoa, their
-o-
1. 3.0. - Carlisle, 1 November 1349.
"Sir John 3ur«oyne talked I am informed of an application 
of Parliament to be relieved from tbe trouble of 
improvement rates.
I called today upon him to remonstrate.
fie said he did not believe that the,/ could get on at all 
if they were to be troubled about the drainage of every 
nasty iirfcy court or place in the -cstropolia!
Ahat has all the sanitary -noveaisat been ab:.ut, if it were 
not for the drainage of the places which he pleases so to 
designate •irieL which make up the bulk of the resiiences of 
the labouring classes .......
I could not sleep last nignt for the trouble and 
aaooyance fch-yt; this at'tte of things tyu-;t brins uoon us, for 
all the officers are in s state of excitement upon the 
subject and to ere is 1 fear .10 means of concealing the 
sha>ae" (Toil.)
2. ifi.O. - Col. Phipps, 23 July 1351.
3. M:?eoort3 aad 'Jornmunications by Boir-Ji of Mealcli to iiome 
Secretary on the Drsinage of the Metropolis", r> , n . 1354. 
Ixi, pp. 3 - 4.
4* e.e>. call's atuac.t, haasard, vol. liu, pp. 10t>3 - A, lb May
1851.
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Consulting Engineers. "As to pipes he would not touch one", 
Stephenson had once declared. HHe hated the very name of them, 
and felt inclined never to mention the word again". In 
November 1852 the stoneware pipes, which had been laid down 
three years before in Church-lane and Carrier-street, St. Giles, 
by the first Metropolitan Commission of Sewers, were pulled up 
and replaced by brick drains, Bazalgette giving as his reasons 
the number of stoppages, the cost of removing obstructions, and 
tne risk attendant on opening the ground for examination under
f ') A
old and badly built houses.^' This report had a marked effect 
on those who did not know that the failure had occurred in a 
group of 43 houses, mostly common lodging-houses occupied by the 
lowest type of Irish labourers, and with a most defective water 
supply; and that these houses represented a very small fraction 
of the 27,000 in London which by now were being drained by 3^t> 
miles of pipes. ^ Another damaging document put out from 
Greek Street was a report on "Past Failures and Present 
Condition of Pipe Sewers", in which Bazalgette, after examining 
122 pipe-sewers, found that some were completely choked, 23 were 
cracked or broken, and 113 contained deposit, in 6b ranging from
( n)
2& to 7 Inches in depth. ' It was thus not long before the 
officers of the Sewers Commission uere being invoked as 
authorities by those who wished, from whatever motives, to 
resist or discredit the General Board of Health.
By August 1353 Chadwick could contain himself no longer, 
and Southwood Smith joined him in a letter to Lord Palmerston 
protesting against the wastefulness and erroneous principles of 
the works which the Sewers Commission was planning to execute. 
Bazalgette proposed to spend two million pounds on la/ing down
another thousand miles of brick sewers, an "expenditure in worse
-o-
1. "Communicationsfrom General Board of Health, and reports of 
Superintending Inspectors in respect to operation of Pipe 
Sewers", P.-. 1854 - 55, xlv, p. 49,
2. "Pipe and Tunnel Sewers, Reports of for. riazalgette relating 
to", f-.P. 1352 - 53, xcvi, pp. 9-11.
3. P.?. 1354 - 55, xlv, p. 5«
4. r.f. 1352 - 53, xcvi, p. 1£ 12.
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than waste", and the main lines of intercepting sewer which he 
contemplated would cost a further three millions. For one- 
third of this amount, self-cleansing pipes could be installed. 
Furthermore, by adopting Austin's methods for the drainage of 
the metropolis, not only would the pollution of the Thames be 
avoided, as Bazalgette intended, but at the same time another 
great object would be secured which he had sacrificed —— the 
sewage would be saved for disposal as manure. '
The letter did not stop Bazalgette's preparations, but in 
the debate which followed Palmerston showed himself a good 
friend to the General Board. In November 1855 he pointedly 
sent the Sewers Commission copies of reports he had received 
from a number of the Local boards, "to show the cheapness and
( e>]efficiency of the tubular system". v ' Bazalgette took up the 
challenge, and made a personal inspection of the places in 
question. He satisfied himself that the cost of pipe drains 
was considerably greater than the General Board had stated, that 
in four out of the five towns he had visited there had been 
notable failures, and that none of them had as yet possessed 
pipes long enough to give them a fair trial.^^ In reply the
General Board submitted reports from the engineers responsible
(4) for the works under judgment. These censured Bazalgette for
conducting so hasby and superficial an examination, and showed 
that at Hugby pipes had worked satisfactorily for a period of 
two years and at St. Thomas's, Exeter, for two and a half; that 
at Barnard Castle only one defect had been found in three miles 
of pipes; arid that at Tottenham .Bazalgette, in order to give a 
"general idea" of the charges resulting from the new system had 
quoted one bill for iAO, —— neglecting to point out that this
was incurred by the owner of one of the largest houses in the
-o-
1. "Reports and Communications by Board of Health to Home 
Secretary on the Drainage of the Metropolis", P.P. 1354, 
Ixi, pp. 5-6.
2. ibid., P. 129.
3. ibid., pp. 134 - 204t "Report upon the Drainage and tfater 
Supply of riugby, iiandgate, Tottenham, St. Thomas's, &xeter, 
and ^arnard Cattle", 15 February 1354
4. Minutes, 2b aftay 1354
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town, who had put in eitsht cocks, JUwater-closete, 212 feet of 
private drains, and apparatus for watering his carriage and 
flower garden. ^
There we must leave the controversy, which poured its 
subsidiary stream of hate into the flood which overwhelmed 
Chadwick in July 1654. In the localities Bazalgette's reports 
were gratuitously circulated by the enemies of the Board to 
inoculate local opinion against the persuasive arguments of the 
Inspectors. At a public meeting at Aeymouth, for example, an 
opponent rose to ask Austin, "What guarantee can the General 
Board offer us at aeymouth against such fatal consequences as 
these", (flourishing the diagrams of stopped pipes published by
the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers), "if we adopt pipe
( 2) drainages and what course would they advise?". ' Members of
Parliament read Bazalgette's report on the pipe sewers of the 
metropolis, and looked at the eleven pages of diagrams waich 
supported them, showing alarming cross-sections of pipes choked 
black with sediment, and the impression spread that the majority] 
of pipe drains beneath London were cracked and oozing filth or j 
were blocked by the retained ordure. It had a powerful effect 
when ChadwicK.' s fate was in the balance in the vital debates of 
13b4. As P.O. ,Vard told him "I referred to Sazaigette's 
lithograohs as having mainly contributed to the strong 
impression in the House of Commons which led to your retirement*f 
—— and 3ir John Shelley confirmed that statement, referring to 
one particular lithograph (of a pipe from Mr. Rich's premises) ; 
shown as quite blocked up in Bazalgette's report, and which he 
particularly remembered as the subject of jokes about the rich 
state of the pipe; whereas, on turning tno Grant's report, this
very pipe proves among the poorest —— being in fact completely 
clear". (J>) -o-
1. "Communication from General Board of Health, and reports of •' 
Superintending Inspectors in respect to operation of Pipe 
Sewers", P.P. 135^ - 551 xlv, pp. 53, 79, 3-3, 99- ;
2. ibid., p. 15. * 




As the Board entered upon the last twelve months 
permitted to them by the Public Health Act, they began to weigh 
anxiously the chances that their mandate would be renewed by 
Parliament. A despondent letter from Shaftesbury, taking the 
cure at ifims in the summer recess of 1853, showed that he faced 
the coming session with gloomy foreboding. He had been cut to 
the quick when Palmerston withdrew support for his ?^endicancy 
Bill, and he saw in its rejection a sign of his waning 
influence.
"The House, it is said, refused to listen; this, if it 
be so, is a sad omen for any future exertions; I have not time 
before me, as I had twenty years ago when I moved the factory 
bill; nor have I the same struggle aad fire to endure 
disappointments. Punch and the Times have done their best for 
me? but my friends, it seems are weaker, and my enemies 
stronger, than either or both together!
I am sadly dispirited; and I shall have no heart left 
either to attempt, or imagine, anything more. And, at last, 
when our rulers give the coup ds grace to the Board of Health, 
I shall feel, like Othello, that my occupation is gone".^- '
They must make a defensive statement, he wrote later the 
same month, "but it will be to no purpose as an effort to ward 
off a capital sentence. That our dissolution is resolved on, 
I cannot doubt; the very fact of the combination against us of 
the Metropolitan members and the Subordinates of the Treasury 
would make our position very difficult to a bold and just 
Ministry; it will render our overthrow and oppression too
certain and almost agreeable to a Government that ia neither
-o- 
1. Shaftesbury - i..C., 3 August 1353.
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one nor the other".
"Why should the Subalterns at the Treasury be jealous of 
me and zay Lodging House Act?", he went on, "I am no Candidate 
for place, or pension, or political favour. God knows I have 
had trouble enough for nothing; abundance of "monkey's 
allowance, more kicks than half-pence". Is it Mr. Wilson? but 
what is the use of asking who? the name of our enemies is 
1 Legion 1 "/ 1}
iith this feeling that they were ringed round by a 
multitude of open foes, and that an even more numerous host 
worked secretly for their destruction, the Board drew up at the 
end of 1355 the apologia for their five years of activity —— 
"The Report of the General Board of Health on the administration 
of the Public Health Act, and the Nuisances Removal and Diseases 
Prevention Acts, from 1848 to 1354".^ 2 ' It was a more modest 
and inoffensive document than Ohadwick had intended it to be,
but its only concession to the opposition was to omit some of
C 5) hia more truculent passages. v/ Ghadwick was less resigned to
defeat than was Shaftesbury, and less convinced that defeat was 
inevitable. Once when he had mentioned to Lord John Russell 
some encouraging facts about their progress, the Prime Minister ; 
had asked why the Board "did not; ding them into people's ears:
( 4>they needed to be saturated with them". v ' There, thought 
Qhadwick, was the fundamental reason for the general distrust 
with which the 3oard were now regarded: the ignorance of their 
achievements which permitted the misrepresentations of their 
enemies to pass current unchallenged. He hoped fco enlist 
sympathy by a plain factual account of what the Board had done, 
and a reasoned explanation of the position they had taken up on •
\
certain controversial questions.
First, then, there were the figures which summarised the \
-o-
1. Shaftesbury - E.G., 23 August 1853.
2. P.P. 1354, xxxv, p. 1.
3. e.g. in reply to Lord Seymour's charges.
4. iu.G. - x,ord John Kassell, n.d, (1851),
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Board's work in executing the I?ublic Health Act
By the end of 1855 284 towns had applied for the Board's 
intervention. The Inspectors had examined and reported on 245 
of them; and 132, with a total population of 2,100,000, had been 
brought under the Act.^ ^ In 126 of these towns surveys had 
been completed, or were then in progress.
For 70 places plans of public works, founded on the 
surveys, had been prepared. In 31 towns, including Gloucester, 
Salisbury, iSly, Dover, Preston, Lancaster, Penzance, Wigan, and 
Ghelmsford, plans for an entirely new set of combined works had 
been approved by the Board, and mortgages to the amount of 
£467,000 sanctioned for their execution. In the other 59 
partial plans, providing for new sewers to combine with existing 
water works, of for an extension of the water supply, or for 
other improvements contemplated by the Act, had been examined 
and approved, and a ftirther £539,000 in mortgages had been 
sanctioned for these purposes.
In 15 towns, including Rugby, Tottenham, Alnwick, 
Morpefch, Hitchin, Ormskirk, Bernard Castle, Ottery St. Mary, 
Ashby-de-la-2ouche, L&uncescon, Croydon, and St. Thomas's, 
Exeter, the public works for drainage and water supply were 
finished and in operation; and in all except Croydon they were 
reported to be working satisfactorily. In the coining year the 
Board expected similar works to be completed in another 55 
towns. The Report did not mention that this list was shorter 
than they had hoped to present, and that one main reason why it
was not longer was the shortcomings of the Board of Ordnance,
-o-
1. According to Appendix 12, p. 105, tne Act had been applied 
by Provisional Order to 36 towns and by Order in Council to 
83. The Report does not give a list of the towns in 
question. Their names, the date of the application of the 
Act, and the method of its introduction may be derived from; 
(1) "Return as to constitution and powers of Local Boards 
acting under the Act of 184-3", P.i . I:i5y (Sess. 2), xli, p. 
5i (2) "Returns of Districts where the Public Health Act, 
134^, or the Local Government Act, 1853, or both of them 
are in force", 1367, lix, p. 141. Both these returns are 
defective, however.
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who had greatly exceeded in time and cost their original 
estimates for surveying the towns brought under the Act. 
Even eo t considering the means at the Board's command and the 
burden of their other commitments, they had done well. They 
had been engaged at the same time in their ill-fated 
metropolitan ventures, none the leas laborious and protracted 
because they were ill-fated; half-a-dozen Super intending 
Inspectors were all the staff they had been able to employ on 
the local inquiries; and they had spent less than £64,000 (more 
than a third of which was repayable by the Local Boards) in the 
their five years of service, a figure well within their 
Parliamentary vote.^1 J
So much for the extent of their operations. But had the i 
Public Health Act brought benefit to the towns where it had Deen 
introduced? On this point the Board could adaiit no doubt. j
By the Act a place could, for lit&le more than a hundred pounds,
-o-
1* On 26 March 1351 the Board recorded in their Minutes that, 
despite the pronlses of Colonel Hall, no finished plan of 
the districts under the Public Health Act had yet been j 
received. The survey for Kugby had been in hand eight 
months and was still unfinished; Coventry had been waiting 
eight months, Aare seven, Barnard Castle six, and other 
places from five to six months. Moreover (minutes, 10 June 
1353 )» the cost was proving to be from four to six times the 
amount originally estimated by the Ordnance; at iiewcastle it 
was £563 not £200, at Ghelmsford £1,025 not £300, at Torquay 
£730 not £350. "These delays", Chadwicfc told Burgcyne (20 
June 1853), "have occurred in a number of the best disposed 
towns which were inclined to have carried out complete 
works. In several Tovns, 1 believe, they have occasioned 
reactions against the Promoters of sanitary measures. They '• 
have occasioned the loss of much of the opinion in favour of j 
new works which the cholera created. It is owing mainly to 
this delay, and the example of the Jeley upon other Towns 
than those under Survey, that, at the time when the Public 
Health Act must be brought under consideration for renewal, 
we have so few towns to shew with complete works in 
justification of the measure ......."
2. In reply to those critics who accused them of extravagant 
expenditure, the Board pointed cat that they had Deen voted 
£65,563, of which they had spent s£J,9c 9/4/6. Of this 
A/23, 500 was to be repaid by the Local Boards. (Report, pp. 
46 - 47).
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arm itself with, powers which, if sought by Local Bills, might 
cost several thousands. It Qouid, consulting the expert 
counsel of the Board's Inspectors, equip itself with a system of 
public vsorks which were novel in design, cheap to construct, and 
efficient in operation, brimging the means of health and 
cleanliness down to a weekly charge of a few pence. But 
^raater tnan the economy of money which. resulted was the economy 
of lifa. In selected groups of the working class, placed under 
favourable sanitary conditions, the annual death rate had 
declined from 30 to 13 per thousand. If the death rate 
throughout the kingdom were at the same level, 25,000 lives 
would be saved annually in London, and 170,000 in England and 
Aialesj and tbe average age at death, which now stood at 29, 
would be raised above 43.^ 'In these practical exercises in
social arithmetic the Board set a plain target before 
administrators: to close the gap between an actual mortality of 
30 per thousand and a "natural" or "inevitable" mortality of 
13 per thousand or less.
These were the benefits which sanitary reform held out 
for the future. But they could be obtained only if certain 
administrative oriaciples were recognised and acted uoon. In 
the firab place, it fflust be acknowledged that defence against 
zymotic disease was not a matter -,vhich coald safely be left to 
the resources of the individual; the chief preventive measures 
were large-scale works for municipal and domestic drainage and 
water supply, which could be generally and systematically 
introduced only by a public board. Secondly, even a local 
puolic board could not carry out unaided works of so special a 
nature. To overcome the inertia of local opinion and to 
supply the deficiencies of local knowledge, there must be a 
central department with wide initiatory and supervisory powers. 
The flag of centralisation was thus nailed firmly to the mast.
And by its side the Board ran up another, no less detested:
-o- 
1. ioid., p. 30.
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that of municipal enterprise. Recanting earlier statements, 
based upon the Health of Towns report, which asserted the 
superiority of trading water companies in efficiency and 
economy, they couwiended for imitation the examples of public 
management oy town councils and uocal boards which in recent 
years nad come under their notice.^ The reformers of Gwydyr 
house thus identified themselves with two unpopular 
propositions; that local representative bodies were not 
competent to administer *ithouu central aid or supervision all 
matters -*hich affacted their districts; and that profit-making 
bodies were not invariably the oest instruments for rendering 
service to society. Against these ioctrines would certainly 
be ranged the advocates of local sslf-goverament, who were many, 
and of private enterprise, who were even sore numerous.
From the localities, where in nearly 2>0 towns the 
sanitary condition had been laid bare by the inspectors and in 
half of them the first steps at least had been taicen towards 
improvement, the general picture was one of steady and 
accelerating progress. Against this advance the 3oard had to 
set the total failure of their efforts in the metropolis. 
Regretfully they glaaced once more at the "Sater Supply and 
Inter TIC nt schemes, denying that it was any intrinsic .weakness in 
their conception which had Drought tLcm to nothing, and re­ 
asserting that faith in the principles of planned service and 
public ownership which formed their essence. f,nou£h has been 
said already about these measures. Tnere was nach else touched 
upon in the Report —— all the multifarious J.G Levities of a 
brisk and cupaule department, continually loo^in^ for fresh 
opportunities co exorcise i£3 powers and ior frasii pretexts to
widen them. They had advised Sir Gharles >Vood to abolish thef 0 ') 
Window Duties^ , supplied .fjord Palmerston with ammunition for
his campaign against the soio^e nuisances, ^^considered what
-o-
1. See above, pp. 537-8-
2. E.0. - Sir Charles .vood, 1 April id^l.
$. "Lett/er from General Board of Health to Home Secretary on 
bmofce Consumption", r.r. 13b4, ixi, p.
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regulations mi^ht prevent the sale of unwholesome or adulterated
( 1)articles of food. ' Instructional letters by the thousand had
taught local authorities how to fight the cholera with the 
powers of the nuisances F.emo ;/ial and Diseases Prevention Acts.
Of these minor occupations of the Board three call for 
more than the incidental notice they have so far beeu given in 
this study —— their attempt to encourage the erection of 
improved wor*cing class houses by local authorities and 
progressive landlords; their Act for the regulation of common 
lodging-houuesj aueui their two reports on quarantine.
A mass of memoranda remain to show that in the last 
months of the board's existence Chadwicic was busy on the clauses 
of a General Building Bill, which would have been the first 
attempt to extend to the whole country the norms of sanitary 
construction. ^ It was not, however, the first attempt of the 
Board to "christianise", as Shaftesbury phrased it, the domestic 
condition of the working classes. *' $hat sight be done in 
this direction had been demonstrated in practice by the
Metropolitan Society for Improving the Dwellings of the
—o-
1. Minutes, 2? November 1349, 12 May and 21 Tune 1353 .
2. ibid., 1? February and 13 S,1ay 13^4.
Legislation hithex>to had been concerned mainly to prevent 
fire and to prohibit projections which impeded straight 
lines of coiamuaicfcitioa. in future, according; to Ghadwictt's 
Bill, no house was to be occupied until an authorising 
certificate had been issued by the Officer of Health and the 
Surveyor of the Itocal board 01 Health. "At, preaent there 
is no' infaraouB site v?hich for tte creed of an immediate 
supposed profit will not be used for habitation. The 
certificate 3tiOuiti b& the totti-ranc of occupation ior building 
purposes.". It should declare th'it the site was i'reo ffota. : 
water, and at an adequate distance from marsh land; that the, 
water supply was suitable i'or driu&ing and sufx'icient in 
quantity; that in construction the house was water-tight and 
properly drained, with putt-era and shoots, and with water- 
closets and house drains cleansed oy the ordinary flow 01' 
household waste water. .r t should specify, moreover, the \ 
a»9xit9uiTi number of occupantr permitted to live in the house. ] 
("Nerooranda on the principles of a building Act", MS, n.ci.) >
2. Fanss-rd, vol. 115, p. 12b3, 8 April 1351. •
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Industrious Classes, who had built two blocks of model lodging- 
houses in the Old Pancras Road and Mile End New Town, in which 
the mortality rate had dropped to 15.6 per thousand. *' To 
encourage the establishment of similar lodging-houses Ashley 
introduced a flill into the Commons in April 1351.^ It was a 
permissive measure, on the lines of the earlier Baths and 
Washhouses Act, making available to boroughs and parishes with 
a population over ten thousand powers to erect lodging-houses, 
the cost being borne upon the rates. -*' The Act was still­ 
born; no local authority took advantage of its provisions; and 
it is chiefly interesting as an example of the General Board's 
policy of encouraging the enterprise of public bodies.
The main reason for its failure, we may judge, lay in the 
inhibitions of the ratepayer, who was not prepared to risk a 
loss on a municipal building programme, and whose fears were 
reflected in the caution and lack of initiative of the local 
authorities. Model houses were all very well, but could they 
produce a reasonable return of profit? The same doubt 
restrained the improving landlord. "No doubt nothing can be 
more desirable than to provide good houses for the Poor, but I 
do not see my way in it", Lord Kllenborough once told Chadwica. 
"..... Ko Agricultural Labourer can afford to pay in rent more 
than one shilling a week, and I cannot build a really good 
Cottage for less than £30 or even £90. In the last two years 
I have expended from £1,000 to £1,200 on cottages and I am sure 
I do not get more than 2 per cent. In Towns no Speculator will! 
build without getting at least 6 per cent., and he ought to have 
that". This, in Chadwick's view, was the crux of the 
housing problem. It was necessary to show that sound and i
sanitary building need not involve a lowered profit, that the
-o-
1. "Results of Sanitary Improvement, illustrated by the
operations of the metropolitan Society for Improving the 
Dwellings of the Industrious Classes"; pamphlet by Dr. 
Southwood Smith; Charles Knight, London, 1354.
2. Hansard, vol. 115, pp. 1253 - 76, 3 April 1351. I
$. 14 i 15 Vie. cap. 34.
4. .Lord ttilenborough - £.0., il August 134<3.
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motive for erecting model cottages might be as much good 
business as high principles. "The desideratum for the working 
classes is to bring science and capital to bear on the 
construction of their houses: the only way to improve them and 
at the same time to make them cheaper is to make them a 
manufacture".^ This meant, in the first place, experiment 
with new materials and methods of construction, with fire brick
grates, tubular chimneys, tile roofs, and hollow brick wails and
(2) floors. v It meant, secondly, the enlistment of large
capital, to matte possible the economies of mass production. 
Chadwick's eye was thus always on the watch for the progressive 
landlord who might be talked into trying out his ideas. He 
was delighted, for example, when Colonel Phipps, the Prince 
Consort's secretary, informed him in December 1343 that Albert 
was considering how to im Drove the labourers' houses on his
property, ^ and within a fortnight he submitted a lengthy
(4) paper on materials and building methods. The model cottages
erected under the patronage of the Prince for the Exhibition of 
1851 owed much to Ohadwici's advice; and he was convinced that 
by large-scale operations similar or better cottages might be 
built at half or two-thirds the cost, and still give a return 
of 7 per cent. ^ '
A second Bill was introduced by Ashley (now t}hafte3bury)
in the 1351 session, aimed, not at the dwellings of the
-o-
1. E.G. - T. Bamfield, 6 January 1345.
2. The hollow brick, in particular, was Chadwick's favourite 
device of construction. "I find that hollow bric&a, made 
with an Agricultural tile machine, burn harder, and are 
less absorbent than the ordinary solid bric< by two thirds, 
and are cheaper" (k.O. - Russell, 5 December 1-343;,
*>. Col Phipps - £.0., 8 December 1343.
4. jfi.C. - Col. Phipps, 2$ December 1343.
5. i.e. - Col. Phipps, 14 May 1351.
WI believe we shall be able to show that a very good warm 
weather tight cottage, containing one living room, three 
sleeping rooms, a scullery and a water-closet, may be 
constructed for about £5--* or one half the expense incurred 
for Prince Albert's cottages; that is, if they are 
constructed in numbers" (V,.C. - ? Phipps, 5 November 1351).
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stationary population, but at the doss-houses which put up from 
night to night the shifting thousands of homeless vagrants. 
The common lodging-hoAses, maintained, as Dr. Ferriar had said, 
by the "keepers of fever beds", were the foci of contagious 
disease in the district. Here for twopence or threepence a 
night bed and board were found for the thieves and prostitutes 
of the neighbourhood, and for the various classes of the 
tramping fraternity, hawkers of matches and laces, travelling 
tinkers and umbrella repairers, ballad singers and beggars "on 
the downright". Mingling with these colourful but disreputable 
characters were the migrant labourers, seeking work, and driven 
into this company for want of suitable shelcer elsewhere. 
"Last night I spent entirely in going through all the lodging- 
houses and brothels in the town", Lyou Playfair once wrote to 
Ghadwick. "I began at twelve and finished at half past four, 
so 1 saw a prodigious quantity. Such sights! frequently 
fourteen in a room, women and men lying stark naked together!" 
x ' The remedy, Chadwick had urged in the "Sanitary Report", 
was to oblige all lodging-house keepers to take out a licence, 
and to subject their establishments to inspection by the medical 
officer of the Poor baw Union. ^ The demand for public 
control was taken up by the Inspectors in their local Reports. 
Carlisle, observed Robert Rawlinson, had 72 lodging-houses, one 
huge forcing-bed for the generation of vice in all its forms. 
It was in vain, he declared, to erect workhouses, gaols, and 
hospitals, or to establish penal coionies for the punishment, 
reformation, or suppression of vice, if these places, the
fountain-head of all that was depraved, were left unregulated.
(4) "The poor cannot here help themselves". x '
Hence in 1851 a Bill "was made up for Lord Shaffcesbury
who got it passed, and whose name it bears".^ It was an
-o-
1. Hansard, vox. 117, p. 1123, 24 June 1351; vol. 113, pp. 525 
- 37, 3 July 1851- 14 4 15 Vie. cap. 23.
2. L. Playfair - E.O., n.d., c. 1343 - 44; probably referring
3. "Sanitary Report", 1342, p. 3»5 • to Sheffield.
4. Report on Carlisle, p.
5. js.c. - aft. verge, n.d.
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undeniable success. By the middle of 1854 Ghadwick could point 
to a remarkable diminution in the number of fever cases reported 
from the lodging-houses of London. Out of a population of 
30,000 in the 1,400 or 1,500 houses under inspection, there had 
been only ten cases of fever, whereas it had formerly been 
common to have as many as twenty cases in one quarter froai a 
single lodging-house. "This with former fever neats, is 
demonstrative of administrative power, and confirmatory of tbe 
reduction of deaths in the model dwellings to less than half the 
usual average".^ 1 '
Of all the Board's work none has been so completely 
forgotten as their reports on quarantine^ '| yet Chadveicic 
maintained that if the Board had rendered no other service than 
the publication of those reports, they would have fully 
justified their appointment. ^' There is something to be said 
for this view. Based though they were on a false epidemiology, 
the reports issued in practical recommendations of the greatest 
value to the health and well-being of the seafaring population.
The evidence the Board had collected, Chadwick believed, 
proved without doubt that the plague was no more than an intense 
typhus, and comprehended it, with cholera and yellow fever, in 
the category of diseases which were bred amidst filth and 
overcrowding, and which might therefore be prevented in the 
proportion that these localising conditions were removed. He 
passed on to the conclusion that the contagionist theory was 
utterly discredited, and with it the quarantine system which had' 
been erec&ed upon it. The cholera panic of 1331 - 52 had
aroused governments all over Europe to unparalleled exertions,
-o- . I
1. E.G. - ? , 5 June 1354. "Reports made to Home Secretary by 
Assistant Commissioner of Police, upon operation of Common 
Lodging-houses Act", 1J .P. 1352 - 53, Ixjcviii, p. 525; 1354, \ 
xxxv, p. 115. "Papers received by Board of Health, 
exhioiting operation of Act", 1852 - 53, Ixxviii, p. 553.
2. "Heport of the General Board of Health on Quarantine", P.P. 
184-9 (1070), xxiv, p. 137. "Second Report on quarantine-, 
Yellow Fever", 1352 (1475), xx, p. 117. :
3. £,.0. - T. Thornely, 17 July
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and the old-style quarantine, directed merely at shunning 
contact with the unclean, had been given a thorough test. 
Police cordons, stiffened with troops, had been thrown round 
infected areas; the sick and their attendants had been isolated, 
old clothes had been burned, the dead had been buried in special 
places; in Spain infraction of the regulations had been punished 
with death. Despite all this, in 1832 cholera had leaped from 
London to Paris, and had attacked 35 out of the 48 quarters in 
five days, killing 16,000 in the month of April alone. ^  As 
well then raise a barrier against the wind, it seemed to the 
Board, as expect to keep out the epidemic atmosphere which • 
brought the cholera by lines of soldiers at the frontier and •- 
warships at the approaches to the seaport towns. The true ;• 
safeguards were not quarantine regulations but sanitary 
measures. A glance into the forecastles of most merchant ships 
would reveal at once why the outbreak of pestilence was so often 
associated with the landing of the mariner. The seamen of the . 
world's greatest maritime power lived in floating cellar- j 
dwellings, darker, fouler, and with less ventilation than any in; 
a Liverpool back street. Scanty as the statistics were, they ' 
indicated without question the steady operation of local causes ' 
of preventable disease which made the working life of the 
sailor shorter by far than that of any other class of labourers. 
^ ' The neglect of "this important and comparatively '•, 
defenceless class of the community" was shown by the fact that 
of late years scurvy had reappeared amongst them with alarming 
force; yet, commented the Board, the special cause of this 
disease had been long determined, and an infallible remedy for -'
1. C. Creighton, "History of Epidemics in Britain", vol. 2, p. , 
830 .
2. "Report on quarantine", P.J. 1849 (1070), xxiv, pp. 39 -
91. According to the Marine Register, deaths from zymotic >• 
diseases among sailors in the years 1833 - 43 formed 55. 9 
per cent, of the total; the comparable proportion for ; 
artisans of all ages was 21.5 per cent., and for the upper ," 
classes 12 per cent.
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its prevention was a matter of familiar knowledge. '
The Board therefore proposed the dissolution of the 
existing quarantine establishments, and the.tr replacement by 
sanitary regulations. A ship at anchor, and in communication 
with the shore, should be regarded as coming within the scope 
of the Nuisances Removal and Diseases Prevention Act, and dealt 
with on the same principles as a dwelling on shore. In case of 
sickness the captain should be ordered to bring a medical 
officer aboard, who would take charge, and order the cleansing 
and purification of the ship, the diminution of overcrowding,
and the removal of the sick. During the epidemic of 1848 - 49
(2) the Board issued instructions to this effect^ ', in the face of
sturdy protests from Sir William Pym, the Director General of 
Quarantine at the Privy Council Office.
If the quarantine regulations were useless to protect the 
population from disease, then, the Board suggested, the fiscal 
inconveniences of the system might properly be considered. 
Frequently the expense of twenty or thirty days' detention of a 
cargo was equivalent to the cost of the whole voyage home; 
perishables such as fruit rotted in the holds; the prices of 
cotton goods were raised 15 per cent. this was a train of 
argument that Manchester could follow; and when the British 
Government decided it was time steps were taken to liberalise 
the quarantine system, it was probably due less to the Board of 
Health than to the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, convinced, 
as Dr. Sutherland put it, that "Sanitary reform and free
commerce are synonymous terms, and that filth and restrictions
(. 5) will in future 50 together". •"
i
Spain, Portugal, and the Italian states still clung
superstitiously to quarantine, but in the United States, "ranee,i
-o-
1. ibid., p. 96. :
2. "Special Notification to Captains of Merchant Ships,
Steamers and Colliers", "London Gazette", 1 December 1343, 
pp. 4JJ36 — 39 •
*. J. Sutherland - E.G., 31 December I8£l.
and Austria, faith in its efficacy was waning, and there was 
strong support when the French Government summoned a Quarantine 
Conference to Paris in July 1351. The chief British 
representative was Dr. Sutherland, the Board's ablest and most 
persuasive medical officer. By the third week of the 
Conference Sutherland wag reporting to Chadwick that he had won 
over the most influential contagionist in Italy, the 
representative of Naples, and the delegates were condemning 
lazarettos root and branch as doing more harm than good in their: 
present stated ' As they sat at the Affaires Ktrangeres, j 
discussing Sutherland's proposals for hygienic reforms in the 
Turkish Empire, they heard the discharge of cannon and musketry 
as the people of Paris manned the barricades in defence of the 
Republic. A terrified official rushed in crying that all was 
lost, and tbe sentries at the outer doors disappeared ("always 
a sign of great danger", remarked Sutherland drily;, but the 
delegates, declining the offer of a guard from the Cabinet, 
continued undaunted to discuss pratique and Bills of Health 
while a battle raged in the streets three or four hundred yards 
away.^1 ' "The people never ceased to cry "vive la re'publique"',' 
reported Sutherland, who had just been to see the havoc caused 
by Louis Napoleon's cannon, and had had to run before a charge 
of lancers. v '
The Conference resulted in a victory for
hygienic principles, if not for his anti-contagionist vie^s. 
Quarantine remained, but much of its ancient barbarity and 
unrsasoa would in future be swept away. The Conference had 
accepted the recommendation that vessels should be subject to ; 
the examination and certification of a port medical officer, who 
'isould in effect be the equivalent of the urban Officer of 
Health. "Maval hygiene is declared to be obligatory on all the
governments", reported Sutherland," and the Conference has
-o-
1. J. Sutherland - E.G. £3 October 1351. '
2. J. Sutherland - B.C., 3 December 1351.
3. -J. Sutherland - B.C., 3 December 1351. "'
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unanimously adopted the principles of Sanitary refora, by 
sending my proposals 60 Turkey and Egypt, and by expressing a 
unanimous desire that all the governments should at once set 
about the sanitary improvement of s«a ports and the places 
adjoining". ^ The die-hard Pym obstinately refused to accept 
the conclusions of the Conference, declaring that it was 
impossible to furnish every ship with a 3ill of Health. 
Absolute nonsense, cried Sutherland; "I wish we had one hour of
Sir Robert Peel or Lord Palmerston to sweep the whole buzz of
(2) objections away". s ' Half a century waa to elapse before the
quarantine system was finally settled on scientific principles, 
and the penal interdict of earlier times replaced by the modern 
procedure of notification and medical inspection, disinfection 
and inoculation. In the early stages of that development the 
Board's Reports had a considerable and beneficial influence. 
Translated into French and Italian, they circulated on the 
continent and in all the maritime towns of the Levant and of 
North and Gouth America, directing the attention of governments 
to the floating slums of the forecastle, and teaching that clean 
ships and regular medical inspections were more proof against 
the spread of infection than naval squadrons or a cordon of 
military.
'Hhe Board's defence of their policy teems to have caused 
not the slightest ripple on the surface of opinion. Since
Chadwicic's "Sanitary Report" of 1842 the propagandist efforts-o-
1. J. Sutherland - S.C., 5 December 1851.
2. J. outherland - E.G., 4 August 135^.
The Minutes of the Conference were printe-i by the French 
Government, but were not made public For an account of its 
proceedings, see "The International quarantine Conference of 
Paris in 13?1 - 5>2", by -<avin Milroy (one of the Board's 
Medical Inspectors), in "Transactions of the Society for the 
Promotion of Social Science ', 1359, pp. b05 - 612.
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of the reformers had shown steadily diminishing returns, as the 
public wind oecame saturated with horrors and hardened by 
reiteration. This latest production of his, flattest and moat 
pedestrian of all sanitary manifestos, fell dead from the press.
Why should sincere and laborious effort for the good of 
one's fellow men receive such scant support? Why should he 
whose life was devoted to removing obstacles to social progress 
be so hated and so suspect? Conscious of his own integrity of 
purpose, Chadwiclt found the problem inexplicable. But there 
were other facets of his character of which he was less aware. 
He could not know of the irritation caused by the constant 
nagging of that voice, always making unpleasant, truths 
unpleasantly obvious, and by that cocksure manner, impatient of 
all opposition, with which he sustained his arguments. In the 
process of editing arid revising by his colleagues, ChadwicK's 
reports were weeded of their querulous personalities and the 
cruder manifestations of his robust belief that his opponents 
must be either fools or rogues, but his manuscript drafts and 
private correspondence supply innumerable examples. McCulloch 
reprimanded the Board for the expense of their reports —— was 
it not because those reports had more than once overturned his 
opinions as a political economist,?^ * William Napier's 
creditors closed in on him, and forced him to flee to Brussels 
—— and the shortness of credit allowed to the explorer of the
Surrey sand springs caused "sorae strong suspicion, that a hard
( 2. ) water interest haa been foully exercised against " v '
Professor Leibig thought that in so wet a country as England 
liquid manure must be washed out of the soil and wasted; but 
then Leibig was the patentee of a solid manure. Professors 
Graham, Miller, and Hoffiaan presented & report to the Government 
against the soft Faruham water, tind in favour of Claries f s
mefchod of softening \vater ay chemical means —— \VBBB they not
-o-
1. E.G. - ? (Lord Brougham), 1 June 1349.
2. i.O. - P.O. v,ard, 1 July 1351.
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chemists?^ 'There never was a man more suspicious of his
antagonists' motives than Chadwicis, more convinced that their 
objections sprang from materialist root, a trade percentage, a 
family link, or some snog little place. It gave a harsh temper 
to his aiind which rendered nugatory such efforts as he made to 
conciliate opposition. 'Whenever he moved towards on 
accommodation, he never left any doubt that ae felt he was 
striking a pact with evil things, with greed and Ignorance and 
prejudice.
tieeKing the reasons why the Board of Health fell in 1354, 
we aote then ChadwiCK's inept handling of the diplomacy of 
Grw/dyr House, the difficulty of suirring popular imagination 
with the tiresome minutiae of sanitary legislation, th: combined 
strength of a score of threatened interests. A turther reason 
was that its well-wishers were ill-led and weakly organised. 
There were a few names of national weight and influence, but the 
political leaders of the sanitary movement were mostly amiable 
nonentities. The sanitary movement wufierel from its bores, 
ihe iiouse rapidly emptied whenever &.*. Slaney introduced his 
favourite motion for a committee to report on practical plans 
for the improvement of the working, classes; and bis tali of 
sickness benefits, old a&e pensions, and savings banks was met 
by ministerial stonewalling or the retort of some private
member that "he wished the people not to depend upon
-o-
1. E.G. - F.O. Ward, r,. .1. (June 1351): "there is much evidence 
throughout the report, in omissions and in the shaping of 
the points, of trie operation of a sinister influence in its 
propagation, which ha;, yet to be disclosed". 'Aard rebuked 
hime for the outburst "I would not run. lown Clark c process 
which is a beautiful and quite successful one, nor would 1 
impute a sinister interest to auch zen as 3caham, Oilier, 
and Hoffman. It is quite enough that ttey are aiistatcen —— 
and that we can prove them so, and it is gulte enough that 
Claris process is unnecessary .....'' (26 June 13.t>i).
On a later occasion A'sTd returned some memoranda on the 
Interments Act with the comment that, vviaile he concurred 
with their argument, "1 strongly advise such charges as 
those of "meliciousness" and the other personal aggressions 
to be eliminated", since such charges only exalted distrust. 
(11
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Government » .• James Mackinnoii lectured the House regularly 
and conscientiously on the evila of smoke and Saiithefield market 
and intramural interment , but even his friends shook their heads 
over the results. "Mr. fwuckinnon never succeeds. They say he 
has no tact", p.H. Holland remarked sadly to Chadwiok- "He has 
a great knack at failing"/ 2 ^ It was a restive team that 
Chadwiek sought to harness to his plans. tihaftesbury and 
Ebrington and Gouthwood Smith moved under hie control; but 
others did no respond so readily to his insiscent rein. 
Carlisle was too pliable to be relied upon. Joseph Hume again, 
as the great advocate of retrenchment, co-operated willingly in
urging jaodel act procedure in place of cosply Local Bills; but
engineering he looked with misgiving on Ohadwick's aaaftaE^iesti/aates and
the proposed creation of a paid local bureaucracy throughout the 
country.
himself frowned upon the organisation of a 
"sanitary party". Guch talk would divert attention from 
measures to men, would show "how few they are and how .young they !j 
are". ' Had it not been a trick of Leslie and Byng at the 
Sewers Commission, when they could pick no holes in the 
measures themselves, to attempt to discredit them as the work 
of "Chadwick's party"? —— by which stratagem they detached 
taose aeiaoors -who prided themselves on their independence of • 
viewpoint and their freedom from party bonds, and, moreover, 
convinced '"alter of the "Times" that the measures were the 
product of cliques and cabals. A sense of professional 
decorum also deterred Ohad'aick fron becoming the csntre of a 
body of political agitators. Th.ua he told Lord Ebrington "that 
for myself as a public officer I aust belong to no party, that 
socially I aay move amongst a party but not be of them. The 
Board of Haalth has quasi .judicial duties to porfora, and it may 
receive any support from any p^rty, but it cannot itself be of
1. Hansard, voV loq, PP-3J?? 3\S >
P.H. Holland - 2.J., ^iarcl aad ^ 
ii.O. - Lord ? (Ebrington), 6 August 1852.
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a party. Of course no one expects, that privately or socially 
vse may not advocate views, but not &B an active member of a 
party, without laying oneself open to observations. I have
kept; our Inspectors \vhen. attacked and our olertes from meetings 
of the Sanitary Association; and have endeavoured to keep at a 
distance from them rayoelf . T 7jas somewhat reluctant to appear 
at the dinners, but was overruled by Loxrds 3hafesbury and 
Carlisle on the grounds of purism"/ 1 ^
If anything could restore the board's popularity, it was 
an epidemic. Fear ^aa their most powerful and dependable ally; 
and, mingled with the anxiety with -sh.ich they scanned the weeicly 
mortality returns, there was perhaps a repressed hope that they 
would bo calloi uoon, as Shaftesbury out it, to "resume our old 
Masgr9ssionsn 'V *- 2 ' ^ice already, in July 1350 and in 
September 1352, the Soard had informed the 'lovrmient that they
believed the comntry was in imminent danger of a return of the
('*>) 
cholerav -"; but neither the ?."hig3 on the first occasion, nor the
Tories on the second, could be persuaded that it was necessary 
to out the Diseases Prevention Act into operation, together with 
the additional powers which the Board war© demanding on the 
strength of their experience in 1343 - 49. In September 1353, 
however, the cholera appeared unmistaiceably in Hamburg; and in ; 
a day or so it broke out again in its old haunts ia Newcastle 
and Ciateshead. In the first fifteen lays of the outbreak 214
deaths were reported from Newcastle, and 1,371 before Septeraoer' i\ \
was out. The Board's "Choleraic heroed'A J t John Sutherland, 
H.D. Grainger, and Hector Gavin, were promplty in the field. 
Fearing that their enemies would attemp" to oust them from the
administration of the Diseases Prevention Act, Shaftesbury wrote
-o-
1. ibil.
2. Shaftesbury - E.'".;., 26 August 1352,
5. Jiauted, 1 :J July 1350, Vj oeptezaber
4. Shaftasbury - £.£., 22 September 1353.
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privately to Palmerstou. At the same time he entreated 
Chadwick, "Be very respectful for be assured that the slightest 
expression will be magnified into a crime by men who are 
resolved to remove us from our places, and tarnish us in 
reputation". *' "Let me counsel you", he wrote again, "to take 
the most conciliatory tone with the Boards of Guardians, the 
Treasury, and all authorities; one ground of our unpopularity 
is, as I have been told, that we were too dictatorial. 1 know 
that it was necessary to be so to overcome resistance; but let 
us be as forbearing as possible".^'
Chadwick found that he had not misplaced his trust in 
Palmerston, who held the soundest of views on the value of 
cleanliness and the supineness of local authorities. The Hoae 
Secretary advised the Treasury to let the Board have such 
additional medical assistants as they considered necessary, and 
he called for a list of nuisances in the metropolis to enable
him to decide whether they might be made the subjects of
(4) indictment. Whether it was due to Palmerston's support, or
to Chadwick*s studied restraint, or simply to the chastening 
fear of a threat so speedily renewed, the atmosphere which 
surrounded the Board in this latest epidemic was better than in 
1343 - 49. The Board's relations with the College of 
Physicians, the Scottish Law Officers, the Customs, the Board 
of Trade, the Poor Law Board, and the Metropolitan Commission 
of Sewers, were handled with the greatest caution; and 
Inspectors who went round to warn the Guardians of St. Olave's 
and Greenwich of the impeniing attack reported an anxious desire 
to co-operate and a readiness to admit "that in 1349 things were 
left too late, and that the pestilence was fairly down upon
them, before they took proper measures". ^ But the Boari's
-o-
1. ibid.
2. Shaftesbury - E.G., 23 August 1353-
3. Shaftesbury - £..'-., 17 September 1353-
4. Minutes, 24 September and 10 Octooer 1353.
5. ibid., 30 September 1353-
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powers remained what they had been three years before; the same 
ignorance and incompetence ruled intthe localities; and the 
filth that had been cleared away during the earlier visitation 
had long since returned with all the inevitability of a natural 
process.
"We have had the scourge you predicted, and as you 
predicted", the Town Clerk of Gateshead told Rawlinson. "The 
cholera has been true to its character. The dispensary burgeon 
told me that he could have stood on a gallery in Martin Dunn's
premises in Hillgate, alluded to in the Gateshead Report, and 
have pitched four beans into four rooms, each containing a 
cholera corpse^....... The plague spot is this —— when a
sanitary improvement is proposed, it is discussed with 
reference, not to its necessity, but its expense: and if 
expensive, however necessary, it is shelved. This has been the I 
case in Gateshead and what are the consequences? Our 
tradesmen, wholesale and retail, have lost thousands, their 
customers being afraid to enter the town —— even with supplies 
—— an enormous expense has been incurred in tending and feeding 
the sick and burying the dead —— a grievous permanent charge 
upon the rates for the support of the widows and orphans who
have lost their breadwinners —— and the work is yet to do".
-°~ 
1. From Scotland Aiiliam Lee described another "Haunted |
Local it Jr": J
"Dr. Gavin and I have today inspected "Spring Burn", a 
large Village about three miles out of Glasgow, where 
Cholera was most malignant in 1831 or 1332. Again in 1349 
(se$ Dr » Sutherland's Reports) and now again, in the very 
same rows, and in the very same houses and rooms, are the 
neglected miserable inmates oeing swept away.
In two adjoining single room tenements, almost new, built 
within a few years of rubole, with monster dungsteads within 
about 12 feet distance, five human beings have been 
- destroyed of cholera within the last eight days, and one now 
lies ill ——.... .. I valued the property in which these
five victims had died at &60 for the fee simple. Kow cheap 
is human life, when it is not worth the cost of a shelter 
in which it can continue to exist!" (Ailliam Lee - E.G., 
11 Feoruary 1354).
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"A movement is on foot? for an Inquiry", went on 
Rawlinson, "and I trust it will be granted, in order that the 
saddle may be placed on the right horse —— and the absolute 
necessity for granting larger powers to the General Board of 
Health may be made fully apparent. The powers of that Board 
are crippled from a miserable apprehension of interference with 
vested rights and local authorities, and the General Board is 
blamed for not exercising powers denied them"/ 1 ''
So great was the indignation amongst the working classes 
of Newcastle, that there was some fear that they would rise and 
pull down the houses which were the seats of the pestilence.^ ' 
On 3 November the Board recorded in their Minutes their belief 
that the epidemic at Newcastle had been aggravated by causes 
which might have been prevented if the local authorities had 
exercised a proper regard for their Common Law obligations as 
well as their statutory duties with respect to the public 
health. "The Board believe that if a solemn and judicial 
inquiry into the truth of these allegations were made by the 
public examination of official, professional and other witnesses j 
with the view to the redress as far as practicable of wrongs 
done and the provision of remedies for the future it would be 
productive of national advantage".
"It is stated", ran a miaut© of /" December, "that at I 
Newcastle the execution of complete works would probably have !
interfered with the interests of a Trading A'ater Company and ithat Shareholders of the Company got themselves elected upon the I 
Town Council to oppose interference, and that they did obstruct 
the exercise of powers conferred under the Local Act for the
public benefit".^ I-o- |
1. R. Rawlinson - E.G., 22 October 1353- I
2. iS.C. - ? , 23 September 1353. "One of the Board's j
Inspectors had to exert himself to allay the feelings of •
irritation amongst the labouring classes. Another writes j
privately that the whole of the houses occupied by them i
ought to oe bombarded". j
j5. The same minute alleged that at Gateshead a number of owners \
(Continued on next page) ';
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The unrest amongst the Newcastle population, the 
allegations of incompetence against the local authorities, and 
the rumours of negligence on the part of the water company, 
could not be ignored in the dangerously inflammable atmosphere 
of an impending epidemic, and the Government therefore appointed 
a Commission of Inquiry, which included John Simon, Joseph Hume, 
and J.F. Bateraan. The Commissioners demonstrated, with nearly 
six hundred pages of evidence, that Newcastle presented the 
worst features of the old walled towns, together with added 
evils of comparatively modern origin. They described the 
cellar-dwelings, the back-to-back cottages, the increased 
overcrowding which had resulted when the York and Berwick 
Railway had been driven through the town? and stated that five- 
sixths of its houses lacked water-closets or any other form of 
faecal house-drainage, and two-fifths were entirely without 
drains of any kind, even for carrying off the rain.* ' They 
revealed that the Town Council had neglected to put into force 
its powers under the recent Local Act till the day after the
outbreak reached its climax, and had acted then only upon the
( 2) instigation of the inspector of the General Board. ' They
gave it as their opinion that in view of the "great sanitary 
capabilities of Newcastle", its death rate, which had averaged 
28.6 per thousand over the previous fifteen years, was nearly
double the natural or necessary mortality, and that/ a thousand
-o-
(Continued from previous page) of small tenements had been 
elected for the prupose of obstructing the Public Health 
Act; and at Luton the proprietor of some houses in which 
fifteen deaths had occurred was a member of the Local Board.
1. "Report of Commissioners on Causes of Outbreak of Cholera in 
Towns of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Gateshead, and Tynemouth", p. 
xvi; P.P. 1354, xxxv, 131.
2. ibid., p. xiii. Cf. &.C. - R.D. Grainger, 14 Geptember 
1355? "One line of opposition now being taken is that the 
powers vested in the General Board by the Public health Act 
should be exercised exclusively by the local authorities. 
The reoly is see how the exclusive powers possessed by such 
Boards as the Newcastle Town Council are exercised, how the 
powers ia respect to cellar dwellings are exercised at 
Manchester, where the owners of such dwellings, members of 
town council refused to put the act in torce unless they had 
compensation" .
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or twelve hundred lives were unnecessarily sacrificed there 
every year. ' But the Commissioners could not prove that the 
town was much worse in 1853 than in 1849, when it had escaped 
very lightly; nor that its administration was more neglectful 
than that of a dozen other industrial towns where cholera had n 
not appeared at all. In 1353 - 54 as in 184-3 - 49 the real 
cause of cholera remained a mystery^2 -*; and the medical 
profession was no more agreed upon its treatment, the 
suggestions published in the press including the use of ice, 
castor-oil, laurthing-gas, charcoal, and mustard poultices and
( JL\
hot mint tea. w '
By November 1853 the outbreak on the Tyne had burned 
itself out. A few months later the disease appeared in the 
capital. But before the epidemic reached its height, Chadwick 
and his colleagues had fallen from power. Not even the fear 
of cholera could drive out the hatred which by now surrounded 
the General Board of Health.
-o-
1. ibid., p. iv.
2. The Commissioners agreed with the Board's medical Inspector, 
R.D. Grainger, that the cause was a "general malaria" 
arising from the neglected and miserable parts of 
iiewcastle (ibid., p. vii}. Snow had put forward his theory 
of water transmission ia 1349 in his pamphlet, "On the Mode 
of Communication of Cholera", a second edition of which *aa 
published in 1354; but forty years later, as may be seen 
from the sceptical comments of Oreighton in his "History of 
Kpidemics in Britain" (1394), the theory was still fighting 
for general acceptance.
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"I have now been engaged more than tiventy-two years 
uniateraittently for ten or twelve hours a day, with little 
recess or holiday except on the occasion of ill bealtfa in 
successive extraordinary services", Ohadwick told Paimersfcon, as i
the Boari approached the end of the tern of office allowed by I /1 \ ii
the 13<k3 Act. lie was paying now the price of that unrelaxing | 
labour. As he entered upon the laat half-year of his official j 
career, his reserves of stronguh, though not of spirit, were jj 
seriously lowered by sickness. lie had not completely shaken
off the effects of a fever which he had caught in the spring of \
(2} * the previous year, on one of his visits of local inspection;
and he was further weakened by dyspepsia, brought, on by <
( irregular hours and h&bits, combined with his unresting mental '
exertion and &r.xioty. His medical advxeer had warned his< that ; 
he must soon seek relief from the exceptive burden he was 
shouldering. But as yet Chadv/ick had no Lhou^ht that the 
coming auru^gle in Parliament would result in his being thrust 
into a perpetual and unwilling retirement. rhe Board of 
Health, he knew, would be in some jeopardy; there vould be harsh 
things said about himself; and the "Times", the anti- ^ 
centraliaers, the tfater Companies and f,lua landlords, the bone- '
-0- ;
1. ii.;;. - Lord Paioerston, 51 *&*y l-i5^-
2. "I.*xst year iifA.edia.tely after a vioit of local inspection
vith ro,y colleague :>r. Sowthwood Smith oad one of the j 
Super-intendints Inspectors, two oi' us, the Inspector and | 
myself were attacked with fever. This vvat? the second fever t 
1 have had afUer local and public exo^cinafcions. '#ith me the \, 
ic»st was aan^fciroua, and i have suffered so severely in my '! 
general health chat ;'. am advised the.t on that account 1 
should seek some eai»ly relief of anxiety" (ibil. ; ;,
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boilers, and all the rest of that noxious alliance, would talce 
down their weapons for the attack. But he rested his faith in 
a powerful and well-disposed Home Secretary —— and also, 
because he was a simple man, in the merits of six years of 
valuable and conscientious labour. A few months' rest; then 
two years raore at the Board of Health; and after that he might 
pick up and aaravol 3000 other thread of the social tangle 
education, perhaps, or police or factory regulation. flith some 
such programme in his mind, he faced isrith fair confidence the 
debates wnich were to decide his future.' ^
It was Falaerston's Intention to introduce a bill by
I which the '^ublic .Health Act should be extended for a further two '
years. The administrative machinery at cue centre, however, I 
•*as to be changed, in view of the weakness which had revealed i 
itself in the past six years. As he explained, on the Second 
Reading of his Public health Act Amendment Bill, to ail intents ] 
and purposes the Board was an independent oody, not controlled 
by any department, nor represented oy a responsible organ in ; 
Parliament. At present it was no more bound to ooey the orders * 
of the Home Secretary than was the Navy Board or the /ictualiing; . 
Department . He proposed therefore to mafce it a oremch of the ; 
Home Office, giving the Secretary of .State the power to appoint j 
and remove its members and to issus orders and directions to {
Thus, by putting the Board under ministerial control he 
hoped to remove the ground for the charges of arbitrary and
irresponsible conduct; and by bringing the department under the
-o-
1. "For myself my anxious *ish is to serve ^ifch Lord
Shaftesbury for the somplete practical anplication of the 
ne*' principles of works for the improvement of the Public 
hsalth ia a oiii'ficieat .Ti ;oaiber of to.os to establish them 
cufficiently safely and clearly for others to continue, iffy 
next desire is so to husband my remaining shattered strength 
as fco be of frny further public service #i£h bin and your 
F.ordship if possible, in the a dvan cement oC the general 
physical and moral condition of the population" (ibid.;
^. Hansard, vol. Ip5i i>P« 9'/^i 97*- :J1 July
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protective wing of the Home Secretary to give It effective means 
of defending itself in the Commons. This arrangement, it 
became clear at once, would not estiefy the critics of the 
Poard. Judging that the Hone Secretary v;ould exercise no real 
control over the Bonrd end would hold no reel responsibility for 
ite actions*- ) , they demanded that the department should be 
reconstructed on the lines of the Poor i.-aw board, with a new 
Minister, a President of the Hoard of Health, at its head. 
It was a sound solution, pointing the way to a healthy 
constitutional development of the new department; and in this 
respect the critics were right, as Ohadwick from the first had 
beea wrong. But the debates of 1354 did not turn solely upon 
this point. In pursuing their object the advocates of a 
Ministry of Health poured undiscriminating aouse unon the men 
and measures of the General Board. Their victory would bring 
with it not only an end to the defective administrative 
structure set up in 1843, but also the expulsion of the three 
reformers of Gwydyr House and a general condemnation of their 
policy. Chadwick saw much reason to distrust a scheme the 
chief sponsor of which was Lord beymour, behind whom %ere ranged 
the representatives of the manifold interests affronted by tne 
Board. /as it to increase the efficiency of sanitary 
administration that the proposal was made —— or to call a halt 
to the activity of himself and his colleagues? As he remarked 
to Russell, the change at the oor j..aw Board, which was referred 
to as a favomraole precedent, was thought to work well because
no complaints were heard; but though there -was somewhat more of—-j-
1. "The effect of the proposed control ^ould be simply this —— 
that when a grievance came before th« Secretary at the : ome 
Office he would writs on the corner of it, ".^emoaatrance —— 
for the opinion of the 3o~ccd of Health"? and the Board would 
Bend in an elaborate Report to the Noble Lord, w ich the 
'loble Lord, according to his own announcement, *ould not 
waste his time in reading; and the Board would then act as 
before, except in cases where th« parties a-r-rieved were in 
a position, by themselves or their representatives, to make 
a fight against the doard'.' (?;eymo~r: tiansard, vol. 135, p. 
31 July 1854;.
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quiet in the House, it was at the expense of progress in the 
office/ 1 ^
It was a determined and brilliant attack which Lord 
Seymour Relixfurc^ launched in the CoamonK. Into two speeches, 
compact with ridicule and contempt, he contrived to compress all 
the criticisms which at one time or another had been levelled at 
the Board, garnishing his argument with personal details which 
gave it a convincing ring of authenticity. These speeches, 
delivered as they were with the authority of a former President 
of the board, blasted their hopes, threw consternation amongst 
their friends, and swept the waverers into the division lobbies 
against the bill. No stronger proof ».as needed of the wank of 
aome one to represent the views of the Board of Health in 
Parliament than the way in which the ex-President misrepresented 
them almost without contradiction in these final debates.
The first g-ttack -*>as delivered on July olb, on the 
Board's supply vote, a notion by Palmers-ton for £.11,^55 to 
defray their expenses for the next financial year (to 31 March
1355} « v lord Seymour fet crice objected to tbe s-r&st of money.of a Dody 
for the ffaijotenanc© Abich, instead of carrying out s&iitary
measures, had made sanitary measures unpopular, since, under its 
rule, they were brought in, not by the free will jf the people, 
but by the despotic interference of the centrs.1 Boar-3. Sir 
'Ailliaff. &c»leswortb had quite properly refused to be responsible 
for the proceedings of a r*oard of which he *ss only aa 
individual member, whose opinion irigbb be overruled by his 
colleagues.
u«hen he was bimselt at tbe Board of dories, and, after 
coouBunicatiac: v-ith tbe other Members of the Govarnffient, had made 
a coipwunication to the rtoerd of "ealth s>? tc tbe course which he 
thought they should adopt, he wee told tb.«t his proposition was
not seconded —— that the iterubers of the 3oar3 feTev nothing of
-o-
1. i,.',. - Fi'ue-eell, '*} Jul/ 1354.
2. Hansard, vol. W, D. 1295, b July
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what the Government ral<$ht wish; they only knew that, at their 
Board, the proposal urns not seconded, and it consequently fell 
to the ground. Was that the way in which public business was 
to be conducted? ' ere t^ey to be called on to vote money for 
the maintenance of a Boarl which carried on ite proceedings in 
this way, and set the Soverament at defiance. The only way to 
bring these gentlemen to reason */as just to stop their 
salaries ....."
He next turned his scorn upon the Superintending 
Inspectors and thsir local Reports. "H® had himself visited a 
town immediately after a Report of t&ab itind had been sent in, 
and having ta.cen the -i -port in his hand and tested t>y personal 
examination the statements which were made in it, he had no 
hesitation in dec Is- ring that a more exaggerated Report he had 
never read. The invariable recommendation of the inspector 
waa, tnat the towns whicn. they >»ere pent to visit should be 
brought under the Board of Health; and whnr; lid the Hoard of 
Health do in return.' A'hy, they stated thst the inspector had 
devised a very oeautiful system of drainage, ajad tha-s he had 
better oe allowed to carry it; out; and if the town did not adopt 
tnis advice, ynd did not employ the inspector, there were such 
hindrances or difficulties thrown in its way that it soon 
bitterly resented it. "One fact was, that the inspector brought 
in the Board, and then the Board brougnt in the inspector".
After a dig at the Board's enw;ine«rirj£ theories 
("utterly denied by the best engineers of the metropolis"; , he 
described the report which they had published in thfir defence 
as "almost an indecent thing, to have been Bent out by a 
Government establishment", being full of conclusions "arrived at 
by the ^oard of Health, but denied uy everybody else". He 
concluded, by remarsin^ h^w complaint?: of the Poor • av;
administration had ce^.aed once Chadwick had been removed. ^
Geymour waa be^rbiiy seconded by Sir JieajajBin Hall, the
-o-
1. Hanaari, vol. l^ t pp. 1298 - 1>>0.
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member for Marylebone, who thought that the beat thing the 
Government could do would be to give Chadwick and Southwood 
Smith their money and dismiss them. "f he Chief Commissioners, 
in succession, had found it impracticable to control the 
mischievous vagaries and extravagances of these two persons, and 
the only remedy was to get rid of them altogether". And 
Chadwick in particular, who, after being removed from the Poor 
Law Board for his "rules of atrocious stringency", had 
"concocted a pamphlet" on sanitary subjects, on the strength of 
which he had manoeuvred himself into power at the board of 
Health. "He himself was quite at a loss to know what services 
this man had rendered to the community".^ '
It was now plain that Palmerston was to have no easy
passage for his Amendment Bill, which he introduced on July 10th.
(p)v ' In the days that followed the opposition interests
mobilised their strength, and, in the ignorance or indifference 
of the mass of the Commons, the critics increasingly dominated 
the debates. "The lobby was crowded, with the water engineers 
at the head of whom was Rawkesley, and with Parliamentary 
agents, and with parliamentary counsel cnavassing against the ! 
measure", Ghadwick told 'Alard on his return from the House on | 
July 13th. "Only one petition was heard against the aeaaure: 
on the other side we had to lament that there was none for". 
Almost to a man, he informed Russell, he knew the causes of the 
Board's unpopularity with "the minority called the bouse". 
That member, for example, who rose to denounce their proceedings
as interference with self-government, was a factory owner, whose
(3) chimney poured forth soot on all about him.
( 4)
Ill-health unfitted Chadwick for tbe strain of combat. '
-o-
1. Hansard, vol. 134, pp. 1501 - 7<
2. Hansard, vol. 1^4, p. 1417.
). "Parliamentary Presidentship. Motes of draught letter to
Lord John Russell on the new Public Health Board , 
arrangements", MS, n.d. ,
4. "I have scarcely physical strength since my last lancing (?),
(Continued on next page)
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»eak as he was, however, he mustered his energies to repel the 
attack, pouring out hastily drafted notes of appeal to his 
Parliamentary acquaintances. It was the fag-end of the 
session, and few of his political friends were in town 
There was Lord Lansdowne, for example, who might make an 
effective reply to the anti-Poor Law cry which had been raised. 
But Lansdowne was off to Stoke Park, whence his testimony, if it 
came at all, must come too late. 2 ' Scarcely a man with 
political influence had paid attention to the subject, and there 
was no time now to coach them in even the elements of sanitary 
administration. Desperately Chadwick looked round for a 
spokesman in the Commons. He appealed to Sir George Pechell 
to refute the charge that he had made the Poor Law unpopular 
and had been dismissed from that office in consequence,
reminding Pecheli that in the Andover debates of 1846 he had(*) 
supported the vote of censure on the Commissioners. Jt The
Board would be entitled to public support, he suggested to the
-o-
(Continued from previous page) to bear up against the wrong". 
(k.C. - F.O. Ward, 11 July 1354). J. Hodgson, his 
physician, wrote to Shaftesbury, 28 July 1354:
"The health of our Friend Mr. Chadwick has for some time 
been a source of much anxiety to me, and the state in which 
I have recently seen him induces me to trouble you with a 
short statement of my opinion >f the causes and probable 
effects of those illnesses frc.a which he has suffered. very
In the spring of last year I attended him during a/severe 
attack of Erysipelas of the Head by which his life was 
greatly endangered. 1'his was brought on by exposure to cold 
in matcing inquiries in the country relating I believe to the 
Water Supply of London and was aggravated by a condition of 
great mental exertion and anxiety. On various occasions I 
have attended him on account of derangement of his digestive 
organs caused by irregular hours and habits arising from the 
peculiar nature of his avocations and engagements. During 
the last week I have found him suffering from one of these 
attacks and in a condition which caused myself and his other 
(Continued on next page)
1. E.G. - F.O. Ward, 11 July 1354.
2. Lord Lansdowne - K.3., n.d.
3. iS.C. - Sir George Pechell, 12 July 1354. James Heywood 
replied on behalf of Pechell, 20 July 1354: Sir George 
thought Chadwick had been ill used in the old Poor Law 
Commission, and "has quite a wish to take your part".
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Wolverhampton member, ?. Thoraely, if it had done no more than 
its laborious investigations and reports to convince the medical 
authorities of the Continent how baseless and useless was 
quarantine with its obstructions to commerce which cost Kngland 
alone upwards of two millions a year/ 1 '' The bitter personal 
hostility he had aroused, he told Hume, was due largely to the 
complete practical demonstration he had made of Hume'e own 
proposals for reducing the expense of private Bills. ^
"You have now known me at intervals for a very long 
period", he wrote to E.B. Lytton, "and whatsoever weaknesses I 
may have 1 trust you will believe I could not have acted in so 
foolish a manner as to set at defiance a Government, and prevent 
my chiefs from attending to perform the duties of his office and 
move illegal coercion or violence towards towns. But if you 
were to believe I really had done anything deserving of 
dismissal, I trust that you and your friends will not set the 
example of a condemnation by acclamation, that you will give us 
the benefit of the lowest criminals, and ask: to have the 
offences distinctly stated, and proved, and to allow the accused 
to answer before a Committee if no other competent tribunal .. . 
... 1C is declared however that we are universally condemned: 
that on account of our proceedings the public and the house 
condemns us. Now the house is I really believe a few members
and the public Mr. Walter of the rimes, the views of whose
-o-
(Continued from previous page) Friends much uneasiness, knowing 
as we did how deeply his mind was agitated by the 
discussions in I'arliament and elsewhere relating to himself. 
I have felt so much alarm on the score of his health on taore 
than one occasion as GO induce me to advise him to aeeet some 
alteration in his position which would relieve him from part 
of his constant and laoorious exertions in the public 
service an.- I hope that your Lordship will excuse me for 
thus massing my opinion on this subject Known to you, 
believing as I do that the labour and deep anxiety which our 
Friend has so long endured cannot continue without producing 
serious evil both to his bodily and mental powers".
1. E.J. - T. Thornely, 17 July
2. ii.C. - J. Hume, £$ July
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engineer I could not promote ....."^ '
Save an occasional polite acknowledgement, Chadwick had 
little to show for these attempts to touch the public conscience 
of his correspondents. He relied too much on arguments in 
detail, which might convince a man on one point, or convict him 
of an error in fact, but could not convert him to a principle. 
While, with his passion for legal exactitude, he was worrying 
how he could tell members of parliament what really happened at 
the Board of Health on that eventful January 30th 1351, they 
were exercised about such general questions as the limits of 
central control. There was Ilewdegate, for example, who thought 
it "at best a sometimes necessary evil". "I think it destroys 
self reliance, and prevents individuals of good capacity in 
their several spheres exercising that amount of independent 
authority, subject of course to law and the public opinion of 
their localities, which affords the only inducement to persons 
in the middle classes to act upon some more generous principles 
than those of mere self interest; 1 fear nothing more than the 
loss of public spirit, and this is the effect of Centralization". 
And so, he informed 3.H. Gael, he found it impossible to speak 
in support of Mr. Chadwick, the arch-centraliser.
What particularly exasperated Chadwick was the charge 
that the Board had made itself unpopular by its interference and 
tyranny —— the Board, which had always beea ready to assist the 
newly formed local authorities with all the technical skill and 
information at its command. It hardly showed want of 
confidence, he suggested to the member for Droylsden, when his 
constituents asked that Mr. Chadwick should go down and give
them advice on their works. *' He sent appeals to the more
-o-
1. fi.G. - E.3. Lytton, n.ci.
2. Ii. Newde^ate - S.K. §ael, 24 July Id5^.
3. E.G. - Charles Hindley, 9 July 1354.
"You some time called upon me and asiced me to #0 down and 
see the people at Oroylsden, to speak: to them in relation to 
their works. You mentioned to me that they preferred to see 
(Continued on next
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progressive Local Boards, to Woolwich, Hull, Penzance, York, 
Preston, and Lancaster, urging them to inform their members and 
Lord Palmerston of the friendly and helpful nature of their 
relations with the central Board. ^ He received a sheaf of
\
testimonials in reply. "Where would our Sanitary affairs have 
been had you remained quiescent or willing to accommodate
yourself to ignorance and prejudice?" asked the Uev. J. Clay of
( 2. ) Preston indignantly v '; and he wrote a few days later to tell
-o-
(Gontinued from previous page) me, instead of seeing an 
engineer or an inspector of the Board.
I have similar requests from other places which I am 
uhable to comply with. Several places which I could not 
visit in Lancashire have asked me to recommend to them an 
engineer.
Kow whilst i am personally attacked in the House, oy Lord 
Seymour, and Sir rieajarain Hall as creating unpopularity to 
the law, and aa having no confidence, when in truth upwards 
of 200 cities and towns have petitioned for the exercise of 
our jurisdiction would it; not be an act of justice to me, to 
mention in the House, the fact of the application to me from 
Droyls-ien if it be as I understood, as shewing that the want 
oi' confidence is at any rate not universal' .
E.J. - iilliam Dunn, 14 July 1354-I iev. Henry Brown, 2 
July 1354 i _.H. Rod!, 21 July 183^; George Leeoan, 2* July 
1854. The first of these may be taken as an example:
"Whilst we are accused of coercing Towns, it is rather 
too bad that Members who know the fact to be otherwise as 
regards the towns which they represent io not state this.
Might I suggest to you that you would request ^r. Greerie 
when you write to him, that he will juut simply estate in the 
house on the occasion of the second reading of our Bill, 
just what you have kin.ily stated to me, that be it as it may 
with other places we have endeavoured to render you every 
assistance. Jfou will be aware that from local connexion I 
had endeavoured to promote its improvement before the .Public 
Health Act had passed.
He need not advocate the General measure, or enter into 
it but in two sentences only state the fact as to Lancaster, 
in which facts 1 apprehend the tov-n council must concur as 
a simole matter of truth."
Bev. J. Clay - E.G., 12 July 1354. He enclosed a copy of a 
letter wnich he had aadressed "to each of our members")
"I have seen with much regret that the Conduct of two of 
the Commissioners of the General Hoard of Health has been 
severely commented on in "the jBouse" -, and that the Board 
has, more especially, been charged'with unduly coercing the 
(Continued on next page;
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Palmerston his opinion that "by acting, to the beat of our 
power, on the suggestions and advice of the General Board —— we 
have —— under Providence —— hitherto escaped that terrible 
disease which has severely viaited some rowns remarkable for
their reaistance to the recommendations of the General Board". 
(1)
"I have been amused with the rabid attac*. made upon the
Board of Health by Lord Seymour and Sir Benjamin Hall", wrote 
William Dunn of Lancaster. "There is a great prejudice, 
arising, as it generally does, from ignorance; but sanitary
improvement is too important and the Board of Health has done
-o-
(Gontinued from previous page) Local Boards.
I had the honour in 184^ to report on the Sanitary State 
of Preston, and since that tinse, have watched the 
proceedings of our Local Board with much interest. I have 
had ijood meany of knowing that in carrying out their very 
extensive improvements, they have, from first to last, been 
able to act in Complete Harmony with the General Board. To 
be aore fully assured to this I made inquiries this morning 
from some of the gentlemen who take an active part in the 
proceedings of our Board, and have had my impression fully 
confirmed. Mr. Miller, whose great influence and high 
cnaracter are well *cnown to you, informed me that he had 
never been aware of any other feeling between the General 
and Local boards than that which is founded on the best 
understanding. Our Town Glerk ..... placed in my hands a 
copy of a letter which he had occasion to write to you (Sfir. 
!arker i in June 1352 -— in which he says —— "Jreat, outcry 
has been made in some few places against the interference of 
the General Hoard of Health. The Public Health Act has now 
oeen in force at i reston about two years and we have uo 
reason to complain of their interference, i'hey have always 
been ready to give us advice and assistance".
Mr. A. adds tuac since the date of his letter the 
proceedings of trie Local Board have .greatly increased l:i 
magnitude, and that, on every occasion, the two Boards have 
worked together in the most cordial way ....."
After '-juotin£ a similar tribute from the engineer of the 
local Board, the letter concludes: "Under these 
circumstances I venture to hope that as an act of justice to 
the General 3oard and the gentlemen chie 'ly connected with 
its management, yo • will think it right to take an early 
opportunity of stating to the House that, as regards 
Preston, the very extensive and beneficial measures carried 
on by our Local Board are quite incapable of justification" 
(sic). 
1. Rev. J. Clay - Palmerston, 22 July 1354.
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too much to promote it, to be pub down by such wholesale 
accusations; and I trust the parties will defeat their own 
object by their excessive violence. Speaking for Lancaster I 
know we have much reason to be grateful for the ready advice and 
assistance wo have always received from the Board upon all 
occasions".^
The letters were comforting, but they had little echo in 
the Commons, where more attention was paid to the member for 
fotnes or the member for Marylebone tban to some small-town 
engineer or the obscure chairman of a provincial tfoard. Yhere 
were upwards of a hundred members, Ghadwick estimated, who knew 
that as regards their own places the charges of coercion were 
false, yet said not a word to vindicate the truth. Barnard 
Castle, urmskirk, ;'enzance, Aa*efield, Woolwich, wrote strongly 
to refute the accusation, but Chadwlck was annoyed at che 
silence of most of the Local Boards. He heard later that 
fourteen of them, and probably more, had spontaneously adopted 
resolutions and sent them to the Home Office. ^'
As the end of July approached, r!almcrstou faced the 
possibility that he might lose his Amendment Bill. One 
sacrifice might auve the Board, he Ohou^ht —— Chadwick's head. 
When the suggestion reached Bnaftesbury'3 ears he wrote at once
to offer his resignation, telling 'almerstoo that he must be
-o-
1. William Dunn - E.G., 13 July 135*.
2. J.A. aershav? (nrmskirki - Lord ? (ralnerslon), 20 July 1854; 
fhosaas Darke ( eazaace; - Ji.C., 22 July 135*; George Tanday 
- E.'J., 26 July 135* Oakef it -Id).
"Nothing can be more unjust than the ct arge of co-ercion 
if I aa fco judge of the conduct of the General Bo^rd of 
Health to this District ....." (George 3rown(Barnard 
Castle) - .0., 12 July 135*)-
"All the Members present agreed v/ith me in thinking, that 
so far from having reason to coaiplain of attempts at 
coercion, or of unnecessary interference, on the part of the 
General Board, we were most indebted to the Commission, and 
their officers, for fcheiijuiiiform courtesy, and readiness to 
afford us all the advice and assistance in their power". 
(Henry urown (woolwich) - &.C., 27 July l f>5*)«
jj. E.G. - £.0. Vtard, 13 July
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held equally responsible for the conduct of the Board} "nothing 
of importance has ever been decided at the Board to which I have 
not been a party". J With a majority of new members on the 
Board, thought Shaftesbury, the hostility of the puoiic anight be 
somewhat abated, and Palmerston might thus be able to retain the 
services of Southwood Smith during the cholera epidemic. But 
the Doctor loyally followed his colleagues, being reluctant as 
Chadwick told Russell, to act with persons whose views and 
hauits were unknown to hi®. ^ .Vhen nalmeraton rose, therefore, 
on the Second heading of the .^ubllc Health A.CC Amendment Bill on 
July 51st, he held in his hands the resignations of all three 
members of the Board. .vhether or not they took effect would 
depend upon the outcome of the debate.
Lord Seymour now delivered hia second and more damaging 
attacfc. * He dismissed in alighting terms the board's WOTK over 
the past six years. For London they had recommended "such 
supply if water as could be scraped out of the aand of the 
Surrey hills' ; the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers had 
resigned in a body raulier than adopt Chadwioic's tabular 
drainage; the Board's reports, printed by the thousand, merely 
embodied uhe preco:icieved views of three or four prejudiced men. 
The Metropolitan Interments Act aroused his particular contempt. 
They had spent eighteen aonshs and much money in collecting 
information, "or what puroorued to be information", on the
interments question, the upshot of which **as what no one was to
-o-
1. ohaftesbury - tfclmeratoa, 27 July 1354.
2. /-.C. - .fosse U, 29 July 13*54.
3. Hansard, vol. 135» PP- 9*J - 994. Cnadaic* drew up a 
memorandum rabuttiiiiS Seymour'a ^r^-urasnt poiai by poinL. 
Parallel passages from this docuaent are quoted in the 
following foot-notes.
4. "'The evidence oa -?;hich the 3oard founded SSioir advice was a 
larger mass of important information than had ever 
previously been collected on the same suojeca. It was 
circulated uo all c^e I^ocal Boards aad to Purveyors, and has 
been sought for by Engineers as a standard elementary worfc 




ale but the Board mot empowered to oounce upon the body. "All
the ordinary feelings of mankind were to be set aside, all the 
tender emotions of relations to be trampled upon, all the 
decency of mourning* all the sanctity of grief to be superseded, 
in order that the Board of Health might t;et their funeral fee".
The Act had been passed largely owing to the popularity of 
Sir George Grey, who had asked him personally to see that there 
was no delay in putting it into operation. "He had, 
accordingly, determined , at much personal inconvenience, to 
remain in town during that autumn, in order to carry out his 
right honouraole Friend's wishes into effect, and had taken no 
vacation whatever, with the exception of a few days at a time,
which themselves were spent in visits to places where the Act
(2\ 
was to operate*1 ...... After Dr. Smith had been a fortnight in
office, he wsnt to the 3oard to hear what theyr proposed and 
were prepared to do. 9e asied them, "<Sell, gentlemen, have you 
got into order? and if so, what are you goiog to do? Have you 
made up your minds as to what shall be your first step?" "Oh,
yes", sairJ these gentlemen, "we have made up our minds what we
-o- I
1. "Now if ever there was an official investigation in which ; 
the ordinary i'eelings of m.'inicind previously overlooked the j 
decency of mourning and the sanctity of grief -sere ; 
considered, it will be acknowledged on the examination of ] 
the re pore a on the subject oy impartial persons to be the j 
Metropolitan scheme of extramural sepulture. j 
H great living writer speaks of that ruport emphatically ; 
as an honour to humanity. "he measure by which Lord Seymour; 
superseded it was one which after the feelings of mankind I 
and the peculiar sufferings of the poor had been displayed, ] 
and provided for sets them aside scornfully and tramples j 
upon them". !
2. rf^ow the whole of this is at variance with the truth. i-ie
declared at the first and at all times that he could not * 
attend; be moreover avowed to the Me-aber-s of the Board that i 
his rule was never to act unt;il he was obliged, and then to 
do as little ae be could. He acted in accordance with this • 
declaration, and not in accordance with his promise to Sir | 
George ^rey to expedite the matter; he did not attend the j 
deliberations of the Board, he made no offer tc tafce part j 
in them, though it was his right as well as his duty to do I 
so".
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shall do". "What is that?" '"Veil, we're going to Paris" ... 
... and. the fioard accordingly went to aris, tuning their
secretary with them to write their letters and pay their bills"..
(1) '•^n their return, he had objected to the <*-aployraent of
Part on and Dr. 3rr*a, aai had felt his objection Justified when 
the Exchequer had remonstrated *ith the 3oard for "determining
upon expensive arrangements altogether without the sanction of
r 2 ) the 'reasury".^ ' He aad not attended all the meetings i>f his
colleagues, who were iju the habit of holding boards every day
"~w **
1. "It was not th« first stept of the Board, a,ii he was never 
told that it was the first step. ?l e first steps were talcen 
immediately the ;?oyal assent was given, and they are stated 
in pa^e 1 of the printed Minutes laid before Parliament. 
Whilst the large Jaea^ures therein recited, and in other 
Jinubes from the ;?ch of August to the 4-th of September were 
in progress, it *na.3 requisite to mavce other preparations for 
the worfc in hand......
'To collect information upon which to lay down a plan in 
outline for legislation is one thing; to gat information to 
fill up the plan in detail for subsequent practical 
execution is another and even more important step ..... The
Board considered it; necessary that they as well as their 
c^ief officers, who 'i?ere chargedwith tbo executive measures 
should see wish their own eyes the practical wording of a 
change of system shich had been in operation for a number of 
years in tine largest capital in Europe, and they had 
moreover important questions to determine, which they 
considered ml^ht be the aost economically determined oa the 
spot" (L. ; ,. the medical considerations involved in the 
removal of the remains of those who had died of contagious 
diseases, and the protection of the survivora). If Seymour 
had taken an account of the Board's expenses on this trip to 
the Exchequer, he had done so without informing the Board, 
and he had neglected to point out that Uhe £400 spent was a 
means to a very large economy, not less than a quarter of a 
million on the cost of funerals in London.
2. The Board had thought oi* seeking the advice of Paxton on 
the vegetation and lay out of Sbior 'National Cemetery; and 
had consulted Dr. Braun in order to avoid those violations 
of taste in monumental decoration which made some burial 
grounds "niero stone ^uarriea"'. "This recourse to the 
highest; available talent ia sneered at by Lord Seymour who 
speaks as if the suoject in hand were common churchyards, 
as if aoraover in his /lew they required no special care". 
"The only expense incurred was £20 for one report from Dr. 
braun on several of the trading cemeteries ....."
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for some three or four minutes per diem But he had gone to 
Gwydyr House oa January jiOth 1351, to tell thera what steps the 
Treasury thought they should ta'-ce to carry out the Interments 
Act. "The Board read to him a long letter of soven pages, 
which they had prepared, anl in which they argued the point with 
the Treasury". And finally they had told him that his proposal 
was not seconded.^ J True, Lord flhaftesbury had since denied 
that; this was what had occurred i but "Lord 3haf ;,er»bury, spoa-cing 
upon his honour, ypoke, It way to be remembered, upon the 
information of the secretary —— not having been himself present 
on the occasion —— wherean he (Lord G^yjiour), having been 
present, apogee from hi& ovm recollection". After this episode, 
"he had ceased to attend the Board when he had found by
experience that it was to no purpose that he attended a Board
-o-
1. "This statement is so coucLed as t*. imply a aiisrepresentation 
to the house; nameiy, thet the Board were about to proceed 
vith, ILw fexecueioii ui' a. ue» sch&ate new ana unauthorised by 
the Oqverament, and unsanctioaed by Pariicaj&ent t whereas the 
grounds for their measure had been submitted with all the 
evidence to the Government and to the puuiic. i'he scheme 
was fully considered by the then Secretary of Staue, Sir 
George Grey, who heard the objections made to it by 
deputations from undertakers, vestrymen and others and 
decided against them. la the Act provision, was made for the 
purchase of the whole of the trading cemeteries. Phe duty 
which remained to be performed was l/o comply witi; the 
provisioas of the statute, the passing of vvr.ich was made the 
subject of congratulation in Iier Majesty's soeech at fche 
close of the session. i'he course which his Lordship thou-^ht 
fit to take whether at the instance of the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer or upon his own suggestion was against the Known 
intent of the atatute. On the grounds stated in the letter 
to the Treasury by which the Board would abide the p^cjQ 
proposed Dy Lord £eysiour was absurd in itself and on the 
consideration oi' those grounds was rejected by the Treasury 
whp after seyer^l mouths of time aaoney Lad been lost and 
evil had been protracted by Lord Seymour' r, opposition agreed 
to the ^oard proceeding with the measure according &o their 
pri&ir^i report.
r:h?.t .vhilst tee Secretary of Snate for the i'ome 
Department and the Government were in favour of the plan the 
.refcujury was against it *as fc«.rly intlaated and clearly made 
manifest. It was indeed early intimated before the 
Chancellor of the oxcheciuer's objections were received that 
tae scheme sanctioned by xjarii&iaeut would UOL, be 
allowed to work**.
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where he was aysteaatically overborne, while he could occupy his 
time to really useful public purposes in his own office". He 
had told Shaftesbury his decision: and "if he b?.d said this to 
the noble ttarl in confidence, hie confidence had been much 
misplaced, for the noble 3arl had tatcen She very first 
opportunity of publishing what he had said, when he thought he 
could bring it out to damage his character".^^
Turning aoxt to the Board'a conduct in the localities, be 
asserted that it was against the principles of the constitution
for a petition frore one-tenth of the ratepayers of a district to
-o-
1. "160 Boards took place which he never attended, until on one 
occasion when ho did attend, when a measure which he 
proposed, v»as opooseti not oy rir. ChadwlcK but by Lord 
Shaft,esbury .....
The siejabers of the i.oard aevarally declare that the 
business of "the ^oard aever uas Cvjaducied in such a way as 
Lord Seymour represents, that they are unaware of ever 
having received any communication frou the Government 
through him as a cojri&unication or expression of a wish of 
the Government in the manner represented, and that they 
entered very fully into every proposition he made with a 
d«sire to its adoption. In respect to his being told that 
he had no seconder, the recollection of every one present 
was consulted at the time he made the statement, and every 
one was then prepared to affirm that they remembered nothing 
of the kind taking place and believe that he never was so 
told. The only pretext for such a statement was an entry 
made m the ainutos, which tbe secretary stated ue mude 
himself believing it to be the common form, but that he 
never heard Lord Seymour told that his motion had not been 
seconded.
An he had token no part in thp preparation of the law, 
Lord Seymour was unaware of its difficulties and if he had 
consulted the (-ovfirnreerxt aa he now states he could not have 
informed them correctly tor on the opposite course to the 
one he proposed on the particular occ.inion «c v.Mch he 
refers fieiri^ submitted to the Governwent from the Board with 
the notice that he was dissentient it was approved by the 
Government,
"-n no occasion <1id it happen to "Jr. r;hadwick or fir. 
bouthwood Smith to move to set aside any propositions made 
by uord '.eyinour. They en ail ocottsions endeavoured to treat 
him with the resnect 1\\e to MB office and position, whilst 
cney had to oass over fajratuisously offensive behaviour on 
his part towards themselves which in one instance Lord 
Shaftesbury considered oup;ht not to be oassed over, and made 
it the subject of a remonstrant correspondence aud resolution
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bind the reel. Moreover, opponents In the locality had no 
oo»er to test the genuineness of the si^n^ture.:, and, in fact, 
the inspectors refused 1,0 s-llov? th? inhabitants to see the 
petition. "The joobing of the Board oi Health presented an 
amount of dirt vnich must be very startling to the clean party 
in question ...... The whole thing was perfectly monstrous.
Some engineer v.hom no one else ?/ould caiploy, or some medical 
fls&n whom nobody would consult, would be anxious to have the 
Health of Towns Act applied to his district.? he *ould then get 
a few signatures, and would stmd up his impartial suggestion 
that a particular place could not get on without the 
interposition of tLe Board* the Board, jumping at the 
suggestion, would forthwith send down one of its elect 
inspectors, equally craving employment, who would, on arrival at 
tfc~e lucklesr. place of bis destination, plsce hi^r-elf in 
conir.unical.ioa with the doctor or engineering adviser, who being 
the person who h&d corEuTuriicated v?ith the Board, would thus have 
acquired a locus standi; the united pair ?,ouici then consult 
with the purveyor of the local board, whose opinion, seeing that 
he couH d only bo rec.oved by the central Board, would be sure to 
ta&e only one direction, and, by this corabin&tion of powers, 
the principle of self-government r;ac utterly violated under the 
constitution of the Board".
It is interesting; to speculate on the vMor:iJLn& of 
Seymour's mind when he made t.heBe assertions, each with its 
small portion of fact economically admixed uich a large amount 
of obliquity and bupprefasion. In his limitations arid 
assumptions teymour is a type of & large and influential class, 
who, then ajcid since, opposed c.ne pro^res^ oi uncial I'eforic. 
fhere is no need to postulate any deliberate falsehood, any 
planned and cold-blooded i«urder ol tne truth. It v^as not that 
he consciously cut and selected facts to ;mi& his purposes; but 
rather tfiuU, IJ.KK iron Tilings in a oi&^uocic Tiela, facts -*ere 
uent «*«d patterned oy the pull o£ a strong mind set in decided
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courses. One whole tone of his thought was opposed bo the 
Board of Health and what it stood for. A long process of 
conditioning by personal contacts in family and political 
relations had bred in him an aversion —— so far removed from 
the sphere of reason that it might be termed instinctive —— to 
the idea of interference with the business of the governing 
classes, whether that business was in the form of commercial 
undertaking or of local and central administration. He hated 
state intervention, xiuftxa*xfcfc«xiiax "the interfering with 
everything and everybody" as he called it^, and at the Board 
of Health he found himself associated with men who looked on 
such intervention as a duty. It was intervention, moreover, ] 
in matters whose importance he lacked the knowledge and the ; 
sympathy to appreciate in full. The technicalities of 
sanitation, the subject matter of sanitary investigation, were 
foreign to him; and, because foreign, diverting. He could . 
scarcely repress his derision at the thought of a Board 
solemnly discussing the dimensions of earthenware sewer pipes 
or the construction of Reception Houses for the corpses of the 
poor. And, finally, he detested the members of the board. , 
They were enthusiasts. They stuck out for principles when they; 
could have had an easier time by listening to the Treasury. 
Like one of the worldly wise at a revivalist meeting, he was 
bored by their lecturing, resentful of their assumption of 
moral superiority, uneasy in the presence o£ their earnestness.
There was no one in the Coeuaons sufficiently informed 
and sufficiently convinced to stand up to Seymour's onslaught. 
Many who heard him must have believed, liice historians of a . 
later generation, that he "spoke with authority because he had ' 
at one time been an ex officio member of the Board". vt ' Sir j 
vvilliam Moleaworth, the Board's official spokesman, did not opers 
his mouth in their defence? and, if he had been willing, he knev
1. Hansard, vol. 135, p. 990, 31 July
2. J.^. and B. Haramond, "Lord Shaft esbury", p. 16b,
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nothing about the subject. vhen Shaftesbury rose to make his 
reply in the Lords, it was many hours later, after he had had 
time to see the reports in the "Times". After Seymour's first 
attack he pointed out that Seymour had put in no more than 
seven appearances at the rtoard, and that it was on the sixth of 
these that he made his proposition about metropolitan 
interments^ ; ; the impression ^,iven by Seymour that he had oeen 
driven away by the constant opposition of Chadwick and Southwood 
Smith was thus shown to be almost entirely without foundation. 
The Lords gave him a sympathetic hearing when, after Seymour's 
second speech, he declared "there is hardly an assertion which 
might not be met by as flat a contradiction"; but it had little 
effect on the Commons when he quo tod the letter in which Seymour 
had stated that he would be unable to attend the Board without 
neglecting his duties at the floods and r'orests; or when he 
showed that the average attendances at the Board were not three 
or four minutes, but five, six or seven hours, even ten during 
the cholera, and that his hard-preseed colleagues were obliged 
to take some of their papers home at night.^ /
The crucial debate of July 31st, therefore, was a victory 
for Lord Seymour. A storm of hate and indignation burst over 
Chadwick's head. before th fury of that general condemnation
even hia friends hesitated or were silent. ' His great
-o-
1. Hansard, vol. 133. pp. 236 - 3, 14 July 1354.
2. ibi-3., pp. 1079 -33, 1 August 1354.
3. A letter of apology for the harshness of Joseph Kume's 
speech was addressed by :£aria Hume to .'rs. Chadwick (3
August I'i5^)»
"I assure you we one and all much regretted it when we 
saw it reported next day in the Papers, and exclaimed 
against him for having r;o apoken, and the more so, because 
we all know, that however he may have disapproved of ..*ir. 
Chadwick 1 3 management in the board of Health, he always 
allows, that he has been a zealous and industrious puolic 
servant, and deserves well of the public ..... The only 
explanation of his apparent unqualified condemnation is to 
be found in the circumstances of the moment: ifc was towards 
the close of the debate, the House very impatient,, great 
(Continued on next page)
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public services were forgotten in an unreasoning gesture of 
revulsion. ' He was the bureaucrat and centraliser, who had 
sought to confine the liberties of the individual within the 
strait jacket of a system; the ambitious careerist, perpetually
intriguing for greater power and crushing without pity all who
(2 )opposed hio will. v ' The legend was now complete. And though
-o-
(Continued from previous page) fear of losing the Bill, which 
Mr. Huae was very anxious to avoid, and the feeling of the 
House being strongly against &r. Chadwick (you will not be 
offended at cay telling this admitted fact) Mr. HUBS thought 
that the assurance of his, and one or more of his 
colleagues', removal, and an intension to reconstruct the 
Board entirely might induce the House to paas the Bill. He 
no doubt should have named others as well as Mr. Chadwicfc, 
and have qualified this implied censure with an expression 
of his more favourable general opinion, but in the hurry of 
the moment this escaped him —— and truly sorry we all are 
that he should therefore appear before the public as the 
special opponent of Mr. Ghadwick"
1. "Phe intensity of the prejudice now raging against you is 
very extraordinary and not to be accounted for oy your acts 
of commission or omission under the Public Health Act. I 
wrote and spoke to several Members of Parliament and their 
Agents concerning the first Bill but the answers I received 
were for the jso»t pert very discouraging. It is the fallacy 
of false Inference that has condemned you and made so many 
persons forget your past merits in the apprehension of 
fancied Danger. This bugbear will in time cease to frighten 
the isinds of the weak and of the sincer-e but no*- enlightened 
portion of the public and then you may attack the roguish 
section with a chance of success. Depend upon ic Justice 
will be dbonento you sometime or other. Phe blory of the 
sanatory movement is imperishable. Near twenty years have 
now elapsed since you and I first discussed this matter in 
Mr. Senior'a nouse at Kensington and you have pursued it 
with unceasing diligence and rare devotedness ever since". 
(S.H. Gael - K.:., 20 August 1354).
2. "In a word, ivir. Edwin Ghadwics suggested the original 
inquiries; settled the plan of operations; marshalled, 
selected, and digested evidence; grew from secretary into a 
commissioner; issued rules, regulations, and maxims; chose 
his colleagues, his servants, and tiis witnesses, and in his 
official capacity, under the mantle of the Board, tried, 
condemned, $n;i sentenced his opponents; and recommended the 
Board, that is to say, himself, for further powers, 
privileges, and honours, ''lever has the expedient of 
reiteration been so vigorously and unscrupulously used, 
(Continued on next
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his friends might comfort him with the reminder that Wellington 
had become a national hero after being pelted in the street, ' 
so long as he lived Ohadwick's character and ideas would never
be entirely freed from the taint of that suspicion. tLj
-o-
(Continued from previous page) page after page, volume after 
volume, pamphlet after pamphlet, speech after speech; the 
same reckless assertions are supported by the same 
fallacious evidence, selected and cooKed for the occasion, 
and the same certain conclusions are arrived at, that is to 
say, that every city, town, and village may obtain universal 
health and a large income from the sale of sewerage on one 
sole condition —— unquestioning, blind, passive obedience 
to the UKase, decree, bull, or proclamation of the autocrat, 
pope, grand lama of sanitary re-form, Kdwin Chadwicfc, lawyer 
and commissioner ...... He was determined that the British
world should be clean, and live & century, but on one 
condition only —— that they consented to purchase the real 
patent Chadtwickian soap, the Chadwicfcian officially- 
gathered soft water, and the true impermeable telescopic 
eacthenware pipe, and when they did die, ?;ere interred oy 
his official undertakers in the Chad*lc&ian necropolis". 
("Engineers and Officials", pamphlet; , anonymous,
1. William Btuart - J5.C., 19 August
2. When, two years later, a public subscription was being 
raised for Southwood Smith, the originators (Or. waller 
Lewis and R.s>. Grainger) decided to Keep ChadwicR's name off 
the Committee lest it "ruin the whola proceedings". 
"Moreover", Chadwicic told 3ir Joha aiasthope (a.d., 1456), 
"they were of opinion that it waa essential to the measure 
that it should be kept clear of the General 3oaed of 
Health".
"I need not tell you", he went on, "that in Parliament, 
in the press I have been for years singled out for 
individual attacks for measures of Joint action in which I 
have been precluded from calling for explanations and making 
any individual defence. These attacics have been chiefly in 
expressions of hate and scorn as towards some odious 
character. Be whose nights as well as days were engaged in 
the gratuitous (service; of devising means of preventing 
some of the chief evils of humanity was treated as if he 
were absorbed by some terrible vices. I'h< active hostility 
has been invariably traced to disguised enemies of sanitary 
reform, who have seen that the saost effectual way of 
damaging them would be to damage him whom they deemed to be 
its most active promoter. It has been a most mischievous 
error to hold these attacks to have been of no account: —— 
they have had their effect*-, and have been the occasion of 
large disaster to the public; the Lord Advocate declared 
(Continued on next page;
On the following day Sir William tfolesworth introduced a 
Public Health Bill, to constitute a new health department on the 
same lines as the Poor Law Board, comprising a President with a 
secretary and an under-secretary. Mwin Chadwick was to be 
pensioned off with a £1,000 a year.^ In his letter of 
resignation to Palmeraton, Shaftesbury had written with some 
bitterness, "in retiring from these duties, I cannot but express 
my regret that our five years of intense labour, productive, as 
will, hereafter, be seen, of great benefit to the country, have 
been subjected to so much suspicion and calumny".^ Ghadwick 
was even more bitter, an he reflected how he had been 
"discharged under the contumelies of r,he opposition as well as j 
a reduced income, whilst if 1 had been in aa office abolished 
on account of its inutilifcy I should have retired like the 
Masters in Chancery on a full salary". *^ But the blow fell 
heaviest on the unoffending and uncomplaining Southwood Smith 
who had been taken for six years from his profession, and now, 
"without fault proved and indeed after extraordinary and 
successful labour is dismissed a mined Ban without any
compensation whatsoever". -
-o-
(3onti.aued from previous page) that they had created so strong 
a prejudice against me in the minds of the Scotch members, 
they knew not why as to prevent the extension of the i ublic 
Health Act to Scotland, and they supplied the majority by 
which the first Board of Health was destroyed. There are 
few 7* ho are aware of the mischief a which it has done: of 
work commenced, left uncompleted and misdirected, and of the 
further large works designed, to which there can now be no 
probable coftraencement. To a competent and impartial person 
who would fully examine the subject it would be no 
extravagance to say that the loss life in the laat war, was 
small in comparison with the loss of life maintained by the 
public de£eat on the Public Health Act. The impression 
created must be that there really must be something odious 
about a person whose character has occasioned so much 
hostility to a really beneficent course of legislation ..."
1. Hansard, vol. 135, pp. 1138 - 42, 1 August 1354.
2. Shaftesbury - ("-'aimerston, 27 July 1354.
3. ii.C. - ? , 7 August 1354.
4. ibid.
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It would be some comfort if the Board fell into good 
hands. Lyon Playfair would be a great acquisition, Chadwick 
suggested, and the sight of him as secretary or chief executive 
officer would give satisfaction to the Inspectors/ 1 ^ But the 
Government had decided that the capitulation was to be complete, 
and that to silence the critics they must be taien into 
partnership. Ghadwicie read with horror the announcement that 
the President was to be Sir Benjamin Hall, the voice of the 
Marylebone vestry, and the Secretary Tom Taylor, the man who 
wrote lumpoona for "Punch" when he should have been drafting 
bye-lawa.
"All that She anti-centralisers will have gained, is a 
huge imposture, of a man who will be engaged ten hours a day in 
Parliament, who will have what he calls the duties of society 
to attend to, and his constituents to attend to, who having come 
into office entirely ignorant, will have no time and little 
opportunity to explore and gain Knowledge for himself, and who 
will be the mere puppet of an intriguing secretary whose 
interests and time have been away fx*om hia duty, who is shallow 
in his knowledge and incaoable of himself of making any 
substantial progress. Hhe only chance for Uhe public is that 
either he or the president may be advised b,y some of the 
inspectors and being under the motive to do aoraething and to
show a contrast;, may adopt the advice".^ ;
— j~
1. j":,.G. - ? ( Dalmerstou or Russell), 4 August 1354
2. £.0. - F. 5. *ard, 14 Auguso 13^4.
"I see Sir Benjatain Hall in :*!:•• speech talks of making 
his ooard an advisory 3oard. As if our board had not been 
an advisory and sux/sestive ^oard to an extent entirely 
unexampled! Ho administrative Board ever bestowed so much 
labour in preparing instructional information as ours did
*e in no one instance, except in the cholera period 
against the Oity of London Union tools any hostile steps aa 
against any local authority whatsoever. Phe fact is however 
bhat we had no power to do otherwise. He has a large "But" 
if they neglect to do what they ought to do, he will step in 
oti behalf of the General Public", (ibid.)
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H« thought wildly of a dramatic intervention in the 
forthcoming election contest in Marylebone, and even roughed out 
an address to the ratepayers, asking them to consider the 
strictures passed by the Lords on Hall's speech, and then go to 
the polls and give their votes as they would give a verdict 
before the country. "The clergy and churchaien must be properly 
against Sir Benjamin for his insults to the Bishop of London. 
The case of Dr. Southwood brnith ought to rouse the medical 
profession against the mode of his displacement and the 
presumption of so ignorant a layman occupying the place of 
Minister of Health. The affront to Lord Shaftesbury should be 
made apparent and should engage all the religious communities. 
To engage any sympathy for myself would I apprehend require more 
labour than there is time for . J
Though Chadwick was denied the pleasure of seeing the 
usurper humbled by the judgment of the torylebone voters, fate 
dealt him satisfaction of a different sort. For the critic in 
office found his answer. Very shortly after his appointment, 
as he watched the machinery Chadwick had designed and the men 
Chadwick had trained going to work in the cholera epidemic, 
Hall was confiding to one of the Inspectors that he was 
astonished to find how much there was to be done, and how much 
his derided predecessors had done; and he observed no three men 
could possibly have worked harder. ' "So far as I can judge", 
Dr. Sutherland told Chadwick, "the President seems quite 
disposed to make himself completely master of the sanitary I 
subject, to avail himself of every means of information, and to 
take his place intthe House at the beginning of next session, 
as a Reformer, resting his position on his own knowledge and 
observation, and ready to face any opponents who raay appear. 
1 may state in confidence, that both Mr. Austin and I are rather' 
afraid of his going too fast, and raising the interests against I
him. It has indeed happened with him, as with every other ]-o- j
1. S.C. - F.O. *ard, JLjJ August 1854, . I
2. ii.w. - i?'.U. «ard, <t<e> April
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person, who has taken any pains in the way of enquiry, that he 
is astonished at the magnitude of the evils with which he has 
to contend, while his sympathies appear to be all engaged in 
their removal". ^ ^ A.nd presently "the London Engineering 
Clique" was showing that it was as dissatisfied with the new 
President as with the old Commissioners/2 ^
Shaftesbury had found a fit text for the Board and their 
officers whent they assembled for their parting dinner, in the 
shadow of public opprobrium and still smarting from the 
parliamentary boot. "We are troubled on every side yet not 
distressed; we are perplexed but not in despair, persecuted but 
not forsaken, cast down but not destroyed".
id/hat thoughts were passing through Chadwick's mind as he 
listened to Shaftesbury at that final banquet? Darkened with 
the bitterness of those last weeks, they must yet have contained 
much to console and to satisfy. A rest and a thousand a year 
pension had never been better earned. In the twenty-two years 
since Nassau Senior had introduced him into the public service, 
he had been engaged continuously in the diagnosis of social 
disease and the prescription of legislative remedies. He had 
been a major influence on three Royal Commissions of the first 
importance, and produced a series of estate papers unequalled for 
the clarity and force of the administrative intelligence they 
displayed. Since its beginning he had been the heart and brain 
of the public health movement. His foresight had equipped the 
Registrar General with authority to draw up the national balance 
sheet of sickness and death. L'rom the Poor Law Office he had 
guided the nation-wide inquest which paved the way for
legislation. Re had been the first to see as a whole the
-o-
1. J. Sutherland - &.C., 11 September 1354.
2. J. Sutherland - B.O., 13 October 1354.
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problems of municipal engineering, the inter-dependence of 
drainage, water-supply, and sewage disposal. By the impact of 
his own reports and the personal influence he had exerted on 
politicians and the leaders of outside opinion, he had in ten 
years educated the law-making classes to appreciate the issues 
at stake, and forced the first Public Health Act on the statute 
book. From (iwydyr House, with an inadequate Act, he had done 
what he could? and it is just to say that in his single-minded 
pursuit of the public welfare, and the fertility of his projects 
for social oetterment, be had done more than any other man of 
his time would have had the courage, the ability, and the 
toughness to attempt.
Throughout these years the motive principle of his 
social philosophy was the "Sanitary Idea", the conviction that 
the wretchedness and ill-health laid bare by his investigations 
were preventible; and the characteristic quality of his 
administrative theories was the assertion that this could be 
done by government, the perception that the organised power of 
the state was a tool which could be sharpened and applied to the 
shaping of the social environment. To the men of his day his 
exposition of distasteful facts,with a brutal insensitiveness 
to the feelings of the respectable interests concerned, was like 
surgery without anaesthetics. And the remedies he prescribed 
—— the inspection of factories and mines, the regulation of 
building and of noxious trades, the recognition of employer's 
liability for workmen's accidents, the public ownership of 
railways and water supplies, the extension of Ahit©hall's 
authority into the localities —— together constituted a 
confining system of rules and restraints which freedom-loving 
capitalists and Corporations regarded with horror, and for 
which they could find no greater condemnation than to trace it 
back to its un-English origins.
On these questions the balance of opinion has radically 
shifted, and it has shifted in favour of Chadwick. A
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generation accustomed to government intervention on a scale he 
never dreamed of will find little to shock in his centralising 
theories, and will ascribe the outcry against the first Board of 
Health less to the violence of a doctrinaire department than to 
the restivenesa of local authorities under an unfamiliar curb. 
In an age of municipalised gas and water and transport, of 
nationalised railways and coal-mines, of Ministries of Health, 
Labour, and National Insurance, of public boards administering 
services as diverse as broadcasting and airways, the voices of 
the champions of laisaez faire and private enterprise speak with 
less assurance and authority. It has been Chadwick's 
misfortune, however, that he has continued to be seen through 
the eyes of hostile contempo caries and judged by their 
standards. His reputation would rank higher if subsequent 
historians had examined their witnesses and allies more closely, 
and asked whether in fact a Oornewall Lewis or a Lord Seymour 
stood for a more enlightened and humanitarian administration. 
Chadwick has been further unfortunate in that of all his work 
it is the Poor Law which is best known and which his name first 
recalls. It is not generally realised, first, that the maimed 
and partial measure of 183^ embodied only part of the broader 
schemes of preventive administration he had in mind; and 
secondly, that his years as a subordinate at Somerset House 
formed a less valuable episode in hia career than his years as 
the animating spirit of the General Board of Health. For this 
reason, perhaos, he arouses in the authors of the "Minority 
Report on the Poor Law" of 1909 an antagonism one would not 
expect from the authors of the "London Programme" of 1392.
He lived thirty-six years after his retirement, busy, 
useful years, in which he played a prominent part in spreading 
the gospel of sanitary and administrative reform. We catch 
characteristic glimpses of him from time to time —— quietly
telling the Aberdeen Town Council that the normal death rate of 
their city was 14 not 24 per thousand; instructing Louis 
Napoleon in the virtues of sewer manure, and telling Bismarck 
how to spend the millions of the French indemnity by improving 
the towns of Germany; giving evidence to the Newcastle 
Commission on the effects of physical training in the half-time 
schools; contesting without success the University of London 
seat and three or four others; playing with newfangled notions, 
overhead railways, the American writing machine, tricycles for 
policemen, ventilation towers for the great towns. He talked 
and wrote without rest, addressing the British Association on 
the benefits of competitive examinations, and the Social Science 
Association on the military lessons of 1370, and discussing at 
the soire'es of the Society of Arts anything from irrigation in 
India to the best methods of constructing a school; turning out 
correspondence and pamphlets inexhaustibly, letters to the 
"Times" to urge an omnibus monopoly for the metropolis, 
memoranda to Mr. Gladstone on the advantages of a uniform cheap 
telegraph service, papers for Florence Nightingale on the 
health of the army in India. And, near the end, when he was 
old and forgotten, and a little silly, perhaps, and his 
political frineds were all dead or as forgotten as himself, we 
find him trying to persuade Lord Salisbury to get him a peerage. 
Walter of the "Times" went to the Lords, and the Chairman of 
the Metropolitan Board of Works, but there was no official 
recognition of the services of the greatest of the sanitary 
reformers. Not till a few months before his death was he 
granted his_delayed and disproportionate honour. "Had he 
killed in battle as many as he saved by sanitation, he would 
have had equestrian statues by the dozen put up to his memory".
Finally, as the writer of the "Times"' obituary 
remembered him at the Athenaeum, his"benevolent and leonine
face, wrinkled with the lines of thought, and surmounted by the
-o- 
1. "Daily News", 7 July 1390.
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black skull cap" —— his features wearing "an expression of 
severe complacency". ' And why should he not be complacent? 
His countrymen had good reason to thank him. He had played 
the chief part in founding a new department of Government. 
More than any other individual be had been responsible for 
civilising the life of the great towns. Owing nothing to 
wealth or birth, by sheer indefatigable industry and ability he 
fought his way to a unique place in British administration. 
He did not touch a field of government activity where he did 
not introduce some fertile idea or strengthen, with observation 
and experience, some proposition already advanced. It is true 
that while he was in Whitehall everything he touched seemed to 
crumble in his strong, clumsy hands into inertia and 
frustration and failure. In part that was due to his personal 
defects. To the end he remained an immense, tireless dynamo 
which it was difficult to harness. Far more were his failures 
due, however, to his virtues than his faults —— to the courage 
that did not fear to challenge accepted principles, and the 
devotion to public duty which would not compromise with 
overmighty interests. It was the recompense for many 
disappointments, and the reward for his unquenchable optimism, 
that he should live to see that the current of the age was with 
him, and his enemies at the last confounded.
-o- 
1. "Times", 7 July 1390.
APPENDIX, 
FACTORY COMMISSION. 1633.
In March 1333 Lord Ashley, who had recently succeeded 
Michael Thomas ttadler as Parliamentary leader of the Ten Hours 
agitation, introduced his Factory Bill. It provided that no 
child under the age of nine should be employed in the factories; 
that no person under eighteen should work more than ten hours a 
day, and eight hours on Saturdays; and that no person under 
twenty one should work during the night (from 7 p.ta. to fo a.m.). 
The Bill confronted the Ahig Government with a dilemma. Public 
opinion was not lively to tolerate the continuation of a 
"Yorkshire Slavery", the physical and moral effects of which had 
been powerfully illustrated by the witnesses oet'ore Sadler's 
Committee of 1331. But alarmed manufacturers were persuaded 
that the Ten Hours men were &oing too far and too fast. If the 
inquiry had been pushed further "as many sleek, straight and 
chubby children would have been brought forward as there had 
been deformed and emaciated ones". Even if it were granted 
that a case existed for the protection of children in factories, 
argued the employers, the operatives were using pity for the 
children as a cover for gaining their real objective: the 
limitation of the hours of adult workers, and the recognition of 
the pernicious principle of government intervention in the 
contractual relations between master and man. Moreover, if 
factory hours were cut to ten, profits and wages must decline 
accordingly; and English capitalists, whose predominance in the
world's markets depended on working their fixed capital to the
-o-
1. Lord fiforpeth; Hansard, vol. 15. P» 391 • Morpeth stated the 
Committee had arranged that Sadler should first call his 
witnesses and go through his case, and then the opoonents of 
the Bill should have their hearing; however, the session 
ended as Sadler's evidence concluded, and before his 
opponents had begun.
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Halt, would suffer in competition with foreign manufacturers. 
It was darkly hinted that capital might fly for refuge to 
countries where the government was more accommodating.
By a majority of one Wilson Patten, Tory member for North 
Lancashire, speaking on behalf of the Association of Master 
Manufacturers, carried a motion referring the question to a 
Royal Commission^-^ i and, despite an appeal by Ashley, the 
Government decided that the inquiry should be a secret one. 
It was so obvious a retreat from the plain lessons of Sadler's 
Committee that the workers were in no doubt that the Commission 
would result in nothing but elaborate excuses for inaction. 
Th« Short fime Committee of Ruddersfield petitioned that "the 
persons who have authorised this method of secret examination 
may be impeached", alleging that "the enemies of the poor have 
added treason and insult to injury, by abusing the prerogatives 
of the Crown, and appointing a set of worthless Commissioners to
( 2 )perpetuate infant murder" . v ' If thia indeed was all that was 
in the mind of the Government, they made a cardinal error in 
appointing Chadwick as one of the three Commissioners.
Chadwiok was still marshalling evidence for the Poor Law 
inquiry when the Government, eager to reach an early decision on 
factory legislation, made this further call upon his now 
acknowledged powers of investigation. It was, apart from 
Chadwick, a Commission of the traditional Ahig type —— Thomas 
T?ooke to give to the inquiry the authority of the fashionable 
economics; a Benthamite physician, Dr. Southwood Smith, to deal 
with the medical evidence} and, associated with these, a doaen 
other investigators of uneven merit, some of outstanding 
ability, others with virtues known only to the Patronage 
Secretary. A central board of three, Chadwick, Southwood
Smith, and Tooke, took control of the inquiry, and the
-o-
1. Hansard, vol. 17, PP. 79 - H3> 3 April 1333.
2. "Leeds Intelligencer", 22 June 1333.
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Government nominees, who could not be trusted to act singly, 
were sent out in pairs as Commissioners Itinerant. One or two 
ill assorted characters, as Chadwick recounts, were thus 
coupled, who quarrelled violently, and at times came near to 
sending challenges to one another; and then, when the central 
board tried to intervene, vented their spleen on the peace­ 
makers.^* '
An interesting series of letters from J.N. Cowell, one of 
the Commissioners sent to Manchester, illustrates how they 
interpreted their instructions to seek "the whole truth 
respecting the employment of children in factories".^ ' Earnest 
and well-meaning, anxious to do the right thing, but judging 
what was right by the inevitable and unconscious prejudices of 
his class, he had gone out expecting, as he says, to conduct a 
quiet and methodical study of the situation. ^ ^ He found 
himself, to his bewilderment, the target for conflicting 
agitations. To allay suspicion he decided to hear the 
operatives first, but a meeting of the workers promptly resolved
against giving evidence lest they should be dismissed infji} 
reprisal. A deputation from the workers presented him with
a remonstrance, expressing respect for the iClng and 
Constitution, but an "unconquerable aversion to, and suspicion 
of, the effects of any enquiry so constituted".
"The evidence obtained before the Committee on Mr. 
Sadler's Bill was called from the suggestions of those factory
Masters and their friends and dependents who have avowed their
-o-
1. E.C, — Bishop off Lowfcra, IG I>ace>nb<?r IS^-t*-«
2. "First Report from Factory Commissioners", 1333 WO), xx, 
p. 2. The Instructions to the itinerant Commissioners, 
drawn up by Chadwick, stated: "It should be distinctly 
understood that the Inquiry is in no respect to be narrowed 
to the views of any class, or any party or interest" (ibid., 
pp. 79 - 35). A letter from the Commission to Lord Ashley, 
20 April 1833, asked him to inf'orm his supporters that any 
information or suggestions would be welcomed.
3. J.N. Cowell - B.C., t> May 18*3. 
*. J.u. Cowell - £.0., 2 May 1833-
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heedlessness of the waste of infant life and strength and the 
degradation in every way of the factory population when put in 
competition with the profits of capital invested in Steam Mills. 
That evidence is now admitted by the intelligent part of the 
public to be conclusive proof of the fact that the factory 
system, as at present worked, does tend to deprave and degrade 
the labourers employed |n it, and, what is our most especial 
cause of grief and despair, that it shuts out infancy from the 
chance of any human instruction, dwarfs their bodies, twists and 
bends their tender bones and deforms their figures. The
numerical statements of deaths, deformities and diseaseroom for 
furnished to Parliament leave no/doubt on these heads.
That evidence taken before a competent and ordinary Court 
of Enquiry is violently and without reason put aside to make way 
for a mode of enquiry chosen by those whose interests are openly 
opposed to the physical and moral well being of the factory 
labourers, and, these very parties, as we perceive by the series 
of questions issued to them, are, In their own counting houses 
without the responsibility of an oath or the restraint which 
would be imposed by a face to face examination and the chance of 
cross examination, to give such answers as cuey think fits, which 
answers, as we cannot but suppose, are 1.0 be placed in 
opposition to the unanswerable bo Jy of evidence alluded to 
above. On the other hand what are trie labourers to do? 
Experience has proved to them that there is no danger more 
directly threatening the very means of their existence, than 
giving evidence of the facts as they exist.
i'he minds of the Masters must have undergone a complete 
revolution if any such attempt on Che part of the labourers will 
not only cause the loss of their employment but also the posting 
of their names in the entrance Hall of every Mill far and near 
for the purpose of insuring their exclusion from any such
employment in any other place".^
-o-
1. J.N. Cowell - E.G., 3 &tey 1333* The itinerant Commissioners 
were instructed to take examinations on oath, and to 
safeguard working class witnesses (/'Jfirst Keport", pp.3 - 6)
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Who composed the "Central Committee of Operatives for the 
Whole of Lancashire", wondered Cowell. "All we know is that it 
does, at present, controul arid govern the general conduct of the 
operatives, considered aa a body, in these parts". It was 
backed by the vast mass of the workers in its determinaeion to 
carry Ashley's Bill by clamour and agitation: "the assembling 
delegates from so many places and from such distances the length 
of their deliberations and the resolutions which they adopted 
can leave little doubt on that head". The workers showed 
"strong symptoms of insincerity", he observed, —— adding 
immediately, however, that they seemed "to be acting as they 
think honestly and sincerely upon the whole, and they certainly
send us personally assurances of their confidence and goodwill". 
(1)
The cotton masters were less crude in their approach.
Three days after receiving the deputation from the workers, 
Cowell was visited by the local garrison commander, Colonel 
Shaw, who told him that the Central Committee lived by 
agitation, and assured him, "as a result of his experience here 
and knowledge of the parties, that no Confidence whatever was to 
be placed in the assurances of the leaders of the operatives, 
and that he was satisfied that they would leave no means untried 
to Convert our Commission into a pretext and means of getting up 
agitation". The same day, when a procession of factory 
children marched to his office to present a petition, Cowell had 
discovered a previous engagement which prevented his seeing them.
Chadwick himself had remained in London, contenting 
himself with giving to each of the itinerant Commissioners a 
sheaf of printed notes and minute verbal instructions on the 
methods of examining witnesses. It is not surprising, in view 
of the quality of many of the local investigators and of the 
organised resistance from the Short Time Committees which they
encountered, that when he came to consider what measures were
-o-
1. -J.N. Cowell - E.G., 6 May 133}.
2. J. i. Cowell - E.C., 6 May 1333-
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to be recommended he found that the evidence collected from the 
manufacturing districts was gravely defective, being either 
insufficient or inapplicable to the points in question. Little 
more than six weeks had been allowed to complete the inquiry and 
report, and impatient notes from Lord Melbourne were reaching 
the Commissioners.^ ' But though time was so pressing, 
Chadwick felt bound to urge that the central board should 
examine some witnesses themselves. In the circumstances he 
felt it was fortunate that a number of the chief manufacturers 
happened to be in London, and available for personal 
questioning. It was, he declared later, only the unavoidable 
necessity of redeeming the Government's pledge that they would 
produce a plan before the end of the session, and of suggesting 
an alternative to the "ruinous measure" then before the House, 
which induced him to recommend tbe application of remedies to a 
state of things which he had not himself investigated in person. 
As it was, he felt that the most formidable objections to the 
recommendations were that they had been devised by persons who 
might never have seen a factory, and that the details had not
been suggested by the inquiries of the itinerant Commissioners. 
(2)
The First Report of the Commission occupied only seventy
pages^* , but with its accompanying mass of district reports it 
formed the largest blue book that had appeared up to that date, 
and it came in for some ridicule as the "parallelopidon Report". 
^ Mill-owners could not have read it with any great 
satisfaction. ('cue, the Ten Hours men were castigated, their
leaders condemned as agitators, the processions and "studied
-o-
1. J.te. Phillips - T. Tooke, 5 -June and 20 June 1823.
2. K.O. - N. Sertior, 3O ToVy »93V-
3. 1333 (450^, xx. 1, dated 25 June 1833. A Second Report,
dated 15 July 1333, dealt with the medical evidence relating 
to adult operatives; and a Third Report, 25 March 1334, 
summarised the answers to the queries circulated amongst 
the manufacturers (1333 (519), xxi.l; 1334 (167) xix. 253, 
xx. 1.)
4. JB.O. - Sir James Graham, 2 April 1344.
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compositions'^ child petitioners derided. ' It was shown 
that some manufacturers had voluntarily incurred great 
expenditure for the health, education, and moral improvement of 
their workers, and with scarcely an exception the attitude to 
workers intthe large new factories which had recently been built 
was found to be paternal, and the treatment of children 
"considerate, gentle, and beneficial".^ On the other hand, 
the Report stated bluntly that "the words "impracticable" and 
"impossible" are too commonly attached by many of the 
manufacturers to any regulation which may subject them to 
expence or to temporary inconvenience".^ Regulation there 
must be. The case for government intervention to protect the 
factory children was overwhelming. whether employed in the 
largest and best regulated factories or in the smaller, obscure 
mills where the old cruelties still lingered, whether the work 
was light or heavy, whether their treatment was considerate or 
harsh, the children testified uniformly to the extremity of 
fatigue induced by the over-long hours. In the last hour of a 
winter evening it was almost impossible to keep the piecers 
awake; and when the machinery had stopped they would continue to 
go through the motions of piecing after falling asleep, and 
could hardly be shaken into sense enough to wash themselves or 
even^to eat . Combined with this drowsiness the constant 
standing, the peculiar attitudes of She body and motions of the 
limbs, the high temperature and impure atmosphere, produced 
pains in limbs, back, loins, and side, and swelling of the legs,
feet and ankles —— piometimes terminating ia permanent and
(4) incurable disease.
i.row it was on this very point that the Ten Hours Bill was 
most deficient. "Its professed object is the protection of
children; but it does not protect children. For the same
-o-
1. "First Report from factory Commissioners", p. 45,
2. ibid., p. 21
3. ibid., p. 61.
4. ibid., pp 25 - 31.
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evidence which shows that the legislative protection of children 
is necessary shows that the restriction of the labour of 
children to ten hours a day is not an adequate protection*. ' 
Furthermore, by extending the age of protection to eighteen the 
Bill reached beyond its avowed purpose, tending towards "the 
pernicious notion of the propriety and necessity of legislative 
interference to restrict the hours of adult labour". ' For 
this the Commission could find no justification whatsoever. 
The common impression was that hours of daily labour were 
increasing in number; in fact, where they had once averaged 13 .
they v<ere now only 12, or even 11)£. Moreover, though
p art i cul arpagtftmtr classes of workers might have suffered, the wages of
the majority had slowly increased and the severity of their 
labour diminished. The Commissioners concluded that the hours 
of adult workers, and the general improvement of their economic 
condition, could safely be left to the xmfettered working of the 
industrial system, to "self acting causes", "chiefly the 
improvement of processes and circumstances affecting the 
interests of the manufacturers". ^-** Leading cotton masters 
were agreed that a twelve hour day was essential to remunerate 
the capitalist for his outlay on mills and machinery, and to 
enable him to meet the competition of China and Bengal, where 
houra were unlimited and child labour could be obtained for a 
penny a day. To fix houra below this level would mean giving 
a premium to the foreign competitor; it would lessen in 
proportion the volume of production, and so diminish the fund 
whence both wages and profits were paid.
Having thus demonstrated to their own satisfaction that 
a twelve hour day was to the benefit of che worker as much as 
the employer, the Commissioners turned to indicate their 
specific proposals for protecting the factory children. "We
found", wrote Chadwic* later, "that taere was no definite
-o-
1. ibid., p. 33. 2. ibid., p. 50. 
$. ibid., p.
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principle of legislature on the subject, and we furnished one, 
which appears on a review to be sound and as new and applicable 
to the present time (c. 1344) as then; namely that the 
legislature was justified in interfering for the protection of 
those who could not protect themselves, of those who had not 
arrived at the age of discretion to make their own bargains. 
Gn enquiring at what age young persons engaged themselves in the 
manufactures without the assent of parents or guardians being 
thought necessary, we found it to be about the age of puberty. 
'We upon this evidence fixed the age of legislative interference 
at thirteen years of age. Beyond this we found that the facts 
negatived any allegations of the severity of adult labour in 
Cotton or other Mills; as compared with other branches of 
employment we said it was lighter". ^ It was recommended, 
therefore, that no child under the age of nine should be 
employed in the textile factories; after that age, it was 
asserted, serious and permanent disease was rarely produced, if 
the labour v?as not immoderate. From nine to fourteen children 
should work not more than eight hours a d&y. At fourteen 
legislative protection should cease, At that age children 
entered the stage of puberty, when they vere rr.ore capable of 
enduring protracted labour; tbey ceased to be treated as 
children, corporal punishment became rare, and in ether respects
they became freo erents, being allowed to retain part of their
(2) wages, to pay their board, and to make their own contracts. v '
The Comruis&ion thus recommended for children under 
fourteen a working day two hours shorter than that laid down in 
Ashley's bill. That ia all that can be said for this propos&l 
with its unreal picture of fourteen year olds bargaining, as 
equals with their employers, and entering voluntarily upon the
full day's work of an adult.
-o-
1. "On the Employment of Children in Factories etc. Senior's 
objection to Combated", MC, n.d.j probably notes of a speech 
to the Political Economy Club, c. 1344.
2. "First Report from Factory Commissioners", pp. 52 - 57.
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In a further respect the Report showed a wider vision 
than Ash ley's Bill. The most important pare of the scheme, in 
Chadwic&'e view, was the recommendation that three or four hours 
a day should be devoted Co education, the children being obliged 
to present a Licicet on entering the factory to certify that they 
had passed the prescribed time in school. For this purpose, it 
was suggested, a relay system lai^it be worked, children employed
in the morning attending school in the afternoon, and vice 
versa. ^ ^ 'i'his was Chadwick's first pronouncement in f&vour of
tte "half-time System" —— "the greatest discovery of Modern
(7*} Days", as Shaft ©sbury called it —— which in later life, in
numerous pamphlets and speeches, he wa^ to advocate as the key 
to all sound educational progress. " ^
It was in the machinery for enforcement, however, that 
the Report marked the greatest advance and left the deepest 
impression on subsequent factory legislation. .arlier Acts had 
put their trust in the informer and in supervision by visiting 
committees of magistrates and clergymen. But experience had 
shown that the rewards held out to the informer could not 
counterbalance the threat of dismissal and blacklisting wielded 
by the employers while the justices and clergymen had avoided 
any possible unpleasantness with friends and the relatives of 
friends by the simple expedient of not entering the factories to
see if the regulations were being carried out. i?he proposals
— o-
1. ibid., pp. 71 - 72. Ashley stated, however, that provisions 
for education and inspection had been omitted from hi::; Bill 
merely out of the desire not to give additional offence to 
employers (Hansard, vol. 19, P- «i24, 5 July 1S33).
2. Shafteabury - K.G1 ., 17 September 13fa&.
3. See, for example: "Two papers submitted to Commission by Mr. 
Chadwicfc, as to half-time teaching and military and naval 
drill, and on time and cost of popular education on large 
and small scale", Goaanona Return, 1362, xliil.l; "Further 
return, beinjz; letter to vr. Senior, explanatory of former 
paper", ioid". , 91; "National Education. On the rise and 
progress of the half-time principle for mixed physical and 
mental training, 33 the fo-indation of a national system of 
education", pamphlet, Knight i Co., 1381,
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of the leaders of the factory agitation were hardly less 
deficient. "Ten hours aad a day and a time-book" was Oastler's 
programme; and to enforce it on evasive employers, "flogging and 
the pillory". Aahley, following Gaoler, also put his trust in 
the informer and the time-book, hoping to deter offenders by 
heavier fines.
To ChadwicK it appeared «iuite clearly a case for the 
interposition of the impartial power of the central government, 
to enforce the law against local and sectional interests. 
"Any measures by which the enforcement of the law shall be made 
chiefly dependent on those who have an interest in breaking it", 
observed the Report, "may be expected to prove as inefficient as 
the provisions of the existing law".^ ' It. •was necessary to 
appoint some special agency Hinco the proposals related solely 
to children, and were not directly conducive to the immediate 
interests of masters or operatives, or of any other powerful 
clasfj. The Commissioners therefore recommended that the 
Government should appoint three inspectors, charged with the 
enforcement of the law, to go circuits of the chief 
manufacturing districts. I'hey should have the right to enter 
all factories where children were employed, and there to order 
machinery to be fenced off, and to direct arrangements of a 
sanitary nature, "compatible with the execution of the 
manufacturins processes". The arrangements ofor the education 
of the children should also fall within their cognizance.^ ' 
This was the proposal which mar-iced the "turning point in 
factory legislation" ^ *h|ch rescued it from the futility of 
earlier Acts, and converted it from a gesture of woolly 
benevolence to a practical instrument of human welfare.
Parliament, shamed into action by the revelations of
Sadler's Committee but facing uneasily the prospect of
-o-
1. "First Report from Factory Commissioners", p. b4.
2. ibid., r). 63.
3. Hutchins and Harrison, "History of Factory Legislation", 
p. 40.
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legislating for industry, ^as relieved to find that it was 
possible to give factory children a larger measure of protection 
than the Ten Hours men had demanded without coming between the 
employer and his adult workers. The demands of humanity and 
business, it seemed, had been neatly reconciled. The Act of 
135.$> therefore, followed closely the raain recoomendations of 
the Report. The employment of children under nine years of 
age was prohibited, and an eipht hour day ontcblished for 
children unde» foxirteen; children were required to attend school 
for not less then t?;o hours a day; and four inspectors were 
appointed to supervise the execution of the law. Put in one 
respect the Act /rent beyond Chadwick's proposals, &nd in another 
it fell fer below then. It provided that no person under 
eighteen should be employed for more then twelve hours a day, or 
69 hours a v;cek. '/•f'hen nature had indicated EO conveniently the 
exact age when a child became a man, Chadwicis was disgisted that 
"the pernicious practice of legislating for the protection of 
adults was in fact retained". But a more serious defect, in 
Chadwic'tt's view, was the weakness of the educational provisions. 
The Government Bill, as ib left the Commons, had contained a 
clause, drafted by Ch8dT*ick, uhich provided that wherever it 
appeared to the inspector that a new or additional school was 
necessary to enable the children in any factory to obtain the 
education required by ohe Act, he was authorised to establish 
euch s school by contract or otherwise; if the deduction of one 
penny in the shilling from the children's *ages, already ear­ 
marked for educational purposes, were insufficient, the employer 
should pay the deficiency, the amount being set off against the 
poor rates due in respect of his factory; and if the cost 
exceeded the anount of his poor rate assessment, he shoald be 
reimbursed by the Poor Law overseers.^ In the Lords, however, 
this clauoe, as Chadwicit lamented, was "given up to an obscure
1. "On the i-^npioyment of Children in factories etc. Senior's
Objections to Combated", ?C, n.cl.
2. Parliamentary papers, t± 18J3, ii. 231
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opposition"^ , led by the Karquis of Salisbury. The 
inspectors were left with the authority to establish schools, 
but apart from the children's levy of a penny in the shilling, 
were &iven no power to raise the necessary money. The Lords 
also deleted the power given to the inspectors to dismiae any 
teacher whoa they deemed incompetent or in any way unfit for the 
performance of his duties. It is impossible not to feel 
sympathy for Ghadwick's complaint to Lord John Kussell a few 
yearc later: "Had the Education Clauses H\ich were carried in 
the Commons comprehending powers to establish Schools and pay 
for then from the Poor Hates vhere there were no schools already 
established and giving the control of the IMucation in those 
Schools as to its sufficiency and the competency of its Masters 
—— been carried in the House of Lords a large instalment of a 
national System of Education much larger than any in measures
which have of late been made the subject of contest would have
( 2 ) been carried". The obligation imposed upon the employers
was in fact, not to ensure the education of their juvenile 
workers, but merely to see that they presented a "schoolmaster's 
bicicet or voucher" certifying that they had attended school for 
at least two hours on each of six days of the preceding v/eeic. 
To satisfy the requirements of the law class rooms were 
established in coal-holes and engine-rooms, and the children 
entrusted So "bhe engine man, the slubber, the burler, the 
overlooker, she wif«9 of Any one of these, the small ^hoplteeper,
or bhe next door neighbour, with aix or seven email children on 
the floor and on her lap*'. Some employers found even this 
Coo much trouble, and ten years later Chadwick wafl noting that 
"instead of giving i'-he reduced hours of labour to efficient 
schools the reduction has in fact turned the children in many
places out into bhe streets i and swollen the ranks of juvenile-o- 
1. "On uae .liifipioycieni; of Children in factories eto ...... "g] K.I. - T,or<i John Russell, 1 August 13'vO. 
5. "jfeoorts from the Factory Inspectors on the educational 
r-ro visions oi" uaa Factories* Act", 1359, xlii.
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delinquents" .^
The Short-Time Committees, who had oeen blind to the 
defects of Sadler's Bill, were at first equally blind to the 
virtues ol the Factory Act. It was assumed that the inspectors 
would be no more tL.au watch-dogs of the millovmers 1 interests. 
Ifatj Rev. G.G. Bull declared that "if these inspectors, in whose 
appointment the mill owners will have due influence, should take 
the sides of their patrons aud masters, BO aroittfary are their 
powers that we ahull want nothing but the torture room to 
complete their character and office as factory inquisitors". 
The suspicion of the workers was on-;/ equalled by the alarm of 
the capitalists, who had hoped to keep the appointments in the 
locality and ao under their influence. But three years later 
the Rev. G.S. Bull was urging the workers "to hold fast, aa for
life itself, to the ei^ht-hour clause, the education clause, and
(V) the inspection clause of the present Act". -" k more grudging
recotjiiitioa of the value of she inspectors' work came from the 
employers. "Impartial manufacturers have ctcuaifcted in respect 
to the appointment of the uovernaent Inspectors, that it has 
been beneficial in its action, independently of the operation of 
the law of which the execution is to a greater or less extent 
injured by them. It hat; been beneliciai in Keeping attention 
to the fact, that beyond the mere interest's of the employers and 
the employed, in the bargf-iiib oi the hour ana the day between 
them, there are social and public intere^tfa to be regarded. 
It has beea beneficial in promoting voluntary improvements of a 
public character by capitalists. At tie period of our first 
inquiry there were very iew model fiu-nufecturera. Now there are 
numerous establishments by which the first csodels are surpassed,
and evidence is afforded of a very toportcmt i'utui-fc for the
(4> 
working classes' . -o-
1 "On the iimployment of Children in Factories etc. ......"
Z\ "LteAp Inteliigencer", 29 ?epteaaber 1^35.
5. "Manchester and Selford Advertiser", 13 February 13J56.
-u-. "«eai. on factory inspectors", tfS, n.d.
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The Factory Act of 1833 represents Chadwick's first 
success in grafting the Benthamite principle of iaspectability 
on to the machinery of British adtuiniotratioa. The example was
immediately followed by tho appointment of Inspectors to 
supervise the education grants, ^ver one field after another 
as the century wore oa the controlling hand of the Government 
Inspector was stretched, to cLecJc the administration of Poor 
Lav/ Guardians, to discipline tLe capitalist in his Bines and 
factories, and to confront in the towns tt e interests of 
builders ond landlords. And ffiore often than not ChudwicJc'a 
Laud way be detected at vork. behind each extension cf the 
Inspector' a power.
UoboUy gi'asped the implications of tue recommendation in 
the last two pages of the factory Report, ii? , indeed, they ever 
read that lar. here, while his colleagues were preoccupied *i 
with thw evidence on the relay and education clauses and the 
Ten Hours bill, ChadwicJs had clipped in his doctrine of 
"pecuniary responsibility", the germ from which were to spring 
the Employers ' Liability and » ortemen'G 'Joaipensation Acts. 
bince later historians have also universally ignored the 
passage, it is worth giving in sone detail.
Ghadwictc began by Bwe^ping away the flimsy arguments by 
which the employer ^usually shuffled off responsibility for 
accidents on to the shoulders of his workpeople. It was 
frequently asserted tliat accidents were due to culpable 
heedlessness or temerity, and this was made an excuse for 
refusing to contribute to the expense of the cure. The 
ar^uraent was certainly not valid against childreri of an age when 
caution and discretion did not exist; nor \v?s it liicely that an 
adult <vor";er, except in a state of delirium, vsould wantonly
incur the riak of losing life or limb. Excluding cases of
-o-
1. Of the Report of the ^eleCj 3oaaitba& on i'iailv^ay Labo'urers, 
thirteen years after the Factory Commission, ' .C. . &iowles 
remarks, for example, "it ia insereating to see the doctrine 
of .vorKaen's Joaipeasation set ouu so eiriy". ;" Industrial 
and Oommerciai Revolutions", p. 2b?;.
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culpable temerity, the question was who should bear the 
pecuniary responsibility.
"We conceive", ran Chadwick's answer, "that It may be 
stated as a principle of jurisprudence applicable to the case of 
evils arising from causes which ordinary prudence cannot avert 
that responsibility should be concentrated, or as closely as 
possible apportioned on those who have the beat means of 
preventing the mischief. Unless we are to impose on the 
workman the obligation of perpetual care and apprehension of 
danger, the nature of the injuries inflicted are of themselves 
evidence that all the care which can be taken by individuals 
attending to their work is taken by them; it is only the 
proprietor of the machinery who has the most effectual means of 
guarding against the dangers attendant upon its use.
If such an extent of pecuniary responsibility for the 
accidents which are incidental to the use of the machines Is 
imposed upon him, those consequences will be more likely to be 
taken intfc account, and to be guarded against at the time of the 
erection of the machinery. The workmen are not prone to regard 
immediate dangers, still less dangers which are remote and 
contingent, and many of the accidents are of a nature apparently 
too uncertain to form data for insurance. It could hardly be 
expected that a workman in entering a manufactory should object 
that any portion of the machinery is dangerous, and that it 
ought to be boxed off. But the proprietor of the machine is 
necessarily the person who can best foresee all the consequences 
incidental to its use, and can best guard against them. dy 
throwing upon him a portion of the pecuniary responsibility for 
those mischiefs, we combine interest with duty, and add to the 
efficiency of both.
If the pecuniary consequences from unavoidable accidents 
were considerable, the imposition of the proposed responaioility 
may be met by the master, or by a deduction from the wages. 
Considering the defective nature of most existing modes of 
provision against sickness and casualties by benefit or friendly
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societies, and also unhappily the large proportion of those who 
from improvidence do not take advantage of these or other means 
(of which some portion of the working class avail themselves in 
so exemplary and admirable a manner), if we were to devise a 
form of insurance against the casualties in question, available 
to all classes, we should recommend that measures should be 
taken to secure from the master the regular deductions of the 
amount of the contribution of the persons employed.
We propose that in the case of all accidents whatsoever 
from machinery occurring to children under fourteen years of 
age, the proprietor of the machinery shall pay for the medical 
attendance on the child, and all the expenses of the care, until 
medical attendance is no longer required; and also during the 
same period shall continue to pay wages at the rate of half the 
wages employed by the individual in question at the Dime of the 
occurrence of the accident.
W6 are of opinion that persons above that age, in all 
cases where the injury was received from accidents in the 
ordinary course of business, where there was no culpable 
temerity, should receive similar treatment at the expense of the 
employer, and should also be allowed half wages until the period 
of cure, as we believe that an allowance 01 full wages would 
occasion considerable fraud in the protraction of that period,
especially in the cases of accidents of a less serious nature".
(1)
In the hurry with which the Report was drafted, these
paragraphs eluded the attention of Chadwicic's colleagues, and 
Tooke was dumbfounded and not a lit Lie flustered when a witness 
before the Mines Commission of 1841 gave a dissertation on the 
principle as the best way to prevent accidents —— and in 
support of the idea cited the report which bore Tooke f s name. 
He wrote at once to remonstrate with Chadwick as the fountain 
head of the heresy. "Our confidence in the general coincidence 
of your views with ours, led us wholly to overlook the tenour 
and tendency of the passage in question, and that we should so 
1. "L'irst Heport from Factory Commissioners", pp. 73 - 74.
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have overlooked it, is the less to be wondered at, seeing that 
when published it equally passed without notice either by 
parliament or by the public. Indeed I never hear a single 
person notice the doctrine, much less expound it". ' If the 
passage had been brought to his attention, he added, he felt 
certain that he would have detected at once the unsoundness of 
the doctrine, applied as it was to adults as well as children.
The frowns of bheorthodox economists, however, never 
discouraged Chadwictc. The idea found a mention in the 
"Sanitary Report", and was the principal remedy he proposed for 
the condition of the railway labourers in 1846. ^ And he 
never miased a chance to canvass it at the Statistical Society 
or the Political Economy Club, and to indoctrinate with it the 
Assistant Poor Law Commissioners and Superintending Inspectors 
who case under his command. It was not the least of his many 
unremembered contributions towards the civilising of modern 
industrial society.
-o-
1. T. Tooke - S.C., 15 November 1341. He wrote again on 17 Novembers "I am sorry to observe by the P.S. to your note that you have reason to believe that Lord Ashley will taice up the subject. If he does he will make nothing of it and oy his failure in it, as fail he must, he will impair the influence which he ^ould justly possess if he were to confine himself to the means of bettering the condition and shortening the hours and promoting the education of children ......"




(1) TiU CHADAIOK MANUSCRIPTS.
Chadwick kept copies or rough drafts of most of his 
papers, and these are now deposited in the library of University 
College, London. Besides letters, memoranda, and drafts of 
speeches, the collection includes most of his pamphlets, and 
proof sheets of many of the articles he contributed to 
newspapers and various sanitary and administrative journals.
The papers contain very little material bearing on his 
early career; there is practically nothing, for example, about 
his relations with 3entham. From the period of the Factory 
Commission onwards, however, the serious gaps are few, and the 
material relating to the sanitary movement and the General Board 
of Health is particularly full and valuable. No previous 
studies of ChadwiCK's career have made use of these manuscripts.
The papers have not yet (August 194-3) been calendared. 
Some of them have been roughly bundled according to date and 
subject.
Unless otherwise indicated, all letters and papers quoted 
in this thesis are fro® the collection at University College.
( 2 ) AT THE PUBLIC RECORD
The Ministry of Health papers deposited at the P.R.O.
contain:
(a) Minute Books of the Poor Law Commission (W.H.I). 
35 volumes: from August 1334 to July 
Rough Minute Books (M.H.2). 
37 volumes: from August 13JJ4 to June
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Appendices to Minutes (M.H.3). 
3 volumes: from 18)5 to 1846.
Extracts from Minutes (M.H.4).
2 volumes i from July 1839 to December 1341.
(b) Minutes of proceedings of the Commissioners for 
Inquiring into the state of large Towns (M.H.7). 
1 volume: 1843 - 45.
(c) Minute Books of the General Board of Health (M.H.5)' 
12 volumes: from 22 November 1843 to 21 February 
1356.
Rough Minute Books (M.H.6).
20 volumes: from 26 September 1843 to 3 March: 1353.
The Minutes of the Poor Law Commission were used by the Webbs. 
For the defects of these Minutes, see Chadwicic's comments in his 
evidence to the Select Committee on District Asylums (P.P. 1346 
(333) vii, pp. 86 - 88, 364 - 375). There seems to be room for 
a re-examination of these records, with the assistance of the 
material in the Chadwick M3S, which brings out and illustrates 
the issues underlying the colourless entries in the Minute 
Books.
(3) AT COUNTY HALL. fliSSTMINSTER.
The Record Room at County Hall (Room B.21) holds all the 
minutes and other papers of the several district Commissions of 
Sewers, and of the Metropolitan Commission which replaced them 
in December 1847. The following weee found particularly
useful:
(a) "Metropolitan Commission of Sewers. Orders of 
Court" (i.e. minutes). 
Vol. 1. 6 December 1847 to 4 January 1349.
Printed. 
Vol. 2. 10 January 1349 to 4 October 1349.
MS. 
31 volumes altogether, to 31 December 1355.
(b) "M.C.S. Minutes of the General Purposes 
Committee".
Vols 1-5, from 9 December 1347 fco 18 December 
1349. 
29 volumes altogether, to 27 November 1355.
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(o) The correspondence, petitions, MS reports, etc., relating to (a) and (b) are to be found in:
"Original Papers. Court and General PurposesCommittee".
Vols. 1-5, from December 184? to 4 January 1349.The series then continues as "M.C.S. CourtPapers", vole. 6-67, from 10 January 1349 to j$lDecember 1855.
(d) Proceedings of Committees:
"JI.C.S. Trial Works Committee. Minutes and Report Book".
1 volume: from 6 March 1349 to 3 October 1349.
"M.C.3. Works Committee. TrialsWorks Committee. Sewage Manure Committee. Original Papers".2 volumes: from 22 January 1349 to 3 October 1349.
"Metropolitan Sewers. Works Committee". Minutes. 1 volumes from 22 January 1349 to 4 June 1849.
"Ordnance Survey Committee. Minute and ReportBook" .
1 volume: from 21 March 1349 to 1 August 1349.
"Metropolitan Sewers. Finance Committee". Minutes. 1 volume: from 29 January 1849 to 9 October 1349.
"Minute and Report Book. Bye-Laws Committee". 1 volume: from 9 February 1349 to 2 October 1349.
"M.C.S. General Committee. Special CommitteeTooting. Bye-Laws Committee. Sewage ManureCommittee. Ordnance Survey Committee. OriginalPapers".
1 volume: from January 1349 to July 1349.
"Metropolitan Swwers. Sub-Committee on Disposal of Refuse, 13 February to 3 March 1849. Sewage Manure Committee, 19 March to 3 October 1849". 1 volume.
(e) Printed papers, reports of surveyors, etc., are contained in:
"Metropolitan Commission of Sewers. Papers ordered to be printed. 1843 - 49".
1 volume.
"M.G.3. Reports, etc. 1349".
2 volumes .
(4. )
There are a few letters in the flentham Manuscripts at 
University College, London, and in the following collections at
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the British Museum)
Correspondence and papers of the family of Bentham (1)
Letters to Francis Place (2).
Macvey Napier Papers (10).
Correspondence of C. Babbage (4).
Liverpool Papers (1).
Original Letters to Charles Griffin (2).
Non-scientific Correspondence of Sir Richard Owen (3)»
Miscellaneous Papers (1).
Many of these are duplicated in the Chadwick Manuscripts.
B. A SELECTION OF THB MORE IMPORTANT PAMPHLETS.
ARTICLES. AMD S?i^CKi^> BY
The following list should be regarded as representative 
rather than exhaustive, though it probably contains the most 
valuable of Chadwic&'e writings. Many others are to be found 
in the transactions of such bodies as the British Association, 
the Association for the Promotion of Social Science, the 
Statistical Society, the Society of Arts, and the Sanitary 
Institute of Great Britain.
M .
"Westminster Review", vol. ix, No. xvili, pp. 334 - 421, 
February 1328. Reprinted, with additional notes; Charles 
Knight, London, 1836.
"Preventive Police".
"London Review", vol. i, No. 1, pp. 252 - 303, 1830.
"Centralization. Public Charities in France".
"London Review", vol. i, No. 2, pp. 536 - 565i 1330.
"Real Incendiaries and Promoters of Crime".
"Examiner", 20 February 1331, pp. 114 - 116.
"Taxes on Knowledge" .
"Westminster Keview", vol. xv, No. xxix, pp. 238 - 267,
July 13J1.
"On the Principles and Progress of the Poor Law Amendment Act". 
"Edinburgh Review", vol. Ixiii, pp. 48? - 537, July 1336. 
Reprinted 1337-
"On the best modes of representing accurately, by statistical 
returns, the duration of life, and the pressure and progress of 
the causes of mortality amongst different classes of the
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community, and amongst the populations of different districts 
and countries".
"Journal of Statistical Society", vol. vii, pp. 1 - 40,
April 1344.
"Papers (by John Roberton, Robert Hawlinson and Edwin Chadwick) 
read before the Statistical Society of Manchester on the 
demoralisation and injuries occasioned by the want of proper 
regulations of labourers engaged in the construction and working 
of railways, etc."
Ed. E.G. Charles, knight, London, 1346.
"Health of Towns. Report of the speeches of iidwin Chadwick, 
Esq., Dr. 3outhwood Smith ..... and others at a meeting ..... to 
promote a subscription in behalf of the widow and children of 
Dr. J.R. Lynch".
Chapman, JSlcoate and Co., London, 1847.
"Sewer Manure".
Report to Metropolitan Sewers Commission. 1349.
MA Letter to the Right Hon. Viscount Palmerston, etc., on the 
improvement of the sanitary condition of the army at home and in 
the field".
Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1355.
"On improvements in machinery and in manufacturing processes, as 
affecting the condition of the labourer".
Address to Philanthropic Congress at Brussels.
"Journal of Society of Arts", vol. iv, pp. 303 - 307,
14 November 1356.
"Address to the electors of Southampton'.' 
1357.
"The Economical, Social, Educational, and Political Importance 
of Open Competitive Jiixaminatioas for admission to the public 
service".
To British Association, 1357-
"Joiirnal of Statistical Society", vol. xxi, pp. 18 - 51,
1353.
"On the application of sanitary science to the protection of the
Indian Army".
"Transactions of National Association for the Promotion 
of Social Science", 1353, pp. 437 - 504.
"The progress of the principle of competitive examination for 
admission into the public service".
To British Association, 1353.
"Journal of Statistical Society", vol. rxii, pp. 44 - 75,
1359-
"Results of different principles of legislation and 
administration in Europe; of competition for the field, as 
compared with competition within the field of service".
"Journal of Statistical Society", vol. xxii, pp. 331 -
420, 1359-
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"The chief methods of preparation for legislation especially as
applicable to the reform of Parliament".
To Society for Promoting the Amendment of the Law. 
Charles Knight, 1859. Re-published in "Fraser's 
Magazine", vol. 75. PP. 673 - 690, flay 1867.
"On the Physiological as well as Psychological Limits to mental 
labour" .
"Transactions of British Association", 1360.
"Public Health".
"Transactions of Social Science Association", I860, pp. 
- 606.
"Post Office Savings Banks".
"Journal of Statistical Society", vol. xxiv, pp. 519 - • 
522, 1361,
"The subject matters and methods of competitive examinations for 
the public service".
To British association, 1362.
"Journal of Statistical Society", vol. xxvi, pp. 72 - 77 *
1363 •
"The comparative results of the chief principles of the Poor Law 
administration in England and Ireland, as compared with that of 
Scotland".
"Transactions of Social Science Association", 1363, pp.
712 - 725.
"The present state of economy and trade".
"Transactions of Social Science Association1 ", 1364, pp. 
69 - 105-
"The loss of life and property by shipwrecks".
"Transactions of Social Science Association", 1365, pp. 
77 - 101.
"The Economical Principles of a reform of the legislation and 
administration for the conveyance of passengers and goods on 
railways".
Longmans, Green and Co., 1365-
"The Government Purchase of Railways ".
"Journal of Society of Arts", vol. xiv, pp. 193 - 207, 
9 February 1866-
"What action, if any, ought the Government to take with regard 
to railways?".
"Transactions of Social Science Association", 1867, pp.
593 - 605.
"University of London Election; Address to members of 
Convocation. 'A'ith a letter from J.S. Mill". 
1367.
"On Standing Armies". 
London, 1368.
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"National Elementary Education. An Address". 
1368.
"Lea Unions Ouvrieres en Angleterre au point de vue criminelle". Paris, 1368.
"The election for the Kilmarnock Burghs. Statement in relation thereto".
1863.
"Movement for International Economy of Military Expenditure"."Journal of Statistical Society", vol. xxxli, pp. 456 - 458, 1869.
"The Military and Naval Force derivable from the introduction of military drill, and gymnastic exercises, as part of a national system of education in all elementary schools".Royal United Service Institution, May 1370.
"National Education. Letter thereon to the Lord President of the Council".
London, 1870.
"The sanitary and economical advantages of smooth and impermeable street surfaces".
"Transactions of Social Science Association", 1871, pp.439 - 501.
"The chief economical principles for consideration in relation to National as against Standing Armies, as displayed in the present war on the continent".
"Transactions of Social Science Association", 1370, pp.500 - 516.
"Memorandum on plan and estimate for drainage of Gawnpore", 1371.
"Lettre sur 1'instruction obligatoire en France, adresse'e par I.e. a% M. Mignet".
Academie des Sciences Morales et Politiques.Orleans, I/ November 1371.
"On the jurisprudence of changeability for sanitary works and for poor rates, police rates, and other branches of local administration".
London, 1373*
"What are the best means of drawing together the interests of the United Kingdom, of India, and of the Colonies?""Transactions of Social Science Association", 1374, pp.350 - 369-
'The system of th'e water supply of the metropolis"."Sanitary Record", vol. iv, pp. 243 - 243, 3 April 1376.
"Address on Public Health".
"Transactions of Social Science Association", 1377, pp. 74 - 121. Reprinted, Spottiswoode and Co., London, 1377.
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"Sanitary Condition of Aberdeen".
"Transactions of Social Science Association", 1877, pp. 
582 - 591 <
"The sanitation of a county".
"Sanitary Record", vol. viii, pp. 257 - 262, 26 April
"National water supply".
"Journal of Society of Arts", vol. xrvi, pp. 76? - 774, 
5 July 1373.
"The need of reforms in the administrative organisation of the 
sanitary service, with special reference to the appointment of 
Medical Officers of Health",
To Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, 1378.
"Sanitary Register", October 1878, pp. 5 - 19.
"The Requisite Attributions of a Minister of Health".
To International Congress of Hy^ierue, Paris, 4 August
1873.
"Sanitarian", vol. vii, pp. 59-67, February 1879.
"Address as President to International Association for the 
Promotion of iileans for Improving the Supplies of Drinking Water 
to Populations".
Delivered at Amsterdam, September 1879.
G. Herman and Son» London, 1879«
"On the ttonaa of sanitation in the school stages of life".
"Transactions of canitary Institute", vol. i, pp. 271 - 
279, 1879.
"Letter from Mr. iudwin Chadwick, on the application of sanitary 
science to the reduction of infantile mortality among the wage 
classes in Groydon".
"Trans ace ions of Sanitary I/istltute", vol. i, pp. 310 -
514, 1379-
"Circulation or stagnation: being the translation of a paper by 
F.O. Aard on the arterial and venous system for the sanitation 
of towns, with a statement of the progress made since then for 
its completion by Jiidwin Chadwick, C.B.",
"Transactions of Sanitary Institute", vol. ii, pp. 259 -
237, 1330.
"The Census of 188.1",
"Journal of Society of Arts", vol. xxviii, pp. 717 - 723, 
16 July 1380.
"Employers' Liability for accidents to workpeople".
"Eraser's Magazine", New Series vol. 23, pp. 680 - 692,
May 1331.
"National Education. On the rise and progress of the half-time 
principle for mixed physical and mental training, as the 
foundation of a national system of education". 
Gharies flight and Co., London,
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"Progress of sanitation: In preventive as compared with that in 
curative science".
'Transactions of Social Science Association", 1831.
"The Prevention of Epidemics".
To Brighton Health Congress, December 1832. 
"Sanitary Record", New Series vol. 3, pp. 270 - 277, 
15 January 1332.
"Position of Sanitation in England".
To Association of t>ublic Sanitary Inspectors, June 1884 
"Sanitary Engineering", vol. viii, pp. 482 - 485, 13 Ju
1834.
"On the evils of disunity in central und local administration, 
especially with relation to the metropolis, and also on the new 
centralisation for the people, together with improvements in 
codification and in legislative procedure". 
Longmans, London, 1885.
"Commentaries on the report of the Royal Commission on 
Metropolitan Sewage Discharge, and on the combined and the 
separate systems of town drainage". 
Longmans, 1/ondon, 1835-
"Sanitary review of the session".
To Association of Public Sanitary Inspectors, May 1385. 
"Sanitary Engineering", vol. x, pp. 296 - 298, 8 May
1835.
"Ventilation with air irom superior couches in place of inferior 
couches".
"Sanitarian", vol. xv, pp. 11 - 15, July 1385.
"Sanitary Sewage and Water Supply".
To Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, 1387. 
"Transactions", vol. ix, pp. 3^3 -343.
"Sanitary Sortition of Water Supplies".
To Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, 1337. 
"Transactions", vol. ix, pp. 343 - 351.
"ifclementary Education question and the Half-time System".
Longmans, 133/.
"Progress of sanitation, civil and military, to the year 1838". 
To Association of Public Sanitary Inspectors, 1333. 
"Journal of Society of Arts", vol. xxvi, pp. 1029 - 34, 
7 September 1353.
"General History of Principles of Sanitation". 
Cassell and Co., London, 1339.
"Present Condition of Sanitary Science".
To Association of Public Sanitary Inspectors. 




OFFICIAL REPORTS DRAFTED WHOLLY OR PARTLY BY
"First Report froa Commissioners appointed to collect 
information ..... relative to employment of children in 
factories". 1333 (450), xx. 1.
Second Report. 1833 (519), xxi. 1.
Supplementary Reports. 1834 (167), xix. 253, xx. 1.
"Heport from Commissioners for inquring into the administration 
and practical operation of the Poor Laws". 133^ (44). xxvii. I. 
Appendix (A) Parts II, III, 17: Svidance collected by 
Edwin Chadwick; Rural Questions. 1334 (44), xxix. 1.
Chad* ic it's Report on London and Berkshire was 
reprinted in "Extracts from the Information received by 
Fiis Majesty's Commissioners, as to the administration and 
operation of the Poor Laws", London, 1333- (pp. 201 - 339)
"First Report of Cosrtiisgioners appointed to inquire into the 
best means of establishing an efficient constabulary force in 
the counties of Lngland and Kales". 1339 (1&9), xix. 1.
"Report of the Poor Law Commissioners to the Secretary of State, 
on an inquiry into the sanitary condition of the labouring 
population of Great Britain". 1842, xxvi. I. (House of Lords).
District Reports. 1342, xxvii. 1. (House of Lords).
Report on Scotland. 1342, xxviii. 1. (House of Lords).
"Supplementary Report on the result of a special inquiry into 
the practice of interment ia towns'*. 134$ (509), xii. 395.
"First Report of Commissioners for inquiring into the state of 
large towns and populous districts". 1044 (572), xvii. 1. 
Second Report. 1845 (602) (610), xviii. 1. 299.
"First Report of Commissioners appointed to inquire whether any 
and what special means may be reoulsite for the imrpovement of 
the health of the metropolis". ~1847 - 48 (833) (895), xxxil.
1 . 57 •
Second Report. 1347 - 43 (911), xxxii. 253.
Third Report. 1347 - 48 (979), xxxii. 339.
The Reports of the General Board of Health are included 
in Section & below.
Of the Annual Reports of the Poor Law Commission, 
Chadwlclc's influence is most visible in the First (1835), 
Fourth (1338), and fifth (1339).
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D- JSYIUbNOlS GITEN BY CHADS I0g BlSFOiat ROYAL COMMISSIONS 
AND PARlJAMaMTAHY COMMIT r&ijS.
Select Committee on Metropolitan Police. 1328 (533), vi. 1. 
Ohadwick was apparently not summoned aa a witness; but 
the paper at Appendix F, pp. 322 - 325 t is probably nisi 
"Outline of the advantages which v/ould result from 
extending the circulation of the "Police Gazette"; 
apprehension of offenders; recovery of stolen property; 
prevention of crime".
Select Committee on intoxication amon^ the labouring classes* 
1354 (559), viii. 315. 
11 June 1334, pp. 29 -
Select Committee on the Highways Act. 1337 - 33 (463), xxiii. 
253- 
5 March 1338, pp. 11 - 25; 7 March, pp. 34-46.
Select Committee on District Asylums for the houseless poor in 
the metropolis. 1846 (33:3), vii. 1. 
27 February 1346, pp. 36 - 33; 5 May 1346, pp. 364 - 375.
Select Committee on Local Acts. 1846 (55k) » xii. 1, 
2d May lcJ4t>, pp. 21 - 41
Select Committee oa Railway Labourers. 1346 (530), xiii. 411. 
16 June 1346, pp. 146 - 154.
Select Committee on Sewage Manure. 1346 9474), x. 535- 
26 June 1346, pp. 106 - 120.
Select Committee on the administration of the Poor Law in the 
Andover Union. 1346 (665 - I) (663 - II), v. Part I. 1, Part
II. 1.
25 July 1346, pp. 549 - 563; 23 July, pp. -369 - 892; 29
July, PD. 393 - 909; 30 July, pp. 912 - 926; 927 - 933;
934 - 935; 11 August, pp. 1106 - 7; 15 August, pp. 1274 -
1292; 1310 - 1311-
Select Committee oa the Law of Settlement. 1347 (32), xl. 1, 
etc.
Fourth Report, 1347 (213), xi. 20i. 4 March 1847, pp. 
1 - 13; 9 March, pp. 13 - 40; 11 March, pp. 40 - 63; 
lo March, pp. 64 - 95.
Select Committee (Lords) to consider the subject of printing 
papers for the House of Lords. 1854, xxi. 155 (House of Lords) 
30 May 1354, pp. 25 - 30, 35 - 37.
"Papers relating to re-organisatioa of Givil Service". 1354 - 
55, xx. 1. 
Chadwick's paper, 1 August 1354, pp. 136 - 227.
Select Committee on operation of Corrupt Practices Prevention 
Act, 1354. 1360, x. 1.
15 March 1360, pp. 153 - 16?.
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"Two papers submitted to Commission (on Popular Education) by 
Mr. Chadwicfc, as to half-time teaching and military and naval 
drill, and on time and cost of popular education on large and 
small scale". 1862, xliii. 1
"Further return, being letter to Mr. Senior, explanatory
of former paper", ibid., 91.
Select Committee on Metropolitan Local Government. 1366, xiii.
171.
Second Report. 1866, xiii. 317- 22 July, pp. 223 -
Select Committee on employment of steam on tramways. 1877, 
xvi. 445. 
22 March 1377, pp. 103 - 114.
B. JRAKUA; LMEARY AHS DKPAkTM&vi-AL PA
(1) 1331 - 1347; PUBLIC HEALTH. POOR LAW, FACTORY ACT. PRIVATE 
BILLS.
Select Committee on bill to regulate the labour of children in 
mines and factories. 1831 - 32 (70b), xv. 1.
"Instructions from the Central rfeard of Factory Cosimissioners to 
the District and Medical Commissioners". 1833 (274), xxxi. 349,
"Extracts from Reports made to the Poor Law Commissioners on the 
subject of the education of the poor". 1335- cccxxiv. 657.
(house of Lords).
Reports from the Factory Inspectors on the effects of the 
educational provisions of the Factories Act. 1339 (42), xiii.
353.
Select Committee (Lords) on the aupply of water to the
metropolis. 1340, xxii. 715- (House of Lords).
Select Committee on health of towns. 1840 (384), xi. 277.
Select Gomnittee on building regulations and the improvement of 
boroughs. 1342 (372), x. 161.
Select Committee on interments in towns. 1842 (327), x.
"Letters from K.H. Greig and H. Ashworth to 3. Chadwick; also, 
correspondence and return relative to the removal of labourers 
from asr%icul'burtil districts uo manufacturing districts".
1843 (254), xlv. 119.
Select Committee on medical relief to the sick poor, 1844 (312), 
ix. 1. Second Report: 1344 ££TOx (337), ix. 31. 
Third Report: 1344 (531), ix. ^
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Resolutions relative to Private Bills. 1345 (11) (115) xxxvi
1. 3.
"Instructions to Surveying Officers appointed by the 
Commissioners of floods and Forests to institute preliminary 
inquiries, under 9 *-. 10 Vice. c. 106, in cases of application 
for Acts for the formation of cemeteries". 1847 (in 33),
xxxiii. 87.
"Letters from the Poor Law Commissioners to the Secretary of 
State respecting the transaction of the business of the 
commission". 134? (143), xlix. 1.
(2) 1343 - 5»t g&PQdXS. RJirfUaflS. AftP OEHfeR PAP&flS 
TO TffiS GEiYERAL BOARD OF
( a ) Administration of Public Health and Nuisances Acts .
"Heport on the measures adopted for the execution of the 
Nuisances Removal and Diseases Prevention Act, and the Public 
Health Act, up bo July 1849". 134} (1115), xxiv. 1.
"Minutes of information collected in respect to the drainage of 
the lands forming t&e sites of towns, to road drainage, and the 
facilitation of the drainage of suburban lands". 1352 (1471),
xix. 1.
"Minutes of information collected with reference to works for 
the removal of soil ^ater, or drainage of dwelling-houses and 
public edifices, and for the sewerage aad cleansing of the sites 
of towns". 1352 (1535), xix. 307.
"Minutes of information collected on the practical application 
of sewer *ater and tov/n manures to agricultural production".
1S52 (1472), xix. 133.
"Copies of the correspondence between the General Board of 
Health and the Metropolitan Sanitary Association, on the subject 
of amendments in the Nuisances Removal Act". 1352, xvii. 235.
(House of Lords).
"fieports on an inquiry relative to prevalence of disease at 
Croydon, and to plan of sewerage". 1S52 - 53, xcvi. 35,
Further Reports from Board of Health, ibid. 221.
Statement of preliminary inquiry, etc., ibid. 117
"Minutes of Evidence taken oerore the Select Committee of the 
House of Lords on the Bill "to confirm certain Provisional 
Orders of the general Board of Health for Hertford, Accrington 
Bangor, and Uxbridge, etc". 1352 - 55, xxxi. 231. (House of'
Lords).
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"Report on State of works of dreinage and sewerage, etc., (at 
Crcycion) by Thomas Wicksteed". 18S4, Ixi. 347-
"Copies of all correspondence, memorials and reports, in 
reference to the application of the Public Health Act to the 
township of 8arton-upon-Irwelln . 1854, Ixi. !•
"Report on administration of the Public health Act, and 
Nuisances Removal and Diseases Prevention Acts, from 1843 to 
1854". 1854, snorv. 1.
Details of the receipt and expenditure of the Board, the 
persons in their employment , the number and names of places from 
which applications were spade, the asetfaod of applying the Act, 
the amounts of the mortgages secured on local rates, the 
average cost of the works, etc., may be found in the following 
returns:
1850 (755), mill. 335-
1350 (110), xxxiii. 591.
1351 (504), xliii. }21.
1552 (573), liii. I- 
1852 - 5$, xcvi. 1. 
1854 - 55, liii. 19. 
1357 (Ssss. 2), arli. 3-
1867,
Orders in Council for the application of the Public ? 
Health Act were published in the "London Gazette" (see above, 
p. 528, foot-note); as were also the Notifications in respect to . 
the Nuisances Removal and Diseases Prevention Act (p. 368, foot- \ 
note). Specimens of the Provisional Order© are given in P.P. • 
1850, xx. 221 (House of Lords) : "Provisional Orders for the I 
application of tae Public Health Act to Strati ord-upon-Avon, 
Dart-ford, Newport (Ifon.), Brecon, Barrow, Derby, Pover, 1.
Chelsford, and York". ,:
/^
The collection of Chadwicfc's pamphlets in the British
Museum contains some 140 of the local reports by the Inspectors 
of the General Boarc.
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Cholera. 184S - 1349 and 1853 - 1334.
"Report to the Poor Law Commission on the capabilities of the 
Metropolitan Workhouses for the reception and treatment of
cholera cases". 1847 - 48 (917), li.
"Report of the General Board of Health on the epidemic cholera 
of 1848 and 1849". 1850 (1273), xxi. 3-
Appendix (A), ibid., p. 185. Appendix (B), ibid., p. 365
Appendix (C), 1852 (1523), xx. 1.
"Despatches and other documents relating to the outbreak of the 
cholera in the island of Jamaica". 1851 (104), xxxvi. 561.
"Memorandum addressed to Viscount Falser s ton, Her Majesty's 
Secretary of State for the Home Department, on behalf of a 
deputation which waited on him, on 27th February 1354, for the 
purpose of urging the necessity of preparations against the 
apprehended return of the cholera". 1354, xix. 43. (House of
Lords).
"Letter from Dr. H. Gavin, Medical Superintending Inspector 
General Board of Health, showing benefits resulting from house- 
to-house visitation in Newcastle, Dundee, and Glasgow". 
1854, Ixi. 109.
"Report of Commissioners on causes of outbreak of cholera in 
towns of Mew cast le-upon-Tyne, Gateshead, and Tynemouth". 
1854, xxxv. 131.
(c) Metropolitan Interments Act.
"Report on a general scheme for extra-mural sepulture". 
1850 (1158), xxi. 573-
"Report to the General Board of Health, by Dr. Sutherland, on 
the practice of intramural interments in the metropolis". 
1850, xxxix. Part I. p. 153. (House of Lords).
"Number of interments that have taken place in the churchyard 
and vaults of the church of St, Margaret's (Westminster), 1840 
to 1849". 1350 (137), xxxiii. 369.
"Report "on the circumstances attending the revolting practices 
that have been said to occur in the St. Giles's cemetery in the 
parish of St. Pancras", by H. Austin and R. Hawlinson. 
1850, xxxix. Part I. p. 1. (House of Lords).
"Report of preliminary proceedings under the Metropolitan 
Interment Act from 5th August to 31st December 1850". 
1351 (479), xxiii. 429.
"Second Annual Report of the General Board of Health, under sec. 
73 of the Metropolitan Interment Act". 1352 (264), xx. 97.
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"Minutes of the Board of Health relating to the Metropolitan 
Interments Act since August 1850; and correspondence relative to 
the purchase of cemeteries, and the Abbey *ood estate". 
1352 (190), liii. 37.
Expenditure under the Act is show* in the following 
returns:
1851 (in 479), xxiii. 429.
1352 (233), liii. 227.
1852 (in 573), liii. 1.
(d) Metropolitan Water Supply Bill.
"Report by the General Board of Health on the supply of water to 
the metropolis". 1350 (1218), xxii. 1.
Appendix No. I, ibid., p. 3^1; No. II, ibid., p. 3*2;
No. Ill, ibid., p. 669; No. IV, ibid., p. 931.
"Extract Minute from the proceedings of the General Board of 
Health, 7 February 1850, respecting supply of water to the 
metropolis by proposed new companies". 1850 (1140), xxii. 965.
"Letter from the General Board of Health to the Secretary of 
State, dated 5th July 1850, transmitting a Minute of the Board 
with reference to the River Lea Trust Bill and the New River 
Company's Bill". 1350, xx. 351. (House of Lords).
"Report on the proposed gathering grounds for the supply of the 
metropolis from the soft water springs of the Surrey sands, by 
the Hon. William Napier". 1351 (1371), xxiii. 61.
"Report by Mr. Rammell, an Inspector of the Board of Health, on 
the soft water Springs in the Surrey sands, etc." 1851 (345),
xxiii.137.
"Report of the Coamissioners on the chemical quality of the 
supply of water to the metropolis". 1851 (421), xxiii. 401.
Select Committee on the Metropolis Water Bill. 1851 (643), xv.
1.
Select Committee on the Metropolis tfater Supply Bill, and the
Chelsea Waterworks Bill. 1352 (395), xii. 1.
Further minutes of evidence relative to the New River, 
East London Waterworks, and Lee River Trust Bills, and 
the Wandle Water and Sewage Bill. 1852 (395 - I), xii. 
221.
Further minutes of evidence relative to the East London, 
Southward and 7auxhall, Grand Junction, West Middlesex a 
and London (Watford) Spring $ater Companies' Bills. 
(527), xii. 561.
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Sel«ot Committee of the House of Lords on the Metropolitan water 
Supply. 1352, xxi. 339. (House of Lords).
"Return of gaugings, reports, and communications in relation to 
the sources of the soft-water springs in the Surrey or other 
sands for the supply of the metropolis, received by the General 
Board of Health since the presentation of their Report on the 
supply of water to the metropolis". 1352, xxxi. $15. (House of
Lord's) .
(e) Relations with the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers. ———————
"Statement transmitted by Mr. John Leslie, to the Secretary of 
State for the Home Department, complaining of the constitution 
and administration of the Commission of Westminster Sewers, etc." 
184? (686), Ivii. 123.
"Letter from the Chairman of the Metropolitan Commission of 
Sewers to the Secretary of State, transmitting a report on the 
transactions of the Commissioners during the year 1850". 
1851 (82), xlviii. 75-
"Reports of Mr. Bazalgette relating to Pipe and Tunnel Sewers'*. 
1352 - 53, xcvl. 511.
Select Committee on Great London Drainage Bill. 1352 - 53*
xxvi. 337.
"Keports and Communications by Board of Health to Home Secretary 
on the drainage of the metropolis". 1354, Ixi. 113.
"Communication fro® General Board of Health, and reports of 
Superintending Inspectors in respect fco operation of pipe 
sewers". 1354 - 55, xlv. 295.
"Reports of District Engineers on working of pipe sewers". 
1854 - 55, 1-^ii- 173.
(f) Miscellaneous Activities.
"Letter, dated 19 March 1849, from the Board of Health to the 
Treasury, on the advantages of printing official reports in the 
octavo, instead of the folio form". 1849 (293), xlv. 21
"Heport of the General Board of Health on Quarantine". 
1849 (1070), xxiv. 137.
"Report of Dr. Arthniz Farre and Mr. Grainger to the General 
Board of Health, on Thirty-eight metropolitan workhouses". 
1350 (133), xxi. 737-
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"Report to the Board of Health in reference to the sanitary 
condition of Agar Town, St. Pancras, and other parts of the 
metropolis". 1851 (338), xxiii. 1.
"Report on a general scheme of extra-mural sepulture for country 
towns". 1851 U348), xxili. 177-
"Second Report on quarantine; Yellow Fever". 1852 (1473), xx.
117.
Reports made to the Home Secretary by the Assistant Commissioner 
of Police on the operation of the Common Lodging-Houses Act, 
1851- 1352 - 53, Ixxviii. 525; 1854, xxxv. 115.
"Papers received by Board of Health, exhibiting operation of 
Common Lodging-Houses Act". 1852 - 53, Ixxviii. 553.
"Letter from the General Board of Health to the Home Secretary 
on smoke consumption". 1354, Ixi. 533*
'• A SELBCTIOS OF BOOKS.
(1) BIOGRAPHIES OF CHADfelOK.
The memoir prefixed to "The health of Nations" (2 vols., 
1887)» written by Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson from information 
coiamunicated by Chadwic^ himself, is the most authoritative 
source for Ch.ad*icfc's personal and family history. It is 
unfortunately brief and very reticent. The Board of Health is 
dismissed on one page, and the mildness of the narrative points 
to the exercise of a strong censorship by Richardson. The 
survey of Chadwiclc's works which follows is largely an 
uncritical precis, but it contains a few comments by Chadwick 
himself. An abridged version in one volume, "National Health", 
was published in 1890.
Sichardson's memoir may be compared with the articles in 
the "North British Review", vol. xiii, pp. 40 - 34, 1350, (by 
Professor Masson), and "The Sanitarian, vol. v, pp. 176 - 132, 
April 1377, both of which incorporate material supplied by 
Chadwick himself.
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Maurice Marston's "Sir Edwin Cbadwick" (1925) is a 
popular account, of little weight, and based largely on 
Richardson. "Edwin Chadwick and the Early Public Health 
Movement in England" by Dorsey D. Jones (University of Iowa 
Studies in the Social Sciences, vol. ix, No. 3, 1931)is a more 
scholarly work, but its sources are limited to the more 
accessible of the printed materials.
Portraits of Chadwick are given in Richardson and 
Marston (both late, aet. c. 70); J.A. Dolaege, "Towards 
National Health" (193D, aet. c. 4$; and, with B.W. Richardson 
and Professor R. Owen, "A Scientific Triad1', in the "Pictorial 
world" for 29 *&y 1390. There is a bust of Chadwiek in the 
library of University College, London.
.(2)
Since sanitary measures were at the very margin of 
political interest, very little can be derived from the 
biographies and printed papers of the leading political figures 
of the time.
B. Hodder's "Life and Work of the Seventh Earl of 
Shaftesbury" (1386) contains some valuable extracts from 
Shaftesbury's diary, but is very discreet on controversial 
issues. Chadwick had to be restrained by Richardson from 
bursting into print to attack this book, presumably on account 
of its omissions and the emphasis it lays on Shaftesbury's work 
at the Board of Health at the expense of his colleagues.
"Dr. Southwood Smith" (1399) by the Doctor's grand­ 
daughter, G.L. Lewes, is a guileless essay in hero worship,
which regards him as the originator and, chief figure in the
mentioning public health agitation, barely msKttarag^Chadwick . Though
its documentary value is slight, however, it succeeds in 
conveying an impression of Southwood Smith's charm of character. 
See also F. Howell, "Saniaary Reform and Services of Dr.
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Southwood Smith in connection therewith" (pamphlet, 1855).
For the Earl of Carlisle there is little except the 
E.N.fl. article and the essay by Harriet iiartlneau in 
"Biographical Sketches" (4th ed., 1876).
"The Letters, Remains, and Memoirs of Edward Adolphus 
Seymour, Twelfth Duke of Somerset, K.G. M , ed. W.H. Mallock and 
Lady Gwendolen Hamsden (1893), is quite useless, Chadwick and 
the Board of Health being nowahere mentioned. There is a 
sketch of Seymour's life in "The Seymour Family" by A. Audrey 
Locke (1911).
For G.C. Lewis there are the "Letters", edited by Sir 
Gilbert Frankland Lewis (1870), and the essay by *. Bagehot in 
his "Biographical Studies" (1881). A memoir of George 
JSlcholls, by H.G. Willink, is prefixed to vol. 1. of the 1393 
edition of his "English Poor Law".
Also;
H. Bowley, "Nassau Senior arid Classical Economics" (1937) 
J. Bowring, "Memoirs of Jeremy Bentham" (1843). 
K. Cole, "Fifty ireara of Public Work" (1394). 
F-.B. de Ponblanque, "Life and Letters of Albany Fonblanque"
(137*).
Mrs. Grote, "i'he personal jjife oi George Urote" (1373). 
M. Greenwood, "The Medical Dictator, and other Biographical
Studies", (193§)(For william Farr). 
to. aaie-rthite, "Great Doctors of the Nineteenth Goatury" (1935)
(for John Simon and Neil Arnott). 
N.A. Humphreys, "Vital Statistics: a memorial volume of
selections from the reports and writings of w'illiam 
Farr" (1335).
R.E. Leader, "Life and Letters of J.A. Roebuck" (1397). 
J.G. Lockhart, "Viscount Halifax, 13^ - 1335" (1935)
(for Sir Charles Wood).
A. Newsholme, Lecture on Ailliam Farr, "Bconomiea", Sov. 1923. 
ii. Owen, "Life of Richard Owen" (1894).
V?. Reid, "vierroir-3 and Correspondence of Lyon Playfair" (1399). 
fl.W. Richardson, "Disciples of Aesculapius" (1900).
(tor Thomas wakley and John Snow).
F. Smith, "Life and Work of Sir J. Kay-Shuttleworth" (1923). 
J.L. and B. Hammond, "Lord Shaftesbury" (1923).
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(3) THB PUBLIC HEALTH MQYgMBHT .
Sir John Simon's "English Sanitary Institutions" (1890) 
is the fullest and best account, written by an authority who 
knew and respected the leaders of the movement and very largely 
shared their theories. "The Public Health Agitation, 1335 - 
48", by. B.L. Butchlns (1909), reprints a series of lectures 
delivered at the London School of Economics, and contains short 
but useful studies of Couthwood Smith and Chadwick. "The 
Gtory of English Public Health", by Sir Malcolm Morris (1919). 
is admittedly based on Sinon. A more recent study, "Towards 
National Health" by J. A Doliaege (1931) pushes the story hack 
into earlier centuries.
The work of earlier reformers is described in M.C. Buer, 
"Health, wealth, and Population in the early days of the 
Industrial Revolution" (1926); M.D. George , "London Life in 
the Eighteenth Century" (1925); G.T. Griffith, "Population 
Problems of the Age of Malthus" (1926).
Also: 
Sir George Newman, "The Rise of Preventive Medicine" (1932)
"The Building of a Nation's Health" (1939).
"Health and Social Evolution" (1931). 
Sir A. Newoholme, "Elemencs of 7ital Statistics" (1389)
(contains examples of Chadwick's statistical
blunders).
"Ministry of Health" (1925).
H.M.S.O., "The Story of the General Registry Office"
(centenary volume, 1937).
The best introduction to the medical theories of the 
time is probably given by the two classics of epidemiology, 
John Snow's "On the Mode of Communication of Cholera" (1849; 
reprint of second edition of 1854, entiled "Snow on Cholera", 
New York, 1936), and William Budd's "Typhoid Fever" (1874; 
reprinted, New York, 1931). Southwood Smith's views are 
stated in his "Philosophy of Health" (1835).
Also: 
C. Creighton, "History of Epidemics in Britain" (1394).
ff.H. Garrison, "An Introduction to the History of Medicine"
(1914).
£.*: . Goodall, "A Short History of infectious epidemic Diseases".
(1934).
M. Greenwood, "Epidemiology, Histories! and Experimental^'
D.J. Guthrie, "History of Medicine" (1945). 
H.H. Scott, "Some Notable Epidemics" (1934). 
U.tt. bigerist, "Man and Medicine" (1932). 
C. Singer, "A Short History of Medicine" (1923). 
H. Zinsser, "Rats, Lice, and History"
(4) ADMINISTRATIVE AND BnOMQagC HISTORY.
*!. Canaan, "History of Local Hates ia fingland" (1396). 
C.T. Carr, "Concerning English Administrative Law" (1941). 
J.H. Clapham, "Economic History of Modern Britain" (1920). 
F. Clifford, "His-cory of /Tivate Bill Legislation55 (1335). 
S. 1?. Cohen, "The Growth of the British Civil Service" (1941). 
8. Dowell, "History of Taxation and raxes in England from the
Earliest Times to the year 1335'1 (1333).
H. Finer, "The British Civil Service" (revised ed., 1937). 
G.L. Gomme, "London in the Reign of Victoria'" (id9d). 
B.I. Gray, "Philanthropy iind the State" (1903). 
H.R.G. Greaves, "The Civil Service in the Changing State" (194?) 
E. HaleVy, "History of the English People" (19^4 - /). 
J.L. and b. Hammond, "Age of the Chartistsj" (1930). 
Hutchins B.L. and Harrison J.fi., "History of Factory
Legislation" (1911)
H. Jephson, "The Canitary iivoiatioa of London" (1907). 
H.T. Laski, W.I. Jennings, and'V.A. Robson, ed., "A Century
of Municipal Progress" (1935).
G. Nicholls, "Hiotory of the ^iigliyh Poor Law" (1854). 
A. Hedford, "History of Local Government in Manchester" (1939). 
A.H. Robson. "The Education of Children engaged in Industry,
1333 - 1376" (1931).
G. Slater, "Poverty and the State" (1930).
K. Smellie, "A Hundred Years of English Government" (1937). 
F.H. Spencer, "Municipal Origins" (1911). 
S. aad B. w'eb'b, "Statutory Authorities"
"iiinglish Poor Law History",
(vols. 4 and 7 - 9 of "English Local Government"
1906 - 29).
W.H. &icjc*ar, "The Public Services" (193^). 
A.. Wilson and H. Levy, "Workmen's Compensation" (1939).
"Burial Reform and Funeral Costs". 
ii. ^oses, "History of the Civil Service" (1914).
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G.
The great majority of Chadwick's collection of pamphlets, 
covering all his multifarious interests, poor law, public 
health, education, police, agriculture, etc., are deposited in 
the British Museum. They till 525 volumes, under the press 
mark C.T.
part of Chadwick's library, 2?4 books and *3 pamphlets, 
was given to the Manchester Public Libraries in 1891 by his 
son, Osbert Chadwick.
